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~ ~~ An Introduction 
' 

~ to Integrated Enterprise 
Information Systems 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

The objectives of this chapter are to provide a definition for integrated enterprise 
information systems, discuss the need for integrated information systems in 
enterprises, and assess the extent to which current enterprise information systems 
are integrated. After studying this chapter, you should be able to 

1. Define integrated enterpri se information system 

2. Identify impediments to integrating the components of enterprise information 
systems 

3. Explain the need to eliminate stovepipes in operations and information systems 

4. Identify artificial constructs versus natural phenomena in enterprise activities as 
opportunities for effective reengineering 

INTRODUCTION 

Bet<1re we can engage in a detailed discussion of integrated enterprise information sys
tems. we must define some terms so that we arc all using the same vocabulary. Let's start 
with the phrase, "integrated enterprise information system." That phrase contains several 
terms to be defined. Let's start by defining the term enterprise. For this book we arc defin
ing enterprise as an organization established to achieve a pat1icular undertaking involving 
industrious, systematic actiYity. Most enterprises arc for-profit business organizations; 
however, not-for-profit organizations are also enterprises. Whether the undertaking of an 
enterprise is profit driven or charitably motivated, the enterprise needs au information sys
tem to support its activities. An information system is defined as the network of all com
munication channels used Within an organization. Notice that the concept il!(ormarion sys
tem is not synonymous with the concept computer technology. Certainly computer 
technology is an important component of most modem information systems; however, the 
infom1ation system is much more inclusive. Any paths by which enterprise employees and 
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business partners impart and receive information (e.g., telephone conversations, written 
documents, or fax transmittals) are included in the enterprise information system. 

Integration is defined in most dictionaries as the combination of parts into a whole. 
This definition may bring to your mind the disassembled pieces of a jigsaw puzzle, and 
their assembly into one completed pidure, as in Exhibit 1-l. To achieve the integration of 
these pieces into the finished whole, each piece must be connected to another piece that 
fi ts and which in turn fits with another piece. The integration of pieces in most jigsaw puz
zles is a relatively simple task that has a single correct solution. A picture on the box in 
which the puzzle pieces are stored illustrates how the assembled end product should look. 
The puzzle solver uses that illustra tion to help determine how to integrate the pieces. For 
this book, the puzzle pieces we are interested in combining into a whole are the building 
blocks of an enterprise information system, and there is not a sole predefined solution. 
Thus, the pieces we need to integrate are less similar to jigsaw puzzle pieces and are more 
similar to various children's building blocks, such as Legos, K'ncx, Tinkcrtoys, and so on. 
To build something from such building blocks, a person may start with a predefined solu
tion (e.g., a picture of an end product to build) and follow a set of directions to arrive at 
that solution. However, a person may instead visualize something to build, and then start 
integrating the pieces, gradually shaping the desired end prodm;t. The builder's visualiza
tion may change as the product takes shape and additional possibilities are identified. As 
wi th jigsaw puzzles, these specialized building pieces must fit together in a certain way. 
Unlike jigsaw puzzles, these pieces may be correctly assembled in many different wa s. 

Putting all these terms together, we define an intearated enter rise in. ormati 
as a set of communication channels in a business organ.i:;ation, combined together in such 
a way as toform one network by which i11formation is f(athered and disseminated. 

ENTERPRISE SYSTEM SOFTWARE AND DEGREES 
OF INTEGRATION 

EXHIBIT 1- 1 
Integration 
of Jigsaw 
Pu7..zlc Pieces 

Today many enterprises have what they consider to be integrated information systems. 
What you might picture in your mind as an integrated information system, however, might 



EXHIBIT 1-2 
Lego and 
K' nex Lincoln 
Log Trains 
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not be consistent with the systems they actually have in place. Remember that integration 
can be achieved to va1ious degrees. 

Consider the fo llowing example as a rough analogy of the degrees to which informa
tion systems may be integrated: Two children decide to build train cars. One builds a train 
car using Legos: the other builds a train car using K'nex Lincoln Logs. (See Exhibit 1 2.) 

They decide they want to hook the train cars together and run them on the same track. 
Because Legos and K'ncx have different types of connectors, the children must determine 
how to connect the train cars. One approach they could take is to tic the train cars together 
with string. Such a connection would work, but is not ideal because it is likely to be loose 
and to result in the back car swaying to and fro while the cars arc in motion. Another ap
proach is for one of the children to start over and build a new train car out of the same type 
of blocks as the other child's train car. That would result in the best fit for connecting the 
train cars together. Of course, that approach would involve an incredible amount of coop
eration on the part of one of the children. each of which is likely to want the other child to 
rebuild. Unless one of the chi ldren either recognizes that the other child's building blocks 
were better for building trains, or one of the children bribes the other child in some way to 
rebuild, or unless one of the children would rather build trains than use them, it is con
ceivable that a mediator (such as a parent) will need to step in and declare which train 
should be rebuilt or that the two children will decide not to connect their trains at all. 

Other possible integration solutions for the train car example would require some inter
vention from either the Lcgos and K' nex manufacturers or from a third-party manufacturer. 
One such solution is to have these manufacturers collaborate to build a special combination 
building block that has a Lego compatible connector on one end and a K 'nex compatible con
nector on the other end. Another similar solution is for the Lego manufacturer to build a spe
cial building block that has a Lego compatible connector on one end and a generic type of 
connector on the other end, and for the K'ncx manufacturer to build another special building 
block that has a K'nex compatible connector on one end and a generic type of connector on 
the other end. Then, the lego end can be connected to the Lego train car and the K'ncx end 
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In 1979 IBM w as using more than 300 noncomplex applications to support financial re
porting requirements alone. In isolation, each system appeared very straightforward. 
However, these 300+ financial applications were fed data by thousands of other sys
tems that provided the details of economic transactions. Attempting to maintain and 
control such an information system became nearly impossible and far more costly than 
necessary. IBM initiated several reengineering projects aimed at consolidating these 
many systems, but still ended up with multiple systems. 

can be connected to the K'nex train car aHd their two generic ends can be attached together. 
Of course the manufacturers would need to develop standards for the specifications of the 
generic connectors. As long as the integration needed is exclusively between cars (i.e., the 
only connections needed are at the edges) these solutions arc likely Lo work as well as there
building option. Also important to note is that for any of these integration solutions to work. 
the train cars must have the same si7.c whcclhasc to operate on a common track. 

You may be wondering what huilding blocks for toy trains have to do with enterprise sys
tem integration. Admittedly it is a rough analogy, but think of information systems software 
applications built by various divisions, departments, or even individual users in an enterprise 
as the train cars in our toy example. The hardware platform and operating system serve as 
the track on wh1ch the train cars run. Just as train cars built to run un different tracks cannot 
be cormected ro run together on the same track. software aprlications built to run on differ
ent operating systems cannot be c01mected to run together on the same operating system. In 
the train car example, we would need to take one car to the end of its track, unload whatever 
the train car was transporting, reload it onto the train ~;ar un the next track and take it the rest 
of the way to its destination. ln an enterprise system we need to print the data from one sys
tem and rekey it into the other, or preferably we may download it into a generic format from 
the one system and upload it into the other system. Depending on the extent of interaction 
between the integrated pieces of our system, such an integration solution may be adequate. 
However, such a solution is not ideal. just as the string tying the train cars together was not 
ideal. Such a sy~tem is filled With redundancy (duplication of data), which leads to daw in
consistencies. For example, an enterprise's marketing department software and its credit de
partment softw-.ue may t:(]Ch capture data about customers. When a customer calls to change 
his address and telephone number, if those data are stored separately in each software aprli
cation, they must be changed in both places or the result will be data inconsistency. 

Current developments in enterprise systems have sought to solve the problem of clis
parate software applications in organizations. Many large companies and even some mid
sized companies have implemented enterprise resource planning (ERP) system software 
such as OraclcApplieations, PeopleSoft, or SAP in an effort to get all of their corporate data 
into a common database. Others have developed internal enteq1rise system software appli
cations instead of purchasing packaged enterprise soflwan; t;olutions. 

A 11huugh a goal of enterprise software i~ to provide one integrated enterprisewide system 
with a common database, in reality most implementations of' these software packages do not 
achieve seamless integration. Some of the ERP software packages themselves arc combina
tions of separate applications for manufacturing, materials resource planning (MRP), general 
ledger, human resources. procurement. and order entry. Programming code forms connec-
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tions between the modules of these applications in much the same way the combination 
Lego/K'nex pieces could be manufactured for the purpose of connecting the train cars in our 
toy example. Within a specific enterprise software package implemented uniformly through
out an enterprise, the connections are likely to be solid; so if <1 sale order is entered into the 
order entry module, information flows through to the warehouse, manufacturing, and ac
counting modules. However, many enterprises do not implement the same enterprise soft
ware package unifom1ly throughout their organizations. Instead they take a best-of-breed ap
proach in which they choose one software package that best fits their business process for 
manufacturing, a different software package that best fits their human resource business 
process, and yet another software package that hest fits their procurement process. 

s-ovEPIPED OPERATIONS AND STOVEPIPED SYSTEMS 

~ • -1 'BIT 1-3 
,. -~piped 
~...Y~m 

A recognized problem in integrating enterprise information systems is that stovepiped op
erations lead to stovepiped systems, and stovcpiped systems perpetuate stovepiped opera
tions. Let's examine what this means. First of all, what are stovepiped operations? In Ex
hibit 1-3 we illustrate the notion of stovepipes. Looking at the stovepipes you can ~ee that 
only at the very top docs anything flow back and forth between them. The walls of each 
functional area go straight up, so no pathways of communication connect the stovepipes. 
The only openings through which communication can flow are at the top. Second, consider 
the form of most enterprises. Most are made up of departments that have different func
tions; sometimes these departments are called ftmctional areas. Typical departments in en
terprises may include accounting/finance, customer service, human resources, information 
systems, logistics, manufacturing, marketing, and procurement. Employees in each of 
these areas arc typically focused on what they, as individuals, need to do tor their jobs. In 
today's economic environment, employees are trained to specialize in something. Assem
bly line workers specialize in a few specific tasks, which they repeat ove.r and over each 
day. Credit managers specialize in making a few specific decisions, which they make over 
and over each day. Accountants specialize in journalizing a limited number of types of 
transactions, and they make those entries over and over. These departments consisting of 
people similarly trained in specialized activities serve as stovepipes. Other authors have 
described these functional areas as silos or isla11ds. The common theme of these descrip
tors is that each ftmctional area is relatively isolated from the other functional areas and 
decisions may be made without a realization of how they may affect the other functional 
areas. The isolation of functional areas need not be physical; two departments that are lo
cated on the same floor of the same building may not fully understand each other's opera
tions and objectives, nor how they fit together within the broad. scope of the enterprise. 
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Even the members of top management in organizations tend to be specialists- the CFO 
(chief financial officer) focuses on financial decisions, while the COO (chief operations of
ficer) focuses on daily operations, and the ClO (chief information officer) focuses on in
formation systems issues. Yet these top-level executives provide the primary pathways of 
communication by which the functional areas of many enterprises pass information back 
and forth. Is ir any wonder, then, that in most enterprises, separate information systems 
were created to support the separate. specialized functions? Thus enterprises have ac
counting information systems, marketing information system:;, personnel information sys
tems, and so on. And just as each of the children who built train cars in our toy example is 
unlikely to want to rebuild a toy just for the sake of matching the other child's, the bnilders 
of these stovepiped systems are not likely to want to rebuild their systems to match other 
systems in the enterprise. The specialized areas must be given a mandate from top man
agement or they must be given a strong inccntivt! for wanting to rebuild their systems- or 
preferably, both! 

Now that you understand how stovepiped operations generate stovepiped systems, con
sider how ~tuvepiped systems perpetuate stovepiped operations. When decision making is 
based on information obtained from within one functional area, those decisions are likely 
to be made from a narrow perspective. When systems are not integrated, decision makers 
are unlikely to ohtain information from multiple areas. because of the enormous effort re
quired to obtain information from multiple systems. If decisions are not based on inte
grated information, then enterprises may not realize the advantages that such information 
may provide. 

Breaking Down Stovepipes by Reengineering Business Processes 
Many top-level corporate executives have recognized the problem of stovepiped depart
ments or functional areas. Some have tried to break doW11 the stovcripes by encouraging 
intenlepartmcntal interactions. Some enterprises assign building space so people from dif
ferent departments arc next to each other, with the thought that those employees will de
velop friendships with each other and perhaps engage in cross-departmental topic discus
sions. For some enterprises such physical integration of employees from different 
departments may not be possible or practical. For example, it wouldn't make sense to phys
ically locate a member of an assembly line in an office with a credit manager. 

Michael Hammer recommends that enterprises get rid of traditional departments and 
focus instead on workflow processes. Known as a champion of reengineering, I lammcr 
recognizes that most enterprise workflow processes are cross-functional and that passing 
information from one department to another in a nonintegrated enterprise system environ
ment takt!S unnecessary time. He also recognizes that to take full advantage of their infor
mation system capabilities, enterprises need to do more than just automate their existing 
processes. In a 1990 article he wrote 

It is time to stop paving the cowpaths. Instead of embedding outdated processes in silicon 
and software. we should oblitercllt! them and start over .... use the power of modern 
information technology to radically redesign our business pmct:sses in order to achieve 
dramatic improvements in their performance. (p. 104)1 

1M . Hammer, "Business Process Reengtneering: Don't Automate, Obliterate." Harvard Business Review, 
July-August 1990, pp. 104- 12. 
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Hammer encouraged enterprises to carefully examine every step in their business processes and 
question the necessity of each and every step. Many recnginecring efforts that have been pub
licized have focused on streamlining workflow and reducing head count. Other reengineering 
efforts have focused on consolidating disparate information systems to eliminate duplication of 
effort in collecting, maintaining, and reporting infom1ation. An example of a reengineering ef
fort made to streamline workflow and reduce head count was w1dertaken by Ford Motor Com
pany and is dest.:ribed in Hammer's article. Economic times were tough and the entire automo
tive industry was in cost-cutting mode. Management believed Ford would realize a significant 
cost savings by reengineering its accounts payable (AlP) department. Initially managers hoped 
to cut .Ford's accotmts payable head count (redirecting the displaced workers to more challeng
ing, meaningful, and revenue-generating positions) by 20 percent. Upon comparing itself to 
Mazda. a much smaller automotive manufacturer, managers realized that even accounting for 
the size difference, Ford should be able to cut its AlP staff by 80 percent. The reengineers started 
by taking a close look at the existing AlP processing function. which began when the purchas
ing department wrote a purchase order (PO) and sent a copy to the AlP deparill1ent (and one to 
the vendor, of course). The vendor sent the goods to the material control depmiment and an in
voice to the NP department (not necessarily at the same time). Upon receipt of the goods. ma
terial control staff prepared a re<.:eivi.ng report and sent a copy to NP. An AlP clerk compared 
the three documents received (PO, vendor invoice. and receiving report) and matched them on 
14 data items. If the 14 fields all matched, the clerk issued payment to the vendor. Most of the 
time and effort in account~ payable was devoted to reconciling the mismatches. 

Ford could have chosen to pave the cowpaths hy simply automating the existing process. 
Tnstcad ofthe purchasing department, the vendor, and the material control department send
ing paper documents to AlP, they could have eat:h entered the data into an information sys
tem that would automatically compare the 14 fields on the three documents and issue an elec
tronic payment to the vendors for whom there were no mismatches. The mismatches would 
still need to be flagged for human intervention. This would have sped up the process by elim
inating the lead time alisociated with transferring paper documents to Al P, by eliminating the 
manual matching process, and by eliminating the issuance of manual checks for those trans
actions with no mismatches. The faster lead time would undoubtedly have enabled some re
duction of head count and also would have enahlcd Ford to take advantage of more early pay
ment discounts. However, Ford did even better. The reengineers questioned the purpose of 
the three-way match, and whether mismatches could be prevented fi·om the stmt rather than 
being detected after they had already entered the system. The three-way match is an age-old 
intemal conu·ol that serves the purpose of ensuring that companies don ·t pay for something 
they didn't order and/or that they didn't receive. Notice two risks the three-way match miti
gates: (I) they might receive (and pay for) goods they didn't order, and (2) they might p<~y 
for goods they didn't receive. Ford's more effective procedure had the purchasing department 
entering POs into an integwted information system. Upon receipt of goods. material control 
clerks inunediatcly entered the receipt infonnation into the system and had the computer 
check to see if the item numbers and the qu<~ntities agreed (within predetermined acceptable 
ranges). If they agreed, the shipment was accepted; if they disagreed, the shipment was re
jected. Vendors quickly leamed not to deliver a shipment that didn't match the order! This 
control mitigates the first risk of receiving goods that were not ordered. Ford mitigated the 
second risk of paying for goods not received by issuing payment based on goods receipts 
rather than basing payments on invoices. In fact, ford asked its vendors to not send invoices 
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and even threw away the invoic..:es that were received! Upon the acceptance of a shipment of 
goods, the computer automatiL:aJly flagged the record for payment and the check was issued 
within the early payment discount period. 

We started this discussion saying that Ford reenginecred its accounts payable funct ion. 
But is that really true? Actually, Ford recnginccred its Acquisition/Payment business 
process. The Acquisition/Payment process (that we describe further in Chapter 9) is some
times callt:d the expenditures cycle or the procure-to-pay process. The reenginecring proj
ect involved three of the major events iound in this business process: the ordering of goods, 
the receipt or goods, and the payment for goods, and cut across three different departments 
(purchasing, material control, and Accounts Payable). That meant many people had to 
change their job functions. This radical change approach paid off for Ford. which achieved 
a 75 percent reduction in head c..:ount, and improved accuracy of inventory information with 
fewer discrepancies between the physical inventory records and the financial inventory 
rccon.ls. Vcndon; e1~oyed on-time payments, although they had to gel used to not sending 
invoices. One vendor complained that their own system didn 't allow them not to print an 
invoice; Ford countered that the vendor could print the invoice as its system required, but 
then just throw it away rather than wasting postage to mai l it to Ford. 

Ford's recngineers are not the only ones to question an age-old accounting practice such as 
the three-way match internal control. McCarthy questions the need for debits and credits to 
accomplish accow1ting.2 He proposed an alternative accounting model that he labeled as the 
REA (Resources-Events-Agents) accounting model. Tn a series of papers in the years since, 
Geerts and McCatthy have proposed expansion of the REA accmu1ting model into <Ill enter
prise domain ontology that can be used as a foumlation for building enterprise systems to pro
vide infonnation not just for accounting purposes but also for most decision-making necds. 1 

The premise is that the base objects (the foundational building blocks) in an enterprise infor
mation system should not be reflective of a certain view (decision-making need) within the 
enterprise, but that they should reflect the real underlying activities in which the enterprise en
gages. Systems containing toundational building blocks that represent <l particular view of 
data (e.g., debits, credits, joumals, and ledgers) arc view-driven. Systems whose foundational 
building blocks are representations of the actual underlying activities are event-driven. You 
may not have heard the tenn ontology beto re. Ontology is the study of what things exist. Do
main ontologies attempt to define things that are relevant to specific application domains. The 
purpose of the REA enterprise ontology is to define constructs conunon to all enterprises anJ 
demonstratt.: how those constructs may be represented in an integrated enterprise infonnation 
system. Effective REA modeling requires and enables thorough understanding of an enter
prises environment, business processes, risks, and intormation needs. 

2W. E. McCarthy, "The REA Accounting Model: A Generalized Framework for Accounting System> in a 
Shared Data EnVIronment." The Accounting Review. July 1982, pp. 554--77. 

~G. L. Geerts and W. E. McCarthy, "Modeling Business Enterprises as Value-Added Process Hierarchies 
with Resource-Event-Agent Object Templates, " in Business Ohject Design and Implementation, edited by 
J. Sutherland. D. Patel, C. Casan<we, G. Hollowell. and J. Miller (London: Springf>r-Verlag, 1997), pp. 
94--113. 1\lso see "An Accounttng Objed Infrastructure for Knowledge-Based Enterprise Models." IEEE 
Intelligent Systems and Their Application 14, no. 4 (1 999), pp. 89-94; "The Ontological Foundation of 
REA Enterprise lnformilt ion Systems. " presented to the American Accounting Association annual 
meettng, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 2000; and "An Ontological Analysis of the Economic Primitives of 
the Extended-REA Enterprise Information Architecture ... International Journal of Accounting Information 
Systems 3, no. 1 (March 2002), pp. 1- 16. 



Case in Point 

In C/0 Magazine Malcolm Wheatley stated, "There's a tendency for companies to fall 
into the trap of putting employees through training programs that are too softwa re
specific-an easy mistake to make, but one that ignores the fact that ERP systems are 
designed to operate by (literally) codifying a set of business processes." 

And according to Cushing Anderson of IDC, "No matter what application an or
ganization is implementing, they are usually better at the keystroke and transaction 
training than they are at the business-and-people processes education." 

~"'heaiJey~ ''ER'P Truining Stinks."' C/0 ,\,faga=i11e, June I. 2000. http:f. \\'ww.r.:io.cumhm:hi\'e.i060100_crp.htmL 

The term enterprise system for many people brings to mind F.RP software. Such soft
ware has the same objective as the REA ontology- to store enterprise infom1ation one 
time, in a disaggregated fonnat from which it can be retrieved by many different users for 
use in mCtk.ing many different types of decisions. O'Leary compared the REA ontology 
with SAP, the market leader in enterprise resource planning software.~ lie concluded that 
many similarities exist between the underlying SAP models and the REA pattern, but that 
the SAP models contain many artificial constructs as base objects, which is something 
REA discourages.s !n oth~r words, while parts ofERP software usc representations of un
derlying business activities as the foundational building blocks. they use many artificial 
view-driven base objects as well. His analysis confirms that REA provides a good theoret
ical foundCttion for studying enterprise system design. 

Like REA models, ERP sofuvare packages are representations of business processes. If 
the software is not an adequate representation of an enterprise's existing business 
processes, either the business process must be chCtnged or the software must be changed. 
Either type of change is problematic. \Vhen an enterprise customizes ERP software lo fit 
its business processes, considerable care must be taken to avoid creating bugs in the soft
ware. TI1e software changes take extra time, and r.:very lime the vendor upgrades the soft
war~ th~ customizations need to be redone. On the other hand, when an enterprise changes 
its business processes. people must change. People don't like to change. If change man
agement in such cases is not handled well. the software implementation is doomed to fail. 
Most failed ERP software implementations have been blamed on people issues as opposed 
to technol ogical software issues. Some practitioners have pinpointed one of the biggest 
problems as lack of education about the underlying business processes for system users. 

In the chapters that follow, we introduce you to a set of building blocks that are the best 
blocks for intcroperability because they focus on the common elements of the reality of 
most enterprises. They tocus on real things, not artificial constructs. The best news is that 
even if you do not agree that these are the best building blocks for designing integrated en
terprise information systems, the discussions in this book will lcad you to thoroughly ana
lyze the major business processes that are common to most enterprises. By developing a 
strong tmderstanding of business processes, you will gain the business-and-people 
processes education so many ERP sofiware users lack (sec Case in Point nearby). The REA 

4D. E. O'Leary, "On the Relationship Between REA and SAP," presented to the American Accounting 
Association Annual Meeting, San Diego, CA, 1999. 

sc. L. Dunn and W. E. McCarthy, "The REA Accounting Model: Intellectual Heritage and Prospects for 
Progress," Journal of Information Systems 11, no. 1 (1997), pp. 31 - 51. 

9 
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ontology approach atlernpts to climtnatc stovepipes and is based on a set of building blocks 
that could be used by all enterpnses, and by all functional areas within an enterprise. Wber
C\cr two area~ of an enterprise (or t\\0 different enterprises) use these same building blocks 
as the foundation of their database de~ign. thetr systems may be effectively integrated. 

Key Terms and Concepts 

Anificial constructs, 9 
Base object, 8 
Business process, 5 
Enterprise, I 

ER P system software, 4 
Infom1ation system, I 
Integration, 2 
REA ontology. 9 

Review Questions 

W3 

W3 

Rl. 
R2. 

What does it mean to have a srovepiped enterprise? 

What does it mean to have stovepiped systems? 

Rcengineering, 6 
Stovepipe, 5 

l02 R3. What are some impediments enterprises may encounter in their efforts to integrate 
their information systems'! 

lQoi 

l0l,l02 

R4. 

R5. 

What does the phrase pa1'illg the co11·patlzs mean with respect to reengineering? 

What are three common types of integration attempts currently used by enterprises? 

Multiple Choice Questions 
L02 MC I. Most failed software imph.:mcntotions haw been blamed on: 

a. Technological software issues 
(§) People issues 

c. a. and b. 
d. None of the above 

f..O.I 'v1C2. What are domClin ontologies? 
a. Foundational building blocks 
b. Base objects 

(C) Attempts to define things that are relevant 
Y. !\one of the abo\'e 

wz MC3. What do most ERP users Jack'! 
'0 Business-and-people processes education 

b. Understanding of sto\'epipe organizations 
c. People skills 
d. Keystoke and transaction training 

L04 MC4. The REA ontology approach is intended to: 
a. Understand software specitic issut!s 

- b. Define artificial constructs 
c. Encourage the use of structured data blocks 

@)Eliminate stovepipes 
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L04 MC5. What is the REA ontology based on? 
-(li) A set of building blocks that can be used by all enterprises and functional areas 
b. Debits and credib 

c. A. set of bui.ldi.nl,!, blocks tb.at can be used b)' a few enteT"QTi.ses and functional areas 
d. Enterprise domain 

Discussion Questions 

LOI D 1. What are the different degrees to which an information system may be integrated, and 
what are the pros and cons to each approach? 

LOJ D2. Explain the statement, "Stovepipecl operations lead to stovepipe.d systems; stovepiped 
systems perpetuate stovepiped operations.'' 

L04 D3. Read Michael Hammer's article on reengineering. Is reengineering the same as au
tomating or computerizing the traditional methods of conducting business? Explain. 

w2 D4. Suppose you wanted to implement REA enterprise ontology concepts when you enter 
the workplace. What obstacles and challenges are you likely to face? 

W4 DS. Would you desc1ibe the REA enterprise ontology as used for accounting systems as au
tomating tmditional methods of accounting or as reengineering accounting methods? Why? 

Applied Learning 

. W2, L03, L04 A 1. Reengincering the l::lusiness School. 

This chapter included discussions offunctional silos or stovepipes in business and the need 
to rcengineer business processes and information systems to better share information 
across functions. Consider your college or university's business school. 

Required: 
a. Describe the structure of your business school (e.g .. what departments or other subdi

visions exist within the business school; who is in charge of those areas; where are fac
ulty offices located for each department or subdivision; to what extent do faculty mem
bers from different departments or other subdivisio11S coauthor research and/or team 
teach; how many business courses arc team-taught; docs anything about the structure 
of your business school seem remarkable). 

b. Based on your description in part (a). to what extent do you think functional silos are 
present in your college or university's business school? 

c. How docs the presence (or absence) of stovepipes in the form of the business school 
affect your curriculum'' 

d. What are your recommendations about how your business school could be reengi
neercd? Explain. 

LOJ, LOz, to3 A2. Management Misinformation Systems 

Five assumptions people typically make about information systems follow. The author, 
Russell L. Ackoff, contends these are erroneous assumptions and identifies reasons 
why he feels they are in error.6 The objective of this assignment is to help you to begin 

GRussell L. Ackoff, " Management Misinformation Systems, " Management Science 14, no. 4 (Dec.ernber 
1967). pp. B-147-B-156. 



Representation 
and Patterns: An 
Introduction to the REA 
Enterprise Ontology 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

The objective of this chapter is to help you understand how to analyze and create 
representations of enterprises that serve as the core foundation for their 
information systems. After studying this chapter, you should be able to 

1. Explain the importance of representation and modeling in enterprise system 
design and use 

2. Identify various types of patterns and recognize patterns in the wodd around you 

3. Describe the purpose and the components of the four levels of the REA ontology 

4. Describe the usefulness of the REA pattern as a framework for database design 

.:. ~~ESENTATION AND MODELING 

You may be wonde1ing why n~p•·esentation and modeling arc important for undc.rstanding 
enterp1ise infonnation systems. The general answer to this question is that we can't under
stand enterprise information systems without models that serve as representations oft he sys
tems and their underlying reality.1 The systems arc too large and complex for most people to 
comprehend in their entirety. The creation and usc of models to help build and understand 
complex things in life is common. Engineers who build automobiles create models betore 
they create the real cars. Automotive repairpersons use models to help them understand the 
cars on which they work. Architects create models of Lh<: buildings th<:y design; once the 

'Much of the material on representation and patterns is based on materials prepared by Professor 
Will iam E. McC.1rthy .11 Mich1gan State University. The script material is also based on books written by 
Roger Schank, including Tell Me A Story, Northwestern University Press 1990; The Connoisseur's Guide 
to the Mind, Summit Books 1991; and Dynamic Memory Revisited, Cambridge University Press 1999. 
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EXHIBIT 2-1 
Representation 
at Token and 
Type Levels of 
Abstraction 

Adapted from; G. L. 
Ge:t:rl:s and W. E. 
McC:mhy, "An 
Ontologit.:al Analysis 
nf Lht: Economic 
PrimJti\·es of th~ 
Extended-REA 
Enlcrpris.e lnfOrm:uion 
Architecture.'' 
lmenwtional Journal 
of A<:counting 
lr~formation Sy.wem.t l, 
no. I (March 2002), 
pp. I 16. 

building is built, other users may need to refer to the model to understand some aspect of the 
building (such as where the support beams are located). 

To design and understand enterprise infonnation systems, we must be able to develop 
and understand representations of the enterprise's reality. Representations are surrogates 
for the real constructs; in other words, they are symbols of those constructs. To design an 
information system that closely resembles the underlying reality of the enterprise about 
which the information is stored, we must build a set of symbols that represent that reality. 
Some models are better than others. Consider an example of model cars. Picture a molded 
plastic toy car designed for use by a baby or toddler. For safety reasons, such a toy may be 
created with no removable parts that could choke a baby-the wheels wouldn 't turn, and 
the doors wouldn't open. Contrast that with a model car that an adult constructs from a kit. 
Such a model may have doors and a trunk that open, headlights that light up, perhaps a 
battery-operated convertible top or even a power source that propels it across the floor. 
Which is the better rerresentation, and why? Most would consider the adult model car the 
better representation because it is more like a real automobile than is the baby's toy car. 

In modeling enterprise systems, our symbol representations must not only map as di
rectly as possible to the underlying reality but they must also be convertible into a com
puterized fonnat. In the case of designing enterprise databases, that means we must be able 
to create pupt:r-based representations of the enterprise reality and then convert the paper 
models into a format compatible with a database software package. 

Representations may be created at different levels of abstraction. More specifically, a 
representation may symbolize individual ob.jects or categories of objects. In database de
sign, individual objects are sometimes referred to as tokens, and categories of objects are 
known as types. For example, sec Exhibit 2- 1. 

Exhibit 2- 1 demonstrates that the reality of sbapes can be represented in different for
mats and at various levels of abstraction. Each shape is represented at the token level by a 
word that once upon a time was created as a representation for that shape. The string of 
characters s-q-u-a-r-e is a representation of the square shape. A token is an individual in
stance of something. For example Fred's little red Corvette is a token. Please understand 

Reality 

D 
6 
0 
u 
\) 

Symbol 
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Triangle 

Circle 

Star 

Heart 

Symbol 
(Type) 
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that it is not the fact that the shapes are represented by words that makes the middle col
Uillil of Exhibit 2-1 a token-level representation; it is the fact that each individual instance 
in the reality is represented as a separate token. For the Corvette example, the tokens in the 
middle column could include Fred's little red Corvette. Samantha:~ hot pink Corvette, 
Sally's lillie green Corvette. or Andrew's royal blue Corvette. 

The shapes (reality) in the first column of Exhibit 2- 1 also may be represented at the 
type level. A type is a cakgory of instances that have something in common with each 
other. The box with the word shape inside it in the third colunm of Exhibit 2- 1 is a type
level representation of tht: individual shape instances. Each separate shape fits into the 
shape category. Corvette is a type, of which Fred~· little red Corvetie and Samantha:~ hot 
pink Corvei/C! arc tokt:ns2 This reality-to-category mapping is a very important concept in 
building enterprise system models. because often we need to represent categories of things 
as well as the individual things themselves. Imagine an enterprise that has 4,000 different 
inventory items, lN5 employees, 25 different cash accounts, 12 branch locations, and en
gages in thousands of transactions each day. A system must be built to store data about all 
tho~e individu11lthings. but the conceptual model of the system must represent those things 
at the typt: level to make the complexity manageable. 

People use patterns of various kinds every day in understanding the environment around 
them. Patterns allow us to make predictions about future events and to make sense of the 
present based on our past experiences. Patte rns arc used in learning from the time thal we 
are very young children throughout the rest of our lives. Preschoolers and early elemen
tary school students arc given a row ol' symbols such as 

·····-and are asked to fill in tht: blank with the appropriate symbol. Go ahead; Ilgure out 
what goes in the blank. Tt probably didn't take you very long to identify the correct answer 
as+! 

As students progress, pattems may be more complicated, for example, 

········-Of course the correct answer is +. 
Try this one. which is a little more complex: 

The answer is ® and requires recognition that the + x -pattern is embedded inside the 
0000 pattern. 

<Types also exist at different levels of detail; WP. have suhtypes and supertypes (Corvette is a subtype of 
car, which is a subtype ot vehtcle). We wi ll save this level of complexity for later chapters. 
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Object Patterns 
Some patterns serve the purpose or associating like objects with each other. For examp le, 
an early learning pattern was (and perhaps still is) popular on the children's television show 
"'Sesame Street." A group of four objects was shown on the screen and a ~;ong said some
thing like, "One of these things just doesn't belong here; one of these things just isn't the 
same." The children were asked to identify which thing was different. Simple patterns of 
this type might include three things that are identical (e.g., three pictures of the same cow) 
and one unique thing (e.g., a picture of an airplane). A slightly harder pattern of this type 
could include three things that could be combined into a category, contrasted with another 
thing that doesn't fit the category. For example, a group could include a cow, a dog, a mon
key, and an airplane; of course it is the airplane that is not like the others. Even more ad
vanced patterns of this type might include three things that are related to each other by 
some kind of domain (e.g., a cow, a barn. and a tractor are related to each other as part of 
the farm domain) and one thing that is unrelated to that domain (e.g., a monkey). Note that 
it is particu\ar\y comt>\icated if the object that is unrelated to the domain common to the 
other three is part of a ditfcr<!nl domain with at least one of the other objects. In this ex
ample, cow and monkey are part of the animal domain, but barn and tractor don't fit that 
domain. 

In conceptual modeling, object patterns consist of expected groupings of things and the 
relationships between them. Let's use the farm example. What things and activities would 
you expect to fi nd on a farm? A partial list would include 

• Animals • Harvesting equipment 
• Crops • Field 
• Barn • Harvesting of crops 
• Silo • Feeding of animals 
• Farmer • Caring for animals 
• Tractor 

What relationships between the$C objects would you expect to find on the farm? A partinl 
list would include 

• Animals take shelter in the barn 

• Crops (unharvested) grow in the field 

• Crops (harvested) arc stored in the silo 

• Farmer participates in harvesting of crops 

• Crops participate in harvesting of crops 

• Farmer responsible for caring for animals 

• Animals benefit from caring for animals 

• Farmer drives the tractor 

• Harvesting equipment is used in harvesting of crops 

You can probably think of additional objects, activities, and relationships between them 
that you could expect to find on a fann-thcsc lists are intended just to get you thinking. 
How do you know what things are likely to be part of the farm's reali ty? Yotl probably 
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know from past experience. That experience could have been personal (e.g., from visiting 
or growing up on a farm) or secondhand (e.g., from seeing a farm on television or hearing 
stories ahout a farm on which your grandfather was raised). 

You may not have realized you had n farm object pattern stored in your memory! In fact, 
you have many object patterns stored in your long-tenu memory. Whether the infom1ation 
is actually stor<'d as a pattern or whether you simply have an indexing st:hemc that triggers 
ret:all of those ohjet:ts from various parts of your memory is a matter of debate among ac
ademic researchers. but that distinction is unimportant for purposes of this book. Our goal 
is to lead you along a lifelong path of using pattern matching to solve problems. When you 
are faced with what looks like a IH.:w problem, this approach requires you to find some sim
ilarity to old pmblems for which you have already developed a soluticm. You may then 
apply the old solution to the new problem, adapting the solution for anything that is dif
ferent in the new situation. For entcrp1isc system modeling. you will need to think about 
what ohjects you expect to find in an enterprise, match the reality to your expectations. and 
adapt as necessary. Such an approach enables you to avoid having to reinvent the wheel 
eve1y time you design or cvalue1te a new enterprise system. 

Script Patterns 
Whereas object patterns focus on objects and the relationships between them. script pat
terns arc sequences of events that typically occur in combination with each other. Imag
ine you arc in a friend ·s house and he came in from his car and said he had just come from 
the grocery store. If you are a polite person. you will likely ask if he would like you to help 
him carry in the groceries. llow do you know he has groceries to carry? Based on past ex
perience, you have storeu in your memory a script pattern for a scqucnc<' of events that fre
quently occur when someone goes to the grocery store. That script leads you to infer he 
drove to the grocery store (not necessarily fi·om home), took groceries off the store shelves, 
transported the groceries to the checkout lane, placed the groceries on the checkout 
counter so the prices could be summed and the groceries could be bagged, paid for the gro
ceries, and drove home. The script that is evoked in your mind is not necessarily accurate 
for the particular situation. Perhaps the friend was looking for only one thing, and was un
able to find it, so he came home empty-handed, or perhaps he went to the grocery store be
cause it contained a postal station and he needed to mail a letter. In spite of exceptions, the 
script patterns you have developed based on your past expe1ienccs help you more often 
than not in understanding your present and future experiences. 

Context ts important in detenuining which script is invoked, and part of what determines 
someonc's knowledge is that person's ability to invoke the most appropriate script for a sit
uation. For example, imagine that someone starts to tell you a story that begins with the fol
lowing sentences. "Once upon a time a hoy named Jimmy met a girl named Melissa. They 
fell in love." You likely have at least two scripts to invoke based on those sentences, and you 
need to know mon.: about the context to guess the ending. If you are told that the story is a 
traditional romance. you are likely to guess the ending reads something like this: "They 
lived happily ever after." If you are told the story is a romantic tragedy. you arc likely to 
guess the ending reads more like this: "One of them died and the other was very sad." 

To thoroughly understand the enterprise domain and lo completely represent the phe
nomena of the enterprise in its information system we must identify object patterns that 
conununicate things in the enterprise that arc usually associated with each other, and we 
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must also identify script patterns that communicate typical sequences or events. A com hi
nation of such patterns for a particular domain is known as a domain ontology. 

THE REA ENTERPRISE ONTOLOGY 

McCarthy proposed a generalized model for accounting systems after analyzing many ac
counting transactions and identifying the common features of the transactions.1 McCarthy 
and Geerts have further developed the constructs of the original model to form an enterprist: 
domain ontology. This ontology is called the REA Enterprise Ontology because three of the 
principle wnstructs arc Resources, ~vents, and Agents. Resources are things of economic 
value (with or without physical substance) that nre provided or consumed by an enterprise's 
activities and operations. Examples of resources found in many enterprises arc cash, raw 
materials, finished goods inventory, equipment, employee l!lbor, and land. (Note: this is not 
a comprehensive list!) E-vents are activi ties within an enterprise that neeu to be planned 
controlled executed, and evaluated. A carefully ut:signed REA model includes only those 
events that are necessary and in a sense natural. as opposed to those that could be eliminated 
without changing the substance of the enterprise and thus an: in a sense artificial. We retum 
to this distinction later. For this chapter we focus only on economic events, which arc those 
events lh::t t increase or decrease one or more resoun.:es in the enterprise. Later in the book 
we introduce other types of C\ents. Agents are individuals, departments, divisions, or or
g:mizalions that participate in the control and execution of events. 

The REA ontology views enterprises at four levels of detail.~ The first level or detail is 
called the value system level. A value system level REA model focuses on the resources 
that arc exchanged between the enterprise and its various external business partners such as 
suppliers, customers, creditors/investors, and employees. A supply Ghain is maue up of the 
value system level models of interconnected busine~~ partners. The second level of ut:tail is 
called the value chain level. A value chain level REA mndel focuses on the resource flows 
between interconnected business processes and on the economic events that accomplish the 
resource flows. Tht: term husiness process is a term widely used in practice to mean any
thing from a single activity of producing a report to an entire transaction cycle. For this text
book, business process de~cribe$ an entire transaction cycle. The commonly interconnected 

'The REA Ontology material included in this chapter is based on the McCarthy 1982 pa)Jcr (see footnote 
1) and on the following papers: G. Geerts and W. E. M<.Carthy, "Modeling Business Enterprises as Value
Added Process Hierarchtes with Re>OUt<.e-Fvent-Agenl Object Trrnplates" in J SuthcriJnd and D. Patel, 
eds., Business Object Design and Implementation (London: Sprinqer-Verlag, 1997), pp. g4-1 13. See also 
"Using Object Templates from the REA Accotmting Model to Engineer Ousiness Proces~es and Tasks," 
The Review of Business Information Systems 5, no. 4 (~all 200'1), pp. 89-108; "An Accounting Object 
Infrastructure for Knowledge-Based Enterprise Models," IEEE lntPIIigent Systems and Their Application 
14, no. 4 (1999), pp. 89-94; "The Ontologtcal f-oundation of REA Enteq.11ise lnformatton Systems," 
presented to the AmNiriln Accounting Association annual meettng, Philacielph1a, Pennsylvania. 2000; 
and ··An Ontological Analysis of the Economtc Pnmit1ves of the Extend€'rl-REA Enterprise Information 
Architecture," International Journal of Accountmg Information Systt:rm J, no. 1 (MJrch 2002), pp. 1-16. 
4Geerts and McCarthy desutbe the REA ontology as a three-level arthitectLJre c-onsisting of the value 
chain, business process, and task levels; however, milny professors also fmd it helpful to discuss the 
value system level. 
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business processes included in a value chain level REA model are the financing process, 
the acquisition/payment process, the human resources process, the conversion process 
(manufacturing), and the sales/coiJcction process. Each of these processes is discussed in 
more detail later in this chapter and in later chapters. The third level of detail is the business 

~ process level. A business process level REA model focuses on one or more transaction cy
cles in an enterprise's value chain. expanding the representation to include various types of 
resources, events, agents, and relationships among them. The fourth level of detail is the 
task level. A task level REA model focuses on the individual steps involved in aecom-

@plishing events in an enterp1ise. Tasks arc activities that may be changed or eliminated and 
therefore should not serve as foundational elements in an enterprise infonnation system. 

The value system level is an object pattern that depicts a macro level view of the finn, 
with the objects being the enterprise it8elf, its external business partners, and the resources 
that are exchanged between them. The value chain level is based on a script pattern. 
McCarthy proposes that there is a business~entrepreneur script (with several possible 
variations) that serves as a starting point for modeling enterprises. The script says (from 
the enterprise 's point of view) 

• The enterprise gets some money 

• The enterprise engages in value-added exchanges, such as 

• Purchase equipment and raw materials 

• Purchase labor 

• Manufacture fin ished goods 

• Sell finished goods 

• The enterprise pays back the money and lives off the profit 

Variations on this script include value-added exchanges that involve performing services 
rather than manufacturing and selling finished goods. and any of a number of otl1er 
revenue-generating and resource-expending activities that are not l'ovcred in this version 
of the script. The value chain level models should be created with this overall script 
in mind, but adjusted and embellished as appropriate for the particular enterprise being 
modeled. 

Scripts consist of scenes and involve actors, roles, nnd props. You have probably expeticnced 
a dra!mttic production (e.g., a play, musical, or opera) either as an actor or as an audience mem
ber. Members of the audience are typically given a program that outlines the scenes that will 
take place in the drama. Each scene involves actors and actresses playing roles according to a 
written script. Sometimes props (physical items used Lo help communicate the message of the 
scene) are used. The value chain ltwel is somewhat analogous to the program given to the au
dience--it provides an outline of the scenes (internal business processes) that will take place 
for the cnterpri~e. Each scene in the value chain then needs to be portrayed as a bnsiness process 
level REA object pattern model. The REA object pattern identifies the roles and props involved 
in the scene's events, and also relates the events within a scene to each other. 

- :Xample Enterprise 
Robert Scott Woodwind Shop (RSWS) is a fictitious enterprise (based on a real enterprise) 
we use to illustrate many of the concepts throughout this book. To help separate fact from 
fiction, Robert Scott is a real person and truly is an accomplished woodwind instrument 
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repairman, player, and teacher. His primary line of business has been woodwind instru
ment repair, and many concert musicians claim he is the best in the world because he has 
near perfect pitch and can detect subtle tone and pitch changes that other repairmen can't 
hem·. lie provides rcrair services and he manufactures clarinet mouthpieces, clarinet bar
rels, oboe reeds, and bassoon reeds. In years past he sold a ft:w instruments and taught 
some lessons to a few lucky students. He never took on more work than he could perform 
by himself, with a little help now and then from whichever one of his children showed an 
interest in learning how to pertorm some of the simpler repair or manufacturing activities. 
To keep his workload manageable. he never advertised: word of mouth proved sufficient to 
generate enough business to support his family while doing something he loved with a 
minimal amount of administrative work. Ht: is currently in semiretircmcnt and has only 
limited need for an information system to maintain complete control of his tiny sole pro
prietorship. To make this an appropriate enterprise for which to discuss the need for an in
tegrated enterrrise information system, we have scaled up this examrle to include a high 
volume of transactions and multiple locations, thus necessitating the usc of multiple em
ployees, division of labor, and other complicating factors that evolve small sole propri

etorships into large corporations that need integrated enterprise information systems. 
K.SWS as a whole has two types or financing: debt and equity. The debt financing re

Aects occasional loans RSWS obtains ti·om banks to help with short-term cash now needs. 
As RSWS expanded in volume. and needed additional cash infusions to purchase new 
equipment, rent ne\v store building!;, and pay employees, Robert Scott made the decision 
to change from a sole proprietorship to a corporation. lle completed all the necessary legal 
paperwork and ~old shares of stock representing ownership interest to a dozen of his con
cert music ian friends. 

RSWS gent:rate:> revenues in four ways. first, RSWS purchases woodwind instruments 
fi·om its suppliers at wholesale prices and sells them to its customers at retail prices. Sel:
ond, RSWS purchases woodwind instruments from its suppliers at wholesale prices and 
rents them to customers who are not yet sure they want to buy an instrument. Most often 
these rentals are made to the parents or schoolchildren who are just beginning to play an 
instrument and the parents waul some evidenl:c that their child's interest in the instrument 
is more than just a passing fancy. Third, RSWS manufactures various instmment parts and 
al:ccssorics and sel ls them to customers. For example, RSWS manufm.:turcs clarinet bar
rels, clarinet mouthpieces, oboe reeds, and bassoon reeds. This involve~ purchasing the 
equipment and raw materials and performing the labor and machining operatious needed 
to rransf(mn the raw materials into the fmished goods. Fourth, RSWS perf{mns repair ser
vices foT customers. This involvt:s evaluating the customt:r's wooJwind instrument to di
agnose the problem, purchasing any repair parts that are needed (or taking them from 
stock), and perfonning the labor and machining operations needed to repair the instru

ment. 

RSWS Value System 
from this summary of RSWS's opt:rations, we can identify RSWS's external business part
ners anti the resources tl1at arc exchanged among them. Exhibit 2- 2 illustrates RSWS's 
value sy~tem level REA model. The external business partners for RSWS include inve~Lors, 
creJitors, suppliers, customers, and employees. At first glance, you may wonder why em
ployees are considered to be external business rartners. After alL they perform services on 
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behalf of RSWS. /\.!though they perform services on behal f of RSWS, they arc being paid 
by RSWS to perform those services and us such are extemal business partners. We return 
to the distinction of employees' functioning as internal agents and external busine~s part
ners later. The resou1·ce RSWS receives frum its investors and creditors is cash. and the re
source KSWS gives to its investors and creditors is also cash. Investors and creditors arc 
willing to give cash to RSWS because they expect to receive an amount of cash that is worth 
more to them than the cash they initially gave ur (with the excess being interest. dividends, 
and/or capital appreciation). The resources RS WS receives from its suppliers are goods and 
services. This generic label covers specific resources such as raw materials inventory, ma
chinery and equipment, advertising services, accounting services, ami many other goods 
and services. The resource RSWS gives to its suppliers in exchange for these goods and ser
vices is cash. Suppliers are willing to give goods and services to RSWS because they ex
pect to receive an amount of cash that is worth more to them than the goods and services 
they gave up. The resource RSWS receives from its employees is labor. Tn exchange, RSWS 
gives cash to its employee!'. The employees are willing to give labor to RSWS because they 
expect to receive an amount of cash that is worth more to them than the labor (time and ef
fort) they gave up. The resource RSWS receives from its customers is cash. The resources 
RSWS gives to its customers arc goods and services. This genetic label includes instru
ments, c larinet barrels and mouthpieces, oboe and bassoon reeds. repair services, and the 
temporary use of instruments (rentals). as well as other potential goods and services. RSWS 
is willing to give these goods aud serv ices to its customers because it expects to receive cash 
that is worth more to RSWS than the goods and services given up. 

Note that the value system k vel REA mociel is based on expectations rath~.:r than actu
ality (as arc all levels of the REA model). Some customers may not fulfill their end of the 
exchange bargain and RSWS will have given up goods and services without receiving the 
expected cash. Likewise it is possible that RS'vVS will not succeed in its endeavors and its 
investors will not receive cash in excess of their initia l investment. Regardless of what ac
tually occurs, the model must allow for the expected exchanges. 

~sws Value Chain 
Once the external business partners and the resource exchanges between them arc identi
fied, we can proceed to develop a model of RSWS's internal business processes and the 
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resource flows that link them together. Such a model is called a value chain level model, 
and an example is illustrated as Exhibit 2-3. This model is based on the business
entrepreneur script discu~scd earlier in this chapter. Comparing the standard script to the 
value system model we identify that RSWS has a financing business process (cash is ex
changed with investors and creditors). a human resources process (cash is exchanged tor 
labor with employees), an acquisition/payment process (cash is exchanged for goods and 
services with suppliers) a conversion process (accessories are manufactured and instru
ments are repaired), and a sales/collection process (goods and services are exchanged for 
cash with customers). 

Each resource flow on this model represents an output from one process and an input 
to a related process. Starting at the top and working counterclockwise, cash from the fi
nancing process is used in the payroll process amJ in the acquisition/payment process. 
Within the payroll process, the labor that is acquired in exchange for the cash becomes an 
output that then serves as an input to the conversion process. Within the acquisition/pay
ment process, the acquired raw materials, equipment, and overhead services (such as util
ities) become outputs of that process and inputs to the conversion process. The acquired 
instruments become outputs of the acquisition/payment process and inputs to the revenue 
process. The raw materials, equipment, labor, and overhead services that are input to the 
conversion process arc converted into manufactured accessories and repair services that 
arc output to the revenue process. The instruments that are input to the revenue process are 
exchanged for cash, which becomes the output of the revenue process and serves as an 
input to the financing process. Resources continue to flow throughout the chain until the 
enterprise is dissolved. 

The value chain level model shown in Exhibit 2-3 is somewhat summarized, using only 
one bubble to represent each business process. To concentrate on the ex\:hcmge events and 
the resource flows resulting from the exchange events, some of the bubbles may be more 
appropriately decomposed into smaller, less complex parts. For example, the bubble Ac-
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quisition/Payment Process could be broken down into two parts: acquire goods and acquire 
services. Cash would be the inflow resource for each of those separate bubbles. raw mate
rials and equipment would be the outflow resources from acquire goods that become in
puts to the conversion process bubble, and overhead would he the outflow resource from 
acquire services that becomes an input to the conversion process bubble. The decision as 
to whether to decompose these depends on whether the acquisitions of goods and services 
are combined into a single set w ith the same data attributes captured for them. We discuss 
value ehuin level models in more depth and illustrate them in more detuil in Chapter 3. 

As we discuss in Chapter 3, developing a value chain level model provides a great deal 
of insight about the enterprise and is usdul for understanding the enterprise's mission, 
~trategy, and overall operations. Facilitating high-level strategic analysis is certainly a goal 
of the REA cuter prise ontology. The primary goal, though, is to provide a structure for the 
creation of an enterprisewide database in which to store disuggregated transaction data. 
Once an enterprise's business processes have been identified_ along with the specification 
of the resource flows and the events th<lt caused the re~ource flows, a pattern has been es
tablished from which an enterprisewide database may be designed. To develop the business 
process level model, each bubble in the value chain level model is further specified as to 
the resources, events, agents, and the variou~ types of relationships between them. The 
components of the business process level REA model will be discussed in more det<1il in 
Chapter 4 ; however, an illustration of the basic business process model for the acquisition 
ofmate1ials is included as F.xhibit 2--4. In this exhibit, the purchase of materials is an ceo
nomic event, which increases the materials resource. The disbursement of cash is another 
economic event, which decreases the cash resource. The model also shows the participa
tion of agents in tho~e events. The purchasing agent p rocesses the purchase on behalf of 
RSWS and the supplier is the external agent from whom the materials are purchased. The 
supplier is the external agent to whom paymt:nt is sent. and the accounts payable clerk 
processes the payment on behalf of RSWS. 

Exhibit2-4 is oversimplified to provide a manageable example; additional complexities 
that rrovide more realism are introduced and discussed in later chapters. In Chapter 4 we 
describe how models like the one in Fxhibit 2-4 are derived and further explain what the 

Materials 
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Purchasing 
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Supplier 

Accounts 
payable clerk 
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Task Level 

symbols and the names of the constructs shown mean. For now, you need to understand 
that each rectangle represents a resource, an event, or an agent. The resources shown are 
tnaterials invent01:v ami cash. The events shown are purchase of materials and cash dis
hursement. The purchasing agent. supplie1: and accounts payable clerk are agents. You also 
need to understand that each of tlu:se rectangular constructs corresponds to a table in the 
enterprisewide database and that the relationships between them (represented by the dia
mond symbols) determine how the database tables are linked to each other. Tbc set of re
lational database tables in Exhibit 2-5 corresponds to the model in Exhibit 2-4. Additional 
information beyond that available in Exhibit 2· 4 was m:edcd to derive these tables; that in
formation is explained in Chapter 4 and the process for deriving the table structures and 
entering data into 1hc tables is discussed in Chapter 6. For now the purpose of Exhibit 2- 5 
is to show you a small piece of a deliverable obtained from the REA ontology: an opera
tional enterprisewide transaction database. 

One goal of this book is to teach you the basics o f designing such a deliverable as the 
partial relational database illustrated in Exhibit 2- 5. There are complexities involved in 
scaling up such a design and optimizing its performance that arc beyond the scope of this 
book. Courses or modules on interface design, networking and c lient-server computing 
also are recommended. Thus when you master the material <.:Overed in this book you have 
only a partial toolset to use in designing a working enterprise database for a real-world en
terprise. The toolset you acquire by mastering the material in this book also can help you 
to usc and evaluate relational database tables (such as those shown in Exhibit 2-5) in real
life organizations. Such issues are discussed in later chapters. 

The final level of detail in the REA ontology is the task level. Recall that any activities that 
are not an essential part of an enterprise's operations-in other words those activities that 
can be reengineered away- should not serve as foundational building blocks for an inte
grated enterprise information system and thus should not become base objects in the 
enterprisewide database. However, enterprises need to be able to document all activities 
and to include information about them in their enterprise system. A variety of workflow 
activities arc possible and no pattern has yet been identified to represent the task level. Fur
ther, a variety of representation teclmiques for documenting workflow activities are used 
in practice, including narrative descriptions, system flowcharts, data flow diagrams, 
process models, and fishbone diagrams. For this reason we do not provide a standard rep
resentation for tasks for the RSWS example. Although a spccitic pattern has not yet been 
discovered for tasks, we describe two of those representation techniques later in the text
book. The ability to document tasks and to interpret task documentation is important for 
designing, using, and evaluating enterprise information systems. 

CONCLUDING COMMENTS 

In this chapter we discussed techniques for representing elements of an enterprise's reality in 
a conceptual model (set of symbols on paper) that serves as a basis for designing an 
enterprisewide database. We discussed the REA enterprise ontology and illustrated how the 
cnterp1ise can be viewed from mu.ltipk perspectives to ensure the database is designed to 
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RSWS Business Process Level Database Tables: Acquisition/Payment Process 

Q Disbursement 

Account type 

Checking 
Petty cash 
Payroll imprest 

"11' :sement ID Date 

Inventory 

November 5 
November 5 
November 6 

Description 

Cork set. standard oboe 
Spring set, standard oboe 
Cane, 1$'' width x 12" length 

Account location 

Fourth-Second Bank 
File drawer, room 222 
True American Bank 

Amount 

$1.230.00 
$9,778.65 
$2,476.00 

Cash Account 

1223 
4556 
1223 

Standard Unit Cost 

$5.00 
$9.00 
$1 .00 

Supplier ID 

52 

S3 

Date 

November 1 
November 1 
November 3 

Amount 

$1.230.00 
$2,476.00 
$ 500.00 

Supplier ID 

52 

PurchAgent ID 

E2 

~s Inventory- Purchase 
·.,------,--,----

.. Purchase 10 Quantity Purchased 

P1 66 
P1 100 
P2 200 
P2 676 
P3 100 

J: ::Uts Payable Clerk 

ID Last Name First Name 

IHtchcock Henry 
Ingalls Ingrid 

_; Jacobs Jennifer 

ingAgen t 

ntiD last Name First Name 

Benson Betty 
Corbett Carlos 
Daniels Doris 

~r 

53 
51 

Actual Unit Cost 

$5.00 
$9.00 
$9.00 
$1.00 
$5.00 

Date of Birth 

October 31 
January 3 
February 2 

E2 

E~ 

Telephone 

555-1000 
555-1012 
555-1027 

Date of Birth Purchase Limit 

September 22 $25,000.00 
April 26 $20,000.00 
June 21 $19,000.00 

~ID Name Address City State 

We Know Woodwinds 123 Ensemble Ave. Highbrow MA 
Adverteaser 118 Stephens Greenfield Ml 

-= Emersmith 6830 Newfound Kansas City MO 

APCierk ID 

EB 

E9 

Disbursement ID 

CD1 
CD3 
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capture information consistent with the enterprise's value-adding activities and overall strat
egy. The coverage of these topics in this chapter provides only a high level overview. In the re
maining chapters of this book we provide more details regarding each level of the ontology. 

Key Terms and Concepts 
Acquisition/payment 
process. 25 
Agents, 24 
Business-entrepreneur 
script, 25 
Business process level 
REA model, 15 
Context, 23 
Conversion process, 25 
Events, 24 
Financing process, 25 

Human resources 
process, 25 
Model. 19 
Object, 20 
Pattern, 21 
REA ontology-
4 Levels, 24 
Reality, 19 

Representation, 19 
Resources, 24 
Sales/collection process, 25 

Script pattern, 23 
Symbols, 20 
Task level REA 
model, 25 
Token, 2() 

Type, 20 
Value chain level REA 
model, 24 
Value system level REA 
model, 24 

Review Questions 

LOI 

L03 

L01, L03 

L01 

LOZ 

L03 

Rl. 

R2. 

R3. 

R4. 

RS. 

R6. 

What is a model? Why do we create models of systems? 

What is a business process? 

Is it better to make one model of an entire enterprise, or several smaller models of in
dividual processes? Why? 

What is the difference between token and type level n:presentation? 

What is the difference between an object pattern and a script pattern? 

What are the four levels of the REA ontology and what type of pattern (object or 
script) exists at each level? 

Multiple Choice Questions 
w 3 MCI. Relationships in the business pro~.:e~s level REA model are based on: 

~Events 
~Expectations 

C. Actuality 
D. Software 

LU3 MC2. In order from the top down, the hierarchy levels in the REA enterprise ontology are 
A. Task, business process, value chain, value system 
B. Business process, task. value system, value chain 
~Value chain, value system, business process, task 
(.£)Value system, value chain, business process, task 

w3 MC3. Which REA ontology level focuses on an object pattern of events within one or 
more transaction cycles? 
A. Task 

@ Business process 



L03 

L03, L04 
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- C. Value system 
D. Value chaitl 

MC4. Which REA ontology level focuses on the resource flows between inten-amY$.ted 
business processes? · ~ 

A. Task 
- B. Business process 

C. Value system 
@ Value chain 

MC5. _,-E.gr which level of the REA ontology has a specific pattern not yet been dis~;overed? 
WTask 
B. Business process 
C. Value system 
D. Value chain 

~ussion Questions 
L04 Dl. Dramatic productions follow scripts that contain scenes, actors, props, and roles. De

;;cribe how t:ach .of these components maps into the levels of the REA enterprise on
tology. Do you believe it is useful to think about enterprises from the script perspec
tive? Why or why not? 

LOi 02. The chapter gave an example of a romantic script that some would say is the theme 
for most chick flicks (i.e., movies that tend to appeal to a largely female audience). 
Write a similar script for the types of action/adventure movies that tend to appeal to 
a mostly male audience. What (if anything) do romantic and action movie scripts have 
in COllliUOU? 

LOJ D3. The chapter gave an example of a business process level core model including re
sources, events, and agents for the acquisition/payment process for Robert Scott 
Woodwinds. What do you think some of the resources, events, and agents would be 
for the business process level core model for the revenue cycle for Robert Scott 
Woodwinds? Include at least two resources, two events, and three types of agents. 

L04 D4. Do you think activities that could be reengineered away should serve as foundational 
building blocks in an enterprise information system? Why or why not? 

L04 D5. The REA ontology \vas originally created as an accounting model intended to replace 
the traditional double-entry model Assets= Liabilities + Owners' Equity. Using yom 
knowledge of the traditional double-entry accounting model, what are the essential 
parts of accounting that cannot be reeJ1gineered away? In other words, what makes up 
the essence of accounting? What parts of the traditional double-entry model are arti
facts that could be replaced with other methods or approaches? 

cued Learning 

L02 Al. Picture in your mind a pizza (or other food) delivery retailer of your choice. Using the 
knowledge you have based on your previous experiences with ordering pizza (or other 
food), combined with your general business understanding, try to guess what the 
value system level model for this enterprise includes. You may either draw a value 
system level model similar to Exhibit 2- 2, or you may prepare a matrix as follows: 



~ ~~ The REA Enterprise 
~ Ontology: Value Syste1n 

and Value Chain Modeling 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

The objectives of this chapter are to describe the components of a typical 
enterprise's va lue system and value chain and to discuss the procedures for 
developing models of enterprise value systems and value chains. After studying this 
chapter, you should be able to: 

1. Identify an enterprise's external business partners 

2. Identify the resources t hat are exchanged between an enterprise and its business 
partners 

3. Develop a value system level REA model for a n enterprise 

4. Identify the business processes (transaction cycles) in an enterprise 

5. Identify the resource flows between an enterprise's interna l business processes 

6. Identify the economic events that cause the resource flows between an 
enterprise's internal business processes 

7. Develop a value chain level REA model for an enterprise 

8. Explain how enterprises create value and describe Porter's Value Chain Model 

9. Explain how evaluating enterprise activities at the value system and value chain 
levels facilitates understanding the business process level 

VALUE SYSTEMS AND VALUE CHAINS 

We introduced the concepts of value systems and value chains in Chapter 2; we examine 
them more closely in this chaptt::r. You may be surprised to learn that many of the critical 
steps of building an infonnation system have little to do with programming a computer. 
The process begins with identifying the need for a business solution and acquiring a bet
ter understanding of the environment you plan to support :md/or improve. You must ex
amine that environment (the enterprise) from Jifferent perspectives and at different levels 

35 
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of detail. We believe the first level of detail you should consider is the least detailed- the 
big pictw·e view that we call the value system level. You may have heard the saying "they 
couldn't see the tbrest for the trees" used to describe those so mired in detail that they for
get the big picnare of what they are trying to accomplish. We believe that looking at the 
forest level of an enterprise first and trying to develop a plan for analyzing the enterprise 
a section at a time will help you keep your perspective and avoid getting mired in the de
tail. Obviously there is plenty of detail in which to get mired, so try to keep picturing the 
end goal and the plan tor getting there to keep you on the path. 

Examining the value system level of a firm includes thinking about the enterprise's 
mission and strategy. Understanding this level is crucial because later you must ensure that 
activities wiU1in the enterprise's business processes arc consistent with its overall mission 
and strategy. The REA ontology is about much more than developing information sys
tems; it is about understanding enterprises. 

F.verything an ~nt~rprise does should create value for its customers according to 
Michael Porter in Competitive Advantage. 1 Creating value has a cost. For example, an en
terprise that assembles automobiles creates something of value but also must pay for var
ious inpuls (e.g., materials, supplies, and time of employees). Porter computes an organi
zation's margin as t]Jc difference between value and cost. This calculation includes all 
value and all cost, much of which is difficult to measure financially, but which the REA 
value chain model can capture if measurements arc available. 

The concept of creating value applies to both for-profit and not-for-profit organizations. 
For-profit organizations try to maximize their margins. Not-for-profit organizations, such as 
charitable or governmental entities, seek to maximize the goods and services they provide 
with the resources (funds) they receive. Over the long nm, charitable and governmental or
ganizations seek to optimize their services while matching outflovvs to inflows. Whether for
profit or not-for-profit, viahle organizations provide goods and services that customers value 
in a cost-ellective way. The main difference between for-profit and not-for-profit enterprises 
is th::Jt at the V::Jlue system level, the input resources and output resources are paired with dif
ferent external husim:ss partners. That is, some of the partners who give resources to the 
not-for-profit enterprises do not receive resources directly from the not-for-profit enterptises 
and some of the partners who receive resources from the not-for-profit enterprises do not 
give rcsow-ccs to the not-for-profit enterprises. The overall notion of input rcsow-ces being 
transfom1cd into output resources is still valid because one would expect that if the not-for
profit organization failed to provide the expected goods and services, its contributing exter
nal business partners would discontinue their contributions. 

Every· organization seeks to create value by providing goods and services customers 
want. For example: 

• A grocery store creates value by providing food in a clean and convenient location for 
customers to purchase. 

• An airline company creates value by safely transporting passengers and cargo in a 
timely mmmer. 

• An automobile manufacturer creates value by producing safe, reliahle vehicles to trans
port people and cargo. 

1M. Porter. Competitive Advantage: Creating and Sustoining Superior Performance (New York: Free 
Press, 1985). p. 12. 
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Case in Point · 

In the late 1970s and early 1980s when gas prices were rapidly rising and our oil sup
plies were in doubt, most new car buyers favored smaller, more gas-efficient automo
biles. America's automobile manufacturers had several lean years as they modified 
their automobile design to smaller, fuel-efficient vehicles. Over the next decade as the 
percentage of small cars increased, most parking lots adjusted the size of the parking 
stalls from 8 or 9 feet wide to 7 feet wide. But since 1987 the size of America's cars has 
been getting bigger. In sprawling Western and Southwestern cities, the popularity of 
sport-utility vehicles and pickup trucks can make parking a hassle. Parking lots with 
larger parking stalls are now able to charge a premium price. Parking problems will 
likely increase as the popularity of the Hummer increases. The Hummer is the civilian 
adaptation of a military vehicle that is 8 feet wide, including the mirrors.* 

4 Nea1Temp1in ... Big C:tn; am.l L1Uie Sraccs <."uu>e Mayhem," l1u! Wall Stm!t .lrmmal. March II. 1998, pp. Dl. 8. 

• A municipality creates value by pro\'iding essential community services (e.g., police 
protection, fire protection. emergency services, and utilities) to its <.:itizcns. 

Enterprises that provide goods and scn ·ices of value to their customers will survive and 
grow while those that do not will shrink and die. Due to competition for scarce resources, 
each enterprise must providc \aluc in a cost-effecttve manna. Although some organiza
tions manage to defer their demise through deceit. disguise. or political influence, ulti
mately every organization has to answer to the final arbiter of , ·alue-the customer. 

Because enterprises neetl incrcasetl adaptabthty, effectiveness, and efiiciency to remain 
competitive, most organizotion~ find it esscntilll to diftcrcntiate betv,:een the various husi
ness activities in which they engage. Ob\"iously, organizations must look internally at each 
or their functions and develop capabilities in ea<.:h area. They also must effectively inte
grate and coordinate all business functions. However. in today·s business world. an orga
ni.a~tion's performance is increasingly affected by the world around it. You might work for 
the most internally cost-effective organization you can imagine, but it might be an unsuc
cessful organization. Why'! Perhaps the organization has competitors who better meet the 
needs of customers, do a good job of outsourcing some business functions, Qr do a better 
job of creating effective strategic alliances with trading partners.~ 

To rea lly understand and analyze an organization, you must understand more than in
ternal operations and functions. You must look outside the organization at the industry. the 
suppliers, the customers, and all the other parties that aftect organization performance. In 
other words, you must examine the enterprise at its \alue system level, and also consider 
how the enterprise's value system interacts with the value systems of the other enterprises 
in its supply chain. An enterpnse supply chain ~ncompasses all of the enterprises involved 
in providing a product or service to a.n end custorn~r. for example, Robert Scott Woodwind 
Shop purchases instruments from us suppliers as part of its value system level activities. 
Those suppliers had value systems of their own to make those instruments available for 

!Qutsoumng occurs when one organization f1nds another organization to perform some work. Th1s is 
usually done when the outsourong organ1zat1on can't complete the work (e.g. , they do not have the 
capacity or the expertise) or when they identify another organizat1on that can complete the work 1n a 
more cost-effective manner. 37 
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EXHIBIT 3- 1 Porter's Generic Value Chain 

S()Urcc: Michael Pon~r. Compt>titivt' Admntuge: Crt•aring and Sustaining Superior Pe1:{ormance (New York: Fn.-c Press. 1985). 

Inbound 
logistics 

Revenue 

Costs 

Firm infrastructure 

Human resource management 

Technology development 

Procurement 
Margin 

Operations Outbound Marketing Service 
logistics and sales 

Primary activities 

sale to RSWS. Likely RSWS buys the instruments from the manufacturers; their value sys
tem levels would involve purchasing raw materials, labor, and manufacturing equipment 
from their suppliers. Those suppliers had value systems to make those items available for 
sale. 

Eventually managers must look at the entire supply chain to streamline interenterprise 
activities and gain efficiencies in operations. However, the best llrst step is to focus on the 
enterprise in the context of its immediate business partners, then to focus on the enterprise 
value chain and the internal business processes that comprise that chain. Once you un
derstand the enterprise in the context of its immediate business partners and its internal 
processes, examine the more distant links on its supply chain. 

To complete a thorough cradle-to-grave analysis, many people use the value chain 
analysis approach originally proposed by Michael Porter.3 Porter illustrated that each fim1 
is a "collection of activities that are performed to design, produce, market, deliver, and 
support its product." You can see Porter's Generic Value Chain in Exhibit 3- 1. 

Although this diagram looks different from the value chain diagrams we use in this text- ,, 
book, both types of value chain diagrams encompass the same set of activities. Porter's 
value chain is defined as a set of business activities that add value or usefulness to an or
ganization 's produt:ls or se:~rv it:es; the REA ontology defines the value chain a~ a set of 
business processes through which resources flow, with the assumption that value is added 
to the resources within each business process. The value chain is intended to show total 
value and consists of value at:tivities and margin. Value activities arc the physical and tech
nological activities performed by an organization. Porter presented two types of value ac-

3M. Porter, Competitive Advantage: Creating and Sustaining Superior Performance (New York: Free 
Press. 1985); and Competitive Strategy Techniques for Analyzing Industries and Competitors (New York: 
Free Press, 1980). 
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tivities in his generic value chain: primary and support. Primary value activities consist 
of the events that create customer value and provide organization dislinctivene~~ in the 
marketplace. They are the critical activities in running a business. Support value activi
ties facilitate accomplishing the primary activities. Margin is the difference between total 
value and the cost of performing the value activities. 

Porter's primary value activities include the following categories: 

• Inbound logistics- activities associated with receiving, storing, and disseminating in
puts to the products or services 

• Operations activities associated with transforming input~ into Lhc: final products or 
services 

• Outbound logistics-activities associated with collecting. storing. and physically dis
tributing the products or services 

• Marketing and sales-activities associated with providing a means by which cus
tomers can buy products and the means for inducing them to buy 

• Service- activities associated with providing service to enhance or maintain the value 
of the products or services 

Porter's support value activities include: 

• Procurement-the function of purchasing inputs to a firm's value chain 

• Technology development-the know-how, procedures, or technology embedded in 
processes that arc intended to improve the product, services, and/or prot:ess 

• Human resource management-activities involved in recruiting, hiring, training, de
veloping, and compensating all types of personnel 

• Fii·m infrastructure-activities that support the entire value chain (e.g., general man
agement, planning, finance, accounting, legal, government affairs, and quality manage
ment) 

In REA value chain analysis we also differentiate value activities in three event cate
gories-operating events, infonnation events, and decision/management events. We define 
and discuss these categories in Chapter 4. 

Value system and value chain analyses are valuable because they compel you to under
stand the internal operations of a firm as well as the forces and pmiies outside the firm that 
affect its ability to create value. The direct actions of an organization are only part of its 
overall value t:hain prot:css. It is also important to look at external linkages, such as the ac
tivities of customers and suppliers, to understand the ability of <m organization to create 
value. For example, some organizations may be more successful at creating value because 
they elicit quality responses from their customers and usc the feedback to quickly change 
or upgrade their products. Other organizations may achieve success because they have 
worked effectively with their suppliers to reduce costs and improve the ability to respond 
to customer desires. A thorough analysis ofthe value system and value chain helps you to 
understand all the activities that are strategically relevant to an organization, not just the 
portion of activities in \Vhich an organization directly participates or controls. In Exhibit 
3-2 we illustrate how the value system and value chain activities are linked. In this dia
gram note that Suppliers encompasses suppliers of every type of resource, including em
ployees, investors, and creditors, as well as those who supply products and services. 
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EXHIBIT 3-2 
Relating Value 
System 
and Value 
Chain Levels 

Requested input 
resources 

~ 

Payment for 
input resources 

Provides 
input 

resources 

ENTERPRISE 

services for 
customers 

Provides 
goods and 
services 

VALUE SYSTEM LEVEL REA MODELING 

To develop a value system level REA model you must answer the question, "Who arc the 
enterprise's external business partners?" To answer this question, fo<..:us on r esom-ce 
flows and ask the question this way, "To whom does lite enterprise give resources ant! from 
whom does the enterprise receive resources?" Recall from Chapter 2 that resources are de
fined as things that have economic value to the enterprise. Re<..:all also from Chapter 2 that 
we are taking a pattem-based approach to developing enterprise information systems. Thus 
we want to consider what is true for most enterprises and then make adjustments as nec
essary for our particular enterprise. Most enterprise resources fit into one of the following 
c<1 tegorics: 

• Cash 

• Inventory (raw materials, linished goods, merchandise, parts, and supplies) 

' Labor 

• Property, plant, and equipment 

• Insurance 

• Services (such as advertising or government services) 

• Utilities (water and energy) 

To determine an enterprise's external business partners, a helpful step is to examine which 
of these resources the enterprise provides or uses and then determine to whom they provide 
the resources and from whom they acqui re the resources. To make matters even simpler, in 
the current economic environment cash is the universal resource for which most other re
sources are exchanged. Very seldom do companies engage in barter transactions (ex
changes of a noncash resource fo r a difterent noncash resource). Therefore by wncentrat
ing on identifying the various partners to whom the enterprise pays cash and from whom 
the enterprise receives cash, yoLL very likely have identified all the appropriate t:xtemal busi
ness partners. Typically the extemal business partner. fit into the following categories: 
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• Vendors or suppliers (of various types of inventory, equipment, utilities, insurance, and 
services) 

• Employees 

• Investors and creditors 

• Customers 

Sometimes examining the cash outflows of an enterprise does not reveal a resource re
ceived in exchungc. For example, when an enterprise pays cash to government agencies 
(such as the Internal Revenue Service) what resource doe~ the enterprise receive in ex
change? Some resources the government provides are easy to identify, such as a license to 
do business, or police and fire protection services. llowevt:r, the amounts paid in taxes anJ 
fees to the government often exceed an identifiable resource received in exchange and we 
must simply label the resource as government services. Payments to charitable organiza
tions pose a similar dilemma. If an enterprise donates money to a university, what resource 
does it receive in exchange? The enterprise must believe it receives a resource, because en
terprises are assumed to make economically rational decis ions. The enterprise may expect 
goodwill, an increased reputation in the community (in effect, advertising), or an advan
tage in recruiting the university's students. Based on the assumption that the enterprise 
docs in fact receive resources in exchange for these payments, hopefully you have figured 
out that government agencies and charitable organizations would be included in the exter
nal business partner category of vendors or suppliers. 

Once the resources an enterprise uses are identified and the external business partners 
with whom these resources are exchanged arc determined, the information is portrayed in 
a diagram. The enterprise being modeled is represented as a circle or oval in the center of 
the diagram. Each external business partner is represented as a square or rectangle; these 
arc placed around the outside of the circle that represents the enterprise. Arrows arc drawn 
between the circle and the squares as appropriate to indicate the actual resource exchanges 
between the enterprise and its business partners. Let's examine the RSWS example intro
duced in Chapter 2 to dete1mine how the value system level REA modcl was constructed. 
Tbt: value system diagram from that example is reproduced in Exhibir 3- 3. 

The first step in constructing this model is to examine the various resources RSWS uses 
in its operations. Cash is certainly used by RSWS. Let's consider how the cash is used, to 

Investors and 
creditors 

Suppliers 
(vendors) 

Employees 

Goods, 
services 

Cash 

Customers 
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whom it is paid, anJ from whom it is received. We identify that cash is n:ceived from in
vestors (for equity financing), fi·om creditors (tor debt financing), and from customers. 

!P2)J )i'J iJ.J/?>Y J) JJ:i,:J;m,gle to ro/lresent the set of investors and creditors and another rcc
tnnglc to represent the set of customers. Cash is received from investors and creditors be
cause they expect to receive cash in exchru1ge, therefore we simply draw an arrow from in
vestors and creditors to RSWS and label it cash to represent those cash inflows. We draw 
another an·ow from RSWS to investors and creditors to represent cash outflows to investors 
and creditors (e.g., for interest payments, dividends, prim;ipal repayments, and treasury 
stock purchases). Next we draw an a rrow from customers to RSWS and label it cash lo rep
resent the cash inflows from customers. We realize that the reason c.ustomcrs give.: RSWS 
cash is because they expec.:t RSWS to provide goods (_e.g., instruments, uccessorics), repair 
services, or the use of goods (i.e., rental of instruments). Therefore we draw an arrow from 
RSWS to customers to indicate that RSWS provides those resources to its customers. 

We then inspect the narrative to determine what types of cash payments are made and 
to whom. We identify cash payments made to employees and realize that those payments 
are made in exchange for labor provided by our employees. Therefore we dn1w a rectangle 
to represent the set of employr.:es. We draw an arrow from RSWS In employees to repre
sent the cash outflows to employees and we draw an arrow from employees to RSWS to 
reprc.:sent the labor inflow fi-om employees. You might notice tha.t there is no arrow to rep
resent benefits such as health insurance paid to employ~cs. Is it because RSWS doesn't 
offer any such benefits or is it because they have forgotten to represent them? The ans>ver 
is neither. Payments made for health insurance for employees is a cash outJlow to suppli
<:rs made by RSWS on behalf of the employees. The actual insurance is an out now from 
the health in!>urancc supplier to the t:mployccs and is outside the scope of RSWS's value 
system model, which only examines the direct. resource flows between RSWS and its ex
ternal business partners. This leads us to the other external business part11er for RSWS
the suppliers (some enterprises may call these vendors). Suppliers is the set of all nonem
ployee individuab or organizations from which an enterprise acquires goods and services. 
We draw a rectangle to represent the set of suppliers, an arrow !'rom RS WS to sup pi iers to 
indicate the cash outnow, and an a1-row from supplit:rs to RSWS to indicate the inflow of 
goods and service~. 

VALUE CHAIN LEVEL REA MODELING 

Once the value system lc\'e] analysis is complete, much of the initial value dwin analysis 
has also been completed. This level of analysis focuses ll!l the resourc~ Jlows behveen its 
internal bu~iness processes. A !Jusi11ess process is a series of activities that a<.:complishcs a 
business ohjectiYe: ndciing value to input resources. Once you have identitie.d the resources 
flowing into and out of the enterptise, examine what the company does with it'> input re
sources and how it generates its output resources. As business processes use up resottrces, 
they should he prodt1cing resources worth more to the enterprise than those used up. As 
noted earlier, enterprises crt!ate value by developing and providing tbe goods and services 
customers desire. Goods and services are provided throug;1 a series ofbusinc.ss processes. 
Regardless or the type of goods or sr.:rv ices provided each organization has at least three 
business processes (see Exhibit 3-2): 
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l. Acquisition/payment process: The objective of the acquisition/payment process is to 
acquire, maintain, nnd pay for the resources needed by the organization. Many resources are 
required including human resources, property, plant, equipment, financial resources, raw 
materials, and supplies. Resources arc acquired fi·om external entities like suppliers or ven
dors. These arc the inputs required by the organization to provide goods and sen·ices to its 
customers. Because the acquisition of financial resources and the acquisition of human re
sources have complexities not found in lhc acquisition of other goods and services, many 
enterprises separate these activities into additional business processes, cnlled the jimmcmg 
process amlthe hwnwz resources procl!ss, that we cover separately in h:lter chapters. 

2. Conrersion pmr.ess: The ohjcctive of the convers ion process is to convert the ac
quireJ resources into goods and services for customers. The raw inputs are transformed 
into finished goods and services by this process. 

3. Sales/collection process: The objective of the sales/collection process is to sd l and 
del iver goods and services to customers auJ collect payment The finished goods and ser
vices from the conversion process arc sold to customers (external entities) in exchange for 
their payment, usually in the tonn of cash. 

Creating a value chain model that illustrates the linkages between these processes requires 
understanding of two very important concepts in the REA ontology: dualit)· and swc/..jfm'l: 
These concepts characterize the core economic phenomena of an exchange. As noted ear
lier, enterprises Hre assumed to make rationnl economic decisions. Rational economic the
ory precludes decision makers from giving up something with no expectation of anything 
in exchange. For every event in which an enterprise gives something up we expect u re
lated event in which the enterprise receives som~:thing. The c;msal relationship between a 
give e\·ent and a take event is a duality relationship. Stockfiow is defined as the inflow or 
outflow of a resource. Stockfiow relationships exist between !,rive events and r(!suurces 
(these stockflows are outflows) and bt:tween take event~ and resources (these stoekftows 
are inflows). The value chain level of the REA ontology is constructed based on these two 
concepts. Geerts and McCarthy say. "Duality relationships are the glue that binds a firm's 
separate economic events together into rational ewnomic proce~ses. while stockftow rela
tionships weave these processes together into an enterprise value chain."4 

The first step in creating a value chain model is to write the enterprise script to identity 
the business processes that need to be included in the value chain. We use the value sys
tem level model along with whatever other information we have such as a narrative de
scription about the enterprise's activities. The second step in creating a value chain model 
is to Jraw the resource flows to link the business processes together. The third step is to de
termine the economic exchange events and the duality relationships that make up the con.: 
of each business process in the value chain. An example will clarify these steps. 

Let's revisit our RSWS example. In Exhibit 2-3 (reprinted here as Exhibit 3- 4) we por
trayed a summarized value chain level that would be the result of the first two steps. After 
going through ~teps l and 2 to reconstruct this model, we discuss step 3 and illustrate the 
resulting detailed value chain model. 

~G. Geerts and W. E. McCarthy, " Modeling Business Enterpnses as Value-Added Process Hierarchies with 
Resource-Event-Agent Object Templates," in J. Sutherland nnd D. Pdtel, eds .. Business ObjeCt Design and 
Implementation (London: Springer-Verlag, 1997), pp. 94-113. 
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EXHIBIT 3-4 
Robert Scott 
Woodwind 
Shop Business 
Processes 
and Resource 
Flows 
Summarized 
Value Chain 
View 

repair services 

Step 1: Write the Entrepreneurial Script 
To complete this step, we exwine the typical s<:enes of the entrepreneurial business script 
to see which of the typi<:al scenes RSWS bas. llased on our value system level analysis, 
the typical script pattern, and the narrative description of RSWS we write RSWS 's script 

as follows: 

RSWS gets cash from investors and creditors 

RSWS engages in value-adding activities 
• uses cash to buy instruments, raw mate1ials, and overhead from vendors 

• uses cash to acquire labor from employees 
• uses materials, equipment, and overhead to manufacture accessories and to provide 

repair services 
• sells instruments, accessories, and repair services to customers for cash 

• RSWS pays cash to investors and creditors 

The first and last s<:enes together comprise the financing process; in scent: 2, the subsccnes 
are (in order) the acquisition/payment process: the human resources (payroll) process; the 
conversion process; and the sales/collection process. Keep in mind that all of these scenes 
and subscenes come directly from our value system level analysis except for the "uses ma
terials, equipment, and overhead to manufacture accessories and to provide repair ser
vices." Because the subsccne doesn't involve resource exchanges with external business 
partners, it is not modeled at the value system level. Thus you must be careful when de
veloping your value chain model to include not only the scenes that you derive from the 
value system level but also any husiness processes that add value via internal resource 

transformations. 
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~:~p 2: Connect the Scenes with Resource Flows 
Once all the scenes are identi fied they need to be combined to form a value chain (at which 
point no distinction is made bet\vcen scenes and subscencs). The resource .flows provide 
the link from one scene to the next. Once the cash is acquired in the financing process, it 
is used as input for the acquisition/payment and human resource processes, where it is 
transferred out to external busine~s partners in exchange for instruments, raw materials, 
overhead, and labor. Because the v<J lue chain model only illush"<iles the internal processes, 
we don 't show the cash outflows from the acquisition and payroll processes to the external 
partners, nor clo we show the rt::lated resource inflows from those external partners. From 
this perspective we view the: acquisition process as one that uses up cash and produces ma
terials, equipment, overhead, and in~truments; and we view the payroll process as one that 
uses up cash and produces labor. We view the conversion process as one that lransfonn s 
the labor, malt:rials, equipment, and overhead into the accessories and repair service re
soun:c:s. The sales/collection process is then viewed as one thai uses up instruments, ac
cessories, <md repair services and obtains cash. The asswnption is that in each of these 
scenes the resources producc:d arc worth more than the resources used up; thus value is 
added to the cnlerprisc in each link of the chain. 

:~eo 3: Specify the Economic Exchange Events within Each Scene 
The third step in creating the value chain diagram adds more detail to the diagram thai 
clarifies how each scene's representation in the value chain diagram provides the starting 
point for a business process level model repn:senlation. This step entails depicting the eco
nomic exchange events inside each scene's bubble on the value chain diagram. Each scene 
must contain at least one economic incremt:nt (take) event and at least one economic 
decrement (give) event. You can use the resource flows to determine what <:vents are 
needed. This analysis abo helps you to dctennine whc:thcr a scene in your value chain 
should he decomposed into multiple sccn~s. The general rule to follow for this step is that 
each process must have an economic decrement event to match up with each resource in
flow and an economic incrcment event to match up with e<Jch resource outflow. The idea 
is that if a resource is flowing into a process, the process must include an event that uses 
it up (either by transferring it to an external partner or by transforming it into a different 
resource). Similarly, if a resource is flowing out of a process, the process must include an 
event that produced the resource (e ither by transferring it in from an external business part
ncr or by creating it as a transformation of some other resources. 

In our RSWS example, let's add detail first to the: financing process. Because cash is a 
resource inflow to that process, the process must include an event that uses it up (i.e., a 
cash disbursemt:nl event). Cash is also a resource outflow from financing, so the process 
must include an evenr that acquired it (i.e., a cash receipt event). The cash receipt and cash 
disbursement events are linked via a duality relationship. So we draw 1\vo event boxes in
side the financing process bubble and connect them via a diamond (relationship symbol) 
labeled with the word duality. We label the events cash receipt and cash disbursement. 
Note that even though the cash Oows from the financing process to multiple other 
processes, the data attributes of all cash receipts are likdy the same so we consider cash 
receipts for all purposes as part of the same event set. The fact that cash got used for dif
ferent purposes doesn ' t matter. 
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Next we examine the payroll process. Recause cash is a resource inflow, the process 
must include an event that uses it up (i.e., a cash disbursement event). Notice that the en
terprise will likely have only one cash disbursement event set that encompasses all cash 
disbursements made for all purposes, but we must depict the event set in each business 
process that uses cash. The payroll process generates labor as its resource outflow, so there 
must be an event within the payroll process that obtains that labor (labor acquisition, an 
event thflt transfers the labor in). So we draw two event boxes inside the payroll process 
bubble ami connect them via a diamond (relationship symbol) labeled with the word du
alil)'. We label the events cash disbursement and labor acquisition. 

The acquisition/payment process is similar to the payroll process. Cash is a resource in
flow to acquisition/payment, so the process must have an event that uses it up (i.e., a cash 
disbursement t::vent). The acquisition/payment process has instruments, materials, services, 
<md equipment as outflows, so the process must include an event that obtains those things 
from external sources (i.e., an acquisition event set). Here we must determine whether the 
same data attributes are recorded for acquisitions of each of these types of items. for any 
that are different, the events should be modeled separately and the recommendation would 
be to make separate acquisition cycle hubbies. Let's say we determine that RSWS records 
all acquisitions u~ing a common set of forms and captures the same data attributes for 
them. Thus we need only one acquisition event set and only one acquisi tion process 
(scene). We draw two event boxes inside the acquisition/payment process bubhle and con
nect them via a diamond labeled with the word duality. We label the events cash dishurse
mem and acquisition. 

Next we examine the conversion process. The conversion process is typically the most 
complicated scene. Our value chain diagram shows input resource flows as materials. 
equipment, labor, and overhead. That indicates our conversion process must have events 
that use up each of those items. We determ ine that raw materials are used up as they arc 
issued into a manufacturing or repair job so we draw a box labeleJ material issue. We note 
that employee labor is used up through the employees' involvement in labor operations, so 
we draw a box h1beled /ahor operation. Equipment and overhead are used up in machine 
operations, so we draw a box labeled machine operation. Next we need to determine what 
t::vent produces the fimshcd accessories and/or repaired instruments. We determine that for 
RSWS every repair service and each production run for a batch of parts or accessories is 
considered to be a work m pmce.H joh. Thus we add a box labeled WJP Job. We realize that 
the material issues, labor operations, anJ machine operations are cwnomic decrement 
events (they usc up resources) that arc matched with the WIP job, which is an economic 
increment event (it produces resources). Tbereforc we draw a diamond symbol to connect 
all four boxes and label it as duality. 

Now all our scenes arc dcrailcJ except for the Sales/Collection process. We sec thctt the 
input resources arc the instruments (from the :~cquisition process), and the manuf.1cturcd 
accessories and repair services (from the conversion process). The instruments get 
changed into cash either by selling them or renting them to customers. The repair services 
and manuh1cturcd accessories arc also changed into cash by selling them to customers. As 
with the acquisition process, we need to makt:: a choice as to whether there is u common 
sale event st::t for which the same set of data attributes can be maintained, or whether the 
activities are dissimilar enough to warrant being maintained as separate event sets. For this 
example, we assume RSWS uses the same set of fonns and captures the same data attri-
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EXHIBIT 3- 5 Robert Scott Woodwinds Shop Detailed Value Chain 

butes for each of these revenue-generating activities, so we combine them into one ceo
nomic decrement event called sale. The output rcsoun.:c flow is cash, indicating that the 
process must include an event that produces or obtains the cash, in other words an eco
nomic increment event called cash receipt. We draw two boxes with a duality relationship 
connecting them; we label one box sale and the other box cash receipt. Now our value 
chain is complete (see Exhibit 3- 5) and may be used to facilitate creation of the business 
process level models for RSWS. We discuss that process in detail in Chapter 4. 

CONCLUDING COMMENTS 

In this chapter we have provided a patterned approach for developing models of enterprises 
at two levels of detail - the value system level and the value chain level. This approach fa
cilitates your unJerstanding of how business enterprises work. As you go about your daily 
activities, pay attention to the business enterprises with which you interact and look for 
these script patterns. When you go out to eat at a restaurant, or order pizza, see if you can 
picture the value system and value chain for that restaurant or pizza place. When you go 
shopping at different kinds of stores: grocery, convenience, department, or electronics, see 
if you can identify the value system and value chain patterns for those stores. Consider 
what they have in common and any differences they may have. TI1ink about the possibili
ties of using the things they have in common as base ohjects in an information system and 
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keeping the things that are unique as non.toundational elements in the information system. 
Think about how such an approach could lead to enterprise systems that may be integrated 
with solid connections rather than tied together with string. 
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Review Questions 

L04 Rl. 

LOS R2. 
LOS R3 . 

102 R4. 

LOR R5. 

LOB R6. 
LO!-LOJ R7. 

1.06 R8. 

l05,L06 R9. 

L06,L07 RIO. 

What is a busiuess process? Describe each of the major business processes found 
in most enterprises. 

What docs it mean to create value? How do enterprises create VCllue? 

What is an enterprise's margin as ddlned by Michael Porter? 

Differentiate between the objectives of a profit and a not-for-profit enterprise. 

Give an example of a primary value activity for a retail store. 

Give an example of a support value activity for a retail store. 

To begin creating a value system model, what does the chapter recommend as the 
first thing you ~hould try to identify? 

What do duality relationships consist of? 

What is the difference between a stock inflow and a stock outflow? What types of 
events are associated with stock inflows and with stock outflows? 

When you are creating a value chain level REA model. if you have two resomcc in
flows and one resource outflow for a transaction cycle, what do you know about the 
events in that cycle? 

Multiple Choice Questions 

LOS MCl . Which events in Porter's value chain create customer value and provide organiza
tion distinctiveness in the marketplace? 

@Primary activities 
B. Support activities 
C. Operational activities 
D. Value activities 
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1.06, 1.01 MC2. Which of the following is usually represented as a value activity in the REA value 
chain? 

- A. The generation of an aged accounts receivable report 
B. The sending of a bill to a customer 

@The sale of goods to a customer 
D. The decision as to whether to discontmuc a product line 

1.01 MC3. Which level of the REA enterprise ontology represents the big-picture view? 
-(A.)value system 
Y. Value chain 

C. Business process 
D. Task 

LOs MC4. Which of the following is considered a primary value activity, as opposed ton sup
port activity. in Porter's value chain? 
A. Procurement 
B. Accounting 
C. General management 

@ Inbound and outbound logtstics 

LOi MC5. To which other internal business process are manufactured goods typically made 
av::ulable by the conversion proce~s'? 

A. Financing 
@ ReYcnue 
C. Payroll 
D. Acquisition/payment 

Discussion Questions 

1.08 Dl. If only enterprises that truly create value survive, how do tobacco companies stay in 
business? How do illegal dntg markets survive? 

LOt , toz D2. Do some events occur outside entt:rprise boundaries? Should infomJation system de
si!,1J1ers focus on events that lie beyond an enterprise's boundaries? 

1.04 03. All business organizations have at least three broad business processes: acqUisi
tion/payment, conversion. and sales collection. Into which of these processes do each 
of the following activities belong? Explain your response. 

a. Delivering a new product to a customer 

b. Hiring new employc~s 

c. Paying for a new capital tool 

d. Assembling subcomponents for a finrshed product. 

1.09 D4. Why rs it useful to try to understand an enterprise's activities at the value system and 
value chain levels rather than simply beginning. with the business process level? 

L05-L07 05. rs it easier for you to first think about the resource flows associated with a transaction 
cycle and then use that knowledge to identify the economic events in the cycle, or is 
it easier to fust think about the economic events in a cycle and then use that knowl
edge to identify the related resource flows? 
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Process Modeling 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

The objective of this chapter is to present a template pattern for modeling 
enterprise business processes (transaction cycles) that serves as the structure for an 
enterprisewide database. After studying this chapter, you should be able to: 

1. Explain each of the constructs in entity-relationship conceptual modeling and t he 
notation used to represent each construct in diagrammatic and grammar formats 

2. Assign cardinalities to represent the participation of REA entities in prescribed 
relationships 

3. Explain the concept of pattern discovery and apply pattern-based thinking 

4. Identify the economic exchanges that form the core of business processes, the 
commitment events that lead to economic exchange events, and the instigation 
events that lead to mutual commitment events 

5. Identify resources involved in instigation, commitment, and economic events 

6. Identify internal and external agents invo lved in instigation, commitment , and 
economic events 

7. Create a conceptual model for a business process following the REA pattern 

8. Explain the differences among business processes, operating events, and 
information process events 

INTRODUCTION 

Tn this chapter we focus on modeling one business process at a time; in a later chapter we 
discuss the procedures needed to integrate the individual business process models to cre
ate a complete database. (n this chapter we present the REA pattern for modeling the busi
ness process level. The KEA pattem is independent or any particular modeling notation. It 
can be communicated using ( I) narrative descriptions, (2) diagrams of various types with 
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different notations, (3) structured gratmnar, (4) predicate logic notation, (5) tags such as 
lire used in XML llntl XBRL, (6) programming language notation, and probably using 
other means that we haven't identified. It is very difficult for some people to separate the 
pattern that is REA from the notation used to communicate the pattern. Therefore we pre 
sent the REA pattern using diagram and structuretl granunar notations in this chapter. 
Both of these notations are derivetl from an underlying set of constructs ca lled entity
relationship modeling. The REA pattern is actually separable from entity-relationship 
mocteling (the same pattern can be applied in object-orientetl models anct other forms of 
modeling). Most of the REA literature has used entity-relationship models to portray the 
pattern constructs. These types of models seem to be the easiest to understand, so we focus 
on that modeling technique. 

CONCEPTUAL MODELING CONSTRUCTS 

Entiry-relationship modeling has been the most commonly used tool for presenting REA 
business process level patterns. Before Wt: discuss the details of the REA business process 
level pattern. we need to introduce the constructs of the entity-relationship modeling tool. 
You'w act1tally already seen some of these constructs represented in the examples we have 
shown. The four constructs we discuss are entities. relationships, attributes, and participa
tion cardinalities. 

An entity is a real-world object that has a separate physical or conceptual existence. En
tities that possess identical characteristics (but may have different values for those charac
teristics) form an entity set. In entity-relationship (ER) models, the word entity nearly al
ways means entity set. An entity set may he a thing or an ewn!. For example, an enterprise 's 
customers fonn an entity set called Customet: The customers share a set of characteristics 
(e.g., CustomerTD, name, address, telephone number. credit limit, and account balance due). 
Each customer in the set may have different values for these characteristics, but they arc ex
pected to possess these characteristics. Because the word entity is used synonymously with 
entity set, the word instance is uscJ to refer to a specific member of the entity set. The spe
cific customer whose !Dis Cl234, named Brenda Brenton, who Jives at 236 Bonair St., 
Lansing, Ml 48917, whose telephone number is (517) 555-2236, whose credit limit is 
$4,000, whose account balance due is $100 is an instance of the Customer entity. 

A relationship is a11 association between entities. Notice that bt!cause entities are set 
lew! constructs, in the ER model relationships also arc actually sets of relationships. Con
sider an enti ty Student and an entity Course. The relationship between them may he called 
Enrollment. Exhibit 4 1 illustrates a relationship set between the student entity ~et antl the 
course entity set. 

Notice that to describe instances of the relationship set, we need to use characteristics 
ofhoth of the related entity sets. Instances of the enrollment set in Exhibit 4-1 are 

• Margaret enrolled in Accounting 201 

• Margaret enrolled in Economics 242 

• Joe enrolled in Accounting 20 I 

• Joe enrolled in MIS 179 

• Frank emolled in MIS 179 
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• frank enrolled in Marketing 153 
• Frank enrolled in Economics 242 

• Susie enrolled in Accounting 201 

• Susie enrolled in MlS 179 

Rdationships also may possess characteristi~.:s of their own. For example, the enrollment re
lationship may possess a grade earned characteristic that reflecL~ the result of a student 's en
rollment in a course. People sometimes are confused about distinguishing an entity from a 
relationship that can possess charactetistics of its own. Notice that to fully describe the char
acteristic of a relationship, you must use both entities in the description (the characteristic 
is a grade eamed by a student in a course). To fully describe the characteristic of an entity, 
you need only use I hat entity in the description (e.g., Social Security number of a student). 
The relationship therefore docs not have separate existence, whereas the entity does. 

An attribute is n chnracteristic possessed by an entity or a relationship_ Several kinds of 
attributes are distinguished in entity-rdalionship modeling. A primary key attribute is used 
to uniquely and universally describe each instance of an entity or relationship. For a primary 
key to be unique, each instance must have a different data value for that atnibute. For a pri
mary key to be universal, each instance must possess a data value for that attribute. Consider 
the Student entity and some possible attribute~ we could use to uniquely and universally iden
tify em;h instance in the set of stuJcnts. Could we use Last Name? No; it is likely that more 
than one student will share the same last name so it would not be unique. Could we use 
Driver's License Number" No; it is likely that some students will not possess a driver's li
cense so it would not be universal. If the school in question is in the United States, it may be 
reasonable to use social security number, substituting an equivalent govermnent-assigned 
identification number for non-US citizens. Tn cases where there is not a naturally oeeuning 
attribute that w1iquely anJ universally describes each instance (or if there is one but for some 
reason the enterprise docsn 't want to use it), a primary key may be arbitrarily assigned. For 
example, the university may decide that using a social security number as the ptimaty key 
value for a student table will make that number available to too many users of the database. 
(You will understand why primary keys arc more available than other attli bute values 
after you have completed Chapter 6.) Because privacy issues associated with social security 
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numbers make its widespread availability undesirable, the university may choose to assign 
student ID numbers with which to universally and uniquely identify each student. In some 
cases it may be possible to uniquely and universally identify an instance of an entity or rela
tionship using a combination of two (or more) attributes. For example, to identify instances 
of the Enrollment relationship between Student and Course, we can't usc student ID (not 
tmique, since the same student may emoll in multiple courses) or course ID (not unique, 
since the same course may have multiple students enrolled). However, a combination of the 
student ID attribute with the course 10 attribute would suffice as a primary key. Such a key 
is called a concatenated primary key. 

A simple attribute is an attribute that cannot be further decomposed; whereas a com
posite attribute may be decomposed into other attributes. An example of a commonly 
used composite attribute is address. which may be decomposed into street address, city, 
state or province, country, and postal code. In general, it is best to store only simple attri
butes to facilitate querying and maintenance of the dat[) once they are entered. For exam
ple, to query all cu~tomers who live in a particular city, it will be most efficient if city is 
stored as a separate attribute rather than as part of address. 

A derivable attribute is an attribute that can be derived (computed) from the values of 
other attributes in the database. For example, a student's overall grade point average is an 
attribute that is computed based on all of the instances of grade earned in the enrollment 
relationship for that student. There are two types of derivable attributes: those for which 
the derived value will not change if new data arc entered into the database (i.e., a static de
rivable attribute), and those for which the derived value will change if new data are en
tered into the database (i.e., a volati le derivable attribute). Student's overall grade point 
average is an example of a volatile derivable attribute. Each time a student completes an
other course, the value for overall gpa must be recalculated. ''Total sale amount" as an at
tribute of the Sale entity is an example of a static derivable attribute. This attribute may be 
calculated as the sum of the quantity multiplied by the selling price of each item sold. For 
example, we may compute the total sale amount for Sale I as $ 100. As we enter data for 
Sales 2 through 50 into the database, that new data do not change the value we computed 
as the total amount for Sale 1. In general, derivable attributes should not be stored in a re
lational database, because they take up valuable storage space. Ignoring the cost of storage 
space, rrom a theoretical perspective we recommend storing static derivable attributes if 
they are likely to be needed as base clements in queries, beci:luse those queries arc much 
less complex and more efficient. For example, the total sale amount is likely to be needed 
as a base element in other queries such as "accounts receivable as of the balance sheet 
date" or "total sales ror region Y during the marketing campaign." We do not recommend 
storing volatile derivabk attributes unless the database software is capable of storing them 
as triggers (in essence storing the ronnula by which the data value is computed instead of 
storing an actual data value). However, keep in mind that the conceptual level model is in
dependent of a particuli:lr logical model or specific physical implementation. Therefore the 
conceptual level model should include derivable attributes attached lo the entity or re la
tionship they describe. In fact, the decision to exclude derivable attributes ti"om relational 
tables should not be made until the physical implementation level, at which point the spe
cific software has been chosen and its capability of storing triggers is known. 

Participation cardinalities are assigned to rt:present business mlcs for how many 
times an instance of an entity set is allowed to participate in a relationship. Minimum par-
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ticipation cardinalities represent the minimum number of times each instance of an en
tity set must participate in a relationship. The possible values for a minimum participation 
cardinality are tero and one. This indicates whether an entity's participation in a relation
ship is considered optional or mandatory. Jf minimum participation is zero, any particular 
instance of the entity set is not required to participate in the relationship at all. If the min
imum participation is one. each instance of the entity set must participate in the relation
ship at least once. Maximum participation cardinalities represent the maximum number 
of times each instance of an entity set may participate in a relationship. The possible val
ues for a maximum participation cardinality are one and many. The term many for cardi
nalities is somewhat misleading because it actually means more than one. So if the maxi
mum participation of an entity happens to be two, it would be depicted as many. 

Abstraction relationships often are used in conceptual modeling to represent categories 
of entitit:s or hierarchies of ~:ntities. One abstraction relationship is called typification; it 
allows us to store characteristics about categories, or types, of entities. For example, a uni
versity may want to track certain characteristics of the categories of students, such as the 
tuition rate per credit hour or the maximum number uf credits which students in the cate
gory arc allowed to take per semester. Another conunonly used abstraction relationship is 
called generalization; it allows us to store entity subtypes and supertypes with an "is-a" 
relationship between them. Subtype entities contain more specific instances of supertypc 
entities. For example, the entities oboe, bassoon, and English horn all patticipate in an 
"is-a" relationship with the double-reed instrument entity. Generalization relationships 
may even be chained to form a hierarchy; for example, ohoe is a double-reed instrument, 
a double-reed instrument is a woodwind instrument, a woodwind in~trument is a musical 
instrument. Another example is an accowltant is an employee, u truck driver is an em
ployee. and a cashier is an employee. Generalization relationships arc used in conceptual 
modeling when some of the characteristics that we want to include in the model are com
mon to all subtype entities but some are unique to particular subtypes. The subtype enti
ties inherit the characteristics of the supertypc as well as possessing their own attributes. 
For example, we might include: a set of common attributt:s for all employees in an enter
prise, such as employee icl last name, first name, address, telephone number, and date of 
birth. However, there may be unique attributes that we need to store for some employees. 
Perhaps we need to store the CPA license number and state of issuance for the employees 
who are accountants, but we reali.te that attribute will be blank (null) for our other em
ployees. Similarly we may need to store the driver's license numbers for our truck driver 
employees, but we have no need to store that attribute for our other employee&. And per
haps we want to store a bond rating for our cashiers but not for our other employees. Some 
insurance companies issue bontl ratings for employees as part of a policy paid for by the 
enterprise to mitigate losses from employee fraud . Many enterp1ises require employees 
who handle cash to be rated by these companies. The process of being rated is sometimes 
referred to as being bunded. 

:ONCEPTUAL MODELING NOTATIONS 

Entity-relationship models usually are portrayed in diagram fonnat; however, there is no 
requirement that diagrams he used, and several different notations exist. Chen introduced 
the cntity-relat iunship model and his is one of the notations we have chosen to illustrate in 
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this textbook edition.1 If you have studied entity-relationship models in another course, 
you may have used different notation. It m<1y seem disconcerting that there is not just one 
notation that everyone uses for entity-relationship modeling. The differences in notation 
are particularly pronounced for cardinalities. You must not let these differences frustrate 
you any more than you can Jet the fact that there arc more tl1an a thousand languages spo
ken acro:ss the globe. You must simply be aware of the different notations and make sure 
you understand which language an enterprise has used when you arc trying to interpret its 
system documentation. At least with different spoken languages, the words look different 
on paper so you can immediately recognize whether you are reading English, Spanish, or 
Japanese! Just as most English-speaking Americans can't distinguish ht'tween Japanese 
and Chinese characters, you may not be able to tell exactly what lanbruagc the nonfamiliar 
notation is, but you will at least recognize that it is not the same;: as a language you know. 
With entity-relationship notation (especially for cardinalities) you must be very careful be
cause at first glance it may look simil<Jr but upon closer examination you may find it is 
backward from your approach. You must become multilingual with regard to e;:ntity
rclationship modeling notations! 

To get you started on the path to beiug multilingual for entity-relationship modeling no
tations, we usc two notations in many parts of this textbook. One, as noted earlier, is the 
Chen notation, whkb is a diagrammatic format. We also use a structured grammar repre
sentation called Backus-Naur form (BNF) grammar as a linguistic altemativc for people 
who prefer text to graphics.2 ln this textbook we refer to the Chen notation as ER diagrams 
and the BNr notation as ER grammar. 

Exhibit 4-2 displays the ER diagram and ER grammar notations for entities and attri
butes, relationships, and participation cardinalities using purchase and cash disbursement 
as examples (and the duality relationship between them). 

As you can sec, entities arc represented in F.R diagrams as rectangles labeled with the en
tity names. The attributes of each entity are attache;:d to the entity via lines with small circles 
on the ends of them. To indicate which uttribute is the primary key, its circle is darkened. For 
a concat~nated primruy key, the circles of all attributes comprising the pruna1y key should be 
darkened. Tn ER grammars, an entity is represented as the word Entity and the entity's name, 
se;:paratcd by a colon. The attributes arc included as a list following the wordAIIributes and a 
colon. The primary key attribute is listed preceded hy the word Identifier and a colon. For a 
concatenated primary key, all anributes comptising the;: primary key arc listeJ as the Identifier. 

Most relationships arc represented in ER diagnnns as diamonds labeled with the rela
tionship numcs com1ected to the related entities. Participation cardinalities arc li:stcd along 
the cotmcction lines (we discuss cardinalities next). The exception is generalization, which is 
represented by an arrow drawn from the subtype entity to the supertype entity. No cardinal
ities <Jre assigned to generalization relationships. In ER grammars, a relationship is repn::
sented as the word Relationship and the relationship's name, separated by a colon. Then fol
lows a statement Connected Entities: followed by the names of the entities that participate in 
the relationship. Participation cardinalities indicating each entity's purticipation in the rela
tionship immediately precede each entity's name in the Connected Entities statement 

1P. P. Chen, "The Entity Relationship Model-Toward a Unified View of Data," ACM Transactions on 
Database Systems, Marrh 1976, pp. 9-36 
7C. Batini, S. Ceri, and S. B. Navathe, Conceptual Datdbase Design· An Enlily·Relatiomhip Approach 
(San Francisco: Benjamin Cummings, 1992). 
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ER Diagram Notation 

Purcl1aseff Purchase Purchase 
date amount 

ER Grammar Notation 

Entity: Purchase 
Attributes: Purchase# 

Purchase date 
Purchase amount 

Identifier: Purchase# 

Entity: Cash disbursement 
Attributes: Disbursement# 

Disbursement date 
Disbursement amount 

Identifier: Disbursement# 

Relationship: Duality 
Connected entities: {O,N) Cash disbursement 

(0, i ) Purchase 

Disburse- Disburse- Disburse-
ment# mtmt date ment amount 

Let's discuss cardinality notation further. To keep the notation to one character per car
dinality, in the Chen notation many is denoted as N. In this notation, the minimum and 
maximum participation of an entity in a rdcttionship are listed in the format (min,max) 
n~xt to the entity itself. For example, (O,N) next to Student in the Enrollment relationship 
would indicate that the minimum participation of Stuc.l~nt in Enrollment is 0 and the max
imum participation is N (many). This says that at least one instance of the set of students 
(e.g. , Hilda) may exist in the university 's database without t:ver having enrolled in a course, 
and that at l~ast one instance of the set of students (e.g., Frank) may participate in the en
rollment relationship multiple times (i .e. , may be enrolled in multiple courses). 

Examine Exhibit4-1 again. What do you think the participation cardinalities (min, max) 
arc for Course in the Enrollment rd<Jtionship? To answer this question, look at each instance 
in the Course set. Does at least one instance of Course exist without a related instane~ of 
Student? Yes, no student has ever cmolled for Physics 678 in this university's database. 
Therefore the minimum pmticipation is 0 for Course. ls at least one instaw.:e of Course re
lated to multiple instances of Student? Yes, Accounting 201, MIS 179, and Economics 242 
are each related to multiple instances of Student. Therefore the maximum participation is N 
for Course. The Student to Course relationship is thus a (O,N)---(O,N) relationship. 

Nearly every diagrammatic notation in practice represents entities with rectangles (or 
rounded rectangles). Notations vary as to whether they represent relationships using dia
monds, some oth~r symbol. or just connection lines. It is usually reasonably easy to tell at 
a glance what the entities and relationships are in any notation. Cardinalities arc sometimes 
more difficult to interpret across notations. To clarify cardinal ities and to illustrate the dif
ference between the Chen notation and two other notations, examine Exhihit 4-3, 
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EXHIBIT 4-3 
Comparing 
Participation 
Cardinality 
Notations 

Involved in 

Customer 2 (Delia) 

Customer 3 (Kevin) 

Customer 4 (Pete) 

We ask (and answer) four questions to determine what this picture of reality shows: 

1: Can at least one instance of sale exist without a relate<.! instance or customer? 

• No, each instance of sale involves a customer. 

2: Can at least one instance of sale involve more than one customer? 

• No. each instance of salt: involves only one customer. 

3: Can at least one instance of customer exist withuut a related instance of sale? 

• Yes, customer 2 (Delia) is unconnected to any sale. 

4: Can at least one instance of customer be involved in more than one sale? 

• Yes. customer I (i\my) is involved in sale 2 and sale 4. 

(Note: Customer 3 (Kevin) is also involved in multiple sales, but once we find one cus
tomer that is involved in multiple sales we can answer the question as "Yes" and there is 
no need to look further.) 

These same four questions are asked and answered no matter what participation cardi
nality notation is used; the difference is simply in where the answers to the questions arc 
placed and what notation is used to communicate the answers. Following Chen's example, 
we beJie,·e the most logical place to put the answers is next to the first entity in the ques
tion. with the minimum participation followed by the maximum participation. Alternative 
cardinality notations such as the widely used Crow's Foot and the notation that was used 
in the first and second editions of this textbook (HOC notation) place the answers to the 
minimum and maximum cardinality questions next to the second entity in the questions. 
Crow·s Foot notation plnces the minimums closest to the center of the relationship nnd the 
maximums closest to the entities. IIDC notation lists the minimum first, followed by the 
maximum. fntcrestingly, Crow's Foot an<.! HOC notations do not represent rclutionships 
with diamonds (only with a connection line between the related entities) nor do they as
sign names to the relationships. \Ve believe it is important to be able to represent relation
ships with symbols in which names can be included. 

Table 4-1 displays the notation that would be use<.! for the relationship and it~ cardinal
ities based on the answers to I he four questions that determine a picture of reality. 
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TABLE 4-1 Conceptual Modeling Notation Comparison 

Notation 
for each 
cardinality 

Answer 
placement 

Solution to 
Exhibit 4-1 
(attributes 
are left off 
to increase 
readability) 

Chen (used in current 
edition of textbook} 

Min zero = (0, 
Min one= (1, 
Max one= ,1} 
Max many = ,N) 

Sale (01, 02} 
Customer (03, 04) 

Diagram format 

I Sale I 

~ I Customer I 
Grammar format 

Relationship: participation 
Connected entities: 

(1,1} Sale 
(O,N) Customer 

Grow's Foot 

Min zero = -e
Min one = 1-
Max one = -+ 
Max many=~ 

Min symbol closest to relationship 
center on opposite entity's side; max 
symbol closest to opposite entity. 
Sale (04, 03} ------

(01. 02) Customer 

I Sale 

\I/ 
0 

- r 
-!-I Customer 

I 

HOC 

Min zero= (0. 
Min one = (1, 
Max one= ,1} 
Max many =:) 

Sale (03, 04) 
Customer (01, 02} 

I Sale 

(0.') 

(1,1) I Customer 

I 

PATIERN DISCOVERY 

Now that you have some understanding of the notation that is used to represent the con
structs that comprise the business process level of the RJ..::A ontology, we can discuss this 
level in more detail. To b~gin, let's revisit some of the history and the development goals of 
REA ontology. McCarthy proposed REA in 19R2 as a generali7cd model for accounting 
systems after analyzing hundreds of accounting tnmsactions. Note that REA is not a pattern 
McCarthy crc:ated as a prescription for the entities and relationships that enterprises should 
have in their underlying business processes. Rather, REA is the pattern McCarthy discov
ered in an enterprise's business processes. The prescriptive nature of his 1982 research was 
thnt if we rcali7.c the pa!tem exists in the enterprise's underlying business processes, then 
we should build systems that not only match that pattern but also match the underlying re
ality as closely as possible. At that point, McCarthy's discovery was limited to what we 
refer tu as the REA core pattern that we introducc::d as the business process level pattern 
in Chapter 2. After focusing on this core pottem. we discuss extensions to the pattcm that 
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McCarthy and other colleagues (most notably Geerts) have discovered since then. The on
tological soundness of some of these extensions is being investigated. Additional exten
sions to the pattern will likely be discovered in years to come. For now, we believe they arc 
worthy of discussion in their em-rent state of development. 

You may be wondering why the pattern underlying all enterprises isn't obvious to every
one and why such patterns haven't been searched for and already discovered. Even when 
a pattern is quite straightforward, sometimes it takes a certain perspective to be able to see 
it. Separating a complex reality into parts that are relevant and irrelevant for a particular 
context can be quit~.: difficult. One can 't be focused on the form of the activities in which 
the enterprise is involved to sec patterns- you must focus on the w bstance of what occurs. 
It is very easy to focus on the form with surface level simi larities and differences and miss 
the substan.:c and deep level commonalities between enterprise processes. 

In Chapter 2 we introduced the notion of script patterns that have been researched ex
tensively by Schank in his quest to figure out how to make computers that can think and 
learn like human beings. His most famous script example is restaurants. Unless you had 
previously read Schank's ideas in another book or heard about them in a class you took, 
you probably never realized that you have a restaurant script (and possihle variations of the 
restaurant script) in your memory that you retrieve and adapt as necessary to allow you to 
understand your environment whenever you go to a restaurant. Close your eyes for a few 
moments and picture yourself going out to dinner at a fancy restaurant (but don't forget to 
open your eyes and continue reading when you are through imal:,Tjning that scenario). 

What J id you see happening? Probably you pictured some combination of the following: 

Was greeted by host or hostess upon entry into building 

• Waited in lobby area until seating was available 

• Was seated by host or hostess at a table in dining area 

• Was provided with a menu that included desctiptions and prices of available products 

• Ordcrcc.l heverage from waiter or waitress 

• Received beverage from waiter or waitress 

• Ordered food from waiter or waitress 

• Stayed at table conversing with comranion and sipping beverages while food was pre
pared by cooks in the kitchen 

• RcceiYed food from waiter or waitress 

Gave waiter or waitress payment for food and beverages (and possibly tip) 

• Waiter or waitress took payment to cashier 

• Waiter or waitress returned any change due to you 

Left tip for waiter or waitress (if not Jonc earlier with food payment) 

• Left restaurant 

This list is not necessarily comprehensive und may include more or less detail in each step 
than was included in your list, but likely there was significant overlap. 

Now close your eyes again and picture yourself going out to lunch at a fast-food restau
rant (once again, be :;urc to open them and continue reading when you finish imagining the 
scenario). 
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Tht: following list is likely a fairly good representation of what you imagined. 

• Entered restaurant and approached the cashier's counter 

• Examined menu board posted on wall while waiting in line at the cow1ter 

• Orderetl food and beverage from cashier 

• Paid cashier for food and beverage 

• Waited at cashier's counter while food was prepared by cooks in the k itchen 

• Seated yourself in the dining area 

• Ate food 

• Threw trash away 

• Left restaurant 

How are the two restaurant scripts different? How arc they similar? One of the many ob
vious differences between tht:m i~ the order in which the a<.:tivitics occur. In sit-down 
restaurants, we typically pay for our meal after we eat: in fast-food restaurants we pay for 
our meal hefore we eat. In sit-down restaurants, we sit down hefore we examine a menu, 
order food, or receive food. ln fast-food restaurants, we examine the menu. order food, and 
rcc~::ive food before we sit down. Tt is easy to focus on differences. particularly in the phys
ical flow of what occurs. Other variations of the script are possible. For example, if the 
restaurant you pictured in your mind was a Japanese steakhouse you may have imagined 
the food being prepared at your table with the cook entertaining you in the process or 
preparing your food. The first time you go to such a restaurant, you immediately notice that 
there is something different about this restaurant and you create a Jap<mese steakhouse 
vmiation in your repertoire of restaurant scripts. 

To find a pattern that applies to all restaurants, we focus on those elements of these de
sctiptions that are necessary for this to be considered n restaurant. The essential constructs 
seem to he "customer ordered rood," ·'customer received food" "customer ate food," and 
"customer paid for food." If you went to a restaurant where normal operations did not in
volve you ordering food, receiving food, eating food. ami paying for food (not necessarily 
in that order), you would not know· what to think1 We <.:an add to this core restaurant pat
tern, although we will not try to complete the example to its full potential; we just want to 
~:.r1ve you the idea of the thought processes involved. We need to sift away all the details that 
make the scripts different from each other- not that the different details are not important, 
but we can't include them in a pattern unless we can discover a conceptual commonality 
among them. Let's look at an example of discovering a conceptual commonality. Although 
details- such as who prepared the food, who received payment for the food and beverages, 
who received the order from the <.:ustomer, and where the food was prepared differed the 
fact that a restaurant employee was involved in taking orders. preparing the food, and re
ceiving payment, and the fact that a location for food preparation was identified can be
come part of the pattern. Similarly in modeling enterprises to determine what data need to 
be stored in enterprisewide databases, we wanl to store the identifiable pattern of neces
sary elements as base objects and ensure the other details may be stored by enterprises to 
which they apply, and left out by enterprises to which they do not apply. 

For some management anti de<.:ision-making activities, physical workflow differences arc 
important and physical workflow and infonnation flow certainly need to be documented. 
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Those things do not matter for the storage structure of the data. They can matter for ho\\ 
and when data are input and retrieved, but they do not matter for the actual storage struc
ture, which is what REA is all about. The core elements we identified in our restaurant script 
do not describe workflow, and indeed to form a pattern for the restaurants we do not require 
the activities to happen in a prescribed order. Similarly in REA models, we arc less con
cerned about the order in which events occur and are more interested in tracking data attri
butes and relationships to other relevant phenomena. 

REA CORE PATTERN 

When McCarthy examined the hundreds of accounting transactions to try to identify a pat
tern in the underlying r~;;alily that could be rcpn;scnlcd in conc!.:plual modeling symbols 
and translated into computer readable form, he took a similar approach. The first core pat
tern he noticed was the relationship of one economic event to another economic event as 
part of an exchange. Though different events were involved in various transactions, they 
had something in common; there was always a decrement economic event (one in which 
something is given up) that could be paired with an increment economic event (one in 
which something is received). He also noticed that the exchange was not always immedi
ate and that tbere was no rule as to whether the increment or the decrement event happened 
first. Sometimes there was a significant lime lag between the events, for which double
entry bookkeeping entries created an account to allow the entries to balance- to keep both 
sides of the Assets- Liabilities + Equity equation equal with each other. McCarthy labeled 
these timing ditl'crences claims. You may recognize some of these timing differences as ac
counts receivable, deferred revenue, prepaid expenses, accounts payable, and wages 
payable. He also noticed that although the thing received or given up was different for var
ious transactions, that thing always had economic value and could be thought of as a re
source. Finally, he noticed each event making up the exchange involved not only a what 
(the resource) but also a who. ln tact each event typically involved at least one person op
erating as an agent of the enterprise and another person or company who was <111 external 
business partner. lie thus proposed the REA core pattern shown in Exhibit 4-4. Although 
McCarthy proposed the pattern in diagram form, we;: also display the corresponding gram
mar notation. 

McCarthy also recognized that each core pattern was actually the core of a diiTerent 
transaction cycle, so he recommended applying this pattern to each transaction cycle in an 
enterprise to model the core constructs of its daily operations. In 1982 McCarthy had not 
formally developed the value chain level; he simply recognized that enterprises' economic 
activities followed an identifiable pattern in which causally related give and take events are 
associated with resources and agents. In the years since, he published the value chain script 
pattern and has informally described how that compares to the value system level. 

Although McCarthy started identifying the pattern at the business process level and 
then worked his way up to levels of less detail, it is useful to start from the big picture and 
work down. We ~,;an use the value system and value chain level models described in Chap
ters 2 and 3 to help develop business process level models. Let's revisit the RSWS exam
ple from those chapters. Recall that RSWS is Robert Scott Woodwind Shop and that it is 
an enterprise generating revenue by selling instruments, renting instruments, providing re-
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Diagram format 

Economic 
resource1 

Economic 
resource2 

Grammar format 
Entity: Increment economic event 
Entity: Decrement economic event 
Entity: Economic resource1 
Entity: Economic resource2 
Entity: External agent 
Entity: Internal agent1 
Entity: Internal agent2 

Relationship: Duality 
Connected entities: Increment economic event 

Decrement economic event 
Relationship: Stockflow1 
Connected entities: Increment economic event 

Economic resource1 

Relationship: Stockflow2 

Internal 
agent1 

External 
agent 

Internal 
agent2 

Connected entities: Decrement economic event 
Economic resource2 

Relationship: Participation1 
Connected entities: Increment economic event 

Internal agent1 
Relationship: Participation2 
Connected entities: Increment economic event 

External agent 
Relationship: Participation3 
Connected entities: Decrement economic event 

External agent 
Relationship: Participation4 
Connected entities: Decrement economic event 

Internal agent2 

pair services, and selling manufactured accessories such as clarinet barrels and mouth
pieces. Recall that to engage in these revenue-generating activities RSWS must purchase 
instruments, raw materials, fixed assets, and various services from suppliers. RSWS must 
also purchase labor from employees, and use that labor in addition to the materials, fixed 
assets, and services to manufacture accessories and rep<~ir instruments. The value system 
and value chain models from that example are displayed in Exhibit 4--5. We focus on the 
acquisition/payment process as an t!xamplc. The steps we follow in creating a business 
process level model from these higher-level models are as follows: 

;EA Business Process Modeling Step 1: Identify Economic 
~change Events 

The first step is to identify the economic exchange events that form tht.: core of the bus iness 
process. To do this, consider the resource inflows and resource outflows for the business 
process for which you are constructing a model and detem1ine what economic exchange 
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events provide and use up these resources. Represent the economic exchange events with a 
duality relationship between them. Now that if you already prepared a value chain level 
model , you have already completed this step, and the economic exchange events and dual
ity relationship are inside the bubble for that business process on the value chain. So you 
can simply copy that to your business rrocess level model. 

REA Business Process Modeling Step 2: Attach Resources 
to Economic Events 

The second step is to attach the resources identified in step 1 10 the appropriate events via 
stoddlow relationships. If there arc multiple inflow resources. determine whether the 
same attributes need to be stored for each inflow resource. Combine resources for which 
the S<unc attributes are stored; keep separate resources for which different attributes are 
stored. Similarly if there arc multiple outflow resources. combine resources for which the 
same attributes are stored and keep separate those for which different attributes are stored. 

REA Business Process Modeling Step 3: Attach External Agents 
to Economic Events 

The third step is to attach the appropriate external agents to the events via participation 
relationships. To determine the appropriate external agents, examine the value system level 
and di!termine which external agent represents the one that gives and receives the same re
>Ource flm.vs as arc represented in your bnsiness process level model. That is the external 
agent for your model. If you did not prepare a value sy~tem level model, examine any nar
rative description you may have for the process or ask someone knowledgeable from the 
enterprise which external business partners participate in those economic events. 

REA Business Process Modeling Step 4: Attach Internal Agents 
to Economic Events 

The fourth step is to attach the appropriate internal agents to the events via participation 
relationships. fntemal agents are not reftccted anywhere in the value system and value 
chain levels, so to determine the appropriate intcmal agents you must examine any narra
tive description you may have for the process or ask someone knowledgeable from the en
terprise which type of employees are responsible for ea(;h of the economic events in the 
process. Keep in mind that sometimes multiple internal agents participate in an event. for 
exampk, one type of employee may perform an event and another type of employee may 
authorize the event. Assuming the enterprise wants to track information about both roles, 
it needs to establish separate relationships lor each role. 

REA Business Process Modeling Step 5: Attribute Assignment 
The fifth step is to assign attributes to each entity in the model and also to assign attributes 
to any relationships that possess 1hcir own attributes. Typically you arc provided with a list 
of attributes the company neeus to be able to store; il not, ask someone knowledgeable in the 
enterprise (i.e., someone familiar with that business process and its information needs) to de
termine what Httributes need to be assigned. Attribute assignment is a very important step. 
To correctly assign attributes to entities and relationships, you must understand what infor
mation the attribute is supposed to communicate, and you must understand exactly what 
thing in reality each entity symbol and each relationship symbol represents, and at what level 
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of detail the data exist. This may seem like an easy task, and for some entities it is quite sim
ple. For other entities and for some relationships it takes considerable thought. Many system 
designers do not include attributes on ER models, because it is difficult to fit them into a 
crowded diagram, and because it seems like effort is duplicated when the ER model is con
verted into relational tables and the attributes are assigned into the tables. Although it may 
seem tedious to place the attributes twice, once attaching them to the entities and relation
ships and next listing them as colunms in the appropriate tables, we believe the atttibutes arc 
a necessary component of the ER model, for two reasons. First, attributes are part of the in
formation that is communicated by an ER model. If they are left ofT, then that infmmation is 
not communicated to the user. Second, the process of assigning attributes is best accom
plished while formulating the conceptual model hecau~e it facilitates understanding of the 
nature of the entities and relationships. Sometimes in assigning attributes, designers realize 
they misunderstood which reality an entity set was representing. It is best if these misunder
standings are corrected before the logical Level is developed. lfit is too difficult to place them 
on a crowded diagram, they may be listed at the bottom of the diagram, with the name of the 
entity or relationship to which they apply (notice the grmm11ar format has an advantage here, 
because it is easy to list as many attributes as an entity or relationship has). 

Entity or Relatio11ship Attribute? 
To dctcm1inc whether an attribute describes an entity or a relationship, isolate whether it is de
scribing just one tiring or a combination of things. For example, consider the attribute quan
tity sold of an inventory item in a sale event. Assume each sale event can involve multiple in
ventory items and that an inventory item represents a type of inventory (i.e., a model nnmber 
and description) that can be sold multiple times. Should this entity be assigned to the inven
tory entity, to the sale entity, or to the stockflow relationship? To answer this question, think 
about what it describes. Does it describe inventory separately from sale? Could you find a data 
value for that attribute if you knew which inventory item it was but you didn't know which 
sale it was related to? That is, if you knew it was Model KXPJ432. but you didn't know 
whetl1er it was Sale 2, 46, or 79? No, because different quantities may have been sold on each 
of those sales! So quantity sold is not an attribute of inventory. Does it describe sale separately 
ti·om inventory'! Could you find a data valne for that attribute if you knew which sale it was 
but you didn't know which inventory item was involved? That is, if you knew it was Sale 17 
but you didn't know whether it was Model AFLQ127 or Model CLDJIIlO? No! So quantity 
sold is not an attribute of sale. To fill in a data value for the attribute quantity sold, you must 
know both the item and the sale because it is really describing the relationship between them. 
Thus it is a relationship attribute, not an entity attribute. Notice that if the attribute of interest 
was not the quantity of a particular item sold in a sale event, but the total quantity sold of an 
inventory item throughout the company's history (considering all sale events that have in
volved that inventory model) then the attribute is an entity attribute and is assigned to inven
tory. Or if the attribute of interest was the total of all items (of all types) included in a sale 
event, then it is an entity attribute ami is assigned to sale. So you must verify that you under
stand what data the enterprise wants for each of the attributes on your list. 

Resource Attributes 
Resomces are usually the most difficult entities to grasp in terms of the underlying reality 
and what attributes should be used to iu~ntify anu describe them. Cash is an entity many 
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people who are new to REA modeling have difficulty conceptualizing. When you pictured 
cash as an entity in thinking about the value system and value chain level.~, you probably 
thought about physical cash- the actual coins and pie~:es of ~:urrency. Most of the time we 
do not need information about each specific coin and each piece of currency that enters 
and exits an enterprise; therefore we do not usually represent cash at th<.' specific instance 
level. Instead, we typically represent cash at an aggregated level, representing characteris
tics of the accounts in which cash is stored. An enterprise's cash entity often has data at
tributes such as cash account number, cash account location (e.g., Fourth Street Bank, cash 
register 42, or secretary's fi le cabinet drawer in room 144), and cash account type (e.g., 
checking, savings, money market, petty cash, or cash on hand). 

Inventory is another entity that takes some thought, because sometimes instances of the 
inventory entity set are specifically identified physical items. Other limes instances of the 
inventory entity set are categories into which the physical items are grouped- typically by 
model or SKU numbers. What determines whether the instances arc separate physical 
items or whether they are categories? If the enterprise does not separately identify each 
physical unit of inventory then the instances must be categories. For exumplc, consider 
bags of potato chips at the grocery store. When a bag of potato chips is ~old, the cashier 
scans the UPC code that tells the system what brand and what size package was just 
scanned. If another bag of chips (of the same brand and size) is scanned, exactly the same 
information is communicated to the system. There is no way for the system to distinguish 
between the first physical bag of chips and the second physical bag of chips. Contrast that 
with personal computers that have serial mm1bers to separately identify each physical com
puter. When the serial numhcr is entered into the system, tile system knows exactly which 
physical unit is hei.ng sold. Tcchnic;·dly the entity that represents category level inventory 
information should be called Inventory Type and the entity that represents each physical 
unit of inventory should be called Inventory and there should exist a typification relation
ship between them. In fact, if an enterprise wants to store data at both levels of detail, that 
is how the model must be construded. If an enterprise has no need to separately identify 
each physical unit of inventory, then often a compromise is made and Inventory Type is 
substituted for Inventory and used as if it were a resource instead of a resource type. 

Event Attributes 
Assignment of attributes to events is usually straightforward. Let's consider the informa
tion that is typically needed regarding events. The five .Journalism 101 questions-who, 
what, why, when, and where-are a good representation of what people (and enterprises) 
want to know about events. The who and why questions are not answered by including at
tributes to answer them. The who q11estion is answered by the participation relationships 
between the event and the internal and external agents. The why question is answered by 
the duality relationship between the event and the causally related opposite event. The what 
question actually contains two parts. One part is what happened and the other part is what 
things were affected by the event. The first part is answered hy the name of the event and 
its identifier attribute. The second part is answered by the stockflow relat ionships between 
the event and the related resources anJ sometimes the inclusion of a dollar value attribute. 
The remaining attributes needed to fill out the whole picture, then. arc those that answer 
the when and the where questions; theretore date and location arc often stored as <Jtlribules 
of events. [f there is no question as to the when or where for an event set, then these attri
butes may be excluded. For example, if an enterprise only has one location at which it 
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makes sales, or if the location of a sale doesn 't matter for decision-making purposes, then 
there is no reason to record location as an attribute of sale. 

Agent Attributes 
To consider what attributes arc likely to be assigned to agents, think about what you typi
cally want to know about people or companies with which you do business. An identifier 
is needed of course, to be able to tell one agent from another, especially if two agent in
stances m~y have the same name. Assuming you can tell them apart, what else do you need 
to know? You probably want to know their name and some means of contacting them, such 
as addresses and telephone numbers. You may also need to keep attributes that tell you 
something about their qualifications and their pertormance. 

REA Business Process Modeling Step 6: Participation 
Cardinality Assignment 

The sixth step is to assign participation cardinalities to each re lationship in the model. 
Great care must be taken in assigning cardinalities, as these form some of the business 
rules and in some cases dictate what data may or may not be able to be entered into there
sulting database tableo. You may identify the business r ules that need to be represented by 
the eardinalities by examining any narrative description you have and/or by ;~sking some
one knowledgeable in the enterprise (notice that you must ask the questions in a " lan
guage" they can understaml such as the four questions reb ted to Exhibit 4-3 ). Business 
rules arc policies and practices the enterprise adopts in its operations. For example, an en
terprise's credit policy is a business ruh.:. If they don 't offer credit, that policy is repre
sented one way in the cardinalities, whereas if they do offer credi t sales that is represented 
another way. Some people assign cardinalities before they assign attributes. I lowever, 
cardinality assignment requires a solid understanding of the occurrences within each 
entity and rdationship in the motlel. Because attribute assignment helps you to verify 
your understanding of the nature of the entities and relationships and the instances that 
comprise them, we believe attribute assignment should be completed before cardinalities 
are assigned. 

As ·with attri bute assignment, your assignment of cardinal ities is not completely ad hoc. 
Heuristic~ exist to guide you; however, keep in mind that heuristics arc rules of thumb that 
usual~r apply, but doni allmys apply. You must carefully consider whether the situation 
you are modeling is an exception to the heuristic. We have listed some common exceptions 
along with the heuristics, but other exceptions certainly exist! 

Resource Type-Economic Evelll (Stockjfmv) Cardinality Heuristics 
[fa resource type is substituted for a resource in a stockflow re lationship with an economic 
event, then the general cardinality heuristics are as follows: 

(O,N) Resource Type-{ LN) Economic Event 

The minimum of zero for resource type reflects the common business practice of entering 
data about rcsomcc types before any economic events involving them are recorded. As we 
sec later in this chapter, often the resource type data are entered in conjunction with other 
events that precede the actual event that causes the resource inAow or outflow. The maxi
mum ofmany tor resource type reflects the fact that resource type is a category level entity 
and one v>'ould expect that if every member of that set were only to be involved a maximum 
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of one time with the set of economic events there would have been no need to represent the 
entity at the category level. 

The minimum of one for economic event reflects the fact that an economic event must 
involve a resource flow -by definition an economic event either gives or takes something 
of economic value. The maximum of many for economic event renects the fact that sel
dom does an enterprise design its business processes so that each event may involve only 
one instance of a resource. When an enterprise makes a sale, it would hope at least some 
of its sales consist of multiple items. When an enterprise purchases merchandise, it would 
be silly to purchase each item separately, especially ifmultiplc resources are purchased on 
the same day from the same vendor. 

Common Exception That Changes the One /11/inimwu on Economic Event If alterna
tive kinds of resource types could participate in an economic event, then the minimum car
dinality for an economic event would change from one to zero. For example, if a purchase 
could involve a fixed asset or an inventory item (and those are maintained as separate en
tities) then the participation of purchase with fixed assets would be optional (because the 
purcha~e could be of an inventory item) and cash disbursement could be made to an em
ployee or to a supplier or to a creditor (and those are maintained as separate entities). The 
participation of cash disbursement with an employee would be optional (because it could 
involve a supplier or creditor instead) and for the same reason, participation with a sup
plier would be optional and participation with a creditor would be optional. 

Resource-Economic Evellf (Stockjlmv) Cardinality H euristics 

1[ a resource entity represents specifically identified n:sourccs, the expected cardinality 
pattern is 

(0,1) Resource-(l ,N) Economic Event 

The reasoning for the minimum of zero for resource, the minimum or one for economic 
event, and the maximum of many for economic event is the same as in the expected car
dinali ty pattern for resource-type-economic event, so we won't repeat that logic here. The 
only difference between the pattern for stockftow relationships involving resources as op
posed to resource types is the expected maximum cardinality. Because resources are 
specifically identified physical units (as opposed to categories) each can typically be in
volved in an economic event only one time. Usually the same physical unit of something 
can be produced or purchased or solu only one time. 

Common Exceptions That Change the One Ma.:tCimum on Resource One exception that 
changes the maximum of one on resource to a maximum of many occurs when the economic 
event involves the rental of the resource rather than the permanent transfer of the resource. 
In this case, what is being exchanged for cash is actually the right to use a resource for a con
tracted period of time, rather than lh~ resource itself Jf an enterprise leases a building from 
another company. it can rent the same building as part of another economic exchange. 

Another exception that changes the maximum of one on resource to a maximum of 
many occurs when the same resource may be given and taken multiple times. For exam
ple, a car dealership that handles both new and used vehicles may sell a car, then acquire 
the same car when the owner decides to trade it in for another new vehicle, then sell the 
car to another customer, and eventually reacquire it again. In some such cases an enterprise 
may decide to assign a different identifier to the resource each lime it is reacquired (an ar
gument in favor of this approach is that the condition of the resource is likely different each 
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time) and then the maximum of one would be appropriate. In other cases the history of the 
specific physical item may be important and the enterprise may choose lo keep using the 
same identifier and specify the maximum cardinality as many. 

Economic Event-Agent (Participation Relations/tip) Cardinality Heuristics 
The general participation cardinality heuristic for agent-e\'ent relationships is as follows: 

(l J) Economic Event-{O,N) Agent 

The minimum of one for the economic event's participation with an agent signifies that 
most enterprises want to record at least one mternal and at least one external agent for each 
economic event If we don't know who represented each enterprise involved in the ex
change, it is difficult to resol\'e any future discrepancies about the exchange events. 

The maximum of one for the economic event's participation with an internal agent in
dicates that most enterprises hold one internal agent accountable for (or give them credit 
for) each economic event. n1e maximum of one for the economic event's participation 
with an external agent indicates that most enterprises maintain information about only one 
external agent involved in a transaction. r:or example, if two college roommates decide to 
split the cost of a personal computer for their dorm room. the computer store records the 
sale as being to one of the roommates. The company can't sell h:1l I' of a t:omputer' Tf the 
two roommates purchase two computers and want the sale split between them, the com
puter store would typically record t\vo sales. one to each of them. Similarly when an en
terprise receives goods, each receipt of goods would come from just one vendor. 

The minimum of zero for agents' participation is typical because in most enterprises. 
data about agents must be entered into the system before they are permitted to participate 
in any economic events. The maximum of many for agents' participation represents the 
fact that it would be very unusual to restrict the entire set of agents to participating a max
imum of one time each in an event. For example, it would seem completely ridiculous for 
a company to tell customers they couldn 't buy anything more from the company because 
they've already participated in one sale' 

Of course, as with any heuristics there are exceptions. Typical exceptions to the eco
nomic event agent cardinality heuristics are ~s follows: 

Common Exceptiom That Change the One Minimum on Economic Event If alterna
tive types of internal agents can process an event, then the minimum cardinality for event 
would change from one to zero. For example, if a sale could be made by either a salesper
son or by a manager (and those are maintained as two separate entities), then the partici
pation of sale with s~lesperson would be optional (because it could involve a manager in
stead) and the participation of sale with manager wou ld be optional (because it could 
involve a salesperson instead). 

Similarly if alternate types of external agents could participate in an event, then t11e 
minimum cardinality for event would change from one to zero. For example. if a cash dis
bursement could be made to an employee or to a supplier or to a creditor (and those are 
uwintained as scparat<.: enti ties). then the participation in a cash disbursement with an em
ployee would be optional (because it could involve a supplier or creditor instead) and for 
the same reason, participation with a supplier would be optional and participation with a 
creditor would be optional. 

Common Exception That Changes the One Afaximum 011 Economic Event If multiple 
agents share responsibility (or credit) for an economic event then the maximum for the 
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economic event would change to N. For example, if two salespeople assist a customer in 
selecting the product to buy, and they split the commission resulting from the sale, the sale 
event has participated in the relationship with salespersons multiple times. 

Economic Event-Economic Event (Duality Relationship) 
Cardinality H eu ri sti cs 
Duality relationships typically allow any number of different possible cardinality patterns; 
thus no heuristic is available. The enterprise's business policies m11st be examined to de
termine the correct pattern. 

REA Business Process Modeling Step 7: Validate Model 
The final step of constructing an REA model at the business process level is to validate the model 
with one (or preferably more than one) representative from the enterpri~e who is knowledgeable 
about the details and objectives of the business processes being modeled. Validation sessions 
should result in either confirmation of the model's accuracy or modification of the model. When 
validating the model with the enterprise representative(s) the REA modeler must take care to be 
aware of potential miscommunications due to differences in vocabulary. Unfortunately many 
words have multiple meanings, especially when used in different contexts. When some people 
talk about a purchase, they may in fact be referring to a purchase order. Tnformally, that may be 
okay, but the REA model must be created with strict economic definitions observed, and in those 
definitions, a purchase does not occur until the title to goods is transferred from the seller to the 
buyer. At that point a sale occurs for the seller and a pun:ha~c occurs for the buyer. When ask
ing ~nterp!ise personnel about events, one must he very careful to ask enough questions to en
sw·e that the strict economic definitions are being effectively conununicated. 

To make sure these steps are clear, next we complete Ste::ps 1 through 6 for the RSWS 
example. Obviously we can't validate the model with an enterprise representative because 
it is a fictitious example. The value system and value chain levels for this enterprise are 
reprinted here as Exhibit 4-5. 

RSWS Example Step I -r:Je'<'\- ~ ~c_.,C'(\(i'(-('.. • .:;, 't:~c.,,:,l¥1~ 0-ue.v..\~ 
The economic exchange events identi;?ed in the acquisition/payrhent process bubble on the 
value chain are acquisition and cash disbursement. We may represent them in diagram ur 
granm1ar form as follows. 

RSWS Step 1 Result 

Diagram format Grammar format 

Entity: Acquisition 

Entity: Cash disbursement 

Relationship: Duality 
Connected entities: 

( , ) Acquisition 
( , ) Cash disbursement 

---
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E:XHIBIT 4-5 "alue System and VaJue Chain Models for Robert cott Wood"ind Shop 

.'alue System Level 

Goods, 
services 

\-----'----'-- .,. Customers 
Cash ... ------1 

Cash ~--------~ 

,....-------. ~~~ 
Employees ~ 

.atue Chain Level 

Cash 

RSWS Example Step 2 4\\o,"' ~<:c...,~s +, ~""'~c: Ce. \t'> 
The resource flowing into the acquisition/payment process that gets used up in a decrement 
event is cash. Therefore we attnch the cash resource to the cash disbursement decrement 
event via a stock.flow relationship. as illustrated. The resources flowing out of the acquisi
tion cycle and produced by an increment c:vent are instruments, raw materials, and overhead. 
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At this point we must decide whether the same characteristics will be stored for the re
sources so we know whether to show each type of resource as separate entities or whether 
to combme them. In this example. let's say we determine to track the same attributes for in
strume~lt inventory and raw materials so we combine them into one entity set. However, we 
determme that rhe characteristics of the overhead items/services we acquire are different 
from the inventory att:Jibures so we create a separate cnlity set to represent overhead_ We 
create two resource entities, one called inventory and the other called overhead, and link 
them to the acquisition increment event via two stocktlow relationships, as illustrated. 

RSWS Step 2 Result 

Grammar Format 

Entity: Acquisition 

Entity: Cash disbursement 

Entity: Cash 

Entity: Inventory 

Entity: Overhead 

Relationship: Duality 
Connected entities: 

( , ) Acquisition 
( , ) Cash disbursement 

Relationship: Stockffow1 
Connected entities: 

( , ) Acquisition 
( , ) Inventory 

Relationship: Stockflow2 
Connected entities: 

( , ) Acquisition 
( , ) Overhead 

Relationship: Stockffow3 
Connected entities: 

( , ) Cash disbursement 
( , ) Cash 

RSWS Example Steps 3 and 4 Ahc,u\, ~-t-1--&.....-....\ l ~). ~\vnc.\l4: \ 
[n the value system level model, the external agent with which RSWS exchange~ cash for 
goods and services (which inventory and overhead arc) is the set of suppliers. Thus we add 
suppliers as an external agent to our model and we create two participation relationships: 
one between supplier and acquisition and the other between supplier and cash disbursement. 

Neither the value system nor the value chain level identifies internal agents; therefore 
we must go back and look at the available narrative description for RSWS or ask someone 
from RSWS who has the appropriate knowledge. The narrative description provided in 
Chapter 2 is a very high level overview and does not contain enough detail to determine 
what internal agents apply. Let's say we asked Robert Scott wbo processes acquisitions and 
cash disbursements on behalf of RSWS and we receive the following reply: "Johnny 
Arthur and Cheri Lynn make the acquisitions: Lorie Lisbet, Linda Kay, and Timothy Rob 
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process the cash disbursements- those for acquisitions and all other payments we make. 
Oh, and Ray Edwards has to approve all checks that arc v,Titten.'' Notice that the response 
we received was at the token level of detail. We want our database to be able to store the 
token level detai l, but we need to form our conceptual model at the type (set) level. We 
need to know what type-level names we should use to represent the sets to which these in
dividuals belong. [n some companies we may not want to distinguish between diiTercnt 
employee positions and we may choose simply to attach an entity called Employee to 
events to represent internal agent participation. \\'hethcr that is a good idea depends on 
whether we want to store the same attributes for all categories of employees. If we need to 
store different attributes about different sets of employees (i.e., we need different attributes 
for purchasing agents than we do for accounts payabk clerks or managers). then we may 
choose to represent each category of employee as a scpamte entity and show relationships 
between the event and the appropriate employee category agent. 

lfwe represent all employees as a single entity set. we must take care to identity separate 
relationships to represent different roles involving different individuals with respect to each 
event. For example, processing cash disbursements is a diftcrent role ITom authorizing them; 
therefore, ifRSWS chooses to maintain one owrall entity set for employee, it should create 
two relationships between the cash disbursement event and the employee agent. Let's assume 
that RSWS wants to keep its employees in separate sets depending on their positions. 

When we interview Roberi Scott further, he tells us that Johnny and Cheri are called pur
chase agents; Lorie, Linda, and Timothy are called accounts payable (NP) clerks: and Ray 
is a manager. Therefore we add purchasing agent as an entity and connect it to acquisition 
via a participation relationship. We add AlP clerk as an entity and connect it to cash dis
bursement via a par ticipation relationship. And we add manager as an entity and connect it 
to the cash disbursement via an authorization relationship (to distinguish the role of the man
ager with respect to the cash disbursement from that of the AlP clerks). We take this oppor
tunity to ask Robert Scott a few more questions, because we know we are going to need more 
infom1ation about the ro les these employees are playing to assign cardinalities. To begin, we 
confirm with Scott that RSWS wants to be able to enter intonnation about employees as soon 
as they are hired and not wait until after they have participated in an event. His reply. "Of 
course; in fact. I want your system to make sure no transaction can be entered unless a valid 
employee is entered as the responsible person. I also want the transaction to be rejected if an 
invalid product or service is entered for the transaction. Information about products we buy 
and sell should be entered before any information about the purchases and sales is entered." 

We ask Scott whether Johnny and Cheri ever have to work together on a purchase and as
sume joint responsibility for that purchase or whether each of them processes a separate set 
of purchases. He replies, "Sometimes Johnny will help Cheri open the boxes and count all 
the different types of inventory that arrive in one of her incoming shipments, or vice versa, 
but Cheri signs off on and assmnes responsibility for her receiving reports and Johnny signs 
oft' on and assumes responsibility tor his receiving repmts. In fact for all activities that hap
pen at RSWS I want just one employee f can blame if something goes wrong or give credit 
when something is awesome." We make a note of that and then remember what Scott said 
earlier about the AlP clerks processing cash disbursements and Ray signing all the checks. 
He says, "Ob yes, I can see why that seems contrary to \vhat I just said. l t really isn 't though, 
because I hold Ray responsible for all payments, and in case we hire additional managers I 
would hold whichever manager approved a payment responsible for it. But we still need to 
track which AlP clerk participated in each payment so the personnel department can have that 
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information for evaluation purposes." Based on this interview with Robert Scott, we attach 
intemal and c:xtcrnal agents to our model as illustrated. 

RSWS Steps 3 and 4 Result 

Diagram Format 

Inventory 

Overhead 

Cash 

Grammar form at 

Entity: Acquisition 

Entity: Cash disbursement 

Entity: Cash 

Entity: Inventory 

Entity: Overhead 

Entity: AlP clerk 

Entity: Manager 

Entity: Purchase agent 

Entity: Supplier 

Relationship: Duality 
Connected entities: 

( , ) Acquisition 
( , ) Cash disbursement 

Relationship: Stockflow1 
Connected entities: 

( , ) Acquisition 
( , ) Inventory 

Relationship: Stockflow2 
Connected entities: 

( , ) Acquisition 
( , ) Overhead 

Relationship: Stockflow3 
Connected entities: 

( , ) Cash Disbursement 
( , ) Cash 

Relationship: Participation1 
Connected entities: 

( , ) Acquisition 
( , ) Purchase agent 

RSWS Step 5 A~\<,"t.J·J\e-- t\s~S'i'~'><: 

Purchase 
agent 

Supplier 

NP clerk 

Manager 

Relationship: Partlcipation2 
Connected entities: 

( , ) Acquisition 
( , ) Supplier 

Relationship: Participation3 
Connected entities: 

( , ) Cash disbursement 
( , ) Supplier 

Relationship: Participation4 
Connected entities: 

( , ) Cash disbursement 
( , ) AlP clerk 

Relationship: Authorization 
Connected entities: 

( , ) Cash disbursement 
( , ) Manager 

This step is to assign attributes to the appropriate entities and relationships in the REA 
business process model. Assume RSWS has given you the following list of attributes: 
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• Acquisition lD 

• Actual unit cost of an inventory item purchased on an acquisition 

• NP clerk identitlcation number 

• Bond rating for an A lP clerk 

• Cash account balance 

• Cash account number 

• Cash disbursement identification number 

• Date goods or services were acquired 

• Date of cash disbursement 

• Description of inventory item 

• Description of overhead item 

• Dollar amount of a cash disbursement applied to a specific acquisition 

• lD code assigned to overhead item 

• IJentifi.cation number for a manager 

• List selling price per unit of inventory item 

• Location of a cash account 

• Manager's highest degree 

• Name of A/P clerk 

• Name of manager 
• Name of purchase agent 

• Name of supplier 

• Purchase agent iJentification number 

• Purchase authorization limit for a purchase agent 

• Quality rating for supplier 

• Quantity of an inventory item purchased on an acquisition 

• Quantity of an overhead item purchased on an acquisition 

• Quantity on hand of inventory item 

• SKU number of inventory item 

• StandarJ unit cost of inventory item 

• Supplier address 

• Supplier number 

• Total dollar amount of a cash disbursement 

• Total dollar value of an acquisition 

Type of cash account 

Table 4-2 illustrates the thought processes needed to assign attributes. In this table, the first 
column contains the attribute description as given in the list. The second column contains 
an abbreviation that we can include in our model to save space and avoid crowJing. A (PK) 
is added next to the abbreviation for any attributes we identify as primary keys. The third 
column contains the name of the entity or relationship to which the attribute should be as
signed. {Note: You probably won't do this as a separate step once you understand the 
process of attribute assignment, but it helps you to follow the logic of assigning attributes.) 
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TABLE 4-2 
Attribute 
Assignment 

Attribute description in list Abbreviation Assignment 

Acquisition ID Acq-id (PK) Acquisition 
Actual unit cost of an inventory item purchased Item-unit-cost Stockflow1 

on an acquisition 
AlP clerk identification number AP-id (PK) AlP clerk 
Bond rating for an AlP clerk AP-bond NP clerk 
Cash account balance AcctBal Cash 
Cash account number AcctNum (PK) Cash 
Cash disbursement identification number CD-id (PK) Cash disbursement 
Date goods or services were acquired Acq-date Acquisition 

Date of cash disbursement CD-date Cash disbursement 
Description of inventory item ltem-desc Inventory 
Description of overhead item OH-desc Overhead 
Dollar amount of a cash disbursement CD-acq-applied Duality 

applied to a specific acquisition 
ID code assigned to overhead item OH-id (PK) Overhead 
Identificat ion number for a manager Mgr-id (PK) Manager 
List selling price per unit of inventory 1tem Item-list-price Inventory 
Location of a cash account Acct Loc Cash 

Manager's highest degree Mgr-degree Manager 
Name of AlP clerk AP-name AlP clerk 
Name of manager Mgr-name Manager 
Name of purchase agent PA-name Purchase agent 
Name of supplier Sup-name Supplier 
Purchase agent identification number PA-id (PK) Purchase agent 
Purchase authorization limit for a purchase agent PA-Iimit Purchase agent 
Quality ratmg for supplier Sup-rating Supplier 

Quantity of an inventory item purchased on ltem-qty-purch Stockflow1 
an acquisition 

Quantity of an overhead item purchased on Oh-qty-purch Stockflow2 
an acquisition 

Quantity on hand of inventory item ltem-qoh Inventory 
SKU number of inventory item Item-SKU (PK) Inventory 
Standard unit cost of inventory item ltem-std-cost Inventory 
Supplier address Sup-add Supplier 
Supplier number SupNum (PK) Supplier 
Total dollar amount of a cash disbursement CD-amt Cash disbursement 
Total dollar value of an acquisition Acq-amt Acqui~ition 

Type of cash account AcctType Cash 

Next we place each of these attributes in the appropriate place on our ER model and 
make sure each entity has a primary key attribute and at least one descriptor attribute. If 
no attributes describing an entity are needed for decision-making purposes (and you are 
sure the list of attributes given to you \vas complete), then usually the entity should not be 
included in your model. 
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RSWS Step 5 ER Grammar \Yith Attributes 
Entity: Acqursitron 

Attributes: Acq-id 
Acq-date 
Acq-amt 

Identifier: Acq-id 

[ntily: Ca<>h c1rsbursemfnt 
Attributes: CD-id 

CO-date 
CD-amt 

Identifier: CD-id 

Entrty: (;t<;h 
Attributes: AcctNum 

AcctType 
Acctloc 
AcctBal 

Identifier: AcctNum 

Entity. Inventory 
Attributes: Item-SKU 

ltem-desc 
ltem-std-cost 
Item-list-price 
ltem-qoh 

Identifier: Item-SKU 

Entity· Overhead 
Attributes: OH-id 

OH-desc 
Identifier: OH-id 

Entity: A/P clerk 
Attributes: AP·id 

AP-name 
AP-bond 

Identifier: AP-id --------------------
Entrty: Manager 
Attributes: Mgr-id 

Mgr·name 
Mgr-degree 

Identifier: Mgr-id 

Entrty: Purchase agent 
Attributes: PA-id 

PA-n a me 
PA-Iimit 

Identifier: PA-id 

Entity: Supplier 
Attributes: SupNum 

Sup-name 
Sup-add 
Sup-rating 

Identifier: SupNum 

Relation~hip: Dualrty 
Connelted entities: 

( , ) Acquisition 
( , ) Cash drsbursement 

Attributes: CD-acq-applied 

Relatronship: Stockflow1 
Connected enlitres: 
( , ) Acqursition 

( , ) Inventory 
Attributes: ltem-qty-purch 

Item-unit-cost 

Rei<Jlionship: Stockflow2 
Connected entities: 
( , ) Acqui>ition 

( , ) Overhead 
Attributes: Oh~·-'q-'ty:...·_,_p_u_rc_h _ ______ _ 

Relationshrp: Stockflow3 
Connected entitres· 

( , ) Cash drsbursement 
( . )Cash 

Relatronship: Participatron 1 
Connected entrties: 

( , ) Acquisrtion 
( , ) Purchase agent 

Relatronship: Participation2 
Connected entities: 

( . ) Arquisrtron 
( . ) Supplrer 

Relatronshrp: Particrpation3 
Connedrd entrtres: 

( , ) Cdsll drsburserncnt 
( . ) Supplier 

Relationshrp: Participation4 
Connected entities: 

( . ) Cash disbursemenl 
( , ) AlP clerk 

Relationship: Authorization 
Connected entities: 

( , ) Cash disbursement 
(,) Manager 
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RSWS Step S ER Diagram with Attributes 
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RSWS Step 6 Poc-~•0,\JG.~ (A\ w» -'t'-u-\ ·\ \ 
Step 6 assigns cardinalities to the relationships in llle REA businc~s process model. We 
~ystematically examine each relationship. We know that the instances uf the inventory en
tity set and of the overhead entity set are types rather than tokens. We arc reminded of the 
knowledge that multiple instances of each inventory type and of each overhead type by the 
quantity-purchased attributes describing each of those entity sets. That knowledge allows 
us to fill in the maximum cardinality for each of those resource-types in the stockflowl and 
stockftow2 relationships as N. We assign zero as the minimum cardinality for em;h oftllOse 
because we remember from our interview with Robert St:ottthat RSWS wants to enter data 
about resource types before they actually acquire them (following the normal heuristic for 
stockflow relationships). On the acquisition side of the stock.t1ow 1 and stockftow2 rela
tionships, we realize that we have a common heuristic exception for the minimum cardi
nality. Becaust: we decided to combine acquisitions of inventory and acquisition, yet to 
maintain them each as separate entity sets, we have a situation where an acquisition can in
volve alternative resource types. Therefore the participation of an acquisition with either 
one of those entity st:L~ is optional. An acquisition can involve either inventory or overhead 
so its participation with inventory cannot be mandatory nor can its participation with over
head be mandatory. When we consider the maximum cardinalities for acquisition in the 
two stockflow relationships, we realize it is common business sense that an acquisition 
should be capable of involving multiple types of inventory. We look back at om- interview 
notes and confinn this with Scott's description of Johnuy helping Cheri open all tl1e boxes 
and counting all the types of inventory on one of her incoming shipments. Our cardinali-
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ties for the first two stockftow relationships are thus summarized as (O.N) lnventory-(O,N) 
Acquisi tion and (O.N) Overhead - (O,N) Acquisition. 

Next we look at the stockflow3 relationsh ip between cash and cash disbursement to see 
if it follows our heuristic. We are confident that we need to establish a cash account before 
we can make any disbursements out of it and that from one cash account we can make 
many disbursements. So the (O,N) Resource Type heuristic applies. When we examine the 
cash disbursement side we realize that a cash disbursement cannot exist without coming 
from a cash account and since all cash accounts owned by RSWS would be included in this 
system as members of the cash entity, participation of cash disbursement in the stoek0ow3 
relationship must be mandatory (minimum cardinality= 1 ). We also realize that if we make 
disbursement of cash it can only come from one account (maximum cardinality= 1). For 
example, when we "vrite a check, the check is drawn on just one bank accow1t. If we want 
to pay a supplier with money from two different checking accmmts we must write two 
checks and that would be considered as two cash disbursements. Om cardinalities fur 
stockflow3 are summarized as (O,N) Cash-{ 1, I) Cash Disbursement. 

Next we evaluate the duality relationship and remember that there is no heuristic for du
ality relationships. The fact that RSWS has A/P clerks indicates they make purchases on 
credit (otherwise they wouldn't have accounts payable) so we note the minimum cardinal
ity on acquisition as optional (zero). We are not sure whether an acquisition is ever paid in 
installment payments (i.e. , with multiple cash disbursements) or if they are always paid in 
full. Similarly, while we know that some cash disbursements are made lor expenditures 
other than acquisitions (for example, to pay employees or to repay loans), we are not sure 
whether a cash disbursement ever pays for multiple acquisitions. We go to sec Robert Scott 
again and ask him. He tells us RSWS has never made installment payments fur any acqui
sitions and never intends to do so, but that perhaps the system should be set up so that it 
would be possible. Ile says RSWS docs make payments that combine multiple purchases, 
though. ln his words, " For example, we make a folder for Emersmith and store up the bills 
for all the purchases we make from Emersmith in a month. At the end of the month we 
write one che.:k to Emersmith that covers all of those purchases. We do the same thing for 
each of our other suppliers:· Putting all this information together we summarize our dual
ity relationship cardinalities as (O,N) Acquisition-(O,N) Cash Disbursem~nt. 

Our participation relationships remain to be examined. We recall our heuristic is ( I, I) 
Economic Event-(O.N) Agent am! look for evidence to confirm or refute that heuristic. We 
recall that Scott told us ht' wants no transaction to be entered without one person and one 
person only being identified as the responsible employee. So we know the ( I , I) on the Eco
nomic Event side is valid for all three of the participation relationships that involve inter
nal agents (participation I , participation4. anll participationS). When we consider partici
pation2. between acquisition and supplier, we confirm the (l,l) hemistic for the acquisition 
side is valid because in RS WS 's value system level, there is no alternative external busi
ness partner from whom we acquire' goods and services. Thus an acquisition must involve 
a supplier (minimum = 1), and multiple receipts of goods fi·om the same supplier would be 
considered as multiple acquisitions (maximum = I). Our examination of participation3 
between Cash Disbursement and Supplier reveals a common exception because the value 
system level model indicates that RSWS makes cash disbursements to external agents 
other than suppliers. This changes the minimum for cash disbursement to zero. The maxi
mum of one is reasonable because it would not make sense to write one check tO two 
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different suppliers. Next we consider the (O,N) Agent heuristic for the five participation re
lationships. We know the minimum of zero holds true for the internal agent relationships 
(participation I , participation4, and participationS) because the agent data must exist in our 
system before any transactions are entered to be able to validate the responsible employee 
upon entry of the transactions. We also know the maximum of many holds true for all 
five participation relationships because it is simple common business sense. There is no 
business reason why an enterprise would want to limit participation in its entire set of a 
type of economic event to only one time per agent. That would be saying, for example, 
that once we make a sale to a customer, we could never make <mother sale to that customer 
again. Even if that were a reasonable assumption for a small subset of customers, it would 
be highly unlikely an enterprise would allow no repeat business at alL To evaluate the min
imum cardinality for the agent s ide of the two external agent participation relationships 
(participation2 and participation3) we consider whether RSWS would enter an acquisition 
or a cash disbursement to a supplier for which RSWS has not already entered data into 
the system. We recognize that good business policy would recommend RSWS should 
have a vendor selection policy that would result in supplier information being entered 
into the system before any transactions involving them may be entered. We ask Robert 
Scott whether RSWS has a need to be able to enter supplier inf01mation before t:ntering 
acquisitions or cash disbursemerrts involving that supplier. lle confirms that in fact, the 
vendor selection policy at RSWS requires approval of suppliers prior to engaging in 
transactions with them. We then:: fore assign ( 1,1) Economic Event-(O,N) Agent to partic
ipation relationships 1. 2, 4, and 5 and (0, 1) Economic Event-(O,N) Agent to participa
tion3. The results of these cardinality assignments are reflected in our completed model as 
follows: 

RSWS Step 6 Cardinality Assignment in ER Diagram 
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RSWS Step 6 Cardinality Assignment in ER Grammar 
Entity: Acquisition Relationship: Duality 
Attributes: Acq-id Connected entities: 

Acq-date (O,N) Acquisition 
Acq-amt (O,N) Cash disbursement 

Identifier: Acq-id Attributes: C D-acq-applied 

Entity: Cash disbursement 
Attributes: CD-id 

CO-date 
CD-amt 

Identif ier: CD-id 

Entity: Cash 
Attributes: AcctNum 

AcctType 
Acctl oc 
AcctBa l 

Identifier: AcctNum 

Entity: Inventory 
Attributes: Item-SKU 

ltem-desc 
ltem-std-cost 
Item-list-price 
ltem-qoh 

Identifier: Item-SKU 

Fntity: Overhead 
Attributes: OH-id 

OH-desc 
Identifier: OH-id 

Entity: AJP clerk 
Attributes: AP-id 

AP-name 
AP-bond 

Identifier: AP-id 

Entity: Manager 
Attributes: Mgr-id 

Mgr-name 
Mgr-dcgrcc 

Identifier: Mgr-id 

Ent ity: Purchase agent 
Attributes: PA-id 

PA-name 
PA-Iimit 

Identifier: PA-id 

Entity: Supplier 
Attributes: SupNum 

Sup-name 
Sup-add 
Sup-rating 

Identifier: SupNurn 

Relationship: Stockflow1 

Connected entities: 
(O,N) Acquisition 

{O,N) Inventory 
Attributes: ltem-qty-purch 

Item-unit-cost 

Relationship: Stockflow2 

Connected entities: 
(O,N) Acquisition 

(O,N) Overhead 
Attributes: Oh-qty-purch 

Relat ionship: Stockflow3 
Connected entities: 

(1, 1) Cash disbursement 
(O,N) Ca~h 

Relationship: Participation 1 
Connected entities: 

(1, 1) Acquisition 
(O,N) Purchase agent 

Relat ionship: Partiopation2 
Connected entities: 

(1, 1) Acquisition 

(O,N) Supplier 

Relationship: Partiopation3 
Connected ent1t ies: 

(0,1) Cash disbursement 
(O,N) Supplier 

Relationship: Participation4 

Connected entities: 

(1, 1) Cash disbursement 
{O,N) AlP clerk 

Relationship: Authorization 
Connected entities: 

{1,1) Cash disbursement 
(O,N) Manager 
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REA Business Process Level Extensions 
The main extension to the core pattern proposed by Geerts and McCarthy (but which still 
requires further research) is the addition of commitments and relationships involving those 
commitments. Observation of practice reveals that entcrptises typically commit them
selves to an economic event before they actually engage in the economic event. For exam
ple. a customer makes commitments to receive gooJs or services and to give cash before 
actually engaging in the sale and cash receipt events. The extended ontology proposes that 
each economic event is preceded by a commitment event, and that for every commitment 
event that commits to decrease a resource there is a related commitment event that com
mits to increase a resource. Those opposite commitment events arc related via a recipro
cal relationship. This relationship is the equivalent of duality but tor commitment events 
instead of for economic events. 

Each commitment event also is related to the resource or resource tyrc that it agrees to 
increase or decrease, and to internal and external agents. The relationship between a com
mitment eYent and a resource is called n.:servation to indicate the purpose of the event to 
reserve the resource that will be transferred in or out by a future economic event. The re
lationship between a commitment event and an agent (internal or external) will for pur
poses of this textbook be called participation. For business processes that involve an ex
change with an external business partner (i.e., for all business processes except the 
conversion process) a bundle of commitments (i.e .. an increment commitment event paired 
with a decrement commitment event) form a contract or mutual commitment event. A 
contract commits both enterprises to engage 1n the Cuturc economic events. For example. 

an accepteJ customer order commits the seller to transfer the title of goods to the customer 
and it commits the customer to pay cash to the seller. From lilc customer's view, this is a 
purchase and a cash disbursement; from the seller's view this is a sale and a cash receipt. 
There are reasons beyond the scope of this textbook why both commitments that comprise 
a contract should be included separately in a bus iness process level REA mode l. For sim
plicity sake. in this textbook we a re using a simpli fled version of the model in >vhich only 
the mutual commitment event is modeled. It is related to the noncash-related economic 
event and lo the associated resource or resource type, to the cash n.:source, and to internal 
and external agents. The separation of commitment events is most important in the con
version process; in that process the bundled commitments form a schedule rather than a 
contract and is completely internal to the enterprise. Readers interested in the extended 
business process level REA model for the conversion process may consult Chapter 11. In 
Exhibit 4--6 we illustrate the simplified extended business process level REA model. 

Some academics add another event prior to the commitmenUcontract event. They differ 
in what they call this event; for this textbook we call it an instiga tion event. What do you 
think of when you hear the word instigulur? For us it brings back memories of a frustrated 
parent trying to break up a sibling fight saying, "Who's the instigator here?" In other 
words, " Who started it'>" In a business process we often want to know what event started 
it. Sometimes it may be an internally instigated event such as in the acquisition/payment 
process when a user department identifies a need for more raw materials and sends a req
uisition to the purchasing department to ask them to acquire the needed materials. Other 
times it may be an cxtern:llly instigated event such as in the sates/collection process when 
a customer calls lo inquire as to avai lability and pricing fur a product or serv ice. Although 
the instigation event is not officially part of the published REA enterprise ontology, we 
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EXHIBIT 4-6 Simplified Extended Rt<:A Busin~ss Process Level Pattern 

Diagram Format 

resource 

Cash 
resource 

Grammar Format 
Entity: Mutual commitment event 
Entity: Noncash economic event 
Entity: Cash economic event 
Entity: Noncash resource 
Entity: Cash resource 
Entity: External agent 
Entity: Internal agenti 
Entity: Internal agent2 
Entity: Internal agent3 

Relationship: Duality 
Connected entitles: 

Cash economic event 
Noncash economic event 

Relationship: Fulfillment 
Connected entities: 

Mutual commitment event 
Noncash economic event 

Relationship: Reservation 1 
Connected Entities: 

Mutual commitment event 
Cash resource 

Relationship: Reservalion2 
Connected entities: 

Mutual commitment event 
Noncash resource 

Relationship: Stockflowi 
Connected entities: 

Noncash economic event 
Noncash resource 

Mutual 
commitment 

Relationship: Stockflow2 
Connected entities: 

Cash economic event 
Cash resource 

Relationship· Participation 1 
Connected entitles: 

Mutual commitment event 
Internal agent1 

Relationship: Participation2 
Connected entities: 

Mutual comm1tment event 
External agent 

Relationship: Particlpation3 
Connected entities: 

Nonca~h economic event 
Internal agent2 

Relationship: Participation4 
Connected enhhes: 

Noncash econom1c event 
External agent 

Relationship: ParllcipatlonS 
Connected entities: 

Cash economic event 
External agent 

Relationship: Participation6 
Connected entities: 

Cash economic event 
Internal agent3 

Internal 
agenti 

Internal 
agent2 

External 
agent 

Internal 
agent3 
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believe many academics have included it in business process level models for most trans
action cycles because of its usefulness in economic storytelling. Any good story has a be
ginning, a middle, and an ending. The instigation event serves as the begiiming; the com
mitment events form the middle; and the economic events conclude the story. ln Exhibit 
4-7 we show the business process level pattern with instigation events and the corre
sponding relationships. 

Geerts and McCarthy have proposed other extensions to the business process level 
model, including selected types of resource-agent relationships and agent-agent relation
ships. These relationships should be included only when those entities have an association 
that is independent of the event in whi(;h they have mutual participation. For example, in 
the sales/collection process we sometimes need to track information about assignments of 
salespeople to customers. When might we need to do that? Consider a company that sends 
sales representatives out into the field to call on customers. Each sales representative typ
ically has a territory and customers within a sales representative's territory are assigned to 
that sales representative. Other salespeople arc not supposed to try to make sales to another 

EXHIBIT 4-7 Extended REA Business Process Level Pattern with Instigation Event 
Diagram Format 

resource 

Cash 
resource 

Instigation 
event 
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EXHIBIT 4-7 (continued) Extended REA Business Process Level Pattern with Instigation Event 

Grammar Format 
Entity: Instigation event 
Entity: Mutual commitment event 
Entity: Noncash economic event 
Entity: Cash GCOnomic event 
Entity: Noncash resource 
Entity: Cash resource 
Entity: External agent 
Entity: Internal agent1 
Entity: Internal agent2 
Entity: Internal agent3 

Relationship: Duality 
Connected entities: 

Cash economic event 
Noncash economic event 

Relationship: Fulfillment1 
Connected entities: 

Instigation event 
Mutual commitment event 

Relationship: Fulfillment2 
Connected entities: 

Mutual commitment event 
Noncash economic event 

Relationship: Proposition 
Connected entities: 

Instigation event 
Noncash resource 

Relationship: Reservationl 
Connected entities: 

Mutual commitment event 
Cash resource 

Relationship: Reservation2 
Connected entities: 

Mutual commitment event 
Noncash resource 

Relationship: Stockflow1 
Connected entities: 

Noncash economic event 
Noncash resource 

Relationship: Stockflow2 
Connected entities: 

Cash economic event 
Cash resource2 

Relationship: Participationl 
Connected entities: 

Instigation event 
Internal agentl 

Relationship: Participation2 
Connected entities: 

Instigation event 
External agent 

Relationship: Participation3 
Connected entities: 

Mutual commitment event 
Internal agent1 

Relationship: Partlcipation4 
Connected Entities: 

Mutual commitment event 
External agent 

Relationship: ParticipationS 
Connected entities: 

Noncash economic event 
Internal agent2 

Relationship: ParticipationS 
Connected entities: 

Noncash economic event 
External agent 

Relationship: Participation7 
Connected entities: 

Cash economic event 
External agent 

Relationship: ParticipationS 
Connected entities: 

Cash economic event 
Internal agent3 

salesp~::rson 's customers unless they are specifi<.:ally asked to help. Such a relationship 
should not exist if the only relationship behveen salesperson and customer that is impor
tant is their mutual participation in the same sale(s). We can already track that infom1ation 
through the core REA pattern. Similarly sometimes an enterprise may identify a need to 
track a direct relationship between a resource and an agent who has custody of the resource 
and is responsible for the resource independently of any event. 

In Chapters 8 through 13 we describe additional extensions to the REA enterprise on
tology in greater detail. Keep in mi11d the distinction between operating events, informa
tion process events, and decision/management events. Operating events are the operating 
activities performed within business processes to achieve enterprise objectives. This cate
gory certainly includes economic exchange events and commitment events. It also includes 
some instigation events. information pt·ocess events include three activities: recording 
data about operating events, maintaining reference data that are important to the organiza
tion, and reporting useful information to management and other decision makers. Record
ing events involve collecting data about operating events and storing the data in a data 
repository (e.g., a data warehouse, a database, or a file). Maintenance events involve col
lecting and updating reference data about resources they own, employees they hire, and ex
ternal parties with whom they do business. The data repositOf:v formed by recording and 
maintenance events is used to generate reports for information customers. This third type 
of information process event, reporting, is the most demanding. Reporting provides infor
mation and measurements to support enterprise activities such as planning, controlling, 
and evaluating everyday tasks and results of operations. Keep in mind that information 
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process events are often the targets of reengineering efforts and, therefore, should not be 
stored as base objects in an infom1ation system. Decision/management events are activi
ties in which managers. employees, and external users make decisions about planning, 
controlling, and evaluating business processes. 

Past experience has revealed that students sometimes confuse operating events with in
formation process events. To distinguish these, realize that information process events in
volve the use of data rather than nondatn resources. For example, the delivery of a product to 
a customer is an example of an operating event; recording data about the delivery and send
ing a bill to the customer are information process events. The sending of the bill is not what 
obligates the customer to pay- the transfer of title of goods from the seller to the customer 
(i.e., the sale event) is what establishes the obligation. Reengineering efforts could eliminate 
the infom1ation process event of sending the bill; therefore, it should not be included in the 
REA model. Similarly, receiving a payment from a customer for goods and services provided 
b an operating event; however, recording data about the customer payment is an information 
process event. A change in the location of a warehouse is an operating event; updating or 
maintaining the warehouse location in the data repository is an information process event. 

The information customer serves as the final arbiter of value. The key to effective in
formation customer support is not the amount of information provided; rather it is the abil
ity to provide accessible, useful, and timely information. You may have the feeling that 
identifying operating events is like the famous final exam question: Model the universe and 
give three examples. Where in the world do you draw the line? Our answer to all model
ing questions relating to scope is "What does the enterprise need to plan, execute, control, 
and evaluate')" 
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Review Questions 
LOt R I. Give three examples of each of the three main types of business processes. 

l.D4 Rl. Describe the relationship between business processes and events. 

LOS R3. 

U)H R4. 

LOR R5. 

LOB R6. 

LOt R7. 

L04 R8. 

L07 R9. 

1.07 R10. 

L04-l08 Rll. 

LOZ Rl 2. 

L02 Rl3. 

LOl Rl4. 

LOI Rl5. 

What is an infonnation process? How arc information processes triggered? 

What is the differenct: between a business process and an information process? 

How are business and information processes related? 

Describe three types of information processes. 

Describe the acquisition/payment process. What are the main activities that make up 
this process? 

Describe the sales/collection process. What are the main activities that make up this 
process? 

How do you detem1ine the scope of a business process level REA model? 

List the Journalism I 0 l questions and explain how they are typically answered in a 
business process level mode l. 

List and describe the steps in REA business process level modeling. 

How are maximum cardinalities used when designing enterprise infom1ation systems? 

How are minimum cardinalities used when designing enterprise information systems? 

Explain the purpose of a primary key attribute. 

Give some cxamp\es of nonke)' attributes that would describe the entity customer. 

Multiple Choice Questions 
LOJ MCl. Which of the following is an object that has either a physical or conceptual existence? 

CbJentity 
13. attribute 
C. relationship 
D. cardinality 

LOI MC2. What is a relationship? 
1\. an entity set 
B. a characteristic possessed by the primary key of an entity 

@an association between entities 
D. the primary key itself 

LOJ MC3. What term is used to describe a combination of unique key fields? 
&. concatenated 

B. composite 
C. derived 
D. volatile 

wz MC4. Give the minimum and maximllln participation cardinalities for an entity that has 
nonmandatory participation in a re lationship and can participate only one tin1e. 
A. (1 ,1) 
B. (1,0) 

-© (0,1} 
D. (0,0) 
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wz MC5. Give the minimum and maximum participation cardinalities for an entity that has 
andatory participation in a relationship but can participate only one time. 

( 1' 1) 
. (1,0) 

c. (0,1) 
D. (0,0) 

Discussion Questions 
wz, ws D l. Ifyotl arc trying to assign participation cardinalities to an enterprise's stockflow rela

tionship between purchase and inventory, you would need to ask some questions to a 
knowledgeable representative of the enterprise. Assuming you have no narrative de
scription to work from, what questions would you ask to get enough information to 
assign all four cardinalities? 

wz. L04 D2. If you arc trying to assign participation cardinalities to an enterprise's fulfillment re
lationship between sale order and sale, you would need to ask some questions to a 
knowledgeable representative of the enterprise. Assuming you have no narrative de
scription to work from, what questions would you ask to get enough information to 
assign all four cardinalities? 

LOl , ws D3. What are the heuristic participation cardinalities for a relationship between cash and 
cash disbursement? Explain each of rhe fow· participation cardinalities and identify 
whether there arc any common exceptions to the heuristics. 

wz, w 5 D4. What are the heuristic participation cardinalities tor a relationship between sale and 
inventory, assuming that inventory is mass-produced and tracked at the type level'? 
Explain each of the four participation cardinalities and identify whether there are any 
common exceptions to the heuristics. 

Applied Learning 

Lm A 1. Develop a script for a visit to a doctor's ollice (based on your past experience or other 
knowledge about doctors' offices). Next develop a script for a visit to a lawyers' of
fice (based on your past experience or other knowledge about lawyers' offices). De
scribe the similarities and differences between your two scripts. Is there any identi
fiable pattern, and if so, what generic label would you assign to it? 

LOJ A2. Develop a script tor taking a cross-country trip on an airplane (based on your past 
experience or other knowledge about air travel). Next develop a script for taking a 
crosscountry trip on a train or bus (based on your past experience or other knowl
edge about train or bus travel). Describe the similarities and differences between 
your two scripts. Ts thL:re any identifiable pattern, and if so, what generic label would 
you assign to it? 

L01-LOS A3. Bowerkate Corporation sells handcrafted surfboards to customers through its net
work of company salespeople. Each surfboard is given a unique identification num
ber and a suggested selling price when finished. Upon employment each salesperson 
is immediately assigned to service a separate group of customers. When customer 
data are initially entered into Bowerkate's information system, the customer is im-
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mediately assigned to a salesperson. Each sale can include one or more surfboards 
and can be paid for in any of three ways: {I) immediately in cash, (2) on the 15th of 
the following month, or (3) over the course of six months. No more than one sales
person participates in making a particular sale. A salesperson may negotiate with a 
customer and agree on a selling price for any surfboard that is lower than that sw·f
board 's suggested selling price, especially if the customer is a high-volume customer 
or if that surfboard is a slow seller (i .e., it has been in stock for a long time). Al
though the vast majori ty of cash receipts come from customers (any particular cash 
receipt would be from only one customer) for sales, some cash receipts come from 
other sources (e.g., bank loans). Every cash receipt is processed by exactly one of 
Bowerkate's several cashiers and is deposited into one ofBowerkate's bank accounts. 
Information about surfboards, employees, and customers often needs to be entered 
into the database before any transactions involving them have occurred. The fol low
ing data items (attributes) are of interest to potential users of this model: 

surfboard-id# 
customer-name 
salesperson-name 
cash-receipt -total-amount 
location-of-cash-account 
sale-number 
cash-receipt-amount-applied
to-a-sale 
cash-account-number 
customer-number 
actual-selling-price-for-a
surfboard 
salesperson-commission-rate 

cash-account-balance 
qty-of-items-sold-on-a-particular-invoice 
cashier-name 
description-of-surfboard 
customer-accounts-receivable-balance 
salesperson-number 

cashier-ID-number 
cash-account-type 
suggested-selling-price-for-a-surfboard 

sale-total-amount 
remittance-advice-number 

Note: Salesperson commission rate is detemtined per contractual arrangement with 
each salesperson and for a particular salesperson it is the same percentage rate no 
matter what items he or she sells. 

Required: 
Create an REA model (in either BNF Grammar format or in ER diagram format) for Bow
erkate Corporation's revenue cycle as j ust described. Be sure to include all relevant enti
ties, relationships, attributes, and participation cardinalities. 

-\nswers to Multiple Choice Questions 

MC I. A; MC2. C; MC3. A; MC4. C; MCS . A. 



LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

The objective of this chapter is to int roduce some tools f or documenting the task 
level detail of business processes. The task level in REA modeling is the level at which 
workflow is documented. After studying t his chapter you should be able to: 

1. Explain the difference between t ask level and business process level 
representations for an enterprise 

2. Describe and prepare flowcharts describing the documents, data flows, and 
processes of an enterprise system 

3. Describe and prepare data flow diagrams depicting the flow of data through an 
enterprise system 

4. Identify the similarities and differences between system f lowcharts and data flow 
diagrams 

5. Describe various kinds of physical media, fil e types, and processing methods used 
in information systems 

INTRODUCTION 

In Chapter 2 we defined tasks as the individual steps involved in accomplishing events in 
an enterprise. The events them~-=lves are actually tasks; however, many tasks should nor be 
represented as events. Tasks for which measurements are either not fe:.tsible or not cost ef
fective should not be represented as events. Tasks that are activities that may be changed 
or eliminated should not serve as foundational elements in an enterprise information sys
tem database. The purpose of task level modeling is not to design a database; instead it is 
to document the flow of data through an enterprise. Tasks that are included in the work
flow for an enterprise are not represented as base objects in the enterprise database (except 
for the tasks that are also events). Data captured as a result of tasks may be included in the 
tables as attributes, and data needed to accomplish tasks can be retrieved from the database 
via queries. 

Pattern discovery at the task level is not as straightforward as at the value system, value 
chain, and business process levels. Although there are best practices for how certain activ
ities can be accomplished in enterprises, workflow can include steps or activities that can 
be rccngineered away without substantively changing the nature of the enterprise. Tasks 
also can occur in various sequences for diftercnt enterprises (or for different areas within 
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an enterprise) and the sequt:ncing must be represented in task level models. Recall that for 
the other levels, the models did not represent a sequencing of events, but merely relation
ships between them. A sale may come before a cash receipt, or vice versa; the order does 
not matter for establishing the architecture of the enterpr ise system's core database as long 
as one can be traced to the other. For the task level, sequencing is important, ~s enterprises 
need to document details about the procedural aspects of the business activities and corre
sponding data entry into and information retrieval from the information system. 

The Q_u_!l)ose of developing the business process level REA model is to design the en
terprise database. Any events, or activities that make up those events, that could be reengi
neered away without changing the overall nature of the enterprise normally should not be 
included as core clements of the enterprise database. This avoids the need to substantially 
alter the enterprise database every time workflow is changed. However, firms ~ docu
ment those events and activities as part of the enterprise's system documematlm.1. An ex
ample of task level modeling as compared to business process level modeling may help 
you to understand the difference. 

Jayvision. Inc., is an enterprise that creates video games for children. [n its acquisi
tion/payment process, Jayvision used to have the following procedures: 

• A department supervisor identified or confirmed the need to acquire a particular prod
uct or service. and submitted a requisition form to the purchasing department through 
the company mail. 

• The pm chasing department opened the mail, approved (or disapproved) the requisitions 
and sorted the approved requisitions into piles according to the type of products and ser
vices needed. Disapproved requisitions were returned to the department supervisor with 
an explanation of why the requisitions were denied. 

• The purchasing department identified appropriate vendors for the requested products 
and services. Often this entailed searching the catalogs of established vendors to deter
mine pricing and availability; sometimes the purchasing agent contacted the vendor"s 
sales representative to obtain details about the products and services; sometimes the 
purchasing agent needed to prepare a request for quote or to issue requests for compet
itive bids from potential suppliers. 

• Once appropriate vendors were selected, the purchasing department prepared purchase 
orders (based on one or more purchase requisitions) and mailed or faxed them to the ven
dors. A copy of the purchase order was sent to the accounts payable department, where 
it was filed in a temporary file in vendor number order awaiting further processing. 

• The receiving department for Jayvision received products. Upon receipt a clerk manu
ally counted the products and filled out a receiving report listing the product identifica
tion number, quantity received, and a note describing the condition of the items. A cop~ 
of the receiving report was sent to the accounts payable department where it was filee 
in a temporary file in vendor number order awaiting further processing. 

• Services were received by various departments; upon receipt of a service, the appropri
ate department supervisor filled out a "receiving report" for services, including a de
scription of the services received and the dates on which they were received. A copy O' 

the report was sent to the accounts payable department where it was filed in a tempo
rary file in vendor number order awaiting further processing. 
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• The accounts payable department for Jayvision receiYed ,·endor invoices in the mail. 
For each vendor invoice received, an accounts payable clerk retrieved the purchase order 
and receiving report copies for that vendor. The clerk verified that each line item 
amount on the vendor invoice represented the correct amount for a product or service 
that had been both ordered and received. The clerk also double-checked the invoice for 
mathematical accuracy. lf everything was deemed okay, the accounts payable clerk 
wrote a check to the vendor for the amount of the imoice and forwarded the check with 
its underlying documentation to the controller. The controller signed the check and gave 
it to an accounting clerk to copy and send to the , ·endor. The copy was filed along with 
the supporting documentation in a permanent file in the accounting department. 

.Jayvision recently rccnginccred its acquisition/payment workflow. The new procedures are 
described as follows: 

• A department supervisor identifies or confirms the need to acquire a pmticular product 
or service, and enters requisition data into the enterprise database. This entry triggers 
an electronic notification that is sent to the purchasing department. 

• Upon receipt of the electronic notification, the purchasing department examines and ap
proves (or disapproves) the requisitions. Notices regarding disapproved requisitions are 
electronically sent to the department supervisor with an explanation of why the requi
sitions were denied. 

• The purchasing department identifies appropriate vendors for the requested products 
and services. Often this entails searching the catalogs of established vendors to deter
mine pricing and availability; sometimes the purchasing agent contacts the vendor's 
sales representative to obtain details about the products and services; sometimes the 
purchasing agent needs to prepare a request for quote or to issue requests for competi
tive bids from potential suppliers. 

• Once appropriate vendors are selected, purchase order data arc entered into the enter
prise data and purchase order fon11S arc electronically generated and are either e-mailcd 
or printed and faxed to the \'endors. 

• The receiving department for .layvision receives products. Upon receipt a clerk checks 
the enterprise database to veri fy an order had been placed for the vendor from whom 
the goods wen: received. The clerk manually counts the products and enters the appro
priate receipt data into the enterprise database. 

• Services arc received by various departments; upon receipt of a service, the appropri
ate department supervisor enters receiving report data into the enterprise database. 

• Each day the enterprise database 's interface displays a list (based on the purchase order 
and purchase data in the database) of the unpaid purchases (receipts of products and ser
vices) that are due within three business days. The accounts payable clerk reviews for 
accuracy each electronic payment suggested by the enterprise database interface. The 
electronic payments approved by the clerk are submitted to the vendors' bank accounts 
and recorded in the enterprise database. 

The business process level pattern in the old and recnginccred acquisition/payment cycles are 
identical; however the steps to accomplish the workflow associated with the events in the 
pattern changed signifi~ly. Both the old and the new cycles included need identification 
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(purchase requisition) as an~tigator event. ordering of goods or services (purchase order 
as a commj!!J~Ut or contract event, receipt of goods (purchase) as an economic increment 
even~ payment of cash (ca;bdisbursement) as an economic decrement event. Thus the 

database design is the same under both workflow scenarios. However, the documentation of 
the document processing and data flows is quite different for the t:\vo scenarios. ln this chap
ter you learn how to create this documentation. 

Many different types of documentation may be used to represent tasks, including flow
charts, data flow diagrams. process models, and narrative descriptions. This chapter 
presents two tools used to document tasks: system flowcharts and data flow diagrams. 

SYSTEM FLOWCHARTING 

Enterprises need to document details about workflow- what happens, in what order, and 
what details are captured, maintained, and reported by the information system. These de
tails may be documented using a variety of ditferent methods. One obviously possible 
method to use is a narrative desc::i12!_ion of all the steps in the workflow. Indeed, many com
panies do create such narratives. However, such narratives arc typically voluminous and 
can be time-consuming to usc to find information about a process. System flowcharts arc 
used to graphically document information systems. Pages of narrative describing systew 
processes and data/document flows can be succinctly summarized using flowcharts. Sys
tem flowcharts focus on the physical aspects of information flows and processes. ThiS 
chapter presents the rudiments of this tool to help you develop the skills needed to prepare 
new flowcharts and to interpret existing flowcharts. 

Flowcharts arc used to describe an~re information system, or s~e portion thereof. 
The system fto>vcharts discussed in this chapter are sometimes called document fl.owchan~ 
because they ill~strate the data flows of the enterprise and how the data flows are 
processed. Since many of the data flows are contained on documents, document process
ing typically makes up a large portion of the flowcharts. The entire in formation system is 
made up of a series of input, process, and output activities. The inputs and outputs may be 
paper documents or electronic data and the processes may be manual or computerized. The 
outputs from the various processes may be used for decision-making purposes or they rna;. 
serve as inputs to other processes (or both). System flowcharts may be created manuall~ 
either freehand or with rhe help of a Qlastic flowchart template- a stencil that allows users 
to trace the outline ofthc various symbols used in flowcharts. System nowcharts also ma; 
be prepared using one of several software packages designed for that purpose. Even word 
processing software packages often contain flowcharting symbols among their drawin~ 
tools. 

The Basic Elements of System Flowcharts 
System flowcharts consist of three simple graphical clements combined to represent vaP
ous types of physical information flows and processes: 

I. Symbols 

2. Flow lines 

3. Areas of responsibility 
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The documents and processes of information systems can be illustrated by linking various 
symbols together as shown in Exhibit 5-1. Compare the following explanation of the process 
with its flowchart before we discuss the detailed conventions for preparing flowcharts. 

Exhibit 5- 1 illustrates possible document flows for processing employee expense reim
bursements for an enterprise. Employees in various departments throughout the enterprise 
spend their own money for expenses such as business-related travel, supplies, and so forth. 
They then request reimbursement for those expenditures. Employees prepare requests for 
reimbursement. which they submit along with supporting receipts and documentation jus
tifying the necessity of their expenditure to the Payables department. Payables clerks check 
the request for accuracy and agreement with the support documents. They also verify 
whether the support documents are approved by the employee's supervisor and adequately 
justify the need for the expenditure. The payables clerks then key the approved reimburse
ment request data to magnetic tape using a key-to-tape encoding machine. The approved 
reimbursement requests are sent to the payables supervisor who puts them into a tempo
rary file in numeric order. The magnetic tape is sent to the data processing department 
where it is used as input to a computerized process that generates the reimbursement 
checks and updates the enterprise database for the expenses and cash disbursement data. 
The enterprise database is stored on disk. The checks are prepared in duplicate (the copy 
does not look like a real check; it contains only the check stub information). The check and 
copy are sent to the payables supervisor. The supervisor pulls the appropriate reimburse
ment request and support documentation for each check from the temporary file, double 
checks everything for accuracy, and signs the check. The check is sent to the employee, the 
check copy is attached to the request and support documents and is filed in a permanent 
file in employee number order. 

Flowcharting symbols and methods can vary widely across professionals and organiza
tions. There is no one set of generally accepted flowcharting principles and symbols. The 
flowcharting conventions and symbols we present in this chapter arc representative of 
those most commonly used. 

Flowcharting Element 1: Symbols 
A vmiety of symbols represent the physical aspects of the document/data flows and 
processes of an information system. Since flowcharts illustrate the physical features of a 
system, there are various symbols in each category. For example, there are at least four 
storage symbols, and the one chosen depends on the physical characteristics of the storage 
medium (e.g., whether it is a paper file, a disk file, or a tape file) . The following describes 
some of the more frequently used symbols in flowcharting. 

Input-Process-Output 
Properly constructed system flowcharts are simply related ·'input-process-output" clusters 
strung together, with defined starting and stopping points. In system flowcharts, a process 
is defined as an activity that uses or alters an input to produce an output. An output from 
one process may be used as input to the next process. Exhibit 5- 2 illustrates the typical 
input, output, and process symbols. Most of the symbols used to illustrate inputs also arc 
used to represent outputs. For example, a document (symbol B) may be the output of one 
process and the input for another process. Similarly, a magnetic tape file (symbol J) or a 
disk file (symbol !) may serve as either input or output or both. 
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EXHIBIT 5- 1 Example S~stem Flowchart 
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EXHIBIT 5- 2 Flowchart Symbols 

{A) 
Online manual 

device 

(B) 
Single 

document 

(C) 
Calculator/ 

register 
tape 

(D) 
Disk 

storage 

(E) 
Magnetic 

tape 
storage 

(F) 
Offline 
paper 

file 

ODDD 
(s -lcra.~e, \ 

/' 

(G) 
Terminal 
display 

(H) 
Manual 
process 

(I) 
Online 

computer 
process 

(J) 
Offline or 

noncomputer 
process 

On-line Manual input Device (Keyboard or Touch-Terminal) 
Symbol A in Exhibit 5-2 illustrates an online manual device that describes the entry of 
data into a computer through an on-line keyboard or touch-terminal. When this s~l and 
the computerized process symbol are used together, they are considered to comprise a sin
gle process for the purpose of inpur-process-output logic. That is, tl~_ggt 

(such as a document) ~o the keying/computer process and there must be an ~ut from the 
keying/computer process(Si"iCiliiS a report or au updated masterfile). 

Input/Output Symbols: Paper Documents 
Paper documents (symbol 8 in Exhibit 5- 2) are used as inputs and as outputs of processes 
in system flowcharts. The document symbol is one of the most commonly used symbols in 
system flowcharts, and it has variations that arc not illustrated in Exhibit 5-2. Exhibit 5-3 
depicts the different symbols commonly used to represent documents (e.g., checks, in
voices, and reports) that exist in an information system. The name of the document is en
tered on the symbol's face (see symbol A in Exhibit 5- 3). A single document symbol is 
used to represent one or more documents of the same type; for example, a batch of I 00 re
mittance advices is represented with the single document symbol, provided there is only 
one copy of each remittance advice. Multiple copies of a document are typically illustrated 
as staggered symbols for each copy of the document (see symbol Bin Exhibit 5- 3). Each 
copy is numbered in the top right comer. The numbers may be arranged in whatever se
quence best suits the flow of documents from that point in the flowchart. Tllis method eas
ily allows the flowchart designer to communicate the separate flows of the different copies 
of the document; for example, one c~of a sale invoice may be sent to the customer, an
other copy sent to the accounts reCeivable department, and a third copy filed away. If copies 
of two (or more) different documents move together in a flowchart, they are illustrated as 
staggered symbols for each different document w ith the appropriate copy of the document 
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EXHIBIT 5- 3 Flowchart Symbols: Documents 

(A) 
Single 

document 

Shipping 
receipt 

(B) 
Overlapping symbols, 
different copies of the 

same document 

Sales 
order 

(C) 

3 

Two overlapping symbols, 
different documents 

Price list 

(D) 
Nonprocessed 

document 

noted (if any) (see symbol C in Exhibit 5-3). A document used to store reference infor
mation, such as a price list or tax table, as opposed to a document that is processed, such 
as a check or invoice, is often distinguished by darkening the left edge of the symbol (see 
symbol /)in Exhibit 5- 3). 

Input/Output Symbols: Calculator/Register Tapes 
Symbol C in Exhibit 5- 2 represents printouts of calculations made on a calculator, adding 
machine, or cash register. These arc most often outputs of a manual process, but once they 
are processed they also can be used as inputs to other processes. such as reconciliations be
tween the manual calculations and the computations of a computer process. 

Input/Output Symbols: Files Containing Stored Data 
Files of stored data may be used as input to processes or as output from processes. Com
puterized processes typically use and produce data stored on disk (symbol D in Exhibit 
5- 2) or on magnetic tape (symbol E in Exhibit 5- 2). i\ description of the fi le contents is 
entered on the face of the symbol (e.g .. "Customer MasterFile'· or "Cash Disbursements 
transaction file"). Examples of disk storage with which you are probably familiar include 
hard disks, floppy disks, COs, and DVDs. Examples of magnetic tape storage with which 
you are probably familiar arc audiocassette tapes and VHS videotapes. Some computer 
systems, especially older mainframe systems, have tape drives instead of disk drives and 
while you may not have seen or u~cd such hardware, the tape media has many of the same 
characteristics as the audiocassette tapes and VHS videotapes you have seen and used. 

Computerized processes sometimes use and produce data stored in paper files. and of.. 
course manual processes can only use and produce manual off-line stored data. SymbQ,'1'$' 
in Exhibit 5- 2 represents any storage of paper documents (e.g., file cabinet, safe, card
board box, or shelves). Two t)ipe-s of otT-line storage files exist- temporary and permanent. 
A temporary file is a storage device for documents that will be involved in subsequent pro
cessing. A horizontal line across the top of the file symbol often indicates a permanent file. 
The method of document order or organization is denoted using an abbreviation such as A 
(alphanumeric), N (numeric), or C (chronological). Whenever abbreviations or codes are 
used. you should place a legend on your flowchart to assist readers. 
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Input/Output Symbols: Terminal Display 
The terminal display symbol (symbol G in Exhibit 5- 3) illustrates a computer monitor or 
terminal display. It is often used in conjtmction with the on-line computer-device symbol 
to show data being entered into a computer process using an on-line terminal. Alternatively 
it may be used to illustrate output from a computer process that is only seen on a computer 
screen, such as an error message. 

Process Symbols 
Different symbols represent processes according to the level of automation included in the 
processes. The manual-process symbol (symbol H in Exhibit 5- 2) indicates an operation 
that is primarily manual (such as completing forms, verifying amounts, or making calcu
lations with a manual calculator). Manual operations most often are used to process doc
uments. There arc two machine-processing symbols: one for on-line computer processing 
(sec symbo[t!Jl Exhibit 5-2) and one for off-line processing or processing perfo~1ed by 
a machine other than a computer, such as an optical character reader (see symbol))in Ex
hibit 5-2). A description of the operation is entered on the face of the symbol. 

The input-process-output symbols on a system flowchart are supplemented with other 
symbols that depict the flow of data throughout the system. These other symbols are illus
trated in Exhibit 5 4. 

Terminal or System Exit/Entry 
The terminal symbol indicates the beginning or ending point of the process represented on 
a flowchart, and also displays system entry or exit of data (see symbob A and B in 

Mo1·e Flowchart Symbols 

- G) on page lW to page 4 

Indicates the flow will 2: 1 connector 1 u continue at on-page connector 1 

CD- on page ~ connector 1 
Indicates where the flow 4: p.2 from page 2 
continues from on-page connector 1 

(B) (C) (D) 
Start On-page Off-page 

(or end) connectors connectors 
process 

<> ~ - --- - - - c_,v c.cba.\) 7 
(F) (G) (H) (I) 
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object lines link 
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Exhibit 5- 4). If the flowchart begins at the top left corner of a page, there is no need to 
include a start symbol, because the default starting point for a flowchart is the top-left corner. 

On-Page Connector 
On-page connectors allow document flows to be bridged within a single page of the flowchart. 
The use of on-page connectors allows a document to be shown flowing from one position on 
a page to a distant location on the page without drawing a line across the entire page. Each 
connector is numbered within a page to enable the reader to know exactly where to continue 
reading. An arrow pointing to a connector identifies the other connector on the same page 
where the document flow continues. !\narrow pointing away from the connector identifies the 
connector from which the flow is continuing (see the symbols labeled C in Exhibit 5-4). 

OJFPage Connector 
Rarely do entire system flowcharts fit on a single page. Off-page connectors are used to 
connect multiple pages of a document flowchart. The use of off-page connectors is similar 
to on-page connectors, except they illustrate the continuance of the data flow on another 
page of the flowchart. Shown within the off-page connector symbol is the page number to 
which the flow continues (or from which the flow came) and a connector number (see the 
symbols labeled Din Exhibit 5-4). 

Annotation 
The annotation symbol includes important supplementary information or explanations that 
are difficult to describe graphically within the flowchart itself (see symbol E in Exhibit 
5-4). Use annotations sparingly. 

Decision 
Sometimes in a system, the course of action depends on making a decision or choice. For 
example, if a clerk's task is to review a document for completeness, if the document is com
plete, the clerk files the document. On the other hand, if the document is incomplete, the 
clerk sends the document back to the user department. A decision symbol (see symbol Fin 
Exhibit 5-4) displays the decision, and a description of the decision can be included in the 
symbol (e.g., "Is document complete?"). Two labeled flow lines exit fi·om the decision sym
bol to illustrate the indicated course of action. In this case, a line labeled with yes (yes the 
document i> complete) would lead to a paper off-line fi le, while a line labeled no (no the 
document is not complete) would show the document flowing back to the user department. 

Physical (Nmulocument) Objects 
Symbol G in Exhibit 5-4 denotes any physical object that may accompany a document 
flow (e.g., merchandise, supplies, and fixed assets). 

Flowcharting Element 2: Flow Lines 
Flow lines connect the symbols on the document llowcharl. A solid line indicates actual 
physical flow of a document or object. A dotted or dashed line indicates flow of informa
tion rather than the physical document (see symbol H in Exhibit 5-4). For example, if in
formation is verbally obtained, either in person or on the telephone, the data flow is repre
sented with a dotted or dashed line. 
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Arrows are used when the document or information flow is not left to right or top to 
bottom. The assumed flow of documents and information is fi·om top to bottom and from 
left to right. As long as this ftovv is followed, arrows are not required. Arrows must be used 
when there is a counterflow. However, there is nothing wrong with using arrows on all f1ow 
lines, and such use eliminates any potential confusion. 

Some flowcharts also display communication link symbols (see symbol J in Exhibit 5-4). 
This symbol is used when telephone lines, microwave towers. or satellite transmitters trans
fer data, particularly when the transfer is from one computer directly to another computer. 

--= .vcharting Element 3: Area of Responsibility 
Areas of responsibility are displayed to enable the flowchart reader to clearly identify 
changes in responsibility as the documents flow through the system. They are represented 
on flowcharts by segmenting and labeling columns (sec Exhibit 5- 1). 

Areas of respons ibility may be departments, sections within a department, or individ
ual employees within a department. Judgment must be used in choosing the level of sub
division that one column should represent. For example, in a small company one or more 
pages might represent the billing department. 

rEPARATION CONVENTIONS 

Several techniques have been developed to guide the preparation of a How chart. The main 
objective of these techniques is to enhance the readability, and thereby enable the valida
tion, of the flowchart. 

Left to Right, Top to Bottom 
You have been reading this page from top to bottom and from left to right. A flowchart is 
most easily understood if you follow the same convention. Therefore, when preparing a 
document flowchart, begin in the upper left-hand corner and work from left to right and 
from top to bottom. 

AJI Documents Must Have an Origin and Termination 
A flowchart must clearly indicate where a document is introduced into a system and where 
it is permanently filed or leaves a system. Each copy of a document must flow to: 

I. A permanent file symbol 

2. A symbol denoting an exit from the system 

3. An off-page connector 

Following this convention ensures that the progress of every document has been observed 
and documented from cradle to grave. Whenever the final destination of a document is un
known, use an annotation symbol to indicate that additional invest igation is required. 

eep Flowcharts Uncluttered 
A flowchart is an important analytical and design tool; however, great amounts of dctai I re
duce a flowchart's ability to communicate. For this reason, to the extent possible, observe 
the following rules: 
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I. Place areas of responsibility with the most frequent interchange adjacent to each other 
to avoid long arrows. 

2. Enter narrative on charts only within symbols. 

3. Avoid explaining with narrative what is already adequately described by the flowchart itself. 

Make Sure the Progress of a Document Is Clear 
Diagram a document before and after a process is performed, when entering or leaving a 
file, and on entering or leaving a page. Also. if a document is altered (e.g., updated, signed, 
or approved), change the name of the document to indicate its current status. For example, 
notice in Exhibit 5- 1 the flow of the reimbursement request. The manual process "Prepare 
reimbursement request" creates it. lt is sent to the payables clerk where it is approved. The 
name is changed accordingly to approved reimbursement request. After further processing, 
it is eventually filed in a permanent file. Similarly, notice the flow of the check. The com
puterized process in the data processing department generates the check, which at that 
point is unsigned. Copies I and 2 are sent to the payables supervisor, who performs a man
ual double-check and signing process. The signed check is sent to the employee and the 
copy, along with the underlying request and support documents, is filed in a permanent file. 

Make Sure Your Flowchart Is Complete: Represent Each Input, Processing, 
Output, and Storage Step 

When flowcharting a process, make sure you include all the major steps in the process. Re
member that systems are simply a combination of inputs, processing, outputs, and storage 
of data. 

SYSTEM FLOWCHART SUMMARY 

Following the preceding instructions can guide the development of an effective flowchart 
for analyzing an information process or system. The flowchart is one of the easier types of 
documentation for infonnation customers and management to understand. Often, auditors 
use system and document/procedure flowcharts to understand business and systems con
trols in an environment. 

To test whether you are beginning to understand how to read and prepare flowcharts, go 
back to Exhibit 5- 1, and write a short narrative of the process. Compare your narrative to 
the narrative provided earlier in this chapter to sec how accurately you read the flowehmt. 

Although many individuals and organizations still use flowchmts, their usefulness is limited. 
The primmy weakness of the flowchart is that it is tied to physical information Rows and sys
tem characteristics that hide the procedural essence of the system. Some flowcharts are full of 
data and processing artifacts because they are tied to an outdated information technology. 
TI1erefore, any cffmi to propose a new system that takes advantage of cutTcnt information tech
nology requires the conceptual aspects of the system to be documented and designed. Data flow 
diagrams are a useful tool for documenting the conceptual aspects of an infonnation system. 

FILE TYPES, MEDIA, AND PROCESSING METHODS 

Because system flowcha1ts reflect the physical media on which data are stored and the au
tomation level of each process, they are _difficult to prcpar~ or to interpret without adequati? 
understanding of some feantres of the common physical media, file types, and tools invohe'-' 
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in the information processes. Therefore this section provides a description of some common 
file types, media on which files arc stored, and some common processing methods. 

Files store data and processing instructions. Each file is named and saved on a storage 
medium such as a hard disk or magnetic tape. An example of a file is a word processing 
document created using Microsoft Word or WordPerfect. The two types of files computer 
users usc most often at(cxecutablefiG:s'<~n~taJile~)Execulab/efiles are alSOZalled pro
gram or application file~. and they usual ly have an .exe extension. Dara files are used to 
store anything from transaction data to business reference data to a word processing or 
graphics document. Often files arc referred to by their type or content. Types of data files 
used in most enterprise systems include master files, transaction files. history files, refer
ence files, and suspense files. 

Masterjiles contain balance data or the status of an entity at a point in time. Examples 
of master files in enterprise systems are customer, employee, inventory, fixed asset, and 
supplier master files (to name a few). Master files do not contain event or activity data, but 
they typically contain balances updated by such data. For example, a customer master file 
may contain an accounts receivable balance field that is updated by sales and cash receipt 
activity data. Transaction files contain activity data used to update the balances on master 
fi les. Exami2.l_fs of transaction files in enterprise systems are cash disbursement. cash re
ceipt, payroll, purchaSe, and -sales transaction files (to name a few) . When a transaction fi le 
is used~ a master file, the transaction fi le is said to ~m !&ainst: the master file. 

Historyfiles or archil'e.files, as the names suggest, contain inactive past or historical data. 
Examples of histoty files include data files from years past that are no longer subject to up
dates. Ilistoty file~ arc distinguished from hackup files, which are copies of files created in 
case the files are destroyed. At least one backup file should be stored at a location other tl1an 
the location of original files. Then a disaster such as a fire or flood that could potentially dam
age or destroy the original would not affect the backup files. Reference files contain referen
tial data such as tax rate schedules or customer price lists. Suspense files are files of data that 
arc awaiting some action to complete their processing. Examples include records identified as 
incomplete or erroneous that need correction and reentry for processing (e.g., a payment by a 
customer who is not listed in the customer master file or a journal entry that doesn 't balance). 

Data tor most enterprises are stored on media that fall into t;ill:.~e .c.!ili:~ : ~cr, m~tic 

tape, and disk. Each of these media types was discussed earlier in this chapter; however, a 
'iTiOfe detaiied discussion of them can help you understand some of the associated process
ing issues. Paper is the most common form of media used in enterprises. Source documents 
(documents that contain details about transactions) are inputs for many information 
processes, and paper reports are produced as outputs for many information processes. Paper 
is the media type most people prefer to use. Although increasingly people arc asked to read 
output screens. reports, and even textbooks on computer monitors, most people sti ll prefer 
to have the files printed out and to read hardcopy. Although paper has many advantages, in
cluding e-2_se of usc_ and lack of dependence on~lectricity, it also has many ~s 
such as bulk (for storage). lack of search and automated processing capability, and _suscep
!~e~tion (although all media types may be eaSify destroycdl:iackup copies to 
mitigate inadvertent destruction are more casily made with nonpaper media). 
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Magnetic tape stores data from source documents and reports in a format that is com
puter readable. As noted earlier, if you have used audiocassettes of music, or videocassettes 
of movies, then you have used magnetic tape media. One important feature of magnetic 
tape media is that data arc stored sequentially and may be accessed only sequentially. Se
quential storage implies that records are stored one after another in some order (chrono
logically, by account number. or alphabetically). Retrieving data in a sequential fi le re
quires that all data be read in sequential order to find a particular record. For example. 
suppose you purchase an audiocassette containing songs performed by your favorite 
recording artist. The songs are stored sequentially (one after another) on the tape. To listen 
to your favorite song, you must fast forward or re,,ind (searching the songs one after an
other) to sequentially access the desired song- there is no faster access option. Enterprises 
usc magnetic tape cartridges and open n::d tapes to store transaction and report data and 
those files require sequential storage and access of data. 

Disk technology is increasingly replacing magnetic tape as the preferred media, both for 
personal audiovisual needs and for enterprise processing applications. Examples o r disk 
technology .include hard disks, Jloppy disks. and Zip disks on computers, and compact disks 
and DVDs for computers and personal audiovisual needs. from an information processing 
standpoint, the primary advantage of disk-based storage over magnetic tape storage is the 
random storage and direct access capability of disk technology. Random storage allows in
formation to be .i\.Qred in any order on the disk device; in fact a fii~~eed not be stored in its 
entirety in a single location on a disk- part of it may be stored in one location and part of 
it in another location. although proct::ssing is more efficient if files are not fragmented in that 
manner. Direct access allows each record to be retrieved without reading all the records that 
precede it in the file. The computer maintains an index of the location of each record, thus 
allowing the computer to retrie\·e any record requ~ by the user regardless of its physi
cal position in a file. There is no need to sequentially search part or all of the other record 
stored on the storage device. Suppose that instead of purchasing a cassette tape of songs per
formed by your favorite recording artist you purchased a CD containing those songs. With 
the CD player you can choose your favorite song from the index and listen to it without hm 
ing to listen to or fast-forward through the other songs on the CD. 

The most obvious distinction between these media types for system flowcharting is thar 
dillerent symbols represent them. However, there are other d istinctions. One distinction 
that must be made is whether updates are made to the same physical file or whether a new 
file must be created that merges the original data with the updates. If a master file is stored 
on magnetic tape, updates may not be made to the same physical medium but rather a ne\\ 
magnetic tape must be used and data read from the old master iile and the transaction file 
containing the updates and the updated records re"'rritten onto the new master file. The rea
son the updates may not be written directly to the old master file is that they may take up 
a different amount of space, and could potentially ~existing data~ For example, it 
you taped four 30-minute teleYision shows on a VCR tape and you want to replace one of 
those shows with a 60-minute television show, you couldn't do that without destroying one 
of the other 30-minute television shows. To clarify this even further, suppose the four 
shows on your tape were episodes of Gilligan :s- island. Seinfeld. 1 LOPe Lucy, and Cheen. 
Further suppose you wanted to keep only the episodes of Gilligan s island and I Love Luc: 
and you wanted to record a one-hour episode of Matlock. So you have a two-hour tape anc 
you want to end up with two hours' worth of shows, deleting two 30-minute episodes anJ 
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replacing them with one 60-minute episode. If you positioned the tape so that it begins 
recording where Seinfetd starts. you would end up replacing I Lol'e Lucy instead of re
placing Cheers. There is no way to tell the tape to skip over the I Love Lucy episode when 
it comes to it and then start recording again. 

Contrast that with the updating of a master fi le stored on disk. Updates may be written 
directly to the disk, because it doesn't matter where the data are physically located on the 
disk. As long as space is available for all the needed data, if you update a customer street 
address that was 123 Pine St. to I 2345 Appleyard Ave. (notice the new address is longer) 
it will real ize the allotted space is not big enough and \viii add a pointer to a new location 
on the disk that bas adequate space. TE£_logical view (what the user sees when the con;
puter displays these data) docs not show that data arc stored i.!!.l~gments1~sically 

data are stored in that manner. If the data are stored in too many fragments, processing ef......__ 
fici::el::-1c:::y-;--:;:m""a""y..-l"'le""c""r""ea"'s""e"'";.,.,tfiat is why you may get an error message on your personal com-
puter occasionally suggesting that you defrag your hard disk drive. The defrag process re
arranges the physical locations of data on the drive to make processing more efficient. 

~ssing Methods 
The timing of processing reveals the point at which activity data are posted to update the 
master files. Therefore the processing method determines the timeliness of the data stored 
in master files. Processing is often identified by type: batch. online, real-time, or report
time processing. 

Batch processing accumulates transaction data for a period of time to collect a batch. 
or group,o fti·ansaction data. Then all of the transactions in the file are posted to the mas
ter file in one processing run. Therefore, processing (i.e .. updating of the master file) oc
curs after a group of transaction data is collected. Processing involves merging the data in 
the transaction fi le with the current master data to create a-!!e' l!. updated master file. Thus, 
with batch processing, transaction data may not be entered in the computer system until 
s~ime after a business activity oc~urs, and master files may be updat&:! evcntater. The 
o~Jy tin1e the master file is accurate- and up-to-date iS- imn:!:_ediatcly after a batdio ftrans
action data has been processed. 

Online processii!J5 means the computer-input device is cmmectcd to the CPU so that 
master files are updated as transaction data are entered. Real-time denotes immediate re
sponse to an information user: transaction data are entered and processed to update the rel
evant master fi les and a response is provided to the person conducting the business event 
fast enough to affect the outcome of the event. Although they sound simi lar, online and 
real-time processing can differ. Real-time processing updates master fi les a_s a business ac
tivity occurs, while online processing updates master files whenever transaction data are 
entered (which may not be when a business activity occurs). Real-time processing gener
ally requires an online input device. 

_Re[2or.f;dime processing means the data used to generate the requested report are 
processed as the report is created. Report-time processing is a term used primarily in 
event~driyen systems and it is similar to real-time updat ing. Most event data arc stored in 
a detailed or disaggregated form and the relevant data arc selected and processed; any mas
ter files are updated.as the information customer's report is generated. 

Due to the sequential access limitations of tape'-ta)}e storage media always use batch 
processing. Disk_storage media can handle batch, onl ine, or rcal-!!_me processing. 
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DATA FlOW DIAGRAMS 

A second documentation tool is the data flow diagram (DFD). Data flow diagramming 
symbols have a variety of system analysis purposes. including graphically displaying the 
logical flows of data through a process. Unl ike flowcharts, which represent the physical 
components of an information system. data flow diagrams provide a more conceptual, non
physical display of the movement of data through a system. Like fl owcharts, they represent 
flow of data; however. they disregard such th ings as organizational units, the computer orr 
which the data arc processed, and the media on which the data are stored. The movement 
of data across offices or departments within a particular system environment is not repre
sented. 

Categories of data flow Jiagrams include: 

• Data flow diagrams or the current physical system 

• Data flow diagrams of the current logical system 

• Data flow diagrams of the new or proposed logical system 

• Data flow diagrams of the new proposed physical system 

Both logical and physical diagrams usc the same set of symbols. The logical diagrams 
show the conceptual flov.' of data without including any references lo the physical charac
teristics of the system. The physical diagrams, on the other hand, include labels that de
scribe physical attributes of the system, such as labeling worker or job titles, department 
names, and the names or descriptions of the technology used to process and store the data_ 

DATA FlOW DIAGRAM SYMBOLS 

Process 

Data flow diagrams include four data flow diagram symbols: process, data inflow source, 
and outflow sinks (destinations). data stores, and data flow lines. Like flowcharting, there 
are variations on some of the symbols. For example, two standard symbol sets were de
veloped by Ganc and Sarson 1 and DeMarco and Yourdon2 (see Exhibit 5- 5). We use the 
DeMarco and Yourdon symbols in this text. 

Circles are used to represent processes that transform data inflows into information out
flows (see symbol A in Exhibit 5- 5).3 The circle contains two labels. The first label is .. 
process number (explained later) and the second is a process name. 

Data Sources and Sinks 
Rectangles (or squares) represent data (inflow) sources and (information outflow) sinks 
(see symbol B in Exhibit 5-5). The rectangle is labeled with the name of the data sourct: 
or sink/destination (e.g., customer, vendors, government agency). The sources and sink.; 

'C. Gane and T. Sarson, Srructured Systems Analys1s (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1979). 

7T. DeMarco, Structured AnalySIS and Systems Specifications (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 1979. 
and E. Yourdon and L. Constantint>, Structured Design (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: PrentiCe-Hall, 1979). 

3Some use rectangular boxes w1th rounded corners. 
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- ::.IT S-5 Data Flow Diagram Symbols 

ODDD 
A) 

::>·ocess 

C) 
:,.:;a store 

(B) 
Sources/sinks 

(D) 
Data flow lines 

(A) 
Process 

II 
(C) 

Data store 

(B) 
Sources/sinks 

(D) 
Data flow lines 

:)eMarco and Yourdon symbols Gane and Sarson symbols 

=-=~Stores 

play an important role in the data flow diagram. The sources and sinks are agents external 
to (i.e., outside the scope of) the system represented on the diagram. They delineate the 
botmdarics of the system. 

1\vo parallel straight lines are used to display a store or collection of data (see symbol C 
in F.xhibit 5- 5)4 Some people refer to data stores as data at rest. A description of the data 
store contents is entered on the symbol. Data stores are used anytime it is necessary to 
store the output from a process before sending it on to the next process. 

-=-= Flow Lines 
Data flow lines display the route of data inflow and information outflow (sec symbol Din 
Exhibit 5-5). They can be straight or curved lines. The data flow is generally labeled with 
the name of the data (e.g., a customer order. a bill. a financial analysis) and the arrow in
dicates the direction of the data flow. 

STRAINTS 

As with any documentation tool. some conventions should be followed. The following data 
flow diagramming rules are recommended by Hoffer. George, and Valacich. Exhibit 5-6 
graphically displays several of the rules. We use these rules in this text. 

~eral Rules 
I. All processes should have unique names. 1ftwo data flow lines (or data stores) have 

the same label, they should both refer to the exact same data flow (or data store). 

4Some use a rectangular box that is open at one end. 
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EXHIBIT 5- 6 Data Flow Diagramming Rules 

Rule Number Incorrect Correct 

4 ex - ex 
5 ::o ::cr 
7 ~ --o------- -----

8 D-== D-0-== 
9 -D ==- 0 - D 
11 D-D D-0-D 
13 a-.== G=== 
14 o~o 

0 
o~o 

0 
15 ~0 ~0 
16 Q]A CY--.V 

li c 
Source: J. HotTer. J. George. and J. Valacich. Mvdem Systems A11a~ni~ atuf Design (Reading. l\·lt\: Bcnjamin/(..\nmning~. 1996), p. 32 L 
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2. The inputs to a process should differ from the outputs of a process. 

3. Any single DFD should not have more than about seven processes. 

4. No process can have only outputs. (This would imply that the process is making 
information tl·om nothing.) If an object has only outputs, then it must be a source. 

5. No process can have only inputs. (This is referred to as a black hole.) If an object 
has only inputs, then it must be a sink. 

6. A process has a verb phrase label. 

7. Data cannot move directly from one data store to another data store. Data must be 
moved by a process. 

8. Data cannot move directly fi·om an outside sow·ce to a data store. Data must be moved 
by a process that receives data from the source and places the data in the data store. 

9. Data cannot move directly to an outside sink fi·om a data store. Data must be moved 
by a process. 

I 0. A data store has a noun phrase label. 

11 . Data cannot move directly from a source to a sink. lt must be moved by a process if 
the data arc of any concern to the system. lf data flow directly from a source to a 
sink (and do not in Yo! ve processing) then they are outside the scope of the system 
and are not shown on the system DFD. 

12. A source/sink has a noun phrase label. 

13. A data flow has only one dirc.ction between symbols. It may flow in both directions 
between a process and a data store to show a read before an update. To effectively 
show a read before an update, draw two separate arrows because the two steps 
(reading and updating) occur at separate times. 

I 

14. A fork in a data flow means that exactly the same data go from a common location 
to lwo .. or more different processes, data stores, or sources/sinks. (This usually 
indicates different copies of the same data going to different locations.) 

15. A join in a data flow means that exactly the same data come fi·om any of two or 
more different processes, data stores, or sources/sinks, to a common location. 

16. A data flow cannot go directly back to the same process it leaves. There must be at 
least one other process that handles the data flow, produces some other data flow, 
and returns the original data flow to the originating process. 

17. A data flow to a data store means update (i .e., delete, add, or change). 

18. A data flow from a data store means retrieve or use. 

19. A data flow has a noun phrase label. More than one data flow noun phrase can 
appear on a single arrow as long as all of the flows on the same arrow move together 
as one package. 
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EXHIBIT 5- 7 
Context Le,·el 
DFD Customers Desired 

information 
Decision 
makers 

LEVELS OF DATA FLOW DIAGRAMS 

Data flow diagrams are divided into levels to keep their size and complexity manageable. 

Context Diagram 
The h ighest level of data flow diagrams is the context diagram. Refer to Exhibit 5- 7 for 
a context diagram of a sample sales/collection system. A single system is represented on a 
context diagram and it provides the scope of the system being represented. The system 
under investigation is identified in a process symbol in the center of the diagram labeled 
with a 0. Sources and sinks (destinations) of data and information are also shown. Thus, 
the context diagram shows one process (representing the entire system) and the 
sources/sinks that represent the boundaries of the system. The data flow lines into the 
process represent the input data to the system (provided by sources) and the data Aow lines 
from the process represent the output information from the system (going to the sinks). 

Subsequent Level DFDs 
The process identified in the context diagram is divided into the more detailed processes 
performed within the system. The next level under the context diagram is called level-zero 
DFD and depicts only the very high-level processes of the system. Each of the level-zero 
processes may be subdivided into more deta iled processes in subsequent levels of DFDs. 
The act of dividing each process on a data tlow diagram into more detailed subprocesses 
is referred to as decomposition. When you have decomposed the system processes into the 
most detailed levels (referred to as the lowest-level DFDs), the resulting DFDs are called 
primitive DFDs.s 

Each process in a level-zero DFD is labeled sequentially, with a #.0. For example, if a 
level-zero DFD includes four processes that comprise the system represented in a context 
diagram, the processes on the level-zero DFD are labeled as 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, and 4 .0. The .0 
identifies this as the level-zero DFD. For example, Exhibit 5- 8 is a level-zero DFD of the 
context diagram represented in Exhibit 5- 7. It shows that the sample sales/collection sys
tem has three main high-level process categories: 

• Process customer orders (labeled as 1.0). 

• Process deliveries to customers (labeled as 2.0). 

• Process payments from customers (labeled as 3.0) 

SRefer to page 335 of J. Hoffer. J. George, and J Valacich, Modern Systems Analysis and Design 
(Readmg, MA: Benjam,n/Cummings, 1996). for a list of rules on determining when the primitive DFD 
level is achieved. Th1s text is also a good source for advanced data flow diagramming concepts and 
rules. 
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Suppose you wanted to show more detail about the processes represented on Exhibit 5-8. 
You could create a level-one DFD for each process. Exhibit 5-9 provides a sample level
one DFD for process 1.0 of Exhibit 5-8. It shows that "Process customer order" is made 
up of two processes: "approve and record customer order data" and "generate information 
about orders." The two processes are labeled as 1.1 and 1.2, respectively. The first digit 
refers to the corresponding level-zero process number. The second digit refers to the as
signed level-one process number. Notice that you can omit the source/sink symbols (in this 
case customer and decision makers) on more detailed, lower-level DFDs. Jn addition, no
tice that the level-one DFD has the same system input and output data flows as the corre
sponding level-zero DFD. When such related DFDs are consistent in showing inputs and 
outflows, they are said to be balanced DFDs. 

Exhibit 5- 10 shows a level-two DFD. It shows that the "approve and record customer 
order data" process shown in Exhibit 5- 10 is comprised of four subprocesses (" 1.1.1 re
ceive order data from customer,'' "1 .1.2 check customer status," ·'t. l.3 check inventory 
availability," and "1 . 1.4 record order data"). As noted earlier, additional levels of deta il 
could be provided in subsequent levels of DFDs. For example, if "check customer status" 
is complex and there are several subprocesses required to complete this process, process 
1.1.2 could be divided into subprocesses on a level-three DFD, labeled as 1.1.2.1 , 1. I .2.2. 
1.1 .2.3, and so on. 
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EXHIBIT 5-9 
Level-One 
DFD 

Approved order data 

Shipping request 
data 

Customer order data 

EXHIBIT 5- 10 Level-Two DFD 

Customer 
order data 

Approved 
order 

Customer 
credit status 

Inventory 
availability 

Customer 
data 

Inventory 
data 

COMPARING FLOWCHARTS AND DATA FLOW DIAGRAMS 

As noted earlier, a primary difference between data flow diagrams and flowcharts is the 
representation of the physical and logical characteristics of a system. Flowcharts are biased 
toward representing the physical characteristics of the system, while data flow diagrams 
can omit the physical system attributes. To illustrate this difference, suppose you wanted 
to document the data flows in the following manual system scenario: A supervisor in the 
factory collects the time cards from workers in her department and reviews the calculation 
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::xHIBIT 5- 11 Payroll DFD versus System Flowchart 

Data Flow Diagram Flowchart 

Factory 
supervisor 

me 
cards 

Time card 
file 

Factory 
supervisor 

Time 
cards 

A= alphabetic 

Accounting 
payroll clerk 

of total hours for the week. She sends the time cards to accounting payroll, where a clerk 
uses them to record weekly wages in the individual employee earnings record files, then 
fi les the time cards alphabetically. 

Exhibit 5- 11 displays flowchart and data flow diagram documentation segments of this 
activity. Now suppose the activity remains constant, except that the accounting payroll de
partment automates its process using magnetic tape. 

Exhibit 5- 12 displays updated flowchart and data flow diagram documentation seg
ments that reflect this change. Notice that the DFQ did not change from Exhibit 5- l J to 
Exhibit 5- 12. That is because the conceptual flow of data did not change from the first sce
nario to the second scenario. The only change was in the physical characteristics of the de
vices used -to route and store the data. 

Now suppose everything still remains constant, except that the accounting payroll de
partment decides to upgrade to magnetic disks (examine Exhibit 5- 13). 

Compare Exhibit 5-13 to Exhibit 5- !2 and you see that once again the DFD is identi
cal because the conceptual data flows remained the same. The flowchart changed a second 
time to reflect the changes in the physical components of the information system. This ex
ample should demonstrate to you Qlat data flow diagrams provide more stable documenta
tion of the underlying data flows and processes in the system. Although not as detailed, the 
data flow diagram helps the reader focus on information, rather than technology. On the 
other hand, system flowcharts tell the reader exactly what physical components are used 
for various purposes in the information system. 
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EXHIBIT 5- 12 Updated Payroll DFD and System Flowcharts 

Data Flow Diagram Flowchart 
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Time 
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Time card 
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Time 
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~ 

oooo 
Error Old earnings New earnings Time card 

master file master file data 

A = alphabetic 

CONClUDING COMMENTS 

This chapter has presented an overview of both flowcharting and data flow diagramming. 
Some organizations and consultants have developed their own diagramming techniques. 
Whether you usc flowcharting, data flow diagrams, or a proprietary diagramming tool is 
really a matter of choice and what you are trying to analyze or design. Diagramming tools 
combine the efficiency of graphics and rigor of rules to communicate the nature of the 
process being modeled. It is important for analysts to develop the skills to both read and 
create documentation of information and business processes using tools such as flowcharts 
and data flow diagrams. 
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IBIT 5- 13 Second Update to Payroll DFD and System Flowcharts 

Data Flow Diagram 
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Employee earnings 
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Time card 
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Areas of responsibility, 101 
Balanced DFD, 111 
Context diagram, 1 10 

Decomposition. 110 
Documentlprocedurc 
flowcharts, 102 
Flowcharting 
conventions, 95 
Flowcharting symbols. 94 

Data flow diagram, 94 
Data flow diagram 
symbols, 106 

Review Questions 

Processed 
time cards 

Flow lines, 100 
Level-zero DFD, 110 
Primitive DFD. 110 
System flowchart, 94 
Workflow, 91 

wz Rl. Draw the flowcharting symbols and describe the use of each. 

wz R2. What are the important flowcharting conventions or techniques you should follow 
to make a flowchart easier to understand? 

toz R3. When should you use an overlapping document symbol instead of a single docu-
ment symbol in a system flowchart? 
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LOs R4. What is the difference between online processing and real-time processing? Can 
processing be both online and real-time? Can processing be online without being 
real-time? 

W3 R5. Draw the data flow diagram symbols and describe the use of each. 

W3 R6. List and explain the various levels of data flow diagrams. 

W3 R7. What are the important conventions or techniques you should follow when draw-
ing a data flow diagram? 

Multiple Choice Questions 
W3,L04 MCl. Of the fol lowing representations, which has a primary purpose of illustrating the 

logical flow of data in a system? 
A. System flowchart 
B. REA business process level entity-relationship diagram 

(f) Data flow diagram 
- D. A II of the above 

wz MC2. Which symbol should be used in a system flowchart to represent a check that is sent 
to a supplier? 

@D 
B. ___.. 
c.D 
D. 0 

l03 MC3. Which symbol should be used in a data flow diagram to represent a check that is 
sent to a supplier? 
A. CJ 
®--

C. D 
o.O 

w; MC4. Which type of medium typically requires sequential storage and sequential access? 
A. Zip disk 
B. Paper document 

('f.')open-reel tape 
'lf.' CD-ROM 

ws MC5. Which type of file contains batches of current source activity data? 
·(A.')Transaction file 
Y. Master file 
C. Archive file 
D. Reference file 

Discussion Questions 

L04 Dl. 

Wl D2. 

Explain the difference(s) between data flow diagrams and flowcharts. Which do ,0~ 
think is easier to prepare? Why? Which do you think is easier to interpret? Why?. 

Explain the difference(s) between task level and business process level models in the 
REA ontology. 
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l04 D3. What are the advantages and disadvantages of a system flowchart as compared to a 
narrative description of an enterprise system's documents, processes, and data flows? 

ed Learning 

toz Al. 

...01 A2. 

Develop a system flowchart to represent the acquisition/payment tasks for Jayvision, 
Inc., as described in the first scenario in this chapter. Next develop a system flow
chart to represent the acquisition/ payment tasks for Jayvision as described in the 
second scenario in this chapter. How are they similar? How are they different? 

Develop a data flow diagram to represent the acquisition/payment tasks for Jayvi
sion, [nc .. as described in the first scenario in this chapter. Next develop a data flow 
diagram to represent the acquisition/payment tasks for Jayvision as described in the 
second scenario in this chapter. How are they similar? How are they different? 

w~ A3. Working as a team, visit a local enterprise and flowchart a source document (e.g., a 
customer order, sales invoice, or purchases order) from origination to its final desti 
nation. Also, flowchart a task performed by one of the organization's clerks. In class, 
exchange your team's flowchart with another team and write a narrative of their 
flowchart. Prepare a written or verbal critique of how well the other team interpreted 
the flowchart your team prepared. 

LO' A4. The following describes the process to execute a credit sale at WilLie's Furniture 
Store. Sales clerks assist customers in locating and pricing merchandise. A sales 
clerk prepares a sales invoice with an original and three copies. If the merchandise 
on an invoice is priced differently than the list price, the price change must be ap
proved with a signature by the sales manager. Copy 3 of the sales invoice is fi led by 
the salesperson in a salesperson file. 

The salesperson walks the customer and the remaining copies of the invoice to the 
credit approval department where the invoice is checked for mathematical errors by 
a clerk. The credit manager evaluates the credit standing of the customer, approves 
or rejects the application based on standard company policy, and marks "credit sale" 
on the invoice along with the results of the credit evaluation. Invoice copy 2 of credit 
approved sales is given to the customer. The credit approval department keeps the 
original copy of the invoice in their files (filed numerically) and sends the other copy 
to shipping. 

The shipping department uses their copy as a guide to pull merchandise and de
liver it to the customer. The customer is asked to sign the invoice copy as evidence 
of delivery. The delivery person fi les the invoice copy by date. 

Required: 

a. Prepare a document/procedure flowchart for the process just described. 

b. Prepare a logical data flow diagram for this process. 

A5. Motor Building Industry (MBI) Incorporated develops and manufactures natural-gas 
powered motors. Capital tools are the larger, more-prominent assets of the organiza
tion. Because of their long life ;md significant value, considerable attention is de
voted to their acquisition and use. The following procedures are used in acquiring 
capital tools for MBI Inc. 
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A capital tool is defined as any individual item that costs over $10,000. Capital 
tools must be requested by a department manager and reviewed and approved by the 
capital tool planning committee. The department manager prepares a purchase re
quest and a copy (which is filed numetically) and sends the original copy to the plan
ning committee. The planning committee reviews all purchase requests and decides 
whether to approve the tool request. The committee remits disapproved purchase re
quests to the requesting manager and forwards approved purchase requests to MBI"s 
purchasing department. 

Approved capital tools arc purchased by the purchasing department manager. 
Using the approved purchase request, a purchasing agent prepares a purchase order 
and a copy for each order. The original is filed numerically and the copy is sent to 
MBI's receiving department. Each tool is assigned to only one purchasing agent, and 
the assignment is made according to the vendor from whom the tool is intended to 
be purchased. Several vendors arc assigned to each purchasing agent to establish a 
personal relationship with the vendor and secure a more favorable price because of 
their knowledge of the vendor. 

Receiving clerks at the dock receive the tools, inspect them, match the tool to a 
purchase order, complete a receiving report, and route the tool to the department that 
originally requested it. Receiving clerks send the receiving report to the treasury de
partment and file a copy alphabetically. Purchase orders are filed numerically. Occa
sionally, tools are received that were never ordered. Even though the number of these 
items is relatively small, sorting them out and returning them occupies a major por
tion of the receiving clerk's time. 

The treasury department is informed of capital tools received by the receiving re
port. They pay vendors monthly for the items invoiced by the vendor during the 
month. An elaborate matching process is required to verify that the price paid is the 
same as the price negotiated by the purchasing agent. 

Required: 
a. Prepare a context diagram for the system. 

b. Prepare individual data flow diagrams to represent each of the following: record pur
chase, maintain buyers, and prepare approved but not yet purchased report. You car 
omit process numbers for this exercise. 

c. Prepare a flowchart ofMBl's tool acquisition process (excluding the payment process 

wz, L03 A6. The Warehouse Club is a small merchandise discOtmt store that sells everything from 
grocery items to automotive parts. The Warehouse Club is able to secure low price 
by buying in bulk and by operating out of a leased warehouse. In addition, only paic 
members are allowed to shop at a Warehouse Club location. The following is a de
scription of the yearly member renewal process. 

At or near the first day of each month, an accounts receivable clerk queries the 
membership database to identify those whose membership expires during the fol
lowing month. For example, on January I a query is executed to identify member
ships that expire during February. A membership renewal list is printed for use ;~ 
preparing individual invoices and for documentation. 

Using the computer and the membership renewal list, an accounts receivable clef~. 
prepares an individual invoice for each member. This process automatically update 
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accounts receivable records. The computer prints two copies of the invoice. The orig
inal invoice is sent to the customer and the invoice copy is stored numerically in a 
filing cabinet. The membership list is also stored in a fil ing cabinet, but is filed ac
cording to the date. 

When payment checks are received they are immediately processed. First, a copy 
is made and stored alphabetically in customer files. Next, account receivable records 
are updated and customers are given another year of shopping privileges. Finally at 
the end of the day, checks are endorsed and deposited in the bank. 

Required: 
a. Prepare a flowchart of this process. 

b. Prepare a logical data flow diagram for this process. 

A7. Convenient Computing Associates (CCA) operates a mail-order operation and sells 
a vast array of computer products and accessories. The following is a description of 
Convenient Computing's collection process: 

The policy of CCA is to collect all accounts receivable as quickly as possible. 
CCA encourages prompt payment by sending reminder statements at the end of each 
month and calling customers whose balance is more than 30 days past due. 

On the last working day of the month, the accounts receivable clerk prints a state
ment for each customer showing the balance due on the account. Statements are au
tomatically generated by a computer which maintains the accounts receivable files 
and records. The original statement is mailed to the customer and a copy of the state
ment is filed alphabetically according to customers' last names. 

On the 15th and the last day of the month, the accounts receivable clerk prints an 
open accounts receivable aging report by customer. The clerk calls the customer on 
all invoices more than 30 days past due. The purpose of the call is to verify the ac
curacy of the invoice data. Ifthe information is correct, a polite reminder is given to 
encourage prompt payment. The open receivable report is marked with the clerk's 
initials and the date the call was made, and filed by date when all calls are complete. 

Required: 
a. Prepare a flowchart of this process. 

b. Prepare a logical data flow diagram for this process. 

AS. Wiltex Research is a company that performs energy research on a contract basis for 
major oil and chemical companies. The following narrative describes the process to 
acquire materials for research projects. 

A project manager determines the materials needed for a project and purchases 
them from a vendor. The project manager completes a purchase order for each type 
of material. A catalog price is used, or the vendor is contacted by telephone to de
termine the price. The purchase order has an original and tvvo copies. 

The project manager sends the pmchase order to the project supervisor for approval 
or disapproval. The project manager writes approved or disapproved on the purchase 
order, signs it, and returns it to the project manager. The project manager sends the 
original copy of approved purchase orders to the vendor; sends Copy 1 to the account
ing clerk; and files Copy 2 in a permanent project file (ordered numerically by project 
number). Disapproved purchase orders are thrown out by the project manager. 
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The accounting clerk files Copy l in a temporary file (numeric by PO number). 
The project manager receives and inspects materials sent from the vendor and 

compares them to the packing slip. The packing slip is sent to the accounting clerk 
as evidence that the materials have been received. The accounting clerk matches the 
packing slip with Copy 1 of the purchase order and prepares a check (which has an 
original and one copy). 

The check is attached to the packing slip and Copy I of the purchase order is sem 
to the project supervisor for a signature. Once signed, the entire set of documents i5 
returned to the accounting clerk who sends the original copy of the check to the ven
dor, and files the copy of the check with the supporting documentation attached to li 
in a permanent file (ordered numerically by check number). 

Required: 
Prepare a flowchart of this process. 

Answers to Multiple Choice Questions 

MCI. C; MC2. A; MC3. 8; MC4. C; MC5. A. 



Relational Database 
Design: Converting 
Conceptual REA Models 
to Relational Databases* 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

The primary objective of this chapter is to describe a procedure for converting a 
conceptual business process level REA model into a logical re lational database model 
and then into a physical Microsoft Access database implementation. This process 
involves a relatively straightforward set of rules that could even be programmed as 
an algorithm so that a computer could accomplish the conversion. This chapter also 
discusses data entry issues. After studying this chapter, you should be able to 

1. Convert a conceptual business process level REA model into a logical relational model 

2. Convert a logical relational model into a physical implementation using Microsoft 
Access 

3. Explain the difference between conceptual, logical, and physical database models 

4. Enter transaction data into a relational database 

5. Interpret a physical database implementation in Microsoft Access to determine 
what the underlying logical model must have been 

6. Interpret a logical relational model to determine what the underlying conceptual 
model must have been 

7. Recognize and implement various appl ication level controls to facilitate the 
integrity of data entered into a relational database 

ODUCTION 

Before we introduce any topics in this chapter, we want to emphasize that the REA enterprise 
ontology and the conceptual models that are developed using this ontology are completely 

• Much of the material on converting conceptual models into relational database tables is based on 
classroom matenals prepared by Professor William E. McCarthy at Michigan State University. 121 
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independent of any particular database software package and of any particular logical data
base model. The models developed using the techniques discussed in Chapter 4 may be 
converted into object-oriented databases, into relational databases, or into programming 
language constructs that are not databases of a specified type. 

Three models are typically developed in database design. One type is a conceptual data
base model that is independent of any hardware, software, or even any type of software. The 
models we developed in Chapter 4 are conceptual models. In database design, conceptual 
models are convc1ted into logical models once the type of database to be used has been de
termined. Logical models are the second type of model; they arc independent of any particu
lar software package, but may be implemented only by using a software package of a ce1tain 
category. Examples of logical database models include relational, object-oriented, hierarchi
cal, network, and others. Once a conceptual model is converted to a relational logical format, 
it can no longer be implemented in object-oriented. hierarchical. network. or other software. 
Rather it is limited to one of many relational database software packages. Similarly, if a con
ceptual model is converted into an object-oriented format, it can no longer be implemented in 
non-object-miented soflwarc but may be implemented in a variety of object-oriented software 
packages. The third type of model used in database design is the physical database model. 
Such a model is created based on the particular database software package in which the data
base is implemented and is therefore dependent on the software choice. 

Because most enterprises use relational database sofiware of some kind, and because 
most universities make relational database software available to students, we have chosen 
to focus only on the relational database logical model. For the physical database model we 
illustrate the concepts discussed in this chapter using Microsoft Access 2002 because of its 
wide availability both in academia and in practice and because of its ease of use. Please 
understand that the constructs discussed also apply to other relational database software 
packages such as SQL Server, Oracle, .FoxPro, Paradox and others. 

CONVERTING CONCEPTUAL MODELS INTO RELATIONAL 
LOGICAL MODELS 

To understand the rules for converting a conceptual data model into a relational logical 
model, you must first understand the structure of the relational model. The relational 
model was developed by Codd and is based on set theory and predicate logic. I The primary 
construct in the relational model is the relatjplll, which is a two-dimensional storagestr'liC
ture (i.e., a storage structure with rows and columns) more commonly referred to as a 
table. Each table in the relational model represents either an entity or a relationsh ip be
tWeen entities. The columns in a relational database table are formally called the table in
tension, schema, or fields, and they represent the attributes of the entity or relationship 
set. The rows in a relational database table arc formally called the table extension, tuples, 
or records, and they represent the specific instances that are members of the entity or re
lationship set. The order of colunms in a table does not matter, nor does the order in which 

1E. F. Codd, "Derivability, Redundancy, and Consistency of Relat ions Stored in Large Data Banks, " IBM 
Research Report RJ599, August 19, 1969; and "A Relational Model of Data for Large Shared Data 

Banks, " CACM 13, no. 6 (June 1970), republished in Milestones of Research: Selected Papers 
1958-1982, CACM 25th Anniversaf'} Issue, CACM 26, no. 1 (Januaf'J 1983). 
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rows appear. This is because the tables are created in such a way that the rows and columns ~ 

may be sorted as desired through the use of queries. For this to be possible. one req_l;!ire- ('-j 
mentis that all data values in a column must conform to the same data format (e.g., date, 
text, currency). Another requi"f~ment is that ~ell in a relational table (a row-column 
intersection) can contain onlyyne value. We discuss this requirement further later in this 
chapter. -

The tables in a relational database are linked to each other through primary and foreign 
keys. Recall from Chapter 4 that a primary key attribute consists of one or more char
acteristics of an entity that uniquely and uniYersally identify each instance of the entity set. 
A foreign key is the primary key of an entity table that is '·posted" (added as another col
umn) into another entity table to represent a re lationship between those entities. 

Exhibit 6-1 illustrates an example of a foreign key attribute. Salesperson ID i~ the pri
mary key of the Salesperson table. and is posted into the Sale table to establish a link be
tween the Sale and Salesperson tables. Notice that the name_ofthe.attrib.ute in the table in 
which it is the primary key is not required to 111£J.tch the name of the attribute in the table 
in which it is the foreign key. There is, however, a requirement called referential integrity {l:> 
that says a value for a foreign key attribute must either be null (blank) or match one of the 
data values in the table in which the attribute is a primary key. In the examples in Exhibit 
6- 1, example (a ) meets referential integrity because each value for salesperson in the Sale 
table is either blank or it matches a data value from the Salesperson table. Example (b) in 
Exhibit 6- 1 'iolates referential integrity because it includes a data \'aluc for a salesperson 
in the Sale table for salesperson 234567. but there is no salesperson 234567 in the Sales
person table. 

Referential integrity is only one principle to which relational databases must adhere. An
other important principle is that of entity integrity. Entity integrity says that a primary key @ 
of a relational table must not contain a null ,·alue (which in effect would mean it did not have 
a value at all). This guarantees the uniqueness of entities and enables proper referencing of 
primary key values by foreign key values. As an example, consider the common practice of 
many enterprises that use telephone numbers as identi fiers for their customers. Among the 

Foreign Key Examples 
"C erential integrity principle ( b ) Violatt:' referential integrity principle 

Sale 

Date Amount Salesperson SaleiD Date Amount Salesperson 

6/14 $4,218 123456 061401A 6/14 $4,218 123456 
6/14 $6.437 654321 0614018 6114 $6.437 654321 
6/15 $1,112 654321 061501A 6/15 654321 
6/15 $3 0 0615018 

$1,776 061501( 234567 

Salesperson 

Telephone SalespersoniD Name Telephone 

Fred 555-0063 123456 Fred 555·0063 
Francis 555-0007 654321 Francis 555·0007 
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issues associated with this practice is the problem that some customers may not have tele
phone numbers. If a customer, Joe Smith, does not have a telephone number and telephone 
number is used as the primary key for the Customer table, t~ty integri~ri££.iplc would 
prohibit the enterprise from entering a row for Joe Smith in the Customer table. 

A third principle to which relational databases must adhere is the one-fact, one-place 
rule. To understand this rule you must understand the definition of a fact as the term is 
used in database design. A fact in database design is the pairing of a candidate key attri
bute value with another attribute value. A candidate key is an attribute value that could be 
used as a primary key for some entity (not necessarily for the entity in whose table it ex
ists). Because the facts consist of pairs of actual data values, one must consider the likely 
data entry possibilities to ensure that each fact will appear only one time. That is, facts are 
found in the extension (rows) of the database tables. 

Consider the fo llowing Sale table, and examine each of its attributes. What attributes 
are candidate keys? i\rc any other attributes paired with a candidate key for which dupli
cate data are expected? 

Sale 

SaleiD Date Amount CustomeriD CustomerName Customer Address· 

8532 Oct. 2 $13 (422 Andy 456 Pine St 

9352 Oct 14 $14 C821 Jennifer 987 Forest St. 
10215 Oct. 27 $20 ( 363 A rlie 321 Beech St. 

14332 Nov. 5 $18 (422 Andy 456 Pine St. 

17421 Nov. 16 $22 (363 Arlie 321 Beech St. 

The two attributes that are candidate keys are SaleiD (which in fact is the primary key for 
this table) and CustomerlD, which would be the logical primary key to use for an entity set 
of all customers. Next examine the data in the table to see if there are any duplicate combi
nations of candidate keys and other attribute values. Each SalelD is unique, so there is no du
plication of facts containing that attribute. However, values for Customer!D are not unique. 
To detennine whether one fact is in multiple places we must examine whether the repeated 
CustomeriDs are associated with the same data values for another attribute (remember the 
definition of a fact is a pairing of a candidate key data value with another attribute data 
value). lnspection of the data reveals that every time C422 is listed as the CustomerlD, Andy 
is listed as the customer name and 456 Pine St. is the customer address. Similarly, each time 
C363 is listed as the CustomeriD, Arlie is listed as the customer name and 321 Beech St. is 
the customer address. Therefore the one-fact, one-place rule is violated in this table. 

Another violation of the one-fact, one-place rule occurs when multiple facts are stored 
in one place. This phenomenon is commonly known as a repeating group. Consider the 
following table: 

Employee 

EmployeeiD Name Office Degree Earned 

1 Tony Cleveland BS,MBA 

2 Emily New York BA.MBA,PhD 

3 Leigh B1rm1ngham BA 
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Because employees may have earned multiple degrees. the placement of the Degree 
Earned attribute in the Employee table creates multiple facts in the same row. That is, there 
are multiple pairings of a candidate key ( Employee!D) and another attribute (Degree 
Earned) in at least one rO\\. Similarly if we tried to store any other attribute (telephone 
number or vehicle owned) for which an employee may have multiple values, we would end 
up with a repeating group. To be able to retrieve and manipulate data in accordance with 
set theory and predicate logic. the relational model does not allow repeating groups. There
fore the preceding Employee table is not a relational table. 

If we folio\\" prescribed steps for converting a conceptual entity-relationship model into 
relational tables, most \·iolations of the one-fact. one-place rule can be avoided. We pre
sent these steps and then demonstrate their application. 

Step I : Create a separate table to represent each entity in the conceptual model. 

I A : Each attribute of the entity becomes a column in the relational tablc. 

I B: Each instance (member) of the entity set will become a row in the relational 
table. 

Step 2: Create a separate table to represent each many-to-many relationsh ip in the 
conceptual model; that is, those relationships for which the maximum 
participation cardinalities are both many. (The primary key from each entity in 
the relationship is posted into the relationship table and the combination of those 
keys becomes a concatenated primary key for the relationship table.) 

Step 3: For relationships that haYe a participation cat·dinality pattern of (I, I HI, I ) 
consider whether the conceptual model has correctly represented the underlying 
reality as two separate entities or whether they should in fact be collapsed into 
one entity. Tf they are best represented as two separate entities, then follow steps 
3A and 3R. 

3A: The primary key of one of the entities is posted into the related entity's table 
as a foreign key. 

3 B: Tt typically docs not matter which entity's primary key is posted into the 
other entity's Lable, but do not post both. 

Step 4 : For any of the remaining relationships that have (1,1) participation by one of the 
entities. post the related entity's primary key into the (I, I) entity's table as a 
foreign key. 

When Step 4 is completed, the only remaining relationships should have (0, I) participation 
by one or both of the entities. These relationships take a bit more consideration to determine 
the best representation in relational tables. In theory. separate tables should be created to 
represent each of these relationships. However. for practical purposes. posted foreign keys 
may be used to represent many of these relationships. The decision is based on a concept 
called load. Load indicates how many data \·alues for an attribute arc expected to be non
null. A high load indicates most of the values are expected to be non-null (that is good). A 
low load means not \'Cry many of the values are expected to be non-null (that is bad). A goal 
of etlicient database design is to avoid null values as much as possible, while creating as few 
separate tables as possible. If posting a foreign key from a related entity into a (0, 1) entity 
will result in most data values being non-null, it is most efficient to post the foreign key 
rather than creating a separate table. If posting a foreign key from a related entity into a (0, 1) 
entity will result in most data values being null, it is most efficient to create a separate table 
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EXHIBIT 6-2 
Customer-Sale 
Relationship 
Conceptual 
Model 
in Diagram 
and Grammar 
Formats 

CustomeriD 
Name 
Address 
Telephone 

SaleiD 

Date 
Amount 

Grammar format 

Entity: Customer 
Attributes: CustomeriD 

Name 
Address 
Telephone 

Identifier: CustomeriD 

Entity: Sale 
Attributes: SaleiD 

Date 
Amount 

Identifier: SaleiD 

Relationship: Participation1 
Connected entities: (O,N) Customer 

(1 ,1 ) Sale 

to represent the relationship and post the primary keys of the related entities into the rela
tionship table to form a concatenated primary key. Thus step 5 is stated as 

Step 5: For the remaining relationships that have (0, I) participation by one or both of 
the entities, consider load. 

SA: Post the related entity's primary key into the (0,1) entity's table as a foreign 
key for any of the relationships for which that results in high load. 

58: Create a separate table for any of the relationships for which posting a for-
eign key results in low load. 

These five steps are derived from'TE-th_r_e_e_o_v_c-ra_l_l_g_o_a_Js~] One is to avoid redundancy (re

peating groups), the second is to avoid null values, and the third is to create a minimal data
base (one that has as few tables as possible). Redundancy avoidance is crucial in relationa~ 
database design- a table that contains redundancy is not relational and most relationa! 
database software packages will prevent entry of redundant data. The most critical rule for 
avoiding redundancy in converting a relationship in a conceptual model into relational for
mat is to only allow posting of foreign keys into tables of entities that have a maximum 
participation of I in the relationship being converted. That is because by definition of the 
cardinalities, if the entity can participate in the relationship multiple times, then there 
would potentially be multiple values of a foreign key to post into the entity's table. Con
sider the conceptual model shown in Exhibit 6- 2. 

Our rules require that we create tables to represent the entities Customer and Sale, a~ 
follows : 

Customer Sale 

CustomeriD Name Address Telephone SalelD Date Amount 



EXHIBIT 6-3 
_rodent-Major 
Relationship 
Conceptual 
\Jodel 
1.8 Diagram 
and Grammar 
Formats 
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Before following the remaining rules to complete this example, consider the (O,N) next to 
the customer entity, which communicates the Teality that a customer may exist without par
tic ipating in a sale (the 0 minimum) and that a customer may participate in many sales (the 
N maximum). If SaleJD were posted as a foreign key in the Customer table, redundancy 
would result because by definition of theN maximum cardinality, the foreign key attribute 
could take on multiple values. The result would be a non-relational table. To avoid causing 
redundancy via the table implementation, do not post a foreign key into an entity table that 
has a maximum cardinality of N with respect to relationship with the foreign key's entity. 

If SaleiD were posted as a foreign key in the Customer table, null values would also 
exist in the Customer table, because by definition of the 0 minimum cardinality a customer 
can exist without a related sale. That leads us to the second goal: avoiding null values. To 
avoid null values in foreign key fields, post foreign keys only into tables of entities that 
have mandatory participation in the relationship of interest (i .e .. a 1 minimum). 

Examine the possibility of posting the primary key from the Customer entity table into 
the Sale entity table as a foreign key. The (1 ,1) next to Sale reveals that a sale cannot exist 
in this enterprise's database without involving a customer, and that a sale involves no more 
than one customer. Therefore if Customer!D is posted into the Sale table, it will not con
tain any null values (because of the one m.inimum) and it will not contain multiple values 
(because of the one maximum). The general rule to follow, then. is to post foreign keys into 
entities that have maximum participation of one and mandatory minimum participation in 
the relationships. Steps 2 through 5 are all derived from this general rule. 

Once you realize that posting into a N maximum will (by definition of the cardinality) 
cause redundancy, Step 2 should be clear to you. Recall that Step 2 says to make separate 
tables for all many-to-many relationships. Many-to-many relationships are those for which 
the maximum participation cardinalities of both entities in the relationship are N. The fol
lowing cardinality patterns are all many-to-many relationships: (O,N)-(O,N); (O,N)-( l ,N); 
(l,N)-(O,N); and (I ,N)-(l,N). To make sure Step 2 is clear; consider the relationship for stu
dents' declaration of academic majors shown in Exhibit 6- 3. The conceptual mode] for this 
relationship conununicates the inforn1ation that a student can exist in the database 

r-----....,_~ Studen!ID 

Name 

Address 

MajoriD 

Name_ol_major 

L-----...r~ Credlt_hours_required 

Grammar format 

Entity: Student 
Attributes: StudentiD 

Name 
Address 

ldentifier: StudentiD 

Entity: Major 
Attributes: MajoriD 

Name_of_major 
Credit_hours_required 

Identifier: MajoriD 

Relationship: Declaration 
Connected entities: (O,N) Student 

(O,N) Major 
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before declaring any major (minimum participation is 0) and that a student can declare mul
tiple majors (maximum participation is N). It also communicates the information that a 
major can exist in the database before any students have declared it (minimum participation 
is 0) and that a major can be declared by multiple students (maximmn participation is N). 

Following Step 1, we create a table to represent the set of students, and another table to rep
resent the set of majors. We have entered data into these tables to help illustrate the example. 

Student 

Student iD 

1 
2 
3 
4 

Major 

MajoriD 

1110 
1221 
1342 
2104 

Name Address 

Tony Cleveland 
Emily New York 
Leigh Birmingham 
Abe Illinois 

Name_of_Major 

Account ing 
MIS 
Finance 
Nuclear Physics 

Credit_Hours_Required 

183 
180 
180 
190 

The following set of declarations is consistent with the cardinalities: 

• Tony is double-majoring in accounting and finance. 

Emily is double-majoring in accounting and MlS. 

• Leigh is majoring in finance. 

• Abe has not declared a major. 

Notice what happens if we post MajoriD into the Student table: 

Student 

StudentiD Name Address MajoriD 

Tony Cleveland 1110, 1342 
2 Emily New York 1110, 1221 
3 Leigh Brrm1ngham 1342 
4 Abe Illinois 

The repeating groups in MajoriD represent multiple facts in one place and cause the table 
to be nonrelational, so we can 't do that! Similarly, if we post Student!D into the Major table: 

Major 

Majo riD Name_of_Major Credit_Hours_Required StudentiD 

1110 Accounting 183 1, 2 
1221 MIS 180 2 
1342 Finance 180 1, 3 
2104 Nuclear Physics 190 
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The repeating groups in StudentiD represent multiple facts in one place and cause the table 
to be non-relational, so we can't do that. Notice that it does not matter what minimum car
dinalities existed for either entity. Even if there were mandatory participation for both stu
dent and major such that Abe had declared a major in nuclear physics, the repeating groups 
problem still exists. The correct table representation for this relationship is as follows: 
Student 

StudentiD 

1 
2 

3 
4 

Major 

MajoriD 

1110 

1221 

1342 
2104 

Declaration 

StudenttD 

2 

2 

3 

Name Address 

Tony Cleveland 
Emily New York 
Leigh Birmingham 

Abe Illinois 

Name_of_Major 

Accounting 

MIS 
Finance 

Nuclear Physics 

MajoriD 

11 10 
1342 
11 10 

122 1 

1342 

Credit_Hours_Required 

183 
180 
180 
190 

Next, let's examine Step 3 more closely. Step 3 applies to relationships with the cardinal
ity pattern ( 1. 1 )-(I, I). The first pan of the step says to consider whether the two entities 
are conceptually separate or whether they should be combined. Consider an enterprise that 
earns its revenue by setting up hot-dog stands between the hours of 11:00 A.M. and 2:00 
P.M. each day that classes arc in session on college l;ampuses. The enterprise places its 
stands in areas where many students are likely to be walking. and likely to be hungry be
cause no alternative food vendors arc nearby. The enterprise sells hot dogs, lemonade, 
chips. fruit , and cookies. All sales are made on a cash basis. The food and the cash change 
hands simultaneously. Therefore a sale doesn't exist without a related cash receipt, and the 
sale only involves one cash receipt since it must be paid in full. So sale has a (I, 1) partic
ipation in the relationship. Next we have to make a rather bold assumption that sales are 
the only source of cash for this enterprise (that is, they haven't borrowed money or ob
tained contributed cash from its owners). That is probably not realistic, but is within the 
realm of possibility as the owners could have contributed the equipment as capital instead 
of cash, and the enterprise could have purchased its initial inventory on credit, and then 
generated enough cash flow from sales to pay for the purchases and make new purchases. 
If we accept that possibility as the reality for this enterprise, the minimum participation of 
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cash receipt in its relationship with sale is I (mandatory). It also seems reasonable to as
sume maximum participation of cash receipt in its relationship with sale is l ; that says that 
a cash receipt applies to only one sale. In th is scenario, if we receive cash from a customer 
for a hot dog and lemonade, the cash receipt applies only to that sale. 

You might be wondering whether the maximum of 1 on Sale is valid if a boyfriend and 
girlfriend approach the stand and the boyfriend pays for both their lunches. The hotdog 
vendor would view that as one sale and one cash receipt, with the boyfriend as the cus
tomer. Assume that this is a reasonable (l , 1) Sale-(! ,l) Cash Receipt relationship. Next it 
must be determined whether these two entities are conceptually separate (in the context of 
this enterprise) or whether they should be combined into one entity. To make this determi
nation we must consider the future of this enterprise, allowing for reasonable possible 
g rowth, as well as the present circumstances. If we determine this enterprise will never sell 
lunches on credi t and will never obtain cash from a source other than sales, it may be rea
sonable to combine them into a single entity. If we determine that someday they might ob
tain cash from other sources, then we should maintain them as separate entities and create 
separate tables for them. Note that we may determine through this analysis that our chosen 
cardinality pattern is not the most appropriate choice and we may decide to change the 
minimum cardinality of cash receipt to optional, in case in the future the enterprise wants 
to allow cash receipts from loans and owner contributions. If we decide to keep the enti
ties separate, and to keep the cardinality pattern (I, 1 )-( l , l ) then we can post a key from 
either entity into the other entity's table to establish the relationship in the tables. Consider 
the fol lowing tables, and information about the relationship. 

Sale 

SaleiD Date Amount 

51 6/5 $4.25 
52 6/5 $3.75 

CashReceipt 

ReceiptiD Date Amount 

CR1 6/5 $4 .25 
CR2 6/5 $3.75 

CR I paid for S I and CR2 paid for S2. 

Given the relationship information (notice that the relationship information is consis
tent with the cardinalities) we can see that if RcceiptTD is posted from the CashReceipl 
table as a foreign key in the Sale table, it would be fine. We would have no repeating group 
problem and no facts stored in multiple places. Similarly we could post SaleiD from the 
Sale table as a foreign key in the CashRcccipt table without any problem. However, \\e 
must choose one or the other. If we post both foreign keys, we have created one fact (a pair
ing of a candidate key attribute with another attribute) in multiple places (in this case, in 
two different tables). Our recommendation for this particular situation is to post the Re
ceiptlD into the Sale table because that allows the most flexibility in case of future chane:e, 
in the enterprise. Thus our recommended solution is as follows: -
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Sale 

SaleiD Date Amount ReceiptiD 

51 6/5 $4.25 CR1 
52 2 

ReceiptiD 

CR1 6/5 $4.25 
CR2 6/5 $3.75 

From these examples, Step 4 is probably clearer to you now than when we first introduced 
it. This step says that any remaining relationships that have ( I, 1) participation by one of 
the entities should be represented in the tables by posting the related entity's primary key 
into the ( I, I) entity's table as a foreign key. This step covers relationships with the follow
ing cardinality patterns: (O,N}-{1 ,1); ( l,N)-(1,1); (O,l}-{1 ,1); (1 ,1)-(0,N); (1 , 1)-(l ,N); 
and (I, I )- (0, I). There is no need to make separate tables to represent any of these rela
tionships, because posting a forei gn key into an entity table with (1,1) participation guar
antees that no repeating groups or null values will result. Because fewer tables make data
base querying easier, it is best to avoid making separate tables whenever possible. 

Let's revisit the example that was presented in Exhibit 6- 2, with the (O,N) Cus
tomer-( I, I) Sale relationship. Say that Frank was the customer for sale 1 and Amy was the 
customer for sale 2, and Frank liked what he bought in sale I so much that he came back 
the next day and bought more. That scenm;o fits with the cardinality pattern given. We have 
one customer (Dean) who exists without partic ipating in a sale, and w~:: have one customer 
(Frank) who participates in multiple sales. And sale involves one and only one customer. 
We can't post SalelD into Customer because it will cause a repeating group, but we can 
post CustomerlD into Sale. 

Customer (.6 
CustomeriD Name Address Telephone SaleiD 

(1 Frank Dover 555-9999 51, 53 
( 2 Dean 555-88 88 

C3 52 

Sale (.l 
SaleiD Date Amount CustomeriD 

51 5/21 $40.00 C1 
52 5/22 $30.00 (3 

53 5/22 $80.00 (1 

Once again, it doesn 't matter what the cardinalities are on the entity that is related to the 
( l, 1) entity; we will always have an acceptable relational table if we post a foreign key into 
the table of an entity that has (1,1) participation in the relationship. 
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We have saved the most difficult relationships for last. Once you Jearn Steps I through 
4, you will be able to apply them quickly and easily, because there is very little subjectiv
ity involved. for Step 5 you will have to be more careful. Still, once you understand the 
logic to use, this step wi 11 also become straightforward. 

Step 5 provides guidance for establishing relationships in tables to represent the fol
lowing cardinality patterns: (O,t ) (0,1); (I,N)-(0,1); (0,1)-(0,N); (0,1) (l,N); and 
(0, I )-(0, I). For each of these cardinality patterns the general rule for maximum cardinal
ities prohibits posting a foreign key into the table of the entity that has (1 ,N) or (O,N) par
ticipation in the relationship. The general rule for maximum cardinalities carmot be bro
ken, because it will cause redundancy in the form of repeating groups. The general rule for 
minimum cardinalities suggests you shouldn't post a foreign key into the table of the en
tity that has (0,1) participation in the relationship because it will create null values in the 
database. Null values are undesirable because they waste space in the database (there is 
space reserved for the values even though they arc not there). To avoid creating redLmdanc) 
and to avoid creating null values, then, we would need to create separate tables to establish 
each of these relationships. However, creating separate tables takes up valuable space in 
the database. and it also makes querying more complicated. So for these cardinality pat
terns we need to determine which is the least wasteful of space in the database. To make 
that determination we evaluate a concept called load. Load refers to the number of non
null data values for an attribute. Tfmost of the data values are non-null , the attribute is said 
to have a high load, or to be highly loaded. If most of the data values arc nulL the attribute 
is said to have a low load. This concept applies to any attribute, but for Step 5 we are only 
interested in load fur potential foreign key attributes. The decision we need to make is 
whether posting into a (0,1) entity's table will result in more wasted space than the space 
creating a separate table would consume. If posting a foreign key into the (0,1) cntity-s 
table would result in only a few null values, that would waste less space than creating a 
separate table would take. However, if posting a foreign key would result in mostly null 
values, then a separate table would take less space than the posted foreign key would waste. 

Consider the followmg example. After an enterp11"se makes pure !lases, ifeither pays for 
the merchandise (with a separate check written for each purchase) or it returns the mer
chandise to the vendor. The enterprise rarely returns the merchandise; most of the time the 
merchandise received is satisfactory and the enterprise pays for it. On average 98 out of 
I 00 purchases are paid for and 2 out of 100 purchases result in a purchase return. Some
times the company will retu rn two purchases made from the same vendor as a single re
turn. Therefore, for this company, a purchase may exist without a related purchase return 
(!flinimu~ and may result in no more than one return (maximum I). However a pur
chase return may not exist without a related purchase (minimum I) and may result from 
more than one purchase (maximum N). Also, a purchase may exist without a related cash 
disbursement (minimum 0) and it may result in no more than one cash disbursement (max
imum l ). A cash disbursement may exist without a related purchase (in inquiring of the 
company you discovered that approximately two-thirds of the company's checks are wrii
ten for employee salaries, dividends, or loan repayments) (minimum 0) and a cash dis
bursement pays at most for one purchase (maximum l ). This scenario encompasses two re
lationships of interest for discussing load: the relationship between Purchase and Cash 
Disbursement and the relationship between Purchase and Purchase Return. Exhibit 6-! 
presents the conceptual models of these relationships. 
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~~-l--u(,\\ 
EXHIBIT 6-4 Relationships for Evaluating Load 

Grammar format 

Entity: Purchase 
Attributes: PurchaseiO 

Date 
Amount 

Identifier: PurchaseiD 

Entity: Cash disbursement 
Attributes: DisbursementiD 

Date 
Amount 

Identifier: DisbursementiD 

Entity: Purchase return 
Attributes: ReturniD 

Date 
Amount 

Identifier: ReturniD 

Relationship: Duality 
Connected Entities: (0, 1) Purchase 

(0, 1) Cash Disbursement 

Relationship: Results-in 

Following Step I, we create a separate table for each of the entities: 

Purchase 

PurchaseiD Date Amount 

Cash Disbursement 

DisbursementlD Date Amount 

Purchase Return 

ReturniD Date Amount 

Next we examine the conceptual model to determine whether any of the relationships have 
cardinality patterns for which guidance is provided in Steps 2 through 4. There arc none. 
Therefore we follow the guidance for Step 5 for each of the two relationships. First we ex
amine the dualiry relationship. Because the cardinality pattern is (0, 1 }-(0,1) the maximum 
cardinality rule would allow us to post in either direction. That is, we could post PurchaselD 
into the Cash Disbursement table or we could post DisbursementiD into the Purchase table. 
However, if neither posting results in l1igh load we should make a separate tab., to avoid 
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wasting space. We must examine the likely load if we post in each direction and then de
termine the most efficient solution. First let's examine what is likely to happen If we post 
PurchaseiD into the Cash Disbursement table. We know from the information given to us 
previously that approximately two-thirds of the checks the company writes are for nonpur
chasc transactions such as employee salaries, dividends, loan repayments. That means 1f we 
post Purchase!D into the Cash Disbursement table, only one-third of the data values will be 
non-null. That is not a high load, so let's look at the next alternative of posting Disburse
mentiD into the Purchase table. The information \Ve were given revealed that the company 
pays for 98 out of 100 purchases. lt does not matter that the payment is not made immedi
ately; you arc concerned with how many of the attribute's data values will eventually be 
non-null; 98 percent is a high load, so the best solution for this relationship is to post the 
DisbursementlD into the Purchase table. The Purchase table will be changed to 

Purchase 

PurchaseiD Date Amount DisbursementiD 

The Cash Disbursement and Purchase Return tables remain as shown on the previous page. 
In the Purchase table, for 2 out of every l 00 records, Disbursement!D will be blank (null) 
thus there are only two wasted cells of space for every 100 purchase records. If we had cho
sen to post Purchase!D into Cash Disbursement, we would have had approximately 66 
wasted cells of space for every 100 cash disbursement records. If we had chosen to create 
a separate table to represent the relationship, we would have added a table as follows: 

Dual ity 

PurchaseiD DisbursementiD 

For every !00 purchases, there will be 98 records added to this relationship table, as op
posed to filling in 98 data values in the Disbursement!D field in the Purchase table. This lat
ter approach thus wastes 98 cells of space for every 100 purchase records (the PurchaseiD 
is entered 9R times more in this example than in the posted key example). This analysis 
leads us to believe the DisbursementiD posted into the Purchase table is the best solution. 

Next we examine the Rever~al relationship. Because the cardinality pattern is (0, I) Pur
chase- (} ,N) Purchase Return, the only alternatives we need to compare are that o(e.osti_!!g 
Purc!Jase Return into Purchas~ersus creating a separate table. The maximum cardinali ty 

r ule p~1ts us from posting PurchaseTD into Purchase Return since by definition a pur
chase return may have resulted from more than one purchase and would cause a repeating 
group. The information we were given revealed that 2 out of 1 00 purchases end up being 
returned. That is a very low load, so if we post Return!D into the Purchase table nearly all 
the data values for that attribute will be null. That approach would waste 98 cells of space 
for every !00 purchase records. The best solution in this case is to create a separate table 
to represent the Reversal relationship. The relationship table will be established as follows 
(in addition to the original Purchase and Purchase Return tables): 
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Reversal 

PurchaseiD ReturnlD 

For every I 00 records entered in the Purchase table, 2 records will be added to this table. 
This approach in effect wastes only two cells of space for every 100 purchase transactions 
(because the PurchaseiD is entered two more times than in the posted key example). Thus 
for the Reversal relationship, the separate table is the best approach for establishing there
lationship in relational table form. 

RELATIONSHIP ATIRIBUTE PLACEMENT 

EXHIBIT 6- 5 
rudent· 

Course 
Relationship 
Conceptual 
'lodel 
;n Diagram 
..llld Grammar 
r~rmats 

As you are representing conceptual model relationships in the relational tables, you may 
wonder where you should place attributes of relationships. Most of the time relationships 
that have attributes of their own are many-to-many relationships. Recall that separate ta
bles must be created to represent many-to-many relationships. The relationship attributes 
for many-to-many relationships must be placed in the relationship table; otherwise redun
dancy occurs. Consider the relationship between Student ami Course shown in Exhibit 
6-5. 

Our first rule requires that we make a separate table for Student and a separate table for 
Course. Our cardinality-based conversion rules require that a separate table be created to 
represent the Takes relationship. Exhibit 6-6 displays the initial table structures. 

If the attribute Grade earned were placed in the Student table, what would happen when 
data arc entered for the grades earned by Mildred in ACG 611 and in MIS 650? There 
would be only one cell available to hold two data values. If the attribute were placed in the 
Comse table. what would happen when data are entered for the grades earned by Mildred 

StudeniiD 

Name 

L----r---r~ Address 

Gradeeamed 

Description 

L-------~ Cred1ts 

Grammar format 

Entity: Student 
Attributes: StudentiD 

Name 
Address 

Identifier: StudentiD 

Entity: Course 
Attributes: CourseiD 

Description 
Credits 

Identifier: CourseiD 

Relationship: Takes 
Connected entities: (O,N) Student 

(O,N) Course 
Attributes: Grade earned 
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EXHIBIT 6- 6 
Relational Tables 

tor Student-

Takes-Course 

Model 

Student 

StudentiD Name Address 

999888 Mildred 123 Almanac St. 

888777 Kent 456 Market Dr. 
777666 Candace 789 Harriet Ave. 

Course 

CourseiD Description Credits 

ACG611 Advanced AIS 3 
FIN642 Financial Markets 3 

MIS650 IT Management 3 

Takes 

StudentiD Course tO Grade Earned 

999888 ACG611 B 
999888 MIS650 A-
888777 Ml5650 B+ 

and Kent in MIS 650? Again, there would be only one cell available to hold t\vo data val
ues. The correct placement of the attrib.ute...is in the Takes table. 

Sometimes a relationship that has an attribute may not be a many-to-many relationship 
Consider the following situation: 

An enterprise manufacture~ and sells inventory items that arc specifically identified and 
tracked via serial numbers. The enterprise deals only with new inventory items that is, it 
never repurchases and sells the same inventory item again. The enterprise does not sell 
anything except these indi' idually identified inventory items. A sale may involve multiple 
items. The enterprise expects to sell every item that it manufacture~. Attributes the 
enterprise needs to include in its database include the invcmory's TtemTD, description. and 
date manufactur..:d: the sale number, date. and dollar amount: and the actual sale pric~ for an 
inventory item on a sale transaction. 

A conceptual model to represent this reality is displayed in Exhibit 6 7. 
To convert this model into relational table format, the first step is to create a table for 

each entity. Next, because the cardinality pattern fits the rules for Step 5, a decision mus: 
be made as to whether load would be high enough to justify posting the primary key frorr 
the Sale table into the Jn\'entory table as a primary key. Because the enterprise expects a. 
inventory items to eventually be sold, any null values are expected to be temp~ 
load shou e v~h. l t 1e relationship is represented with a foreign key, tho ugh, whlh 

becomes of the rCiationship attribute') It gets posted along with the foreign key. In this ex
ample, a lthough actual sale price describes the relationship- because it can 't be deter
mined without knowing both the item and the sale- it doesn't cause any redundancy prob
lem if it is P.Osted into the ln\entory table, and the ~~values that occur for any item:, 
that have not yet been sold arc only temporatily null. In Exhibit 6 8 we illustrate this table 

design. -



EXHIBIT 6-7 
Specific 
Lnventory-Sale 
Conceptual 
Model in 
Diag.-arn and 
Grammar 
For·mats 

EXHIBIT 6- 8 
Relational Tables 
for (0,1) 
lnventory
(l,N) Sale 
Example 
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Description 

1..----r--....r-v Date manufactured 

Inventory 

Actual sale pnce 

Salenumber 

Date of sale 

Dollar amount 

\I 
v/' 

Grammar format 

Entity: Inventory 
Attributes: ltemiD 

Description 
Date manufactured 

Identifier: ltemiD 

Entity: Sale 
Attributes: Salenumber 

Date of sale 
Dollar amount 

Identifier: Salenumber 

Relationship: Stockflow 
Connected entities: (0, 1) Inventory 

(1,N) Sale 
Attributes: Actual sale price 

ltemiD Description Date Manufactured Salenumber Actual Sale Price 

11 Big blue item 

12 Triangle green 1tem 

13 Small square item 

14 Medtum pink item 

Sale 

Salenumber 

51 
52 

Date 

10/12/05 

10/15/05 

9/24/05 
9/25/05 
9/26/05 
9/27/05 

Dollar Amount 

$825 
$500 

2 

$450 
$375 

$500 

PHYSICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF RELATIONAL MODEL 
IN MICROSOFT ACCESS 

Once the relational tables are established on paper, forming a logical model, the model may 
be implemented into physical form using a particular database software package. Microsoft 
Access is used in this chapter to demonstrate the conversion of a logical model to a physical 
model. Keep in mind that the procedures are similar but not exactly the same with other re
lational database software packages. This chapter does not provide you with comprehensive 
assistance on every aspect of Access. Instead it provides you with an introduction to creating 
tables in Access and communicating infom1ation to Access about the links between the ta
bles (i.e., telling Access which ptimary keys are posted into other tables as foreign keys or as 
parts of concatenated primary keys). If you need additional Access instructions, you may use 
the electronic help facility provided in Access or use an Access reference manual. To get to 
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the appropriate area of the help facility, once Access is open, click on Help in the top menL 
bar, then click on the Contents tab. The areas within help that you are most likely to need for 
this chapter are under the category Creating and Designing Tables (see Exhibit 6 9) and in
clude Creating and Opening Tables. Adding Fields and Choosing Data Types. Working wit!: 
Primary Keys and Indexes, and Defining Relationships and Setting Referential lnteg1ity Op
tions. Sec Exhibit 6-9 to see what this Help Screen looks like. 

Creating and Working with Databases 
To enter tables in Microsoft Access, you must create a database fi le in which to store the 
tables. For those of you who ha\·e used other Microsoft software products. notice that th1~ 
is different from some of those products. In Microsoft Word or Excel. you may begin cre
ating content in a blank document or spreadsheet and then save it to a file later. Microsoft 
Access requires you to create a file (and name it) before entering any tables or data. Addi
tions and changes are then automatically saved as Microsoft Access accepts them. 

When you start Microsoft Access. a window appears in which you specify whether yol.. 
want to create a new database using a blank database or a database wizard, or whether you 
want to open an existing database. (See Exhibit 6 10.) 

When you arc using Microsoft Access in conjunction with materials in this textbook. dG 
not usc any wizards. These wizards have certain defaults built into them. To effectively u, e 
the wizards you must understand all the defaults they use and you must know when an-. 
how to O\'erride them. We do not co\·er any of that in this book. so we caution you not t 
use wizards at all, or to use them at your own risk. 
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Microsoft Access 

Create a new datilbase using 

~ -~~- ~Acce.~.da~~ 

8 ("' Qpen an eX>Stng fi!e 

F-_ k .. 
OK Concel 

File::: l~:atabli"i~~·e=Lo""c=ai""Di=·sk=(=C=:)==~===iJ~·~<?==(i]==~===~=- ""[]!=::=·='"* • ~~ 
.....)ABC ® .,387 Change drive choice here 
..)DATA 
..)DOCS 

I.....)Documents and Settings 
._)lotus 

...)Onel'lorldDocumentabon 

..) Program Fdes 

...)Stata 
_)Tosh•ba 
_)WINDOWS 

_)'-: iORKSSETUP ® .....)WUTemp 

F1le 11ame: 

Name the file here 

Save as _type: jr~icrosoft Access Databases 

IIIII hreate 

Cancel 

Once you tell Access to open a blank database, you are required to name the database 
before you can enter any tables or data into it. You may choose to store your database on 
any of your computer drives. To specify the disk drive on which you want your database to 
be stored change the Save in location to your drive choice. ote that to get back to your 
database the next time you want to use it, you will open an existing database. click on more 
files and change the Look in location to the same drive choice. See Exhibit 6- 11. 
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EXHIBIT 6- 12 
Microsoft 
Access 
Database 
Window 

~. :__a . >:.>. , ag ,.. . GJ . 
HI U .2, · ~ · .J,· eti · 

When you create or open an existing database, Microsoft Access displays the Database 
Window. This is a container for objects stored in the database, including tables, queries. 
forms, reports, pages, macros, and modules. For this chapter we focus only on tables. 

To create a new table, select the table object by clicking on Tables in the left menu bar. 
(See Exhibit 6-12.) Notice that you have the options of creating a table in design view, by 
using a wizard, or by entering data. If you use design view you have control over all 
choices that need to be made during table creation. 

To open an existing table, make sure Tables is selected as the object type in the left 
menu bar. A list of all available tables appears; simply double-click on the object you want 
to open. In Exhibit 6- 12 there are no existing tables, so the only choice is to create one. 

To begin, double-click on Create table in Design view. This displays a screen with two 
sections, as shown in Exhibit 6- 13. 

Section I shows the overall layout of the table. The fields (attributes) of the table are 
listed on the left; in the middle column you can choose the appropriate data type for each 
field (e.g., text, currency, date, or number). The right column provides space for the table 
designer to w1ite a description of what that field represents. The description may be left 
blank, and we suspect in most databases most of the descriptions are left blank because. 
unfortunately, people generally don't take the time or see the need for docwnenting their 
system design. 

In Section 2 (the field properties panel) you may set additional properties for each field 
such as the field size, customized format, default value (the value to be used if the user 
doesn't enter a value), validation rules, or a specification as to whether the field is required 
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.. t :; ~o('? r2 ~' :tJ t:l· [}) . 
.. u • e .t 1.1 ~ · A · ,t· &ll · - ·. 

.... __ 

_} 

Section 1: 
table design grid 

Section 2: field 
properties panel 

to contain data (or whether it"s okay for it to have blank values). The panel in Section 2 
changes based on which field the cursor is pointed to in Section I . That is be<.:ause the field 
properties for one field can be different from the properties for a different field. 

We will work through two examples to give you some experience with creating physi
cal implementations in Access of relational logical models. You may want to work tlu·ough 
these examples on a computer as you read the rest of this chapter. (If you have not been 
working along up to this point, catch yourself up by creating a new blank database, then 
creating a new table so that your screen resembles Exhibit 6 13). The first model we will 
implement is the logical model illustrated in Exhibit 6 I (a). This model consists of two ta
bles: Sale and Salesperson. 

Example 1: Creating and Connecting Entity Tables 
To create the Sale table, enter the four fields (SalefD, Date, Amount, and Salesperson) in 
the left column. You may have noticed that Access set a default data type as Text. Move to 
the middle column and change each data type to its appropriate value. Click on the arrow
head next to Text and a popup list of choices will appear. A good ru le of thumb to use when 
determining appropriate data types is if it isn't a date, and you don't need to be able to per
form calculations with it, then set it as text; if you do need to perform calculations with it, 
then set it as currency if it is a dollar value and as a number if it is not a dollar value. That 
rule is obviously simplified, but it works well for most situations. For our example, we will 
specify Sale I D as Text, Date as Date, Amount as Currency, and Salesperson as Text. No
tice the field properties panel changes as you click from one field to the next in the top sec
tion, but don't change anything in the fie ld properties section yet. You may wonder why we 
used Text for Salesperson, when al l the data values we have are numeric. Go back to the 
n.1le of thumb. Are we likely to need to calculate anything based on the salesperson ID? 
No. And it is possible that someday we may start adding letters into our salesperson IDs, 
so we are better off specifying the type as text. 
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Now let's think about the field properties section, but without going inlo detail on most 
of these settings. One thing you need to be aware of with respect to field properties (and 
data type, which is also a field property) is that if the properties of two fields are differ
ent, then Access considers the values in those fields to be different even if the content is 
the same. Why is that important? Think about posted foreign keys. Tn our example, the 
identification number for salesperson is a field in both of our tables_ In the Salesperson 
table (which we haven't yet made) it is the primary key, In the Sale table (which we are 
currently creating) it is a foreign key Now, recall from earlier in this chapter the referen
tial integrity principle that relational databases are supposed to meet. That principle said 
for a data value entered in the Salesperson field in the Sale table to be acceptable, it must 
either be blank or it must match exactly a data value in the SalespersoniD field in the Sales
person table, This means we must be very careful with changing field properties, especially 
for fields that are primary and foreign keys. 

for learning the basics in this textbook, our recommendation is that the only field prop
erties you change for any fields are the data type and the "Required'?" field property that 
specifies whether data entry in the field is mandatory, The data entry requirement property 
for a field determines whether null values are allowed or not. Therefore you must know 
something about the enterprise's business rules to make this decision. This is especially im
portant for foreign keys, as in many cases the cardinalities are manifestations of business 
rules and the degrees of cardinalities are reflected in foreign key postings. For the Exhibit 
6- 1 example, we did not start with a conceptual model so we don 't immediately know car
dinality information_ But we can figure out the cardinalities from the information given_ 
We know that Sale's participation in the relationship is (0,1 ). How do we know this? We 
have null values for Salesperson in the Sale table, so that indicates a sale can exist without 
a related salesperson (minimum= 0). And because Salesperson is posted into Sale as a for
eign key, it cannot have more than one value (maximum= 1), Do we know Salesperson's 
participation cardinalities for this relationship? From the data in these tables we note that 
we currently have no salespeople in our database who do not yet have a related sale, But 
common sense would tell us that we need to enter new salespeople in our database when 
they are hired, at which point we would not have expected them to have already made a 
sale. So we assume the minimum is 0. We know for sure that the maximum is N, because 
we have a salesperson who has made multiple sales (Francis). ln our example, then, nei
ther entity has mandatory participation in the relationship, so we need not change the re
quirement property to yes for any of the fields. [To test your understanding: What if we de
termined that a sale cannot exist without a salesperson and we change the minimum 
cardinality on Sale in its relationship with Salesperson to J? Then in the Sale table we 
would need to set the required data entry property of the Salesperson field to Yes,] 

Getting back to our example from Exhibit 6- 1 (with no mandatory participation), we 
have no need to change any field properties other than the data types, which we alread~ 
changed. At this point, your table design should look like Exhibit 6- 14 (ignore the arrows 
until you read the next paragraph), 

Next we need to communicate to Access vvhich field is the primary key of the Sale table, 
In our case it is the SalciD. To give this information to Access, we must highlight the 
SaleiD field (click on the small gray box to the immediate left of the field) and then click 
on the icon that looks like a small key The arrows on Exhibit 6- 14 show you how Once 
you do this, you will notice a small key symbol appear in the gray box to the immediate 
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left of the Sale!D field. For the moment. we are finished with the Sale table's design, so we 
need to save the table. You may either choose File, Save from the top menu bar, or click on 
the icon with the diskette symbol on it. Name tht:: table Sale and then close the table. You 
will notice that your database window now contains a table object called Sale. 

Next create the Salesperson table. following similar steps. From the database window, 
double-click on Create table in Design view. Enter the three ftclds: SalespersonlD, Name, 
and Telephone. None of these are dates. and none are fields that would likely be part of a 
calculation, so don't <.:hange the data type or any field properties. Set Salesperson TO as the 
primary key. Save the table, giving it the name Salesperson, and close the table. Your data
base window should now resemble Exhibit o 15. 

Did you notice that we left out one very important piece of information in what we com
municated to Access in designing these tables" No, we arc not talking about the entry of 
data values into the tables, although that certainly also needs to be done. We are talking 
about needing to specify to Access how the tables are linked together. At this point, Access 
understands that we have a table representing an entity called Sale and Access understands 
that we have a table representing an entity called Salesperson, but it doesn't have a clue that 
there is a relationship between Sale and Salesperson. Recall that we established that rela
tionship in our logical model by posting Salesperson as a foreign key into the Sale table. But 
we have done nothing to differentiate that attribute from any of the other attributes in 
the Sale table. To Access it looks like just another attribute. We could. of course, type 
·' foreign key from Salesperson table" in the description area for that field (and for system 
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documentation purposes that is a very good thing to do). However, Access doesn 't under
stand natural language and doesn't do any processing based on information in description 
cells. The way to communicate foreign keys (and composite primary keys that are formed 
from posting two different entities' primary keys into a relationship table) to Access is by 
establishing a relationship between the two tables. To do this, go to Access's "Relationship 
Layout" by clicking on the icon that has three boxes connected by two lines (see arrow in 
Exhibit 6- 15). 

The screen that in itially appears when you open the relationship layout is the Show 
Table window (see Exhibit 6-16 ). This screen only appears if there are no tables already 
in the relationship layout. 

Highlight both tables and add them to the layout by clicking Add after they arc both 
highlighted. Then close the Show Table window (but leave the relationship layout window 
open). Your relationship layout should look like Exhibi t 6-I 7. 

Note that you may move a table around on the layout by clicking on its titlebar and drag
ging it to the desired location. Sometimes you may also resize the table windows within 
the layout if you want to see all the fields. Next you need to explain to Access that you 
posted a foreign key. To do this, start with your cursor on SalespersonlD in the Salesper
son table. Click and drag the cursor to Salesperson in the Sale table. Make sure you drag 
to the matching field! 

When you drop the primary key onto the match ing forei~;,'ll key to which you dragged 
it, Access will display an "Edit Relationships" window, as shown in Exhibit 6- 18. 

This window allows you to verify that you are establishing the relationship between the 
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correct two attributes (the attribute that is the primary key in one table and the attribute 
that is the posted foreign key value in the other table). This window also allows you to en
force referentjal jntegrity by clicking on the check box next to that phrase. Remember 
that principle'J Note that Microsoft Access does not require that this principle be enforced. 
That tells you that Access allows you to create databases that are not fully relationaL This 
can cause serious problems with querying if users are not well-trained and very carefuL 
For purposes of this textbook. always enforce referential integrity. You also have the option 
of setting updates in the primary key field to cascade to also update the related field, and 
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EXHIBIT 6- 18 
Edit 
Relationships 
Window 

Edit Relationships 

!ableiQuery: &elated Table/Query: 

r o:J OJ 
Sa!esperson ~ Sa!esperson ;.. 

v 

Click t o e nforce_______..._ '" !;.nforce Referential Integrity 

Click t o enable~~ ~ascad~~jieA_~~-~~f.e!~~; 
r Cascade Qelete Related Records 

Relabonshlp Type: One-To-Many 

m~ 

I Q-eate I I 
Cancel J 

J.oin Type .. I 
Create tlew .. , 

~---- ----==========~-===============~ 

of setting deletions of the record that is represented by the primary key to ca~cadc lo also 
delete records in which it was a participant. The first option is usually a good option, be
cause if you change a customer lD you want it to be changed in a ll appropriate places. The 
second option is very dangerous, because you don't want to unintentionally lose data that 
you may later need. 

One important note regarding cascade updates: Many people get the false impression 
that enabling this option causes data entry of new primary key values to automatically be
come entered into the related foreign key fields. That cannot happen. because Access 
doesn·t have any way of knowing which particular records in the table in which the foreign 
key is posted arc related to the record in the table from which the foreign key is posted until 
the data arc actually entered. Tn our sales-salesperson example, when we enter records into 
the Sale table, Access can't possibly know which sa Jesperson made the sale unless we tell 
it which one made the sale by entering the value of the foreign key. Notice that simp!; 
adding a salesperson to the Salesperson table docs not inform Access as to which sales the 
salesperson has made and will make in the future. However, once you have created a link 
between the fields themseiYes by establishing the relationship. enabling cascade updates. 
and entering corru11on data into the primary and foreign key fields. if you were to decide 
to renumber salesperson 123456 to be l 234560, when you change that primary key data 
value in the Salesperson table. the change will flow through and change all the foreign key 
val ucs that are 123456 to 1234560. 

After enforcing referential integrity and enabling cascade updates, click on ''Create" to 
establish the relationship. The relationship layo ut appears, and now displays the relation
ship you just created as shown in Exhibit 6-1 9. 

Although the relationship layout resembles an entity-relationship diagram, it is not ! Re
member. the only purpose for the relationship layout is to communicate to Access infor
mation about posted key relationships. Because decisions about posting keys to implement 
relationships are made based on cardinalities, there arc some resemblances between an ER 
diagram and the Access relationship layout notation. Notice that when you created there
lationship between Sale and Salesperson, some notation appeared on the relationship. A I 
appears beside the SalcspcrsonfD in the Salesperson table and an infinity sign appears be
side the Salesperson in the Sale table. The l be~ide SalespersonlD in the Salesperson table 
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simply means that a particular data value for that attribute (e.g., Salesperson 654321) can 
appear in that table a maximum of one time. That makes sense given that it is the primary 
key and a primary key cannot have duplicate values! The infinity sign beside Salesperson 
in the Sale table indicates that a particular data value for that attribute can appear in that 
table multiple times (e.g., Salesperson 654321 made multiple sales and can appear in the 
Sale table multiple times). 

Example 2: Creating and Connecting Relationship Tables to Entity Tables 
The second example demonstrates the physical implementation of the tables from Exhibit 
6- 6 that resulted ti"om the many-to-many conceptual model relationship between Sntdent 
and Course. To begin. create a new blank database following the steps in Exhibits 6-10 and 
6-1 1. Following the same basic procedure that was i !lustra ted in Exhibits 6- 12 through 
6- 14, add two new tables in design view. One should be named Student, and should in
cluue the following fields: StudcntiD (text. primary key), Name (text), Address (text). The 
other should be named Course, and should include the following fields: CourseiD (text, 
primary key), Description (text), and Credits (number). Next, create another new table in 
design view and include the following fields : Student!D (text), CourseiD (text), and Grade 
earned (text). For this third table a primary key needs to be specified, but in this example 
it is a concatenated primary key made up of both Student! D and CoursciD. To represent 
this in Access, click on the gray box inuncdiately to the left of Student ID. Hold the shift 
key and click on the gray box immediately to the left of Course 10. If you did this correctly. 
tl1e rows for those t\vo fields are now highlighted. With those rows highlighted, click on the 
icon that looks like a key. Keys should appear in the gray boxes next to the field names as 
illustrated in Exhibit 6-20. 

Name the table Takes. Next add the Student. Course, and Takes tables to the relationship 
layout following the same basic procedure used in Exhibit 6-16. Recall that the relationship 
layout is used to inform Access as to the existence of primary keys that are posted into other 
tables either as foreign keys or as parts of concatenated primary keys. Therefore you need 
to tell Access you posted the primary keys from Student and Course into the Takes table to 
form its concatenated primary key. To do this you simply click on StudentlD in the Sntdent 
table and drag the cursor to StudentiD in the Takes table, similar to what was done in Ex
hibit 6- 17. When you release the mouse, the Edit Relationships window appears, as it did 
in Exhibit 6- 18. Check the appropriate boxes to enforce referential integrity and enable 
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EXHIBIT 6-20 
Specifying a 
Concatenated 
Primary Key 
in Microsoft 
Access 
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cascade updates, similar to what you did for Exhibit 6- 18. Click on OK. A join line should 
appear coru1ecting StudentTD in the Student table to StudcntlD in the Takes table. Next click 
on CourseiD in the Course table and drag the cursor to CourselD in the Takes table and 
check the boxes in the Edit Relationships window to enforce referential integrity and enable 
cascade updates. Your relationship layout should resemble Exhibit 6- 21. 

Deleting Existing Relationships 
What if you make a mistake and create a relationship you didn't really want? Open there
lationship layout. Single-click the line for the relationship you want to delete (make sure it 5 
highlighted), and then press the delete key. Notice that you must delete the relationship it
self, not just one table that was part of the relationship. If you delete a table from the rela
tionship layout (by selecting the table and pressing the delete key) the relationship will ap
pear to be gone. However, if you click on Relationships on the top menu bar and then Sh0\1 
All you will see that the relationship was retained in Access 's memory. Similarly, if you are 
frustrated with your layout and decide you want to start over, you may notice an icon tha; 
looks like a red X that is the Clear Layout icon. Beware! The layout will be cleared, but a!... 
the relationships are still in Access's memory so you have not deleted them. As soon as ym. 
click on Relationships, Show All they will be back. If you want to delete relationships from 
your layout you must highlight each relationship and press the de lete key. Access will asi.. 
you if you really want to permanently delete the relationship, to which you would reply yC!. 
If Access didn't ask you that question, then you didn't delete the relationship! 

Entering Data into Microsoft Access Tables 
Once all of your tables are created and you have verified that the relationship layout cor
rectly communicates the posted key information, you are ready to begin entering data into 
the tables. Two views exist for entering data into a table: datasheet view and form vieu 
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We o nly discuss datashcet view in Lhis chapter; that is the standard row-column format that 
most people are used to, and which is available in most relational database packages. 

Enter the appropriate data records, using the TAB key to move between fields. You can also 
use the mouse to move the cursor to a desired field or record. As you tab out of one record to 
another record, the software automatically saves the record, displaying an error message if it 
was unable to save the record because of a data entry problem (such as violations of referential 
integrity). Often, you may see a pencil icon in the left, gray colw1m. The pencil indicates Lhe 
current record (the one being pointed to in memory). After you finish adding records, choose 
File, Close from the main menu. Experiment with the arrow keys at the bottom of the table 
window. They allow you to view different fields and records. Don't worry about entering data 
in alpha or numeric order. The computer soris the data via the primary key attribute field. 

Keep in mind that if you have enforced referential integrity (as you should have) and 
established mandatory data entry for appropriate fields (e.g., foreign keys posted into a 
(I, I) entity table), you must be careful about the order in which you enter the data. Con
sider the cardinalities in your underlying conceptual model and picture the company's re
ality in your mind. Think about what order the data would be entered in real life. Gener
ally infonnation about resources and agents is input to corporate databases before any 
transactions involving them occur. So you should enter your resource and agent data be
fore you enter your event data and relationship data. If you encounter error messages while 
you are entering data, pay attention to them and try to figure out whether you are entering 
the data incorrectly or whether you have a flaw in your table design or in your relationship 
layout that needs to be fixed before you proceed with data entry. 
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CONClUDING COMMENTS 

In this chapter you have learned how to take a conceptual representation (on paper) of an 
enterprise's reality and convert it, first into a logical set of relational tables (on paper) and 
then into a physical implementation of relational tables using Microsoft Access software 
You also learned how to enter data into the tables. In the next chapter, you willlcarn some
thing about what you can do with data after it has been entered into a relational database. 
For it is in the querying capabilities that the real power of the relational database is found. 
When you start on that chapter, please do not forget all that you learned in this chapter. A 
solid Lmderstanding of table design is foundational for a solid understanding of querying. 
A solid understanding of querying is foundational for retrieval of valid data, which in turn 
is crucial for sound decision making. Perhaps it is now becoming clear to you (if it wasn ·r 
already clear) why all enterprise system users (that is, anyone who might someday form an 
ad hoc query of a relational database) must understand the basics of relational database de
sign. Hopefully seeing the translation of the conceptual models into an actual working 
database has helped clarity some of the concepts that we covered in Chapters 2 through .; 
by making them more concrete. You may find it worthwhile to go back and reread those 
chapters now that you have a better understanding of the end result. 

Key Terms and Concepts 

General Terms and Concepts 
Attribute, 122 Field. 122 
Cardinality pattern, 125 f oreign key, 123 
Column. 122 Intension, 122 
Concatenated primary Load (high and low), 125 
key, 125 Logical model. 122 
Conceptual database Null value, I 23 
model, 122 One-fact, one-place 
Data value, 123 role. 124 
Entity integrity, 123 Physical database 
Extension, 122 model, 122 
Fact, 124 Posted key. 134 

Microsoft Access Terms and Concepts 

Data type (field Design v iew. 140 
property), 140 Enforce referential 
Database window, 143 integrity, 145 
Datashcet view, 14R 

Review Questions 

Primary key attribute, 123 
Record, 122 
Redundancy. I 26 
Referential integrity, 123 
Relational database, 122 
Relational model, I 22 
Relational table, 123 
Repeating group, 124 
Row, 122 
Schema, 122 
Tuple, 122 

field property, 142 
Relationship layout, 144 
Required data entry (field 
property), 142 

L04 R I. What type of data does each record in an event table contain? 

1.04 R2. What type of data docs each record in a resource table contain? 



L04 

LOl 

LOI 

L04 

L04 

L03 

L07 

L07 
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R3. 
R4. 

RS. 

R6. 

R7. 
R8. 

R9. 

R IO. 

What type of data does each record in an agent table contain? 

What is the purpose of a foreign key? 

Does every table in a relational database contain a foreign key? Explain. 

What tables are needed to perform a recording information process? 

What tables are needed to perfom1 a maintenance information process? 

What are the differences between conceptual, logical, and physical database models? 

W11at is referential integrity, and how do you enforce referential integrity in Mi
crosoft Access? 

What does it mean to set a field property to require data entry? ls that the same thing 
as referential integrity? If not, what is the purpose for setting a field property to re-
quire data entry? 

Multiple Choice Questions 

L03 

LOI 

L02 

LO! 

LOt 

Mc l. Which of the following is not a typically developed database design? 
A Physical 
B. Logical 

@ Canonical 
D. Conceptual 

~2. A relational table has a row with data but a missing primary key; this violates: 
~Referential integrity ,....--.. . . . 

( B. ;Entity mtegnty 
C. One-fact, one-place 
D. No violation 

~3. What is the name of an attribute stored as a formula to allow data computations? 
A. Trojans 
B. Independent contributors 

:c7 Ttiggers 
'r:( Participants 

'rVlc4. Load indicates: 
A. The capacity of the database 
B. The dollar amounts of the data 
~ Null values 
\E) How many data values for an attribute are expected to be non-null 

MCS. Creating separate tables to represent relationships helps to avoid: 
A. Redundancy 
B. Non-null values 
~ ~ull values 
@"Both A and C above. 

:ussion Questions 

LOI D l. Say you are trying to create relational database tables to implement a conceptual 
model that has a relationship (0, I) Sale- duality-(O,N) Cash Receipt. You have created 
a table for Sale and a table for Cash Receipt. You are considering whether to post a 
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foreign key from Cash Receipt into Sale. You have the following information avail
able. Explain whether each of these statements adds to the knowledge you already hao 
and how each affects your decision as to whether to post the foreign key. lf you de
cide not to post a foreign key from Cash receipt into Sale, what other choices do you 
have for implementing this relationship in the re lational tables? 

• Nearly all of this enterprise's sales are made on credi t. 

• The enterprise very rarely has any bad debts resulting from sales. 

• Nearly all of this enterprise's cash receipts apply to sales. 

LOl 02. ln creating relational tables we have three objectives. Explain what these objective~ 
are, and how we attempt to meet them in converting a conceptual model into rela
tional tables. Do any of these objectives contradict each other, and if so, to which do 
we give precedence? 

w1 03. Explain the rule used to create relational database tables from a conceptual model re
lationship that has the cardinality pattern (O,N)-(O,N). How should the relationship be 
implemented and why does it need to be implemented that way? Does the rule differ 
if either or both of the minimum cardinal itics are changed to 1? 

LOl D4. Explain the rule used to create relational database tables from a conceptual model re
lationship that has the cardinality pattern (O,N)- ( I, I). How should the relationship be 
implemented and why is it best implemented that way? Arc there any other choices 
ror implementing the relationship? What if the pattern is changed to (l,N)- ( 1,1): 
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would you implement the relationship differently? What if the cardinality pattern is 
(1,1)-(0,N) or (1,1)-(l,N)? 

LOl D5. What should be your first consideration if you encounter a relationship with a cardi-
nality pattern (1,1}-(1,1) and why? What choices do you have for implementing the 
relationship into relational tables and how will you decide which is the most appro
priate implementation? 

wz D6. When creating a physical relational database implementation, what should you do 
with derivable attributes? Does your answer differ for static derivable attributes ver
sus volatile derivable attributes? Does the particular database software being used af
fect your choice? Explain. 

L04 D7. Is the following statement true or false? Explain your answer: "Recording an event 

LOS, L06 

L06 

only involves adding one record to an event table." 

D8. Inspect the physical database components implemented in Microsoft Access as dis
played in Exhibit 6-22. Construct the likely underlying logical and conceptual models. 

D9. Inspect the following logical relational database tables. Construct the likely underly
ing conceptual model. 

library Book Loan Event 

LoaniD 

L 1 

L2 
L3 

Date 

1/21/2010 

1/21/2010 
1/21/2010 

Loan-Renewal 

loaniD 

L 1 
L 1 
L3 

RenewiD 

Rl 
R3 
R2 

Time 

8:32 

8:37 

8:48 

Library Book Renewal Event 

RenewiD Date Time 

R1 2/7/2010 9:10 

R2 2/8/2010 8:20 

R3 2/28/2010 12:40 

L06 D I 0. l.nspect the following logical relational database tables. Assuming the tables were cre
ated correctly and that entered data are complete and accurate, what must have been 
the minimum and maximum participation cardinalities of the Inventory Type entity in 
the Stockflow relationship? 

Inventory Type 

ltemiD 

11 

12 
13 

_-\pplied Learning 

Description 

Heart pin 

Topaz ring 
Diamond pendant 

Unit Cost 

$4.59 
$22.35 

$332.50 

Stockflow 

ltemiD 

11 

12 
12 

SaleiD Quantity Sold 

51 20 

51 5 
52 10 

L04 Al. Use the following partial database tables to answer the required questions: 
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Sales Event Table 

Sales Event # Date Terms Salesperson ID Customer ID 

1 11/5 2 10, net 30 2 2543 
2 11/5 2 10, net 30 4 635 
3 11/5 COD 6 1845 

Sale-Inventory Table 

Sale Event# Inventory Item # Inventory Quantity Price each 

876 10 1.25 
1 674 8 0.875 
1 451 30 0.995 
2 887 54 1.475 
2 513 188 0.525 
3 736 36 24.995 
3 001 58 7.875 
3 302 16 8.00 
3 224 114 8.75 

Salesperson Table 

Salesperson ID Last Name First Name 

2 Cleaves Mateen 
4 Warrick Peter 
6 Peterson Morris 
8 Janakowski Sebastian 

Cashier Table 

Cashier \0 last N.ame First Name 

Weinke Chris 
2 Outzen Marcus 

Cash Receipts Event Table 

Cash Sales Customer Cash Amount 
Receipt # Date Check# Cashier lD Event# ID Account# Received 

1001 11/6 11097 2 635 110146758 $ 178.35 

Customer Table 

Customer ID Last Name First Name Address City State Zip 

101 Conrad Chris 5629 Longfellow Dr. Paragould AK 65323 
183 Anderson Paul 67 4 Sunderland Lane Sioux City lA 63125 
635 Padgham Donna 1264 Algonquin Road Mason Ml 4885-:. 
1845 Oliver Andrew 8512 Bonita Dr. Clearwater FL 3305 
2543 Cook Carol 536 Secondary Ave. Fremont CA 7ss·s 
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Cash Table 

Cash # Type of Account Bank Name 

110146758 Regular checking North First 
1203948102 Payroll checking acwunt Credit Grantors 

Inventory Table 

Inventory Item # Description 

001 XL T-shirt 

224 XL Sweatshirt 
302 XXL T-shirt 
451 Felt pennant 
513 Ping-pong ball 
674 Golf ball 
736 XL Polo shirt 
876 Bumper sticker 
887 Foam football 

Required: 
a. What events, resources, and agents must have been included in the underlying con-

ceptual model from which these relational tables were designed? 

b. ldentify the primary key of each table. 

c. Identify each foreign key in the database. 

d. List the resources and agents im olved in Sale event 2. 

e. List the resources and agents involved in Cash Receipt l 00 I. 

f. Suppose you wanted to generate an invoice (bill) for customer 2543 that lists the customer 
name and address, the salesperson name, and all other infom1ation about the sale, includ
ing the items sold. Which tables contain the data you will need to generate the invoice? 

g. Suppose you wanted to generate a report listing each customer name and the amount 
due from each customer. Which tables contain the data you need to generate the repo11? 

h. Explain why " total sales amount'. did not need to be included as an attribute in the sales 
table. What are the pros and cons associated with leaving this attribute out of the data
base tables? 

1. Tf you need to record the follov.-·ing sale: 

Sale event 4; on ll /1 0; COD tem1s; Salesperson 2; Customer 101; 30 units of item 
887, for a total of$44.25. 

What tables would you use? How many records would you add or modify in the tables? 

J. ffyou need to maintain your records to reflect a change in Donna Padgham's last name 
and address, what tables would you use? How many records would you add or modify 
in the tables. 

k. Tfyou need to record the following cash receipt: 

Cash receipt l 002; on 11/1 0; from customer 2543 to pay off sale event l; in the amount 
of $49.35 deposited into cash account 110146758 

What tables would you use? How many records would you add or modify in the tables? 
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LOl. L02. LO> A2. Tom owns a small recreational trailer business in a suburban community located close 
to the mountains. The community is relatively small but growing at a fast rate. Tom's 
business is growing, not because of his effective sales style and personality, but due to 
the growth of the community. Tom's competition thus far has been nearly nonexistent, 
but as the area grows he expects to encounter increasing competition. 

Tom sells mostly trailers for vacationing and camping. When customers arrive on 
Tom's lot, they are greeted by a salesperson. The salesperson may show the customers 
the trailers on the lot, but the salesperson need not be present during the entire show
ing. Depending on customer preference, the salesperson either takes the customer on a 
tour or allows the customer to freely roam the lot, inspecting trailers at leisure. 

Since recreational trailers are fairly large-ticket items, customers often leave 
the lot without making a purchase, only to return another day after making the decision 
to purchase a trailer. When a customer decides to make a purchase, the salesperson ini
tiates a series of procedures to properly document the order and sale transaction. First. 
the salesperson detennincs the model ofthe selected trailer and offers the customer a 
list of options that correspond to the pa1iicular model. The customer may ( l ) purchase 
a trailer off the lot with no added features, (2) purchase a trailer off the lot with addi
tional features, or (3) special order a trailer that is not currently on the lot. 

Tn most cases, customers do not pay cash for their trailers. If, however, the customer pays 
cash, a simple sales contract is prepared and the customer drives off with a trailer. The ma
jority of the customers use an installment method of purchase. Before an installment pur
chase is authorized, the customer's credit must be verified to detem1ine creditworthiness. 

With an installment purchase, an installment agreement is prepared in addition to 
the sales contract. Tom has arranged financing through a local bank for all installment 
sales. When an installment sale is made, the bank sends Tom a lump sum payment 
equal to the price of the trailer. Instead of making payment to Tom, customers pay the 
bank plus interest. Tn either case, Tom receives a lump sum payment for each trailer 
sold, whether that lump sum comes from the customer or from the bank. If multiple 
customers finance trailer purchases on the same day, the bank issues one payment to 
Tom for the combined total. 

Once the credit is approved, the customer can take delivery of the trailer. This in
volves a delivery person inspecting and cleaning the trailer. The customer may pick up 
the trailer or have the delivery person tow it to the customer's home. 

Required: 
Tom's Trailer Sales bas identified the following events of interest: Customer Looks at 
Trailers; Customer Orders Trailer; Deliver Trailer; and Receive Payment. 

a. What business process is described? 

b. What resource flows (in and out) exist in the value chain with respect to this business 
process? 

c. For each resource inflow to this process in the value chain, identify the economic 
event that uses it up, and for each resource outflow from this process in the value 
chain, identify the economic event that produces it. 

d. Create an REA business process level model for this business process; make sure tc 
include attributes and cardinalities. Use judgment to determine at least two attributes 
for each entity. List any assumptions you make to determine cardinalities for whicl. 
the narrative is inconclusive. 
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e. Convert your conceptual model from part (d) into relational database tables. 

f. Create a physical implementation of your relational database tables using Microsoft 
Access (or an alternative database software package of your instructor's choice). 

LOI, to2, L03, A3. Look at the REA business process level conceptual model for Happy Thoughts Gift 
104• L07 Shop (HTGS). in both diagram and grammar formais. This model is incomplete to 

keep the project manageable in a short time frame, but contains enough entities and 
relationships to give you valuable practice creating logical and physical level models. 
Please do not add any additional entities, relationships, or attributes to the model. 

Happy Thoughts Gift Shop Conceptual Model 

Diagram format 

S!andard 
ltemiO Description unit cos I 

Cash Account Location 
account# type 

Grammar format 

Entity: Cash 
Attributes: Cash account# 

Account type 
Location 

Identifier: Cash account# 
Entity: Cash disbursement 
Attributes: DisbursemenliD 

Date 
Total amount 

Identifier: Disbursement ID 
Entity: Distributor 
Attributes: Distributor ID 

Name 
Quality rating 

Identifier: Distributor ID 
Entity: Inventory 
Attributes: Item ID 

Description 
Standard unit cost 

dentifier: Item ID 

Actual 
Rece1vmg 
report# Date 

Disbursement Date Total 
ID amount 

Entity: Purchase (receipt of goods) 
Attributes: Receiving report# 

Date 
Identifier: Receiving report# 
Relationship: Duality 
Connected entities: (0, 1) Purchase 

(O,N) Cash disbursement 
Attributes: Disbursement amount applied to purchase 
Relationship: Participation1 
Connected entities: (1, 1) Purchase 

(O,N) Distributor 
Relationship: Participation2 
Connected entities: (0, 1) Cash disbursement 

(O,N) Distributor 
Relationship: Stockflow1 
Connected entities: (O,N) Inventory 

(1 ,N) Purchase (receipt of goods) 
Attributes: Quantity purchased 

Actual Unit cost 
Relationship: Stockflow2 
Connected entities: (O,N) Cash 

(1, 1) Cash disbursement 
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Along with the conceptual model (in whichever format you prefer) you also need to 
know the following information: 

HTGS eventually pays for 99 percent of its purchases; only very rarely docs HTGS re
turn merchandise to a distributor. 

HTGS hires a payroll specialty firm (WKP, which stands for We Know Payroll) to han
dle writing paychecks to employees. Thus HTGS writes one check per month to WKP to 
cover the employees' gross pay plus WKP's processing fees. Occasionally HTGS also 
writes checks for other th ings such as loan repayments and general and administrative ser
vice acquisitions; however, most of its cash disbursements (approximately 85 out of every 
I 00 checks) apply to purchases of inventory from distributors. 

Required: 

a. Convert the conceptual model into a logical level model using the relational model. 
(That is, prepare relational table structures on paper) 

b. Create a new database in Microsoft Access that has your first and last name followed 
by proj 1 as the name of the database (e.g., abelincolnproj 1 for a student named Abe 
Lincoln). Access will add the "mdb" file extension that indicates the file is a Microsoft 
database file. It is always a good idea to make backups ofyom work. 

c. Add each of the tables from your relational solution for HTGS to the database, defin
ing the data types for each field and identifying the primary key(s) for each table. For 
foreign keys, enter "foreign key from table" (filling in the name of the table 
from which it was posted) into the field's descript ion field. This is not required by Ac
cess but is a project requirement to ensure your understanding of the foreign keys (and 
it is a good habit to start for documentation purposes). For each foreign key field, if 
the related minimum cardinality requires mandatory pru1icipation, make sure that the 
field requirement is "yes" (not "no" which is the default). For example, a (O,N) Sales
person--{1.1) Sale relationship implemented with SalespersoniD posted into the Sale 
table. SalespersonlD is a foreign key in the Sale table, and the participation of Sale 
with respect to that foreign key is mandatory. That is, we cannot enter data about a 
sale without specifying which salesperson was responsible for that sale. [n that case. 
SalcspersoniD must be set for required data entry = "yes". 

d. Create and save the relationship layout for the database, including all tables in the 
database (this should be done after you have entered all of the tables from requirement 
(c). Set referential integrity and cascade updates (but not cascade deletes) on all rela
tionships. 

e. Make up data to enter into the database tables. Each table must have at least 3 records 
and you must enter data that arc internally consistent and that conform to the miru
mum and maximum cardinalities. For internal consistency, you need to make sure the 
data make sense when viewed as a whole. For example, if you indicate that cash re
ceipt #478 applied to sale# 1764, and sale# 1764 was made to customer #2, then cash 
receipt #478 should also be indicated as coming from customer #2. For the minimur 
cardinalities, if there is optional participation (for example, a salesperson can be en
tered into the database before any transactions occur) you need to have data reflect th1~ 

(e.g., a row for a salesperson in the Salesperson table that is not included in any of the 
rows in the Sale table-in other words, create a salesperson that hasn't yet made . 
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sale). If participation is mandatory (such as a sale bas to have a customer) you need 
to have data reflect this (every sale record has a customer associated with it). ff you 
followed the instructions in requirement (c) and specified such fields as required, Ac
cess will force you to enter a data value for those mandatory cases that involved for
eign keys. However, for mandatory participation in relationships that are implemented 
with separate tables, you will need to enter the data appropriately and will get no 
warning from Access. For the maximum cardinalities, your data should illustrate ei
ther "at most one'' or "at most many" participation. For example, say relationship be
tween sale and inventory is such that one invoice can include multiple inventory stock 
numbers and one inventory stock number may be included on multiple sale invoices. 
Your database <:>bou\d i\\ustratc that at \ea\\t O\\e ()l ~()uc "'a\e."' muo;.t \w:.\w;\c mu\\\p\e )n
ventory items, and at least one of your inventory item numbers must be sold more than 
once. Note that in some cases conforming to the maximum cardinalities may require 
you to enter more than three records in a table. 

f. Turn in the relational table structures you created on paper in requirement (a) and turn 
in the Access database file you created in requirements (b) through (e). 

Answers to Multiple Choice Questions 
MCl. C; MC2. B; MC3. C; MC4. D; MC5. D. 



:~ ~~ Information Retrieval 
from Relational Databases 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

The objective of this chapter is to illustrate the means by which information can be 
retrieved (via querying) from relational databases to meet demands for enterprise 
decisions. After studying this chapter you should be able to: 

1. Identify and explain the purpose of the three primary relational algebra 
operators 

2. Identify and explain the primary components of a Structured Query Language 
(SQL) query statement 

3. Identify the relational algebra operations achieved by a given SQL statement 

4. Create a SQL statement to retrieve requested information from a relational 
database 

5. Examine a SOL statement and the tables to which it will be applied and identify 
the query result 

6. Find errors in a SQL statement 

7. Create a Microsoft Access Query By Example (QBE) to retrieve information from 
relational tables 

8. Examine a Microsoft Access QBE query and the tables to which it applies and 
identify the query result 

9. Find errors in a Microsoft Access QBE query 

INTRODUCTION 

In Chapter 6 we discussed the need for sound database design as a necessity for valid in
formation retrieval. In this chapter we discuss querying logic and skills thal are also nec
essary for valid information retrieval. If a database is not designed correctly, infonnation 
retrieved from it may be meaningless; however, an enterprise database may be perfectly de
signed and still produce meaningless information if it is retrieved incorrectly. Two philoso
phies for providing information to decision makers are pre,·alent in practice. One approach 
has information systems professionals predetermine what information users need from the 
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database. Then the IS professionals create queries and build interfaces that allow the users 
to run the queries without knowing any specifics of how they arc constructed. The other 
approach does not presuppose what information n user may need but instead a llows user~ 

to query the database in an ad hoc fashion . This approach requires users to be trained in 
whateYer querying language is used for the database software in which the enterprise data
base is implemented. Of course, these approaches may be combined by some enterprises 
so that an interface is created to allow retrieval of some predetermined types of informa
tion and ad hoc querying is allowed for other information needs. 

The need for learning how to retrieve information from relational databases for those 
who desire to become information systems professionals is obvious. However, the need i~ 
equally great for anyone who may perform ad hoc querying of a database to support their 
decision making, or for anyone who may evaluate the integrity of information retrievec 
from an enterprise database. [n short, all business professionals should be versed in the 
techniques of relational database querying. This chapter includes a three-pronged approach 
to database querying. First some elements of relational algebra are discussed to lay the 
foundation of the underlying logical procedures in querying. Relational algebra is part of 
the relational database model and therefore is based on set theory and predicate logic. The 
second prong discussed is Structured Query Language (SQL), which is a querying lan
guage shared by many relational database software packages. The third prong discussed is 
Query By Example (QBE), which is a type of query interface intended to be more poim
and-click in nature and to require less user expertise. This chapter illustrates the QBE ver
sion used in Microsoft Access. Different relational database software packages have s light!~ 

different QBE interfaces: however, familiarity v. ith the Microsoft Access QBE interface 
should help you to also understand QBE interfaces in other relational database software. 

QUERYING RELATIONAL DATABASES 

Enterpri cs need information in many formats to support different types of decisions. 
Much of the information is deriYed from the same underly ing data, but those data must be 
aggregated in Yarious ways. For example, the marketing manager for the southeast region 
of an enterprise may need to know last month's sales dollar value tor the southeast region. 
That same marketing manager may also need to know what last month's sales quantity was 
for a particular product or product line in the southeast region. The accountant for the en
terprise needs to know last month's total sales for the ent ire enterprise to report on the in
come statement. These three pieces of information arc based on the same underlying 
data- that is, the clisaggregated sales data which include sale dates, locations. products 
sold, cash receipts received in exchange. and internal and external participating agents. 

13ecausc data are stored in a tormat ditTcrcnt fi·om that format in which they need to be 
retrieved it takes a certain skill set to be able to effectively query a database. Several in-

0grcdients are necessary for good information retrieval. First, the database itself must ha\e 
been well designed. If the tables arc not fully relational, if the tables are incompletely spec
ified, or if the conceptual model has not b~ correctly converted into relational formaL 
querying will be difficult or even impossibl~econd, the query designer must have a thor
ough knowledge of the database table structures and of the nature of the data in the tables. 
To understand the database table structures, the query designer must have some basic 
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(i) 
knowledge o r database design. Third. the query designer must completely understand the 
desired output- that is. the information actually needed to support the decision of interest. 

G Fourth , the query designer must have good logic and reasoning skills. f ifth, the query de~ 
signer must know the querying language used to retrieve infonmltion from the enterprise's 
database. Several querying language choices exist. but not all of them are available for 
every database package. We d iscuss three of the prevalent choices next. 

9LATIONA~:~~:~,::, """b'" mOOd""" io;ti,lly mote<\ Codd 'P'oifiod rel"ioool •lgo· 
bra as a language for retrieving data from the tables. 1 Because the tables were created in 
conformance \Vith set theory and predicate logic, it makes sense that the means for re
trieving data from the tables is also based on set theory and predicate logic. 

Many relational algebra operators are used to allow complete manipulation of relational 
database tables; howc\'er, most basic queries are covered by three of these operators: 
PH.OJECT, SELECT, and JOIJ\. In applying these operators. we discuss horizontal and 
vertical subsets of tables. Rows form the horizontal part ora relational table; columns fo rm 
the vertical part of a table. T herefore a horizontal subset is a part or the table that includes 
only some of the table's rows (but includes all the columns). A \'Crtical subset is a part 

' f'J · . ~ of the table that includes only some of the table 's columns (but includes all the rows) . 
....G\v-'tf" ~ ,,c~v -

v PROJECT (pronounced pr6-.IFCT" ) is an operator that retrie,·es a vct·tical su bset of a 
~ ~-:.-~"r table. The SELECT operator retrieves a horizontal subset of a table. The JOIN operator 

is the most powerful of the relational algebra operators, allowing us to combine separate 
but related tables by linking them on the ir common attributes. 

The following tables g ive examples of each of the relational algebra operators. 

Employee 

EmpiO SociaiSec# lastName FirstName Street Address Pay Rate Telephone OeptiO 

E1 1233456/8 Adams Anna 144 Apple St. $10 555-1234 04 

E2 234456789 Boston Benjamin 255 Banana Rd. $12 555-2345 D2 

E3 345567890 Crilbb Charlie 366 Cherry Ave. $14 555-3456 D2 

E4 456678901 DdVI~ Debo<dh 477 Dip Dr. $32 555·4567 01 

E5 567789101 Engler Edward 588 Eggplant St. $11 555-5678 D4 

E6 678891012 Folkert ~awn 699 Fru1ty Ave. $23 'iSS-6789 03 

Department 
~- .,: 

OepartmenttO Name 

D1 Execut1ve Management 

D2 Accounting 
D3 Information S.ystems 

04 Operations 

1E. F. (odd, "Derivability, Redundancy, and Consistency of Relations Stored in Large Data Banks," IBM 
Research Report RJ599, August 19, 1969; and "A RelatJonJI Model of Data for Large Shared Data 
Banks," CACM 13, no. 6 (June 1970), republished 1n Milestones of Research: Selected Papers 
1958-1982, CACM 25th Anniversary Issue, vol. 26, no. 1 (January 1983). 
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Training Courses Employee Takes Course 

CourseiD Description Length Em pliO CourseiD Date Taken 

AC1 Accounting Fundamentals 2 days E3 AC1 May 1- 2 

AC2 Chart of Accounts 5 days E3 AC2 June 24 28 

151 Basic Information 'iy>tems 5 days F6 151 June 24- 28 

152 Database Design 5 days E6 152 July8-12 

MD100 ERP Systems 10 days E4 AC1 Oct 14-15 

PROJECT Example 
Imagine the enterprise wants to create an emergency phone tree- a list of employee names 
and their telephone numbers. The first step is to dctcm1ine which table or tables contain the 
attributes that need to be accessed by the user. Only one table is needed- the Employee 
table. However, the enterprise does not want to simply print out the employee table because 
they do not want sensitive information such as social security numbers and pay rates to be 
included on the phone tree; they only want the names and phone numbers to appear. There
fore they need a \'Crtical subset of the Employee table. A relational algebra query that 
makes usc of a PROJECT prm·ides the requested infom1ation: y_ PROJECT Employee Over (LastName, FirstNamc. Telephone) Giving Answer 

This command tells the database software package to list a vertical subset of the Employee 
table. \Yith that subset consisting of the three columns that contain the last name, first 
name. and telephone, and to present that subset in a new view called Answer. The resul t of 
this relational algebra operation is: 

Answer 

lastName FirstName Telephone 

Adams Amta 555-1234 

Boston Benjamin 555-2345 

Crabb Charlie 555-3456 

Dav1s Deborah 555-4567 

Engler Edward 555-5678 

Folkert Fawn 555-6789 

SELECT Example 
Imagine this has been a diJTicult economic year for the enterp1ise, especially in terms of 
cash flow. and as a result the enterprise has decided to give cost-of-living raises to only 
those employees whose current pay rate is less than $15 per hour. Since only the payroll 
department personnel are going to see the information, there is no need to leave out any 
attributes fi·om the query rcwlt. Therefore they need a horizontal subset of the Employee 
tahlc. filtering out those employees who make S 15 or more per hour. A relational algebra 
query that makes use of a SELECT will JXO\·icle the requested information: 

;P\ SELECT Employee Where Pay Rate <15 Giving Answer 
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This command tells the database software package to list a horizontal subset of the.: Em
ployee table, with that subset consisting of the employees for which the Pay Rate.: data value 
is Jess than 15, and to present that subset in a ne" 'iew called Ans,Ycr. The result of th is 
relational algebra operation is: 

Answer 
------

EmpiD Social Sec# LastName FirstName Street Address Pay Rate Telephone Dept iD 

E1 1 L3345678 Adorns Anita 144 Apple St. $10 5'55-1234 D4 
E2 234456789 Boston BenJomtn 255 Banana Rd. $12 555-2345 D2 
E3 345567890 Crabb Charlie 366 Cherry Ave. $14 5'55-3456 D2 
ES 567789101 Engler Edward 588 Eggplant St. $11 555-5678 D4 

JOIN Examples 

Answer 

EmpiD 

E1 
E2 
E3 
E4 

E5 
E6 

A JOIN combines two or more tables on the basis of a common attribute. Recall fl·om 
Chapter 6 that relationships between entities are represented in relational database tables 
by posting attributes from some tables into other tables (e.g., by posting a foreign key inlo 
another table, or by creating a concatenated primary key by postmg keys from two differ
ent tables to form a new table). Joi ns are used to establish these links between tables for 
querying purposes when information from two or more related tables i needed to answer 
a question or create a report. 

Two types ofjoins arc of interest for most enterprise queries. One is called an inner join 
or an equi-join. Tllis type of join combines the tables together. keeping only those rows f(>r 
which the data values of the common attribute match exactly. Note that the JOIN operator 
in relational algebra retains all attributes of both tables. Performing a PROJ ECT operation 
on the answer then eliminates unwanted columns. 

Imagine the enterprise wants to prepare a list of employees and the names of the de· 
partments to which they are assigned. Most of the information needed for this query is 
available in the Employee table; hO\Ycver. to obtain the names of the departments. the De
partment table is also needed. Begin with a JOIN relational algebra command as fol.lows: 

~OIN Employee Department Where Employec.DeptJD=Dcpartment.DepartmentiD 
....-/'~ Giving Answer 

The result of this command is: 

---
Last First Pay Depart-

Social Sec# Name Name Street Address Rate Telephone DeptiD mentiD Name 

123345678 Adams Anita 144 Apple St. $10 555-1234 D4 D4 Operattons 
234456789 Boston BenJamtn 255 Banana Rd. $12 555-2345 D2 D2 Accounting 
345567890 Crabb Charlie 366 Cherry Ave. $14 555-3<156 D2 D2 Accounting 
456678901 Davis Deborah 477 D1p Dr. $32 555-4567 D1 D1 Executive 

Management 
56/789101 Engler tdward 588 Eggplant St. $11 555-5678 D4 D4 Operations 
678891012 Folkert Fawn 699 Fruity Ave. $23 555-6789 D3 D3 Information 

Systems 
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To filter out all columns other than the employee names and department names (if those 
were the only attributes needed) a PROJECT command can be issued as follows: 

y PROJECT Answer Over (LastName, FirstName, Name) Giving Answer2 

The result of this command is: 

Answer2 

lastName FirstName Name 

Adams Anita Operations 
Boston Benjam1n Accounting 
Crabb Charlie Accounting 
Davts Deborah Executive Management 
Engler Edward Ope rattans 
Folkert Fawn Information Systems 

y~~" 
_,_.oc~ b/0 

For this example, an inner join yielded complete information because all employees are as
signed to departments, and all departments have at least one employee assigned to them. 

Sometimes an inner join leaves out some information that is important for a given de-

Answer 

EmpiD 

E3 
E3 

E4 

E6 

E6 

cision. Using the example tables given. imagine the enterprise wants a list of the employee 
names and the IDs and descriptions of each training course each employee has completed. 
The data needed to satisfy this information need are located in the Employee and Training 
Courses tables. llowe,·er. the table that establishes the relationship between these entities 
is also needed in completing the query because that is where the common attributes be
tween Employee and Training Comse are located. In other words, there arc no common at
tributes in the Employee and Training Course tables. However, the Employee and Em
ployee Takes Cour~e tables contain a common attribute (EmpliD), and the Training Course 
and Employee Takes Course tables contain a common attribute (CourselD). Thus we need 
to perform two join operations as follows: 

JOIN Employee Employee Takcs_Course Where 

:Y
. · Employee. Empl D=Employee_ Takes_ Course.EmpiiD Giving Answer 

JOIN Answer Training_ Course Where Answcr.CoursclD- Training_Course.CourselD 
Giving Answer2 

The result of the first JOIN is 

last First Pay Course Date 
Social Sec# Name Name Street Address Rate Telephone DeptiD mpiiD 10 Taken 

345567890 Crabb Charlie 366 Cherry Ave. $14 555-3456 D2 E3 AC1 May 1-2 
345567890 Crabb Charlie 366 Cherry Ave. $14 555-3456 DZ E3 ACZ June 

24-28 
456678901 Dav1s Deborah 477 Dip Dr. $32 555-4567 Dl E4 AC1 Oct 

14-15 
678891012 Folkert Fawn 699 Fruity AvP. $23 555-6789 D3 E6 IS1 June 

24-28 
678891012 Folkert Fawn 699 Fruity Ave. $23 555-6789 D3 E6 IS2 July 

8-12 
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The result of the second JOIN is 

Answer2 

Last First Pay Date 
EmpiD Social Sec# Name Name Street Address Rate Telephone DeptiD EmpiiD CourseiD Taken 

(iY @ e -
345567890 Crabb Charlie 366 Cherry Ave. $14 555-3456 D2 May 1-2 

E3 345567890 Crabb Charlie 366 Cherry Ave. $14 555-3456 D2 E3 AC2 June 
24-28 

E4 456678901 Davis Deborah 477 Dip Dr. $32 555-4567 D1 E4 AC1 Oct 
14- 15 

E6 678891012 Folkert Fawn 699 Fruity Ave. S23 555-6789 D3 E6 151 June 
24-28 

E6 678891012 Folkert Fawn 699 Fru1ty Ave. $23 555-6789 D3 E6 152 July 
8-12 

Answer2 {continued-part of same Answer2 table) 

CourseiD 

@ 
AC2 
AC1 
151 
152 

Description Length 

Accounting Fundamentals 2 days 
Chart of Accounts 5 days 
Accounting Fundamentals 2 days 
Basic InformatiOn Systems 5 days 
Database Des1gn 5 days 

Next we need to perform a PROJECT operation to eliminate the duplicate columns and to 
filter out any columns that are not needed based on the information request, as follows: 

---jv PROJECT Answer2 o,·er (LastName, First:-.Jame, Course!D, Description) Giving 
~ Answcr3 

The result of this command is: 

Answer3 

LastName FirstName CourseiD Description 

Crabb Charlie AC 1 Accounting Fundamentals 
Crabb Charlie AC2 Chart of Accounts 
Davis Deborah AC1 Accounting Fundamentals 
Folkert Fawn 151 Basic lnformat1on Systems 
Folkert Fawn 152 Database Des1gn 

Examine closely the Answer3 result to determine \Vhether this list meets our information 
need: it contains employee names and the course ID and description of courses they have 
taken. If we only want a list of employees that have taken fi rm-offered training courses, 
then our need is met. However, what if we want all our employees included on this list, 
with blanks left next to those who have not yet taken a firm-offered training course? Then 
our need was not met, because three of our employees (Anita Adams, Benjamin Boston, 
and Edward Engler) do not appear in Answer3. Let's backtrack to figure out when and why 
they were deleted. Notice that they did not appear in Answer2 either. Indeed, they were 
eliminated when the first JOIN of Employee and Employee Takes Course was performed, 
because their employee Jl)s did not appear in the Employee Takes Course table and the 

~""'"e< Sc.~ d J ~ ~('{_ 
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cYv- -__,.. 

~-~ 

® 

JOlN was an inner join. To include all the employees in our answer, we must perform a dif
ferent type of join. An outer join keeps unmatched records and pairs them with null val
ues. A full outer join keeps unmatched records tt·om both sides, and the final answer (with 
the projection done) would look as follO\YS: 

Answer3 (result of full outer joins and projection) 

LastName FirstName CourseiD Description 

Adams Anita 

Boston BenJamm 

Crabb Charlre AC1 Accountrng Fundamentals 

Crabb Charlie AC2 Chart of Accounts 

Davis Deborah AC1 Accounting Fundamentals 

Engler Edward 

Folkert Fawn 151 Basic Information Systems 

Folkert Fawn 152 Datilbase Design 

MD100 ERP Systems 

A right outer join keeps unmatched records from the second table listed in the join and 
eliminates unmatched records fi·om the first table in the join. The answer for our example 
with a right outer join is: 

Answer3 (result of right outer join and projection) 

LastName FirstName CourseiD Description 

Crabb Charlie AC 1 Account rng Fundamentals 

Crabb Charlie AC2 Chart of Accounts 

Davis Deborah AC1 Accountrng Fundamentals 

Folkert Fawn 151 Basic Information Systems 

Folkert Fawn 152 Database Desrgn 

M D100 ERP Systems ~ 

A left outer join keeps unmatched records from the first table listed in the join and e limi
nates unmatched records from the second table in the join. The answer for our example 
with a left outer join is: 

Answer3 (result of left outer join and projection) 

LastName FirstName CourseiD Description 

('Adams Anrta 

,_Boston Benjamin 

Crabb Charlie AC1 Accountrng Fundamentals 

Crabb Charlie AC2 Chart of Acc.ounts 

Davrs Deborah AC1 Account ing Fundamentals 

( Engler Edward 
Folkert Fawn 151 Basic Information Systems 

Folkert Fawn 152 Database Design 

Which or these answers best satisfies the information need we were trying to meet? The 
left outer join provides a list of all employees (whether or not they have taken a training 
course) and for those who have taken training courses, it lists the training courses taken. 
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Therefore for this information need, the left outer join provided the best solution. For other 
information needs, an inner join, or a right outer join, or a full outer join may provide the 
best data. The best answer depends on the question being asked! 

~TRUCTURED QUERY LANGUAGE 

Although relational algebra was developed as part of the relational model, it is not the most 
commonly used data manipulation language today. One weakness of relational algebra 
is that each operator must be accomplished in a separate query. That is. a projection and a 
selection are not accomplished in the same query; two queries need to be executed to ac
complish the two operations. Structured Query Language (SQL) was developed to enable 
the performance of multiple operations in a single query. lt was also believed that use of a 
standard format for every query would simplify the task of query development, which had 
proven to be very difficult for many users. for relational algebra. users must learn differ
ent syntax for each of the various re Ia tiona! algebra operators (including the three we have 
discussed as well as several others). In SQL. every information retrieval query follows a 
structured, predefined syntax as follows: 

SELECT a!lribute name(s) 

FROM table name(s) 

WHERE condition criteria is met; 

Note that the semicolon at the end of the SQL statement is very important if the system 
you are using allows more than one SQL statement to be executed in the same call to a 
database server, because it communicates to the database software that the end of the query 
statement has been reached. If that is left off, the query will not be executed. Most current 
relational database software packages automatically put the semicolon at the end of the 
statement to help avoid the syntax error that may occur when it is missing. For some 
queries not every component in this syntax is necessary, and for other queries additional 
components must be:: included, but in general every SQL statement must conform to this 
format. Although most companies and most database software packages do not make di
rect use of relational algebra syntax. it is helpful when you are deriving queries to consider 
the three major relational algebra operators and determine how you will accomplish those 
in either SQL or QBE. To begin we examine how the selection, projection, and join oper
ators are achieved in SQL. 

@rhe first component of each SQL statement (that is, the SELECT component) specifies 
which attribute(s) are to be included in the answer to the query. Recall that attributes are 
the columns of the table(s). Thus thi~ornponent of the SQL statement accomplishes the 
projection relational algebra operatot,:!t'he second component of each SQL statement (that 
is, the FROM component) spet:ifies the tables that contain the data to include in the answer. 
If there is just one tahle, this component of the SQL statement simply identifies which table 
it is. Tf multiple tables are needed to meet the infom1ation request, this component helps 
to achieve the r~onal algebra JOIN operation (but does not achieve the join without the 
next componenli.-The third component of the SQL statement can serve two purposes. In 
combination with the FROM component, it helps to achieve the relational algebra JOIN by 
specifying the fields for which the two joined tables should have equal values. Alterna
tively (or additionally) the WHERE component specifies criteria to be met by records in 
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TABlE 7- 1 
Correspondence 
of Relational 
Algebra 
Operators and 
SQL Statement 
Components 

Relational Algebra Operator 

PROJECT 
SELECT 
JOIN 

SQL Statement Component(s) 

SELECT attribute name(s) 
WHERE criteria are met 
FROM table names 
WHERE posted key field data values match 

order to be included in the answer. Thus the WHERE component of an SQL statement ac
complishes the relational algebra selection operator. Table 7-1 summarizes the SQL state
ment componcnts-SELECT-FR0,1-WIIERE- that correspond to each of the rela
tional algebra operators. 

Next we use SQL to demonstrate the same queries that we formulated earlier. 

PROJECT Example 
The fir t query generated a list of employees' names and phone numbers to be used for an 
emergency phone tree. The query required a projection operator only. Tn SQL the query is 
stated as follows: 

SELECT Last\.lame. First 'amt:. Telephone 

., FROM Employee; 

'oticc that ,,·hen \\"e are not trying to accomplish a relational algebra JOI nor a relational 
algebra SELECT operator, there are 110 criteria to be met and thus there is 110 WHERE 
component to the statement. 

SELECT Example 
The second query ,,.c formulated with relational a lgebra was the list of employees (in
cluding all attributes) whose pay rate is less than S 15 per hour. This query required the re
lational algebra selection operator but no projection or j oin operators. The SQL statement 
for this query is as follows: 

SELECT* 

FROM Employee 

WHERE PayRatc < 15.00; 

• ote that the asterisk(*) is a wildcard symbol and simply tells the database software pack
age to include all attributes in the query result. 

Combining SELECT and PROJECT in SQL 
otice that it is very easy to combine a relational algebra selection operator with a pro

jection operator in a single SQL statement. Say you wanted to retrieve the names and tele
phone numbers of the employees whose pay rate is less than $15 so you could call those 
employees to tell them they are getting a cost-of-living raise. The following SQL statement 
accomplishes everything the previous two statements did. 

--fyr SELECT LastName, FirstName, Telephone 

('- FROM Employee 
WHERE PayRate < 15.00; 
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JOIN Examples 
Next let 's examine how to accomplish the information request for a list of all employees 
and the names of the departments to which the) are assigned. We begin with a SQL state
ment that accomplishes only the JOfN operation (that is equivalent to the first relational al
gebra JOIN statement). The SQL statement is as follows: 

SELECT* 

<;::Y FROM Employee, Department 

} . WHERE Employee.DeptlD=Department.DepartmentlD; 

In our relational algebra example of this query. we had to execute a second query to ac
complish the PROJECT operation. Our SQL statement may be revised slightly to accom
plish both the JOIN and the PROJECT in just one query as tallows: 

SELECT LastName. FirstNamc, Name ( !H~ ·S 0-:::- C1ll ) 

FROM Employee, Department "'s+-~c 0 l 
WHERE F:mployee.DeptlD=Department.Departmentl D; 

Keep in mind that the latter query replaces the former query. Whereas in relational alge
bra we must use two ~cparate queries to accomplish the two separate operations, in SQL 
we combined them into just one query. 

To specify that a JOIN needs to be an outer join (to retrieve all records from a table for 
which no match is available in the joined table). the syntax neetls to be varied sl ightly. The 
outer join must be specified as a Left Join or a Right Join in the From clause of your SQL 
statement. Whether you use a left or right outer join depends on the order in which you list 
the tables in your SQL statement. Assume for our employees and departments example we 
want the list to include the DeptName in our anS\\·cr, and we want the names of all de
partments even if they do not ha\·e any employees assigned to them . Our statement should 
be formulated as follows: 

SELECT DeptName, 1 .astN· me. FirstName, 'a me 

~ FROM Department LeftJoin mployee 

})J
7 

On Department.DcpartmentTD=Employee.DeptiD: 

The following Right Join statement would accomplish exactly the same thing: 

SELECT DeptName, LastName, Firstl'\ame. Name 

~FROM Employe~Department 
/!i On Department.DcpartmentiD=Employec.DeptlD: 

Some other clauses are needed to accomplish many queries for decision-making purposes. 
For example, we need to be able to calculate amounts based on fields in our database. You 
may recall from Chapter 4 that it is undesirable to store any derivable attributes for which 
the value will change upon the entTy of new data. For example. ·'Quantity on Hand·' as an 
attlibute in an Inventory table has a \-alue that needs to be increased every time a purchase 
is made of an inventory item and decreased every time a sale is made of an inventory item. 
Unless the database is capable of using a concept called ttiggers. which is like storing a 
formula instead of a value in the table ·s cell, it is preferable not to store this as an attribute 
in the Tnventoty table, but instead to create a query we can run whenever we need an 
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updated value for this field. Therefore we need to be able to create formulas within our 
queries to calculate such values. 

Using Mathematical, Special Comparison, and Logical Operators 
in SQL Queries 

Mathematical comparison operators are sometimes needed as criteria by which data val
ues are selected for inclusion in a query result. Examples of mathematical comparison op
erators include: 

equal to 
< less than 
> greater than 

<= less than or equal to 
>= greater than or equal to 
<> not equal to (in some software this is denoted as !=) 

These comparison operators may be applied to any type of field. For date fields, dates that are 
earlier in time are considered to be "less than" dates that are later in time. For example, April 
1, 1980, is less than June I, I 980. Most database software packages are able to compare and to 
perf01m calculations with date fields because the::y store the Julian date rather than the text for
mat ofthe date. The Julian date is the value assigned to a date based on a continuous count as
signment to days on the Julian calendar starting Januaty I, 4713 B.C.E. (before common era). 
That date is assigned a Julian value of l. Today's Julian date value (depending on when you are 
reading this) is likely somewhere in the 2.5 to 3 million range. For text fields, earlier letters in 
the alphabet are considered to be less than later letters in the alphabet. For example, apple is 
less than banana. Because comparison operators assist in isolating certain rows (i.e., relational 
algebra's selection operation) they arc included in the WHERE clause of an SQL statement. The 
quety used earlier as an example accomplishing a SELECT in SQL (SELECT * FROM Em
ployee WilER£ PayRate < 15.00:) used a mathematical comparison operator. 

BETWEEN is a special comparison operator that identifies instances within a certain 
range of values. The endpoints of the range are included. Use of a BETWEEN operator is 
equivalent to using a combination of less than or equal to with greater than or equal to. For 
example, a query to include all sales for the month of June 2005 in its answer could be con
structed using \\'HERE SaleDate >=6, 1/2005 AND SaleDate <=6/30/2005, or it could be 
constructed using WHERE SaleDate BETWEEN 6/ l/2005 and 6/30/2005. 

IS NULL is a special comparison operator that identifies instances for which an attri
bute value does not exist. EXISTS is a special comparison operator that identifies instances 
for which an attribute value does exist. 

Queries may include logical operators, also knovvn as Boolean search operators, such 
as AND, OR, and NOT. The AND operator accomplishes a set intersection; an answer to a 
query connecting two criteria by an AND will contain only the instances that meet both 
criteria. The OR operator accomplishes a set union: an answer to a query connecting two 
criteria by an OR contains all instances that meet at least one of the criteria. The NOT op
erator identifies instances that do not meet one or more conditions. 

Using Calculations and Aggregation Functions in SQL Queries 
There arc two types of calculations we may need in queries. One type of calculation performs 
mathematical operations within a particular column of data values, such as a computation of 
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the average or sum of a set of values. Calculations within a colunm are aggregation functions, 
and several arc standard in SQL. To compute the average of a colunu1 in a query, you would sim
ply add AVG in fl·ont of the field name in the SELECT clause of the SQL statement. For exam
ple, if we wanted to compute the 3\'Crage payrate for all of our employees. we could specify: 

1\ SELECT AVG(PayRate) 
/- FROM Employee: 

Other aggregation functions that are applied the same way include SUM (to add a colu11U1), 
MAX (to tind the largest value in a column), MIN (to find the smallest value in a column), 
and COUNT (to tell how many data values are in a column). 

When we use aggregation functions in querying, we may not always want aggregate re
sults for the table in its entirety. Sometimes we want agg regate results for certain combi
nations of rows in the table. For example, we may \\·ant to calculate total sales for each 
date, or we may want to know total purchase amount for each vendor. SQL offers a com
ponent called GROUP BY that may be added after the WHERE component of a SQL 
statement to achieve this subtotaling. Whatever field(s) the query is asked to group by will 
be grouped together and any aggregation funct ion that is used will be applied to the sub
groups rather than to the entire table. Examine the following Sale table. 

Sale 

SaleiD Date Amount Customer 

5108 Apnl26 $432.00 (76 

5109 April26 $118.00 C83 
5110 AprJI 27 $625.00 C19 

5111 Apnl28 $375.00 C38 
5112 April 28 $864.00 (76 

If you wanted to calculate total sales separately for each date. you will need to GROUP BY 
date. The query is fom1ulated as follows: 

SELECT Date, SUM(Amount) 

~FROM Sale 
/ GROUP BY Date; 

The answer that results from this query is: 

SalesByDate 

Date 

April 26 
April27 

April28 

SumofAmount 

$550.00 

$625.00 

$1,239.00 

If instead, you wanted to calculate total sales separately for each customer, you will need 
to GROUP BY customer. The query is formulated as follows: 

SELECT Customer. SUM(Amount) fr FROM Sale 
GROUP BY Customer: 
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The answer that results from this query is: 

Sa le sByCustomer 

Custome r SumofAmount 

C19 $625.00 
(38 $375.00 
C76 $1 ,296.00 
C83 $118.00 

The other type of calculation needed in some queries is a calculation that computes a math
ematical function using data values from two fields in a record. Examine the followi ng 
table that represents a stockflow relationship between Sale and Inventory. 

Stock flow 

ltemiD SaleiD QtySold UnitSellPrice 

11 5108 10 $25.00 
11 5109 4 $25.00 
11 5111 15 $25.00 
12 5108 10 $15.00 
12 5112 41 S14.00 
13 5108 4 $8.00 
13 5109 2 $9.00 
13 5112 29 $10.00 

15 5110 25 $25.00 

To calculate the sale line extension for a stockftow record, a new field must be created and 
defined as the product of QtySold and UnitSeiiPrice. The query is fonn ulated as follows: 

SELECT QtySold*UnitSeiiPrice As SaleLineExtension 
FROYJ Stockflow: 

0 U ERY BY ~:~o~~~: h:~qo::,~:.~t~s~: t~~P~~~~te~ciso de,ision m•king is done by 

users who are not trained in SQL Although most relational database software can run 
queries that are created in SQL form. most packages also offer an interface intended to 
make querying have more of a point-and-click feel. Such an interface is called Query By 
Example (QBE) because it has the user provide an example of what they want the answer 
to their query to look like. The user doesn't need to learn SQL code to generate many use
ful queties. Howe\'er, it is very important to understand exactly what the different elements 
of the QBE interface accomplish when developing a query. If you do not ask the correct 
question, you will not get the correct answer! Query By Example can seem easier than it 
really is. Think about this: the Jess you understand the language of a person (or computer 
software) to whom you are asking a question, the more likely you are to make a mistake 
in asking that question. You may understand what you are trying to ask, but if you cannot 
adequately communicate the question to the database software, you will not get the answer 
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you need. The dangerous thing is that you may not even real ize the answer is incorrect! Of 
course that warning is also true for users querying witl1 SQL, but our own anecdotal ex
perience leads us to believe QBE is more likely than SQL to cause a false sense of secu
rity for untrained users. Most users who are trained in SQL are instructed to test their query 
construction before relying on the result, whereas many QBE users do not receive such 
instruction. 

Because we are using Microsoft Access as our physical implementation software, next 
we examine some elements of querying with the QBE interface in Access. Note that Ac
cess also offers a SQL view in which users can directly enter queries in SQL form, so if 
you are comfortable with SQL you may choose to bypass the QBE interface. 

To create a new query in Microsoft Access. you first need to open a database. Tt is im
portant for you to have a solid understanding of both the design and content of the tables 
from which you are trying to retrieve information before you create any queries. The over
all approach to Querying By Example in Access is as follows 

I. Select the table(s) and/or query(ies) that contain the fields that eventually need to 
appear in the query result, and establish any joins that are needed (make sure to use 
the appropriate join type). 

2. Drag the fields that need to be manipulated or that need to appear in the query result 
into the query grid in the lower half of the query design view. 

3. Complete whatever steps arc needed to deYelop the answer 

a. Set criteria to filter out irrelevant records. 

b. Usc aggregation functions within fields for which such calculations arc appropriate 
OR create calculated fields using standard mathematical operators. 

c. Apply any other needed functions such as Group By or Sort. 

Keep in mind that you may need to accomplish your end result with a series of queries that 
bui ld on each other. Generally you will end up with a wrong answer if you mix calculated 
fields (which petform mathematical calculat ions involving multiple columns) and aggre
gation functions (which summarize within a column). Access doesn't know which to do 
first, the vertical calculations or the horizontal calculations and if the query runs at all, 
it may create an answer that includes every possible combination of everything. It is best 
to create one query that applies the aggregation functions and then create a new query 
(using the first query as the starting object) that accomplishes the horizontal calculations, 
or vice versa, depending on the query demands. 

Familiarization with Database 
To allow a comparison and contrast with relational algebra and SQL, we use the same 
queries introduced earlier for discussing QBE. The database we use therefore consists of 
the same tables we used earlier in the chapter. We display them here in Microsoft Access 
as Exhibit 7- 1 so you can see that we are using the same data. We also provide the Access 
data file in case you want to follow along on a computer as you read. 

To display each of these tables on the screen simultaneously we simply opened each one 
in datasheet view and resized the table windows so they would fit on the screen. We next 
display the relationship layout as Exhibit 7-2 so you can fami liarize yourself with there
lationships between tables that are formed by the use of posted keys. 
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EXHIBIT 7- 1 Tables in Microsoft Access 
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EXHIBIT 7- 2 
Relationship 
Layout 
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EXHIBIT 7-3 Design View of Employee and Related Tahles 
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Please note that this is not intended to be a complete database. Only the tables neces
sary to illustrate the query examples are included. lt is important for you to familiarize 
yourself with each table's design. The table design v iew for the Employee and related ta
bles that are used for most of the queries arc displayed as Exhibit 7-3. 

It is more informati\'e to look at the design view within Microsoft Access itself, because 
the field properties panel may be different for each field and you can see those differences 
only by clicking on each field and then examining the field properties panel. from the 
upper panel you can see the data type. which in many cases is all you need to know about 
each field when using it in n query. Knowing the data type is important because you can 
use most mathematical functions only on number and currency fields; you can also per
form limited mathematical functions on date fields. for example to compute the difference 
between two dates or between a stored date and the current date. The latter is useful for 
calculating information such as the number of days an invoice is past due: the former is 
useful for calculating information such as the average delivery time for a particular ven
dor. You must he familiar with the strucwre of the database tables you are querying. 
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EXHIBIT 7-4 
Starting a New 
Query 

EXHIBIT 7-5 
Show Table 
Window 
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Starting a Query and Adding the Appropriate Tables and/or Queries 
In the database window. click the Query button and choose New. Microsoft Access will then 
display the New Query dialog box (sec Exhibit 7-4). Choose design view (do not use query 
wizards without having a complete understanding of the assumptions the wizards make). 

Microsoft Access displays the Show Table window, which displays a list of tables and 
queries in your database. The default is to show the tables: if you wanl to base a query on 
an existing query, you can click on either the Queries or the Both tab. Exhibit 7- 5 illus-
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trates the Show Table \\·indow. To include tables in the query. either double-click on each 
table name or click each name and click the Add button. To select multiple tables and add 
them simultaneously. press the Ctrl key while you click on the table names and when all 
the chosen table names are highlighted. click on Add. When all appropriate tables and/or 
queries arc added to the query window, click on Close. Fur our first query (generate a list 
of employees' names and phone numbers to be used for an emergency phone tree) we only 
need the Employee table. so simply double-click on Employee. then click on Close. 

Resize the Query windO\\ and the Employee table window that appear so you can see 
all the fields in the Employee table and still sec the IO\\·er panel of the query window as 
shown in Exhibit 7-6. To resize windows. simply click and drag on the edges or corners. 

The next step is to add field names from the table to the query grid. This can be ac
complished either by clicking the field natm:(~) and dragging them down to the grid or by 
double-clicking each field name to add it to the grid . For our query we need only the names 
and phone numbers for the emergency phone tree. Therefore we add LastName, First
Name, and Telephone to the query grid as illustrated in Exhibit 7- 7. 

Because our query only needed to accomplish a PROJECT relational algebra operation, 
our query is complete. To see the results of the query, \Ve can either click on the icon that 
looks like an exdamation mark (!), or switch to datasheet view (either click on the 
datasheet toolbar button or select ViC\Y. Datashcct). A query's answer in Microsoft Access 
is not actually a table, but is called a dynasct. A dynaset looks and behaves like a table but 
is not actually stored as a table-it is generated as a view each time the query is run. The 
dynaset resulting from your query " ill appear. I r new data that affect the query result are 
added to the database, the next time the query is run, the dynaset will n:flect the addition 
uf the new data. The answer tu our first query is shown in Exhibit 7- 8. 

Once we are certain our query is executing properly, we need to saYe the query so it can 
be rw1 again in the future. To sa• ·c the qucr) ; .::ilhcr click Oil llrc Suvc icon (ir loof...s !ike a 

diskette) or click on File, Save. That will bring up a Save As window into which you can 
type a meaningful name for your query and click on OK See Exhibit 7- 9. 

Our second query (a list of all attributes of employees whose hourly pay rate is less than 
$1 5) accomplishes the relational algebra SELECT operator. To begin, create a new query 
and add the Employee table to the query window following the same steps illustrated in 
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EXHIBIT 7- 7 
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Exhibits 7-4 through 7-6. The next step is to add all the fields from the Employee table 
into the query grid. Next it is time to specify the criteria by which the horizontal subset is 
to be defined. ln this example, the field for which the criterion needs to be specified is 
Pay Rate. and the criterion is < 15. The query grid includes a line labeled Criterion on which 
to enter the logical operator expression. Criteria should be entered on the same line in the 
appropriate fields for any query that includes the logical operator AND. Criteria should be 
entered in the Criteria line for one of the appropriate fields and on the Or line for the other 
appropriate field for a query that includes the logical operator OR. 
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Exhibit 7 lO(a) illustrates the appropriate design for this query, and Exhibit 7-lO(b) 
shows the resulting dynaset. 

The third query we looked at in relational algebra and SQL was one in which we wanted 
a lbt of employees and the names of the departments to which they are assigned. This 
query required a JOTN relational algebra operator as well as a PROJECT to narrow down 
the answer to only include the employee name and department name columns. In SQL we 
were able to combine those two operators into one query. In QBE \Ye are also able to ac
complish both operators with a single query. To formulate this query in QBE, follow the 
steps in Exhibits 7-4 through 7 6 adding both the Employee and the Department tables to 
the query window. Then add the LastName and FirstName fields from the Employee table 
and add the Name field from the Department table to the query window. Exhibit 7-l l 
show~ the result of these steps. Notice that a join line automatically appeared between Em
ployee and Department. linking the OepartmentiD field in the Department table with the 
Dept!D field in the Employee table. This line represents the join that was established in the 
relationship layout as Access's means for knowing that DeptiD in the Employee table is a 
posted foreign key from the Department table. Exhibit 7 12 shows the result of this query. 
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EXHIBIT 7- 11 
Employee 
and 
Department 
JOIN Query 
Design 

EXHIBIT 7- 12 
Employee 
and 
Department 
JOI!\ Query 
Result 

~Microsoft Ac(;ess- {fmployeeOepartmentNames: Select Query] GJ@]tj 
f--@~e !;.dit yje;, Insert Query Iools ~w t!elp - - 1~1~ - -

lilll· rill ""' ~ 
. @· ! OIID I: AI . ~ ... ©;§· (1). 

-- - - - -. . . ~ . J '"~'! . = . . 
A 

l);e t t EmploY* 

~~ 
. 
~ 
SooalSec= 
l astName 
F~stName 

Street Address 
Pay rate 
Telepl>one 
DepUD 

vi 

< J .l. 

Field: LastName RrstName Name c. 
Tilble: f mployee Employee Depar tment 

Sort: 
Show: 0 0 0 0 0 

Crit~: 

or: I lv 
<I f> 

Ready ------ - ·r A 

The fourth query we examined previously in this chapter was the list of all employees 
and the training courses they have taken. To formulate this query in QBE follow the steps 
in Exhibits 7-4 through 7-6. adding the Employee, CourseTakcnByEmployee, and Train
ingCourse tables to the query window. The joins established in the relationship layout ap
pear in the query window (between the EmpliD fields in the Employee and CourseTaken
ByEmployee tables and between the Course!D fields in the CourseTakenByEmployee and 
TrainingCourse tables). Next add the appropriate field names to the query grid (last name, 
first name, course ID, course name). At this point your query design should resemble Ex
hibit 7- 13(a). 



EXHIBIT 
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Employees 
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EXHIBIT 
7- 13(b) 
Result 
of Initial 
Query Design 
Em)JIOyees 
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Taken 
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~Microsoft Access- (Employees Qnd Courses Taken Inner Join : Select Query] 

@ Ele <dot ;::..-~ !nse<t ~ Ioois \Yf'dow tleb -----

vi 

En1lD 
Sooo<S<c= 
L~stName 

Fi'strw.ne 
Sb'N-t Address 
Pay rate 
Telephone 
DepUO 

·f' 

00 1 -~ 

~=~ 
length 

1f<='~~~,1l~ .. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~c~~~~ro~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~§ll 
Table: Emdo·(t!!: Ca<.n-e:Takert!' 'COISte 

~:~-~~--~-~r---+--~~.--,_--c~~--+--rr----+--,~-
Cnt.ria: 

"'' 

f. (f} Microsoft Access · {£mplayees end Courm TakenlnMr Join: Select Query} ~. 
]@ fJ< !;It !!><w - · ..,., &K«d> Iodo ~-- !101> -J~.l!J~ 

at · g s; ~ ::>- ~~ ~I "~ 'D ~ iO ': 

"'"- ·""~ • !O •BIJI ~·A·<f:.·!lil· ': 
lastName Fl,stHame Cour.seiD 

Crobb Ch.o111e ACt 
Cribb Ch.a1fe AC2 
Fotkert Fa.m 151 
Folkert FoWl\ IS2 
08'.l'J Otbotah AC1 

..... d: J.tl.ij,--. __ll!.Lj ••• 
Dblb~t'/'f/t'N 

De5Crlp1ion 
Atcoum:ng Fundamentals 
Chm cf h<::O\Intt 

8:as1c lnform.i~•on Systems. 
Oat1ba$e Design 
Accountmg fundtmt nla' 

Running this query results in the dynaset shown in Exhibit 7- 13(b). What does this an
swer tell you about the type of join Access uses by default? It must be an im1er join, be
cause only those employees who have actually taken courses show up in our answer. 

To include ALL employees in the list, showing a blank for those who have not taken any 
training courses, the join types must be changed. To change the join types, go back to the 
query design and double-click on the join line between Employee and CourseTakenByEm
ployec. A Join Properties window will appear similar to the one shown in Exhibit 7-14. 
This confu111s the join was established as an inner join, as it says "Only include rows where 
the joined fields from both tables are equal." This needs to be changed to "Include ALL 
records from Employee and only those records from CourseTakenByEmployee where the 
joined fields are equal." Notice that with Access's QBE you don 't specify inner join. left join, 
or right join- you simply choose the option that describes what you are trying to accomplish. 

Once you have chosen the appropriate option, click on OK. Next change the join type 
for the join benveen CourseTakenByEmployee and TrainingCourse to include all records 
from CourseTakenByEmployee and only those records from TrainingCoursc where the 
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EXHIBIT 7- 14 
J oin Proper ties 
Window 

EXHIBIT 7- 15 
Revised J oin 
Lines 

I 

I 

I 

I 

Click here to 
change join t ype 
(note: be careful! 
If your tables are 
in a different 
order in t he que~ 
#3 may be the join 
you need). 

--
~~ Join Properties 

"'eft Table Name Bight Table Name 

!Employee iJ jcourseTakenByEmp iJ 
left !:_olumn Name Right CQ.Iumn Name 
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r 1: Only include rows where the joined fields from both 

tables are equal. 

r. [ii Indude All records from 'Employee' and only those 
..... records from 'CourseTakenByEmployee' where the JOined 

fields are equal. 

r j: Indlde All records from 'CourseTakenByEmployee' and 
only those records fTom 'Employee' 'Nhere the JOined 
fields are equal. 

OK Cancel 

~Microsoft Acc~_:_!Employees and_:~ Taken : SeiGCt Qu~- _ 

!§l Ei<o ~ell ~- insert !)Jery Ioc>s ~!:lei> 

liiJ · Ill .... ~~ ..., @· ! 00 I: .u . Q' /EJ -til. II). 
. . . 1 . . . 

.. . 
' ~ ~~ .., ~~uu.em EncJI) 

Sooo!Sec= ............. Descrrpton 
L>sU._ I'""""' Frstt!ame 
Street Address 
Payr~te 

Teioohone 
DopUD 

< 

Freid: La!;t!O:Mle Fntrwr~ C01Jse1D ~a;otJon 

Table: En-ole•"" ,~ .... COla"seTatenB\~~ -,~o..sse 

Sort; 
Show: (;>! t;1) t;1) "' 

Cnte<la: 
or: 

( 

Ready 

~f!]tj 
~~ 

t 

v 
) 

... 

v 
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joined fields are equal. Notice that the join lines change to arrows. as illustrated in Exhibit 
7-15. The arrows point from the table for which all records will be included and toward 
the table for which the records whose joined fields are equal will be included. When you 
run the query again, your answer should resemble Exhibit 7- 16. 

The fifth query we examined earlier was to calculate the average pay rate for our em
ployees. This query requires an aggregation function called AVG.ln QBE aggregation func-
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@]Microsoft Access- {Employees and Courses T•~"" : Sele<:t Query) '~',.g.'tjl 
@ !:'o ~"' !!oW l"'"" ,..,.., a-a. I""" ~""""' t1o1> =J!!i>jjxl 
~ • liil Ei 111. ~ . ~~ il 'tj '!j "" ': 

"'"'"'~ - k ..O · 12 • B I J! ~ - /i,. •,i.• ~ 

Description ~' 

Boston Benjamin ~; 
Crabb Charlie AC1 Accounung Fundamentals 
Crabb Char~e AC2 Chart of Accounts 
DaVIS Deborah AC1 Accounhng Fundamentals 
Engler Edward 
Folkert Fawn 151 

I ~ Folkert Fawn 152 
Baste lnformatton Systems 
Database Desrgn 
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,.. 

IDII 1. Click to add 
"Total" line to 

J . 
En.,r> query grid 
SocaiSec= 
Lastf"ame 
Fits!Nam<o 
Str""t Address 
Pay rate 

Telephone 
DepUO .... 

<I > I 
A<!kl: Pay rate "' -Table: IEmoiov"" t. 
Total: AV<l . 
Sort: ,., 

I Show: Min u n 0 
Cntena: Max 2. Click to get 

or: Coont drop down 
v 

SIDev > 
Var menu and 

- Fitst select "Avg" 
Ready Last v i 

tions may be added to the query grid by clicking on an icon that looks like a summation 
symbol. When that icon is clicked, a Total line is added to the query grid. When this line is 
added, it defaults to a Group By aggregation. If you click on Group By, a drop down menu 
appears from which you can select Avg. Exhibit 7- 17(a) illustrates the appropriate query de
sign, and Exhibit 7- 17(b) illustrates the query result. 

The sixth query we examined earlier in this chapter calculated total sales separately for 
each date. ln QBE this query is accomplished by adding the Sale table to the query win
dow, dragging the date and amount fields to the query grid add.ing the Total line to the 
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EXHIBIT 
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Result 

EXHIBIT 
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Design 
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7-18(b) 
Total Sales 
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Result 
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query gricl and setting the Total line to Group By for the Date field and to Sum for the 
Amount field. This query design is illustrated in Exhibit 7- 18(a) and the result is disp layed 
in F.xhibit 7- 18(b). 

If instead, you wanted to calculate total sales separately for each customer, you would 
need to drag the Customer and Amount fields to the query grid, GROUP BY Customer and 
SUM Amount. It is important \\·hen you are using aggregation functions that you only drag 
the fields to the query grid that actually participate in an aggregation. If you drag the Date, 
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~Microsoft Access . (Saloli~M>Extensfon: Select Quert] 
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Expression Builder 
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indicate the need Gl~,;, I \ ] 
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De"""""~"""'"' I UnitSeiiPrice t o put 

,_..... it into the 
expression window 

Customer, and Amount fields, it is going to first group by Date and Then group by CusTomer 
(or v ice versa depending which field is listed first ). This will noT gi\·e you the sum you want! 

The final query we cxumincd earlier required a calculation of quantity sold multiplied by the 
unit sales price to compute a sale lim: extension for a stockflow record. To accomplish this query 
in QBE. add the Stoekflow tab!~ to lhe query \\"indow. Dmg all the fields to the query g1id. Save 
the quety as Sale! .ineExtension. Sa\·ing the que1y \\'ith fields in the query grid makes those fields 
available for manipulation in an Access tool called the Expression Builder. With the cursor in 
the next available blank field in the query gtid, click on the icon that looks like a magic wand as 
illustrated in Exhibit 7- 19. Once the Expression Builder is open, double-click on the QtySold 
field to place it in the expression window. Then click on the astetisk symbol for multiplication. 
Double-click on the UnitSellJ>ricc field to place it into the c,xrression window. The expression 
tells Access this field should store the multiplication ofQtySold and UnitSellPtice. Click on OK 
to clo~e the Expression Builder. The result of this que1y appears in Exhibit 7 20. 

In the dynaset, the expression is labeled with a generic term £.,pr!. To change this to a 
more meaningful name, switch back to the query's design view and in the expression's 
field, highlight the Exprl and type the more meaningful name, a~ shown in Exhibit 7-21. 

We noted earlier that Access allows query entry via an SQL \·iew as an altemative to the 
QBE view. Let's enter the SQL statement for the final query directly into Access instead of 
using the QBE interface as an illustration. Start a new query. and when the Show Table win
dow appears, hit close without adding any tables or queries to your query window. In the upper 
left corner. the SQL with the small down a.tTO\\ next to it indicates the path to switch to SQL 
view. Click on the arrow next to SQL to display the SQL view, as shown in Exhibit 7- 22. 

The SQL \·iew appears with the word SELECT followed by a semicolon. Access knows 
that every SQL statement begins with the word SELECT and ends with a semicolon. All 
that is needed is the detail that goes in between. Type the SQL statement in as shown in 
Exhibit 7 23, tl1en run the query to sec the same dynasct that resulted earlier using QBE. 
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Compare Exhibit 7- 23 with Exhibit 7-20; the only diiTt:rence is the TtemlD, SalclD, 
QtySold, and UnitSellPrice attributes do not appear in Exhibit 7- 23 . That is because the 
SQL statement did not specifically ask for those to be included. A slight revision to the 
SQL statement will cause those fields to appear in the dynasct, as follows: 

SELECT ltcm!D, SaleiD, QtySold, UnitSellPrice, QtySold*UnitSellPrice As 
SalcLineExtension FROM Stockftow: 

PARAMETER QUERIES 

Often users need to reuse ad hoc queries they construct on a regular basis, changing only the 
date criteria. For example, a marketing manager that wants to know the total sales for a par
ticular inventory item for a week or a month could use the same query with different date con
straints. To increase the reusability of queries. Access offers the option of creating parameter 
queries. Consider a query that specifies a date range as the criteria: BETWEEN 1/1105 and 
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EXHIBIT 
7-24(a) 
Parameter 
Query Design 

EXHIBIT 
7- 24(b) 
Prompt 
for Value for 
the [ReginDate] 
Parameter 

EXHIBIT 
7-24(c) 
Prompt 
for Value for 
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Parameter 

EXHIBIT 
7- 24(d) 
Parameter 
Query Result 
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1/31105. A user who wants to reuse this query in the fi.1ture for a ditTerent date range (e.g. BE
TWEEN 211105 and 2/28/05) must change the design of the que1y to change the date con
straint. A parameter query for this situation docs not specify the exact dates: instead, it in
cludes parameter names for each date, for example BETWEEN [Begin Date] and [EndDate]. 
When the quety is run, Access realizes that it doesn "t know what BeginDate and EndDate are, 
so Access prompts the user to specify the values of these parameters. This enables the user to 
change the dates each time the query is nm without changing the design of the query. 

Exhibit 7- 24(a) illustrates the design of a parameter query. Access 's syntax for param
eters requires that they be enclosed in square brackets. Parts (b), (c), and (d)_ of Exhibit 
7-24 show the prompts for the parameter values and the final query result. 
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CONCLUDING COMMENTS 

Querying provides the power of the relational database model. Once you unlock the mystery 
of query construction, whether you prefer SQL or QBE, you can tap into the wealth of in
formation that is at your fingertips in a well-designed relational database. Enterprises today 
typically store vast amounts of data in relational databases that can be retrieved in a variety 
of different formats for different decision-making purposes. To ensure the information re
trieved is valid, users should be well , ·ersed in relational database design, semantic query 
logic, and the syntax of the particular query language used. This chapter is intended to pro
vide you with only a cursory introduction to querying in SQL and Microsoft Access's QBE. 
To become proficient at querying, you must practice and learn through trial and error. The 
automated help facility in Microsoft Access contains more examples of queries and will help 
you to solidify your understanding of the query window, QBE grid, Expression Builder, and 
other syntactic features of Microsoft Access QI3E. If you do an Internet search using a search 
engine such as www.google.com and keywords SQL tutorial you will find several tutorial 
sites that provide help with understanding SQL syntax. Note, however, that you won't find 
solutions for the semantic nature of quc1ics you need to formulate. Rather, you must first fig
ure out where the desired information is in your database and detem1ine how to get that in
fonnation (thinking about this in terms of the relational algebra operators can be very help
ful). We strongly recommend using a pencil and a calculator (or exporting data to a 
spreadsheet) to figure solutions out manually before attempting to create a query in Microsoft 
Access. That ensures that you understand the logic of the query before enveloping the logic 
into the syntax of either QBE or SQL and it also gi' cs you some check figures to use in de
termining whether the query is funct ioning as planned. Comprehensive testing of queries that 
are intended to he reused is crucial to ensure they will work for different dates (if date con
straints arc included). and after new data are entered into the database. In each of the busi
ness process chapters in this textbook (Chapters 8- l 3) we discuss infmmation needs and pro
vide some details about the semantic query logic needed to develop some commonly needed 
figures for management decision making. including many fmancial statement line items. 

Key Terms and Concepts 

General Terms and Concepts 
Ad hoc querying, 162 JOIN (in relational 
Aggregation functions, 173 algebra). 163 
Comparison operator, 172 Left Join, 171 
Data manipulation Logical operator, 172 
language, 169 Mathematical 
Equi-join, 165 operation, 172 
GROUP BY, 173 Outer join, 168 
Horizontal calculation, 175 PROJECT (in relational 
Horizontal subset of a algebra), 163 
table, I 63 Query, 162 
Information retrieval, 161 ()uery By Example 
Inner join, 165 (QBE). 162 

Relational algebra. 162 
Right Join, 171 
SELECT (in relational 
algebra), 163 
SELECT-FROM-WHERE 
(in SQL). 170 
Structured Query 
Languagt: (SQL), 162 
Syntax, 169 
Vertical calculation, 175 
Vertical subset 
of a table, 163 
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Microsoft Access Terms and Concepts 
Datasheet view, 179 Join Properties 
Design view, 177 window, 183 
Oynaset, 179 Parameter query. 190 
Expression Builder, 187 Query grid, 175 

Query window, 179 
Relationship layout 175 
Show Table window, 18 7 
SQL view, 175 

Review Questions 
LOI 

LOI 

LOI 

L02 

L03 

L03 

L03 

1.07 

L04.L07 

L04, L07 

Rl. 

R2. 

R3. 

R4. 

RS. 

R6. 

R7. 

R8. 

R9. 

RIO. 

Which of the relational algebra operators is needed to retrieve a vertical subset (i.e., 
a subset of columns) from a relational database table? 

Which of the relational algebra operators is needed to retrieve a horizontal subset 
(i .e., a subset of rows) from a relational database table? 

Which of the relational algebra operators is needed to combine two tables together 
in a query? 

What is the standard format of an SQL query statement? 

Which component of an SQL statement accomplishes a relational algebra SELECT 
operation? 

Which component of an SQL statement accomplishes a relational algebra PRO
JECT operation? 

Which components of an SQL statement accomplish a relational algebra JOlN op
eration? 

What is the advantage to creating a query that includes a date constraint as a pa
rameter query? 

What is the difference between an aggregation (vertical calculation) and a hori
zontal calculation? 

Give an example of a query for which you would need to use a left join instead of 
an inner join. 

Multiple Choice Questions 

L07 

1.07 

~I. A query's answer in Microsoft Access is referred to as a: 
A. PROJECT 
@ Dynaset 
C. Dataset 
D. None of the above 

~2. In Microsoft Access, the displayed links of all tables can be viewed in the: 
A. Elements display 
B. Table design 

©Relationship layout 
, 1 D. QBE interface 

Mc3. What does the asterisk(*) mean in SQI ,? 
(J::) fnclude all attributes 
)( Modify attribute 
C. Delete atttibute 
D. None of the above 
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~- QBE is an acronym for: 
A. Query Before Example 
B. Query By Excellence 
C. Query By E-mail 

/ @Query By Example 

\Mcs. You have 200 distributors in your vendor table. Of these 200 distributors, approxi
mately 40 are potential sources from whom no purchases have yet been made. You 
need a report that provides the DistributoriD, Name, and the total purchase dollar 

, .. :.;Jf- amounts made during a specified time period. The report needs to include each of 
~~ the 200 distributors, with zero balances appearing for the vendors from whom no 

purchases have been made. Assume the table structures appear in your database 
layout as follows: 

Purchase 

PurchaseNumber 
Date 

'-- DollarAmount 
Ca~h DisbursementiD 
VendoriD 

Distributor 

- DistributoriD 
·Name 

Address 
Phone 
QualityRating 

What type of join do you need bet\veen the Distributor and Purchase tables for the 
~ery on which this report will be based? 
~Inner join 

B. Full outer join 
C. Left outer join 
D. Right outer join 

Discussion Questions 

LOt, 102, L03 01. What are the advantages (and/or disadvantages) ofSQL compared to relational algebra? 

WZ,L07 

1.05, L06, LOB, L09 

L05, 1.06, LOS, L09 

L04 

Customer 

02. 

03. 
04. 

05. 

What are the advantages (and/or disadvantages) of QBE compared to SQL? 

Explain why a poor database design results in information retrieval problems. 

Explain how incorrect information retrieval results may be obtained from even a ptr
fectly designed database. 

Create a query in SQL that will lisi the last name, first name, and telephone number 
for all the customers who live in Florida. States are entered in the database using their 
hvo digit postal abbreviation (Florida is FL). The customer table structure (field types 
are noted) follows: 

CustomeriD lastName FirstName Telephone City State Creditlimit AcctsReceivableBalance 

Text Text Text Text Text Text Currency Currency 

LOs 06. You have three tables in your relational database: Student, Course, and Taken By. 
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Student Course 

No. 
StudentiD Name Address CourseiD Descript ion Credits 

51 Angelo Ramon 8892 Sandhurst C1 Economics 3 

52 Chloe Zenker 1262 G1ngersnap C2 Finance 3 

53 Harold George 1495 Colorado C3 Marketing 3 

Taken By 

StudentiD CourseiD Semester GradeEarned 

51 C1 5p2010 A 

51 C3 Sp2010 B+ 
51 C2 Fa2010 A-

52 Cl 5p2010 B 
52 C2 Fa2010 A 

52 C3 Fa201 0 A 

53 C1 Fa2010 A 
53 C2 Fa2010 B+ 

What information will result from the following SQL quc1y applied to this relational 
database? 

SELECT StudentiD, Name 

FROM Student , TakenBy 

WHERE Student.SnidentlD=TakenBy.StudentiD AND CourseiD=Cl AND 
GradeEarned=A; 

L06 D7. You have three tables in your relational database: Movie, Star, and RolePlayed. 

Movie St ar 

M ovieiD Title Rating St ariD Name YearBirth 

Ml Castaway PG-13 5tl Tom Hanks 1956 
M2 You've Got Mail PG St2 Meg Ryan 1961 
M3 City of Angels PG-13 5t3 Nicolas Cage 1964 

RolePlayed 

Mov ieiD StariD CharacterName 

M1 St1 Chuck Noland 
M2 5t1 Joe Fox 

M2 5t2 Kathleen Kelly 
M3 St2 Maggie Rice 

M3 5t3 Seth 

Tf the goal is to retrieve the title and rating of each movie in which Meg Ryan 
played a role, what errors, if any, exist in the following SQL statement? 
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SELECT* 

FROM RolePlayed 

WHERE StariD="Meg Ryan"; 

ws D8. You have two tables in your relational database: Loan and Lender as illustrated in 
Exhibit 7-25 below. What information wi ll result from the QBE query applied to 
the relational database tables in Exhibit 7- 25? 

EXHIBIT 7- 25 
Jl1 Microsoft A.eus:s 

f'o!dti""-:!).«v:@-h<b 

c- ~ e · - tSJ· 
10 .. 

.... , 

"" [il 

r-r-r;-L•-n-=-de,-,rlll"'-;Nome Addfess Phone Conloct 
• Len1 E,gh1h Bank 182~ Ef9hih Street 888-402~41 Stewart 

~ • Lert2 \Vonch'ndi Bank S7751ndustnal Pial:. 507-213-5713 Kim~tly 

R«a<d: Jil..i.JI -~~of 2 

0 

lol Hi?012 5500 000 00 
~ MOO 
fRt<:«d: ..!!l...!...J~...u..lli!...jof-t 

Q ' Q ' 

10 l&n1 
S lenl 
/ltt~2 
0 

t09 D9. Inspect the StockfiowSale-Tnventory table and related QBE query in Exhibit 7-26. 
What errors, if any, exist in the QBE query if the goal of the query is to calculate 
the total sales dollar value for each inventory item? 
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EXHIBIT 7- 26 

•' i!ll· I l o., I: " . tli' /f:;J <111· 11) 

/f:;J [J 

!Q-. llt. _. dll!<w .~. :--s:w SaleiD lt&m!O QuautitvSold AcruoiUnitSelllnqPrlce 
S1 noa1 20 $7000 

""- ~~ createq.,eryn~~'ltW S2 107&; 10 sso 00 
G ~ ~ ~~by~ ..... :fTd S3 101&; JO S.!S 00 

@~ 
@ To~'flt~Ite."'l S3 11001 15 $7000 

$4 !0969 25 s,oo 00 
1!1 $4 .,001 100 S6500 

• • 0 5000 

~ .. f\«orG: JiliJ ~ ___j.!!.LJ of 7 

tl @ TotolSalesByltem: Select Query - ~ 
~, 

~~- ~ - ._.,}.Q;~ 

4 AI 

~ ' 

~ It """" --AL.I.I.Ilh~u y 

<T ) 

,...,, ,..,.ID .:,: ~ <:.HP~x· ' 
.. ......., 

Tlbte: s• • :IWt'!'l ~:,..,.., ' t.Sa't' 
TOQI: G ""' ... ,._, 

Cn:eN: 

"' 

<1 
I r, ....._ . ..., 

--~ -~ 
I 

Applied Learning 

L03, LOs AI . This applied learning assignment is based on the table structures for Friendly Public 
Library (FPL). The table structures and underlying conceptual model for FPL arc il
lustrated in Exhibits 7-27 and 7-28. These exhibits do not represent the entire data
base for FPL but include enough information for you to develop the queries they 
need. Like most public libraries, FPL lends different types of media (e.g., books, 
journals, maps, and videos) to patrons at no cost. Different types of media may be 
borrowed for vmious lengths of time; some media types are noncirculating and may 
only be used in the library. FPL created a database in which to store some of its in
formation, but FPL has not yet created any queries. For each of the following sce
narios you are asked to create a query (or set of queries) to meet the information 
need identified by FPL. Your instructor will provide you with the electronic database 
file in Microsoft Access. You may use SQL view or QBE for each of the qt1eries. For 
each query, print out the query design (use Alt-PrintScreen to copy the query design 
and then paste it into a word processing application) and also print out the query re
sult (you can use the File, Print menu to print the result). Be sure to label the print
outs and put your name on your assignment. 

a. Marketing wants to know whether more children's fiction books are checked out dur
ing the month of July than during the month of September. To determine this, Mar
keting has requested that you create a query that calculates the number of children's 
fiction books checked out during July and another query that calculates the number 
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EXHIBIT 7- 27 FPL Table Structures* 

Media Type 

TypeCode CategoryDescription CheckoutPeriod 

Media 

ltemiD Title Author Publisher YearPublished DateAcquired MediaType'K 

Library Staff 

EmpiD Name Address City State Zip Phone WH SocSec# BankAcct# 

Patron 

PatroniD Name Address City State Zip Phone PatronType'K 

Loan (Checkout) 

LoaniD Date PatronFK LibraryStaff" 

Loan-Media 

LoaniD ltemiD DateDue DateReturned 

Patron Type 

TypeCode Description AgeCriteria 

*Primary keys arc doubk·undcrlincd: fordgn keys nrG indicated with FK; \VH = w ithholdings 

of children's fiction books checked out during September so that Marketing can 
compare the totals. Can you think of a third query to make the comparison for Mar
keting so they don't have to make the comparison manually? 

b. Payroll has decided that all library employees must be paid via direct deposit. Until 
now direct deposit has been available to employees but was not required. Payroll 
needs a list of all library employees for whom no direct deposit information is on file 
to prepare a memorandum to send to those employees. The list should include the 
employee ID, name, address, and telephone number for each employee for whom di
rect deposit information is missing. 

c. Operations is concerned that the library is running short on space in its public access 
areas. Therefore, Operations wants to move all library holdings that are of a certain 
age and that have not been checked out recently into a basement storage area. Those 
items will be kept for some length of time and those that are not requested by any 
patrons during that time will be sold, discarded, or given away. Items in the basement 
that are requested by patrons will be moved to the main public access areas. Opera
tions anticipates the need to identify items to be moved to the basement storage area 
several times a year; therefore they request that the queries you write be ones they 
can reuse with their choice of specified dates (for age of item and for how recently 
an item has been checked out). 

d. Circulation needs to send out overdue notices each day to patrons whose media have 
not been retumcd by the due date. Write a query or set of queries Circulation can use 
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EXHIBIT 7- 28 FPL Conceptual Model 

Code Description Checkout 
period 

EmpiD Name Address City 

r'--.I..........J'--~L..-. State 

Zip 
Phone 
WH 

~----~rv Socs~# 

Bankacct~ 

PatrontD Name Address City 

Patron type 

State 
Zip 

Phone 

Code Description Age cntena 

each day to identify the patron name, address. city, state, zip, and media title(s) for 
each overdue item. Obviously it needs to be a query (set) that can be reused each day, 
with the ability to specify the date(s) involved. 

e. What is another information need you can think of for which some area ofFPL may 
need a query or set of queries developed? Develop a query or query set that satisfies 
the infom1ation need you identified. 

Answers to Multiple Choice Questions 
MCI. B: MC2. C; MC3. A; MC4. D; MCS. A. 



The Sales/Collection 
Business Process 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

The objective of t his chapter is to encourage an in-depth understanding of the 
sales/collection business process, with a focus on the modeling of this t ransaction 
cycle with t he REA enterprise ontology and querying to meet information needs for 
this cycle. After studying this chapter you should be able to: 

1. Identify activities and documents common to sales/collection business processes 
for various enterprises 

2. Recognize similarities and differences between different types of revenue
generating enterprises 

3. Identify the components of the REA ontology in the sales/collection business 
process 

4. Explain how the sales/collection business process fits into an enterprise's value 
system 

5. Explain how the sales/collection business process fits into an enterprise's value 
chain 

6. Create a REA business process level model for an enterprise's sales/collection 
business process 

7. Identify common information needs w ithin the sales/collection process 

8. Create queries to meet common information needs in the sales/collection process 

ITRODUCTION 

The sales/collection business process is sometimes called the revenue transaction cycle or 
the order to cash mega-process; therefore, you must look past the labels an enterprise assigns 
to its various activities and examine the substance to identifY the sales/collection process for 
a given enterprise. This chapter is the fi rst of several in this module that examine business 
processes in detail. Each of these chapters discusses how the transaction cycle of interest fits 
into the value system and value chain levels for various enterprises. The REA business 
process level design pattern is then discussed, as well as the task activities that typically 

199 
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occur, the risks and internal controls associated with those activities, the information needs 
that arise within the business process, and the development of specific queries using Mi
crosoft Access to meet some of the identified information needs. 

SALES/COLLECTION BUSINESS PROCESS IN AN ENTERPRISE 
VALUE SYSTEM 

As you analyze and model a business process, you must clearly understand its purpose and 
objectives. You must realize how the business process fits into the value system of the enter
prise as a whole. At the value system level, the sales/collection process is the point of contact 
between the customer and the enterprise. Goods and/or services flow from the enterprise to 
the customer: cash flows from the customer to the enterprise, as highlighted in Exhibit 8- 1. 

From the value system we sum1ise that to exchange goods and services for cash with 
the customers, we must attract customers, then help those customers select goods and ser
vices, deliver the goods and services requested, and collect payments for the goods and ser
vices. Generating revenue is the key to achieving growth and profitability. Enterprises can 
produce an abundance of goods and create a variety of services, but the real test of value 
is whether someone will pay a price that covers the cost of goods and services and provide 
the enterprise with an acceptable return on invested funds. 

SALES/COLLECTION BUSINESS PROCESS IN ENTERPRISE 
VALUE CHAINS 

EXHIBIT 8- 1 
Sales/Collection 
Process in an 
Enterprise 
Value System 

The value chain reveals interfaces between the ~ales/collection process and other business 
processes. Exhibit 8-2 illustrates the typical value chains for manufacturing enterprises; for 
merchandising enterprises such as retail stores, wholesale distributors, and rental agencies: 
and for service-provision enterprises. Goods and services are made available to an enterprises 
revenue process as a result of the conversion, acquisition/payment, and payroll processes; the 
revenue process turns those goods and services into cash, which is made avai lable to the fi
nancing process. To turn the goods and services into cash, the revenue process must include 
at least one economic event that transfers out the goods and services (i.e., a decrement event) 
and at least one economic event that transfers in the cash (i.e., an increment event). 

Investors and 
creditors 

Suppliers 
(vendors} 

Employees 

Goods, 
services 

Cash 

Customers 



EXHIBIT 8-2 Sales/Collection Process in the VaJue Chain 

Partial Value Chain for Manufacturers 

For Wholesale or Retail Distributors and Rental Agencies 

,.,.-_-_-_-_:::~'-,,' ., 
1 : labor I ', 

1
1 I acquaSIIIOn : "\ - - _ 

: Payroll --;;"""::-- f 
•,Dual11y ) 1 

1, process , ,/ 1 \ ............ I 
\ I Cash I I 
', : dlsbursement ; , ' 

'-... .... ·------;," ... _____ .,.., 

Partial Value Chain for Service Providers 
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Although labor operations exist in every enterprise's revenue process (i.e., sales represen
tatives and other employees pc1form labor in executing revenue cycle events) in most enter
prises they are not explicitly tracked and matched to the revenue-generating activity. Instead 
the labor cost is simply aggregated into a number called selling, general, and administrative 
expenses. Service providers are a notable exception. Because labor is in essence the invento11 
service providers sell, it usually becomes cost-beneficial tor them to track and measure details 
of labor operations. Other enterprises for which labor operations are an important component 
of the revenue-generating activities may also track labor operations. For example, a furniture 
store that proYides delivery service to customers who purchase the furniture may want to track 
the labor details associated with delivering the furni ture. Or a restaurant that oilers food de
livery to customers' front doors may want to track the labor details associated with delivering 
the food. For enterprises that have determined a benefit in excess of the cost of tracking labor 
operations in their re\'enue cycles, a link between the payroll process and the revenue process 
should be materialized and accompanied by a labor operation event that participates in the du
ality relationship, as shown by dotted lines in Exhibit 8-2. 

SALES/COLLECTION BUSINESS PROCESS LEVEL REA MODELS 

Recall that the extended REA ontology described in Chapter 4 and illustrated in Exhibil 
8 3 identifies the pattern underlying each transaction cycle, which consists of instigation 
events, mutual commitment events, economic exchange events, resources, agents, types. 
and various relationships such as stoekfiow, duality, fulfillment, reservation, proposition 
and participation. In this section we describe the extended REA ontology components spe
cific to the sales/collection business process, noting differences for different types of en
terprises (e.g. merchandiser versus manufacturer or service provider). 

The REA pattern aids in analyzing business processes and events by highlighting the 
ll"hat (the resources involved in the event) and the 1rho (the internal and external agents 
of each event. Notice that the where and the 1vhen are often stored as attributes of eact 
event. The cYents. agents. and resources involved in the sales/collection process v~ 
somewhat from enterprise to enterprise. The general pattern discussed in this chapter car 
be easily adapted and applied to meet the exact requirements of any enterprise (e.g., non
profit or governmental agencies. wholesalers, bartering arrangements, catalog sales, cas!:: 
sales, retailers. service providers, prepaid sale activities. or manufacturers). 

Instigation Events (Marketing Events, Customer Inquiries) 
Instigation events may be internally instigated (i.e., by the enterprise) or externally insti
gated (i .e., by an external business partner of the enterprise). The sales/collection proees~ 
is instigated by the attraction of a customer's decision to buy the enterprise's goods or ser
vices. In an effort to influence customer decision making, an enterprise plans, execute~ 
and evaluates a variety of marketing events (e.g., sales calls, advertising campaigns. o~ 
promotions) intended to infonn customers about products and/or services and hopeful!: 
influence them to trigger the sales/collection process. Therefore marketing efforts are typ
ically considered to be internally generated instigation events. Conversely, sometimes cus
tomers know they want a particular product or service and they search for a source for rru.· 
product or service. They may call an enterprise to see if the prodt1ct or service they nee ... 
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BIT 8- 3 Sales/Collection Extended REA Ontology Database Design Pattern 

Goods or 
servtces 
'lV<!ntory type 

Marketing activity 
or customer InqUiry 
(instigation event) 

Internal 
agent 

Goods or 
servtees 
rventory 

"eSOUrce 

External 
agent 

-~nZ l:::t shown with dashed line<> to indic:Hc fh<tt It 1s often C\clutlt!d from the model because the fC\Cnu~-g~nerJting activity (decrement economic 
1. "T'Wlr"e reliable cash flow budget factor tlwn is the mutual commitml!nt event. 
or ccn ICCS inventory may be t!xcludcd for cntcrpri ... cs for "hich 11 i:-. not cv:o.t effective to usc specific idcmificati<m: if ~o. ~tockflow I ;:~ml .~.tockftow2 

10 ·he goods or services in\'cntory type entuy. In other C<t:.c~. the mutual commitment C\'Cnt ma)' 'Jlt."Cify an in:o.tnn;;~: of goods or service~ im'"·ntOI); 
I ... hould co nne<.: I 10 the goO<h or :>en·ices inventory cmity. 

~docs not attempt to c.:lif'rerentiatc internal agent~ for the \'arious e\'cnb: for some emerprisc-s one category of employees may participate in all 
b- «hen~ there may be se\·erJI different cntcg:oric.s of employe~::. in\'oh·cd. 

is available, without having participated in a marketing event. Such customer inquiries are 
externally generated instigation events. Quotes or bids may be provided to the customer as 
part of instigation events. 

Agents involved in instigation events usually are sales/marketing personnel or customer 
service representatives (internal agents) and customers (external agents). Typically there is 
no need to specifically identify a good or service for purposes of instigation events; all that 
is needed is information about the type of good or service promoted. Of course, some en
terprises have atypical or unusual circumstances and may therefore involve different agents 
and/or may require specific identification of goods and services being marketed. 
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EXHIBIT 8-4 
Sales Call 
Report 

Attributes of instigation events that should be captured typically include the date, time 
and location of the event, and the duration of the customer contact. The instigation eyem 
data should also be able to be linked to data regarding the related sales and marketin; 
or customer service personnel, the customer, and the types of goods or services that were 
presented to the customer. Data regarding sales call instigation events are often capturec 
on a sales call form such as that in Exhibit 8-4. This fmm may be either a paper documen· 
or part of a software application interface. In either case, similar data are captured an.: 
stored. 

The set of relational tables illustrated in Exhibit 8- 5 correspond to Exhibit 8-3's entit) 
relationship representation of the sales call event, the relationships in which it participate-s 
(proposition, fulfillment!, participation I, and participation2), and the related entities (in-

Your Source Company 
Your Source for Everything You Need 
123 Main St. 

Sales Call Report 
No. 42 

Anytown, USA 12345 

Salesperson name Jimmy Vitale Salesperson # E23 

Customer name Needmore Stuff Customer# C2323 

I Sales call location I Needmore Stuff warehouse 

I Date I 5/4/201 0 I Start time I 9:12am. I End time 10:00 a.m. 

Customer representative called on I Sarah Gibson I 

What is this person's position? I Procurement supervisor I 
What products/services were presented at this sales call? I 
Big stuff (Item BIS1) I 
Little stuff (Item LIS1) I 
Huge stuff (Item HUS1) I 
Tiny stuff (Item TIS 1) I 

Did a sale order result from this sales call? Yes ~ Order Number _ 1_4_ No 0 
If yes, what products/services were ordered by the customer? J 

TIS1 I 
LIS1 r 

I 
l 

Follow-up comments (e.g., customer reaction to products, other notes): I 

Customer likes small things! Had no interest at all in big or huge stuff, don't bother l 
presenting again. The smaller the better! I 

I 
I 
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Relational Tables Encompassing Sales Call Event 

Sa-es Call (Instigation) Event 

5.-s Caii iD Date StartTime EndTime location SalesRepiD'K CustomeriDFK 

5/4/2010 9:12a.m. 10:00 a.m. Customer E23 C2323 

~ition Relationship 

Sales Caii iD ltemiD 

8151 
LIS 1 
HUS1 
TIS1 

Customer Reaction to Product 

Negative 
Positive 
Negative 
Positive 

Sales Representative (Internal Agent) 

~Rep iD Name Address Telephone 

555-5678 

DateOfBirth 

Aug 18, 1962 Jimmy Vitale 425 ConAir Drive 

~er (External Agent) 

~riD Name 

Needmore Stuff 

Address Telephone 

555-8989 

Credit Rating 

A+ 86906 Enterprise Court 

ftWBltory Type (Resource Type) 

ll!m D Description UnitOfMeasure Standard Cost list Price 

Big Stuff Each $20.00 $50.00 
Huge Stuff Each $30.00 $70.00 
little Stuff Box of 6 $36.00 $72.00 
Tiny Stuff Box of 12 $48.00 $96.00 

~ Order (Mutual Commitment) Event 

So* 
.:lldBIO 

Order 
Date 

Date 
Needed 

Total Dollar 
Amt 

Sales 
Tax 

Shipping 
Charge 

Sales 
CaiiiDFK 

Sales Customer 
RepiD'K ID'K 

5/4/2010 5/7/2010 $1,100.00 $0 $0 42 E23 (2323 

•' n:latiooship is implemented Wllh Sale~ Call ID posted mto Sale Order table. Panic1pationl rchuionship is implemented ,v;th Sales Rep ID posted 
Lbte. Participation2 relationship is impl~menteci with Customer 10 posled imo Sale~ C:~ll mblc. Customer reaction to product is included as an 

""'C"'p)Sltion table bec:tlL~ it is intended to mc<t~urc the reaction to the producr on a panicular sales call. It b assumed that the customer could react 
,;: same prodllCt on a different sale. In e'~cnce. customer re<tction to a product on a sales call is an attribute of a ternary relationship; however, since the 

pis not represented and <:mce each snlcs call im ohe!:t a maximum of one CU!:ttomer. the proposition table is the be!:tt place to store thi::. attribute. 

ventory type, sales order, sales representative, and custom er) . O ther possible tables could 
be derived depend ing on the relationship cardinalities. Data from the form in Exh ib it 8-4 
have been entered into the database tables; however, some of these data (e.g., inventory and 
customer infom1ation) would already have existed in the database tables before the sales 

call data were added to the tables, so all that is added regarding those objects is the rela
tionship information so they can be linked to the event. The sale order data would normally 

be ente red upon processing of the order; we are assuming the sales order gene rated a t the 
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sales call was processed immediately. More detail about the order event is provided in th~ 
next section. 

Mutual Commitment Events (Customer Orders, Rentals, 
Service Agreements) 

A mutual commitment event exists if the enterprise and an external business partner ha\ " 
each agreed to exchange resources at a defined future time. In the sates/collection proce· ,. 
the most common mutual commitment events are customer orders, rental agreement·. 
and service agreements. A mutual commitment doesn't always happen at a discrete poiP 
in time; otlen it involves a series of activities. Typically a customer (the external agem 
places an order with the enterprise for goods or services (the resource). Typically there i;o 
no need to specifically identify goods or services for mutual commitn1ent events; rather ir 
formation about the type of good or service promised to the customer is sufficient. Sal~ 
or customer service representatives and/or order entry clerks (internal agents) assist the 
customer and collect the order data. The enterprise determines whether to commit b~ 
checking the availability of requested goods or services, verifying all price and date infor
mation, and contacting the customer if necessary to adj ust pricing or dates promised. The 
enterprise also determines whether tu extend credit to the customer; therefore a credit man
ager also may serve as an internal agent. 

These determinations are important because the enterprise docs not want to commit un
less it is confident both parties can fulfill their parts of the sales transaction (i.e., the en
terprise must have the ability to fill the order and the customer must have the ability tt. 
make payment). Once the customer'~ order is approved, it becomes an accepted sale order 
and is considered a mutual commitment. Ideally an enterprise wants to be able to trace 
each sale order (mutual commitment event) to a sales call or other instigation event. Some
times it is impossible to determine which marketing efforts led to commitments for an en
terprise; in such cases the fulfillmentl relationship is typically not materialized. For other 
enterprises, commitments typically occur only as part of marketing events; for example 
vacation ownership, or time-share, sales. In those rare cases, the commitment and instiga
tion events may be collapsed into a single entity. Linking the marketing efforts to the com
mitment event provides valuable information to evaluate marketing effectiveness, so en
terprises should consider the feasibility and cost of materializing this link. 

Attributes of mutual commitment events that typically should be captured include the 
date, time. and dollar ammmr of the order; the date by which the customer needs the goods 
or services delivered; the delivery method to be used (e.g., Federal Express, UPS, or Clli

tomer pick-up): the desired location of the delivery; and the payment terms. The order dat.. 
should a lso be able to be linked to data regarding the related resources, agents, and eco
nomic decrement events, and, if possible, to the related instigation event. Data regardin; 
sale order commitment events are often captured on a sale order form such as that shown r
Exhibit 8-6. This form may be either a paper document or part of a software application ir.
terface that is used to update the enterprise database. For many enterprises, the data for salo 
orders are obtained from a customer purchase order form, commonly referred to as a cus
tomer order. The primary difference between a customer order and a sale order is that t1k. 
customer order is in the customer's format, whereas the sale order is in the seller's format 

The set of relational tables in Exhibit 8- 7 correspond to Exhibit 8-3's enlity-relationsh·;: 
representation of the sales order event and the relationships in which it participates (reser-
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EXHIBIT 8-6 Sale Order 

Your Source Company 
Your Source for Everything You Need 
123 Main St. 

Sale Order 
ORDER NO: _1_4_ 

Anytown, USA 12345 DATE 5/4/2010 

Ordered by: Ship to: 
Sarah Gibson Needmore Stuff 

86906 Enterprise Dr. 

Anytown, USA 12345 

SALESPERSOI\' P.O. NUMBER EST. SHIP DATE TERMS 

E23 Verbal 5/5/2010 N/30 

QUANTITY STOCK# DESCRIPTION UNIT PRICE AMOUNT 

2 LIS1 Little Stuff, box of 6 $70.00 $ 140.00 

10 TIS1 Tiny Stuff, box of 12 $96.00 $ 960.00 

SUBTOTAL $1 ,100.00 

SALES TAX 0 

SHIPPING & HANDLING 0 

ORDER TOTAL $1 '1 00.00 

vation, fulfillment!, fulfillment2, participation3, and participation4). Other possible tables 
could be derived, depending on the relationship cardinalities. Data from the form in Exhibit 
8-6 have been entered into the database tables; however, some of these data would already 
have existed in the database tables (e.g., the customer and inventory information) before the 
sales order data were added to the tables. 

Similar types of data are captured on similar forms (again, either in electronic interfaces 
or on paper documents) for other mutual commitment events such as service agreements 
and rental contracts. Exhibit 8-8 shows a service agreement; note the similarities in the 
types of data captured regarding the service agreement and the sale order events. Similar 
data would also be captured for rental agreements. 

~conomic Decrement Event (Sale, Shipment, Rental, or Service Engagement) 
The economic decrement event in the sales/collection process may take on one of several 
labels because it represents the revenue generating activity, which can take various forms. 
The revenue generating activity is the decrement event; resources made available to the 
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EXHIBIT 8-7 Relational Tables Encompassing Sales Order Event 

Sale Order (Mutual Commitment) Event 

Sale Order Date Total Dollar Sales Shipping Sales Sales Customer 

Order ID Date Needed Amt Tax Charge CaiiiDFK RepiOFK IOFK 

14 5/412010 5nt2010 $1.'00.00 $0 $0 42 E23 C2323 

Sales Call (Instigation) Event 

Sales CaiiiD Date Start Time EndTime Location SalesRepiOFK CustomeriOFK 

42 5/4/2010 9:12a.m. 10:00 a.m. Customer E23 C2323 

Reservation Relationship 

Sales Order 10 Item ID Quantity Ordered Quoted Unit Price 

14 us 1 2 70.00 

14 TIS1 10 96.00 

Sales Representative (Internal Agent) 

Sales Rep 10 Name Address Telephone DateOfBirth 

E23 Jimmy Vitale 425 ConAir Drive 555-5678 Aug 18, 1962 

Customer (External Agent) 

Customer 10 Name Address Telephone Credit Rating 

C2323 Needmore Stuff 86906 Enterprise Court 555-8989 A+ 

Inventory Type (Resource Type) 

Item 10 Description UnitOfMeasure Standard Cost List Price 

BJ$1 Big Stuff Each $20.00 $50.00 

HUS1 Huge Stuff Each $30.00 $70.00 
U$1 Little Stuff Box of 6 $36.00 $72.00 
TIS1 Tiny Stuff Box of 12 $48.00 $96.00 

Fulfillment2 Relationship 

Sales Order 10 Sale 10 

Note: Participation3 relationship is implemented with Sales Rep 10 posted into Sales Order table. Partir.:ipation4 relationship is implemented with CuS.Iomer ID 
posted into Sales Order t<tble. fulfilhnen ll relationship is implemt:nted with Sales Cali!D posted into Sale:, Order table. r:'ulfilhnent2 data are nol yet entered. 
assuming a time lag between onJe> and sh1pment. 

revenue cycle by the acquisition and/or conversion cycles must be given or used up in ex
change for the resource (usually cash) received from external partners. Usually the enter
prise gives up goods, services, or the temporary use of goods. If the revenue generating ac
tivity involves the sale of merchandise, the event may be called Sale, Delivery, or Shipme:
depending in part on whether the customer is on-site to accept possession of the goods oc 
whether the enterprise must deliver or ship the goods to the customer. The important C04-
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EXHIBIT 8-8 Service Agreement 

Your Source Company 
Your Source for Everything You Need 
123 Main St. 

Repair Service Order 
ORDER NO: 

Anytown, USA 12345 DATE-----

Ordered by: Ship to: 

SALESPERSON P.O. NUMBER ESTIMATED TO SHIP VIA TERMS 
COMPLETION DATE 

Parts and supplies 

QUANTITY STOCK# DESCRIPTION UNIT PRICE AMOUNT 

SUBTOTAL 

Labor charges 

HOURS SERVICE TYPE DESCRIPTION REPAIR PERSON HOURLY RATE AMOUNT 

SUBTOTAL 

SALES TAX 

SHIPPING & HANDLING 

TOTAL DUE 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR BUSINESS! 

sideration is that a decrement event that represents the sale of goods must represent the 
point at which title to the merchandise transfers from the seller to tbe buyer. lf titlc has not 
transferred, then no decrement has occurred and the sale event cannot be materialized. 

1f the enterprise sells services rather than goods, then the resource given up to the cus
tomers is a set of employee services, making those services unavailable to provide to some
one else. Such u decrement event is usually called Service Engagement or something that 
more specifically describes the kinds of services performed by the enterprise, such as Re
pair Service. Audit Engagement, or Consultation . ln the case of enterptiscs that rent mer
chandise to customers, the economic decrement event is usually called Refltal. The rental 
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event does not involve the transfer of title of goods, but instead involves a transfer of :!-i" 
right to use goods for an agreed upon length of time. The rental event begins when the rig·~: 
to temporary possession of the goods transfers from the lessor to the lessee and ends wher: 
possession of the goods transfers back from the lessee to the lessor. 

Economic decrement events in the revenue cycle do not always happen at discre1.: 
points in time; rather they are often made up of a series of workflow activities. Once a m~
tual commitment is made, the enterprise's fulfillment of that commitment is accomplish.:-c 
by the tasks that make up the economic decrement event. For enterprises that sell or ren; 
merchandise that must be shipped to the customer location, these tasks include picking the 
inventory from the warehouse. packing the inventory into boxes, and shipping the boxes ·~ 
the customer via a common carrier. The rental event also includes receiving the returnn. 
merchandise, inspecting it. and returning it to the warehouse. Economic decrement events 
for service enterprises generally require active involvement of trained employees who per
form the services. The enterprise must identify the requirements of the services to be ren~ 
dered and select an individual or group of individuals to perform the services. Service-s 
may be provided oYer an extended period of time by a variety of people. 

Some enterprises may have multiple revenue generating activities. For example, some 
enterprises ship finished products to customers and also provide services. Some entcrpriSt:' 
may have various combinations for different customers. For example, a computer manufac~ 
turer may scn·e one customer by shipping a new computer and letting the customer instal; 
it and handle all conversion. For another customer. the enterprise may deliver the computer. 
assist with installation. and convert existing applications for processing on the new com~ 
puler. Yet another customer may request that enterprise to repair a computer that the enter
prise had previously sold to the customer. The different events may need to be recorded as 
separate entities in the REA business process level model, or they may be combined into 
one economic decrement event entity. The appropriate representation depends on the data 
captured regarding each different decrement event. If different attributes are needed for the 
types of decrements, usually they should be represented as separate event entities, each par
ticipating in the duality relationship with the appropriate economic increment event. 

Several documents often are prepared in conjunction with the activities that comprise 
the economic decrement event: picking slips, packing slips, bills oflading, and sales in
voices. A picking slip is a document that identifies the goods taken out of the warehouse 
and made a\·ailable to be shipped (see Exhibit 8-9). Other names for this document include 
pick ticket, picking ticket, pick list, and picking lis1. 

Often a picking slip is initially prepared by the sale order clerk and sent to the ware
house to authorize an inventory clerk to "pick" the goods out of the warehouse; the inven
tory clerk then completes the picking slip. Sometimes the pick ticket is actually a copy of 
the sales order with the cost column replaced by a ··quantity picked" column (picking lisr 
copies may be designed to accomplish this without having to fill out separate documents). 
The inventory clerk notes the quantities of each item picked, notes any stockout problems. 
and signs the form to indicate the transfer of custody of those goods to the shipping area. 

A packing slip (sometimes called a packing list) is a document that identifies the goods 
that have been shipped to a customer (see Exhibit 8 10). Often the packing slip is a copy 
of the picking slip on which a shipping clerk fills in the quantities of each item packed 
notes any discrepancies from the picking slip, and signs to indicate transfer of custody of 
the goods to a common carrier. 
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EXHIBIT 8- 9 Picking List 

I 
I 

Your Source Company 
Your Source for Everything You Need 
123 Main St. 

PICKING TICKET: 15 

Clerk ID 137 

Anytown, USA 12345 

Order Number: 14 Order Date: 5/4/2010 Warehouse: WH1 

Sold To: Needmore Stuff Ship To: Needmore Stuff 

86906 Enterprise Dr. 86906 Enterprise Dr. 

Anytown, USA 12345 Anytown, USA 12345 

CUSTNUMBER P.O. NUMBER TERMS REP NUMBER 

C2323 Verbal n/30 E23 

SHIP VIA DATE-TO-SHIP 

Fed Ex 5/5/2010 

ITEM ID DESCRIPTION QTY ORDERED QTY PICKED 

LIS1 Little Stuff, box of 6 2 2 

TIS1 Tiny Stuff, box of 12 10 10 

LINE ITEMS TOTAL QUANTITY 

2 12 

The bill of lading also indicates transfer of custody of good:; rrom the enterprise to a 
common carrier; however, it contains different data from the packing slip. Rather than doc
umenting details about each type of item shipped and the quantities of those items, the bill 
of lading documents details about how many boxes made up the shipment and the dimen
sions and/or weight of those boxes. See the bill of lading in Exhibit 8 ll. 

Sales invoices (electronic or paper) communicate to customers that the enterprise has 
fulfilled its commitment and requests the customer to remit payment to fulfill its commit
ment. lf the customer already paid for the merchandise, the invoice indicates that no bal
ance is due. Exhibit 8-12 shows a sales invoice. 

Exhibit 8- l3 shows the relational tables that COITespond to Exhibit 8-3's entity-relationship 
representation of the sale event. the relationships in which it participates (stockflow1, fulfill
ment2, duality, reversal, panicipation5, and pa11icipation6), and the related resource type enti
ties. Other possible tables could be derived, depending on the relationship cardinalities. Some 
of the data from the fonns in Exhibits 8- 9 tlu·ough 8- 12 have been entered into the database 
tables. Other data fTOm those forms could be added to the tables as well (if the attributes are 
added to the appropriate tables). Some of the data entered in the tables did not come directly 
from those forms but would already have existed in the database tables based on earlier activi
ties of the enterprise. 
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EXHIBIT 8- 10 Packing List 

Your Source Company 
Your Source for Everything You Need 
123 Main St. 

PACKING LIST: 15 

Clerk ID 137 

Anytown, USA 12345 
If there are any questions about this shipment, 
contact our sales department (999) 555-3333 

Needmore Stuff YOUR PURCHASE ORDER NUMBER 

86906 Enterprise Dr. Verbal 

Anytown, USA 12345 

Contact: Sarah Gibson No. Items Ordered: 2 

WAREHOUSE YOUR SOURCE FILL YOUR YOU WE 
LOCATION PART NO. QUANTITY ITEM DESCRIPTION LINE ORDERED SHIPPED 

WH1 

WH1 

LIS1 2 Little Stuff 1 2 2 

TIS1 10 Tiny Stuff 2 10 10 

Creating separate documents for the picking, packing, and shipment of inventory an~ 
for customer billing is not a requirement of any enterpri~c information system, nor is it re
quired that those activities be separated into four tasks. An interface to an enterprisewid~ 

information system may make approved sale order data available on the company intrane· 
and the shipping function may be integrated with the warehousing function. Thus, an ,_ 
ventory clerk may view the approved order details; pick, pack, and ship the goods; an .... 
transmit an electronic invoice to the customer's information system all in one task, with n 
need to document transfers of custody (i.e., the picking and packing) because custody d .... 
not change until the goods were shipped to the customer. 

Relationships in which the economic decrement event participates typically include 
fulfillment relationship (enabling the enterprise to trace which mutual commitment eye!"· 

the decrement fulfilled). a duality relationship (allowing the enterprise to trace a relate~ 
economic increment that represents the other part of the exchange), a stockflow relatioa
ship (to trace the resource or resource type that was given up in the decrement event). par
ticipation relationships with the internal and external agents, and occasionally a revers~ 
relationship (allowing the enterprise to trace sale returns to the original sales for wh _ 
they reversed the economic effect). 

Internal agents typically associated with economic decrement events via participal! -
relationships include salespeople, shipping clerks, delivery clerks, and engagement ;x-
sonnel. External agents typically associated with economic decrement events via pan •• -
pation relationships include transportation suppliers (such as UPS or Federal Express) 2!'

customers. The resources typically associated with the economic decrement event 
stockflow relationships in the revenue cycle are usually invent01:1~ inventory type, or -• -
vice type. Most manufacntrcrs and merchandisers do not specifically identify inventor:. 
the resource that participates in the stocknow relationship is usually inventory t)pe. ::-
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.... BIT 8- 11 BiJl of Lading 

_ '. =oRM STRAIGHT BILL OF LADING- Domestic Document No. 15 

Your Source Company 
Your Source for Everything You Need 
123 Main St. 

Shippers No. 147898 

Carrier s No. 8796801 

Anytown, USA 12345 
Date 5/5/2010 

Federal Express 
(Name ot Carrier) 

=:_-:e: Vehicle Number: 

' : Weight 
:;.-~~'19 Kinds of Packaging, Description of Articles, (Subject to Charges 
.::-.:.-:s Special Marks and Exceptions Correction) Rate (for Carrier use only) . Box, stuff 151bs. 1.14 

-~· - I COD 
C.O.D. FEE: $N/A 

: : 'J. TO: N/A 
Amt:$ 0 .00 

PREPAID 0 
.~.::J"'ESS COLLECT 0 

E- Where the rate is dependent on value, Subject to Section 7 of the conditions, if this 
~are required to state specifically in shipment is to be delivered to the consignee 

= ~e agreed or declared value of the without recourse on the consignor, the Total Charges$ 17.10 
~· ccnsignor shall sign the following statement: 

--., ~';"eed or declared value of the property The carrier shall not make delivery of this 
~=" specifically stated by the shipper to shipment without payment of freight and all 

- -o: exceeding. other lawful charges. 
FREIGHT CHARGES 

.:x.oo per box (Signature of Consignor) Check Appropriate Box: 
0 Freight prepaid 
00 Bill to shipper 
0Collect 

=.;?:::; .ed subject to the classifications and tariffs in effect on the date of the issue of this Bill of Lading, the 
,· _-::.>f;:.y described above in apparent good order, except as noted (contents and condition of contents) 

e-~c '19 Clerk ID: 137 

those enterprises that do specifically identify inventory items, the resource in the stockflow 
relationship is inventory. For service providers, the resource involved in the stockftow re
lationship is usually service rype. 

--omic Increment Event (Cash Receipt) 
Cash receipts are economic increment events that increase the enterprise's cash balance. 
Cash receipts may take the form of checks, cmrency, or coins-anything that can be de
posited into a cash account held either in a bank or on hand in petty cash. Notice that if a 
customer pays with a credit card the enterprise has not yet received cash; the cash receipt 
does not occur until the credit card company pays the enterp1ise. In the latter case, the cash 
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EXHIBIT 8-12 Sales Invoice 

Your Source Company 
Your Source for Everything You Need 
123 Main St. 

Sale Invoice 
INVOICE NO: 12 

Anytown, USA 12345 DATE 5/5/2010 

Sold To: 

Needmore Stuff 

86906 Enterprise Dr. 

Anytown, USA 12345 

Ship To: 

Needmore Stuff 

86906 Enterprise Dr. 

Anytown, USA 12345 

SALESPERSON P.O. NUMBER S.O. NUMBER DATE SHIPPED SHIPPED VIA 

E23 Verbal 14 5/5/2010 FedEx 

QUANTITY STOCK# DESCRIPTION UNIT PRICE AMOUNT 

2 LIS1 Little Stuff, box of 6 $70.00 $ 140.00 

10 TIS1 Tiny Stuff, box of 12 $96.00 $ 960.00 

SUBTOTAL $1,100.00 

SALES TAX 0 

SHIPPING & HANDLING 0 

TOTAL DUE $1 ,100.00 

Make all checks payable to: Your Source Company 

THANKYOU FOR YOUR BUSINESS! 

receipt must be connected to two external agents- the customer, whose accounts recei'
able balance will be decreased as a result of the cash receipt, and the credit card compan: 
from whom the cash was literally received. 

Cash receipts may occur at various times during the sales/collection process. Sorr.~ 
cash receipts may occur as orders are placed (i.e. , a prepayment); other cash receipts m::: 
occur at the point of sale or upon delivery of goods or services; still other cash receip:... 
may occur days or weeks after sales take place. The receipt of cash is a custodial functio
Two documents are typically involved in task activities that comprise the cash rece.-:
event: remittance advices and deposit slips. When payment is received, cashiers, accou::·. 
receivable clerks, or other company employees (internal agents) verify the payment info:
mation is correctly recorded on a remittance advice. A remittance advice is a docume
(usually the portion of a customer invoice or customer statement that says "return tL 
stub with payment") that advises the enterprise the customer is remitting payment. In E -
hibit 8- 14 we show a customer statement with a detachable remittance advice. 
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- BIT 8-13 Sample Relational Tables Encompassing Sale Event 

~ Order (Mutual Commitment) Event 

Sa_'le 
ef ID 

Order 
Date 

5/4/2010 

Date 
Needed 

517/2010 

Economic Decrement) Event 

Total 
Dollar Amt 

$1,100.00 

Sales 
Tax 

$0 

Shipping 
Charge 

$0 

Sales 
CaiiiDFK 

42 

Sales 
RepiDFK 

E23 

Customer 
IDFK 

(2323 

D Date PicklistiD PacklistiD 

5/5/2010 15 15 

BOL# Sales RepiDFK 

15 E23 

CustomeriDFK CashReceiptiDFK 

C2323 

:::d:flow1 Relationship 

'5.i!e 4> Item ID 

LIS1 
TIS1 

Quantity Sold 

2 

10 

'5atie:s Representative (Internal Agent) 

Actual Unit Price 

70.00 

96.00 

-------------------------------------------
RepiD Name Address Telephone DateOfBirth 

Jimmy Vitale 425 ConAir Drive 555-5678 Aug 18, 1962 

Name Address Telephone DateOfBirth 

Amy Milano 8892 Eddy Ave. 555-9557 January 3, 1964 

:;;..;s:YT>er (External Agent) 

Name 

Needmore Stuff 

Address Telephone Credit Rating 

86906 Enterprise Court 555-8989 A+ 

Description UnitOfMeasure Standard Cost List Price 

Big Stuff 
Huge Stuff 
Little Stuff 
Tiny Stuff 

r.oent2 Relationship 

Sale ID 

12 

Each $20.00 
Each $30.00 
Box of 6 $36.00 
Box of 12 $48.00 

$50.00 
$70.00 
$72.00 
$96.00 

Continued 

A deposit slip is promptly prepared SW1Unmizing all payments for a prescribed time period 
(usually a day); the deposit slip and payments are deposited into one of the enterprise's bank 
accounts. Due to the risk of Joss, cash should be deposited at least daily, all employers who 
have access to cash should be bonded, and two employees should verify cash transactions. In 
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EXHIBIT 8- 13 (Concluded) 

Cash Receipt (Economic Increment) Event 

CashReceiptiD 

RA20 

Date 

5/19/201 0 

Dollar Amount 

$1 ,1 00.00 

Sale Return (Economic Decrement Reversal) Event 

CashAccount iDFK CustomeriDFK CashieriDFK 

Ca123501 (2323 E111 

Sale Return ID Date $Amount SalesRepiOFK CustomeriDFK 

Note: Pan icipation5 rel<l tion..;hip is implemented wuh Sale:s Rep lD posted imo Sale: w.ble. Panicipation6 rela tion:.-hip i5 implemented '' ith Customer lD posted 
into Sale table. Duality relationship is implemented with Cash Receipt ID posted imo Sale table. Cash receipt data an: not ye t entered. :t~stuning a time l:1g 
between ~hipment and c.ash receipt. Rc\'ersal rela tionship is implemented with Sale It> po~ted into Sales Return table. Return data are not yet entered. assuming 

a time lag between shipment and sale return. 

EXHIBIT 8-14 Customer Statement with Remittance Advice 

Your Source Company 
Your Source for Everything You Need 
123 Main St. 
Anytown, USA 12345 

Needmore Stuff 

86906 Enterprise Dr. 

Anytown, USA 12345 

INVOICE 
NUMBER DATE 

12 5/5/2010 

TOTAL 
DUE 

1 51,1oo.oo 1 

CURRENT 

1.100.00 

TOTAL 
CURRENT 

51 ,100.00 

REVIEWED BY 

STATEMENT 

DATE 

5/19/2010 

CUSTOMER 
NUMBER 

C2323 

TERMS: N/30 

PAST PAST PAST 
1-30 31-60 61- 90 

TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL 
PAST PAST PAST 
1-30 31-60 61-90 

so so so 

PAST 
91-120 

TOTAL 
PAST 
91-120 

$0 

REMITTANCE 
ADVICE # 20 

CUSTOMER 
DATE NUMBER 

C2323 

- PLEASE DETACH HERE AND 
RETURN THIS STUB WITH YOUR 
REMITTANCE 
TO: Your Source Company 

123 Main Sl . 
Anytown, USA 12345 

INVOICE AMOUNT 
NUMBER APPLIED 

12 $ 960.00 

TOTAL 
:TOTAL DUE REMITTED 

1 $1,100.00 is 960.00 
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addition to having customers mail or bring payments directly to the business, an enterprise can 
use the lockbox method or electronic funds transfers to collect customer payments. When the 
lockbox method is used, customers mail their checks to a post office address, and for a fee, a 
bank will pick up, total, and directly deposit the funds into the company's account. In such sit
uations the post office serves as an external agent. The bank then sends a copy of the deposit 
information and the remittance adviccs to the company. Electronic funds transfers reduce 
human involvement with cash by having customers electronically transfer funds from their 
bank accounts directly to the company's bank account. The fom1 of payment is incidental to 
the occurrence of the event. 

Attributes caph1red regarding cash receipts usually include a cash receipt identifier (such 
as a unique remittance advice number), date, amount received, customer identification, em
ployee identification (such as employees who count and deposit the cash), the account num
ber where the cash is deposited, the location of payment (such as mail. or in person at the 
main office), and the check number of the payment. Some enterprises link payments to spe
cific invoices, while others simply apply payments to the outstanding balance. 

Enterprise systems should include 1hc ability to record a cash receipt without linking it 
to a specific customer. For example, suppose someone sends a check but neglects to send 
the remittance advice and the name on the check does not correspond to the name of any 
existing customer account. The enterprise should be able to deposit the funds and tag the 
transaction as "unapplied cash'. (a cash payment that was received but was not posted to a 
customer's receivable balance). If this occurs, the system should generate a listing of ·'un
applied cash" tmnsactions and, as with all errors, they should be investigated and corrected 
as soon as possible. The enterprise system should also allow enterprises to choose how 
they want to link customer payments to customer accounts. Two methods include specific 
invoice and balance forward. As the name implies, the specific invoice method involves 
matching payments to specific sales invoices. When enterprises use a balance forward ap
proach, they apply payments to a customer's total liability, rather than any specific invoice. 

In Exhibit 8- 15 we show a set of relational tables that correspond to Exhibit 8-3's 
entity-relationship representation of the cash receipt event and the revenue cycle relation
ships in which it participates (duality, stocktlow2, participation?, and participationS). 
Other possible tables could be derived depending on tlle relationship cardinalities. Addi
tional tables arc also likely necessary to correspond to relationships in which the cash re
ceipt event participates in other transaction cycles such as financing. The tables in Exhibit 
8- 15 are only those typically applicable to the sales/collection process. 

Er.o omic Decrement Reversal Event (Sales Returns and Sales Allowances) 
Unfortunately. goods are not always acceptable to customers for various reasons. Perhaps 
the goods do not meet quality standards represented in the sale agreement or the product 
specifications of the customer; or perhaps the customer's needs changed while the goods 
were in transit. Three options are available to handle disagreements like these: The enter
prise may allow the customer to keep the product and receive an adjustment or allowance 
in the price, or the enterprise may allow the customer to return the product and decrease 
the customer's account receivable or issue a cash refund. Alternatively the enterprise may 
take a no returns- all sales final approach. If retums are allowed, the returned products are 
the resources involved in the sales return event. Although the retw·n increases the inven
tory resource, the return is inherently different from an economic increment event such as 
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EXHIBIT 8-15 Relational Tables Encompassing Cash Receipt E\'ent 

Cash Receipt (Economic Increment) Event 

CashReceiptiD Date Dollar Amount CashAccountiD'" CustomeriD'" CashierJDFK 

RA20 5/19/201 0 $960.00 Ca123501 C2323 E111 

Sale (Economic Decrement) Event 

Sale ID 

12 

Date 

5/5/2010 

PicklistiD 

15 

PacklistiD 

15 

BOL# 

15 

SalesRepiD'" 

E23 

CustomeriD'" CashReceiptiD'• 

C2323 RA20 

Cashier (Internal Agent) 

CashieriD Name 

E111 Missy Witherspoon 

Address 

1710 Crestwood Dr. 

Telephone 

555-9392 

DateOfBirth 

May 11, 1960 

Customer (External Agent) 

Customer ID Name Address Telephone 

555-8989 

Credit Rating 

At C2323 Needmore Stuff 86906 Enterprise Court 

Cash (Resource Type) 

CashAccountiD 

Ca123501 

AccountType 

Checking 

Location 

1st Local Bank 

Note: PaltiC•pation7 rcla(ion.)hip is implemcnlcd with Cashi~r lD po-.tcd into C>tsh Rcce1pr t:1blc. Partit:ipation8 rdntionship i"' iml'llemented with Customer ID 
posted into Cash Receipt table. Duality relationship is implcmenred \\llh Cn~h Rcc~ipt 10 posted lnLo Sale table. Stocldlo\\ relation3l•ip is implemented with Ca..:; 
Accoum ID po.)ted into Ca.;;h Re'--eipr table. 

a purchase. ln effect. the return reverses the sale event, which was an economic decremen 
event. Therefore we call this an economic decrement reversal event. If the goods wen. 
speei fieally identified upon sale, they should be specifically identified upon return; if the: 
were measured and recorded at the type level upon sale, they should be measured in tha; 
same manner for the return. T)rpically the customer is the external agent involved in there
turn event (a common carrier may also need to be linked as an external agent) and a sale:; 
manager serves as the internal agent. 

Attributes typically captured regarding sales returns include an identifier for the even'-. 
the return date, and the dollar amount of the return. Links should also be available to attn
butes of related agents and merchandise inventory. Several documents may be used in work
flow tasks thai make up the sales return event, such as return authorizations, receiving re
ports, and credit memos. The re turn authorization is a document that gives permission for 
the customer to return merchandise and is typically prepared in response to a customer's re
quest to return goods through the mail or via a common carrier. In retail stores a modified 
document combines the customer request and store authorization; it indicates what inven
tory items were returned. Receiving reports are completed by inventory or receiving clerks 
when ret11rned goods are received from customers. The receiving report lists the items and 
the quantities and condition of each item received. J f the customer already paid for the mer-
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EXHIBIT 8-16 Sales Return Authorization 

'lour Source Company 
Your Source for Everything You Need 
123 Main St. 

RE"TURM 
AUTHORIZATION 

Anytown, USA 12345 DATE 5/12/2010 

Customer No. C2323 All returns must be clean, in salable 

Address: 86069 Enterprise Dr. condition, and shipped prepaid. Thank you 
for your cooperation. 

Anytown, USA 12345 

For clarification contact 

Name Sarah Gibson Customer Return Request No. 3 

Phone 555-8989 Date of Request 5/9{2010 

RETURN CODES: 

A OVERSTOCK D WRONG PRODUCT 0 Cash Refund · Please 
BILLED & SHIPPED 

B DAMAGED 0 Credit to Account · Please 
E CORRECT PRODUCT 

c DEFECTIVE BILLED BUT WRONG 
PRODUCT SHIPPED 

F OTHER 

ITEMID DESCRIPTION RETURN INVOICE QTY. UNIT EXTENSION 

LIS1 

CODE NO. RETURNED PRICE 

Little Stuff F -too big 12 2 70.00 $140.00 

TOTAL 

chandise, the enterprise issues a cash refund. Because the cash refund reverses the cash re
ceipt event, which is an economic increment event, we call the refund an economic incre
ment reversal event. The credit memorandum (also called credit memo) is an internal 
document used to conununicate to the accounting department that a journal entry needs to 
be made with a credit to the customer's account receivable. A copy may also be sent to the 
customer to confirm that she was given credit. Exhibits 8- 16 through 8- 18 illustrate a sales 
return authorization, receiving report, and credit memorandum. 

Exhibit 8- 19 shows a set of relational tables that correspond to Exhibit 8-3's entity
relationship representation of the sales return event and the relationships in which it par
ticipates (reversal, stockftow3, participation9, and participation I 0). Other possible tables 
could be derived, depending on the relationship cardinalities. 
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EXHIBIT 8- 17 Receiving Report 

Your Source Company 
Your Source for Everything You Need 
123 Main St. 

RECEIVING REPORT 
NO. 25 

Anytown, USA 12345 

DATE 5/1212010 I PURCH ORD NO./SALE SR1 
RETURN AUTH NO. 

RECEIVED FROM Needmore Stuff PREPAID 
10 

ADDRESS 86906 Enterprise Dr. COLLECT 
Anytown, USA 12345 

FREIGHT CARRIER I FREIGHT BILL NO. 
Federal Express FE78901256 

QUANTITY ITEM NO DESCRIPTION 

1. 2 LIS1 Litt le Stuff 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 
9. 

REMARKS: CONDITIONS, ETC. 
Perfect condition 

RECEIVED BY I DELIVERED TO 
E111 E23 

BE SURE TO 
MAKE THIS RECORD 

ACCURATE AND COMPLETE 

INFORMATION NEEDS AND MEASURES IN THE 
SALES/COLLECTION PROCESS 

Information from the sales/collection process can provide decision-making support fo: 
many information customers. An information customer is someone who needs informa
tion. Information needs fit into the following categories: 

• Internal users need information about internal phenomena. 

• Internal users need information about external phenomena. 

• External users need information about internal phenomena. 

• External users need information about external phenomena. 
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- .. .']BIT 8- 18 Credit Memorandum 

Your Source Company 
vour Source for Everything You Need 
'23 Main St. 

CREDIT MEMO 
NO. 

:..11ytown. USA 12345 

:.;qEDJT TO Needmore Stuff DATE ---'5~/.!..:19~/2::.!:0:..!.1:':!..0 -------

CUSTOMER 
ACCUNTNO. C2323 

=::TURN AUTH NO. INVOICE NO. INVOICE DATE RECEIVING REPORT NO. 
:: :>• 12 5/5/2010 25 

iiEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION QUANTITY PRICE EACH AMOUNT 

.JS• Little Stuff 2 70.00 140.00 

TOTAL CREDIT 140.J 00 

Prepared by 

fou must present this copy 
APPLY ON FUTURE ORDER ONLY 0 

Elmore Kirk 
,t,en applying to future orders. REFUND BY CHECK 0 

Credit Manager Emp# _l§__ 
[8:J CREDIT ACCOUNT 

Within each of these categories, users need information at different levels of detail. We 
next analyze each of the entities and relationships in the business process level pattern to 
give some ideas about the queries that may be needed to satisfy information needs regard
ing these objects for internal and external users. The queries presented are not a compre
hensive set of queries (there arc simply too many potentially useful queries to list them all). 
However, the set provided should provide you guidance for creating similar queries to sat
isfy similar information needs. To describe example queries needed in the sales/collection 
process we use the database tables in Exhibit 8-20. 

-:source Queries in the Sales/Collection Process 
Internal and external u~crs may need information regarding an enterprise resource or re
source type. The resources and resource types most commonly present in the sales/collec
tion process are inventory (specifically identified inventory, inventory types, or service 
types) and cash. For each resource, users may need any of the following: 

• Detailed status information at one or more points in time for each resource instance. 

• Detailed status information at one or more points in time for only those resource in
stances meeting specified criteria. 
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EXHIBIT 8-19 Relational Tables Encompassing Sales Return Event 

Sales Return (Economic Decrement Reversal) Event 

Sale 
ReturniD 

SR1 

Dollar Receiving 
Date Amount ReportNo. 

5/12/2010 $140.00 RR25 

Sale (Economic Decrement) Event 

Credit 
Memo# 

Credit 
MgriD SaleJDFK CustomeriDFK 

E16 12 C2323 

Receiving 
ClerkiDFK 

E247 

Sale ID 

12 

Date PickListiD PacklistiD BOL# SalesRepiDFK CustomeriOFK CashReceiptiDFK 

5/5/2010 15 15 15 E23 (2323 RA20 

Receiving Clerk (Internal Agent) 

ClerkiD Name Address Telephone DateOfBirth 

April 14, 1945 E247 Kenneth Barki 4312 Monticello Dr. 556-4891 

Customer (External Agent) 

Customer ID Name Address Telephone Credit Rating 

A+ C2323 Needmore Stuff 86906 Enterprise Court 555-8989 

Stockflow3 Relationship 

Sale Quantity Actual Condition Reason 
Return 10 Item 10 Returned Unit Price of Goods Returned 

12 LIS 1 2 70.00 Perfect Too big 

Inventory Type (Resource Type) 

Item ID Description UnitOfMeasure Standard Cost List Price 

8151 Big Stuff Each $20.00 $50.00 
HUS1 Huge Stuff Each $30.00 $70.00 
Ll$1 Little Stuff Box of 6 $36.00 $72.00 
TJS1 Tiny Stuff Box of 12 $48.00 $96.00 

Note: Participation9 relauun~hip is implemented with Customer 10 posted into Sales Return table. Participation tO relationship is imph:mented with Clerk 10 
postl!d into Sah:s Return table. Re\'er5al n:lationo;;hip i~ implemented \\ith Sale ID posted into Sales Return table. 

Summarized statu~ information at one or more points in time for all resource instance

Summarized status information at one or more points in time for only those resource~
stances meeting specified criteria. 

With regard to each of the above, users may need to know all characteristics of the Ir'

stances in the answer set, or they may need only a subset of the characteristics. Jnfon:r-
tion regarding inventory and cash that may be needed by internal users (such as sales~ 
plc) and by externalu~crs (such as customers) includes: 

A list of each inventory item or item type offered for sale by an enterprise. 

1\ list of all inventory items or item types that possess certain characteristics (e.I 
all books, real estate listings with lake frontage, toys with selling prices within ~ 
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'BIT 8-20 Sales/Collection Process Database Tables for Queries 

Cash (Resource Type) 

<.ashAccountiD AccountType location DateAccountEstablished 

:-.23501 Checking 1" Local Bank April 1, 2010 
-~-39'25 Savings 1st Local Bank April1, 2010 
:a35 ' 235 Petty Onsite-Cashier Desk drawer April15, 2010 
:.s.:.~ 327 Petty Onsite--CEO Assistant's file Cabinet April 22, 2010 

ltM!ntory Type (Resource Type) 
------------------------------

ttemiD Description UnitOfMeasure St andard Cost list Price 

Big Stuff Each $20.00 $50.00 
Huge Stuff Each $30.00 $70.00 

Little Stuff Box of 6 $36.00 $72.00 
Miniature Stuff Box of 24 $56.00 $110.00 

Tiny Stuff Box of 12 $48.00 $96.00 

Tiara Each $10.00 $25.00 

Sales call (Instigation) Event 

Sales calliD Date StartTime EndTime location SalesRepiDFK CustomeriOFK 

-- 5/4/2010 9:1 2 a.m. 10:00 a.m. Customer E23 (2323 

5/11/2010 9:27a.m. 10:35 a.m. Ours E26 C4731 

5/5/2010 10:30 a.m. 11 :15a.m. Customer E23 (6125 

'5.M Order (Mutual Commitment) Event 

'5.M 
~ID 

Order Date Sales Shipping Sales Sales Customer 
Date Needed Dollar Total Tax Charge CaiiiDFK RepiDFK IOf K 

5/4/2010 517/2010 $1,100.00 $0 $0 42 E23 C2323 

5/4/2010 5/1 2/2010 $3,050.00 $0 $0 43 E26 C4731 

5/6/2010 5/9/2010 $4,305.00 $0 $0 42 E23 (2323 

5/8/2010 5/17/2010 $8,280.00 $0 $0 43 E26 C4731 Continued 

certain range, video games in UameBoy Advance format, and preventive dental 
care scrvi ces). 

• Quantity on hand of an inventory item type as of a specified date. 

• Total cost value of inventory on hand as of a specified date. 

• A list of all cash accounts owned by an enterprise as of a specified date. 

• Balance in a specific cash account as of a specified date. 

• Total balance in all cash accounts as of a specified date. 

Whether the information needed by a user is detailed or summarized, whether it involves 
one or more instances, and whether it includes one or more characteristics of the re
source(s), resource queries within the sales/collection process typically only require one 
table. Notice that some of the information needs listed above do not fall completely within 
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EXHIBIT 8-20 (Continued) 

Sale (Economic Decrement) Event 

Pick Pack Sales Cash 
Sale ID Date Dollar Total listiD listiD BOL# RepiD'< CustomeriD' < ReceiptiD'< 

12 5/5/2010 $1,100.00 15 15 15 E23 ( 2323 RA20 

13 5/7/2010 $3,050.00 16 16 16 E26 C4731 RA21 

14 5/8/2010 $2,100.00 17 17 17 E23 C2323 RA20 

15 5/10/2010 $2,205.00 18 18 18 E23 C2323 

Cash Receipt (Economic Increment) Event 

CashReceiptiD Date Dollar Total CashAccountiD'< CustomeriD'K CashieriDFK 

RA20 5/19/2010 $3,060.00 Cal 23501 C2323 E 111 

RA21 5/24/2010 $3,050.00 Ca123501 (4731 E11 1 

RA22 5/3112010 $2'>,000.00 Ca123501 El 11 

Sales Return (Economic Decrement Reversal) Event 

Sale 
ReturniD 

SR1 

Dollar Receiving Credit Cred it Receiving 
Date Amount ReportNo. Memo# MgriD SaleiDFK CustomeriDFK ClerkiDFK 

5/12/2010 $140.00 RR25 E16 12 C2323 E247 

Customer (External Agent) -----------------------
Customer ID Name Address Telephone Credit Rating 

C2323 Needmore Stuff 86906 Enterprise Court 555-8989 A+ 

C2831 Targeted One 41352 Price Ln. 555-1771 B+ 
( 4731 Gottahave Moore 1207 Emperor Dr. 555-5688 B 
(6125 Don't Wantmuch 342 1 Carradine St. 555-9098 A+ 

Cashier (Internal Agent) 

CashieriD 

El 11 

E222 

Name 

Missy Witherspoon 

Eponine Eldridge 

Address 

1710 Crestwood Dr. 

1003 Zenker Dr. 

Telephone 

555-9392 

555-9099 

DateOfBirth 

May 11, 1960 

July 29, 1972 Contmued 

the sales/collection process and therefore cannot be provided by single-table queries un
less the database allows the storage of volatile derivable attributes (triggers) as describeu 
in Chapter 6. For example. calculation of quanlity on hand of inventory requires the use of 
quantities purchased of inventory along with the quantities sold of inventory. Purchased 
quantities are part of the acquisition/payment process and quantities sold are part of the 
sales/collection process. Therefore, unless quantity on hand is stored as a triggered update 
field attribute in the inventory table, the query will be complex and involve tables from 
multiple business processes. Similarly. calculation of the total cash balance requires the 
use of cash receipts from mult iple business processes (primarily financing and sales/co!
lection) and the use of cash disbursements from multiple business processes (primaril! 
from acquisition/payment, payroll, and financing). Therefore unless the balance of eacr 
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!EXHIBIT 8-20 (Continued) 

Receiving Clerk (Internal Agent) 

OerkiD Name 

Kenneth 8arki 

Rita Barki 

Address 

4312 Monticello Dr. 

11312 Monticello Dr. 

Telephone 

556-4891 

556-4891 

DateOfBirth 

April14, 1945 

May 22, 1948 

Sales Representative (Internal Agent) 

Sales Rep 10 Name Address Telephone DateOfBirth 

~:3 Jimmy Vita le 425 ConAir Drive 555-5678 Aug 18, 1962 
:..::o Cyndie North 122 Front St. 555-6353 Apr 4, 1961 
=..:J Wayland Stindt 3 506 Carthan St. 555-0621 Dec 29, 1973 

Proposition Relationship (Sales Call-Inventory) 

Sales CaiiiD 

- 3 

Item 10 Customer Reaction to Product 

8151 Negative 
Ll$1 Positive 
HUS1 Negative 
TIS1 Positive 
MIN1 Undecided 
8151 Positive 

U51 Undecided 
HUS1 Positive 

TIS1 Negative 

MIN1 Negative 

8151 Negative 
LIS 1 Negative 

HU$1 Negative 

TIS1 Negative 

MIN1 Negative Continued 

cash account is stored as a triggered update field in the cash resource type table, the query 
will involve multiple tables from multiple business processes. Queries that involve multi
ple tables fi-om multiple business processes are discussed in Chapter 10 (View Integration 
and Implementation Compromises) since an understanding of how the business process 
models arc integrated and the resulting tables are derived is useful for understanding the 
query design. For Chapter 8 we focus on the single-table resource queties per the earlier 
list that are found within the sales/collection process. 

A list of each inventory item or item type offered for sale by an enterprise is a query 
that can be answered using a single-table query of the inventory or inventoty type table. 
The structured query language code fo r this query based on the tables in Exhibit 8-20 is 

SELECT * FROM InventoryType: 

The asterisk(*) is a wild card that indicates all characteristics of the inventmy type are to 
be included in the answer. There is no WHERE clause because all instances of inventory 
type are to be included. Notice that since there is no selection of certain instances nor any 
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EXHIBIT 8- 20 (Concluded) 

Reservation Relationship (Sale Order- Inventory} 

Sales Order ID ltemiD Quantity Ordered Quoted Unit Price 

14 us 1 2 70.00 

14 TIS1 10 96.00 

15 BIS1 40 60.00 

15 HU$1 13 50.00 

16 MIN1 41 105.00 

17 LIS 1 120 69.00 

Fulfillment2 Relationship (Sale Order- Sale} 

Sale Order ID Sale ID 

14 12 
15 13 
16 14 
16 15 

Stockflow1 Relationship (Sale-Inventory} 

Sale ID Item ID Quantity Sold Actual Unit Price 

12 LIS 1 2 70.00 
12 TIS1 10 96.00 
13 BIS1 40 60.00 
13 HUS1 13 50.00 
14 MIN1 20 105.00 
15 MIN1 21 105.00 

Stockflow3 Relationship (Sale Return- Inventory} 

Sale 
Return ID 

12 

Item ID 

US1 

Quantity 
Returned 

2 

Actual Condition Reason 
Unit Price of Goods Returned 

70.00 Perfect Too big 

projection of certain characteristics, the answer is simply a listing of the inventory type 

table. In Microsoft i\ccess, therefore, the information can be obtained by simply openin, 
the inventory type table in datasheet view. Or a query could be constructed with SQL a:, 

noted above; the same query in Query-By-Example (QBE) format is displayed in Exhibr 
8-21. along with the query result. 

This single-table query could easily be revised to list only the inventory item types th:: 
possess certain characteristics, such as those with list selling prices less than $70 or tho:;.. 
with each as a unit of measure. The query also could provide only selected characteristic~. 
for example, when providing inventory information to customers, perhaps the enterpris~. 

doesn't want to include the standard cost information. To meet any of these informatio" 
needs, queries could be constructed that are s imilar to the following query that lists on.: 
the description, unit of measure, and list price of tho~e items that have list prices less thar
$70. The SQL code for this query using the tables fTom Exhibit 8-20 is 
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Microsoft Access QBE View of Query to List Each Inventory Item Type for Sale 

.p;;.-=:._ ___ ..;;.. _ _;.:~---"""· li'-" 0 <:=· liJ. 

"':""lr.; 
• ~J~ J 

~osoft Acces. -(LtstingOAnvootoryTypes: Select Quo.-y) 

r@ f;Ecit - l=rt fgm~~t B.ecO«ls Ico!< ll[indow tiel> 

, ~ .g s1:9.~ tlil"V"'§ 

",;.}@~ 
~~ 

HI ~· ~ 

- • .. :.:.: 

HUS1 
LISl 
Mltll Mm1ature Stu1f 
TISl Tin)' Sttrlf 
ITP12 Trara 

* 

Each 
Box cf6 
Box of 24 
Boxof12 
Each 

Standard Cost Li$t Price 
S20 00 S50 00 
S30 00 
S36 00 
SSG 00 
S46 00 
S10 00 
so 00 

S70 00 
$72 00 

5110 00 
S96 00 
S25 00 

so 00 
Recota: J!.LJ~ ~of 6 

~~~t~N------~----~-------===----------~'1 

Query to List Selected Charactedstics of Items with List Price< $70.00 

1~ Mi~~c~nventorylis\P~ell'SsThan70: ;.;;,, Quo.-y] ,.;2'Qj;i" 
@ Eie ~l ;;ow ,,...., F"""'t B.e<o<d!; !col< \'[<>dow ~:;> ~ ~ 

SELECT Description, UnitOfMeasure, ListPricc 

FROM lnventory1'ype 

WI I ERE ListPrice < 70; 

The Microsoft Access QBE and query results are illustrated in Exhibit 8- 22. 

" » 

To obtain a list of cash accounts owned by the enterprise as of a certain date, such as 
April20, 2010, a similar single-table query would be constructed with SQL code as follows: 

SELECT* 

FROM Cash 

WHERE DatcAccountEstablishcd <April 20, 20 l 0; 

Please realize that to usc th is SQL statement you need to format the date according to the 
required syntax of the software you are using. For example, in Microsoft Access the 
WHERE clause syntax is WHERE DateAccountEstablished <#4/20/2010#. In Microsoft 
Access Ql3E if you enter the date constraint as <4/20/20 I 0. Microsoft Access automati
cally inserts the #'s in the appropriate places. 
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EXHIBIT 8- 23 QBE and Result for List of Cash Accounts as of April 20, 2010 

0 Microsoft Atce$S- [C•shActountsAsOfAprill0-2010 : Selec:t Que!)'] l- ~J~-~ ij Mk~ lc.utlA<t"""ISAsOIApril20-l010: Select O.ueryj 

@ ~ e;it ~ lnse'l ~ WJ'Idow ~ .:14.iltl @ ~ ~ ~ i"V"t Fp.at R~ too. u..nm. ~ 
[j . Iii ., "' ,., @ • ! "c 1: ,. eli' ::.'- (0 .': : a,: · Iii 6 ~ ,- !I I I 'Y 'II ~ >• l>l lD ii · :3 . 
~---------------------"!"1" Location 03teAc;cQu ntE.stabltsbac 

-~· 

<I 

ht ll)(:aiBank Thursday Apri Gt X 
Ons!lt • C3shJ~r Otsk dra.~·er 

On:o.t• . CEO AsSistanra Ft1• Cablllet 
Thursday Apri 01 1'? 
Thursd~y. Afd ts ~ 

Exhibit 8- 23 illustrates this query in Microsoft Access QI3E format, along with its resa· 

Event Queries in the Sales/Collection Process 
Tntern<tl and external users may need information regarding events. The most commu
events in the sales/collection process are sales calls, sale orders, sales, cash receipts. a!'
sale returns. For each of these types of events, users may need any of the following: 

• Detailed information ahout each event instance (i.e., what happened, when did it har
pen, where did it happen, and so on) 

• Detailed information about each event instance that meets specified criteria (e.g., ever.·
of a specified type that occurred during a specified time period or that occurred at 
specified location) 

• Summarized information for all instances of an event type for a specified time peric-r 
(e.g. , total of the event instances during a specified time period) 

• Sununarizcd infom1ation for only those instances of an event type for a specified tifT'e 
period that meet specifk criteria (e.g .. average dollar value of the event instances for 
specified location dur;ng a specified time period) 

With regard to each of the above, users may need to know all characteristics of the .-
stances in the answer set, or they may need only a subset of the characteristics. lnform..
tion regarding sales calls, sale orders, sales. cash receipts, and sale returns that ma~ -
needed by internal users (such as salespeople) and by external users (such as customer< 
includes (among many other possibilities): 

Location of a sales call 

• Total number of sales calls, sale orders, or sales that occurred at a specified location -
during a specified time period 

• Total dollar amount for a specific sale order, sale, cash receipt, or sale return 

• Total or average dollar amount of all sale orders, sales, cash receipts, or sale returns! 
one or more specified time periods 
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EXHIBIT 9- 22 QBE and Result for Supplier Performance Rating ofVcry Good 

~ t,\jcrosoft Access - (SuppliersRatedVeryGood: Select Query] 

<j 

I ..._fl'l 

SqdiooiD 
t-~<ome 

Ad«ess 
Tele~ 

PerformanceR,;hng 

Sort 
Show: "' 

Oltena: 

<1 

Address 
ISuoo!M 

r 

Performance Ramo 

" r 

~Microsoft Access- [SuppliersRate-dVeryGood : Sel!l'Ct Quel)'] 

i [§1 Elle gdit ~w Insert FQrmat B.ecords Iools \r>ndow tJelp -ItS' I~ -
j ~- fii1 ~@,~ ¥. ~ ..... , ·:-: ~* H vf 1!1 ~ HI>)( ~ f6J. G). 

SupplieriD I Name- I Address I Telephone I PerformanceRating 

._! Ill Reliable Rudy's 34125 Michigan Ave. 555-1199 Very Good 

~ 
V90 Trina's Trinkets 1612 Myway Rd 555-2424 Very Good 

_.._...., 

Re=d: ~I ! .. I ~~ 1~*1 of2 

.Datasheet V"1ew r r .. I 

• Calculation of the total or average length of the timing differences between the events 
involved in one or more exchanges. 

In the acquisition/payment process the most common economic increment and economic 
decrement events that participate in duality relationships are purchases (acquisitions), cash 
disbursements, and purchase returns. If a pw-chase (increment) occurs without corre
sponding cash disbursements (decrements) or purchase returns (increment reversals) that 
total the purchase amount, there exists a claim typically called accounts payable. If a cash 
disbursement (decrement) occurs without corresponding purchases (increments) that total 
the cash disbursement amount, there exists a claim typically called prepaid expense. If a 
purchase return (increment reversal) occurs without corresponding purchases (increments) 
that total the purchase retum amount, then there is an error because something that never 
happened cannot be reversed. Some information needs for which queries can be created 
using the duality relationship in the acquisition/payment process are 

• Calculation of the outstanding payable balance for a purchase. 

• Calculation of total accounts payable at a point in time. 
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EXHIBIT 8-25 Microsoft Access QBE and ResuJt for Total Sales May 1- 7,2010 

f~£~Mkrosoft Ace .. •· [S.IoTot•IMayl·7·2010: s.loct Query] --~~ 
:.~. @Eie t;<lli:,<W t-t 2-lt<Y lools ~ --

p m·lil I @·!0,l: AI 

d4J.!!J 
~ .. ~ 

I 

"**D 
O>tt 
OOWTo:& 
-..uo 
P~!Ol> 
ea.• 
.-...c:o 
Cus-10 
C.~t:D 

(such as consultants, medical care providers, and waitresses). The external agents mos:· 
commonly present in the sales/collection process are customers or clients. For each agent c;: 

agent type, users may need any of the following: 

• Detailed status information at one or more points in time for each agent instance 

• Detailed s tatus information at one or more points in time for only those agent instanc~ 
meeting specified criteria 

• Summarized status information at one or more points in time for a ll agent instances 

• Summarized status information at one or more points in time for only those agent m· 
stances meeting specified criteria 

With regard to each of the above, users may need to know all characteristics of the 1:-· 
stances in the answer set, or they may need only a subset of the characteristics. Informa
tion regarding various types of employees and customers that may be needed by intern.:. 
users (such as supervisors and salespeople) and by external users (such as customel' 
includes: 

• A list of a ll salespeople, cashiers, inventory clerks, or credit managers for an entcrpri~ 

• A list of all employees that possess certain characteristics (e.g., all waiters and wa;:. 
resscs who are at least 21 years old, all staff auditors who have passed the CPA exar 
or all salespeople whose pay is commission-based) 

An example agent query that can be constructed using the tables in Exhibit 8-20 is on: 
that identifies and lists all attributes of all customers with at least an A credit rating. T'h: 
SQL code is 

SELECT* 

FROM Customer 

WHERE CreditRating =" A" or CreditRating="A+"; 
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Microsoft Access QBE and Result for Customer Credit Rating A OJ' A+ 

-}.g;\3 f0wcrosoft ...,,.., · {Cus.....CreditR4tinaAtt ... v. · Soloct Qut<y) ~] 
~lfj X~ 

• 
@D~t ~~ ~~~ toob 'n'nciow t:!eb 

·~ 

.dru-: 
111! -g a~~ f\ ... tl il ' "{f 'li .,. • 

Cu$1omet1D Name Addr-ess Telephone CrcdirRating 

M~l?3 r-letdmoreStuff 86906 EnterPfJ$ 565.8989 A• 
C612S Oonl W.1ntmuch 3-121 Carradlne 555·9098 A< 

~- J!.U..J~ ..!...llLLJ of J 

Oatad'lut Y'ii'N -~ 

.: ~ - ~- - :- ~. I 
-=--~--'-_-_-_-_-_-~-_---------~---=..~-:.-:..-:..-:.-=.-:.-=-~-::'-'..J 

The Microsoft Access QBE and query result are displayed in Exhibit 8- 26. 

JIONSHIP QUERIES IN THE SALES/COLLECTION PROCESS 

Allhough resource, event, and agent queries satisfy ~ome infonnation needs, many informa
tion needs can be satisfied only by combining infonnation about resources, events, ancl/or 
agents. For example, for an event it is not always sufficient to know only what happened (and 
when and where) but abo what resources were affected by or involved in the event, who was 
atTcctcd by or involved in the event, why did the event occur (e.g., what other events led to 
the event) or what was the result of the event (what subsequent events occurred)? Therefore 
let's examine each relationship in the REA business process pattern to study what types of 
queries help to satisfy information needs arising from these relationships. 

::t;.amy Relationship Queries in the Sales/Collection Process 
Duality relationships represent exchanges comprised of two or more events. Some types of 
infmmation needs with respect to duality relationships in general are 

• Identification as to whether a specified exchange is completed. 

• Identification of completed exchanges for a specified time period. 

• Identification of incomplete exchanges for a specified time period. 

• Calculation of the amount of claims, such as prepaid expenses, payables, unearned rev
enues, or receivables, either in total or for a specified exchange event. 

• Calculation of the total or average length of the timing differences between the events 
involved in one or more exchanges. 

In the sales/collection process the most common economic increment and economic decre
ment events that participate in duality relationships are sales (or service engagements), 
cash receipts, and sale returns. If a sale (decrement) occurs without corresponding cash re
ceipts (increments) or sale returns (decrement reversals) that total the sale amount, then 
there exists a claim that is typically called accounts receivable. The sales invoices that 
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represent the sales for which cash receipts have not yet occurred are called open sale 
invoices. If a cash receipt (increment) occurs without corresponding sales (decrements 
that total the cash receipt amount, then there exists a claim that is typically called defcrr&. 
revenue. If a sale return (decrement reversal) occurs without corresponding sales (decre
ments) that total the sale return amount, then there is an error because something that neYer 
happened cannot be reversed. For example, some information needs for which queries car 
be created using the duality relationship in the sales/collection process are 

• Calculation of the outstanding receivable balance for a sale (or service engagement) in-
voice. 

• Creation of an open sales invoice file (a list of open sales invoices). 

• Calculation oftotal accounts receivable at a point in time. 

• Calculation of prepaid revenue at a point in time. 

• Aging of accounts receivable. 

• Calculation of the average number of days it takes to collect rece ivables. 

Using the tables in Exhibit 8-20 we can construct a query to calcula te the total dollar 
amount of accoU11ts receivable on a particular date (we call it the balance sheet date be
cause accounts receivable is a line item on an enterprises balance sheet). Consider the in
formation needed for such a query. Accounts receivable is calculated as the total dollar 
amount of all sales minus any cash receipts applicable to those sales and minus any sale,
returns. The calculation should only include those events that occurred during the t ime pe
riod up to and including the balance sheet date. For example, if a sale for $1,000 occurred 
on June 29, then $200 of the merchandise was returned on July 6 and the customer pai .... 
the remaining S800 on July 15, then as of June 30 accounts receivable for the sale was 
$1 ,000; as of July 7, accounts receivable for the sale was $800; and as of July 3 1 account' 
receivable for the sale was SO. If the dates are not properly constrained or if the informa
tion is not linked together correctly in constructing the query, the result may be incorrecL 
Notice that there is no beginning date constraint; even if the sale took place last year, if n 
was not returned nor was cash received to settle the receivable, then it is still receivable 
When bad debts are important, an enterprise may need to add an event entity to the con
ceptual model for bad debt writcoffs that would also be subtracted from sales in calculat
ing accounts receivable. 

Procedures for computing accounts receivable in aggregate are generally as follows: 

I. Calculate total sales dollar value through the balance sheet date by using the sale table. 

2. Calculate tota l cash receipts that applied to sales. for which the cash receipts occurred 
before or on the balance sheet date, using the duality relationship to isolate only tho e 
cash receipts that applied to sales because the cash receipt table includes other cash 
receipts from financing or purchase returns). 
a . If the duality relationship is represented w ith a separate table, join the cash receipt 

table to the duality table, establish the constraint on the cash receipt date. and sum 
the cash receipt amounts. 

b. If duality is represented with the cash receipt identifier posted as a foreign key in 
the sale table, then join the cash receipt table to the sale table and establish the 
constraint on the cash receipt date. Then, in another query, sum the cash receipt 
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amounts. (Note: Do not combine these steps into one query because any cash 
receipt that paid for multiple sales will be counted multiple times in the sum and 
your query result will be incorrect.) 

3 . Calculate total sale returns that occurred through the balance sheet date, using the 
sale return table. 

4. Subtract the amounts calculated in steps 2 and 3 from the amount calculated in step 1. 

These procedures cannot be accomplished in a single query because steps l through 3 each 
involves vertical aggregations based on different tables and step 4 involves a horizontal cal
culation using those results. Multiple strategies exist to formulate the queries needed to gen
erate th is accounts receivable figure; the queries shown in Exhibit 8- 27 are one possibility. 

The number of queries it took to generate accounts receivable may dismay you. Espe
cially when you realize that you would need to change the design of the accounts receivable 
queries when you need to generate accounts receivable for a different date, such as June 30. 
The reason the queries are not scamlcssly reusable is because the May 31, 2010, date was 
hard-wired into the queries. Fear not! A relatively simple tweak may be made to the May 31 
queries that will enable any user to generate an accounts receivable figure as of any date 
without having to change the query design. This is done through the usc of parameter 
queries, which were briefly discussed in Chapter 7. Exhibit 8- 28 illustrates each of the 
queries from Exhibit 8- 27 for which changes in the date constraint were made to remove 
the hard-wired 5/3112010 values and insert in their places a variable name "bsdate" (for bal
ance sheet date). As long as the same variable name is used in all related queries, when the 
user runs the final query (AcctsReceivablefinal), the user will only have to enter the bal
ance sheet date one time and that date will be plugged into all the related sub-queries. 

S T 8- 27 Queries to Calculate Accounts Heccivablc as of May 31, 2010 
• Step I: Total Sales Through May 31, 2010 

!)!~~kc@SS- (~ToWThrQt.oghS-31 -2010: Select Query] 

.... ~ -~ .-,t ~t !ools ~ tiob 

·-II @ · t %1: "' 
----rj 

DoiMTotal 
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EXHIBIT 8- 27 (Continued) 
Query Step 2a: Identify Cash Receipts Applicable to Sales Received Through May 31 , 2010 

• ~ Microsoft Access • [ldentilyCoshReceiptsforSdl"' Through5· 31· 2010 : S.lect~".Q.;~' 
@file oat ~..,_ tr.sert Qu<rv 100:. -;::-.. t!<lo ~.l:!J 
Ll·liil ~ @· 'b:E• ·~ 

IC= . = 
CasrtAccouot:D 
Custome-r:o 
Casi"eriD 

Tob&e: C~e.:::e1:1: 
Total: Gfov:>Sv 

CMhR.ece.,t 
Grc>J;)8v 

~"7'otc. 

l?!O:Lls:!D 
fPado1..1$tlO 
'ro<.= 
ISbt:~:D 
Custonc;~ro I,.,.,.,.<>UO 

r.~,::~. ~====~~[====~t====~[=====t==~~~;~~===t====!~====== ...., ..:j!Q <•-5;3!•201C-
0" 

< t 

Query Step 2b: Sum Cash Receipts Applicable to Sales Received Through May 31,2010 

~<tU ~~~Tos.lift.lhroug;h5·31·2010·S. ~ .:: 

!c§l~ ,t:.. t,rc~; ~~t Que.1Y !~ n'l'dO• veb ~j)( 
0- iii .-") @ · ! 00 1:"' ~1) . 

l& ·-!=-·=-"''"' lGtlo':. 
So<~ 

.... 8 
O'tc"..:. 
~ 

< 

o_J 
()uery Step 3: Total Sale Returns Through May 3 L 20 I 0 

[!iMJcro_soft J.cc.ss -(Sum~leR.tt.tnulhrOUihS l1· 2010 : ~l~l - • .E.~ ~ f!J Microsoft Access.. ''ium~;;;!~~~tr~~~]~t~~~ 
fij~ tQt ~4' t,..s:ett o,.r, !~ U."f'do =.$ - _-;-X · l~ 
o.g l§l·!'bt:• ·1':>! -----

0 
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3. Join the tables together. set the date constraints (beginning and ending dates for 
desired time period), and multiply the quantities purchased by the actual unit costs to 
get the total purchase line-item amounts. 

4. Group the result from step 3 by inventory item and sum the purchase quantity and the 
total purchase line-item dollar amount. 

5. Start with the result from step 4 and, still grouping by inventory item, divide the sum 
of the total purchase line item by the sum of the total purchased quantity. 

Exhibit 9- 26 displays the Microsoft Access QBE and result for the que1ies to provide the 
requested information for the weighted average unit cost for inventory types purchased in 
a specified time period. The query is constructed as a parameter query so that the query 
may be run for alternative time periods. 

fulfillment Relationship Queries in the Acquisition/Payment Process 
Fulfillment relationships are similar to duality relationships in that both represent associa
tions between events. Whereas duality relationships associate two or more economic 
events, fulfillment relationships represent either associations between economic events and 
the commitments that led to the economic events or associations between commitment 
events and the instigation events that led to the commitments. Therefore, some of the in
formation needs to be satisfied w ith fulfillment relationships include 

• Identification of unfulfilled commitments or instigation events. 

• Identification of fulfilled commitments or instigation events. 

• Identification of commitment events that were not preceded by instigation events, or 
identification of economic events that were not preceded by commitment events. 

• Calculation of length of time between instigation and commitment events or between 
commitment and economic events. 

• Identification of causes of commitments and/or of economic events. 

o Identification of results of instigations and/or of commitment events. 

In the acquisition/payment process the most common instigation events are purchase req
uisitions: the most common commitment events that fulfill the purchase requisitions are 
purchase orders; and the most common economic decrement events that fulfill the pur
chase orders are purchases. If a purchase requisition occurs without a corresponding pur
chase order, the purchase requisition is unfulfilled. An unfulfilled purchase requisition is 
called an open purchase requisition. If a purchase order occurs without a eorresponding 
purchase, the purchase order is unfulfilled. A list of unfulfilled purchase orders is called an 
open purchase order file. Some information needs for which queries can be created u5ing 
the fulfillment relationships in the acquisition/payment process are: 

o Creation of an open purchase order file. 

o Identification of filled purehase requisitions (i.e., those purchase requisitions that re
sulted in purchase orders). 

o Calculation of average number of days the enterprise takes to fill purchase requisitions 
for a given time period. 

o ldentificat ion of the purchase order that corresponds to a purchase. 
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EXHIBIT 8-28 (Concluded) 

Query Step 2b Query Step :l 

11 
-I 

0 

Query Step 4 

21 Mlcr ... tt Access -!A<ctsRe<eivobl•f lnol : Stloct Query) 

@ E'e ~·~_._loW-; -y !ools ~-!!tlo 

1!:) • " J , f'O, ' ...., @ • ! 'b I: AI 

s.,~ lhr=.·--::....' ,, '-""'-· ·'' . 

~~ ...... Total t ...o'Dolo.-o<ol 

'"""" ~~C!: 

~~~ 
~~~tm 

""" IS..t";!) 
(u!,tocl\.¥!0 

jC.lt'-.R~~t."'O 

-- .. 

:-~.· 
,Jf!J.l!;l 

I 

---::-1 

t.,eld; !ob. ftlrot.NTO!bo ~J..-.xr~ .\crt'sKe:erv~Jt.W; ·~~~Th<.~ •. r,;,ES)J~ S<XJ 
r~e: ~.snr ~ Surrei3~~.:t :-~ '" -~ "e ~ .. ~ .. .,..,":'n'OI_ .;:~a~ 

A user who runs the query "1\cctsReceivableFinal .. I\ ill see: 

Enter Parameter Value 

bsdate 

I 
[ OK Cancel 

1\ user entering 5/31 /'1.0 I 0 in the box as bsdate will sec: 

~rosoft Access· [AcctsReceivablefinal: Selec( Query) . - -- - --<o_:¢f 
~ ~cht ~te·.v {nseft F!lfmat B.ecords Iods 'fi.OOI:Yn t(e:'p jJ1!J 
Iii!:· 6iil a ~£~ ::s- • , . ~~ x~ v, 1n ,. © ;,§. 11). 

Sum Sales ThroughBSOale. SurnOnJoiiorT otal SumCashReceiptsForS:ifesl s umOfOollarAmount l AcctsReceivable _I 
~ pS 455 00 56 110 00 5140 00 S2 205 00 I i 

ROCI>fd: &_j~~of l 
De.l:a.She-ft 'fiew ' -

0 0 
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[AcctsRe<eivableFinol: S..lect Query] 

idit ~IE:W 1nsert ~rmat B.e'l..rd~ IOO:s ~"'n®w tiett 

H n v:; Yll 

S8.45S oo I S14o.oo 

EXHIBIT 8- 30 Query Step 4 Revised to Include Nz (Null-to-Zero) Function 

§. ER fdit ~w tr!al.t ~f 1Q(.bS. nlli(b'l. twt> .:J!fJ~ 

~G~-~~~--~,~¥~~~~~----~@~·~1~~~'--~----~~~~~~~ - Cil~·----------------------------~ 
~, 

--~· ·~""·--- ~-----~-- --------~ ~-~--~--- -------"~·~· 
~Total ~~To~ ~~~>O':ftl:f""A~ 

~5ui!IO~Tot, 
·.-..: 'HnSl>iMThrtl>. 

~iota 
S...rrf:.,.#t: ~ 

Ac::ctsReceivilble: .::.~ I 
LL~--------------- Nz([SumS<11esThroughBSDate.SumOIDollarTotal])-

~------------------ ~~~f~~~~f])~~~~~~~~f:::~o~~~~Dat~.sumOf 

I 

I 
R::-.ult for May I 5, 20 I 0, Halance Sheet Date 

=: 5:)• ~ lft$.«1 f~m<~t Berord1 Iool:s ~H ~ 

.>f 

f«<t. .. 

· • ~~ H 
7

v lil ~ /El -<ll"·-•c.:Cil:::,' ,:.·====-::-==-.-- ...,--,,.....,.-::--:-=--' SumCnshReceip~orSaleslflr;-h·BSOate.SumOIDollnrTotal SumOIDollarAflloum 
$140 00 

a calculation, so the AcctsRcccivablc field displays as null also. To fix this, a function called Nz 
(null-to-zero) must be inserted into the calculation for any field that is at risk for having a null 
value. The null-to-zero does not actually change a null value to a zero; it simply treats the field 
as if it were zero. Nz must be applied separately to each field, not applied to the overall calcu
lation, otherwise it will evaluate whether the entire calculation is null and if so, treat it as zero. 
Exhibit 8- 30 illustrates the use ofNz in the calculation for the final query step of Exhibit 8- 28 
and the rcsultmg answer when the query is run for the balance sheet date May 15, 2010. 

3::xfc:flow Relationship Queries in the Sales/Collection Process 
Stockflow relationships represent associations between economic increment or decrement 
events and the resources that are increased or decreased by those events. Therefore stockflow 
relationships are commonly used in queries to satisfy information needs about the effect of 
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EXHIBIT 8- 31 (Concluded) 
Result for May 1-7.201 0 

~Microsoft Access. [SumOfSale0oiiGrs8yltem: Select Query) I.:"..Jlf!J~ I 
@ file ~<It 'f!•w !nSOtt F<lffl'Ot &•cords Ioois 'f,.'ndl:>w !:!<1:>--- ~.i.sJliil 
~ · foil B 1:9. ~ ~L ~L v.f YiJ ::1 

Result for May 8- 14, 20 I 0 

r~ Micr~Access • {Su~eOotlan;Byltem: Select Query] ~..g.""Vj' 
[f @ Be ;_dit 'f.tew Insert Fgmat B.ecords !ools 't!f1ldow ~---~~ 
II kt • foil B 1:9. ~ ~ t ! H "'<; YiJ , 

ltemiO Oeseription SumOfhtSu!e); 
~ jMIN1 l.liniature Stuff $4 305 00 I 
Record:~~ _lt!_Lj o' 1 

O.tasheet''ieW I 

EXHIBIT 8- 32 Quer ies to Identify Highest and Lowest Selling Inventory 
Query Step I Constrain Dates and Calculate Extended Sale AmounLs for Inventory Sales 

Q! Mlcr050ft - · (lnwnturySatoNmuntsOut« Jotnl : Sotoet Que<yj 
l @f'ot<>:- _..,...,I .... _!lob ---
[!· " _- ~ . ., tEl · ! 'b:r .. · ct tea - m . 

<I 

....., 
""" :::.': 
'"""'"' ""-• --C..-lO 

~"" 

""" '"''" 

• 4-r-· t . ' · .v. 
:r. 

ooer:~ Sttwtotn !bt'9clr.e} And (trd61tr} 

- - --· 

cqui-join results in a solution that onJy includes instances with matching values in both ta
bles. To keep instances that exist in the lnventoryType table without matching values in the 
StockflowSalelnventory table, the join type between those two tables must be changed to 
an outer join. The join between Inventory Type and StoekftowSalelnventory as shown in the 
Query Step 1 panel of Exhibit 8-31 cannot simply be changed to an outer join because the 
query includes three tables, thus making the outer join too ambiguous for Access to un
derstand. Exhibit 8- 32 illustrates the revised query steps that better satisfy the marketing 
manager 's information need. 
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EXHIBIT 8- 32 (Concluded) 
Query Step 2 Join Extended Sale Amounts for Inventory That Was Sold to Inventory Type Table 

~Microsoft Access - [lnventorySateAmountsOuter Join2 : Select Query) ---
@ Eio Etit ~ l,nsert QJery !ools ~ow !:jelp 

lilil· " @· ! OE:l l: AI . ~ --
lr ventarvftl1~' rt coy'> m I . . 
ll=lD --------. Date 
~ .. cnptlon l tem!D 

!AIO~ast1e QuontitySold 

Standard CO'St ActualJnotSelfongi>n<e 
tl!:t Price Ext:Sc*Amt 

rrl' 
Fiok!: lt-!0 Oesrnobon Extsa!eAmt 

Tobie: i InventoryType lnventorvTvoe InventorvSa!eAmol 
Tolzll: Group By GrouP BY Sum 
Sort: 

Show: ~ ll!l [Vf 

Cntena: 

"'' < 
:teadv - - i ·r ·r 

Result fur May 1- 7,2010 

Result for May 8-14. 20 I 0 

tel Microsoft Access - [lnventorySaleAmountsOuter Join2 : Select Queryj 

@ fit <dt Y,... i"'"'l FQ<mat- !l~ Iools ll..,._ ~---

~~~~~~~~~~jfj ~b 

co -a. [i). 

...-- T r 

illment Relationship Queries in the Sales/Collection Process 

_Jt!fl.!.l 
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> 

" 

Fulfillment relationships are similar to duality relationships in that both relationships rep
resent associations between events. Whereas duality relationships associate two or more 
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EXHIBIT 8-33 
Calculation 
of Days to Fill 
Sale Orders 

economic events. fulfillment relationships either represent associations between econom1c 
events and the commitments that led to the economic events or they represent association" 
between commitment events and the instigation events that led to the commitments. Therc:
fore some of the information needs to be satisfied with fulfillment relationships include: 

Identification of unfulfilled commitments or instigation events. 

• Identification of fi.tlfilled commitments or instigation events. 

Identification of commitment events that were not preceded by instigation events. or 
identification of economic events that were not preceded by commitment events. 

• Calculation of length of time between instigation and commitment events or betwe~ 
commitment and economic events. 

Query Step l Calculate Number of Days to Fill Each Sale Order for Orders Accepted in May 

f~ ~\icrosoft Access- [OateOiffSaleSaleOrder: Select Query} b]~ .... ' 
i -- -- - - -
i 

@r.ae !;.dit '!jew Io=t ~ery roots !Ytndo·.v te;p 

! Ll· !iii . ! on @· I om .E AA . ~::\ to:§. G). 

. "'~ .. . 00 ~~ID 
. 

s.le<lrdetiD 
1 1 

~ SaleiD 

' O..derOat~ Oat• 

I Dater:eeded D~f:arTolal 
DolarTotal P:dd..sUD 
~.e~T,ax Padd.IStlO 

i 
ShippngChar!je 601.= 
S.lescall!D Sa!esRepiD 

i SafesttepiO Customer!D 
I CustomerZD JCoshR•ceiPtlD 

I <I 
; 
I Reid: O..derDate Date DavsTof~: !Date'- O..dereau. 
J T~: Sa..leOrder Sae 
I Son: 

I Show: J~L 0 
I 

Critena: Seh·.een ~te] And [enddat.!] 

I 
or: 

< 

Result of Query Step I 

~Microsoft Access· [Dat<.>Oiff5aleSale0rder~Select Query] -::... ~
r§l E>1e !;;<It y.,,. insert~~ ai!<Drtls Ioois >:;tldcr., ;;;,---.,_;m_x ll 

516/2010 
51612010 

' Record: I~ I ~ I r--5 I•• T I of S 

~tasheetll~ 
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Identification of causes of commitments and/or of economic events. 

Identification of results of instigations and/or of conunitment events. 

In the sales/collection process the most common instigation events are sales calls; the most 
common commitment events that fulfill the sales calls are sale orders (or service engage
ment contracts); and the most common economic decrement events that fulfi ll the ~al e or
ders a re sales (or service engagements). If a sales call occurs without a corresponding sale 
order, the sales call is unfulfilled. Tf a sale order occurs without a corresponding sale, the 
sale order is unfulfilled . A list of unfilled sale orders is called an open sales order file. 
Some example information needs for which queries can be created using the fulfillment re
lationships in the sales/collection process are: 

• Creation of an open sales order file. 

Identification of successful sales calls (i .e .. those sales calls that resulted in orders) 

• Calculation of number of average days the enterprise takes to fi ll sale orders for a given 
time period. 

Using the tables in Exhibit 8- 20. a q uery can be constructed to calculate the number or 
days the enterprise took to fill each sale order, and a further query can be constructed to 
calculate the average number of days the enterprise takes to fill sale orders tor that time 
period. Exhibit R-33 illustrates the queries needed to satisfy these information needs. Note 
that if the date fields had not been designed as Date/Time fie lds, they could not be sub
tracted to t:alculate the number of days to fi ll the order. 

- BIT 8-33 Query Step 2 Calculate Average of Days to Fill Orders 

nded) IE Microsoft A.cc•ss. tQuery1 :Select O;uoryj -~ :..r?_~ 

f 

@ ~ ~&l \:.'it.~ Io'..e:l Query !oO.!t :::_f"'dov< ~ ~X 
Cl· Ill , L ! 0o 1E 

. ( 

-
jOrderDate 

Jb::T~-

Mod: Q.!o.~~oh 

Tab'.e.: O<!o~O.~t~ 
To~: A.

""" sro-., 
Ct!.teri.t: 

'" 

Result of Query Step 2 

- -:1 

ftf}MKrosoft -Aceft\~~ {A.va0.1ysToFHis.a,leQrders: 5.e-1Kt Query) - ~'~ ~ 

I @ [,;e: t'Qt !'~ .. lns~tt I'~ "''lt !!_eoords !oots 4RbJ. t.4IO ~X 
. at · g a~ ~ tl u "V -a ~ 
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Proposition Relationship Queries in the Sales/Collection Process 
Proposition relationships represent associations between instigation events and the r~
sourccs the events propose to increase or decrease. Therefore proposition relationships are 
commonly used in queries to satisfy information needs about the proposed effect of insr;
gation events on resources or the resources involved in instigation events. Some commo:: 
information needs are 

• What resources or resource types does the instigation event propose to increase or de
crease? 

• What quantity of a resource or resource type is the proposed increase or decrease for a::: 
instigation event? 

• When did an instigation event propose to increase or decrease a specific resource or re-
source type? 

Within the sales/collection process, the most conm1on instigation events are sales call~ 

and the most common resource involved in a sales call is invcntmy type. Some commoc 
information within the sales/collection process arc 

• Which inventory types were presented as part of a sales call event? 

• What selling price was proposed for an inventory type in a specific sales call event? 

• What was the reaction to each inventory type presented in a specific sales call event') 

• Have any inventory types never been presented in any sales call event? 

• How many different types of inventory were presented in a specific sales cal1 event? 

Using the tables in Exhibit 8-20, a query can be constructed to identify which (if any) in
ventory items have never received a positive customer reaction during a sales call. Exbibi< 
8- 34 displays the query needed to satisfy this information need. 

Reservation Relationship Queries in the Sales/Collection Process 
Reservation relationships represent associations between commitment events and the re
sources the events are committing to increase or decrease. Therefore reservation relation
ships are commonly used in queries to satisfy information needs about the eventual effec; 
of commitment events on resources or the resources involved in commitment events. Some 
common information needs are 

• What resources or resource types is a commitment event agreeing to increase or de
crease? 

• What quantity of a resource or resource type is a commitment event agreeing to in
crease or decrease0 

• What do11ar value of a resource or resource type is a commitment event agreeing to in-
crease or decrease? 

• When did an event commit to increase or decrease a specific resource or resource type: 

• Where did an event commit to increase or decrease a specific resource or resource type' 

Within the sales/co11ection process, the most common commitment events are sale order 
and the most common resource associated with commitment events is inventory type 
Some common infonnation needs of these types within the sales/collection process are 
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Query Step I Identify Items in Sale5 Cal ls with Positive Reactions 

~ Microsoft Access · [lnventoryWithPositiveSalesCaiiReactions : Select Query} ~ G:J(Q]ii 
~ fie f cht ~ew tnsert Query Iools Y:[ll'ldow tfelp - 1fil l.?9 -- -

• I~ :::-- I ts iiJ • l!illl • ' fill @· ! ocm 2: All » . 
F'r<,;.<>< h( ~ 
X 

SalesCallD 
ItemiD 
CustomerReacbontoProduct ~ 

<J w 
Field: ! tem!D CustomerReactontoProduct . ~ 

Table: PropoSJHonsalesCal PropoSlbonSalesCaiUnventory l'" 
Sort: 

Show: 0 0 0 0 
Crttena: =·l'oSltive· 

~ or: 

< I f>l 
Ready 

,..---- -, -
I A 

Query Step 2 Outer Join Inventory Type to Positive Reactions, Identify Those without Positives 

rSf\k:rosoft A~ess flnv~oryWitOOutPositi.,.~S<I~s.CottR~.s~.otioos: Stlecr Query) ~~v 
@ [ lO to: lJrO _. Q.o<v :"" ID><'>• ~ .,.:rux 
lr.J ·Iiil • Gl · ! "c i: "' - 15'~'10 ~ 

Result 

- :ttb:ll> 

!"""""" (.h.~. 

StKJOIJdCosl 
,I.~!P,.(t 

A h 

Which inventory types docs a specific commitment event agree to decrease? 

What quantity of each inventory type does a specific commitment event agree to decrease? 

What sell ing price was quoted for each inventory type in a specific commitment event? 
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~w.:r As you cen sec. qt•crl ,.t!i dl;l( lrt\\~lw m•llcipl"' tt!l..tioebl1Jr1 .... 111 l:l~t~~u~ qt•ltl: ~·~""· 

rk~. It l~ tmportond fl:t C'tfllni~ )Otlr ll!ut~i"Q Br.tlnrot comi:Jioti: I<X.I II)!! A' ,1~p~ 

CONCLUDING COMMENTS 

llait. d\lf!k'l nrce<'Gk"d .. ~\'T\ C\lo uc lt:t M'tn ts~ '" tt.c x.::~wll<XtJOa J'I*'C'" IN lfit
~;UM-.'"dlBc~ RF~ pmct~~ttllitllf'Pijcd&olha~~ ... ,~l~nc "•I"'IIL1HJCC.md 
t&dt'\'1-.:i,~in. &be- p.ca11 1\• "'""'"P'~' ~·~>tdltT~ .. r. ~·~ol'r"".c.:r....-_..~~",,..,..W"-i!:a.;tl'1o .. 
11.,., \\h'(ber ..m ~ ~!lto bet ... ".l' 1>1 ~ "mllli ,qa.'"td .~.Co: 0 Wn:f\lt)' libt;a.:'\,\W 



Qll.:r~ '.J.x11 ~·~c1\\DS.zk!D."" ~ ... t ..._ -.-~~ -.:,.--;tr-., ••' ·• ..... ,(' m. s.a~r 
,~,,,.Ill.""" k;:no ~ll. o...p"' s.;, O.lct 10. s ... Q"'~ .• , Mid 

.... _, ... _ .~ .. 5, ' ,e- ~,.. ..... o->t~ .,_ ~ 

1:) " ii. ~ .. 

c.Ja;r, ,;.1 w~.l~~lr.'f4M'W::~•' Rlfaub •.J ,.,,. ~~ ,,r~IC.tlfY SC~Ut... 
QIN:r 0 .. 1'4CI:Ifoa CdtlloedQu<:I•C~>fll~ 1·~ s,k tt-J,;n 
"ft-.. .- .-;loao<'J -~~,.-
................. :to-.,_"= 
a"'- ,. #-' ._. • •tr ~•·!· 

~rl •• 
-

t.eU- t~t-Jltllde ((Jmpt~~.:;;. \1:11 ;.on!a• pla.:cd OlllN lulnl'IC', ..-tt1hC'I' tl odl>d-•• 
\.("n., IIIWif~J~. "I 141111(' ~umhtn:moo ~f fll'lK1J.,1-t lind \('f\jCC).,I!U• tllk-I"J'ri~\ 
\~tY l·t.d~ fh thr ltf.A pl:h.:m n.: ~"t ID.ttc-h flolf lfl f"nJCIJ•i-.c tftl! ~ dalfaa'll 
WKc v.1 il!! tht.\ &e\~ rllc:m'rtt the lounj!'b ~ kft !:llilllld h.:: "~ 
.. "" - .....,.... 1 be L.·y mu5""' ...V.II>< """"' fd:u ,.,.,0!,; C::"'J'_. 



• 

10 1!-.tnS. .th · '' 1~ 1'lol~ cofU..: ""~ •~~t~ il!:.d p;..ruo;ul.;,· ·) llk: rbo.'W"c;:<~ pfh:t~1 h)' tbc::m.. h 
belp~ •u3n~ pt"l'pk :n dmti.. llr"t .1l 1.hc \":Stu,; :-.)' ~otcm k~ ..:• -"\ fulr ft1o(m!h""- ·IV.:~ 1.h~ i:Ilter~ 
pn:>e t'"'t·h.III):C: '' llh lb 1.:\l.loll)lt\'o!l'.' "\c\1 thtn"k ., !be' ,.,,, ,._, c:h ... 1m 1<"'1 cl -nil·•' re~")Ur\."l"~ .. n.• 
ptudd,~ I• I}W )'C\ ~I}W t~·d.,: ~· 111\l ~TIIo.':\')1-iw;' '01 l!UftJI.I' l~J'C'I-{Ji" .11o"~UJ\!I:llfl ~l;JVffi~lt \..')'• 

dd, \t.l\.11 t~o~un.;:~ ~ 1~ !'\:\"~~""••• cydc P""' • \.: t•• IJ'~IC.~ cy..:~ )U..-1' Il-l 11n:tl'ldl'g_ ond 
ID:N ihtptJrUIU1) •iu; ~,.;l".art,Jt ti-I'Udc="•~"C' )\1U t& " ~ • ~' • ilt"t thin;.;li\t:C1T'-'·· 
~-cl) ~ .... ·IHOwc.:s. .1l1d an•, th.d .rc p;i1t v(\)..._ , !!" Clll..: ~ :--- • ;W..I )••• '1IR-< tdalb· 
nod·~·~ ........ ~. , :n.:.rtnkf·J ·•I dcxr.::oem ~\·o:'C1·• d~ 1 c.:ID1f'ri:.t-t?:c d;~Jht~ r-.:J:.!Jvn.,~ur. 

1hcl:l 1« 'lot'luJJ he- K-littl\ cl~ c.u.~ t1• IL1t"rmtnc th.: t('l'r.\~U'IT!trlf<\"~"nh Mlll 1n,.lt!l~twn 1!\.t."Rlll 

thMI I('-' IU ..:llli:h ~\'I.OI"'t e"\..:nt, 1nd t(J ronncxl rc~fiUI'\:<'-~>, tnr.;rtwl Ut.-t•ltr-. 11•1\f o; ... M'I'tlil 
:1.~1:'-nl~o lu C'Jt~h C"~..:-m ~ n~..k,l fin<~lly, constdn .,,,~<,h..:r.:.,u.s rd:ul.•l "t11r1 c...uch a:c ~olls· 
kid} .• u:-li;ntr\!,:1. or Qf"t(v: 1 ·'"- h J,;;.;:r.:o.loc!d "' (.tt;;trt~~ a. ~!»l} vr ~,.·wn "''·..:t~ "'~me' 
ewa J\:"11m,'u~apri)- dwa .,., '· ··•llk 10 the cnttrrftlie )VC ue ':"'lOI',•ll'''i -\4; fofta a., 1h.:' 
fUIIt'--Ptl.r~ j)l 11..._ "'"":til~ i·,;.~-J .. :m ~ ilb Rr.,, t'\l~ \"'OO'tl UC!t t.--"l1:&1h 1:!11\ t~e 

addc:d "''~-~'1ft .;C)I~OO\Wfll 11lc KJ~~ .. 'Sl~ f1 "pro\ 1iki fo .autJ. --..1cd rc,,~urun~ 
aml 11tltn:n!rfptbc ill.l<"J;hlllltO 

Oo.'lo.:tJ:U\!1\t> _,t'kn. us.x1 ir. •he "lllc:6 «otlc<:ti1~11 f'-1\l~o.t'' were tliU)U\Il<d :i.n\1 el'l.::u-opl~ ri:H<I· 
IJ~.~: Whh: .. \\~f-( ~ncrotrd, 'i.o ,.,~ ¢VI1$J)I~ u1k11 11\Jl!(.O ·l.'t:J:o and qu.:ri.:'l · .... u.s!) tb;:m 
v.\'1\! p,~.,,,.-d r~ rn;-.... '"'0, ·11 ~~u ur~ •t tll £na..."tion ,,t< ~ m ~n)· d•lli:ttl~t ~~ 
fonn.ltko ,~J._ fk.M C~l'ICI N\( \.'G.~~ ~..U., {)nt gn.l f\1 \'lm\'bipii.'T ""' ~ 
~ .. ' flo3r ~ fJ'I.r. -~ r.a.. .. -d .. , ... ll);:c-:itnt lbmc-..1flt\ iefrarma~"'" ~ h.l m.,, .. 
C'mllll, c:l~ •••- 1 .t..:.~ro){t '-icl.dll:lo ;,-, "ne.\."'f 100~ mfr•T'ITMT!flf\ nt(d<. I bC' Jat.\t ~~ ~e> piX'· 

scult\I•U ihtHh:.tp!(l'f .!UO 11\ll 011Jn~P{!~I1~1ve. U;!IO!b.l-.c LJbles 111 re.ll·•.,.uuJ ~n-tcrl'ri\e '}'~ 
t;:m :lJJt>llt;Jii'"'s ~uclt o«- Pcork"'-•A, ( )r&-.;lc Ap(llc.·.dl(\t\.,, 1.1> S:\P ba\\.t 1,.11\lJ:n.'i ( "')mcwr.c' 
(\·e.n but~I\.'\I•J .-.1 lttril'lukc I \-lfllll1.1th.)f'l <:OI tb: altnb~ ii\Jil.af.k !f'IIUt ~-..-,.,'fl~ .. ) .... 
n:m -.at~~"' '' ;'I ~n-g.J 5Sq) I do:-\ <·~·1 UJ.tg' qucfl,_"t 1J h.'J'I«\ WID("o ,,1 d ~ tsni:MI:t$ 
~ h>t1f\, .. )I ,·,taJ by 2 ~ 

T•rm• and CAn"'PI• 
8'il1 €\fla..'ltf!i, Jill 
ta<t> ..... opo.}/4 
Cn-d"tt ......... ~..~urn Of 

cmll1 tiiCMO, ~I v 
C~o_M,Iffil'141r\h.:r. ~l16 

C'USU\Jl~f -1 -11..:\~~Al ~/4 
[)q'IIWil ollf' ., J.l 
Ool.ll()' tdltk~Alp- :I~ 

l:aJIXII'!\11; d«TC'md'd 
~Wl. • ..,Y.. 
Et:t-Jlot\JIC <k-."n:!'!lC111 

TC\C1"'.;11 ~\'.,;ll(, 1 Ui 
F.<-(.•oomit in,mn~nl 
C'•'C:rll. .,, 

r c~ m.:r...rwnl 
tC' ttul 6dJl. .1 J v 
I· I«' ttiC t\mdo;. 
lt'CIM f._y, .~J"" 

I ult'iflmcm rcl:th(lll'-k•l' )J.' 
h~tpttcm ¢\('OL 2tl~' 
ln\(nklt) :tJ) 
ln-.~t'J..v) f)--p:. _""BB :ti• 
\ brldillg: ~ ~l 11)1 
\hJ!u~l C'f'mltli_~l'l 

.. "\-.:f1t ~u: 

f ~·n '<'ll'S 111'-0it:( 

tik. 2J) 
tlpocu t.~l.o. un:kr I~ · H 

Pa.:~ "lif', Jff) 
~1f'l'tJOil 
n:bl>•, ... p, u.: 
P,("k1rl;p•hl' :ta 
P rupu:..h•1111 
rclaholl~hit'. J.f--1 
Remitt n~o:e- o\d\- it~ ~JJ 
Ru.~l. .~(, 

R"""' .,. 
n-tmoa>tl4tr .'"N 
RCI-cl~.,lt.:-I,IUUtb..fup.J/: 

Sak~ c.•.;~.ll. ~(1~ 

53~ Cl'lll'-"<"'mn bu~~-~ 
~~- IW 



R;,.;...., Quc<tl..,. 

\:!lao rwn !17 
~·io:" ~cm.:ill, ;"U\1 

~n ~~-. n-pc,11 1 
l.Jn-..lb lll.ti>C4'1••r.21: 

"" Rl llu1tn<~:hno!lbc<aks<t41«--
LOt aJ twa •dtcu:Ja.~;tt~k~IDtillcC!Oift;mJOa~Jh:a:q: 11;,'\ie 

..,mnt~aod.dlr:M q~'" 
lDL 1\ .......... ~11:~·~ ... -'·~...., 

&&R J.& E•l'l''" - 4Jfta-..occ h..~UD.J ).J(n OIU« Jdll 11ik1 ilnacc. 
"" ., ~ka.""' l~ ~ tr"".od!!:!of-e\· · 

lct.~a~ It:~ \\oMt lAitl t>pm ...,_ ordr::r~ lila cbQ.l).l:.-oe ~ 1.11UJ11 iM IW.t\ ~. "'-' 
t:Uopc-n u!n ~rl !)(" ~-r· 

LO'f 100 R.1 \\ . .- •• aot • .,. n !'.llj\:~ i.m~"<~' In " dauhJf. ~1.: ~l'nl'll m "I the ltE \ ,.,.,",._.). b:M 
\0.111 ''1-.:1~ .. ~c .. Jft\101('¢!1: N id.:Otltle4""' 

\lt)f, tO. 1(~ l)Utitltl \\<hlo:h l,...,~t1hboUld SJl en!~'ie r,;'C\Itl,OIIo'" l't"WIIIt I1U ln f"()U llhiiJVIn8 )'Ultif 

,1111.'11 ' '*'""-'~ ''"n' 'inlc Qrdet, Shi-pm-c~n. <'r (. ll ~h R'-'..:1111/ t«piAin Y.'Ul' '"IK"IC!\l. 
, ... ,,. ,;:. R~ ld~ 11hh- t)1'K;at rtHtttl\:~ i"rne.rn.a1 a~colfl. nnd ~xlt(IMI J•~Nih n~itutd ~•lb -e1n.:.h 

.,: •h• r. ~n .... •nv bu••nes!> <:\~tl). 
11 \1tl • uU l'C ... 1m1lar ~~n ~o.'"\-rot 
h .... itt~ Ul" Nt11112f mutva) ._OCW.I'II~ t\.:'nL 

~ \II~. th!~BtD~. and or ~-,re ~""t'IDC:tllcw C!f.ber t<VDrCQit dn1<t1lftlt C\'C'n" 

4 C.. at!~ I'CCCifC CW cQc: ~C 1Do."NIIII:ft ~ 
• S&k l"''tWWI or«...-:-rt~ •rm.- 4x:tt"ti«J ~"'tfg,l n-cn&. 



rr-t< ·.a "hdl or me foJ.,.,_,1"' cm•llo ~ ~wu~ p;.nred m., ~'"C .. nO"\ n-tartmsrup in d"" 
~oOICii~¢1le"l:llOn l'l\>l.'t:ll\7 

S.ak.s cWJ :tnd iJ~\oJ:n11lf)l 
(l.,b iiRCl "';:'lh 1\:l....:i~ 

S..los (lrdcf alld ln\tl'lhM"y 

D ~leo noir< ...S ...,. 

!JCS. \\ luth oi tba ,-,'"""' "'* Clo'('(U:S show~ . ~ ... tbc poim ia tJJnt at whicll mk f•) 
~ 1Jl~f~ ftot,m dw ~i!'rpi* 11) t n•~t(•O)I:l'? 

t\ Snlc$ Cllll 

~
SJI Ie:~ordn 
~uJc . 
r~ '""'VIIPI 

£. s.o.. m1Ull 

D~UAAion ~t:b>ti•m~ 
U'l? 01 De:ct•r•bcl at lea$1. 11'0 '•11~'- ·~oU1."'1:tion p~I(:C)1 mformnfi,-..n 111)C:d\ (nr eac:b o( 't1~ 

l~llw·uta. 

ll. \.l~et::.Ct:il 
1> \Urt<:m; 
c. fin ~and~co :1lllfll 
d. I h11ntll f'eS(I<un"e 

t, I'Mlu.:uoo 

••'«,tJW,t..e~t. 0!... ( ·on<ldrr the fofJo~~>•il\}1 nt.la~: On.lln.;o Sh~~l \ftobi¢ iOS\1) lJ I) OO•Ut'U.ny dw.l r•~ 
,.,(!(!'~ • M"bsue from ~hkh c:ustonte1"> c •.n idtnllt~· sheet mut>i' dl~· \\:1M to bu) (\If 

r···~· tw-•1¥. oiJ)() v&btr m...-ieal ~ ('0'1~~ (M "fC"'. r-.att8J'" prtn-ll.lrN ~ 
Olhct'Qb.tl::lm.~ ldil.it;'~fl«<" .. l by .. ~ nlQSaC p.H;>bM.. ;md l.""C'W ~ 
lra infnrm.titm. "-1\..1\ t\i'tl"rtt~b order ~~:f'C .:,<Jt-..._lb:) pl..:• ch...~r t¥11...~ \"Jl OS\, 
He'"'~ 'CT. OSM dOc.' JIOl t:..,ko f'O"'Si~)tuu of""}' ~o:beec m\1 ic 4llld: Mid iC ~ invcmnry, 
RA!In.'f, OSM ord~ tl~ .,lwc.t music from 11..: llj~rropliatc 'lhcc.~nu~Jic pubb.shen; :md 
Ill r.i.IIA¢' fot lh<: ~"'eee P'l~l\iC ll) W sJt!J'p."\1 dit~d)' ft(ot"n t l~r rubfhh~~ (Q ~be (Uol--

1\lfl ~r').- The- tw.ctom.:r. j'lll)' OSM t'or cr.: <ihccl mn:uc, and ~t p..~..-,.lbc pub~~'31 1a 

pun~· ur tD.: prDI:to.it ~ the~ krtpn::: * e\.:t:u ll1o r~o!fl.~ 
.. I,I,M ~till£' .:ttk"""'O(: \-atec- ~'SlCtt"' tn~l Itt;\ mood klrV!'-\t lhffi::r fun~

flh,I!JaUdin t·'l.htlwt"' I~ T1w tt.. •hal !,:.. urcq.are ~ldo&i ~:OS\{ ~tbtcn'• 
tnrners., Whal tC'i(,••nc-~ iU"C t:>:cn«i tn c.\C..h!tni:!c? And v.ho~l rC'iOUn:cs art' J'IUO 
\ul~ by OSM tu th• fJIIbl~er.!> ~IJd whtll r~S'!ur;;;c., tnc rccrl\<',l •u ~x~.:h.u'lge'! 
~s YQU!lth'Wet ,lepend on wt.Qt~c:l 0$M ever acccl'h lcMill tul~ tel t.h.: .tl.(_,l 
I l~n; ~~ tflol.l"" 0~\1 M'\"CT phy~K:tll} r•""'~~~ lbC .ltt\cnWr)"' 

b How dtoes 8-r br. ~ pro.:~ la~l RtA modcl fllf OS\1.\ 5.!lcyco~"fl0ft 
DMCt"U c!J:fW ~~ 0\lll ""'-~ ~nl;illhabu 8-P. Does «M puntm ~~Or tt 
·t-cchffen~oat mm:~ ttl the bbtliu~ ur meO{·w ~un:."'ll. q,~;s,. e\'t'T.H., llfid 
rtllr.Ofbhrp~;. 

lA'i D). Whru p•tittc.s and. t-It cd;~.tcuJ!;)lllps ro~ JJk..:l.) nC\'d ro bt mc;IOO¢d In 11: qucr.>' tu ..-tl· 
t.:ultt~ l.lie :actOiinb t«Cf\.Jble htlaooo for e1lch eu. .. romct"! A\-iltiTI~ the baWl..~ i~ tWI 
\hlto:d ;n ~ . ..:ffiddc: Ja t\llht-,; IYD'Jbute liT ~ht ~U'Im ~r-t;a.toill: 



AppUod Learning 

l.(W. .t\1 . ~.u.C<.,.,., ... a :a~ twbuy-.~o.~~ for~ prQ- ·~~· 

temhl\"$-~ ~ WllO t\'W!'If:l"l('f( ar%t thton ~ lite COI'I'Ipuk:ti .. 1\..t'li pncw. 
1·:,"•1'1 (MlJIU!I.~ 1~ a·· •!j01.:'d a UC:lh.(Ut< :dt."tlnfic;nlllfl nr.tm!'ler. •nd CtlfllpUt\:~ UJJt t.u. 
~,:()Inmon ~lfiymntlt.\'!b a~ •..'tlt~o')l.on:to.: ~l UltO I>'I'e' tl~.g, I AM\glltw:t~ il!a l~t(IJ) tb1111• 
U'•h IX'tMII\N ~nJ 1s f«'{"'ntm~·•ll1~.--d fvr btbmn~ I:J~mcN I\ II clci>l..'lQP iJul l ~ ll\ 
,~p.~ .• ,d -o-..ll t.;_,., .-~'IC"Jl C.a: .. -;..·. 1('< "·..atJc. ~!t'ra,l rmo .ar- d.~t 
b.-fore: all} l,~.'{"t<J .. dra!~~.arc .. 1Uid y.,....--mbkJ. t·~ .. ~C'r"""'f\ 
Mflb ~ p.tr:J~.a~ lroot•!tttl~. Or.<: of t)u.nlr.t.~t\ pwr.:h.i••lli •go;:nl:~o ~ubfl, 
nn ()1 \ll!r 10 tb.: \\1to,k"4tiO!r t~J h.u lr'tal.n gncn t;()mponent fvr ~h:. ff thr: 0111~'1 r 
k"t<"l'l:cd. ~t . ( (J\&;Wl;tni~ tmcnu:cy dco-.• I.X0\<.4. tbr tltl'll'l MuJtiple \'lf~ll't' 

.,,orpcd t,· tb~: ~:anv 10f91Jer ~ he o"Cbl,li.J.Mcd •11o0 PDt' pr..sdllH". Ordets :n-. 
C't'f*d m ~ CNarl01)' or~ .a: '· '.::8\ .~11 .,r()D.aadr.u·, unbs vt ~· 
Son ll.'llttt<CS tbe U">~ ·tm:l 0011.1~n·~ .~re J.,..lh cl\"\\ to Q\QJ ldr .lX 11nd <Juandra' -~~ 
r.:n11n them lU d1.: o~ppu~m.uc •urplkt. SQcnclllt!C!' Quundrax Mu.rn:. .. ~mPQnt"l')lt~ 
<q'f'lllN'i: fCit' c.thcl' h.'ll"'.'.tr.i, ..:<~.d1 .U. 11.- teJU11 C'lf ll Ch1tnge in rlo.nflt.'d piOd\K·Ufln ul I 
~~ •'ole ~ 0! 1\ ..OOW .0 rom .,tofQum .. bu·"~"' 
f"-.... tl&.tCif~~ .. ~ ..... ~ ~·· ... '"~ 6,,,, ,.,ly~t'llrt 

Wlltll paymtnl '' lfUC f-or • f'CI'th..•~ on:c:ofQu .. lodio~!t\ . .:ubiCN L""'~OC!t ~h 

l!lr p:~~n1ent i11 fullltir the l lctnt "'" th11t puNbaw Soml"'ltll~) ,( muluplc. p\ln:t•. 
hil\ ~.: tt~n tn;td~ A'wu 1llt' sam.: !lurriK-rwldun A ,twrt tim~. 0\i.lltldiWC ptys tur lhu~ 
pnr~h..i,e; "i.:h Jo.u.· em.: cl\edo.. UQr o4 (}'tundi!1"~" • 'T'~"'tfll 1~ • ~ull't'd to. a. WI \J 

'"!'11 ""r"i7t: all p :n'h1'-= ord:n PN ~~ tlt.DS5.U:IO bul.atso s;.p•1 d'ti.'d.s(t.nd~oo 
~,.t:.;\·~ v.nrrca r~v ~peudin.t"'"' 1J$.hc-r tmu ~~ of crln'~rf« comP'-"" 
Quandnu tte:d.o It' ln·cj, 1rock l'lf' th~ ffi:\'J)~lfll' porU~JJl'<tffOu hl 1he<tt co;~ 11'1 "'' 
~lllh\! p.artl('LJMit\u l,f ~i.hcr C'nli\M}"c_r; m tb~~ 1"\\!llt,.. lu phy•k,,Uv unpkmorht ; 
f!lc ('(I ·~.:prw} ~~ tUW abc loill.tt.o< tahilr-, Qu•Nifus \\'*"'· 10 \.'\10)~ 11.1! 
r'•?tt ty~......, .. Jo: .me Qbk Th., ~ Qlundr~:l •l1dd k«p !.he~ 
!";~ crwti..:s ~mlt.: E·R <W..;;r.am bo.u ~ 1 _..t prfiC onrq'« tMlo!c ll.l~ 
ul 11~ <>mpl~co: \'llttuu. tb~ ~t \.~}'S .,- ru~k.~: ltU.twru;hrp ,,,hle.'l a~~o o..-c~\ ..... r. 
nnpk1nen1 aU rdllhut~ .. hir.:: <"~f emrlrl}oee.~ lO lbc rtolt'\'OI.ot eo,..-efll!i 

.\U --~ w~ h ndJcod ,,. "''Ill <'4' c~mall .~ C)u. ndra., doi.·Jo nol h:n~ any •'~-
,....,.. ... Qaodn.\.r..•.pu.~" ctnit<.::tr~-~.,....."'illc~a:.tdtc 

r""'S'k t..l£ SiUurl~ \.:~m - <:lbfi'lf'I1C'1 fA. MMW!S ttl do.'m•""'UI*t"'- 1~1.0 · 
J"'l't ofth~ir 11alo• ct11l11 Onl)' ;t wu,dt pere~u~ \>I Quancli\\X\ ~tcs 011Ui 1 ~>··'· 
(ll'i;ltt\, •nd <.1:\ll'Mimt.; .a Mltt:"sp~·o;,.,n nugbl n~:.:d hi make $t'\'\*ml !ialt:$ ~:sib ,., 
AIUC u1.-1bm:er I<' ''"'.ain ~ <M"<k:- from dut <U~r. Ord:'ts •11kl n::Wif (ttW'n 
~~ .,.., .. lttt.crnc:'i md ,,.""'a..~ .. 'It· f•fdte'~k'n.C.~ 
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when the rest of the computers are assembled. Sometimes Quandrax combines com
puters from multiple sale orders into a single shipment. For example, once a cus
tomer ordered 10 computers and the next day decided that wouldn't be enough so he 
ordered 4 more. Quandrax shipped all14 computers in one shipment. Quandrax only 
accepts checks for its sales of computers; customers can pay for multiple sales with 
a single check, but no partial payments are accepted. Each sale transaction is tracked 
by a shipment ID; an invoice is sent to the customer that is due within 1 0 days, with 
no discounts allowed. Quandrax does not allow any sale retums; that is, all sales are 
final. Cash receipts are never spl it between two cash accounts; rather each receipt is 
assigned to one of Quandrax 's cash accounts by one of Quandrax 's cashiers. Quan
drax also receives cash from other activities, such as loans, so the database must 
allow for that. Suppliers, employees, and customers need to be entered into the data
base before any transactions involving them occur. 

The following attributes are of interest to Quandrax. Some of them are related to 
the acquisition/payment cycle (we will use this scenario again in Chapter I 0 and you 
will need them then). The attributes that are related to the sales/collection process 
must be included in your solution. Do not add attributes to the list. Use the boldface 
attribute abbreviations in parentheses next to the attributes in the list. List any as
Slllnptions you make, along with the reasons behind your assumptions (i.e., state 
what you think is vague in the problem, say what you are going to assume to clear 
up the ambiguity, and make a case for that assumption). 

~~chase Order Number (PO#) 

_Jpplier ID (SuppiD) 

Customer ID (Cust-10) 

Date of cash receipt (CR-D;tte) 

Name of customer (Cust-Name) 

Total sale dollar amount (Sale-Amt) 

Type of employee (EmpType) 

- "'1ployee lD (EmpiD) 

-:- ...rchase Order Date (PODate) 

- .. ~chase Date (PurchDate) 

.cation of cash account (Ca-Loc) 

~~sh Account Number (CashAcct#) 

:nne of supplier (SupName) 

~ceiving Report Number (RR#) 

mputer Category lD code (Cat-ID) 

_ 'Tiponent lD code (CompoiD) 

.!:!h Disbursement Date (CD~Date) 

..... me of employee (EmpName) 

- _rchase return ID (PR-10) 

~h Disbursement Number (CD#) 

e Order ID (S0-10) 

· pment ID (Ship-10) 

·e of sales call (SC-Date) 

stomer check number (CR-Chk#) 

es Call TD (SC-ID) 

"h Receipt ID (CR-10) 

Date of sale order (SO-Date) 

Date of purchase return (PR-Date) 

Dollar amollllt of cash receipt (CR-Amt) 

Current balance of cash account (AcctBal) 

Shipping address for a customer (Cust~Ship) 

Date of sale/shipment of computers (Ship-Date) 

Description of a computer category (Cat-Desc) 

Computer component description (Comp-desc) 

Total dollar amount of a cash disbursement (CD
Amt) 

Standard cost for a computer component (Std~ 
Cost) 

Quantity of a computer component returned (Qty
Ret) 

Type of supplier (i .e., wholesaler or individual) 
(SupType) 
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Identification number for a finished computer 
(CompulD) 

Quantity of a computer component ordered on 
purchase order (Qty-Ord) 

Proposed selling price for a type of computer on a 
sales call (Prop-SP) 

Ordered cost for a computer component on a 
purchase order (PO-Unit-Cost) 

Suggested selling price for computers [hint: by 
category] (List-price) 

Required: 

Date assembly was completed for a finished 
computer (Assemb-Date) 

Quoted selling price for each item on a sale order 
(Ord-SP) 

Actual selling price for a particular finished 
computer (Act-SP) 

Quantity of a computer component received on a 
purchase (Qty-Rec) 

Actual cost of a computer component on a 
particular purchase (Item-Unit-Cost) 

Create a business process level REA model (in either grammar or diagram format) for 
Quandrax Computers' sales/collection process. Be sure to include all relevant ent ities, re
lationships, a!tributes, and participation cardinalities. 

Answers to Multiple Choice Questions 

MCl. A; MC2. C; MC3. D; MC4. B; MC5. C. 



~ The Acquisition/Payment 
~ Business Process 

LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

The objective of this chapter is to encourage an in-depth understanding of the 
acquisition/payment business process, with a focus on the model ing of this 
transaction cycle with the REA enterprise ontology and querying to meet 
information needs for this cycle. After studying this chapter you should be 
able to: 

1. Identify activities and documents common to acquisition/payment business 
processes for various enterprises 

2. Identify the components of the REA ontology in the acquisition/payment business 
process 

3. Explain how the acquisition/payment business process f its into an enterprise's 
value system 

4. Explain how the acquisition/payment business process fits into an enterprise's 
value chain 

5. Create a REA business process level model for an enterprise's acquisition/payment 
business process 

6. Identify common information needs within the acquisition/payment process 

7. Create queries to meet common information needs in the acquisit ion/payment 

process 

INTRODUCTION 
The acquisition/payment business process is sometimes also called the expenditures 
transaction cycle or the procure to pay mega-process; therefore you must look past the la
bels an enterprise assigns to its various activities and examine the substance to identify the 
acquisition/payment process for a given enterprise. In this chapter we discuss how the ac
quisition/payment transaction cycle fits into the value system and value chain levels. We 
then discuss the REA business process level design pattern for various enterprises, as well 
as the task activities that typically occur and the information needs that arise within the 
business process. 

259 
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ACQUISITION/PAYMENT BUSINESS PROCESS IN AN ENTERPRISE 
VALUE SYSTEM 

EXHIBIT 9- 1 
Acquisition/ 
Payment 
Process in the 
Enterprise 
Value System 

The acquisition/payment transaction cycle includes the activities associated with buying, 
maintaining, and paying for goods and services needed by enterprises. This includes ac
quiring raw materials, component parts, and other resources contained in finished products 
or services. It also includes acquiring, and paying for, a variety of other goods and services 
(e.g., utilities, supplies, insurance, repairs, maintenance, research, development, profes
sional and legal services, and property, plant. and equipment). Processes that are special 
cases of the acquisition/payment process but that are typically considered separate busi
ness processes include the human resources business process (acquisition of and payment 
for employee labor) and the financing business process (acquisition and repayment of fi
nancial capital). We discuss these processes separately in Chapters 12 and 13. 

ln this chapter we discuss the strategy, objectives, and nature of the acquisition/payment 
process. You may recognize that many of the activities in this business process are essen
tially the same activities as we examined in the sales/collection process only viewed from 
the perspective ofthe buyer rather than the seller. Therefore you may wani to read or reread 
Chapter 8 and consider the similarities and differences in those activities from the buyer's 
perspective versus the seller's perspective. 

As you analyze and model a business process, you must clearly understand its purpose 
and objectives. You must realize how the business process fits into the value system and 
enterprise value chain. At the value system level, the acquisition/payment process is the 
point of contact between the enterprise and its suppliers (vendors). The enterprise gives 
cash to the suppliers in exchange for goods and services as highlighted in Exhibit 9- l. 

The value chain reveals interfaces between the acquisition/payment process and other 
business processes. Exhibit 9-2 illustrates the typical value chain interfaces. 

The overall objective of the acquisition/payment process is to provide needed resources 
for the enterprise's other business processes when they are needed. This objective can be 
broken into several subgoaJs: 

• Purchase items from reliable vendors. 

• Purchase high-quality items, or at least items of the desired quality. 

Investors and 
creditors 

Suppliers 
(vendors) 

Employees 

Goods, 
services 

Cash 

Customers 
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BIT 9-2 Acquisition/Payment Process in the Value Chain 
_ Value Chain for Manufacturers 

.... ~.i.l Value Chain for Nonmanui"acturcr~ 

• Obtain thr.: desired items at the best possible price. 

Purchase only those items that are properly authorized and are tor legitimate company 
purposes. 

• Have resources available and in useful condition when they are needed by the company. 

• Receive only those items ordered and receive all the items ordered. 

Control items received so they are not lost, stolen, or broken. 

Pay for the items received in a timely manner to the appropriate party. 

Organizations can acquire a variety of goods and services. These include inventory, sup
plies. various services, utilities. or property, plant. and equipment. We begin our discussion 
of the acquisition/payment process by reviewing some of its more common events. Two 
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important reminders before we begin the discussion: First, because we discuss the act!' -
ties in a sequential fashion, it may seem that the acquisition/payment process is linear. 11-
is not necessarily true. Increasingly, business processes and the activities that compl'"-= 
those processes are dynamic, rather than linear and static. Second, remember that the :i~ 
tivities in this process are linked to activities in other processes. We are concentrating ~ 
one process at a time to simplify our analysis. 

ACQUISITION/PAYMENT BUSINESS PROCESS LEVEL 
REA MODELS 

Recall that the extended REA ontology described in Chapter 4 and illustrated in Exh1~ 
9- 3 identifies the pattern underlying each transaction cycle, which consists of instigati 
events, mutual commitment events, economic exchange events, resources, agents, type' 
and various relationships such as stockftow, duality, fulfillment, reservation, proposiric
and participation. In this section we describe the extended REA ontology components SJX 
cific to the acquisition/paymt:nt business process, noting differences for types of em~

prises (e.g., a merchandiser versus a manufacturer or service provider). 
The REA pattern aids in analyLing business processes and events by highlighting · • 

what (the resources involved in the event) and the who (the internal and external agen;:; 
of each event. Notice that the where and the when often are stored as attributes of ea. 
event. The events, agents. and resources involved in the acquisition/payment process '"a.
somewhat from enterprise to enterprise. The general pattern discussed in this chapter ea>

ily can be adapted and applied to meet the exact requirements of any enterprise. Multi;- = 
instances of the pattern may also be used for an enterprise. for example, if the enterpr~-... 

separately tracks acquisitions of inventory, acquisitions of general and administrative sur
plies and services, and acquisitions of operating assets (such as land, buildings, mach:.-
ery, or equipment) the enterprise may create three patterns similar to the one shown in E -
hibit 9- 3 with different labels to indicate the differences in the resource, event, and age::: 
names. In Exhibit 9-4 we show the pattern to illustrate the purchase of operating assets. -. 
similar copy could be constructed to illustrate the purchase of general and administrarr:: 
supplies and services. 

Instigation Events-Need Identification and Request for Goods/Services 
The acquisition/payment process responds to an authorized individual's (internal agem·
requests for goods or services (resources) that arc approved for use by the company. \a~

ous supervisors identify the need for goods and services by monitoring enterprise act! -
ties such as production levels, sales levels, capital improvement plans, capital budge 
sales forecasts, trends, and projections. This monitoring of levels, forecasts, and needs '- _ 
critical component of the purchasing process, and the information system should help;;:
providing accurate, timely, and well-controlled information. Once supervisors o 1· other a..~ 
thorized individuals identify a need for goods, they communicate that need to an autl- -
rized buyer (internal purchasing agent) via a purchase requisition. Thus the instigati~ 
event in the acquisition/payment cycle often is labeled the purchase requisition event. 

Agents involved in instigation events in the acquisition/payment process usually are lk
partment supervisors (internal agents who initiate the requisition) and purchasing rep;-.-
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EXHIBIT 9-3 Acq uisition/Payment Extended REA Ontology Database Design Pattcm 

Goods or 
services 
inventory type 

Purchase 
requisition 
(instigation event) 

Internal 
agent 

.,...,. ... , , 
._;" Reser~ '',

',vation2,., 
....... (" 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Goods or 
services 
inventory 

resource 

agent 

Note I: Rcscrvarion2 is shown wirl1 dashed lines to indicate that it is often excluded from the model because the revenue-generating activity (decrement economic 
event) is often a more rcli<tblc cash flow budget factor than is the mutual commitment eYcnt. 

Note 2: (iood.-: or services invcnh.1ry may he excluded for enterprises for which it is not cost cffccti\·c to U'\(: sped fie ident ific<-Hion; if S(J, Stockflowt <~nd Stocknow2 
should connect to the Goods or Services Inventory Type entity. In other cases, the mutual commitm~nt cvcni may specify an instance of good~ or services inventory; 

if so, Reservation I should connect to the Goods or Services Inventory entity. 
Note 3: This diagram does not attempt to diftCrentiatc internal agents tOr the various types of events; tOr some enterprises one category of employee may participate 

in ali these events: for others there mJy be several different categories of employees involved. 
Note 4 : Part ic ipation relationships l and 2 reflect the reality that one internal agt~nt (typically a department supN,·isor) will initiate the purchase requisit ion and 
another internal agent (often a purchasing agent) processes the purchase requisition. Therefore the set of all internal agents plays rwo different roles with respect to 
the event and each rok must be t racked via a separate relationship. Similarly participation relationship s: 10 and 11 indicate that one internal agent (again a 

dcpariJt l~nl $Upt:rvisi..H) authuriLt::~ a purcha~t:' return and :muthf:r (often u shippi11g derk) p toi,.:e':)':)('~ th~ r~httn. Other event::> may <Jlsu imulv~ multiple intern:.tl agents 
in different roles (e.g., if one employee pfepares the cash disbursement'> and another employee signs them): they should also participate in mult iple participation 
rclationshjps. 

sentatives (internal agents who process or deny the requisition). Requisitions may include 
a recommended vendor for the requested goods or services; these data may be tracked in 
the database and represented via the participation3 relationship shown in Exhibit 9- 3. Typ
ically there is no need to specifically identi fy a good or service for purposes of instigation 
events; all that is needed is information about the type of good or service requested. Of 

263 
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EXHIBIT 9- 4 Business Process Level Pattern li1r Operating Assets Acquisition 

Operating 
asset type 

Operating 
asset 

resource 

Operating asset 
requisitton 
(instigation event) 

Internal 
agent 

course, some enterprises have atypi cal or unusual circumstances and may therefore involve 
different agents and/or may require specific identification of requested goods and services. 

Attributes of instigation events that typically should be captured include the date and 
time of the event. The instigation event data should also be able to be linked to data re
garding the related employees, requested vendor (if one is specified), and the types of re
quested goods or services. Data regarding purchase requisition instigation events are often 
captured on a purchase requisition form such as that shown in Exhibit 9 5. This form may 
be either a paper document or part of a software application interface. In either case, sim
ilar data are captured and stored. 

The set of relational tables illustrated in Exhibit 9- 6 correspond to Exhibit 9 3's entity
relationship representation of the purchase requisition event, the relationships in which it 
participates (proposition, fulfillment I. participation I, participation2, and participation3), 
and the related entities (inventory type, purchase order, department supervisor, purchas
ing agent. and supplier). Other possible tables could be derived depending on the relation
ship cardinalities. Data trom the form in Exhibit 9- 5 have been entered into the database 
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EXHIBIT 9- 5 Purchase Requisition 

Your Source Company 
Your Source for Everything You Need 
123 Main St. 

PURCHASE REQUISITION 
NO; R17 

Anytown. USA 12345 

Date prepared: I Prepared by; Suggested Vendor; 
4/20/2010 E12 V7 

Deliver To: Attention: Patrick Date Needed; 
Product Warehouse Wellesley 5/2/2010 

Item 
Number Quantity Description Price/Unit 

BIS1 100 Big Stuff $20.00 
LtS1 200 Little Stuff 536.00 
HUS1 100 Huge Stuff $30.00 
TIS1 300 Tiny Stuff $48.00 

Reason Needed: 
To meet customer demand for these products. 

Approved by: Department: 

I 
Date Approved; 

E5 Sales 4/22/2010 

tables: however, some of these data (e.g., inventory and supplier information) would have 
existed already in the database tables before the requisition data were added to the tables 
so all that is added regarding those objects is the relationship information that links them 
to the event. New data that would be entered as a result of the purchase requisition event 
arc shown in color. 

Mutual Commitment Events (Purchase Orders, Rental Agreements, 
Service Agreements) 

A mutual commitment event exists if the enterprise and an external business partner have 
each agreed to exchange resources at a defined future time. ln the acquisition/payment 
process the most common mutual commitment event<; are purchase orders, rental agree
ments, and service agreements. A mutual commitment event doesn't always happen at a 
discrete point in time; often it involves a series of activities. Typically a purchase agent (the 
internal agent) places an order on behalf of the enterprise with a supplier (the external 
agent) for goods or services (the resource). There is usually no need to specifically iden
tify goods or services for mutual commitment events: rather, information about the type of 
good or service ordered from the supplier is sufficient. The enterprise determines whether 
to commit by checking the availability of funds to pay for the goods or services, checking 
the vendor's avai lability of needed goods or services, obtaining vendor references if the 
vendor is not already on the approved vendor list. veri fying all price and date information. 
and contacting the supplier if necessary to adjust pricing or dates needed. These detcmli
nations are important because the enterprise docs not want to commit unless it is confident 
both parties can fulfill their parts ufthc purchase transaction (i.e., the supplier must have 
the abi lity to fill the order and the enterp1isc must have the ability to make payment). 



EXHIBIT 9- 6 Relational Tables Encompassing Purchase Requisit ion Event 

Purchase Requisition (Instigation) Event 

Maximum Budget Purch Recommended 
RequisitioniD Date for This Purchase Date Needed SuperiD'K AgentiD'K SupplierJDFK 

R17 4/22/2010 $30.000.00 5/2/2010 ES E12 V7 

Proposition Relationship 

Requisition 10 Item ID Quantity Needed Estimated Unit Cost 

R17 8151 100 $20.00 

R17 USl 200 $36.00 
R17 HU)1 150 $30.00 
R17 TIS1 300 $48.00 

Department Supervisor (Internal Agent) 

Super ID 

ES 

Name 

Patrick Wellesley 

Purchasing Agent (Internal Agent) 

PurchaseAgent 10 Name 

E 12 Joy Berwick 

Supplier (External Agent) 

Address 

53 125 Fenton Dr. 

Telephone 

555-111 2 

Address Telephone 

1237 Kirkland Ave. 555-8914 

DateOfBirth 

March 4, 1958 

DateOfBirth 

July 14, 1960 

Supplier ID Name Address Telephone Performance Rating 

V7 Joe's Favorite Vendor 89056 Ransom Hwy. 555-7655 Excellent 

Inventory Type (Resource Type) 
~-------------------------------------------------

Item ID Description UnitOfMeasure Standard Cost List Price 

BIS1 B1g Stuff Each $20.00 $50.00 

HUS1 Huge Stuff Each $30.00 $70.00 

LIS 1 L1ttle Stuff Box of 6 $36.00 $72.00 

TIS1 Tiny Stuff Box of 12 $48.00 $96.00 

Purchase Order (Mutual Commitment) Event 

Purchase 
Order ID PO Date 

Date 
Promised 

Total 
Dollar Amt 

Purchase 
RequisitioniD'K 

Purchase 
AgentiDFK SupplieriD'K 

'\ote: halfillm~nr I n:latton:,lup i!' impl('lll\:ntcd '' ith Rc~oJui .. itionJD po:,t~d into l'urch~he Ord..:r tab!.:. P;~rticip:ttionl relationship i:-; imp!emcntt?d with Supt.:rvasori D 
po~.;ted into Rcqui<\ition ln.bk. P;.trticipath)ll2 n:lation:-,hip h implemented'' 11h j.)urch;hcAgcmiD po~tt::d intt.J R¢quisition table. Particip:nion3 rehuionl\hip i~ 
unplemcntcd with ;;;u!&~c..,h.:d SupplicriD po5t('<l 11110 Kcquisitinn table. Fulfillmt:nl l data 3re nm yet cnH.·red, a ... :-.uming a time lag bi..'h\CCn requisition and ur<lcr. 

Attributes of mutual commitment events that typically should be captured include the 
date, time, and dollar amount of the order; the date by which the enterprise needs the goods 
or services dcli\·ered: the deliYery method to be used (e.g., Federal Express, UPS, or cus
tomer pick-up), the desired location of the delivery; and the payment terms. The order data 



EXHIBIT 9- 7 Purchase Ordet· 

Your Source Company 
Your Source for Everything You Need 
123 Main St. 
Anytown, USA 12345 

To: Joe's Favorite Vendor 

89056 Ransom Hwy. 

Metro Village, USA 54321 

REQUISITION # REOUISITIONER 

R17 E5 
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Purchase Order 
NO: 16 

This number must appear on all related 
correspondence, shipping papers, and invoices. 

Ship To: Your Source Company 

123 Main St. 

Anytown, USA 12345 

UNIT 
OTY UNIT ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE AMOUNT 

100 Each BIS1 Big Stuff S20.00 $2,000.00 

150 Each HUS1 Huge Stuff 529.00 $4,350.00 

200 Box/6 LIS1 Little Stuff $35.50 $7,100.00 

300 Box/12 TIS1 Tiny Stuff $50.00 $15,000.00 

1. Please send two copies ol your invoice. SUBTOTAL $28,450.00 

2. EntC!r this order U1 accordance w1th the priCes. terms. dehW~ry method, SALES TAX $0.00 
and spedfications l1sted above. 

SHIPPING & HANDLING $0.00 
3. Please 1'101i1y us 1rrvned.ately if you are unable 10 $hlp as speclflfl)d. 

OTHER $0.00 
4. Sond all correspondence to: 

Purchasmg Manager 
Your Source Company 

TOTAL $28,450.00 123 Mam St, AnytO'Nn, USA 12345 

Authorized by: joy Bevwid: E12 Date: 4/24/2010 

also should be linked to data regarding the related resources. agents, and economic incre
ment events, and to the related instigation event. Data regarding purchase order commit
ment events are ollen captured on a purchase order form such as that shown in Exhibit 9- 7. 
This form may be either a paper document or part of a software application interface used 
to update the enterprise database. 

Data from the form in Exhibit 9- 7 have been entered into the database tables in Exhibit 
9- 8; however, some of these data (e.g .. inventory and supplier information) would already 
have existed in the database tables before the purchase order data were entered. The only data 
added regarding those objects are the relationship information that links them to the purchase 
order event. The new data entered to record the mutual commitment event are shown in color. 

The set of relational tables in Exhibit 9-8 correspond to Exhibit 9- 3's entity-relationship 
representation of the purchase order event and the relationships in which it participates 
(reservation 1, fulfullment I, fulfil lment2, participation4. and participationS). Other possible 
tables could be derived, depending on the relationship cardinalities. 
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EXHIBIT 9- 8 Relational Tables Encompassing Purchase Order Event 

Purchase Order (Mutual Commitment) Event 

Purchase 
Order ID 

Date 
Promised 

Total 
Dollar Amt 

Purchase Purchase 
PO Date 

4/24/2010 

RequisitioniDFK AgentiDFK SupplieriDFK 

P016 5/2/2010 $28,450.00 R17 E12 V7 

Purchase Requisition (Instigation) Event 

RequisitioniD Date 

R 17 4/22/2010 

Reservation1 Relationship 

Maximum Budget 
for This Purchase 

$30,000.00 

Date 
Needed 

5/2/2010 

SuperJDF< 

ES 

Purchase Order iD Item ID Quantity Needed Quoted Unit Cost 

P016 8151 
P016 LISt 

P016 HU~l 

P016 TIS 1 

Purchasing Agent (Internal Agent) 

Purchase Agent ID 

E12 

Name 

Joy Berwick 

Supplier (External Agent) 

100 
200 
150 
300 

Address 

1237 Kirkland Ave. 

$20.00 
$35.50 
$29.00 
$50.00 

Telephone 

555-8914 

Purch Recommended 
AgentiD•K SupplieriD•K 

E1 2 V7 

DateOfBirth 

July 14, 1960 

Supplier ID Name Address Telephone 

V7 Joe's Favonte Vendor 89056 Ransom Hwy. 555-7655 

Performance Rating 

Excellent 

Inventory Type (Resource Type) 

Item ID Description UnitOfMeasure Standard Cost list Price 

8151 Big Stuff Each $20.00 $50.00 
HUS1 Huge Stuff Each $30.00 $70.00 
Ll51 Little Stuff Box of 6 $36.00 $72.00 
TIS1 Tiny Stuff Box of 12 $48.00 $96.00 

Fulfillment2 Relationship 

PurchaseOrderiD Receiving Report ID 

Note: Participation4 rdationship b implemented with PurchAgent rD posted into Purdtas.c Order table. P3rticipation5 relationship is implemented with 
Supplier ID posted into Purchase Order table. Fulfillme-nt! r¢latlonship is impkmemcd "\ ith Re-quisition ID posted into Purch::\se Ordertablc. Fullillrncnt2 
data ar..: not yet entered, n);suming a time lag between order and receirt of ~oocb. 

Similar types of data are captured on similar forms (again, either in electronic interfaces 
or on paper documents) for other mutual commitment events such as service agreements 
and rental contracts. Similar types of data are captured regarding the service and rental 
agreements as are captured for the purchase order events. 
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Economic Increment Event (Purchase [Receipt of Goods], Rental, 
or Service Acquisition) 

The economic increment event in the acquisition/payment process may take on one of several 
labels to represent the various resources acquired. Typically if goods are being acquired, the 
increment event is called Acquisition, Purchase, or Receipt of Goods. If the resource acquired 
is a temporary right to use goods, the event is usual ly called Rental. I\ rental acquisition be
gins when the right to temporary possession of the goods transfers from the supplier to the en
terprise and ends when possession of the goods transfers back from the enterprise to the sup
plier. When services or utilities arc acquired, the label is often Service Acquisition or General 
and Administrative Service Acijllisition. Whatever label is used, the important consideration is 
that an increment event must represent the point at which benefit was received by the enter
plise. lt is at th is point that a liability is incurred (unless the acquisition was prepaid). Enter
prises usually purchase several types of resources (e.g., inventory, operating assets, and gen
eral and administrative services) and therefore must decide for database design purposes 
whether to combine the different acquisitions into one acquisition event entity (attached to 
multiple different resource entities) or to create separate pattems as illustrated in Exhibits 9-3 
and 9-4, with different event entities and different resource entities. The decision to combine 
or separate acquisitions of diiTerent resources usually depends on whether different attributes 
need to be captured for the di lferent acquisitions. If different attributes are needed for the dif
ferent increments, usually they should be represented as separate event entities, each partici
pating in a duality relationship with the appropriate economic decrement event. If the same 
attributes are captured for acquisitions of inventory, operating assets, and service types (and 
especially if the same sequentially numbered documents or interface screens are used), then 
they may be combined into a conunon acquisition event. 

A receiving report is the primary document prepared by the enterprise in conjunction 
with the economic increment event. Receiving reports are completed by inventory or re
ceiving clerks when goods or services are received from suppliers. Receiving reports sim
ilar to Exhibit 9-9 list the items and the quantities and condition of each item received. If 
a document is to be used to represent an acquisition event, the receiving report is the most 
representative choice becau e it indicates the point at which benefit was received by the en
terprise. Many companies do not record acquisitions until they receive vendor invoices 
similar to the one in Exhibit 9- 10. Data captured on vendor invoices may provide addi
tional details of the acquisition; however, such data usually can be stored as nonkey attri
butes of the acquisition event entity. Enterprises that assign a nondocument-related pri
mary key to the acquisition event, or that assign the receiving report number as the primary 
key of the acquisition event, can record acquisition data upon receipt of goods and services 
rather than waiting for the vendor invoice to arrive several days or even weeks later. Jn gen
eral, it is unwise for the enterprise to use an external ly prepared document as a base object 
in its system when an internally prepared alternative is avai lable. 

Relationships in which the economic increment event in the acquisition/payment 
process participates typically include a fulfillment relationship (enabling the enterprise to 
trace which mutual commitment event the increment fulfilled), a duality relationship (al
lowing the entt!rprise to trace a related economic decrement that represents the other part 
of the exchange), a stockflow relationship (to trace the resource or resource type received 
in the decrement event), participation relationships with the internal and external agents, 
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EXHIBIT 9-9 RecciYing Report 

Your Source Company 
Your Source for Everything You Need 
123 Main St. 

RECEIVING REPORT 
NO: 18 

Anytown, USA 12345 

DATE 4/30/2010 I PURCH ORO NO./SALE P016 
RETURN AUTH NO. 

RECEIVED FROM Joe's Favorite Vendor PREPAID 
XX 

ADDRESS 89056 Ransom Hwy. COLLECT 
Metro Village, USA 54321 

FREIGHT CARRIER I FREIGHT BILL NO. 
UPS XYAT31253 

QUANTITY ITEM NO DESCRIPTION 

1. 100 BIS1 Big Stuff 

2. 200 LIS1 Little Stuff 

3. 150 HUS1 Huge Stuff 

4. 300 T IS1 Tiny Stuff 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

REMARKS: CONDITIONS, ETC. 
Perfect condition 

RECEIVED BY I DELIVERED TO 
E111 E5 

BE SURE TO 
MAKE THIS RECORD 

ACCURATE AND COMPLETE 

and occasionally a reYersal relationship (allowing the enterprise to trace purchase re
turns to the original acquisitions for which they reversed the economic effect). 

Internal agents typically associated with economic increment events via participatioc 
relationships include purchase agents and receiving clerks. External agents typically asso
ciated with economic increment events via participation relationships include suppliers 
common carriers (such as UPS or Federal Express), and credit card companies. The 
resources typically associated with the economic increment event via stockftow relation
ships in the acquisition cycle are usually invenlory, invent01y type, service type, suppZ· 
l)pe, or operating asset. Most manufactm·ers and merchandisers do not specifically iden
tify inventory. so the resource that participates in the stockflowl relationship for invento~ 
acquisition is usually invent01y type. For those enterprises that do specifically identify in
ventory items, the resource in the stockfiowl relationship is inventory. For general and ad-
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EXHIBIT 9- 10 Vendor Invoice 

Invoice Joe's Favorite Vendor 

Sold To: 

NO: _ _:4c..:.1.::..:67'---

DATE: 5/3/2010 

Your Source Company 

123 Main St. 

Anytown, USA 12345 

Ship To: 

Let us be your favorite tool 
89056 Ransom Hwy. 
Metro Village, USA 54321 

same 

P.O. NUMBER SALESPERSON PACKING LIST# DATE SHIPPED SHIPPED VIA 

16 Veronica 4199 4/27/2010 UPS 

QUANTITY STOCK# DESCRIPTION UNIT PRICE AMOUNT 

100 BIS1 Big Stuff $20.00 $2,000.00 

200 LIS1 Little Stuff $35.50 $7,100.00 

150 HUS1 Huge Stuff $29.00 $4,350.00 

300 TIS1 Tiny Stuff $50.00 $15,000.00 

SUBTOTAL $28,45000 

SALES TAX 0 

SHIPPING & HANDLING 0 

TOTAL DUE $28,450.00 

Make all checks payable to: Joe's Favonte Vendor 
Please make sure your account number is on all correspondence and checks. 

THANK YOU! 

ministrative service acquisitions, the resource involved in the stockftow l relationship is 
usually service type. For supply acquisitions the associated resource is usually supply ~vpe, 
and for operating asset acquisitions the associated resource is usually operating asset (note 
that typically operating assets are specifically identified). 

The set of relational tables in Exhibit 9- 11 correspond to Exhibit 9-3's entity-relal ionship 
representation of the inventory acquisition event and the relationships in which it participates 
(stockflowl, fulfillment2, participation6, participation?, duality, and reversal). Other possi
ble tables could be derived, depending on the relationship cardinalities. Data from the forms 
in Exhibits 9- 9 and 9-10 have been entered into the database tables; however, some ofthese 
data (e.g., inventory and supplier information) would already have existed in the database ta
bles before the purchase data were added to the tables so all that is added regarding those ob
jects is the relationship inf01mation that links them to the purchase event. The new data to be 
added upon receipt of goods are shown in color. The additional data to be entered upon re
ceipt of the vendor invoice are shown in another color. 
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EXHIBIT 9- 11 Relational Tables Encompassing Purchase Event 

Purchase (Economic Increment) Event 

Receiving Dollar Receiving Vendor Invoice 
ReportiD Date Amount ClerkiD'< SupplieriDFK Invoice# Amount 

RR18 4/30/2010 $28,450.00 E111 V7 V14167 $28,450.00 

Purchase Order (Mutual Commitment) Event 

Purchase Date Total Purchase Purchase 
Order ID PO Date Promised Dollar Amt RequisitioniD'< AgentiOFK 

P0 16 4/24/201 0 5/2/2010 $28,450.00 R17 E12 

Stockflow1 Relationship 

Receiving Quantity Actual 
Report 10 Item ID Received Unit Cost 

RR18 BIS1 100 $20.00 
RR18 LIS1 200 $35.50 
RR18 HU$1 150 $29.00 
RR18 TIS1 300 $50.00 

Receiving Clerk (Internal Agent) 

Receiving Clerk ID Name Address Telephone DateOfBirth 

E11 1 Kendall Galligan 1235 Germandy Dr. 555-6812 December 12, 1970 

Supplier (External Agent) 

Supplier ID Name 

V7 Joe's Favorite Vendor 

Inventory Type (Resource TYpe) 

Address Telephone 

89056 Ransom Hwy. 555-7655 

Performance Rating 

Excellent 

Item ID Description UnitOfMeasure Standard Cost List Price 

Bl$1 Big Stuff 
HUS1 Huge Stuff 
LIS 1 Little Stuff 
TIS1 Tiny Stuff 

Fulfillment2 Relationship 

Purchase Order 10 

P0 16 

Each 
Each 
Box of 6 
Box of 12 

Receiving Report ID 

RR18 

$20.00 

$30.00 
$36.00 
$48.00 

Purchase Return (Economic Increment Reversal) Event 

$50.00 

$70.00 
$72.00 
$96.00 

Cash 
DisbiDFK 

SupplieriDFK 

V7 

Purchase 
ReturniD Date 

Dollar 
Amount 

Packing 
Slip# 

Debit 
Memo# 

Receiving 
ReportiDFK SupplierJOFK 

Dept 
SuperJDFK 

Shipping 
ClerkJDFK 

Noce: Par1icipation6 relationship is implemented with PurchAgcnt 10 posted into Purchase table . Participation? relal·ionship is implemented with Supplier ID posted 
into Purchase table. Kevcr~al relationship is implemented with Receiving Report 10 posted into Purchase Return table. Duality and re\'crsal relationship data are not 
yet entered assuming a rime lag between Purchase and d ther Ca~h Disbursements or Purchase Returns. Purchase dollar amount is denvcd using quantities received 
and actual unit costs in the stockflow relattonship {actual unit co;,ts typically equal the ··commiitcd to' ' unit costs in the reservation relationship. but could be 
adjusted per supplier acknowledgment). 
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Economic Decrement Event (Cash Disbursement) 
Cash disbursements are economic decrement events that decrease the enterprise's cash bal
ance. Cash disbursements may be made via paper check, debit card, electronic fcmds transfer, 
or cash Qayme.nt. Nat\<:e. that \f the e\1\.erpr\-,e uses a creait cara to pay a supplier, the enter
prise has not yet disbursed cash: the cash disbursement does not occur until the enterprise pays 
the credit card company. In the latter case, the cash disbursement must be connected to two 
external agents-the supplier, whose accounts payable balance decreases as a result of ten
dering the credit card and the credit card company, to whom the cash was literally paid. 

Cash disbursements may occur at vatious times during the acquisition/payment process. 
Some cash disbursements may be made as orders are placed (i .e., prepayments); other cash 
disbursements may occur at the point of acquisition or upon pickup of goods or services; still 
other cash disbursements may occur days or weeks after acquisitions take place. The dis
bursement of cash is a custodial function; therefore, employees assigned responsibil ity for 
this event should not have additional authorization or recording responsibilities. Several doc
uments are typically involved in task activities that comprise the cash disbursement event: 
disbursement vouchers, vendor invoices, purchase orders, and receiving reports. Two of the 
main concerns in the acquisition/payment process are tor enterprises to ensure they do not 
receive goods or services they did not order, and more importantly to ensure they do not dis
burse cash for goods or services that they did not receive. To address these concerns, many 
enterprises prepare disbmsement vouchers to authorize cash disbursements, using the pur
chase orders, receiving reports, and vendor invoices as support documentation. In Exhibit 

EXHIBIT 9-12 Disbursement Voucher 

Your Source Company 
Your Source for Everything You Need 
123 Main St. 
Anytown, USA 12345 

Date Prepared: 5/25/2010 

Authorized by: E36 

VENDOR INVOICE 
INVOICE 

NUMBER DATE AMOUNT 

4167 5/2/2010 $28,450.00 

PAYMENT TOTALS: $28,450.00 

CHECK NUMBER: 41235 

CASH ACCOUNT#: Ca123501 

Disbursement Voucher 

Vendor Number: V7 

Remit Payment To: 

Joe's Favorite Vendor 

89056 Ransom Hwy. 

Metro Village, USA 54321 

RETURNS & NET PAYMENT 
ALLOWANCES DISCOUNT AMOUNT 

$0.00 $0.00 $28,450.00 

$0.00 $0.00 $28,450.00 

NO: 40 

SUPPORT 
DOCUMENTS 
EXAMINED BY 

DJB 
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EXHIBIT 9-13 Relational Tables Encompassing Cash Disbursement Event 

Cash Disbursement (Economic Decrement) Event 

Disb Voucher Dollar Check Cash A/P 
Voucher ID Date Amount Number AccountiDFK ClerkiDFK SupplieriDFK 

40 5/25/2010 $28,450.00 41235 Ca123501 E36 V7 

Cash (Resource Type) 

CashAccountiD AccountType Location 

Ca123501 Checking 1" Local Bank 

Purchase (Economic Increment) Event 

Receiving Dollar Receiving Vendor Invoice Cash 
ReportiD Date Amount ClerkiDFK SupplierJDFK Invoice# Amount DisbiDFK 

RR18 4/30/2010 $28,450.00 E111 V7 Vl4167 $28,450.00 40 

Accounts Payable Clerk (Internal Agent) 

A/P Clerk ID Name Address Telephone DateOfBirth 

E36 Diane Bowersox 9115 Wolfgang Court 555-7244 September 15, 1963 

Supplier (External Agent) 

Supplier ID 

V7 

Name Address 

Joe's Favorite Vendor 89056 Ransom Hwy. 

Telephone Performance Rating 

555-7655 Excellent 

Note: Sto<.:kf1ow2 rclarionship i~ implemcnrl'd with Ca:-.h A~countlD posu?d into Cash Disbun.cmcnt t3ble. P~rticipation8 relationship is implcmcntcU with 

/\, P Clerk ID poc;;ted into Ca~h DtsbuNcment l3hle. Panicipation9 rt:lationship is impkmcntcd with Suppliet· ID po-.ted into Cash Oi!-.bursement rablc. 
Duality rehHion:-.hip 1s implemented'' Hh Cash Di ... hurscmcnt 10 posted into Purcha~c ~able. 

9 -12 we illustrate a disbursement voucher. The comparison of the vendor invoice with the 
purchase orders and receiving reports to ensure the enterprise is paying only for goods and 
services ordered and received is commonly known as the three-way match. 

Some enterprises have reengineered the workflow in the acquisition/payment process in a 
manner similar to Ford Motor Company as described in Chapter l. Ford implement.cd an in
tegrated automated system that completely eliminated the vendor invoices and disbursement 
vouchers. Rather than having an individual employee perform the three-way match after the 
events had occurred, Ford's information system matched the purchase to the purchase order 
as the receipt of goods occurred. Payment was then automatically generated based on the 
quantities received and the contractual costs per the purchase order commitment event. 

Attributes captured regarding cash disbursements usually include a cash disbursement 
identifier (such as a disbursement voucher number), date, amount paid, supplier identifi
cation. employee identification (such as employees who write the checks), the account 
number from which the cash is disbursed, and the check number of the payment. Exhibit 
9-13 shows a set of relational tables that correspond to Exhibit 9- 3 ·s entity-relationship 
representation of the cash disbursement event and the acquisition cycle relationships in 
which it participates (duali ty, stockflow2, participation8, and participation9). Other possi
ble tables could be derived, depending on the relationship cardinalities. Additional table~ 
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are likely necessary to correspond to relationships in which the cash disbursement event 
participates in other transaction cycles such as financing and payroll. The tables shown in 
Exhibit 9-13 arc applicable to the acquisition/payment process. Data from the form in Ex
hibit 9 12 have been entered into the database tables; however, some of these data (e.g., 
purchase, cash, and supplier information) would already have existed in the database ta
bles before the cash disbursement data were added to the tables so all Ulat is added re
garding those objects is the relationship inf01mation that links them to the cash disburse
ment event. The new data to be added tor the cash disbursement event are shown in color. 

=conomic Increment Reversal Event (Purchase Returns and Allowances) 
If goods and services received do not meet the identified needs, the enterprise may decide 
to reverse the increment event by returning the goods or requesting an allowance for the un
satisfactory services. For purchase return events, the returned products are the associated re
sources. Although a purchase return C\ ent decreases the inventory resource, the return is in
herently different from an economic decrement event such as a sale. Because the return in 
effect reverses the purchase event. we call purchase return an economic increment rever
sal event. If the goods were specifically identified upon acquisition, they should be specif
ically identified upon return; if they were measured and recorded at the type level upon ac
quisition, they should be measured in that same manner for the rctum. Typically the supplier 
is the external agent involved in the return event (a common carrier also may need to be 
linked as an external agent), a department supervisor authorizes the purchase return as an 
internal agent. and a shipping clerk processes the purchase return as an internal agent. 

Attributes typically captured regarding purchase retums include an identifier for the 
event, the return date, and the dollar amount of the return. Links also should be available 
to attributes of related agents and merchandise inventory. Several documents may be used 
in workflow tasks that make up the purchase return event: requests to return goods, pack
ing slips, bills of lading, and debit memos. A request to return goods notifies a supplier 
of the enterprise's dissatisfaction with goods and asks permission to return those goods in
stead ofpaying for them (or in exchange for a refund). In response. the enterprise receives 
return au thorization information from the supplier (in various formats. such as a paper 
document. an e-mail, or a phone call). Inventory or shipping clerks complete packing slips 
to document the details of each return of goods to suppliers. If the goods are returned via 
common carriers, bills of lading usually are also prepared. Packing slips list the items and 
quantities of each item returned; bills of lading list the number and dimensions of boxes in 
which the returned goods are packed. If a cash refund is received it reverses the cash dis
bursement event, which is an economic decrement. Therefore we call the cash refund an 
economic decrement reversal event. Debit memorandums (also called debit memos) are 
internal documents used to communicate the need for a journal entry to debit (decrease) 
the enterprise's accounts payable balance for that supplier. Such a document is unneces
sary in an enterprise system that eliminates journals and ledgers. In Exhibits 9- J 4 through 
9 16 we illustrate a request to return, packing slip, and debit memorandum. 

Exhibit 9-17 shows a set of relational tables that correspond to Exhibit 9- 3's entity
relationship representation of the purchase return event and the relationships in which it 
participates (reversal, stockflow3. participation 10, participation 11, and participationl2). 
Other possible tables could be derived depending on the relationship cardinalities. Data 
from the forms in Exhibits 9- 14 through 9- 16 have been entered into the database tables; 
however, inventory, purchase, and supplier information already would have existed in the 



EXHIBIT 9-14 Request to Return Goods to Supplier 

REQUESTTO RETURN FROM Your Source Company 
Your Source for Everything You Need 

Ret. Request No. 3 123 Main St. 

Date of Request Anytown, USA 12345 

VENDOR: All relurns will be clean, in salable condition, and shipped prepaid. A prompt reply will be greatly appreciated. 
Thank you for your cooperation. 

RETURN CODES: 

A OVERSTOCK 0 Cash Refund - Please 
8 DAMAGED 
c DEFECTIVE IZl Credit to Account - Please FOR CLARIFICATION CONTACT 
D WRONG PRODUCT BILLED & SHIPPED 
E CORRECT PRODUCT BILLED BUT Account No. Name Patrick Welleslell 

WRONG PRODUCT SHIPPED 
F OTHER Request by Phone 555-3333 

QUAN. PRODUCT RETURN QUAN. LIST COST OR 
DEPT. REO. NUMBER DESCRIPTION CODE INVOICE NO. RET_ PRICE DISC- EXTENSION 

Sales 48 TTP12 Tiara c 48592 48 $10.00 $480.00 

TOTAL $480.00 
P"'tvic\c. WeHesle~ E~ 

Return Authorized by 



EXHIBIT 9- 15 Packing List 

Your Source Company 
Your Source for Everything You Need 
123 Main St. 
Anytown, USA 12345 

Trina's Trinkets 

1612 Myway Rd. 

Hinterland, USA 23456 

Contact: Trina Weeble 

PART NUMBER QUANTITY 
RETURNED 

TIP12 48 

EXHIBIT 9- 16 Debit Memorandum 

Your Source Company 
Your Source for Everything You Need 
123 Main St. 
Anytown, USA 12345 

DEBIT TO Trina's Trinkets 

UNIT OF 
MEASURE 

each 

RETURN AUTH NO. INVOICE NO. 

485 48592 

ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION 

TTP12 Tiara 
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RETURNS PACKING LIST 22 

Clerk ID 137 

If there are any questions about this shipment, 
contact our sales department (999) 555-3333 

RETURN AUTHORIZATION NUMBER: 485 

ORIGINAL PURCHASE NUMBER: RR25 

ITEM DESCRIPTION 

Tiara, faux gold with inlaid baubles 

DEBIT MEMO 
N0: _3_ 

DATE 5/22/2010 

SUPPLIER 
ACCOUNTNO. __ ~V~90~----------

INVOICE DATE PURCHASE ID 

5/1 5/20xx RR25 

QUANTITY PRICE EACH AMOUNT 

48 10.00 480.00 

TOTAL DEBIT 480.100 

database tables before the purchase return data were added to the tables so all that is added 
regarding those objects is the relationship information that links them to the purchase re
turn event. The new data to be added upon return of goods are shown in color. 
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EXHIBIT 9-17 Relational Tables Encompassing Purchase Return Event 

Purchase Return (Economic Increment Reversal) Event 

Purchase 
ReturniD 

Dollar Packing Debit 
Memo# 

Receiving 
ReportiDFK 

Dept Shipping 
Date Amount Slip# SupplieriDFK SuperiDFK ClerkiDFK 

PR3 5/1712010 $480.00 22 3 RR25 V90 ES 

Purchase (Economic Increment) Event 

Receiving Dollar Receiving Vendor Invoice Cash 
ReportiD Date Amount ClerkfDFK SupplieriDFK Invoice# Amount DisbiDFK 

RR18 4/30/2010 $28,450.00 E1 11 V7 Vl4167 $28,450.00 40 
RR25 5/12/2010 $480.00 E1 11 V90 48592 $480.00 

Stockflow3 Relationship 

Purchase Quantity Actual 
Return ID Item ID Returned Unit Cost 

PR3 TIP12 48 $10.00 

Shipping Clerk (Internal Agent) 

Shipping Clerk ID Name Address Telephone DateOfBirth 

E41 Amy Milano 8892 Eddy Ave. 555-9557 January 3. 1964 

Department Supervisor (Internal Agent) 

DeptSupervisoriD Name Address Telephone DateOfBirth 

E5 Patrick Wel lesley 53125 Fenton Dr. 555-1 112 March 4, 1958 

Supplier (External Agent) 

Supplier ID Name Address Telephone 

V7 Joe's Favorite Vendor 89056 Ransom Hwy. 555-7655 

Performance Rating 

Excellent 
V90 Tnna's Trinkets 1612 Myway R. 555-2424 Very Good 

Inventory Type (Resource Type) 

Item ID Descr iption UnitOfMeasure Standard Cost List Price 

BIS1 Big Stuff Each $20.00 $50.00 
HUS1 Huge Stuff Each $30.00 $70.00 
Ll$1 Little Stuff Box of 6 $36.00 $72.00 
TIS1 T1ny Stuff Box of 12 $48.00 $96.00 

TIP12 Tiara Each $10.00 $25.00 

E41 

:\tote: ParticiputioniO rdation:,hip i5 implemented '"ith Dept Supcr,·isor ID posted into Purchase Rerum table. Panicipationll relationship i .~ implemented wuh 
Shipping Clerk ID posted into Purchase Re11m1 table. Participationl2 relationship is implemented with Supplier ID pOsted in<o Purchase Return table. Reversal 
relationship is implemented wi1h Purchase ID posted into Purchase Remrn tahlc. 
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INFORMATION NEEDS AND MEASURES 
IN THE ACQUISITION/PAYMENT PROCESS 

Information from the acquisition/payment process can provide decision-making support 
for many information customers. An information customer is someone who needs infor
mation; they fit into the following categories: 

• Internal users need information about internal phenomena. 

• Internal users need information about external phenomena. 

• External users need information about internal phenomena. 

• External users need information about external phenomena. 

Within each of these categories, various users need information at different levels of de
tail. We next analyze each of the entities and relationships in the business process level pat
tern to give some idea of the types of queries that may be needed to satisfy information 
needs for internal and external users regarding these objects. The queries presented are not 
a comprehensive set of queries; there are simply too many potentially useful queries to list 
them all. The set provided should guide you in creating similar queries to satisfy similar 
information needs. To describe example queries needed in the acquisition/payment process 
we usc the database tables shown in Exhibit 9-18. 

Resource Queries in the Acquisition/Payment Process 
Internal and external users may need information regarding an enterprise resource or re
source type. The resources and resource types most commonly present in the acquisition/pay
ment process are inventory (specifically identified inventory, inventory types, or service 
types), cash, and operating assets such as supplies, property, plant, and equipment. To make 
effective acquisition decisions. enterprise depcutment supervisors and purchasing department 
persmmel must obtain information about products and services available from external sup
pliers, including information about features. availability, safety, and prices. They also need to 
compare that information to existing products and services and to the needs that those prod
ucts and services are fulfilling. For each resource, users may need any of the following: 

• Detailed status information at one or more points in time for each resource instance. 

• Detailed status information at one or more points in time for only those resource in
stances meeting specified criteria. 

• Summarized status information at one or more points in time for all resource instances. 

• Summarized status information at one or more points in time for only those resource in-
stances meeting specified criteria. 

With regard to each of these, users may need to know all characteristics ofthe instances in the 
answer set, or they may need only a subset of the characteristics. Information regarding inven
tory and cash that may be needed by intemal users (such as purchasing agents) and by extemal 
users (such as suppliers) includes the same list as we noted in the sales/collection process. 

• A list of each inventory item or item type normally stocked by an enterprise. 

• A list of all inventory items or item types that possess certain characteristics; examples 
include all books, real estate listings with lake frontage, toys with selling prices within 
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EXHIBIT 9-18 Acquisi t ion/Pay ment Process Database Tables for Queries 

Operating Assets (Resource) 

Asset Estimated Estimated lRSListed 
Asset Tagl D Description AcqDate AcqCost Category Lif eYrs Salvage Property 

OA1 Building 4/1/2010 $200,000.00 Buildings 40 $20,000.00 No 

OA2 Property 4/1/2010 $300,000.00 Land 0 $0.00 No 
OA3 Executive desk 4/10/2010 $2,000.00 Furniture 10 $200.00 No 

OA4 Manager desk 4/10/2010 $1,500.00 Furniture 10 $100.00 No 

OA5 Manager desk 4/10/2010 $1,500.00 Furniture 10 $100.00 No 

OA6 Administrator desk 4/10/2010 $1,00000 Furniture 10 $100.00 No 

OA7 Administrator desk 4/10/2010 $1,000.00 Furniture 10 $100.00 No 

OAB Executive desk chair 4/10/2010 $500.00 Furniture 7 $50.00 No 

OA9 Manager task chair 4/10/2010 $350.00 Furniture 7 $50.00 No 

OA10 Manager task chair 4/10/2010 $350.00 Furniture 7 $50.00 No 

OA11 Task chair 4/10/2010 $175.00 Furniture 7 $25.00 No 

OA12 Task chair 4/10/2010 $175.00 Furniture 7 $25.00 No 

OA13 Task chair 4/10/2010 $175.00 Furniture 7 $25.00 No 

OA14 Task chair 4/10/2010 $175.00 Furniture 7 $25.00 No 

OA15 Toshiba tecra 4/15/2010 $3,000.00 Computers 5 $300.00 Yes 

OA 16 Dell optima desktop 4/15/2010 $2,000.00 Computers 5 $200.00 Yes 
OA17 Dell optima desktop 4/15/2010 $2,000.00 Computers 5 $200.00 Yes 

OA18 Dell optima desktop 4/15/2010 $2,000 00 Computers 5 $200.00 Yes 
0A19 Warehouse shelving 4/16/2010 $10,000.00 Fixtures 40 $0.00 No 

OA20 Fax machine 4/17/20 10 $400.00 Comm Equip 3 $0.00 Yes 

Cash (Resource Type) 

CashAccountiD AccountType Location DateAccountEstablished 

Ca123501 Checking 1" Local Bank April 1. 2010 
Ca789125 Savings 1st Local Bank Aprill, 2010 
Ca351235 Petty Onsite-Cashier desk drawer April 15, 2010 

Ca351327 Petty Onsite-CEO assistant's f ile cabinet April 22, 2010 

Inventory Type (Resource Type) 

Item ID Description UnitOfMeasure Standard Cost list Price 

BIS1 Big Stuff Each $20.00 $50.00 

HUS1 Huge Stuff Each $30.00 $70.00 

LIS 1 Little Stuff Box of 6 $36.00 $72.00 
MINl Miniature Stuff Box of 24 $56.00 $110.00 
TIS1 Tiny Stuff Box of 12 $48.00 $96.00 
TIP12 Tiara Each $10.00 $25.00 Continued 
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EXHIBIT 9-18 (Contin ued) 

Purchase Requisition (Instigation) Event 

Purch Maximum Budget Date Purch Recommended 
ReqiD Date for This Purchase Needed SuperlDFK AgentlDFK SupplierlDFK 

R17 4/22/2010 $30,000 5/2/2010 ES E12 V7 

R18 5/5/2010 5/23/201 0 E5 E1 2 V14 
R19 5/6/201 0 5/20/2010 E5 E12 V7 
R20 5!15/2010 5/25/2010 ES E12 
R21 5!18/201 0 5/26/2010 E5 E12 V7 

Purchase Order (Mutual Commitment) Event 

Purchase Purchase Purchase Supplier 
OrderiD OrderDate DateNeeded DollarTotal ReqlDFK AgentlDFK IDFK 

P016 4/24/20 10 5/2/201 0 $28,450.00 R17 E12 V7 
P017 5/5/20 10 5/8/2010 R18 E12 V14 
P018 5/5/201 0 5/12/2010 R18 E12 V90 

P019 5/6/20 10 5/1 0/2010 R19 E12 V14 
P020 5/6/2010 5/24/2010 R19 E12 V7 
P021 5/ 16/2010 5/24/20 10 R20 E12 V14 

Purchase (Economic Increment) Event 

Receiving Dollar Receiving Vendor Invoice Cash 
ReportiD Date Amount ClerkfDFK SupplierfDFK Invoice# Amount DisbiD'K 

RR1 8 4/30/2010 $28,450.00 E11 1 V7 Vl4167 $28,450.00 40 

RR19 5/8/2010 $1,100.00 E111 V14 821536 $1,100.00 
RR2 1 5/1 0/20 10 $3,240.00 E111 V14 82 1983 $3,240.00 
RR22 5/12/2010 $2.000.00 E111 V7 Vl52 13 $2,000.00 
RR25 5/1 2/2010 $480.00 E111 V90 312353 $480.00 

----
Cash Disbursement (Economic Decrement) Event 

DisbVoucheriD VoucherDate Dollar Amount CheckNo. CashAcctlDFK APCierkiD'K PayeelDFK 

39 5/15/2010 $746.57 4 1234 Ca123501 E36 E23 
40 5/25/2010 $28,450.00 4 1235 Ca1 23501 E36 V7 

41 5/29/2010 $398 12 41236 Ca1 23501 E36 E41 

Purchase Return (Economic Increment Reversal) Event 

Purchase Dollar Packing Debit Receiving Dept Shipping 
ReturniD Date Amount Slip# Memo# ReportfDFK SupplierfDFK SuperlDFK ClerkiDFK 

PR3 5/17/2010 $480.00 22 3 RR25 V90 E5 E41 

Supplier (External Agent ) 

SupplieriD Name Address Telephone Perf ormanceRating 

V7 Joe's Favorite Vendor 89056 Ransom Hwy. 555-7655 Excellent 
V14 Reliable Rudy's 34125 M ichigan Ave. 555-1199 Very Good 
V90 Trina's Trinkets 1612 Myway Rd. 555-2424 Very Good Continued 
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EXHIBIT 9- 18 (Continued) 

Shipping Clerk (Internal Agent) 

ShippingCierkiD Name Address 

E41 Amy Milano 8892 Eddy Ave. 

Department Supervisor (Internal Agent) 

DeptSupervisoriD Name Address 

E5 Patrick Wellesley 53125 Fenton Dr. 

Accounts Payable Clerk (Internal Agent) 

Telephone 

555-9557 

Telephone 

555- 1112 

DateOfBirth 

January 3, 1964 

DateOfBirth 

March 4, 1958 

APCierkiD 

E36 

Name Address Telephone DateOfBirth 

Diane Bowersox 9115 Wolfgang Ct. 555-7244 September 15, 1963 

Receiving Clerk (Internal Agent) 

ClerkiD 

EZ47 
E251 

Name 

Kenneth Barki 
Rita Barki 

Address 

4312 Monticello Dr. 
4312 Monticello Dr. 

Telephone 

556-4891 
556-4891 

DateOfBirth 

April 14, 1945 
May 22. 1948 

Proposition Relationship (Purchase Requisition-Inventory Type) 

PurchReqiD Item ID QuantityNeeded EstimatedUnitCost 

R17 BIS1 100 $20.00 
R17 LIS1 200 $36.00 
R17 HUS1 150 $30.00 
R17 TIS1 300 $48.00 
R18 MIN1 20 $56.00 
R18 TIP12 20 $10.00 
R19 MIN1 60 $56.00 
R19 6151 100 $20.00 
R20 TIP12 20 $10.00 
R21 LIS 1 200 $36.00 

Reservation Relationship (Purchase Order- Inventory Type) 

PurchOrderiD ltemiD QuantityOrdered QuotedUnitPrice 

P016 BISl 100 $20.00 

P016 LIS 1 200 $35.50 
P016 HUS1 150 $29.00 
P016 TIS1 300 $50.00 
P017 MIN1 20 $55.00 
P018 TIP12 20 $10.00 
P019 MIN1 60 $54.00 
P020 8151 100 $20.00 
P021 TIP12 20 $11.00 Continued 
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EXHIBIT 9-18 (Concluded) 

Fulfillment2 Relationship (Purchase Order-Purchase) 

PurchaseOrderiD PurchaseiD 

P016 RR18 
P017 RR19 
P018 RR25 
P019 RR21 
P020 RR22 

Stockflow1 Relationship (Purchase-Inventory Type) 

PurchaseiD ltemiD PurchaseQuantity ActuaiUnitCost 

RR18 BIS1 100 $20.00 
RR18 LIS 1 200 $35.50 
RR18 HUS1 150 $29.00 
RR18 TIS1 300 $50.00 
RR19 MINI 20 $55.00 
RR21 MIN1 60 $54.00 
RR22 BIS1 100 $20.00 
RR25 TIP12 48 $10.00 

Stockflow3 Relationship (Purchase Return-Inventory Type) 

PurchReturniD Item 10 QuantityReturned 

48 

ActuaiUnitCost 

PR3 TIP12 $10.00 

a certain range, video games in GameBoy Advance format, and preventive dental care 
services. 

• Quantity on hand of an inventory item type as of a specified date. 

• Total cost value of inventory on hand as of a specified date. 

• A list of all cash accounts owned by an enterprise as of a specified date. 

• Balance in a specific cash account as of a specified date. 

• Total balance in all cash accounts as of a specified date. 

Similar information can be retrieved regarding operating assets such as supplies, land, 
buildings. furniture, vehicles, and machinery; for example: 

• A list of general and administrative ~upply and service types for which the enterprise 
maintains descriptive data. 

• A Jist of fixed assets owned by an enterprise. 

• l3ook value of a depreciable fixed asset owned by an enterprise on a specified date. 

• Average age of an enterprise's machinery on a specified date. 

Whether the infonnation needed by a user is detailed or sunm1arized, whether it involves one 
or more instances, and whether it includes one or more characteristics of the resources, re
source queries within the acquisition/payment process typically require only one table. As 
noted in the sales/collection process discussion, some of the information needs-for example, 
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EXHIBIT 9- 19 
QBE to List 
Each Fixed 
Asset Owned 
on 5/31/2010 
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inventory quantity on hand and cash balance-do not fall completely within the acquisi
tion/payment process and therefore cannot be provided by single-table queries unless the data
base allows the storage of volatile derivable attributes (triggers) as described in Chapter 6. 
Queries that involve multiple tables from multiple business processes are discussed in Chap
ter 10 since an understanding of how the business process models are integrated and the rc-
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suiting tables are deriYed is useful for understanding the query design. For Chapter 9 we focus 
on the single-table resomce queties that are found wi thin the acquisition/payment process. 

1\ list of each fixed asset owned by an enterprise on May 31, 2010, is a query that can 
be answered using a single-table query of the fixed assets table. The structured query lan
guage code for this query based on the tables in Exhibit 9-18 is 

SELECT* 

FROM OperatingAsscts 

WHERE AcquisitionDate <= S/3112010: 

The same query in Query-By-Example (QBE) format in Microsoft Access is displayed in 
Exhibit 9- 19, along with the query result. 

You may wonder why the resource table for operating assets includes the characteristic, 
acquis ition elate, as that characteristic may be more appropriately assigned to the relation
ship between purchase and operating asset. Because the operating assets are each specifi
cally identified and the same asset is not purchased multiple times. there is no design dis
advantage to including the characteristic in the asset table. There are query advantage::. (as 
in the previous example) to including acquisition date in the asset table; therefore it has 
been placed in the asset table. 

The single-table query in Exhibit 9 19 could easily be revised to list only the fixed assets 
that possess certain characteristics: for instance, those with estimated salvage values greater 
than S200 or those classiftcd as listed property by the Internal Revenue Service. To meet in
fonnation needs such as these, queries could be consn·uctcd that are similar to the following 
query that lists the asset tag !D. description. acquisition date, acquisition cost, estimated use
ful life in years, and estimated salvage Yalue of all computers owned by the enterprise on 
May I, 20 I 0, based on the tables in Exhibit 9- 18. The SQL code for this query is 

SELECT AssetTagTD, Description, Acquisition Date, Acquis itionCost, 
Estimatedl ,ifeYrs. EstimatedSalvage 

FROM OperatingAsscts 

WHERE AssetCategory=Computcrs AND AcquisitionDate<=5. I 120 I 0; 

The Microsoft Access QBE and query resu lts arc illust rated in Exhibit 9 20. Notice the 
query in Exhibit 9-20 is established as a parameter query. Also notice the asset category field 
is included in the query grid to set the criteria but it docs not appear in the answer because 
the "Show'' box is not checked. Finally, notice to establish the AND logic for the criteria 
(thereby including only those records in the answer that meet both criteria), both criteria (ac
quisitiondate<=fenddate] and assetcategory=''computers") are listed on the same line of the 
query grid. lf they were listed on separate lines, the logic to combine the criteria would be
come OR and any records that meet either criteria would be included in the answer. 

Event Queries in the Acquisition/Payment Process 
Internal and external users may need information regarding events. The most common 
events in the acquisition/payment process a re purchase requisitions, purchase orders, pur
chases, cash disbursements, and purchase returns. For each of these types of events, users 
may need any of the following: 

• Detailed information about each event instance, such as what happened, when did it 
happen, where did it happen'! 
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EXHIBIT 9- 20 Query to List Selected Characteristics of Computers Owned as of 5/1/2010 
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OA15 Toshrba tecra notebook 5 
OA 16 Dell cptrma desktop 

Dell optrma desktop 
Pel! optrma desktop 

• Detailed information about each event instance that meets specified criteria; for exam
ple, events of a specified type that occurred during a specified time period or that oc
curred at a specified location. 

• Sunm1ari.::ed information for all instances of an event type for a specified time pericx! 
such as the total event instances during a specified time period. 

• Stm1marized information for a specified time period for only those instances of an even~ 
type that meet specific criteria; for example, the average dollar value of the event in
stances for a specified location during a specific time period. 

With regard to each of these queries, users may need to know all characteristics of the in
stances in the answer set, or they may need only a subset of the characteristics. lnforman-
rcgarding the various types of acquisition/payment events that may be needed by intern;:. 
users (such as purchasing agents) and by external users (such a~ suppliers) includes (amoc.; 
many other possibilities): 

• Total number of purchase orders made during a specified time period. 

• Total dollar amount for a specific purchase order, general and administrative sen ~e 
and supplies acquisition, operating asset acquisition, inventory acquisition, cash G -
bursement, or purchase return. 
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• Total or average dollar amount of all acquisition/payment events of a specified type for 
one or more specified time periods. 

• Seller's tracking number for an expected purchase event. 

• Date a purchase event occurred. 

Using the tables from Exhibit 9- 18, next we create some example queries for similar in
formation needs. For one query a user wants to know the date and dollar amount of pur
chase order 18. The SQL code for such a query is 

SELECT PurchOrderiD, OrderDate, DollarTotal 

FROM PurchaseOrder 

WHERE PurchOrderiD=PO 18; 

For Microsoft Access, the QBE and resul ting solution are illustrated in Exhibit 9-21. No
tice that the query illustrated in Exhibit 9-21 is not set up as a parameter query: therefore, 
if a user wants to find the date and dollar total for PO 19 next, either this query must be re
vised or a new query must be created. Of course, since this is a relatively simple, one-table 
query, the user may choose to simply view the purchase order event table and find the date 
and dollar total of purchase order 19. 

Agent Queries in the Acquisition/Payment Process 
Internal and external users may need information regarding an internal or external agent 
or agent type. The internal agents most commonly present in the acquisition/payment 
process arc purchase agents, accounts payable clerks, inventory clerks (may be separated 
into receiving and shipping), and superYisors. The external agents most commonly present 
in the acquisition/payment process are suppliers or vendors. For each agent or agent type, 
users may need any of the fo llowing: 

• Detailed status information at one o r more points in time for each agent instance. 

• Detailed status information at one or more points in time for only those agent instances 
meeting specified criteria. 

• Summarized status in formation at one or more points in time for all agent instances. 

• Summarized status information at one or more points in time for only those agent in-
stances meeting specified criteria. 

With regard to these information needs, users may need to know all characteristics of 
the instances in the answer set, or they may need only a subset of the characteristics. In
formation regarding various employees and suppliers that may be needed by internal users 
(such as supervisors and purchase agents) and by external users (such as suppliers) 
includes: 

• A list of all purchase agents, accounts payable clerks, inventory clerks, or supervisors 
for an enterprise. 

• A list of employees that possess certain characteristics (e.g., all accounts payable clerks 
whose honesty is insured under a specified minimum fidelity bond). 

• A list of employees that live in a specified city or state. 

• A list of all employee names and telephone numbers for an emergency phone tree. 
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EXHIBIT 9- 26 (Concluded) 
Result for May 1-31,2010 
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Proposition Relationship Queries in the Acquisition/Payment Process 
Proposition relationships represent associations between instigation events and the re
sources the events propose to increase or decrease. Therefore proposition relationships are 
commonly used in queries to satisfy information needs as to the proposed effect of insti
gation eYcnts on resources or as to the resources involved in inst igation events. Some com
mon information needs are 

Query 
to Calculate 
the Number 
of Times 
Uuring ;\lay 
2010 in Which 
MINI Has 
Been 
Requisitioned 

What resources or resource types docs the instigation event propose to increase or 
decrease? 

• What quantity of a resource or resource type is the proposed increase or decrease for an 
instigation event? 

• When did an instigation event propose to increase or decrease a specific resource or re-
source type? 

Within the acquisition!payment process, the most common instigat ion events are purchase 
requisitions, and the most common resource involved in a purchase requis ition is inven
tory type. Some common infom1ation needs within the acquisition!payment process are 

Which inventory types were identified as needed in a purchase requisition event? 

• What unit cost \\as estimated for an inventory type in a specific purchase requisition 
event'1 

How many times has a specified inventory type been requisitioned during a time period? 

• How many types of inventory were requisitioned in a specific purchase requisition event? 

Using the tables in Exhibit 9- 18. a query can be constructed to identify the number of 
times during May in which the item MlN l has been requisitioned. Exhibit 9- 28 displays 
the query needed to satisfy this information need. 
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: :servation Relationship Queries in the Acquisition/Payment Process 
Reservation relationships represent associations between commitment events and the re
sources the events are committing to increase or decrease. Therefore reservation relation
ships are c01mnonly used in queries to satisfy information needs as to the eventual effect 
of commitment events on resources or as to the resources involved in commitment events. 
Some common information needs are 

• What resources or resource types is a commitment event agreeing to increase or decrease? 

• What quantity of a resource or resource type is a commitment event agreeing to in
crease or decrease? 

• What dollar value of a resource or resource type is a commitment event agreeing to 
increase or decrcase'l 

• When did an event commit to increase or decrease a specific resource or resource type? 

• Where did an event commit to increase or decrease a specific resource or resource type? 

Within the acquisition/payment process, the most common commitment events are pur
chase orders and the most conunon resource associated with commitment events is inven
tory type. Some common information needs of these types within the acquisition/payment 
process are 

• Which inventory types does a speci fie conm1itment event agree to increase'? 

• What quantity of each inventory type docs a specific commitment event agree to 
increase? 

• What unit cost was quoted for each inventory type in a specific commitment event? 

• What was the total dollar value of purchase orders for a specified time period? (Note: 
I f total dollar amount is stored in the purchase order event table, then it is not necessary 
to use the reservation relationship to meet this information need.) 

• What is the average dollar value of purchase orders of a specified inventory type for a 
specified time period'l 

Because these queries are very simi lar to the examples already illustrated for the proposi
tion and stoekflow relationship queries, no additional examples are displayed in detail. 

~3rticipation Relationship Queries in the Acquisition/Payment Process 
Participation relationships represent associations between various events and the agents 
who participate in the events. Therefore participation relationships are commonly used in 
queries to satisfy information needs to identify which agents participated in events or as to 
the events in which agents have participated. Some common information needs are (any on 
this list could be needed for either internal agents or external agents) 

• Which agent(s) participated in a specified event? 

• In how many events of a specified type has a specified agent participated? 

• What is the total dollar value of events of a specified type in which a specified agent has 
participated for a specified time period? 

• When did a specified event in which a specified agent participated occur? 

• Where did a specified event in which a specified agent participated occur'l 
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• Which purchase orders have been partially filled? (requires stockflow, reservation, and 
fulfillment -purchaseorder-p u rcha sc re lati onshi ps) 

• What is the total dollar va lue of accounts payable for a specified supplier at a point in 
time'1 (requires duality, participation-supplier-purchase, and participation-supplier
cash-disbursement relationship~) 

• On which requisitions has a specified vendor been the recommended supplier? (requires 
proposition and participation-purchaserequisition-supplier relationships) 

• Which purchase agent ordered a specified inventory type rrom a specified supplier? (re
quires reservation, participation-supplier-purchaseorder, and participation-purchaseagent
purchaseordcr relationships) 

• W hat is the total dollar amount of purchases of a specified inventory type that have been 
made from suppliers in a specified region? (requires stockflow-purehase-inventory and 
participation-supplier-purchase relationships) 

The procedures for calculating individual supplier payable balances arc similar to those fur 
calculating total accounts payable; however, they are slightly more complicated by the ad
dition of the participation relationships. The general procedures are as follows: 

Determine what kinds of acquisitions are represented in your database (except for em
ployee services) and for each kind of acquisit ion follow these steps: 

I. Determine which tables contain the acquisition date, dollar amount, and related supplier 
(usually these are found in the acquisition e\·ent table) . Group by supplier, and sum the 
acquisition amount through the balance sheet date (with no begitming date constraint). 

2. Determine which tables contain the cash disbursements that applied to those acquisitions. 
To detem1ine this, examine the duality-purchase-cashdisburscment relationship. 

a. Whe n the duality re lationship is represented w ith a separate table, j oin the duality 

table to the cash disbursement table, establish the ending date constraint on the 
cash disbursement date field (with no beginning date constraint), group by 
supplier, and i>lliTl the cash disbursement amount applied to the acquisition. 

b. When the duality re lationship is represented with the cash disbursement identifier 
posted as a foreign key into the acquisition table, join the cash disbursement table 
to the acquisition table, establish the ending date constraint on the cash 
disbursement date field (with no beginning date constraint), group by supplier, and 
sum the cash disbursement amounts. 

3. Determine which tables contain purchase returns that applied to t hose acquisitions. To 
determine this, examine the duality-purchase-purchasereturn relationship 

a. When the purchasc-purchasereturn relationship is represented with a separate table, 
join the purchase return table to the acquisition table, establish the ending date 
constraint on the purchase return table date field (with no beginning date constraint), 
group by supplier, and sum the purchase retttm amount applied to the acquisition. 

b. When the purchase-purchasereturn relationship is represented with purchase ID 
posted as a foreign key in the purchase return table, establish the ending date 
constnint on the purchase return table date field (with no beginning date constraint), 
group by supplier. and sum the purchase return amount applied to the acquisition. 

4. Subtract the results of steps 2 and 3 from the result of step l to get accounts payable 
for each supplier as of" the balance sheet date. 
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EXHIBIT 9-30 QBE to Calculate Accounts Payable Balances for Each Supplier 

Con~t rai n Purchase Date and Sum Purchase Dollar 
Amount for Each Ve ndor 
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EXHIBIT 9-30 (Concluded) 
C.:>mbine Purchases and Purchase Returns by Supplier to Get Unreturned Purchases 
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L 
• ·.e: The last two query steps cannot be combined into a single query step because outer joins are 
~ to include purchases from suppliers to whom neither payments nor returns have been made. 

_,ion of two outer joins in the same query is too ambiguous for Microsoft Access to evaluate.) 
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Exhibit 9-30 illustrates a set of queries to calculate accounts payable balances on a spec!
fied date for each individual supplier based on the database tables in Exhibit 9- 18. 

CONCLUDING COMMENTS 

This chapter presented an overview of the activities in the acquisition/payment process an'
discussed the extended REA pattern as it is applied to this process, including similaritic 
and differences in the pattern for different acquisitions. Whether an enterprise acquires 
general and administrative services, inventory, operating assets, or supplies, the enter
prise 's acquisition/payment events very likely fit the REA pattern. The event labels for ar 
enterprise may be different than those used in this textbook; therefore the concepts learnec 
here cannot be routinely applied with rote memorization. The key for discovering the pa~
tern fit for a specific enterprise is to think about the nature of the events and particular;_ 
the resources affected by them. It helps many people to think first at the value system 
level-what resources docs the enterprise exchange with its customers. Second, think a· 
the value chain level-what resources need to be provided to the revenue cycle and to th.: 
conversion cycle. Those resources need to be acquired and paid for, so identifying ther:
yields guidance as to how many instances of the acquisition/payment process pattern tem
plate are applicable for an enterprise. Does the enterprise only need to purchase inventor: 
Or must it also purchase operating assets and services? Once you are confident you ar-e 
thinking effectively about resources and events that are part of the acquisition/paymer. 
process and you have identified the economic increment and decrement events that carr
prise the duality relationship, it should be relatively easy to determine the commitmer: 
events and instigation events that led to each economic event, and to connect resources. ii:.
ternal agents, and external agents to each event as needed. Finally, consider whether exrr.. 
relationships such as custody, assignment, and typification- as discussed in Chapter 6--
apply, or even whether some extra relationships apply that are unique to the enterprise yo_ 
are modeling. As long as the foundation of the system database is consistent with RL ... 
usually extra constructs may be added without compromising the advantages the patter 
provides for automated reasoning and interenterprise integration. 

Documents that are used often in the acquisition/payment process were illustrated an~ 
example database tables were generated. Some information needs and queries to satisf: 
them were presented. Those presented represent only a small fraction of the many infor
mation needs that enterprises have on a daily basis; one goal of this chapter is to enab:_ 
students who may one day be faced with meeting someonc's information needs to be ab-:: 
to think creatively and generate queries to meet those information needs. The database u
blcs presented in this chapter are not comprehensive. Database tables in real-world enter
prise system applications such as PeopleSoft, Oracle Applications, or SAP have doze:
(sometimes even hundreds) of attributes. Examination of the attributes avai lable in an er.
terprise system database is a critical step in developing queries that report values ofthos._ 
attributes in the format needed by a user. 
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-ey Terms and Concepts 

Acquisition/payment 
business process, 259 
Cash disbursement. 2 7 3 
Check, 273 
Debit memorandum, 275 
Disbursement voucher. 273 
Duality relationship, 269 
Economic decrement 
event, 269 
Economic decrement 
reversal event, 2 7 5 
Economic increment 
event, 267 
Economic increment 
reversal event, 275 

Fulfillment 
relationship, 269 
Instigation event, 262 
Inventory, 261 
Inventory type, 264 
Murual commitment 
event, 262 
Open purchase order 
file, 295 
Open purchase 
requisition. 295 
Participation 
relationship, 269 
Proposition 
relationship. 298 

Purchase, 260 
Purchase order, 264 
Purchase requisition, 262 
Purchase retum, 270 
Receiving report, 269 
Request to retum goods, 275 
Reservation 
relationship, 299 
Reversal relationship, 270 
Stockflow 
relationship, 269 
Vendor invoice, 269 

iew Questions 

LOt R I. List eight objectives of the acquisition/payment process. 

L04 R2. How is the acquisition/payment process related to the conversion process, the 

LOI,L07 R3. 

L07 R4. 

!.OJ, L07 RS. 

1.02, LOS R6. 

sales/collection process. the human resource process, and the financing process? 

What is the difference between a purchase requisition and a purchase order? 

What is an open purchase order? 

Which is the most appropriate time to record a purchase and the corresponding lia
bility: upon the receipt of goods or upon the receipt of a vendor's invoice? Explain 
your response. 

Identify the resources, internal agents, and external agents associated with each of the 
following business events: 

a. Purchase requisition (instigation) event 

b. Purchase order for goods/services (mutual commitment) event 

c. Receipt of goods/services (economic increment) event 

d. Cash disbursement (economic decrement) event 

e. Purchase return (economic increment reversal) event 

!.07 R7. Which relationships should you examine if you want to create a query to calculate ac
counts payable? 

LOJ, w 2 R8. What does a participation relationship between a purchase requisition and a vendor 
usually represent? 

!.OI, w2 R9. Do most companies keep track of operating assets (e.g., property and equipment) at 
the individual instance level or at the type level? Why? 
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Multiple Choice Questions 

LOI, L06 MC I. Which document is most closely associated with the activities involved in the r=
chase return event? 

A. Packing list 
B. Purchase order 
C. Purchase requisition 
D. Vendor invoice 

WJ MC2. The acquisition/payment process represents the point of contact between the en·_ -
prise and which set of external business partners? 

A. lnvestors and creditors 
B. Suppliers 
C. Customers 
D. Employees 

L04 MC3. The resource made available by the finance process to the acquisition/pa}m<=" 
process in a typical enterptise value chain is: 
A. Inventory 
B. Property, plant, and equipment 
C. Labor 
D. Cash 

L02, LOs MC4. Which of the following entities are usually paired in a stockflow relationship in· 
acquisition/payment process? 
A. Purchase requisition and inventory type 
B. Purchase and inventory type 
C. Purchase order and inventory type 
D. Purchase order and purchase 

Wi, wz MC5. Which of the following events should reflect the point in time at which title • 
goods transferred from a suppl ier to the enterprise in the acquisition/paymen: 
process? 
A Purchase requisition 
B. Purchase order 
C. Purchase 
D. Cash disbursement 
E. Purchase return 

Discussion Questions 

LOS Dl. The tables in Exhibit 9-18 do not portray the design for storage of acquisitions of re

sources other than inventory (e.g., operating assets or general and administrative ser
vice types). If the enterprise determined that the attributes that need to be stored fc
operating asset acquisitions are the acquisition ID, date, and dollar total (and foreig::. 
keys from related cash disbursements, suppliers, and receiving clerks) what design a 
ternatives should the enterprise consider for storing the operating asset acquisiric
information? 

L06 D2. Describe at least two acquisition/payment process information needs for each of th-, 

following: 
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a. Management 

b. Marketing 

c. Finance and accounting 

d. Human resource 

e. Production 

1..06, L07 D3. What entities and/or relationships most likely need to be included in a query to por
tray the unfilled purchase orders made by each purchasing agent? 

:\pplied Learning 

ws Al. Quandrax Computers is a store that buys computer components for low prices, as
sembles the components into computers, and then sells the computers at high prices. 
Each computer is assigned a unique identification number, and computers that have 
common configurations are categorized into types (e.g., Longitude is a laptop that is 
easily networked and is recommended for businesses; Element is a desktop that is 
intended for home and small businesses). Categories can be entered into the database 
before any computers in the categories are actually assembled. The computer com
ponents are purchased from wholesalers. One ofQuandrax's purchasing agents sub
mits an order to the wholesaler that has listed a given component for sale. If the order 
is accepted, one of Quandrax's inventory clerks receives the items. Multiple orders 
accepted by the same supplier may be consolidated into one purchase. Orders are ac
cepted in their entirety or not at all. Nearly all of Quandrax's orders are accepted. 
Sometimes the incorrect components are delivered to Quandrax and Quandrax has 
to return them to the appropriate supplier. Sometimes Quandrax returns components 
to suppliers for other reasons, such as the result of a change in planned production 
of a certain category of computers. Only about 10 percent of Quandrax 's purchased 
components are returned to suppliers, and any return would result from only one 
purchase. 

When payment is due for a purchase, one ofQuandrax 's cashiers issues one check 
for payment in full for the items on that purchase. Sometimes if multiple purchases 
have been made from the same supplier within a short time, Quandrax pays for those 
pw·chases with just one check. One of Quandrax's managers is required to not only 
authorize all purchase orders greater than $5,000 but also to s.ign all checks (includ
ing checks wrinen for expenditures other than purchases of computer components). 
Quandrax needs to keep track of the managers' participation in these events as well 
as the participation of other employees in these events. In physically implementing 
the conceptual model into the database tables, Quandrax wants to combine all em
ployee types into just one table. This means Quandrax would keep the separate em
ployee entities on the E-R diagram, but make just one employee table to represent all 
of the employee entities, then post keys or make relationship tables as necessary to 
implement all relationships of employees to the relevant events. 

All sales are handled via mail or e-mail, as Quandrax does not have any show
rooms. Quandrax assigns salespeople to its large corporate customers and the sales
people take sample computers to the customer locations to demonstrate features as 
part of their sales calls. Only a small percentage of Quandrax 's sales calls result in 
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orders, and sometimes a salesperson might need to make several sales calls · 
same customer to obtain one order from that customer. Orders also result from -'""' 
tomers surfing the Internet and seeing descriptions of the computers on Quand:
website. These customers are not assigned to specific salespeople; Quandrax 
tracks the salesperson that ach1ally took the order. Some of Quandrax 's salespe :
are hired to handle just such orders and as such are not assigned specifically tt _ 

customers. 
If a customer orders multiple computers on one sale order and some of the ~ -

puters are immediately available whereas the others are not yet assembled, Quan.:. _ 
ships the available computers right away and then ships the remainder of the .. ' 
when the rest of the computers are assembled. Sometimes Quandrax combines~ 
puters from multiple sale orders into a single shipment. For example, once a , _ 
tomer ordered 10 computers and the next day decided that wouldn't be enough : 
ordered 4 more. Quandrax shipped all l4 computers in one shipment. Quandrax -
accepts checks for its sales of computers; customers can pay for multiple sales· 
a single check, but no partial payments are accepted. Each sale transaction is tra~. _ 
by a shipment lD; an invoice is sent to the customer that is due within l 0 days. · 
no discounts allowed. Quandrax does not allow any sale returns; that is, all sales 
final. Cash receipts are never split between two cash accounts; rather each rece -
assigned to one of Quandrax 's cash accounts by one of Quandrax 's cashiers. Q 
drax also receives cash from other activities such as loans, so the database ;;.._ 
allow for that. Suppliers, employees, and customers need to be entered into the c.. 
base before any transactions involving them occur. 

The following attributes are of interest to Quandrax; some are related to · 
sales/collection cycle. The attributes that are related to the aequisitionlpayr- _ 
process must be included in your solution. Do not add attributes to the list. "Cse · 
boldface attribute abbreviations in parentheses next to the attributes in the list. :.. 
any assumptions you make, along with the reasons behind your assumptions 
state what you think is vague in the problem, say what you are going to assume 
clear up the ambiguity, and make a case for that assumption). 

Purchase Order Number (PO#) 

Supplier ID (SuppiD) 

Purchase return ID (PR-ID) 

Cash Disbursement Number (CD#) 
Sale Order lD (SO-lD) Employee ID (EmpiD) 

Purchase Order Date (PODate) 

Purchase Date (PurchDate) 
Location of cash account (Ca-Loc) 

Cash Account Number (CashAcct#) 

Name of supplier (SupName) 

Receiving Report Number (RR#) 
Computer Category ID code (Cat-ID) 

Component 1D code (CompoiD) 

Cash Disbursement Date (CD-Date) 

Name of employee (EmpName) 

Shipment ID (Ship-ID) 
Date of sales call (SC-Date) 

Customer check number (CR-Chk#) 

Sales Call ID (SC-ID) 

Cash Receipt ID (CR-ID) 

Customer ID (Cust-ID) 

Date of cash receipt (CR-Date) 

Name of Customer (Cust-Name) 
Total sale dollar amount (Sale-Amt) 

Type of employee (EmpType) 



ate of sale order (SO-Date) 

.·e of purchase return (PR-IJate) 

.Jar amount of cash receipt (CR-Amt) 

~~ent balance of cash account (AcctBal) 

r'ping address for a customer (Cust-Ship) 
:e of sale/shipment of computers (Ship-Date) 

--cription of a computer category (Cat-Desc) 

rnputcr component description (Comp-desc) 

:Jl dollar amount of a cash disbursement (CD
\mt) 

· .ndard cost for a computer component (Std-Cost) 

.antity of a computer component returned 
Qty-Ret) 

~ of supplier (wholesaler or individual) 
up Type) 

.mification number for a finished computer 
CompuiD) 

Required 
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Quantity of a computer component ordered on pur
chase order (Qty-Ord) 

Proposed selling price for a type of computer on a 
sales call (Prop-SP) 

Ordered cost for a computer component on a pur
chase order (PO-Unit-Cost) 

Suggested selling price for computers [hint: by cat
egory] (List-price) 

Date assembly was completed for a finished com
puter (Assemb-Date) 

Quoted selling price for each item on a sale order 
(Ord-SP) 

Actual selling price for a particular finished com
puter (Act-SP) 

Quantity of a computer component received on a 
purchase (Qty-Rec) 

Actual cost of a computer component on a particu
lar purchase (Item-Unit-Cost) 

Create a business process level REA model (in either grammar or diagram format) for 
Quandrax Computers· acquisition/payment process. Be sure to include all relevant entities, 
relationships, attributes, and participation cardinalities. 

~swers to Multiple Choice Questions 

MC I. A; MC2. B; MC3. D; MC4. B; MCS. C. 



View Integration 
and Implementation 
Compromises 
lEARNING OBJECTIVES 

One objective of this chapter is to explain how to unite the business process level 
REA models for multiple transaction cycles. A second objective is to explain 
implementation compromises commonly made at each step in conceptual modeling 
and database design. A final objective of this chapter is to demonstrate retrieval of 
information from multiple integrated business processes. After studying t his chapter 
you should be able to 

1. Identify the steps needed to integrate multiple business process level REA models 

2. Complete an integration of two or more business process level REA conceptual 
models 

3. Identify and create common conceptual level, logical level, and physical level 
implementation compromises 

4. Explain common reasons for compromising implementations 

5. Identify information needs that require information from multiple tables in 
multiple business processes 

6. Create queries to satisfy information needs that require information from 
multiple business processes 

RODUGION 

Recall from Chapter 2 that one of the reasons we create models of information systems is 
to control complexity. We initi ally create business process level models separately for each 
transaction cycle because each cycle presents a manageable set of events and related re
sources and agents. The creating of separate models for different portions of a system is 
called view modeling. To create a database that can serve as the foundation for an inte
grated enterprisewide information system, however, the separate views must be integrated 

311 
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to form a comprehensive model. Although we introduced the conversion of a conceptua. 
model to a logical model, followed by the implementation into a physical database a:, 1: 

those steps would be part of each separate transaction cycle analysis, in fact the separat.? 
conceptual models for each business process view should be integrated before the comer
sion to the logical and physical levels occurs. This step is called view integration. 

Once a comprehensive conceptual model is created, the entire model is converted into 
a logical level model and is implemented into a physical level database software package 
Duri ng the conceptual modeling. logical modeling, and implementation phases, compro-
mises must often be made based on practical limitations of technology and measuremen; 
tools. In this chapter we explain some of those compromises and reasons for making such 
comprom i scs. 

One goal of relational database design is to store enterprise data in such a way that i· 
may be retrieved in various formab to satisfy diverse information needs. Some informa
tion needs require data from multiple business processes. Rctric\'al of such information re
quires understanding of the integrated design of the relational tables.' 

VIEW INTEGRATION 

When you use the full REA ontology as a roundation for designing an entcrprisewide data
base, the first step is to consider the enterprise in the context of its external business part
ners and to create a value system level model. The second step is to consider the resource 
flows among the transaction cycles within the enterprise and to create a value chain le\e. 
model. IdentifYing the resource flows at the value chain level helps to identify the points 
of integration of the transaction cycles and therefore also helps to identify points of ime
gration for the Wll\:Cptual models or those trnnsaction cycles. 

View integration may be used in the normal course of database design for a single en
terprise; alternatively it may be used to consolidate separate databases as a result of a cor
porate merger, acquisition, or other forms of business consolidation. Whether in the orig
inal design phase for a single enterprise or in the consolidation of separate databases, vie" 
integration involves three basic steps: 

I. Identify the common entities in two views. 

2. Merge the common entitil:s, resolving any entity conflicts and performing a set uniorr 
of their attributes. 

3. Examine each relationship and resoh·e any relationship confticts. 

Conceptual models are integrated based on their common entities. The resources that flo" 
from one business process to another are common entities lo those business proces e~, 
sometimes the processes also share common agent or event entities. One entity confl ict is 
name confl ict; this occurs when the same entity induclcd in different conceptual model:, 

1Much of the material in this chapter 1S based on S. R. Rockwell and W. E. McCarthy, "REACH: 
Automated Database Design Integrating First-Order Theories, Reconstructive Expertise, and 
Implementation Heuristics for Accountmg Information Systems," International Journal of Intelligent 
Systems in Accounting, Fmance & Management 8, no 3 (1999), pp. 181-197; and on C. Batini. S. Ce• 
and S. B. Navathe, Conceptual Database Design: An Entity,RefatJonship Approach (Redwood City, 
CA:The Benjamin/Cummings Publishing Company, 1992). 
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is not labeled identically. Often different people on the same design team separately model 
the different views and may use synonymous labels. A person who models the different 
views at different times may use synonyms for the same entity. For example, the entity set 
representing disbursements of cash may be labeled payment in the financing process and 
it may be labeled cash disbursement (or some other synonym) in the payroll process. An
other type of name conOicl occurs when conceptually different entities are given the same 
label. For example, say, two enterprises merged operations and need to merge their data
bases. One enterprise labeled its sale order entity (mutual commitment event) as Sales. The 
other enterprise labeled its sale entity (economic event) as Sales. That is a case of a hom
onym- the same word to represent two d ifferent things. 

Attribute conflict exists if different attributes have been identified as important for de
scribing the same entity in various views. The most extreme attribute conflict exists when 
different attributes are assigned as primary key identifiers for the same entities. Perhaps 
one designer assigned a unique identifier called Employee ID as the primary key for the 
Employee entity, and another entity used social security number for the same purpose. 
Other attribute conflicts include overlapping but nonidentical sets of attributes assigned to 
the same entity set in different cycles. For example, a person who modeled Inventory Type 
in the acquisition!payment process may have included the attributes item ID, description, 
unit of measure, and standard unit cost as attributes. A different person who modeled In
venlo!y Type in the sales/collection process may have included item ID, description, unit 
of' measure, and list selling price as attributes. All necessary attributes of an entity set 
needed for all business processes in which that entity set occurs should be included in an 
enterprisewide database. To resolve entity and attribute name confl icts, choose a common 
label for each common entity, choose the most appropriate primary key, and perform a set 
union of the attributes needed for the different cycles. Once the entity sets that are shared 
by the views to be integrated are identified, relabeled, and assigned the complete set of at
tTibutes, the relationships must be examined and relabeled if necessary to see if relation
ship name conflicts or relationship structure conflicts exist. Each relationship should have 
a unique name to avoid any possible confusion in commLmications about relationships in 
the database. Relationship name conflicts are resolved in the same way as entity and attri
bute name conflicts. Relationship structure conflicts exist when the same relationship is as
signed different cardinalities in multiple views. 

Exhibits 10- l through I 0- 5 illustrate the process of view integration. Exhibits 10- 1 
and 10-2 show separate view models for the revenue and acquisition cycles of a company 
that sells custom-made surfboards. Exhibit l 0-3 reorganizes the conceptual models to 
align the shared entities. Exhibit 10-4 illustrates the merging of the models with the set 
union of attributes for each shared entity. This exhibit also illustrates that when an entity 
participates in multiple relationships and it isn't convenient to place the relationships close 
to each other, a copy of the entity may be portrayed with a diagonal slash in the bottom 
right corner of the entity and no attributes attached to the entity. A person who sees an en
tity illustrated in such a manner should look elsewhere on the diagram to see the details of 
that entity set. Exhibit 10- 5 illustrates the relabeling of the relationships so each relation
ship has a unique name. The result is an integrated conceptual model containing the core 
events, resources, and agents for a revenue and an acquisition cycle of a small enterprise. 
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EXHIBIT 10- 1 Revenue Cycle View 

Sp-
Sp- comm-

SP# name rate 

EXHIBIT 10-2 Acquisition Cycle View 

Pa-
PA# name Phone 

Csr# Csr-name 



EXHIBIT 10- 3 View Integration Step ! -Identify the Common Entities 
Pn- Sp-



EXHIBIT 10-4 View Integration Step 2-Merge on Common Entities 

Pa· 
PAif name Phone 

Supplier 

Show an ent1 ty is 
duplicate by removing 
attributes and adding 
slash through bottom 
right corner 

ami 

Sp- comm 
SP/1 no.mo rote 

name ami 

Csrfl Csr·name 



EXHIBIT 10- 5 View Integrat-ion Step 3- Resolvc Relationship Name Confl icts 

Pa-
namc Pnonc 

Re-label relationships 
to ensure each relationship 
has a unique name 

Sp-
Sp- comm· 

SPJJ name rate 

CsrH Csr-n~mc 
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You may recall the ER grammar format that was introduced in Chapter 4. Consider ho· 
that formal facilitates some aspects of view integration. Reorganization of the physic .. 
diagram layout is not an issue, and copies of entities become unnecessary, as entities an-. 
relationships arc simply alphabetized and each relationship that contains an entity as on .. 
of its connected entities refers back to the same entity in the alphabetized list. Of course 
the steps involving identification of common entities, resolution of entity conflicts, resolu
tion of attribute conflicts, and resolution of relationship conflicts are still necessary and the 
grammar does not necessarily provide any advantage over the diagram format. Althougi' 
overall view integration is facilitated by the ER grammar format, the diagram format fa
cilitates other tasks. Therefore we are not recommending one format versus the other; \\c

are merely identifying possible strengths of each format. 

IMPLEMENTATION COMPROMISE 

An ideal information system is a model of perfection- it is what the information systell' 
would be if we could make it everything we desire. Unfortunately such an information sys
tem is not usually achievable; compromises must be made due to practical consideration
insufficient measurement techniques, and other constraints. In this section we discuss some 
common implementation compromises in the design of enterprisewide databases. Somt 
of the implementation compromises we discuss are made at the conceptual level, some are 
made at the logical level, and some are made at the physical implementation level. 

Conceptual Level Modeling Compromises 
Conceptual level modeling compromises occur anytime we de.termine we cannot com
pletely and accurately represent an object in reality. Common compromises made at the 
conceptual level include 

• Exclusion of an entity or relationship because of inadequate measurement mechanism-
or because no decision need exists for those data. 

• Consolidation of conceptually congruent entities. 

• Materialization of tasks as event entities. 

It is only practical to include measurable and definable phenomena in a conceptual mode. 
from which a database will be designed. Often we can identify the existence of phenomeru 
that we cannot measure; it is an implementation compromise to exclude those objects fron: 
the conceptual model. For example, we may be aware that in an enterprise's revenue cycle 
many different resources are being used up in the process of generating revenue. Fixed as
sets such as the storefront display room, the warehouse, the shelving within those facilities 
equipment such as cash registers. supplies such as cash register tape, pens, and staplers. an(. 
the labor of sales personnel and support staff are consumed to varying degrees within the 
revenue cycle. However, trying to measure the extent to which each of those resources (and 
possibly others) is consumed within that cycle is a challenge. Until cost-effective means fa 
directly measuring and tracing the resources consumed to the resources acquired as a resuh. 
the concepn~al model for the revenue cycle must be compromised to exclude those im
measurable items. The cost of those resources may still be tracked via the acquisition cycle 
conceptual model; however. those costs must be represented only as period expenses rather 
than directly matched to the revenues they helped to produce. 
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In other cases measurement mechanisms may exist. but no decision need exists and 
therefore an enterprise may decide to exclude an entity or relationship. For example, if an 
enterprise has only one purchasing agent, and intends to always have only one purchasing 
agent, then there is no need to track which internal agent is responsible for purchases. Or 
if an enterprise sells merchandise only to cash customers and has no need to track infor
mation about individual customers, the enterprise could choose not to material ize an en
tity for customer data. Sometimes an enterprise chooses not to implement all the relation
ships called for by the REA pattern. for example, an enterprise may make a 
declarative/procedural trade-off, whereby it decides to exclude the declarative dual ity re
lationship between purchase and cash disbursement because the enterprise determines no 
need to apply payments directly to individual purchases and by procedurally tracing pur
chases and cash disbursements each tO the related vendor, the enterprise may be able to de
termine accounts payable by vendor (though not by purchase). 

ln some enterprises, certain pairs or groups of events always occur simultaneously. 
Such eve::nts are called conceptually congruent events. The practical compromise is to 
collapse, or consolidate, the entities, for conceptually congruent events. For example, con
sider Only Gas, a gas station/convenience store that sells only gasoline. Only Gas sells 
gasoline for cash- no credit cards, checks, or sales on account arc permitted. Only Gas's 
procedures are as follows: 

o Customers are required to bring their car keys and driver's licenses to the cashier's win
dow, which is conveniently located adjacent to the gas pumps. 

o Cashiers unlock the appropriate pumps, enabling the customers to pump gas. 

o Customers pump gas into vehicles or containers, then return to the cashier's window; 
pay for the gas, retrieve their car keys and driver's licenses. and drive away. 

These activities encompass multiple events within the sales/collection process, including 
the sale order, sale, and cash receipt. There is no identifiable need to separate these events 
for Only Gas, because they are conceptually congruent. That is, each occurrence of a sale 
order is automatically accompanied by an occurrence of sale and an occurrence of cash re
ceipt. Anothe::r way of looking at this is that the cardinality pallern is 

Sale Order (I , I HI, 1 ) Sale ( l.l }-( 1.1) Cash Receipt. 

A sale order would not be entered into Only Gas's system w ithout also entering exactly one 
sale and exactly one cash receipt. This allows the entities to be collapsed (consolidated) 
into a single entity in the conceptual model. Therefore instead of the normal conceptual 
model reflecting 

the compromised conceptual model could be portrayed as fo llows: 

I Cash 
sale 
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We make a simplifying assumption here that Only Gas does not have cash rcceip;:s 
from other sources such as loans. If that assumption were invalid, there may be a need I" 
separate the cash receipt event; however, sale order and sale could sti II be collapsed into a 
single entity, as follows: 

Sale Cash 
receipt 

The consolidation of conceptually congruent events simplifies the conceptual model Cb 

compared to the full REA ontology pattern. Another type of implementation compro
mise- modeling tasks as entities- increases the complexity of the conceptual model. Re
call from earlier chapters that workflow tasks that comprise an event may involve prepara
tion of multiple documents. for example. the sale event as described in Chapter 8 m~ 
sometimes involve picking, packing, and shipping of inventory and may involve prepara
tion of as many as four documents: picking slip, packing list, bill of lading, and sale in
voice. Or the purchase requisition cycnt as described in Chapter 9 may involve requestin; 
quotes or bids from potential vendors to help determine the one with whom to place a pur
chase order. Some companies may determine they have a need to keep the attributes frmr 
each of these tasks separate from each other rather than combining them into the event the; 
comprise. Therefore a company may choose to model the requests for quotes and the re
ceipt of quotes from vendors as events between the purchase requisit ion and purchase 
order as follows: 

Because the enterprise also would need to track each resource and agent involved with 
each of these activities, the complexity added to the conceptual model may be burden
some. Also, if workflow changes in the future, the database design will need to change. En
terprises should exercise caution in determining whether to materialize tasks as entities: in 
general it is not recommended. To make the determination. enterprises should consider 
what is needed to plan, control, execute, and evaluate irs activities and employees. If the 
attributes can be stored and retrieved effectively for the needed decisions using the stan
dard REA template, then the standard template should be used. If the attributes cannot be 

stored and retrieved effectively in the standard template for an enterprise, then separate en
tities should be created in which to store the task attributes. 

Logical Level Modeling Compromises 
Compromises are also made at the logical level. In fact, the procedures recommended in 
Chapter 6 for posting a foreign key for appropriate cardinality patterns that would result in 
a high load arc a logical level implementation compromise. A theoretically pure rela
tional database should never allow a null value in a table. To be completely consistent with 
the relational model theory, Chapter 6's step 5 should require relationships that have car
dinality patterns of(O,I)-(0,1); (0,1)- (0,N); (0.1)-(l.N); (O,N)- (0,1); and (l ,N)- (0,1 ) to 
be implemented \\·ith separate tables. Such an implementation would avoid the possibili~ 
of nu ll values. The trade-off is the increased complexity of queries that involve multiple ta
bles. Because queries often focus on re lationships, relationships that are implemented with 
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separate tables often require the use of three tables. By compromising the logical level for 
relationships for which a posted foreign key results in a relatively low number of null val
ues, an enterprise usually can reduce query complexity. 

A similar type of compromise is sometimes made when an entity is related to two or 
more other entities and the relationships are mutually exclusi\·e: that is, an instance of En
tity A will be related to either an instance of Entity B or to an instance of Entity C. For ex
ample, Cash Disbursement is an event in multiple transaction cycle~. In the payroll cycle, 
cash disbursements are made to employees. In the acquisition/payment cycle, cash dis
bursements are made to vendors. In the financing cycle, cash disbursements arc made to 
creditors or investors. However. a specific cash disbursement is made to an instance of only 
one of those related entity sets. Panel A of Exhibit I 0-6 illustrates the integrated concep
tual model with the cash disbursement entity participating in three separate relationships 
with external agents. Theoretically these three relationships would either require three sep
arate tables or (if more than half of all cash disbursements are made to one of these sets of 
external agents) a posted foreign key for the relationship with high load and two separate 
tables for the other two relationships. An implementation compromise could be made to 
post a single foreign key; for example. Payee to implement all three relationships. Panel B 
of Exhibit I 0-6 illustrates this compromise. The value for the Payee would be an employee 
foreign key if the cash were disbursed to an employee; it would be a supplier to reign key 
if the cash were disbursed to a supplier, and it would be a creditor or investor foreign key 
if the cash were disbursed to a creditor or investor. 

A disadvantage that results from combined entity key posting is the inability to en
force referential integrity. In the example shown, the value for Payee could be posted from 
any of three different tables and referentia l integrity only verifies the value against one ref
erence table. Therefore referential integrity for Participate!, Participate3, and Participate4 
cannot be enforced. An alternative implementation compromise that cou ld be used is to 
combine agents of different types about which s imi lar attributes need to be stored into a 
single entity set. For example, employees, suppliers, and lenders could be combined into 
one entity set without the usc of a generalization hierarchy as long as no specific attributes 
need to be stored about each subtype. The conceptual model for the previous example 
could be compromised as shown in Exhibit 10- 7. 

In this case, Participate! portrays tl1e relationship of the cash disbursement to the in
ternal agent who processes it and Participate2 represents the relationship of the cash dis
bursement to the external agent to whom it is sent. Referential integrity may now be en
forced. Rccause lenders, employees. and suppliers all had the same attributes stored for 
them, all that is necessary is the consolidation of any data values already entered into the 
tables when they were separate. 

Physical Implementation Compromises 
Compromises may also be made at the physical implementation leveL Physical level com
promises include storage of derivable attributes and event activity roll-ups. As de
scribed in Chapter 6, we recommend the storage of static derivable attributes because the 
cost of the extra storage space taken up by those attributes is likely outweighed by the ben
efit of less complexity, and therefore less processing power needed for queries that use 
those attributes. For example, if the enterprise sells mass-produced merchandise inventory, 
attributes such as quantity sold and acnml unit selling price may be used to derive the tota l 
dollar amount of a sale. That is a static derivable attribute: that is, once the total dollar 
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EXHIBIT 1()-6 
Combined 
Entity Key 
Posting 

Panel A: Conceptual Model 

1"\ote: Part•cipau:l rcpre..,cnts relalion!ihip of 
employee who proccsse:, paymcms (e.g .. cashier, 
alp clerk. or payroll cJerk). Parucipatc3 
represents rt'larionship of employtl! to whom cash 
disbursement ts made (e.g .. worker bemg paid in 
payro ll cycle). 

Participate1 is implemented via Supplier Payee ID posted 
from Supplier into Cash Disbursement. 

Participate2 is implemented via EmpiiD posted from 
Employee into Cash Disbursement. 

Participate3 is implemented via Employee Payee ID posted 
from Employee into Cash Disbursement. 

Participate4 is implemented via Lender Payee ID posted 
from Lender into Cash Disbursement. 

Panel B: Logical Relational Model 

Cash Disbursement (Economic Decrement Event) 

CashDisbursement# Date Amount EmpiiD'" Payee'" 

Employee (Internal and External Agent) 

EmpiiD Name 

Supplier (External Agent) 

Supplier 10 Name 

Lender (External Agent) 

lender ID Name 
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:rhout 

Gi:'!leralization 
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- 'l'nt History 
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amount for Sale I is computed, it does not change as additional sales are added to the en
terprise system. If the total sale dollar amount is stored as an atu·ibute in the Sale event 
table, it simplifies all additional queries the enterprise needs that include total sales dollar 
amounts as components (e.g., accounts receivable or total sales by salesperson). 

Another physical implementation compromise is that of event activity roll-up. This 
compromise recognizes that enterprise databases exist in a finite storage space and also 
recognizes that the larger the size of the database, the less efficient querying becomes. A 
benefit of enterprise information systems fOLmded on enterprisewide databases is the abil
ity to produce financial statements without actually closing the books. This is sometimes 
called a virtual close. The disadvantage of never closing the books is the uncontrolled 
growth of the database- the database may quickly grow too large for optimized, proficient 
querying. One means of controlling that growth is to wait until such a time as event his
tory detail is not needed and then roll that data up into a single event occurrence. In Ex
hibit I 0-8 we illustrate event history roll-up. 

Cash 
disbursement 

CO# Date Amount 

Sale- Original Table 

SaleiD Date 

51 1/1 
52 1/1 

53 1/5 
54 1/5 

55 1/6 
56 1/7 
57 1/8 

Amount 

$400.00 
$450.00 

$875.00 
$125.00 

$350.00 
$500.00 
$700.00 

Sale Table with Event History Rolled Up 

SaleiD Date Amount 

SR1 1/1 #3,400.00 

SR 1 represents the set of sales 1 through 7. 
CO is set up as a dummy customer. 
SPO is set up as a dummy salesperson . 

Customer Salesperson 

(23 5P4 
C17 SP2 
(46 SP3 
C72 SP4 

C14 SP3 
C17 SP2 
C46 SP3 

Customer Salesperson 

co SPO 
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INFORMATION NEEDS THAT REQUIRE DATA FROM MULTIPLE 
BUSINESS PROCESSES 

Consideration of the value system and value chain levels of the REA ontology reveals that 
resources typically are the objects on which business process model views are integrated. 
Information needs that involve multiple business processes are therefore likely to be fo
cused on resources. Exhibit I 0- 9 portrays a partial set of database tables for the revenue 
and acquisition cycles of an enterprise. These tables are useful for illustrating some exam
ple queries that require integration of information from multiple business processes. 

Many of the information needs that involve both the revenue cycle and the acquisition 
cycle involve cash and inventory, resources shared by those business processes. The calcu
lations of cash balances (either for one or more specific accounts or for the total balance of 
all cash accounts) are typically afTected by all the transaction cycles except the conversion 
process. In a database these accounts are usually represented in a cash entity table; however. 
the balance is a derivable attribute that is not stored unless the software is capable of trig
gers. Therefore a set of queries is needed to calculate the total cash receipts through the date 
for which the balance is needed; then to calculate the total cash disbursements through the 
date for which the balance is needed; and finally to subtract the total cash disbursements 
from the total cash receipts. If the cash receipt amounts and the cash disbursement amounts 
arc stored as attributes in the cash receipt and cash disbursement tables, respectively, the 
querying is quite simple. lfthe company only stores amounts in duality relationship tables. 
then all the appropriate duality tables need to be joined to the cash receipt and disbursement 
event tables to apply the date constraints and get the totals. Most companies recognize the 
value of storing the amount field in the cash receipt and disbursement event tables, so we 
consider that case and ignore the more complicated possibility. The process for querying to 
provide the cash balance on a specified date is typically as follows. 

l. Determine which table contains the cash receipt date (usually this is in the table that 
represents the cash receipt event) and make sure the same table also contains the cash 
receipt amount field. 

2. Determine which table contains the cash disbursement date (usually this is in the table 
that represents the cash disbursement event) and make sure the same table also 
contains the cash disbursement amount field. 

3. Create a query that establishes the ending date constraint (with no beginning date 
constraint) and sum the dollar amount field in the cash receipt event table (or other 
table identified in step I). 

4. Create a query that establishes the ending date constraint (with no beginning date 
constraint) and sum the dollar amount field in the cash disbursement event table (or 
other table identified in step 2). 

5. Create a query that subtracts the total in step 4 from the total in step 3. 

Exhibit I 0-1 0 depicts a set of queries by example (QBE) to generate the cash balance for 
the enterprise represented in the tables in Exhibit I 0- 9. 

Several needs for inventory-related information require integration of data from multi
ple business processes. Examples include calculations of the quantity on hand for inven
tory on a ~pecified date, calculations of the dollar cost value of inventory on hand on a 
specified date, and calculations of the dol lar cost value of inventory that was sold during a 
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: fHIBIT 10-9 Database Tables for Integrated l~evenuc and Acquisition Cycles 

Operating Assets (Resource} 

Asset 
TagiD 

:)~1 

~~2 

JA3 

2~4 

:~s 

:).;6 
OA7 

'JA8 
:JA9 

CA10 

'JA11 

OA1 2 

OA1 3 

0A14 
C>A15 

OA16 

0A17 

OA1 8 

OA19 

:JA20 

Description 

Building 

Property 

Executive desk 

Manager desk 

Manager desk 

Administrator desk 

Administrator desk 

Executive desk chair 

Manager task chair 

Manager task chair 

Task chair 

Task chair 

Task chair 

Task chair 

Tosh1ba tecra 

Dell optima desktop 

Dell optima desktop 

Dell optima desktop 

Warehouse shelving 

Fax machine 

Cash (Resource Type) 

AcqDate 

4/1/201 0 

4/1/2010 

4/10/2010 

4/10/2010 

4/10/2010 

4/10/2010 

4/10/2010 

4/10/2010 

4/10/2010 

4/10/2010 

4/10/2010 

4/10/2010 

4/10/2010 
4/10/2010 

4/15/2010 

4/15/2010 

4/15/2010 

4/15/2010 

4/16/2010 

4/17/2010 

AcqCost 

$200,000.00 

$300,000.00 

$2,000.00 

$1,500.00 

$1,500.00 

$1,000.00 

$1 ,000.00 

$500.00 

$350.00 

$350.00 

$175.00 

$175.00 

$175.00 

$175.00 

$3,000.00 

$2,000.00 

$2,000.00 

$2,000.00 

$10,000.00 

$400.00 

Location AccountType 

Checking 

Savings 

1st Local Bank 

1" Local Bank 

Asset Estimated 
Category lifeYrs 

Buildings 40 

Land 0 

Furniture 10 

Furniture 10 

Furniture 10 

Furniture 1 0 

Furniture 1 0 

Furniture 7 

Furniture 7 

Furniture 7 

Furniture 7 

Furniture 7 

Furniture 7 

Furniture 7 

Computers 5 

Computers 5 

Computers 5 
Computers 5 

F1xtures 40 

Comm Equip 3 

Estimated 
Salvage 

$20.000.00 

$0.00 

$200.00 

$100.00 

$100.00 

$100.00 

$100.00 

$50.00 

$50.00 

$50.00 

$25.00 

$25.00 

$25.00 

$25.00 

$300.00 

$200.00 

$200.00 

$200.00 

$0.00 

$0.00 

DateAccountEstablished CashAccountiD 

Ca123501 

Ca789125 

Ca351 235 
Ca351327 

Petty 
Petty 

Onsite--Cashier desk drawer 
Onsite-C EO assistant's file cabinet 

April 1. 2010 

April 1, 2010 

April1 5. 2010 

April 22. 201 

Inventory Type (Resource Type) 

Item ID Description 

BIS1 

r-!US 1 
LiS1 

'V11N1 

TIS1 

"'TP12 

Big Stuff 

Huge Stuff 
Little Stuff 

Miniature Stuff 

Tiny Stuff 

Tiara 

UnitOfMeasure 

Each 

Each 

Box of 6 

Box o f 24 

Box of 12 

Each 

Purchase Requisition (Instigation) Event 

Standard Cost 

$20.00 

$30.00 

$36.00 

$56.00 

$48.00 

$10.00 

List Price 

$50.00 

$70.00 

$72.00 

$1 10.00 

$96.00 

$25.00 

IRS Listed 
Property 

No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No 
Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 
Yes 

Purch Maximum Budget Date Purch Recommended 
ReqiD Date for This Purchase Needed SuperfDFK AgentJDFK SupplierfDFK 

R17 4/22/2010 $30,000.00 5/2/2010 E5 E12 V7 

R18 5/5/2010 $1,400.00 5/23/2010 E5 E12 V14 

R19 5/6/2010 $5,500.00 5/20/2010 E5 E12 V7 

R20 5/15/2010 $200.00 5/25/2010 E5 E12 

R21 5/18/2010 $7,500.00 5/26/2010 ES E12 V7 
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EXHIBIT 10- 9 (Continued) 

Purchase Order (Mutual Commitment) Event 

Purchase 
OrderiD OrderDate Date Needed 

P016 4/24/2010 5/2/2010 
P017 5/5/2010 5/8/2010 
P018 5/5/2010 5/12/2010 

P019 5/6/2010 5/10/2010 

P020 5/6/2010 5/24/2010 

P021 5/16/2010 5/24/2010 

Purchase (Economic Increment) Event 

Receiving 
ReportiD 

RR18 

RR19 
RR21 

RR22 

RR25 

Date 

4/30/2010 

5/8/2010 
5/10/2010 

5/12/2010 

5/12/2010 

Dollar 
Amount 

$28,450.00 

~1 . 100.00 

$3,240.00 

$2,000.00 

$480.00 

Dollar 
Total 

$28,450.00 

$1 '1 00.00 
$200.00 

$3,240.00 

$2,000.00 

$220.00 

Receiving 
ClerkiD'K 

E1 11 

E111 
E111 

E111 

E111 

Cash Disbursement (Economic Decrement) Event 

Purchase 
ReqiD'K 

R17 
R1 8 

R18 
R19 

R19 
R20 

SupplieriDFK 

V7 
V14 

V1 4 

V7 

V90 

Purchase 
AgentiO'K 

E1 2 
E1 2 

E1 2 
E12 

E12 
E1 2 

Vendor 
Invoice# 

Vl4167 

821536 
821983 

Vl52 13 

312353 

Supplier 
IOFK 

V7 
V14 

V90 
V1 4 

V7 

V1 4 

Invoice 
Amount 

$28,450.00 

$1,100.00 
$3,240.00 

$2,000.00 

$480.00 

Cash 
DisbiDFK 

40 

DisbVoucheriD VoucherDate DollarAmount CheckNbr CashAcctiDFK APCierkiDFK PayeeiDFK 

39 

40 
41 

5/15/2010 

5/25/2010 

5/29/2010 

$746.57 

$28.450.00 

$398.12 

41234 
41235 

41236 

Purchase Return (Economic Increment Reversal) Event 

Purchase Dollar Packing Debit 

Ca123501 

Ca123501 
Ca1 23501 

Receiving 

E36 

E36 

E36 

Dept 
ReturniD Date Amount Slip# Memo# ReportiDFK SupplieriDFK SuperiDFK 

PR3 5/17/2010 $480.00 22 3 RR25 V90 E5 

Sales Call (Instigation) Event 

Sales CaiiiD Date StartTime EndTime Location SalesRepfDFK CustomeriDFK 

42 5/4/2010 9:12a.m. 10:00 a.m. Customer E23 C2323 
43 5/4/2010 9:27a.m. 10:35 a.m. Ours E26 C4731 
44 5/5/2010 10:30 a.m. 11:15 a.m. Customer E23 (6125 

Sale Order (Mutual Commitment) Event 

Sale Order Date Dollar Sales Shipping Sales Sales 
Order ID Date Needed Total Tax Charge CaJIIDFK RepiDFK 

14 5/4/2010 517/2010 $1 ,100.00 $0 $0 42 E23 
15 5/4/2010 5112/2010 $3,050.00 $0 $0 43 E26 
16 5/6/2010 5/9/2010 $4,305.00 $0 $0 42 E23 
17 5/8/7010 5/1 7/2010 $8,280.00 $0 $0 43 E26 

E23 
V7 
E41 

Shipping 
ClerkiD" 

E41 

Custome• 
JDFK 

(2323 

C473 

C23:3 
(4/3" 
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EXHIBIT 10--9 (Continued) 

Sale (Economic Decrement) Event 

SaleiD Date Dollar Total PicklistiD PacklistiD BOl# SalesRepfD'K CustomeriD'K CashReceiptfDFK 

5/5/2010 $1 '1 00.00 15 15 15 E23 C2323 RA20 
5n/2010 $3,050.00 16 16 16 E26 C4731 RA21 
5/812010 $2,100.00 17 17 17 E23 C2323 RA20 
5/10/2010 $2,205.00 18 18 18 E23 C2323 

~h Receipt (Economic Increment) Event 

UshReceiptlD Date Dollar Total CashAccountiD'K CustomerfDFK Cashier!DFK 

5/19/2010 $3,060.00 Ca123501 C2323 E111 

5/24/2010 $3,050.00 Ca123501 C4731 E111 
5/31/2010 $25,000.00 Ca123501 E111 

Sales Return (Economic Decrement Reversal) Event 

Sale 
ierurniD Date 

Dollar 
Amount 

5/12/2010 $140.00 

:tnployee (Internal Agent) 

E.mployeeiD Name 

Amy Milano 

Patrick Wellesley 
Diane Bowersox 

Kenneth Barki 
Rita Barki 

Missy Witherspoon 

E:.£2 Eponine Eldridge 
_3 Jimmy Vitale 
- Cyndie North 
~ Wayland Stindt 

Supplier (External Agent) 

SupplieriD Name 

Joe's Favorite Vendor 

Reliable Rudy's 

Trina's Trinkets 

Customer {External Agent) 

Customer IP Name 

.323 Needmore Stuff 
_;:331 Targeted One 

~--31 Gottahave Moore 
~'25 Don't Wantmuch 

Receiving Receiving 
ReportNo. 

Credit 
Memo# 

Credit 
MgriD SaleiD'K CustomeriD'K Clerk!DFK 

RR25 E1 6 12 C2323 E247 

Address Telephone DateOfBirth Employee Type 

8892 Eddy Ave. 555-9557 January 3, 1964 Shipping Clerk 

53125 Fenton Dr. 555-1112 March 4, 1958 Supervisor 
9115 Wolfgang Ct. 555-7244 September 15, 1963 Accounts Payable Clerk 
4312 Monticello Dr. 556-489 1 April14, 1945 Receiving Clerk 
4312 Monticello Dr. 556-489'1 May 22, '1948 Receiving Clerk 
1710 Crestwood Dr. 555-9392 May 11, 1960 Cashier 
1003 Zenker Dr. 555-9099 July 29, 1972 Cashier 
425 ConAir Drive 555-5678 Aug 18, 1962 Sales Representative 
122 Front St. 555-6353 Apr 4, 1961 Sales Representative 
3506 Carthan St. 555-0621 December 29, 1973 Sales Representative 

Address Telephone PerformanceRating 

89056 Ransom Hwy. 555-7655 Excellent 

34125 Mich1gan Ave. 555-1199 Very Good 
1612 Myway Rd. 555-2424 Very Good 

Address Telephone Credit Rating 

86906 Enterprise Court 555-8989 A+ 

41352 Price Ln. 555-1771 B+ 
1207 Emperor Dr. 555-5688 B 
3421 Carradine St. 555-9098 A+ 
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EXHIBIT 10- 9 
Proposition Relationship {Purchase Requisition-Inventory Type) 

(Continued) 
PurchReqiD Item 10 Quant ityNeeded EstimatedUnitCost 

R17 8151 100 $20.00 
R17 LIS1 200 $36.00 
R17 HUS1 150 $30.00 
R17 TIS1 300 $48.00 
R18 MIN1 20 $56.00 
R18 TIP12 20 $10.00 
R19 MIN1 60 $56.00 
R19 8151 100 $20.00 
R20 TIP12 20 $10.00 
R21 ll51 200 $36.00 

Reservation Relationship (Purchase Orde r-Inventory Type) 

PurchOrderiD ltemiD QuantityOrdered QuotedUnitPrice 

P016 8151 100 $20.00 
P016 LIS1 200 $35.50 
P016 HUS1 150 $29.00 
P016 TIS1 300 $50.00 
P017 MIN1 20 $55.00 
P018 TIP12 20 $10.00 
P019 MIN1 60 $54.00 

P020 8151 100 $20.00 
P021 TIPl/ 20 $11.00 

Fulfillment Relationship {Purchase Order-Purchase) 

PurchaseOrderiD PurchaseiD 

P016 RR18 
P017 RR19 
P018 RR25 
P019 RR21 
P020 RR22 

Stockflow Relationship {Purchase-Inventory Type) 

PurchaseiD ltemiD PurchaseQuantity ActualUnitCost 

RR18 8151 100 $20.00 
RR18 USl 200 $35.50 
RR18 HUS1 150 $29.00 
RR18 TIS1 300 $50.00 
RR19 MINl 20 $55.00 
RR2 1 MIN1 60 $54.00 
RR22 BIS1 100 $20.00 
RR25 TIP12 48 $10.00 
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Stockflow Relationship (Purchase Return-Inventory Type) 

PurchReturniD Item ID QuantityReturned ActuaiUnitCost 

PR3 TTP1 2 48 $10.00 

Proposition Relationship (Sales Call-Inventory) 

Sales CalllD Item ID Customer Reaction to Product 

42 BIS1 Negative 
42 LIS 1 Positive 
42 HUS1 Negative 
42 TIS1 Positive 
42 MIN1 Undecided 
43 BIS1 Positive 
43 Ll51 Undecided 
43 HUS1 Positive 
43 T\51 Negative 
43 MIN1 Negative 
44 6151 Negative 
44 LIS 1 Negative 
44 HUS1 Negative 
44 TIS Negative 
44 MIN1 Negative 

Reservation Relationship (Sale Order- Inventory) 

Sales Order ID Item ID Quantity Ordered Quoted Unit Price 

14 LIS 1 2 70.00 
14 T\51 10 96.00 
15 B\51 40 60.00 
15 HUS1 13 50.00 
16 MIN1 41 105.00 
17 liS 1 120 69.00 

Fulfillment Relationship (Sale Order-Sale) 

Sale Order ID Sale ID 

14 12 

15 13 
16 14 
16 15 

Stockflow Relationship (Sale-Inventory) 

Sale ID Item ID Quantity Sold Actual Unit Price 

12 l\51 2 70.00 

12 T\51 10 96.00 

13 B\51 40 60.00 
13 HUS1 13 50.00 
14 MIN1 20 105.00 

15 MIN1 21 105.00 
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EXHIBIT 10-9 
(Concluded) 

\ 'reu lnr~warion and lrnplcrnenumcm Comprmm.>es 

Stockflow Relationship (Sale Return-Inventory) 

Sale 
Return ID 

12 

Item ID 

LIS 1 

Quantity 
Returned 

2 

Actual 
Unit Price 

70.00 

Condition 
of Goods 

Perfect 

Reason 
Returned 

Too big 

EXHIBIT 10- 10 QBE to Calculate Cash Balance on a Specified Date 
Sum Dollar Amounts of All Cash Receipts Through 
Ending Date (No Beginning Date Constraint) 

Sum Dollar Amounts of All Cash Disbursements T hrough 
Ending Date (No Beginning Date Constraint) 

J0 Mlc~ Ace"" · (Cashll«•lplsT<tAIT~Endlloto: s.l•ct Query)_ " Dlri, 

.f@e~c edit ¥.ttW {r"~Se"t Q.lerv Ioolos: ~ ~ -!6'...i~ 
f!l Microsoft A<c~s (Y~!:._D:Is~ntTouiThfou&hEJ"'df.ldte: Sete<t Que.!!!_ 4t;l 
@ ~ ~t ,_.,..... ~~ ~1 Ieds ~~ ~~ _d!!! X 

I IJ -Iil e. GJ·!"c>: " - l:li'-'11:l 
r-- ... ~~ 

o -lil dil· '<>c:~: • - t:li' a 

<I 

~ 

"'~ 
Oobtio:.l 
CW~·.:D 

Ctl'Storntr!O 
c.w.er::> 

Total: \','htft .... 
'''"" Crlterlb: "'"'ltndli4tt , 

u : 

Readr 

,,.._-.r-C•te. 
!:to&.Y.lo"""'.'"'t 

IO'C!::4o..t'J'Qer 
CM'-.Ac:cu'\0 
~C) 

IF'.,,-e,!:> 

~~- ~·;;!; \Co.~~~~ ~A:~f 
Tai:.'at:"~ .. ~~T 

fO"""": :.-~e ~-'TI 
Soft: 

9-:>.-.: 
Cri'!"';~t:<-:~:.e.: 

'" 

Subtract Sum of Cash Disbursements from the Sum of 
Cash Rcceipb to Ge.r Total Ending Balance Result as of May 3l. 20 I 0 
121-oloc.<ea·l'~·~~· 
~!'o' u-.- ..... o,.,.:--:ooo 

f" "'6· I ~t "' • d' ~·· ~. 
I@ Mtcr~soft Access - [TotoiCashThroughEndOate : Select Query) 1-~ 

@ Ek ~dt ~)e;<.: {nsert ~t B,ec.ord:s !ools ~i'i ~ d§.,,!S 

g · !iJ B ~ ~ ~~ H v~ 1il · " ~ 
Su;;;Qfl)ol;-lar~To-:-ta7'1 ---,I""'";"'Su-m~OfD;;-o"::'lia-rA~m-ou-n-t ,......-;8,:;-a:--lan- ce-• 

• }31 110 00 529.594 69 S! S1S 31 
Rewrd: .!.!.U r---;- --.J!!.LJ of 1 

/ _oata:oht:et \'le"J\ 

specified time period. Of these three examples the simplest is calculation of the quam it~ 
on hand of each inventory item. Exhibit I 0-11 demonstrates queries to calculate quant1r: 
on hand of each inventory item based on the enterprise database tables in Exhibit I 0-" 
The more complicated examples are described later in this chapter. 

Quantity on hand consists of quantities purchased minus quantities returned minus quan
tities sold through a specified ending date (with no beginning elate constraint). Notice 11': 
similanty to the calculation of cash balance, which was the amount of cash receipts min
the amount of cash disbursements through a specified date. The pattern for both calculatio.
is balance equals inflows minus outflows. An important difference between the queries ..;:. 
Exhibit I 0-10 for the total cash balance and the queries to be developed for the quanti!) 
hand of each inventory item is the fact that the latter requires a separate balance for e-a. 
item whereas for the cash query we did not compute a separate balance for each cash .... -
count (although that certainly is another information need of most enterprises). 
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- - I BIT 10- 11 QBE to Calculate Quantities on Hand for Inventory Types 

J. 2. and 7: Constrain Purchase Date: Sum Quantities Purchased for Each Inventory Type 

~Jkrosoft Ac~ [TotallnventoryTypeQuantitiesPurchasedThroughEndOate: Select Query} g~~ 
~ :w. iPt ~ inw-t Query !ools \:[.,dow l;ielp .:Jm~ 
c- 1;1 on @· ! <>em !: AI . ~;;~ ©~· (?). --"' 

or) :yp<> . . 
~ Plxdlase!D 
:late Iten!D 
Jol.arAmooot QuMltll}i>u-chased 
'1ec.!IVnQCierklD Actua!JrlltCost 
~10 

<ndorlmrot<e= 
:r.-.. 'Q.C~t I 
cashDisbursemenUD 

v 

I~ > 

I; ~= Date ltemiD QuanH!\IPurchased ... 
-.==..e: Pix chose Stockflo·:.Purchaselnveoto:vTVPe StodcflowPurchaselnventorvT•.'P• 
-.:21: \'/here GrouoBv 5001 
Sa-t: 

Sh<>. : 0 ~ "' .:r-:e-..: < •[enddate)l .,.., v 

' ' 
""~_!_ I r r \ ·r 

~- -1, and 8: Constrain Purchase Return Date: Sum Quantitic~ Returned by Inventory Type 
---------- ~~ 

rosoft Access· [TotallnventoryltemPurchReturnQuantitiesThroughEndDate: Select Query] ~.:..~..Q 'lliil\ - ----- ---
- 16'~ -§:w. ~dt Y}e:.Y lnser t Query Iools rtmdow tielP - i 

~- 1;1 ~ 
. @· ! olE! I: AI ri.fi' .-:-_ ©~· (?). ... . 

... 
,.., ' ' -R£ ,,, ___ -,v,>nt rvl.,... ], 

a . 
Plxc:Hietun!D -- Plxdllletun!D 

I 
Date ltl!mlD 
OolarAmount QuontityReturned 
~adangSLp= UnltCosW!c.>".ed 
Jeb!Meno-= 
'tectr\IW>gReport: 
SUpplier!D 
Oep!SuperVlsorlD 

~ 

I 
v 

ic > 

=-.efd: Date ltem!D IOuanbtyReturned ~ 

-ao;e, PurchaseReturn StockflowPurch•seRetuminventorvTvoe StockfiowPurchaseRetuminventorvTvoe 
-otal: WhO!I'e Gro~By Sum 
S<Yt: 
~<lw: "' "' I =-~: <=[enddate] I .... .., 

.~~ 
- T- I -
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EXHIBIT 10- 11 Steps 5, 6, and 9: Constrain Sale Date; Sum Quantities Sold for Each Inventory Type 

(Concluded) ~IIK«•oftA<cou·(T.............,T~-...... , """t<l-y) -=J_;;ti 
@~~ '!. ..... t-c ~ !""* ~- ~JJC 
Cl · lil .,.r "' " • l§l ·! 'b>: M • Q' :-- 10 <~ · 1!1. 

{) I ,]j 
...... 

Step 10: Join Quantities Purchased and Returned to Compute Unreturned Purchase Quamities 

'fiWc.rOJOh A«H I • fTGUIUnrftwrwGPI.M'c~inayln~toryTy~: Stktct Qulory) ~JQ.fj 
~<!I' ,;-;;,;-- -;;;,~- ... - - .J$d. 
'Cl · Iii 1!1 "' !§' · ! ~-· .::Q':..~;;.".ol!:l;;;..;il;:...· ..;lll:..·~------------....,..J 

... . ... 
_,;_.. I 
r~:,J:tt:rltd 

11';'%:.:;-:...,: .... ··~.,._ l;;a~;;;&7.,., ... .., !:~~ 
<l 

'NetPurchaseQuantiiy: 
_ Nz([SumOfQuantityPurchased])· 

"'""'=----~~---~----------~~-------c i'Nz([SumOfQuantityReturned]) 

Step II: Join Net Purchase Quantities and Quantities Sold to Calculate Quantity on Hand 

II 

Result for May 31, 201 0 

If} Microsoft ilcce>> • (ToL>IInventoryl ypeQuantil)OnH<Ind :Select Que<)') :<:..'©J~l 

~ 
r 

@ fie E:it !low iros<rt fonNt ~t«<<k Iools !1"""' t!!b .=...I1]X ' 

kt · Iii -~~ ~l il ~li "" 10 ~ 
ltemiD NetPurchaseOuontitt SumOfQuantitySold Q"f(>~ 

B~S1 200 40 160 
HUSl 150 13 H 7 
US1 200 2 198 ' 
M.N1 IW J1 39j 
TIS1 300 10 290 I 

~ tTP12 0 o I 
o- ..... n· t4 1 • lr---7 I ~~ I ' "' ' 
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The procedures for calculating inventory item quantities on hand typically are as follows: 

I. Determine which table contains the purchase date attribute (usually this is in the 
table that represents the purchase economic event). 

2. Determine which table contains the purchase quantity attribute and the item lD 
(usually this is in the table that represents the stockflow relationship between the 
purchase economic event and the inventory resource). 

3. Determine which table contains the purchase return date attribute (usually this is in 
the table that represents the purchase return economic event). 

4. Determine which table contains the quantity returned attribute and the item ID 
(usually this is in the table that represents the stockflow relationship between the 
purchase return economic event and the inventory resource). 

5. Determine which table contains the sale date attribute (usually this is in the table 
that represents the sale economic event). 

6. Determine which table contains the quantity sold attribute and the item ID (usually 
th is is in the table that represents the stockflow relationship between the sale 
economic event and the inventory resource). 

7. Join the tables identified in steps l and 2, group by inventory item, set the ending 
date constraint (with no beginning date constraint), and sum the quantity purchased 
to get the total quantity purchased per inventory item. Make sure to include the 
inventory item identifier attribute in the query result to provide a means for linking 
tu the result in step 8. 

8. Join the tables identified in steps 3 and 4, group by inventory item, set the ending 
date constraint (with no beginning date constraint), and sum the quantity returned 
to get the total quantity returned per inventory item. Make sure to include the 
inventory item identifier attribute in the query result to provide a means for linking 
to the result in step 7. 

9. Join the tables identified in steps 5 and 6, group by inventory item, set the ending 
date constraint (with no beginning date constraint), and sum the quantity sold to 
get the total quantity sold per inventory item. Make sure to include the inventory 
item identifier attribute in the query result to provide a means for linking to the 
results in steps 7 and 8. 

10. Join the results from steps 7 and 8. Change the join type to include all records 
from the total quantity purchased query and the matches from the total quantity 
returned query. The null to zero (Nz) function is necessary in the calculation to 
subtract the total quantity returned from the total quantity pw·chased. For example, 
this calculation expression would look something like this (depending on the 
query's variable names): 

Nz(SumPurchaseQty) - Nz(SumQtyRcturned). 

This formula results in the unreturned purchase quantities for each item. 

11. Juin the results from step 9 with the results from step 10. Change the join type to 
include all records from the total unreturned quantities purchased query and the 
matches from the total quantity sold query. The null to zeru (Nz) ftmction is 
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needed in the calculation to subtract the total quantity sold from the total 
unreturned purchase quantity. For example, this calculation expression would loc 
something like this (depending on the query 's variable names): 

Nz(SumUnrcturnedPurchaseQty) - Nz(SumSalcQty) 

This query result yields the total quantity on hand separately for each inventory trcn:. 

Once the quantities on hand of inventory types are calculated on a specified date, ar. ::-
terprise also may want to assign cost values to those inventory types. Various cost - -
sumptions may be used to assign costs to inventory types, inc1uding weighted average.: 
cost, first-in-first-out (FIFO), and last-in-first-out (LIFO). The assignment of costs bas_ 
on FIFO or LIFO entails the writing of program code that is too complex for this textoo_ 
The assignment of weighted average unit costs to inventory types on hand is less com:- _ 
and can be accomplished without extensive program code, as demonstrated in Ext.. 

EXHIBIT 10- 12 QBE to Assign Weighted Average Costs to Inventory Types on Hand 
Steps I, 2. and 3: Constrain Purchase End Date. Calculate Purchase Line Extensions 

..-Ia Microsoft Access • [PurchaselnvwtoryExttinettemslhroughEndOote : Select Query] 

@ fie ''" x~w InSet -. !ool> 'Lttm• t!.el:> - -· 

m. ~;~ ~ _!l .\ • .., @. ! "o r AI • t::i' ' co '<lii_·_ I1J_. ________ _ 

. __ ....,_, 
""""' '~",4> .......... 

I
>=MQOe>tD !AC"..cln<Cost 

"-""""' 
\~ln';c.c~· 

ImCtf:V.I"'..Il 
Ca~UO 

fldd: o,te P\l~;:o I~.:.:> trt i>u'<Nsed 
Tllble: FUdtasP Stodl'xw . .P.~ s~•..,..,-.~.so-~: StoO:"fi·~···•CU~j 

Soft: 
~C/t: 

~..o: <•{tnGda~] 

~----------------------,-==-r _____ rc~ 

Step 4: Sum Purchase Quantities and Purchase Line Extensions 

2! Mfcfosoft Accfl" • { SumsOfPurchExttinesAndQutlntnfesPurc~ : Stotect ~) 
GJ"fl. (II: I• ~;-~ !"* 11'*" t;;i, -
l:l. " Gl · ! "b E "' --rft~--IO~·;;ii~--{1)..;•_. ____________ _ 

-~·-·--···~~-Tot¥ Gro!J2!y 
sen: 

ShoK. &1 
er.-: 

'" < 

0 
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EXHIBIT 10-12 (Concluded) 
Step 5: Dhidc Total Purchase Line Extcn~ions by Quantities to Get Weighted AYeragc Unit Costs 

'i!J Mic~ Ac:<tss • (wetthlf<Sa'<'Junk~l ; w.ct Q.wfy) 

§ Elt---;;;-l.tw "*"t ~, I:r.:S ~,.... ~ 

.., i!il · ! "c >= "' - r:f! ~' d:l_-.;;tli;..·.....;G_---------------.,-: 

!!!21Tl!D 
I Si.lnO(Qwn~~~"--~d 
~~J"'ci't.ft :sr .. er.una: 

"' ( . ...,_ 

Step 6 : Combine Weighted Average Co;t; with Quantities 
on Hand to Get Inventory Cost by Item 

!!""'"""" '""" [IGiol"->"':!<"""!t...-:Solo<t~l 
~ f"..t - ~" ,....,t ~' :"'* ~ ,.. 

•1d:' ·! '\, E 4l - ~ /eJ 1J · 'JJ . 

Result for Muy 31. 2010 

~Microsoft Access- [TotallnventoryCost6yltem :_Select Query! : :§;_~~ 
c§l Ek ~dot ~.., ~~ Fg!Nt &eco<ds loci• ~}:.-dow t!eiP ..-J§J~~I. 

~~ H v,1 1! ': 

! 

o 

I 0 12. The overall steps to compute weighted average costs for inventory types and to as
sign them to the quantities on hand are as fo llows: 

I. Determine which table contains the purchase date attribute (usually this is in the table 
that represents the purchase economic event). 

2. Determine which table contains the purchase quantities and unit cost information 
(usually these attributes are in the table that represents the stockflow relationship 
between purchase and inventory type). 
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3. Join the tables together, set the ending date constraint (with no beginning date 
constraint), and if necessary, multiply the quantities purchased by the actual unit 
costs to get the total purchase line-item amount. 

4. Group the result from step 3 by inventory ID and sum the purchase quantity and the 
total purchase line-item amount. (Note: if the total purchase line-item amount is a 
stored attribute you may combine steps 3 and 4 into a single query.) 

5. Start with the result ti·om step 4 and, still grouping by inventory lD, divide the sum of 
the total purchase line item by the sum of the total purchased quantity to get the 
weighted average unit cost for each inventory type. 

6. Combine the result from step 5 with the quantities on hand of inventory type (result 
of step 11 in Exhibit I 0- 11) to get the cost value of each inventory type on hand. 

If the enterprise needs the total dollar cost value of all inventory items on band as of a 
specified date. then the result from step 6 of Exhibit l 0- 12 may be summed as illustrated 
in Exhibit 10-13. 

A difficult issue associated with the queries demonstrated in Exhibits I 0-12 and 10- 13, de
pending on the needs the information is intended to address, is that the aggregation of all pur
chases up to the ending date results in the inclusion of relatively old costs. For some decisiOP 
needs that may be fine: but other decision needs may require consideration of only the more 
recent costs. Alternative means for computing weighted average Wlit costs may be employee 
to allocate the costs differently; for this textbook we only illustrate the simplest approach. 

Cost of goods sold is a line item on enterprise income statements that is similar to the 
calculation of the dollar value of inventory on band. Whereas the calculation of inventor: 
on hand applies an assumed cost value to the quantities of inventory types on hand; the cal-

EXHIBIT 10-13 0 Microsoft Access - [TotallnventoryCostYal~: Select Query} ~ 
QBE 
to Calculate 
Total Inventory 
Cost Value on a 
Specified Date 

@ Ole ~dt ~ .. [nsert Qutry Iools ~ t!$ .::.JE:l.!!.l 
l!lll· Iii ~ @· ! oe I: ~ 

' ... . -;"rye r..tPylt;,. .. 
. 
ltemro 
QtyOniiand 
VIAUC 
Totant~ost v 

<l ) 

F<!id: Totalltem<:ost 
A 

Table: ~ tallnv!nt tf!l""' 
Toto!: s...n . 
Sore 

Show: 0 
Cnterio: --· .. 

Ready ' 

Result for May 31, 2010 

~Microsoft Access. [TotallnventoryCostValue: Select Query} ~ 
@ Eie !iclt ~w l.n=t ~mat B...,..-d$ Iools \1jldow ~ .:Jru~ll 

~~ . liil S~::r "' • ~lU ~"'§1 IM': 
SumOfT otalftemCost 

30817 75 
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culation of cost of goods sold applies an assumed cost value to the quantities of inventory 
types sold during a specified time period. The total cost value of inventory on hand appears 
as a line item on enterprise balance sheets. The same cost value assumption must be used 
in calculating inventory on the balance sheet and cost of goods sold on the income state
ment. Therefore, if weighted average unit cost is used as the costing assumption for in
ventory, it must also be used for cost of goods sold. 

The overall procedures needed to calculate cost of goods sold are as follows: 

l. Determine which table contains the sale date attribute; usually this is in the table that 
represents the sale economic event. 

2. Determine which table contains the sale quantities; usually this is in the table that 
represents the stockflow relationship between sale and inventory. 

3. Join the tables together, set date constraints for the beginning and ending of the 
income statement period, group by inventory lD, and sum the quantity sold. 

4. Join a weighted average unit cost query result as found in Exhibits 10-12 and 10- 13 
(conceptually this is a list of inventory items and the weighted-average cost for each 
item) to the result from COGS step 3 (conceptually this is a list of all inventory items 
that have been sold and the total quantity sold of each item). Multiply the quantity 
sold by the weighted average unit cost; this will give you the total weighted average 
cost separated by inventory items. 

5. Create a final query that sums the weighted average cost per inventory item sold to 
get the total COGS for the income statement. 

Exhibit l 0- 14 illustrates the QBE for queries following these procedures. 

EXHIBIT 1Q-14 Steps l , 2, 3: Constrain Sale Date (Begin and End): Group by Inventory ID and Sum Sale Quantity 

QBE for Cost 'mw" ... " ..,"'' · l•nv.......,Typ•Q-•u...s.~.ovrt.,.. ..... ,s.t.ctQ<>o<yJ ~· 
of Goods Sold i!il f" ~·· y.- .,_. ~ '"'" v.:.- ""' ~.!!J 

IJ · Iil ... (§l· ! 'b :t "' ·fj' /!:1-a · (i) . 

<I 

...., 
L)~~ 

oebl\1:01 

""'''"'" ~~tn .,. 
~tc:D 

c~-stot-o10 
Ctit'P~t:D 

~ o.,~ 

r~; $/o'oe s~~ ..... cr~ 
16tll; ·:,1-o!'f~ 
Sooc ..... 

Ol:tr;; ~~(~":e/Ardl~~l 

< 

Step 4: Multiply Quantities Sold by Weighted Average Unit Cost to Get COGS by Item 

w~.;~:~-~-· -
~1!5i'!IIOIJ'l-~{PW·:--,... 
' 0 · 1iil _..:11; t'f• l %:t: lol -~ ,~ ~-- <"» -
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EXHIBIT 1~14 Step 5: Sum COGS by Item to Get Total Cost of Goods Sold 

(Concluded) !EM~<rO<Of!Ac<.,.·fCostOfGoodsSoi<ITo<aiForlncome5tawnent: Stle<t Query] ~ 
i!il ~ ~Ot '""' -~ ~ !oolo lll."""' ~ -~~X 
O·lil i!il · ! "G E " ·GI /el ~ ----

Result for May 1-May 31 .2010 

.-(!]Microsoft Acctu • [Cost0fGoodsSoldTotatforlncomeSt4t@ofl)f'nt: Select Query-1 ~) 
~.!L: 

"' B:li.e·~· 

CONCLUDING COMMENTS 

View integration is required to merge multiple conceptual models to form a single mode; 
used as a blueprint for an enterprisewide database. View integration is a part of the norma! 
database design process. merging views from related business processes. View integratior: 
may also result from merging two different databases as a result of a corporate merger, ac
quisition, or other business consolidation. As the conceptual models are created and inte
grated, some compromises may be made due to inadequate measurement techniques, prac
tical considerations, and other constraints. When the integrated conceptual model IS 

converted into a logical model, more compromises may be made. And as the logical mod.:: 
is transformed into a physical implementation, still more compromises may be made. Once 
the final integrated database is designed: information retrieval also may require data from 
multiple business processes. Queries to retrieve such information typically involve data 
from multiple entities and multiple relationships, and inherently arc more complex tha& 
single-table and single-relationship queries. 

Key Terms and Concepts 

Attribute conflict, 313 
Combined entity key 
posting, 321 

Conceptual level 
modeling 
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Conceptually congruent 
events, 319 
Copies of entities, 318 
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Logical level 
implementation 
compromise, 320 
Materialization of tasks as 
event entities, 3 I 8 
Name conflict 3I2 
Null to zero (Nz) function 
(in Microsoft Access), 333 
Null value, 320 
Physical level 
compromises, 321 

Query, 321 
Query by example 
(QBE), 324 
Relationship conflict, 312 
Sum, 324 
Synonym. 313 
View integration, 312 
View modeling, 311 
Virtual close, 323 

:iew Questions 
LOI R I. What three basic steps are involved in view integration? 

!...02,L03 

:..02, LOJ 

L03 

L03 

L03 

L02 

L02, L03 

R2. 

R3. 

R4. 

R5. 

R6. 

R7. 

R8. 

What are two types of entity name conflicts that must be resolved when identifying 
common entities in multiple business process conceptual models? 

In view integration, what is attribute conflict and how is it resolved? 

List and describe three conceptual level implementation compromises. 

List and describe three logical level implementation compromises. 

List and describe two physical level implementation compromises. 

Explain what aspects of view integration may be easier with the ER grammar format 
than with the ER diagram format. 

What notation is used in a conceptual model in diagram format to represent a dupli
cate copy of an entity set that is already used elsewhere in the model? 

t1ple Choice Questions 
L03 MC 1. Which of the following is a conceptual level implementation compromise? 

A. Consolidation of congruent event entities 
B. Combined entity key posting 
C. Event history roll-up 
D. Storage of derivable attributes 

LOJ MC2. At what levels may implementation compromises be made? 
A. Conceptual 
B. Logical 
C. Physical 
D. All of the above 

wz MC3. Which of the following is typically an integration point between the sales/collec
tion and acquisition/payment processes for a wholesale distributor? 
A. Salesperson 
B. Supplier 
C. Inventory 
D. Sale order 
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ws MC4. What resources are involved in most information needs that encompass both the 
revenue and acquisition cycles? 
A. Raw materials inventory and finished goods inventory 
B. Operating assets and salespeople 
C. Merchandise (or finished goods) inventory and cash 
D. Cash and cashiers 

w;, L06 MC5. Which of the following financial statement line items cannot be calculated in 
queries that involve only a single business process, but instead require data from 
multiple business processes? 
A. Sales on the income statement 
B. Cost of goods sold on the income statement 
C. Accounts receivable on the balance sheet 
D. Rent expense on the income statement 

Discussion Questions 
w z D I. An enterprise's financing cycle model includes a cash entity with the attributes cash 

account number, account type, and account balance. The same enterprise's payroll 
cycle model includes a cash entity with the attributes cash account ID, cash account 
type, and cash account location. 

a. If the enterprise integrates the financing and payroll views, how many cash enti
ties should the integrated view include? 

b. What attributes should the integrated model include for the cash entities? 

c. What questions do you need to ask (or what assumptions do you need to make) to 
determine the answer to question (b)? 

L03 D2 . Examine the relational database tables in Exhibit 10- 9. Compare them to the rela
tional database tables in Exhibits 8- 20 and 9-18 from Chapters 8 and 9. What differ
ence do you notice that could be considered an implementation compromise? 

W 3, L04 D3. A relationship between cash receipt and customer for an enterprise has cardinalities 
(0,1) cash receipt-(O,N) customer. The enterprise creates a cash receipt table and a 
customer table to represent the entities. To represent the relationship, the enterprise 
posts the primary key of the customer entity table into the cash receipt entity table. 
Why is this considered an implementation compromise, and at what level (concep
tual, logical, or physical) is it an implementation compromise? 

L04 04. Why might a company decide to roll up its cash disbursement event activity? Is this 
an implementation compromise? If so, docs the compromise occur at the conceptua:. 
logical, or physical level? 

LOJ, L04 DS. Glorious Bea Enterprises (GBE) receives cash from various external business partner
including investors, creditors, customers, and suppliers. GBE wants to store informa
tion about all external business partners in a single database table. Describe the con
ceptual, logical, and physical level implementation compromises GBE needs to mak.~ 

Applied Learning 

W 2 AI. Quandrax Computers is a store that buys computer components for low prices. ~
sembles the components into computers. and then sells the computers at high price--
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Each computer is assigned a unique identification number, and computers that have 
common configurations are categorized into types (e.g., Longitude is a laptop that is 
easily networked and is recommended for businesses; Element is a desktop that is in
tended for home and ~mall businesses). Categories can be entered into the database 
before any computers in the categories are actually assembled. The computer compo
nents are purchased from wholesalers. One of Quandrax's purchasing agents submits 
an order to the wholesaler that has listed a given component for sale. If the order is 
accepted, one of Quandrax 's inventory clerks receives the items. Multiple orders ac
cepted by the same supplier may be consolidated into one purchase. Orders are ac
cepted in their entirety or not at all. Nearly all of Quandrax's orders are accepted. 
Sometimes the incorrect components are delivered to Quandrax and Quandrax has to 
return them to the appropriate supplier. Sometimes Quandrax retums components to 
supp liers for other reasons, such as the result of a change in planned production of a 
certain category of computers. Only about I 0 percent of Quandrax's purchased com
ponents are returned to suppliers, and any return would result from only one purchase. 

When payment is due for a purchase, one of Quandrax's cashiers issues one check 
for payment in full for the items on that purchase. Sometimes if multiple purchases 
have been made from the same supplier within a short time, Quandrax pays for those 
purchases with just one check. One of Quandrax's managers is required to not only 
authorize all purchase orders greater than $5,000 but also sign all checks (including 
checks written for expenditures other than purchases of computer components). 
Quandrax needs to keep track of the managers' participation in these events as well 
as the participation of other employees in these events. In physically implementing 
the conceptual model into the database tables, Quandrax wants to combine all em
ployee types into just one table. This means Quandrax would keep the separate em
ployee entities on the E-R diagram, but make just one employee table to represent all 
of the employee entities, then post keys or make relationship tables as necessary to 
implement all relationships of employees to the relevant events. 

All sales are bandied via mail or e-mail, as Quandrax does not have any show
rooms. Quandrax assigns salespeople to its large corporate customers and the sales
people take sample computers to the customer locations to demonstrate features as 
part of their sales calls. Only a small percentage ofQuandrax's sales calls result in or
ders, and sometimes a salesperson might need to make several sales calls to the same 
customer to obtain one order from that customer. Orders also result from customers 
surfing the Internet and seeing descriptions of the computers on Quandrax's website. 
These customers are not assigned to specific salespeople; Quandrax only tracks the 
salesperson that actually took the order. Some ofQuandrax's salespeople are hired to 
handle just such orders and as such are not assigned specifically to any customers. 

l fa customer orders multiple computers on one sale order and some of the com
puters are irnn1ediately available whereas the others are not yet assembled, Quandrax 
ships the available computers right away and then ships the remainder of the order 
when the rest of the computers are assembled. Sometimes Quandrax combines com
puters from multiple sale orders into a single shipment. For example, once a cus
tomer ordered I 0 computers and the next day decided that wouldn't be enough so he 
ordered 4 more. Quandrax shipped all 14 computers in one shipment. Quandrax only 
accepts checks for its sales of computers; customers can pay for multiple sales with 
a single check, but no partial payments are accepted. Each sale transaction is tracked 
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by a shipment lD; an invoice is sent to the customer that is due within J 0 days, with 
no discounts allowed. Quandrax does not allow any sale returns, that is, all sales are 
fi nal. Cash receipts are never split between two cash accounts; rather each receipt is 
assigned to one of Quandrax 's cash accounts by one of Quandrax 's cashiers. Quan
drax also receives cash from other activities such as loans, so the database must 
allow for that. Suppliers, employees, and customers need to be entered into the data
base before any transactions involving them occur. 

The following attributes are of interest to Quandrax; some are related to the ac
quisition/payment cycle. The attributes that arc related to the sales/collection process 
must be included in your solution. Do not add attributes to the list. Use the boldface 
attribute abbreviations in parentheses next to the attributes in the list. List any as
sumptions you make, along with the reasons behind your assumptions (i.e., state 
what you think is vague in the problem, say what you are going to assume to clear 
up the ambiguity, and make a case for that assumption). 

Purchase Order Number (PO#) 
Supplier ID (SupplD) 
Employee ID (EmplD) 
Purchase Order Date (PODate) 
Purchase Date (PurchDate) 
Location of cash account (Ca-Loc) 
Cash Account Number (CashAcct#) 
Name of supplier (Sup Name) 
Receiving Report Number (RR#) 
Computer Category ID code (Cat-ID) 
Component ID code (CompoiD) 
Cash Disbursement Date (CD-Date) 
Name of employee (EmpName) 
Purchase return ID (PR-ID) 
Cash Disbursement Number (CD#) 
Sale Order lD (SO-ID) 
Shipment ID (Ship-ID) 
Date of sales call (SC-Date) 
Customer check number (CR-Chk#) 
Sales Call ID (SC-ID) 
Cash Receipt ID (CR-ID) 
Customer ID (Cust-ID) 
Date of cash receipt (CR-Date) 
Name of Customer (Cust-Name) 
Total sale dollar amount (Sale-Amt) 
Type of employee (EmpType) 
Date of sale order (SO-Date) 
Date of purchase return (PR-Date) 
Dollar amount of cash receipt (CR-Amt) 
Current balance of cash account (AcctBal) 
Shipping address for a customer (Cust-Ship) 

Date of sale/shipment of computers (Ship-Date) 
Description of a computer category (Cat-Desc) 
Computer component description (Comp-desc) 
Total dollar amount of a cash disbursement (CD
Amt) 
Standard cost for a computer component (Std
Cost) 
Quantity of a computer component returned (Qt) 
Ret) 
Type of supplier (i.e., wholesaler or individua' 
(Sup Type) 
Identification number for a finished compute· 
(CompuiD) 
Quantity of a computer component ordered on pur
chase order (Qty-Ord) 
Proposed selling price for a type of computer on a 
sales call (Prop-SP) 
Ordered cost for a computer component on a pur
chase order (PO-Unit-Cost) 
Suggested selling price for computers [hint: by ca:
egory] (List-price) 
Date assembly was completed for a finished eorr.
puter (Assemb-Date) 
Quoted selling price for each item on a sale ordcr 
(Ord-SP) 
Actual selling price for a particular finished corr.
puter (Act-SP) 
Quantity of a computer component received or. 
purchase (Qty-Rec) 
Actual cost of a computer component on a parr., -
lar purchase (Item-Unit-Cost) 
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Required 
a. Create a business process level REA model (in either grammar or diagram format) 

for Qua.ndrax Computers' sales/collection process. Be sure to include all relevant 
entities, relationships, attributes, and participation cardinalities. (If you completed 
applied learning problem 8-1 you may use the solution you already created for that 
problem). 

b. Create a business process level REA model (in either grammar or diagram format) 
for Quandrax Computers' acquisition./payment process. Be sure to include all rele
vant entities, relationships, attributes. and participation cardinalities. (If you com
pleted applied learning problem 9- 1 you may use the solution you already created 
for that problem). 

c. Integrate the views created in steps (a) and (b) into a single conceptual model. 

d. Convert the conceptual model into a logical set of relational database tables. 

e. Identify implementation compromises (if any) made at the conceptual and logical 
levels. 

::\nswers to Multiple Choice Questions 
MCI. A; MC2. D; MC3. C; MC4. C; MC5. B. 



The Conversion 
Business Process 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

The objectives of this chapter are to introduce the conversion business process, to 
discuss the REA ontology representation of conversion processes, and to describe 
some of the typical information needs in the conversion business process. After 
studying this chapter you should be able to: 

1. Identify the activities and documents common to most conversion business 
processes 

2. Recognize similarities and differences between various types of conversion 
processes 

3. Explain the various components of the REA ontology in t he conversion business 
process 

4. Create a REA business process level model for an enterprise's conversion process 

5. Identify common information needs within the conversion process 

6. Create database queries to retrieve conversion process information from a 
relational database 

CONVERSION BUSINESS PROCESS IN AN ENTERPRISE 
VALUE SYSTEM 

The conversion process includes the business events associated with converting raw in
puts such as materials, labor, machinery, and other fixed assets into finished outputs. Most 
of the time the conversion process involves the manufacture or production of finished 
goods, so it is sometimes called the manufacturing process or the production process. As 
you analyze and model a business process, you must clearly understand its purpose and ob
jectives. You will better understand this process if you can base your understanding on 
some personal experience. Have you ever been involved in a conversion cycle? Perhaps 
you do not have experience in the manufacturing process of a corporation or other busi
ness entity; however, most people have participated in the production of some type of 
finished product. Have you ever cooked, made crafts, created something on a computer, 

345 
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written a story, or made lemonade? If so, then you have some real life experience with con
version cycle activities. In this chapter we use the example of baking cookies lo demor;
strate many of the concepts. ' If you have never baked cookies, we recommend you find
recipe and bake a batch of your favorite cookies before reading the rest of this chapter! 

It may seem to you that the conversion processes for most firms will be different becall5t 
the products they produce are so different. Indeed, the specific workflow tasks vary great~_ 
among enterprises. However, the REi\. business process level pattern underlies virt11ally ai. 
conversion processes. In analyzing the conversion process for an enterp1ise. begin by realiz
ing how the conversion process fits into the value system of the enterprise as a whole. At !.h~ 
value system level, the conversion process is completely inside the enterprise bubble (see Ex
hibit 11- 1 ). It is an internal business process that typically does not provide a point of contac
with any external agents. Although an enterp1ise may need information from external agenL 
or may need to provide inforn1ation to external agents regarding the conversion process, k~ 
in mind that the value system level depicts resource flows, nor infom1ation flows. Typical~ 
any resource flows between the enterprise and the external agents are part of either the acqu:
sition!payment or the revenue processes that interface with the conversion process. 

The value chain reveals interfaces between the conversion process and other busines 
processes. Exhibit 11 - 2 illustrates the typical value chain interfaces for manufacturer, 
Materials and machinery are made available to the conversion process as a result of the a .. -
quisition/payment process. Labor is made available to the conversion process as a result , · 
the human resource process. The conversion process tmns those inputs (materials. rm
chinery, and labor) into finished products, which are made available to the revenue proce-s• 
To convert the materials, machinery. and labor into finished goods. the conversion proces 
must include economic events that use up those inputs and an economic event that pr~ 
duces the finished products. 

CONVERSION BUSINESS PROCESS LEVEL REA MODELS 

EXHIBIT 11-1 
Conversion 
Process in the 
Enterprise 
Value System 

Conversion processes can be broadly categorized into two types: batch processes and cl -
tinuous processes. Batch processes involve the production of an established number ~ 

Investors and 
creditors 

Suppliers 
(vendors) 

Employees 

Goods, 
services 

Cash 

Customers 

tWe thank Julie Smith David of Arizona State University for the idea of using cookie baking to illus:·> -
conversion cycle concepts. 



EXHIBIT 11- 2 Conversion Process in the \'alue Chain 

Partial Value Chain 
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product units, or they may involve a particular job such as a car repair, the printing of a 
customized wedding invitation, or a consulting engagement. Continuous processes pro
duce a homogeneous product somewhat continuously. Examples include the production of 
cement. petroleum products. flour, beer. and steel. The main di!Tcrence between batch 
processes and continuous processes is that for batch processes, natural starting and ending 
points exist for assigning costs to the production run, whereas for continuous processes, 
artificial starting and ending points must be created for cost assignment purposes. Usually 
these start and end points are arbitrarily chosen boundaries of a time period. That period 
may span minutes, hours, days, weeks, or even months, depending on the nature of the en
terprise's conversion process. Presumably the time periods should be chosen such that they 
are long enough to include the production of at least one identifiable resource. For exam
ple, the time period used for the economic increment event for an agricultural crop may 
be designated as the growing season, whereas an hour may be deemed an appropriate time 
period for a production run of breakfast cereal. Once the production run event is deter
mined as either a batch, job, or time period, cost assigmnent is relatively straightforward. 
The assignment or manufacturing costs to units produced is an averaging process; you sim
ply divide the manufacturing costs (accumulated either by job, batch, or time period) by 
the number of units produced in that job, batch, or time period. 

We begin our detailed discussion of the conversion process by reviewing some of its 
more common events in the context of cookie baking. While a wide variety of workflow 
activities may be included in a conversion process. and as a result the task level modeling 
will vary accordingly, a pattem exists into which the activities can be categorized for data 
storage and for data exchange purposes for most. if not all, enterprises. 

Recall that the REA pattern captures data to answer the who, what, where, when, why 
questions regarding a transaction cycle. Answers to the when and where questions are 
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EXHIBIT 11-3 Conversion Cycle Core REA Pattern 

Production 
supervisor 

Production 
employee 

Raw 
materials 

Finished 
goods 

typically stored as amibutes, unless the location is also a resource; for example, a partic
ular manufacturing plant, or a particular machine. Answers to the who, what, and wh: 
questions arc provided by the relationships captured in the core REA pattern as illustratc!C 
for the conversion cycle in Exhibit 11-3. The participation relationships identify thew~ 
for each event, and the stockfiow relationships indicate the what for each event. The duaJ
ity relationship reveals why the enterprise engages in the economic events of the cycle 

The core REA pattern for the conversion cycle consists of the same components as the 
core pattern for the sales/collection and acquisition/payment processes. Recall that t.J>e 
core REA pattern for those cycles contains economic increment events paired by duali-;: 
with economic decrement events. Each economic event is linked to the resource or re
source type that the event increases or decreases, and each economic event is linked to a: 
least one initiator agent (who may be internal or external) and at least one responsib~e 
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agent (who is typically internal). In the comcrsion cycle instead of only two paired eco
nomic exchange events, typically four economic events are tracked in detail. Three of these 
events are economic decrement events that represent the using up of the machinery, labor, 
and raw materials. The fourth event is the economic increment event- the production run 
that produces the finished goods. 

The duality relationship in the conversion cycle is slightly different from the duality re
lationships in the ::.a les 'collection and acquisitionipaymcnt processes. In the revenue and 
acquisition cycles, duality usually represents a transfer-type exchange of one or more re
sources for one or more different resources. That is. the enterprise trades one or more re
sources for another resource. Usually one of the resources is cash and the other resource 
is a noncash resource such as raw materials or finished goods inventory. Such a relation
ship is a transfer duality relationship. In the con\'ersion process, the duality relationship 
represents a transformation-type exchange of noncash resources. That is, the enterprise 
transforms raw input resources into a fini shed good resource. The relationship is therefore 
called a transformation duality relationship. Note that there is no requirement that only 
two economic e\·ents be paired in a duality relationship in the revenue and acquisition cy
cles; in fact, both of those cycles also include labor operations that use up the labor re
source. Activities in those cycles also may usc up fixed assets, equipment, utilities. and so 
forth. I fowc,·cr. the usc of labor and fixed as>.ets is typically not tracked at the same level 
of detail in those cycles as in the comersion cycle, because labor and fixed assets are usu
ally immaterial compared to the primary economic decrement event and because the nec
essary measurement tools and techniques are usually cost prohibitive. Tn the conversion 
process. the labor and machine operation costs ol1en exceed the costs of the raw materi
als: it is cost beneficial. and in fact crucial , to measure them. 

As in the acquisition and revenue cycles. the core REA pattern has been extended to in
clude commitment C\'ents and additional re lationships such as reservation, reciprocal, ex
ecutes (fulfillment), linkage. and custody. Exhibit 11-4 illustrates the extended conversion 
cycle pattern for the business process level of the REA enterprise ontology. 

As in the acquisition and revenue cycles, the specific labels on the resources, events, 
and agents differ depending on the nature of the enterprise ·s conversion cycle. Exhibit 
11-5 illustrates labels that could be u~ed for an enterprise whose cu11w.:rsion cycle involves 
cookie baking. 

Economic Increment Event: Production Run 
The center of the pattem is made up of the duality relationship and the events that partic
ipate in that relationship. The event that usually leaps to mind when contemplating the con
version process is the production run (sometimes called work-in-process job), because that 
is the event that actually increases the quantity of a finished good. In other words, the pro
duction run is the event that is intended to achieve the overall objective of the conversion 
process the production of a finished product resource. In Exhibit ll-5. the cookie batch 
is the economic increment e' ent that is, the production run event that produces finished 
cookies . Data typically captured regarding production run events are an assigned identifier 
for the event. the date/time the event started and the date/time the event ended. Data also 
are recorded regarding what resources and agents arc involved. 

The relational tables in Exhibit l 1-6 illustrate some of the data attributes that may be 
captured with respect to the cookie batch event and its related resources and agents. The 
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EXHIBIT 11-4 

Raw 
materials 

Extended REA Conversion Cycle Business Process Level Pattern 

;\ot~: Links from mac.:hine I)JlCr.ltlon I() production -.upef\ i<>or and to production employee nnd from labor operation 10 pr<xluction supervisor and to pwduction 

cmployt:t! ha\·e been otnittl!d to increase readability (lfthe diagram. Those relationship~ ~hould abo be included. Sinularly there may c'ist nwchinery n..-<1uisitions 
and labor requisitions as cornmiunerus to the machine operation and l<tbor np~rat1on c\·ents. 

cookie batch table stores the event data that pertain to each batch as a whole-when it 
~tarted, when it ended, how many cookies the batch was supposed to produce as well as 
how many cookies the batch actually did produce, and the supervisor in charge of the 
batch. The finished cookies table stores the resource data that describe the finished cook
ies. The resources arc not individually identified (e.g., with a separate identification num
ber for each physical cookie) but instead are identified at the type or category level; that 
is, each separate kind of cookie is assigned a different identification code. For some enter
prises, each physical product may need to be specifically identified with a serial number. 
In that case, both a finished resource entity and a resource-type entity need to be included 
in the conceptual model. We discuss such a situation later in the chapter. 

The stockflow table stores the data needed to identify which type of cookie was pro
duced in each cookie batch. The baking supervisor table stores data that describe supervi
sors, such as their names and phone numbers. The participation relationship between bak
ing supervisor and cookie batch is not represented with a separate table, but is traceable 
via a posted foreign key of supervisor ID in the cookie batch table. The baking employee 
table stores data that describe production employees, such as their names, phone num-
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... BIT 11- 5 Cookie Baking Conversion Business Process Level Model 

bers, and which supervisor is assigned responsibility for them. The partlclpation
cookiebatch-bakingemployee table represents the relationship between baking employees 
and cookie batches, enabling users to identify which employees worked on each separate 
cookie batch. 

ln this example, we can sec that Larry, Moe, and Curly baked 40 fi·osted sugar cookies 
with candy sprinkles under the supervison of Ricky. They started on July 15, 20 I 0, at 6:30 
A.M and finished that same day at 7:15A.M. Fred and Ethel baked 48 snickerdoodles under 
the supervision of Lucy. They also started on July 15, 2010, at 6:30A.M.; however, they 
took longer to finish their batch, ending at 7:37A.M. 

:C:lnomic Decrement Event: Material Issuance 
The cookie batch event also is involved in the duality relationship, which as noted earlier, iden
tifies what economic decrement events the enterprise must engage in such that the economic 
increment event can occur. ln other words, it identifies what the enterprise needed to use up to 
produce the finished cookies. One economic decrement event that typically exists is the using 
up of raw materials in the production process. Those raw materials are usually transformed 
into finished goods and Jose their own identity and nature in the process. Such an event is 
given a label such as materials issuance and the stock.flow relationship between the issuance 
event and the raw materials is specified as a use stockftow relationship. In the cookie-baking 
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EXHIBIT 11- 6 Relational Database Tables Encompassing Cookie Batch Ewnt 

CookieBatch 

BatchlD 

WJ1 
WJ2 

StartTime 

7/1 5/2010 6:30:00 AM 

7/1 5/2010 6:30:00 AM 

CompletionTime 

7/15/2010 7:15:00 AM 
7/15/2010 7:37:00 AM 

StockflowCookieBatch-FinishedCookieType 

BatchiD 

WJ1 

WJ2 

FinishedCookieTypeiD 

FSCS 
SN 

FinishedCookieType 

CookieiD Description 

cc Chocolate chip plain 

CCP Chocolate chip with pecans 
F5C5 Frosted sugar cookies with candy sprinkles 
M Molasses 
OR Oatmeal raisin 
PB Peanut butter 

sc Sugar cookies plain 

SN Snickerdoodles 

BakingSupervisor 

SupervisoriD SupervisorName SupervisorPhone 

51 Lucy 1-1234 

52 Ricky 1-4321 

Baking Employee 

EmployeeiD EmployeeName EmployeePhone 

PEl Fred 1-6789 

PE2 Ethel 1-9876 

PE3 Larry 1-7698 

PE4 Moe 1-6798 
PES Curly 1-8796 

ParticipationCookieBatchBakingEmployee 

BatchiD EmployeeiD 

WJ1 PE3 
WJl PE4 
WJ1 PES 

WJ2 PEl 
WJ2 PE2 

Scheduled 
Quantity 

40 
48 

Actual 
Quantity 

40 
48 

SupervisoriD 

52 
51 

UnitsPerPackage ListPrice 

12 $2.99 

12 $2.99 

10 $3.59 

12 $3.29 

12 $2.99 
12 $2 .99 

12 $2.99 

12 $3.59 

SupervisoriD 

52 

S2 

51 
51 
51 
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1! Ticket 
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Move Ticket No. ___ _ 

Batch number ____ _ _ 

Move date: 

Moved from: Taken by: 

Moved to: Received by: 

Production order number: ------------------

example, the label ingredient issuance has been used for the materials issuance event. Data 
typically captured regarding material issuance events are an assigned identifier for the is
suance, the date/time of the issuance, and the location of the issuance. Data also are recorded 
about which resources and agents are involved and the underlying production order. 

A move ticket typically is used to document the actual use of raw materia ls (i.e., the 
materials issuance event); sometimes the move ticket number is used to identify the event 
instead of an assigned identifier. See Exhibit 11-7 for a move ticket document. 

The relational tables in Exhibit 11- 8 illustrate some of the data attributes that may be cap
hired with respect to the ingredient issuance event and its relationships with ingredients, in
ventory clerks, supervisors, and the cookie batch event. The duality table identifies which in
gredient issuances apply to which cookie batches. The ingredient issuance table stores the 
event data that pertain to each issuance, such as when and where it occurred, who authorized 
it (supervisor), and who executed it (inventory clerk). In the example shown, the participation 
relationships between baking supervisor and ingredient issuance and between inventory clerk 
and ingredient issuance are not represented by separate tables, but arc traceable via posted for
eign keys of supervisor lD and employee lD in the ingredient issuance table. 

The ingredients table stores the resource data that describe the types of ingredients 
available for usc in the production process. As \Vith the fmished cookies, the ingredients 
are not individually identified but instead are ident ified at the type or category level (i .e., 
each separate kind of ingredient is assigned a different identification code). The stockflow 
table stores the data needed to identify which type of ingredient (and how much of each) 
was actually issued in each ingredient issuance event. 

ln this example. we can see that Ted and Alice issued several different ingredients to 
Ricky and to Lucy for the frosted sugar cookie and snickcrdoodle cookie batches on July 
15, 2005, between 6:20 and 6:30 A.M. Each of the ingredients was issued to the workcen
ter where the initial work involving the ingredients was to take place. 

~conomic Decrement Event: Labor Operation 
Notice that in this example, for simplicity 's sake the duality relationship is represented in 
tlu·ec separate duality tables: one that links the cookie batch to the related material is
suances, one that links the cookie batch to the related labor operations, and one that links 
the cookie batch to the related machine operations. Alternatively, one duality table could 
have been created to link all four economic events together. 

The labor operation event is an economic decrement event that represents the performance 
of a particular activity in the conversion process by a production employee, thereby using up 
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EXHIBIT 11- 8 Relational Database Tables Encompassing Ingredient Issuance Event 

DualityCookieBatch-lngredientlssuance 

BatchiD lngredientlssuanceiD 

WJ1 RMI42.38 

WJ1 RMI42.39 

WJ1 RMI4240 

WJ2 RMI4241 

WJ2 RMI4242 

WJ1 RM14243 

WJ2 RMI4244 

WJ1 RMI4245 

WJ2 RM14246 

lngredientlssuance 

lngredientlssuanceiD lssuanceTime 

RM14238 7/15/2010 6:20:00 AM 

RMI4239 7/15/2010 6:22:00 AM 

RMI4240 7/15/2010 6:24:00 AM 
RMI4241 7/15/2010 6:28:00 AM 

RMI4242. 7/15/2010 6:26:00 AM 

RMI4243 7/15/2010 6:29:00 AM 

RMI4244 7/15/2010 6:29:30 AM 

RMI4245 7/15/2010 6:29:00 AM 

RM14246 7/15/2010 6:29:30 AM 

Stockflowlssuanceoflngredients 

lngredientiD lssuanceiD Quantitylssued 

W5 RMI4238 5 

FL RMI4238 7 
EG RMI4239 4 

SH RMI4239 2 

VN RMI4239 3 

SL RMI4238 2 

cs RMI4240 

W5 RMI4241 6 
FL RMI4241 8 

EG RMI4242 4 

SH RMI4242 3 
VN RMI4242 4 

SL RMI4241 2 

CN RMI4241 
PK RMI4243 4 

PK RM14244 4 
ILFS RMI4245 4 

ILSN RM14246 4 

Location lnventoryCierkiD 

WorkcenterA IC1 
WorkcenterB 1(2 

WorkcenterC 1(2 
WorkcenterD 1(1 

WorkcenterE 1(2 
WorkcenterC 1(1 

WorkcenterE 1(1 
WorkcenterC 1(2 
WorkcenterE 1(2 

UnitOfMeasure 

cups 
cups 
each 
cups 
teaspoons 
teaspoons 
cup 
cups 
cups 
each 
cups 
teaspoons 
teaspoons 
cup 
each 
each 
each 
each 

SupervisoriD 

52 

52 
52 
51 
51 
52 
51 
52 
51 

(Continued) 
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EXHIBIT 11- 8 (Concluded) 

Ingredients 

lngredientiD 

.vs 
EG 

"L 
\IN 
Sl 
4l 
CN 
CM 
~E 

SH 
cs 
5U 
55 
~K 

_FS 

l_SN 

lnventoryCierk 

nventoryCierkiD 

:1 
:::2 

Description UnitOfMeasure 

White sugar 50 lb bag 
Eggs, large AA grade 2 dozen carton 
flour, white sifted 100ibbag 
Vanilla, pure 1 liter bottle 
Salt, iodized 5 lb bag 
Peanut butter 10 lb jar 
Cinnamon 16 oz tin 
Chocolate morsels 10 lb bag 
Pecans 2 lb bag 
Shortening 10 lb can 
Candy sprinkles 1 lb tin 
Butter 10 lb box 
Brown sugar so lb bag 
Plastic container each 
Ingredient label-frosted sugar each 
Ingredient label-snickerdoodle each 

ClerkName ClerkPhone 

Ted 
Alice 

1-5678 
1-8765 

StandardCostPerUnitOfMeasure 

$10.00 
$1.29 

$20.00 
$20.00 
$1.00 
$8.37 
$3.29 

$19.49 
$5.32 

$12.10 
$3.18 
$3.98 
$9.47 
$0.12 
$0.01 
$0.01 

Baking Supervisor 

SupervisoriD SupervisorName 

Lucy 
Ricky 

SupervisorPhone 

1-1234 
1-4321 

the resource of that person's labor. Many people often are confused about the difference be
tween labor (also called labor type) and labor operation. L'lbor is a resource-type entity set 
that represents a list of the types of labor that can be performed in labor operations. Labor op
erations are the actual using up of the available labor. Data typically captured to describe labor 
types are the description and standard or budget information such as the standard hourly cost 
of each type of labor. Data typically captured to describe labor operations are the starting and 
ending date/time of the labor operation events and the total elapsed time of each labor opera
tion. Keep in mind that data regarding labor types and labor operations can be captured and 
stored only if measurement techniques exist and are cost effective. In the acquisition and rev
enue cycle, labor operations and labor types are typically not measured and recorded. In the 
conversion process, labor operations are often measured and recorded- but not always. 

When they are measured and recorded, labor operations usually are documented on job 
time tickets or time track forms that indicate the starting and stopping times for the labor 
operations and provide descriptions of the labor operations on a specific date by a specific 
employee. The job time ticket or time track number serves as an identifier for the labor op
eration event. See Exhibit I I 9 for a job time ticket. 
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EXHIBIT 11- 9 
Job Time 
Ticket Form 

Job time ticket no. 

Employee ID Name Date 

Start time Stop time Total time Rate Total amount Job number 

Approved by 
Department Supervisor 

The relational tables in Exhibit 11 - I 0 illustrate some of the data attributes that rna) ')e 

captured about the labor operations event and its relationships with labor, baking empl~
ees, baking supervisors, and the cookie batch event. The duality table identifies will. 
labor operations apply to which cookie batches. The labor operations table stores the eYe-
data that pertain to each labor operation, such as when it began and ended, who authorize-.: 
it (supervisor), and who executed it (employee). The labor table stores the resource da:.J. 
that describe the types of labor available for use in the production process. The stockfia 
table stores the data needed to identify which type or labor (and how much of each)"~ 
actually used in each labor operation event. 

The participation relationship between baking supervisor and labor operation is not rer
resented with a separate table, but is traceable via a posted foreign key of supervisor lD ~ 
the labor operations table. Similarly, the participation relationship between baking eiT
ployee and labor operations is represented with the employee TO posted as a foreign key ·
the labor operations table. 

In this example, we can see that to make the frosted sugar cookies, Larry took 10 minuw. 
to mix the dry ingredients while Moe took 12 minutes to mix the moist ingredients. Cur'_ 
took 5 minutes to combine the dry and moist ingredients. Larry took 5 minutes to form 1ft. 
cookie dough into cookies and put them onto a cookie sheet. Curly took I minute to put d-. 
cookie sheet into the oven and set the timer. Twelve minutes later, Curly took the cookies m. 
of the oven. Four and a half minutes later Larry look 4 minutes to frost the cookies, then M .. _ 
took I minute to add candy sprinkles and Curly took 2 minutes to package the fi nal coolcie<O 

Meanwhile, to bake the snickerdoodles, Fred took 1 0 minutes to mix the dry ingredien· 
while Ethel took 10 minutes to mix the moist ingredients. Ethel then took 5 minutes to com
bine the dry and moist ingredients and then she took 2 minutes to form the dough and pr 
the cookies onto the cookie sheet. Fred took I minute to put the cookies into the oven and se 
the timer. Twelve minutes later Fred took 30 seconds to take the cookies out of the o\·er 
Nearly 35 minutes later, Ethel took 2 minutes to package the finished cookies. Notice tiL 
one of the things the tables don't show us is the reason for significant gaps in time-for ex
ample, why did they wait 35 minutes to package the cookies? It turns out that Fred though 
Ethel had packaged them already, whereas Ethel thought that was Fred's responsibility. Luc: 
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EXHIBIT 11- 10 Relational Database Tables Encompassing Labor Operation Event 

DualityCookieBatch-LaborOperation 

Bat chiD LaborOperationiD 

L021 
.J1 
m 

Labor Operation 

LaborOperationiD 

_:::1 
_: 22 
_;}23 

_:z~ 

_:25 
_:26 

.'::27 
_:28 
_::9 

.7(\ 
-~ - .... 

_:3 · 
:::? 
-.33 

_._.3..! 
... __ .... 

.=~ 

laking Employee 

~loyeeiD 

"9 

:r= 

L022 

L023 
L024 

L025 
L026 

L028 
L029 

L030 

L033 

L034 

L035 
L036 

StartTime 

7/1 5/2010 6:30:00 AM 

7/15/2010 6:30:00 AM 

7/15/2010 6:40:00 AM 

7/15/2010 6:45:00 AM 
7/15/2010 6:50:00 AM 
7/15/2010 7:03:00 AM 

7/l S/2010 7:08:00 AM 

7/1 5/2010 7:1 2:00 AM 
7/lS/2010 7:13:00 AM 

7/15/2010 6:30:00 AM 
7/15/2010 6:30:00 AM 

7/15/2010 6:4000 AM 

7/15/2010 6:4S:OO AM 

7/ lS/2010 6:47:00 AM 

7/ 15/2010 7:00:00 AM 
7/1 5/2010 7:35:00 AM 

EmployeeName 

Fred 
Ethel 

Larry 

Moe 
Curly 

EndTime EmployeeiD SupervisoriD 

7/1 5/201 0 6:40:00 AM PE3 52 
7/1 5/2010 6:40:00 AM PE4 52 
7/15/2010 6:45:00 AM PES 52 

7/15/2010 6:50:00 AM PE3 52 
7/lS/2010 6:S1 :00 AM PES 52 
7/1 5/201 0 7:03:30 AM PES 52 
7/15/201 0 7: 12:00 AM PE3 52 
7/15/2010 7:13:00 AM PE4 52 
7/ 15/2010 7:15:00 AM PES 52 

7/15/2010 6:40:00 AM PEl 51 

7/15/2010 6:40:00 AM PE2 51 

7/ 15/2010 6:45:00 AM PE2 S1 
7/1S/2010 6:47:00 AM PE2 51 
7/15/2010 6:48:00 AM PE1 51 

711 5/2010 7:00:30 AM PEl 51 
7/lS/2010 7:37:00 AM PE2 51 

EmployeePhone SupervisoriD 

1-6789 52 
1-9876 52 
1-7698 51 

1-6798 51 
1-8796 51 (Continued) 

was in a comic mood and had been keeping them so well entertained that it wasn't until Ricky 
came in to gloat to Lucy that his crew had already finished their cookies even though they 
had the harder cookies to make (harder in that they involved more labor operations). 
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EXHIBIT 11- 10 

(Concluded) 
Labor Type 

LaborTypeiD 

l1 
l2 
L3 
l4 

l5 
L6 
l7 
L8 
L9 
l10 
L11 
l12 
L13 

Description 

Mix dry ingredients 
Mix mo1st ingredients 
Combine dry and moist ingredients 
Add morsels to mixed dough 
Add nuts to mixed dough 
Form dough into cookies 
Put cookies onto cookie sheet 
Put cookie sheet into oven 
Set cookie timer 
Take cookie sheet out of oven 
Frost cookies 
Sprinkle cook1es 
Package cookies 

StockflowlaborTypeinlaborOperation 

LaborTypeiD LaborOperationiD 

l 1 L021 
l2 l022 
L3 l023 
l6 L024 
l7 l024 
L8 L025 
l9 L025 
L10 L026 
l11 L027 
l12 l028 
l13 l029 
l1 L030 

L2 L031 

L3 L032 
l7 L033 
l8 l034 
l9 L034 
L10 L035 
l13 L036 

Economic Decrement Event: Machine Operation 
Along with using up materials and labor, conversion processes also often use up mad·~ 
and equipment. An economic decrement event called machine operation is included t:: 

REA enterprise ontology to eapn1re the consumption of a portion of the machine's usefu. 
The machine operation event is slightly different in nature from the material issuane<: 
labor operation economic decrement events, in that the machinery typically still exists -
original form (although with some added wear and tear) after the machine operation oc~...:
ln contrast, the material issuance and labor operation events result in the materials and-
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able labor being completely used up--they no longer exist in their original fom1 but have been 
transformed into finished goods. Nevertheless, part of the machines useful life has been con
sumed and represents a reso·urcc decrease that in some cases is cost-beneficial to measure and 
record. Although machine operations could be tracked using a separate document similar to a 
job time ticket, usually machine operations arc only tracked on the production run cost sheet 

The relational tables in Exhibit 11 - 11 illustrate some of the data attributes that may be 
captured with respect to the machine operation event and its relationships with equipment, 
baking employees. baking supervisors, and the cookie batch c\'ent. The duality table idcn
tiilcs which machine operations apply to which cookie batches. The machine operation 
table stores the event data that pertain to each machine operation. such as when it began 
and ended, who authorized it (supervisor), and who executed it (employee). The equipment 
table stores the resource data that describe the equipment available for use in the produc
tion proces~. Each piece of equipment or machine is specifically identified with a unique 
ID; that is, this is a token-level entity set rather than a type-level entity set. Specific iden
tification of fixed assets allows the tracking of cost allocation in accordance with generally 
accepted accounting principles. The stockflow table stores the data needed to identity 
which equipment was actually used in each machine operation event. The equipment does 
not get completely used up in the machine operation; rather. it is partially consumed. Thus 
the stockflow relationship is called a consume stockflow. The same piece of equipment 
can thus be used in multiple machine operations. 

The participation relationships between baking supervisor and machine operation and 
between baking employee and machine operation are not represented with separate tables, 

bul are traceable via posted foreign keys of supervisor I D and employee TD in the machine 
operations table. 

In this example, we can sec that the sugar cookie production run (batch) required three 
machine operations (uotice that we are using the term machine loosely-to represent any 
fixed asset used in production~ some enterprises may prefer to only track consumption of 
fixed assets that ext:ced a certain cost value). The first was a measure and mix operation 
that partially consumed a heavy duty mixer and measuring device set. The second was a 
baking operation that partially consumed a cookie sheet and an oven. The third was a 1ln
ishing operation that partially consumed frosting utensils. The snickerdoodlc batch re
quired only two machine operations. The fi rst was a measure and mix operation that par
tially consumed a heavy duty mixer and a measuring device set The second was a baking 
operation that partially consumed a cookie sheet and an oven. 

Commitment to Economic Increment Event: Production Order 
The discussion thus far has centered on the core economic exchange pattern in the REA on
tology at the business process leveL We next discuss the extension of the pattern to include 
commitment events and related resom·ce and agent relationships. In the conversion cycle the 
commitments that make up a mutual commitment event arc typically not bundled together 
into a single event as they are in the revenue and acquisition processes. Therefore in the con
version process, one event commits to an economic decrement event and another event com
mits to an economic increment event. In theory each economic event is preceded by a com
mitment to that event. The production order event is the event that represents the enterprise's 
conm1itment to engage in a production run. That is, the production order is the commitment 
to an economic increment event that will increase the finished goods resource. Production 
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EXHIBIT 11- 11 Relational Database Tables Encompassing Machine Operation Event 

DualityCookieBatchMachineOperation 

BatchiD MachineOperationiD 

WJ1 M0 12 

WJ1 M013 
WJ1 M014 

WJ2 M015 

WJ2 M016 

Machine Operation 

MachineOperationiD StartTime EndTime EmployeeiD SupervisoriD 

M012 

M013 
M014 

M015 

M016 

Equipment 

FixedAssetiD 

FA1 

FA2 

FA3 

FA4 

FAS 

FA6 
FA7 

FA8 

FA9 

7/15/2010 6·3o·oo AM 7/1 5/2010 6:45:00 AM 

7/15/2010 6:51:00 AM 7/15/2010 7:03:00 AM 
7/15/2010 7:08:00 AM 7/15/2010 7:12:00 AM 

7/15/2010 6 30:00 AM 7/15/2010 6:45:00 AM 
7/15/2010 6:40:00 AM 7/ 15/2010 7:00:00 AM 

Acquisition Estimated 
Description Date Cost Life Years 

Oven 1/3/2010 $400.00 10 
Oven 4/2/2009 $500.00 3 

Heavy duty mixer 3/17/2009 $150.00 3 
Measuring dev1ce set 2/16/2009 $80.00 5 
Cookie sheet 2/18/2009 $10.00 3 
Cookie sheet 1/3/2010 $15.00 3 
Frosting utensils 1/3/2010 $10.00 5 
Heavy duty m1xer 2/15/2010 $170.00 3 
Measuring dev1ce ;et 2/15/2010 $75.00 5 

PES S2 

PES 52 
PE3 52 

PE2 51 
PE2 S1 

Estimated 
SalvageValue 

$50.00 
$100.00 

$0.00 

$10.00 

$0.00 
$0.00 

$0.00 
$0.00 

$10.00 

StockflowEquipmentinMachineOperation 

FixedAssetiD 

FA1 

FA2 
FA3 
FA4 

FAS 

FA6 

FA7 

FA8 
FA9 

MachineOperationiD 

M013 

M016 
M012 
M012 

M013 

M016 

M014 

M015 
M015 (Continued) 

order information is typically captured on a document (or data entry screen) that is called~ 
production order See the production order document in Exhibit 11- 12. 

The relational tables in Exhibi.t 11- 13 i llustratc some of the data attributes that may be 
captured with respect to the production order event (in th is example it is called a bakin-= 
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Production 
Order 
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Production Order No. 

Date Product number Description 

Approved by: Deliver to: Begin date: Complete by: 

Quantity Labor type Start End 
Work center Operation completed description date Time date Time 

order) and its relationships with finished cookies, baking employees, baking supervisors, 
and the cookie batch event. The dua1ity table identifies which machine operations apply to 
which cookie batches. The production order table stores the event data that pertain to each 
production order, such ns the order date, the requested completion date, and who authorized 
it (supervisor). The finished cookies table stores the resource data that describe the finjshed 
goods the production order is committing to increase. Notice that this is the same finished 
cookie table that was described in relationship to the production run economic increment 
event. The reservation table stores the data needed to identi fy how many of each finished 
cookie type are going to be produced when the production order is fulfilled. 

We can see in this example that baking order PO I committed the company to produce 
40 frosted sugar cookies and called for Larry. Moe, and Curly to be the baking employees 
and for Ricky to be the supervisor for the job. Cookie batch WJI fulfilled baking order 
POI; tracing back to the tables in Exhibit 11- 6 reveals that WJI produced all40 frosted 
sugar cookies. We also can see that baking order P02 committed the company to produce 
44 snickerdoodles and called for fred and Ethel to be lhe baking employees and for Lucy 
to be the supervisor for the job. Cookie batch W 12 fulfilled baking order P02: tracing back 
to the tables in Exhibit 11-6 reveals that WJ2 produced 48 snickerdoodles, more than 
needed. Whether that is good or bad depends on the company policy. We might suspect that 
48 were produced because the recipe for the company (which we discuss later in the link
age relationships section) is designed to make multiples of 12, and the snickerdoodles are 
typically packaged by the dozen. 

Commitment to Economic Decrement Event: Materials Requisition 
Theoretically every economic decrement event should be related to a corresponding com
mitment for that decrement. The only commitment for an economic decrement in the ex
ample given is the raw material requisition event. Because the word requisition may bring 
to your mind a purchase requisition (an instigation event in the acquisition/payment 
process as described in Chapter 10), we must point out that a material requisition is not the 
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EXHIBIT 11-13 Relational Database Tables Encompassing Baking Order Event 

BakingOrder 

BakingOrderiD BakingOrderDateTime RequestedCompletion 

P01 7/14/2010 4:30:00 PM 7/15/2010 8:00:00 AM 
P02 7/14/2010 4:31:30 PM 7/15/2010 8:00:00 AM 
P03 7/1 5/2010 4:45:00 PM 7/16/2010 8:00:00 AM 
P04 7/ 15/2010 4:46:00 PM 7/16/2010 8:00:00 AM 
P05 7/1 5/2010 450:00 PM 7/16/2010 8:00:00 AM 

ReservationBakingOrderFinishedCookieType 

CookieiD BakingOrderiD QuantityReserved 

FSCS 
SN 

finishedCookieType 

POl 

P02 
40 

44 

SupervisoriD 

52 

51 
51 
Sl 
52 

CookieiD Description UnitsPerPackage ListPrice 

cc 
CCP 

FSCS 
M 
OR 

PB 
5C 

5N 

Chocolate chip plain 
Chocolate chip with pecans 

Frosted sugar cookies with candy sprinkles 

Molasses 

Oatmeal raisin 
Peanut butter 

Sugar cookies plain 

Snickerdoodles 

BakingSupervisor 

SupervisoriD 

51 

52 

SupervisorName 

Lucy 

Ricky 

SupervisorPhone 

1-1234 

1-4321 

ParticipationBakingEmployeeScheduledForBakingOrder 

EmployeeiD ProductionOrderiD 

PEl 

PE2 

PE3 
PE4 

PES 

Baking Employee 

EmployeeiD 

PEl 

PE2 

PE3 

PE4 

PES 

P02 

P02 
POl 

P01 

P01 

EmployeeName 

Fred 

Ethel 
Larry 

Moe 

Curly 

EmployeePhone 

1-6789 

1-9876 

1-7698 

1-6798 

1-8796 

12 $2.99 

12 $2.99 

10 $3.59 

12 $3.29 
12 $2.99 

12 $2.99 
12 $2.99 

12 $3.59 

SupervisoriD 

52 

52 
51 

51 

51 (Continued) 
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:: HIBIT 11- 13 (Concluded) 

CookieBatchFulfillsBakingOrder 

BatchiD BakingOrderiD 

E•:HIBIT 11- 14 
bterials 
~rquisition 

P01 
P02 

Materials Requisition No. 

Date 

Approved by 

MateriaiiD Description 

Production order number 

Deliver to 

Quantity Unit cost Total cost 

same thing as a purchase requisition. A materials requisition (sometimes called a raw ma
terials requisition) is a commitment event whereby the inventory clerk or warehouse su
pervisor commits to the production supervisor to transfer materials from the materials 
warehouse to the production floor. A materials requisition assumes the raw materials are 
available within the enterprise, and is reserving them for use. Tn contrast, warehouse per
sonnel initiate purchase requisitions to indicate the need to acquire the raw materials from 
an external source. Thus, if a materials requisition is initiated for which insufficient mate
rials arc on hand in the warehouse. this will likely trigger a purchase requisition and 
thereby instigate events in the acquisition/payment process. However. the raw materials 
requisition event occurs within the conversion cycle and the purchase requisition event oc
curs within the acquisition/payment cycle. Data captured regarding raw materials requisi
tions typically include the date/time of requisition and information about the resources and 
agents involved in the event. Each requisition is assigned a unique identifier. Requisition 
data are typically captured on a document or data entry screen called a materials requisi 
tion. See the material requisition form in Exhibit 11-14. 

The relational tables in Exhibit 11- 15 illustrate some of the data attributes that may be 
captured with respect to the matetials requisition event (in this example it is called an in
gredient requisition) and its relationships with ingredients, inventory clerks, baking super
visors, and the production order event. The executes or fulfillment relationship identifies 
which ingredient issuances fulfi ll which ingredient requisitions. The ingredient requisition 
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EXHIBIT 11- 15 Relational Database Tables Encompassing Ingredient Requisition Event 

lngredientRequisition 

RequisitioniD 

1002 
1003 

Requisition Date 

7/14/2010 4:35:00 PM 
7/14/2010 4:35:30 PM 

SupervisoriD 

52 
51 

Baking Supervisor 

SupervisoriD 

51 
52 

SupervisorName 

Lucy 

Ricky 

Su pervisorPhone 

1-1234 

1-4321 

ParticipationlnventoryClerklngredientRequisition 

JnventoryCierkiD lngredientRequisitioniD 

1(1 1002 
1(1 1003 

JC2 1002 

IC2 1003 

Inventory Clerk 

lnventoryCierkiD ClerkName Clerk Phone 

1(1 Ted 1-5678 
IC2 Alice 1-8765 

ReservationlngredientRequisitionlngredients 

BakingOrderiD 

POl 
P02 

lngredientiD lngredientRequisitioniD QuantityReserved Unit of Measure 

CN 
C5 

EG 
EG 
FL 

FL 

ILFS 
ILSN 

PK 
PK 
5H 
SH 
5L 

5L 
VN 

VN 
ws 
W5 

1003 0.5 cup 
1002 1 cup 
1002 4 each 
1003 4 each 
1002 8 cups 
1003 6 cups 
1002 4 each 
1003 4 each 
1002 4 each 
1003 4 each 
1002 2.67 cups 
1003 1.75 cups 
1002 2 teaspoons 
1003 1.75 teaspoons 
1002 4 teaspoons 
1003 2.75 teaspoons 
1002 6 cups 
1003 4.66 cups 

(Continued) 

table stores the event data that pertain to each ingredient requisition, such as the requis 
tion date, the requested completion date, and who authorized it (supervisor). The ingred;
ents table in Exhibit 11 - 15 is the same one shown in Exhibit 11-8; it stores the resour~ 
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'-' ~ BIT 11- 15 (Concluded) 

~gredientlssuanceFulfillslngredientRequisition 

gredientlssuanceiD lngredientRequisitioniD 

1003 ~238 

.:239 

.:..240 

..:.241 

..:242 
C1243 
4244 

- .4245 
- ... 246 

1003 
1002 
1002 
1002 
1002 
1003 
1002 
1003 

data that describe the ingredients that arc available for reservation by the ingredient requi
sition. The reservation relationship table depicts which ingredients the ingredient requi
sition is committing to decrease. 

We can see in Exhibit I 1- 15 that ingredient requisition 1002 reserves the ingredients 
needed for the 40 frosted sugar cookies per baking order PO 1, and requisition 1003 reserves 
the ingredients needed for the 44 snickerdoodles per baking order P02. We can see that the 
ingredient issuances fuLfilled the ingredient requisitions; a close examination reveals that 
more ingredients were issued for the snickerdoodles than were requisitioned. The issuance 
amounts were sufficient to make 48 cookies rather than 44 cookies. 

::.ustody Relationship 
Companies often give custody of materials (and possibly finished goods) to a set of inven
tory clerks to protect the goods from theft or other misappropriation. Exhibit 11-4 includes 
a custody relationship between raw materials and inventory clerk; however, the example 
shown in Exhibit 11 - 5 does not include any custody relationships. Custody relationships 
should only be included in a business process level REA model if there is a direct rela
tionship between raw materials or finished goods and an internal agent. That relationship 
must exist independently of their mutual participation in an event such that it would need 
to be tracked separately from the relationships that connect the resource and the agent to 
the common event. In other words, if all you need to know is which inventory clerk issued 
which raw materials in an issuance event, there is no need for a custody relationship-you 
can already determine that information from the stockflow relationship and the participa
tion relationship. However. if some types of materials are assigned to one set of inventory 
clerks for security and other types of materials are assigned to another set of inventory 
clerks, and you need to track which c lerks are responsible for a material, then you need a 
custody relationship. 

--ssociation (Responsibility) Relationship 
Association relationships exist when there is a need to track a direct relationship between 
two types of agents. As with custody, such a relationship must be independent of their mu
tual participation in a common event. Association relationships vary dependmg on the 
ty'Pes of agents that are being connected. Relationships bet.ween an mternal and an exter
nal agent (such as the salesperson to customer relationship m the revenue cycle) are called 
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EXHIBIT 11- 16 Relational Database Tables for Association (Responsibility) Relationship 

Baking Supervisor 

SupervisoriD SupervisorName Superviso rPhone 

51 Lucy 1-1234 

52 Ricky 1-4321 

Baking Emp loyee 

EmployeeiD 

PE1 

PE2 

PE3 
PE4 

PES 

EmployeeName Employee Phone SupervisoriD 

Fred 1-6789 52 

Ethel 1-9876 52 

Larry 1-7698 51 
Moe 1-6798 51 
Curly 1-8796 51 

assignment relationships. In the conversion cycle the most common association relation
ship is between two internal agents and represents the fact that one type of internal agent 
is in charge of or is responsible for, the other type of internal agent. Such an association 
is called a responsibility relationship. In Exhibit 11-5 a responsibility relationship is de
picted between the baking superYisors and the baking employees. Exhibit 11 - 16 illustrates 
the relational tables that include the responsibility relationship. In this case a foreign key 
of supervisor 10 is posted into the baking employee table to represent the relationship. 
These tables indicate that Lucy is responsible for Larry, Moe, and Curly, and that Ricky i:. 
responsible for Fred and Ethel. You may notice that for W Jl , Ricky supervised Larry, Moe. 
and Curly and for WJ2, Lucy supervised Fred and Ethel. This may seem disturbing to you 
given the association relationship; however, remember that the association relationship is 
independent of the agents' mutual participation in a cookie batch event. Ricky and Lucy 
can share information about the employees' performance; the responsibility relationship 
indicates that Lucy will officially evaluate Larry, Moe, and Curly and that Ricky will offi
cially evaluate Fred and Ethel. 

Reciprocal Relationship 
The reciprocal relationship in Exhibit 11-4 is the equivalent of duality only for the com
mitment events instead of for the economic events. The conunitment for an economic in
crement event must be accompanied by a commitment for an economic decrement event 
to reflect the inherent nature of give and take in business processes. Production orders (the 
commitment to the economic increment event) triggers the requisitioning of materials (the 
commitment to one of the economic decrement events). If commitments to the labor oper
ation and machine operations had been tracked, they would also be participants in there
ciprocal link. The reciprocal relationship represents a schedule of what is to be produced 
and what will need to be used and consumed in the production. In Exhibit 11- 5 a recipro
cal relationship is depicted between the ingredient requisition and the baking order events. 
Exhibit 11- 17 illustrates the relational tables that include the reciprocal relationship. ln 
this case a foreign key of baking order ID is posted into the ingredient requisition table to 
represent the relationship. These tables indicate that requisition 1002 is related to baking 
order PO 1 and requisition 1003 is related to baking order P02. 
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EXHIBIT 11- 17 Relational Database Tables for Reciprocal Relationship 

lngredientRequisition 

RequisitioniD 

1002 
1003 
1004 
1005 
1006 

BakingOrder 

BakingOrderiD 

P01 
P02 
P03 
P04 
P05 

EXHIBIT 11- 18 
Bill 
of Materials 

Requisition Date SupervisoriD BakingOrderiD 

7/14/2010 4:35:00 PM 52 P01 
7/14/2010 4:35:30 PM 51 P02 
7/1 5/2010 4:50:00 PM 51 P03 
7/15/2010 4:51:00 PM 51 P04 
7/15/2010 4:55:00 PM 52 P05 

BakingOrderDateTime RequestedCompletion SupervisorJD 

7/14/2010 4:30:00 PM 7/15/2010 8:00:00 AM 52 
7/14/2010 4:31:30 PM 7/15/201 0 8:00:00 AM 51 
7/15/2010 4:45:00 PM 7/ 16/2010 8:00:00 AM 51 
7/15/2010 4:46:00 PM 7/16/2010 8:00:00 AM 51 
7/ 15/2010 4:50:00 PM 7/16/2010 8:00:00 AM 52 

Bill of Materials 

Product ID Standard batch quantity 

Product description 

MateriaiiD Material description Quantity needed 

Linkage Relationships 
The linkage relationships in Exhibit 11-4 and in Exhibit 11-5 provide a means for identifYing 
the materials of which a finished good is composed and the types of labor needed to produce a 
finished good. Information about the linkage relationship between the materials and a finished 
good is often captured on a bill of materials. We show a bill of materials in Exhibit 11- 18. 

Information about the linkage relationship between labor types and finished goods is 
usually captured on an operations list. See an operations list document in Exhibit 11-19. 

The relational tables shown in Exhibit 11- 20 illustrate some of the attributes often 
stored with respect to the linkage relationships between raw materials and finished goods 
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EXHIBIT 11-19 
Operati ons 

List 

EXHIBIT 11- 20 

Operations List 

Product ID Standard batch quantity 

Description 

Standard time/unit 
Work center Labor type Description Setup Processin-; 

Relational Database Tables Encompassing the Linkage Relationships 

LinkagelngredientsNeededForFinishedCookies 

CookieTypeiD 

FSCS 

FSCS 

FSCS 

FSCS 

FSCS 

FSCS 

FSCS 

FSCS 

FSCS 

SN 

SN 

SN 

SN 

SN 

SN 

SN 

SN 

SN 

lngredient iD Quantit yNeeded UnitOf Measure CookieBatchSize 

cs 0.25 cup 10 
EG each 10 
FL 1.75 cups 10 
ILFS each 10 
PK 1 each 10 
SH 0.5 cup 10 
SL 0.5 teaspoon 10 
VN 0.75 teaspoon 10 
ws 1 cup 10 
CN 3 teaspoons 12 
EG each 12 
FL 1.5 cups 12 
ILSN each 12 
PK 1 each 12 
SH 0.67 cup 12 
SL 0.5 teaspoon 12 
VN 1 teaspoon 12 
ws 1.5 cups 12 (Continued) 

and between labor and finished goods. Such infonnation provides standards against wine 
actual commitments and production may be compared for variance analyses and perfc-
mance evaluations. The bills of materials and operations lists are typically used in the pla::.
ning stages of the conversion process for made-to-stock finished goods. These documer! 
are used to help in preparing the production order document that represents the COIIlilli 

ment to the economic increment event. 
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EXHIBIT 11- 20 (Continued) 

Ingredient 

lngredientiD Description UnitOfMeasure StandardCostPerUnitOfMeasure 

BS Brown sugar 50 lb bag $9.47 

BU Butter 10 lb box $3.98 
CM Chocolate morsels 10 lb bag $19.49 
CN Cinnamon 16 oz tin $3.29 
cs Candy sprinkles 1 lb tin $3.18 

EG Eggs, large AA grade 2 dozen carton $1 .29 

FL Flour, white sifted 100 lb bag $20.00 
ILFS Ingredient label-frosted sugar each $0.01 
ILSN Ingredient label-snickerdoodle each $0 01 
PB Peanut butter 10 lb jar $8.37 
PE Pecans 2 lb bag $5.32 
PK Plastic container each $0.12 

SH Shortening 10ibcan $1 2.10 
SL Salt, iodized 5 lb bag $1 .00 

VN Vanilla, pure 1 liter bottle $20.00 
WS White sugar so lb bag $10.00 

Finished Cookie Type 

CookieiD 

cc 
CCP 
FSCS 

M 
OR 

PB 

sc 
SN 

Description UnitsPerPackage ListPrice 

Chocolate chip plain 12 $2.99 
Chocolate chip wit h pecans 12 $2.99 
Frosted sugar cookies with candy sprinkles 10 $3.59 
Molasses 12 $3.29 
Oatmeal raisin 12 $2.99 

Peanut butter 12 $2.99 
Sugar cookies plain 12 $2.99 

Snickerdoodles 12 $3.59 (Continued) 

In the linkage I relationship table we can see the quantity of each ingredient needed to 
make a batch of20 fiosted sugar cookies and the quantity of each ingredient needed to make 
a batch of 24 snickerdoodles. The batch size used for the materials linkage relationship is 
an arbitrary choice depending on the needs of the enterprise. Some enterprises attempt to 
list the quantity needed to produce a single unit of the finished product. Such an approach 
would require us to divide each of the quantities in the linkage! table by 20 for the frosted 
sugar cookies and by 24 for the snickerdoodles. Keeping the measurement at such a fine 
level of detail may not always be p ractical or usefuL How do you divide an egg by 20 or 24? 
The linkage2 labor type relationship does not indicate a particular quantity of labor for each 
finished cookie type. However, such an attribute could be added as a standard to which ac
tual labor use could be compared. If a quantity (e.g., number of minutes) of each labor type 
is indicated, a batch size also would need to be included similar to that shown for the link-

agel relationship table. in l11is example it was determined that although you could double 
the quantity of materials needed for a batch size that was twice as big and get a valid mea
sure, you couldn't double the number of minutes for each labor type for a double-sized 
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EXHIBIT 11- 20 (Concluded) 

LaborType 

LaborTypeiD Description 

L 1 Mix dry ingredients 

L 1 0 Take cookie sheet out of oven 

L 11 Frost cookies 

L 12 Sprinkle cookies 

L 13 Package cookies 

L2 Mix moist ingredients 

L3 Combine dry and mo1st Ingredients 

L4 Add morsels to mixed dough 

L5 Add nuts to mixed dough 

L6 Form dough 1nto cookies 

L7 Put cookies onto cookie sheet 

LS Put cookie sheet into oven 

L9 Set cookie t imer 

linkagelaborNeededforfinishedCookieType 

CookieTypeiD 

FSCS 

FSCS 

FSCS 

FSCS 

FSCS 

FSCS 

FSCS 

FSCS 

FSCS 
FSCS 

FSCS 

SN 

SN 

SN 

SN 
SN 

SN 
SN 

SN 

LaborTypeiD 

L 1 

L10 

L 11 

L 12 
L13 

L2 

L3 
L6 
L7 
L8 

L9 

L 1 

L10 

L 13 

L2 
L3 
L7 
L8 

L9 

batch and get a meaningful number; therefore the attributes were not captured. In other 
words. if it takes 4 minutes to mix I he dry ingredients (1 cup of white sugar, IX cups of flour. 
and a~ teaspoon of salt) to make a batch of I 0 cookies, it will likely not take 16 minutes to 
mix the dry ingredients ( 4 cups of white sugar, 7 cups of flour, and 2 teaspoons of salt) to 
make a batch of 40 cookies. To help you make sense of the linkage relationships you can 
think ofthem as the two parts of a recipe. Recipes in a cookbook typically contain a list of 
the ingredients along with the quantities needed to make an identified quantity of a food 
dish. Recipes also include a list of steps needed to prepare the food dish. 
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FORMATION NEEDS AND MEASURES 
THE CONVERSION PROCESS 

The most common informatioi1 customers for the conversion process include top manage
ment, production personnel, accountants, and auditors. Typically no external information 
customers arc directly associated with the conversion process. Results of the conversion 
process are summarized indirectly in various line items on financial statements prepared 
by accountants and made available to the public. 

We next analyze each of the entities and relationships in the conversion process pattern 
to provide some ideas about the types of queries that satisfy information needs in the con
version process. The queries presented arc not a comprehensive set of queries as there arc 
simply too many potential queries to list them all; however, the set provided should guide 
you when creating similar types of queries. To describe example queries needed in the 
conversion process we use the database tables in Exhibits 11-6, 11-8, 11- 10, 11-11 , 
11- 13,11-15.11-16, ll- 17,and 11-20. 

~esource Queries in the Conversion Process 
The most common resources and resource types in the conversion process are raw materi
als inventory, labor type, machinery, and finished goods inventory. For each resource. users 
may need any of the following: 

• Detailed status information at one or more points in t ime for each resource instance. 

• Detailed status information at one or more points in time for only those resource in
stances meeting specified criteria. 

• Summarized status information at one or more points in time lor all resource instances. 

• Summarized status information at one or more points in time for only those resource in
stances meeting specified criteria. 

With regard to each of the above, users may need to know all characteristics of the in
stances in the answer set, or they may need only a subset of the characteristics. 

Raw materials and finished goods inventory may be tracked at the type level and/or may 
be specifically identified; therefore, queries may be needed at either of those levels of de
tail. Labor is typically tracked only at the type level. Machinery and other operating assets 
are usually specifically identified, but may also be tracked at the category level. For exam
ple, most enterprises assign an identification tag to each operating asset that has a cost 
value exceeding a certain threshold; however, they also keep track of the category to which 
the asset belongs (i.e., furniture, computer equipment, or office equipment). Since the raw 
materials and machinery resources in the conversion process are the same as those ac
quired in the acquisition/payment process and the finished goods resources in the conver
sion process is the same as th~ inventory resources in the revenue process, any query that 
focuses solely on a resource table w ill be very similar to the resource queries displayed in 
Exhibits 8-21 and 8-22 in Chapter 8, and in Exhibits 9- 19 and 9- 20 in Chapter 9. 

=..-ent Queries in the Conversion Process 
Users may need infonnation regarding events. The most common events in the conversion 
process are materia\s requisitions, materials issuances, labor operations, n1achinc operat\om., 
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production orders, and production runs. For each of these events, users may need any of :c-e 
following: 

• Detailed information about each event instance (i.e., what happened. when did it begi.::; 
and end, at which workstation did it occur). 

• Detailed information about each event instance that meets specified criteria (e.g. , spe
cific events that occurred during a specified time period or at a specified workstation 

• Summarized information for all instances of an event type for a specified time perioc 
(e.g. , total of the event instances during a specified time period). 

• Summarized information for only those instances of an event type for a specified time; 
period that meet specified criteria (e.g., average dollar value of the event instances for 
a specified location during a specified time period). 

Among many other possibilities, some information needs in the conversion process re
garding events are 

• Length of a specific production run (end time minus start time). 

• Average length of the production runs within a specified time period. 

• Total number of production runs that occurred at a specified plant or workstation or dur-
ing a specified time period. 

• Date and/or time an issuance of materials occurred. 

From the event tables in the cookie manufacturing example (IngredientRequisitiox:... 
BakingOrder, CookieBatch, Ingrcdientlssuance, LaborOperation, and MachineOperation 
some of the many specific queries that may be developed are 

• How long did it take to pmduce a specific batch of cooA-ies? Using the CookieBatch table 
calculate the difference between the start time and the completion time for a specified batch.. 

• Counl !he number of ingredienr issuances !hat were made to Workcenter E. Using th~ 
Ingredientissuance table, use the Count function to count the issuances for which the 
Location field is WorkcenterE. 

• When did the mosl recent ingredient requisition lake place? Using the IngredientReq
uisition table, use the Max function to identify the largest (most recent) date in the Req
uisition Date field. 

• Which baking orders are requested for completion on a particular day? Using the 
BakingOrder table, specify the desired day as a criterion by which to select the corre
sponding orders. 

• How many machine operations took longer than 14 minutes to complete? Using the Ma
chineOperation table, create an expression to calculate the difference in start and em!. 
times and then usc the expression as a criterion by which to select the corrcspondin~ 
machine operations. 

A caution before you try to do each of these example queries in Microsoft Access: The 
queries that involve calculations with date/time fields may not provide meaningful resulG 
because of the complexities of formatting the results; to make them meaningful involves use 
of Visual Basic code that is beyond the scope of most courses for which this textbook is ap
propriate. Therefore you may not want to try the queries that involve date/time calculatiol15. 
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Agent Queries in the Conversion Process 
Because the conversion process does not typically involve external agents, the agent 
queries center on various types of employees. The employees commonly involved in con
version processes are production supervisors, production workers, and inventory clerks. 
Queries may be needed to obtain any of the following: 

• Detailed status information at one or more points in time for each employee. 

• Detailed status information at one or more points in time for each employee who meets 
specified criteria. 

• Summarized status information at one or more points in time for all employees. 

• Summarized status information at one or more points in time for all employees who 
meet specified criteria. 

Because the agent tables m the cookie manufactming example (BakingSupervisor, 
BakingEmployee, and InvenloryCierk) only include employee IDs, names, and telephone 
numbers, not many queries can be constructed other than a list of employees and their tele
phone numbers. A complete database would typically include many other attributes of em
ployees that could provide useful information for decision makers. 

Relationship Queries 
Combining information from various resource, event, and agent tables in accordance with 
the relationships in which they participate can provide much richer data than single table 
queries. We next di~cuss queries based on the various types of relationships in the conver
sion process. 

Duality Relationship Queries in the Conversion Process 
As explained earlier, duality relationships in conversion processes represent transfonn a
tions rather than exchanges. Raw inputs are not exchanged for finished goods; rather they 
are converted into finished goods. The duality relationship connects raw material is
suances, machine operations, and labor operations that use up the inputs to the production 
runs that produce the finished goods. Information needs with respect to duality relation
ships in conversion processes include (among other possibilities): 

• Identification of labor operations related to one or more specified production runs. 

• Identification of machine operations related to one or more specified production runs. 

• Identification of raw material issuances related to one or more specified production 
runs. 

• Calculation of the time taken for a labor (or machine) operation as a percentage of a 
complete production run. 

• Count of the number of raw material issuances (or labor operations or machine opera
tions) related to a specified production run. 

For the cookie manufacturing example, duality queries could investigate 

• Which labor operations (or machine operations or ingredient issuances) related to batch 
WJ I and which related to batch WJ2? 

• How many ingredient issuances were associated with each cookie batch? 
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• How much of the total production time for batch WJI consisted of machine operations 
and how much of the time consisted of labor operations? 

As noted earlier, queries that calculate differences in date/time fields are very difficult to 
create successfully in Microsoft Access so we do not recommend you try the last query. 

Stockflow Relationship Queries in the Conversion Process 
Stockflow relationships in the conversion process represent the use or consumption of 
input resources by economic decrement events and the production of finished good re
sources by economic increment events. Therefore stockflow relationships commonly are 
used in queries to identifY the effect of economic events on resources or to identify the re
sources used up or produced by the economic events. Some common information needs 
that can be addressed by stockflow relationships in general are 

• What resources or resource types were increased or decreased by an economic event? 

• What quantity of a resource or resource type was increased or decreased by an eco
nomic event? 

• What dollar value of a resource or resource type was increased or decreased by an eco-
nomic event? 

• When did an event increase or decrease a specific resource or resource type? 

• Where did an event increase or decrease a specific resource or resource type? 

These information needs may be addressed at a detailed level or they may be aggregated 
for groups of events and/or resources/resource types. The information may be used in iso
lation or used as part of a trend analysis to project future events and their expected effects 
on resources or resource types. Within the conversion process, some common stockflow 
information needs (among many other possibilities) are 

• Which raw material types were decreased by a material issuance? 

• What quantity of each raw material inventory type was decreased by a material is-
suance? 

• What types of labor were used in a labor operation? 

• What equipment was used (and/or for how long) in a machine operation? 

• What finished goods were produced by a production run? 

• What quantity of each finished good was produced by a production run? 

• What is the standard unit cost of the raw materials used by a material issuance? 

In the cookie manufacturing example, questions such as the following could be answered 
via stockfiow relationship queries: 

• How long did it take to sprinkle the cookies in labor operation 28? Because this in
volves a date/time calculation, you should not attempt this in Microsoft Access. 

• How many frosted sugar cookies with candy sprinkles were produced on July 15, 2010, 
and in which batches? Join finished cookie type table to duality cookie batch-cookie 
type table using cookie type TD to determine which batches were for frosted sugar cook
ies with candy sprinkles. Join duality cookie batch-cookie type table to cookie batch 
table using batch ID, constrain date = 7/15/20 I 0 and sum the actual quantity produced. 
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What kind of cookies were produced in batch W.J 1? Join finished cookie type table to 
duality batch-cookie type table using cookie type ID. Enter criteria =WJ 1 in batch ID 
field and display the batch 10, cookie type 10, and cookie type description. 

• How many machine operations were nece.1·sw)' to make cookie batch WJJ? Join ma
chine operations table to DualityCookieBatchMachineOperation table; set criteria for 
batch TD- WJ I and count the machine operations ID field. 

Fulfillment Queries in the Conversion Process 
Fulfillment relationships in the conversion process represent associations between the pro
duction order and production run (the production run fulfills the production order) and be
tween the materials (or labor or equipment) requisition and the materials issuance (or labor 
or machine operation). Fulfillment relationsh.ip queries in the conversion process in gen
eral include: 

• Identification of unfilled commitment events (production orders for which production 
runs have not yet occurred, materials requisitions for which materials issuances have 
not yet occurred, and so on.) 

• Identification of filled commitment events (production orders for which production runs 
have occurred, or materials requisitions for which materials issuances have occurred). 

• Identification of economic events for which commim1ents were not made (production 
runs that were not ordered or material issuances that were not requisitioned). 

• Calculation of length of time between commitment events and economic events (the 
length of time between production order and production run or between material requi
sition and material issuance). 

• Identification of causes for economic events (which production order led to a produc
tion run or which material requisition led to a material issuance). 

• Identification of results of commitment events (which production run fulfilled a pro-
duction order or which material issuance fulfilled a material requisition). 

In the cookie manufacturing example, questions such as the following could be answered 
via fulfillment relationship queries: 

• Has baking order P04 been fulfilled? Join BakingOrder table to CookieBatch table 
with an outer join keeping all baking orders; include bakingorder TD from BakingOrder 
table and batch JD from CookieBatch table; set criteria to select baking order =P04. 

• Ha1•e any ingredient issuances occurred that ll'ere nut related to ingredient requisi
tions? Join Jngrcdicntlssuance table to IngredientissuanceFulfillslngredientRequisition 
table with an outer join keeping all ingredient issuances; include issuance ID from ln
gredientissuancc table and ingredient requi sition number from Ingredientlssuanceful
fills lngredientRcquisition table; set criteria to select null ingredient requisitions. 

What is tlze avemge length of time between baking orders and cookie batches for this 
company1 Because this .involves a date/time calculation, do not attempt this in Mi
crosoft Access. 

What baking order triggered cookie batch WJ2? Join CookieBatch table to Cook
ieBatchFulfillsBakingOrder table using cookie batch 10; include baking order ID; set 
criteria to select batch lD =WJ2. 
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Reservation Queries in the Conversion Process 
Reservation relationships in the conversion process represent associations between com
mitment events such as production orders and materials requisitions and the resources 
those events are committing to increase or decrease. Therefore reservation relationships 
are commonly used in queries to satisfy information needs as to the eventual effect of com
mitment events on resources or as to the resources involved in commitment events. Some 
common information needs in the conversion process arc 

• What finished good or finished good type is a production order agreeing to produce? 

• What quantity of a finished good or fin ished good type is a production order agreeing 
to produce? 

• What is the dollar value of the finished good or finished good type a production order 
is agreeing to produce? 

• When did a production order commit to produce a specific finished good or finished 
good type? 

• What material or material type is a materials requisition agreeing to usc up? 

• What quantity of each material type is a materials requisition agreeing to use up? 

What is the standard or actual unit cost for each material a materials requisition is 
agreeing to usc up? 

• When did a materials requisition commit to using up a material or material type? 

In the cookie manufacturing example, questions such as the following could be answered 
via reservation relationship queries: 

• What kind of cookies is baking orda P05 agreeing to produce and when are they 
scheduled to be produced'~ Join the ReservationBakingOrderFinishcdCookie table to 
the FinishedCookieType and to the BakingOrder tables to see that P05 is agreeing to 
produce molasses cookies by July 16. 20 I 0, at 8:00 A .. \1. 

• How many peanut butter cookies are scheduled to be produced on Ju~J! 16, 20 I 0, and 
which production order represents the agreement to produce them? Join Reservation
BakingOrdcrFinishedCookie table to the FinishedCookieType and to the BakingOrder 
tables to determine that P04 has scheduled 36 peanut butter cookies for production. 

• What are the descriptions of the ingredients scheduled to be used up by ingredient requi
sition 1002? Join Ingredients table to ReservationlngredientRequisitionlngredicnt. Enter 
criteria = 1002 in IngrcdientRequisitionlD field and display the ingredient description. 

Participation Queries in the Conversion Process 
Participation relationships in the conversion cycle typically represent the associations be
tween production orders, materials requisitions, material issuances, machine operations, 
labor operations, and production runs and the employees who authorize those events (typ
ically supervisors) and the employees who accomplish the events (typically production 
workers or inventory clerks). Therefore participation relationships are commonly used in 
queries to satisfy information needs to identify employees who participated in events or the 
events in which specified employees participated. Some common infonnation needs are 

• Which production supervisor authorized a machine operation? 

• By how many production orders has a production employee been scheduled to work? 
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• How long did a production employee take to perform a labor operation? 

• How many production orders have been authorized by a specific production supervisor? 

• Which inventory clerk accomplished a materials issuance? 

In the cookie manufacturing example, questions such as the following could be answered 
via participation relationship queries: 

What is the name of the supen;isor 1rho authorized machine operation M013? Join the 
MachincOperation table to the BakingSupervisor table; enter critetion =MO l3 in the 
MachineOperationlD field and display the supervisor name field. 

What are the names of the employees who were scheduled on baking order P02? Join 
the ParticipationBakingOrderBakingEmployee table to the BakingEmploycc table; 
enter criterion =P02 in the baking order lD field and display the employee name field . 

• What are the names and phone numbers o.fthe inventory clerks who processed ingredi
ent issuances RM14240- RMJ4245? Join the lngredientlssuance table to the lnvento
ryClerk table; enter criteria BETWEEN RM14240 and RMI4245 in the ingredient is
suance ID field and display the ClerkName and ClerkPhone fields. 

• How many production runs has LUC-J' supervised:; Join the CookieBatch table to the 
BakingSupervisor table; enter criterion =Lucy in the supervisor name field; enter ag
gregate function COUNT in the Batch!D field. 

Unkage Queries in the Conversion Process 
Linkage relationships in the conversion cycle typically represent the associations between 
finished goods and raw materials and also between finished goods and labor type. As de
scribed earlier, the information content within the linkage between finished goods and raw 
materials is often captured by enterprises on bi ll of materials documents, and the infor
mation content within the linkage between finished goods and labor types is often captured 
on operations list documents. Therefore queries encompassing the linkage relationships 
ask the same kind of questions that could be answered from one of those documents. Some 
examples are 

• What raw materials are needed to produce a finished good or finished good type? 

• What quantity of each raw material is needed to produce a finished good or finished 
good type? 

• Which finished goods contain a specified raw material or a specified labor type? 

• What labor types arc needed to produce a finished good or finished good type? 

In the cookie manufacturing example, questions such as the following could be answered 
via linkage relationship queries: 

• How much vv·hite sugar is needed to make a batch of snickerdoodles? Join the Fin
ishedCookieType, Ingredients, and Linkage tables; enter criteria =Snickerdoodles in the 
finished cookie type description field and =white sugar in the ingredient description 
field; display the quantity needed and unit of measure fields. 

• Which finished cookie types contain brown sugar? Join the FinishedCookieType, In
gredients, and LinkageTngredientsTnCookieType tables; enter criterion =brown sugar in 
the ingredient description field; display the finished cookie type description field. 
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• Which jini:yhed cookie types require the labor type frost cookies? Join the Fin•· 
CookieType, LaborTypc, and LinkageLaborTypeNeededForFinishedCookieType 
enter criterion =Frost cookies in labor type description field; display the finished c 
type description field. 

CONCLUDING COMMENTS 

This chapter presented an overview of the activities in the conversion process and diSC\15.;!'

the extended REA pattern as it applies to this process. Whether enterprises produce cer __ 
video games, furniture, or some other resource, the REA pattern for the necessary corr-;o
nents of their conversion processes will be similar to each other. Designing an inform:! 
system that supports the complexities and intricacies of a conversion process require· 
careful analysis and a detailed understanding of the objectives of the process. Tradition.. _ 
organizations have generated multiple systems to support the conversion process. In :_ 
organizations often develop financial accounting systems and a variety of sepr 
cost/managerial accounting systems. By using the REA ontology to design an integrated~ 
terprise information system, organizations can derive financial statement information ...=
other infonnation needed to support a variety of programs (including activity-based oo -
ing, quality management, just-in-time inventories, and material requirements planning 

Key Terms and Concepts 

Bill of materials, 367 
Consume stockfiow, 359 
Conversion process, 345 
Duality relationship, 348 
Economic decrement 
event, 348 
Economic increment 
event, 347 
Equipment, 349 
Finished goods, 345 
Fulfillment 
relationship, 363 
Job time ticket, 355 
Labor operation, 349 

Review Questions 

Labor type, 355 
Linkage relationship, 361 
Machine operation, 349 
Move ticket, 353 
Operations list, 367 
Participation 
relationship, 348 
Production employee. 350 
Production order 
document, 360 
Production order 
event, 360 
Production run, 347 
Production supervisor, 363 

Raw material issuance. 3 -_· 
Raw materials. 349 
Raw materials 
requisition, 363 
Reciprocal 
relationship. 366 
Reservation 
relationship, 365 
Transfer duality 
relationship, 349 
Transformation duality 
relationship, 349 
Use stockflow 
relationship, 351 

LOt Rl. What is the difference between a materials requisition and a purchase requisition? 

LOl, 1.02 R1. What is the primary objective of the conversion process? 

LOJ R3. How is the conversion process related to the financing process, the human resource 
process, the acquisition/payment process, and the sales/collection process? 
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L01 R4. Identify the resources and agents associated with each of the following events in the 
conversion process: 
a. Materials requisition (commitment to decrement) 
b. Materials issuance (economic decrement) 
c. Labor operation (economic decrement) 
d. Machine operation (economic decrement) 
e. Production order (commitment to increment) 
f. Production run (economic increment) 

t os R5. Describe the information needed by each of the following in performing their role in 
the conversion process: 
a. Management 
b. Payroll 
c. Accounting 
d. Personnel 

L06 R6. On which relationship in the conversion process would you base a query to calculate 
the time taken for a machine operation as a percentage of a complete production run? 

L06 R7. What entities and/or relationships should you consider when creating a query to iden
tify the quantity of each ingredient that was decreased by an ingredient issuance? 

Multiple Choice Questions 

w 1, LOJ MCl. Which document typically represents the same phenomena as the linkage relation
ship between raw materials and finished goods? 
A. Operations list 
B. Job time ticket 
C. Bill of materials 
D. Move ticket 

1..01 MC2. The conversion process represents the point of contact between the enterprise and 
which set of external business partners? 

A. Investors and creditors 
B. Suppliers 
C. Customers 
D. None- it is primarily an internal transaction cycle 

1..03 MC3. The resource typically made available by the conversion process to the sales/col
lection process in a typical enterprise value chain is 

A. Raw materials inventory 
B. Finished goods inventory 
C. Employee labor 
D. Cash 

1..03 MC4. Which of the following pai.rs of entities is typically found in a stockflow relation
ship in the conversion process? 

A. Machine operation and machine 
B. Materials requisition and materials 
C. Materials requisition and production supervisor 
D. Production run and production order 
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LOJ MC5. Which of the following events reflects the commitment of the enterprise to prod~::-= 
one or more finished goods at a future point in time? 
A. Materials requisition 
B. Materials issuance 
C. Production run 
D. Production order 

Discussion Questions 
L03 D I. How is the business process level pattern for the conversion cycle similar to the bus

ness process pattern for the revenue cycle? How are the two patterns different? 

L03 D2. Explain the most likely points of integration between the acquisition/payment c;.:: ~ 
and the conversion cycle business process level models. 

wz D3. Respond whether you agree or disagree with the following statement and explain \\~ 
"The conversion cycle business process level model for a company that crochets ba::. 
clothes would look very different from the conversion cycle business process Je- ~ 
model for an automobile manufacturer, because obviously the steps and acti\ lt ~ 
needed to produce baby clothes are very different from the steps and activities nee~
to produce automobiles." 

L03 D4. Respond whether you agree or disagree with the following statement and explain ".:::: 
"We can't use the REA pattern to model the business process level for the conver.,;; -
cycle because it doesn 't involve any exchanges with external agents." 

L03 D5. Why are labor operations and labor types often tracked in the conversion process h _ · 

usually not tracked in the revenue process? 

wz D6. How will the relational database table design differ for a company whose producu_-:
run involves 10 distinct steps versus a company whose production run involves j: 
distinct steps? 

L06 D7. Consider the database tables in Exhibit 11-15. Describe the necessary procedure:;· 
construct one or more queries to determine what quantity (and unit of measure 
each ingredient Lucy requisitioned. 

Applied Learning 

104 A 1. Marvelous Industries (MI) is a company that creates specialty plaques to conun=
oratc marvelous occasions such as the Olympic games, bicentennial celebratio 
and victorious athletic teams' seasons. Most of its business centers on victorious ::.·-
letic teams' seasons at all levels, from professional and college all the way down · 
preschool. Some of the plaques it creates are requested by customers and are tailo••
to customer specifications (especially the smaller quantities needed for presch.:
througb high school teams or occasions); most plaques are made to stock specif.:_
tions and apply to collegiate and professional sports. For example, MI created ,; __ 
cialty plaques to commemorate the Florida State University's 1999 football natio
championship. One plaque featured an image of Peter Warrick reaching to grn.:- ~ 
pass in the end zone that was a key touchdown in the championship game. A no:...::
plaque featured an image of Coach Bobby Bowden raising the championship tro:- _ 
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in triumph and also included the team schedule and score summary. There were sev
eral other styles that included images in various themes such as team in action, star 
players, posed team, and coach in action. 

When Ml began doing business, the controller determined through various analy
ses that it was cost beneficial to purchase all of the raw materia Is rather than to man
ufacture them in-house. The raw materials M I starts with include unfinished, un
stained plaques in various sizes and shapes, stain, paint, matting and mounting 
material, prints (images), and finishing varnish. The plaques, stain, paint, mat
ting/mounting materials, and finishing varnish are purchased from wholesalers. Be
cause the nature of the various kinds of raw materials is quite different (thus result
ing in different attributes) and they are used in different parts of the production 
process, Ml has chosen to keep each of these categories as different entities. Prints 
(images) are purchased from various photographers and other sources (or sometimes 
provided by the customer for customized orders). We omit the design layout process 
and associated costs in this case for s implicity sake. 

MI's manufachtring process has three phases; one production order prepared by a 
production supervisor initiates and authorizes activities for all three phases. Each 
phase is primarily manual; although hand tools are used, their cost is so immaterial that 
their consumption is not tracked. Also, Ml wants to track what type oflabor is involved 
for each work in progress job (e.g., stain plaque, paint plaque, cut matting material, 
mount print, and so on), but does not want to track individual labor operations. In 
phase one, a plaque preparation supervisor requisitions unfinished plaques from the 
warehouse to be used in a staining or painting job. An inventory clerk processes the 
requisition and issues the plaques to the staining or painting job where they are re
ceived by the preparation supervisor. The preparation supervisor also requisitions stain 
and/or paint and these requisitions are processed in the same manner as the unfinished 
plaque requisitions. The plaques are stained or painted a color appropriate to the theme 
created in that particular job. Each job consists of the production of multiple copies of 
the same plaque design. Usually the stain or paint for an athletic team is one of the 
team colors. For Florida State's championship season many of the plaques were stained 
with the color garnet; others were painted gold. A preparation supervisor issues the 
prepared plaques to an assembly supervisor, who receives them into an assembly job. 
An assembly supervisor requisitions images and any matting and mounting materials 
needed for the plaque style from the warehouse. An inventory clerk processes the req
uisition and issues the requested materials to the assembly job where they are received 
by the assembly supervisor. Assembly production employees complete the assembly 
job and upon completion an assembly supervisor issues the assembled plaques to a fin
ishing supervisor who receives them into a finishing job. A finishing supervisor requi
sitions finishing varnish to be used in the finishing job. An inventory clerk processes 
the requisition and issues the finishing varnish to the finishing job where it is received 
by the finishing supervisor. Finishing production employees complete the finishing job, 
after which the finished plaques are transferred to the sales warehouse. 

Required 
1. Create a partial value chain that illustrates each of the three phases of the conversion 

process as if they are separate cycles (i.e., include a separate circle with duality-linked 
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events in it for each phase and illustrate all resource inputs and outputs). For resourrc 
that come from or go to other processes (such as acquisition and sales cycles) dra\\ _ 
arrow in the appropriate direction, label it with the resource name, and note wh .. 
cycle is its source or destination. 

2. Create a business process level REA diagram in entity-relationship format for · _ 
preparation phase. Please be sure to label all entities and all relationships, and as~ '= 
attributes to the entities and relationships from the following list. 

3. Create a business process level REA diagram in entity-relationship fo1mat for the fu:
ishing phase. Please be sure to label all entities and all relationships, and assign atT"""
butes to the entities and relationships from the following list. 

The following attributes need to be accounted for in your solution 

Assembled plaque ID (AP-ID) 
Assembled plaque issuance lD (AP-lss-ID) 
Assembly job number (Assmb-Job#) 
Color of a prepared plaque (Pp-color) 
Color of stain or paint (Color) 
Date of materials requisition (Date-Req) 
Date production order was prepared (PO-Date) 
Date/time stamp an assembly job is completed 
(Comp-AJ) 
Date/time stamp an assembly job is started (AJ
Start) 
Date/time stamp a finishing job is completed 
(Comp-FJ) 
Date/time stamp a fin ishing job is started (FJ
Start) 
Date/tin1e stamp a preparation job is completed 
(PJ-Comp) 
Date/time stamp a preparation job is started (Start
PJ) 
Date/time stamp for issuance of assembled plaques 
to a finishing job (AP-Iss-Time) 
Date/time stamp for issuance of finishing vamish 
to a finishing job (FV-Iss-Time) 
Date/time stamp for issuance of matting/mounting 
materials to an assembly job (MM-Iss-Time) 
Date/time stamp for issuance of unfinished plaques 
to a preparation job (UP-Iss-Time) 
Date/time stamp for issuance of images to an as
sembly job (1m-Iss-Time) 
Date/time stamp of prepared plaque issuance (Time
PP-Iss) 
Date/time stamp of stain/paint issuance (Time
SP-lss) 

Description of an assembled plaque (Ap-desc) 
Description of a finished plaque (Fp-desc) 
Description of a labor type (LT-Desc) 
Description of matting/mounting material (\1\1-
Dcsc) 
Finished plaque ID (FP-ID) 
Finishing job number (Fin-Job#) 
Finishing varnish ID (FV-ID) 
Finishing varnish issuance lD (FV-Iss-JD) 
Image ID (lmag-lD) 
Image issuance ID (lm-Iss-JD) 
Inventory clerk ID (IC-ID) 
Labor type ID (LT-ID) 
Luster of finishing varnish (FV-Lustcr) 
Materials requisition ID (Req-JD) 
Matting/Mounting material ill (MM-ID) 
Matting/mounting material issuance ill (MM-Iss-ID 
Name of inventory clerk (name-ic) 
Name of production employee (PE-name) 
Name of supervisor (name-super) 
Preparation job number (Prep-Job#) 
Prepared plaque ID (PP-10) 
Prepared plaque issuance lD (PP-lss-ID) 
Production employee ID (PE-ID) 
Production order ID (Prod-Ord-10) 
Quantity of assembled plaques used in a fini 
job (Qty-used-ap) 
Quantity of each unfinished plaque type requ~~-. 
on a requisition (UP-Qty-Req) 
Quantity of each stain/paint type requested ~ 
requisition (SP-Qty-Req) 
Quantity of each matting/mounting materia: ~ 
requested on a requisition (Qty-Req-MM) 



Quantity of finishing varnish type used in a finish
ng job (FV-qty-uscd) 

Quantity of matting/mounting material type used in 
1n assembly job (MM-qty-used) 
Quantity of prepared plaques used in an assembly 
ob (Qty-used-pp) 

Quantity of stain/paint used in a preparation job 
f Qty-used-sp) 
Quantity of unfinished plaques used in a prepara
uonjob (Qty-used-up) 
Requested completion date for a job on a produc
non order (Due-Date-PO) 
Shape of a prepared plaque (Pp-shape) 
Shape of an unfinished plaque (Shape-up) 
Size of an image (1m-Size) 
Sue of a prepared plaque (Size-pp) 
Size of an unfinished plaque (Size-up) 
Srain or paint ID (SP-TD) 

Answers to Multiple Choice Questions 
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Stain/paint issuance lD (SP-lss-ID) 
Standard cost of a matting/mounting material (Std
Cost-MM) 
Standard cost of an unfinished plaque (Std-Cost
up) 
Standard cost per gallon for finishing varnish (Std
Cost-FV) 
Standard cost per gallon for stain or paint (Std
Cost-SP) 
Suggested retail price for a finished plaque (SRP) 
Supervisor TD (Super-ID) 
Theme for an image (e.g .. team in action, posed 
team) (Theme) 
Type of wood from which an unfinished plaque is 
made (Wood-type) 
Unfinished plaque lD (UP-ill) 
Unfinished plaque issuance lD (UP-Iss-ID) 

MC1. C; MC2. D; MC3. B; MC4. A; MC5. D. 



The Human Resource 
Business Process 
LEARNING OBJEGIVES 

The objectives of this chapter are to introduce the human resource business process, 
to discuss the REA ontology representation of human resource processes, and to 
describe some of the typical information needs in the human resource business 
process. After studying this chapter you should be able to: 

1. Identify the activities and documents common to most human resource business 
processes 

2. Explain the various components of the REA ontology in the human resource 
process 

3. Create a REA business process level model for an enterprise's human resource 
process 

4. Identify common information needs that exist w ithin the human resource process 

5. Create database queries to retrieve human resource process information from a 
relational database 

UMAN RESOURCE BUSINESS PROCESS IN AN ENTERPRISE 
VALUE SYSTEM 

The hw11an resource process (also called the payroll cycle) encompasses all of the activi
ties needed to acquire and pay for employee labor. Although the specific workflow activi
ties differ in various enterprises' human resource processes, we discuss the pattern for the 
information system's base objects that has been identified as common to most payroll cy
cles. Activities in the human resource process include hiring. training, evaluating, termi
nating, and paying employees for their labor, knowledge, and skills. Often these activities 
are separated into two subprocesses: personnel and payroll. The personnel function hires, 
trains, evaluates, and terminates employees. The payroll function disburses payments to 
employees. In this chapter, we use the terms human resource process and payroll cycle as 
synonyms, so please don't confuse payroll cycle with the payroll function that is a subset 
of the cycle as a whole. 

385 
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EXHIBIT 12- 1 
Human 
Resource 
Process in the 
Enterpdse 
Value System 

The human resource process is in essence a special case of the acquisitio!L p~ 

cycle. The personnel function acquires and maintains employee labor and the payroll .
tion pays for employee labor. Because the acquisition of and payment for goods an-. 
side services often results in different information needs than the acquisition of and -
ment for labor, both with respect to the types of resources acquired and the types of a_;;: 
from whom they are acquired, the payroll cycle is usual ly kept separate from the acq-~ 
tion/payment cycle. 

As you analyze and model a business process, you must clearly understand its punc:.::: 
and objectives. You must realize how the business process fits into the value systew -
enterprise value chain. At the value system level, the human resource process is the ,...,.__ 
of contact between the enterprise and its employees. At this point of contact, the em~ 
ees are external business partners to the enterprise; in other words they are engagir.; 
arm's-length exchanges. Whereas in other business processes we have considered emr 
ees as internal agents, in the human resource process the only employees we conside:- _ 
internal agents are those whose job functions involve processing payroll (and notice -
those employees are also members of the external agent employee entity set with res~ 
to their own provision of labor to the enterprise). 

At arm's length, the enterprise gives cash to the employees in exchange for the ~ -
ployees' labor as highlighted in Exhibit 12-1 . Actually, along with their labor (descn~ 
as time worked at a particu lar wage rate), the employees also provide knowledge and s 
to the enterprise. However, the enterprise usually does not end up owning the emplo~-a 
knowledge and skills so we must assume measurements of the knowledge and skills _ 
encompassed in the wage rate and time worked. Today many enterprises are attemptin; 
develop techniques for owning employees' skills and knowledge so that those can be ~:-

arated to some extent from the simple time-worked construct. To accomplish this, en•~ ·
priscs are creating know ledge bases and artificial intelligence based decision support s: 
terns in which to store the knowledge and procedural decision-making processes of 
most valuable knowledge-intensive employees. Although significant progress has be-~ 

made in the area of knowledge bases and decision support systems, most information :: ,._ 
terns still can measure labor acquisition only as time worked. 

The value chain reveals interfaces between the payroll process and other bus1~ 
processes. fn Exhibit 12- 2 we illustrate the typical value chain interfaces. 

Investors and 
creditors 

Suppliers 
(vendors) 

Employees 

Goods, 
services 

Cash 

Customers 
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EXHIBIT 12-2 Partial Value Chain 
Human 
Resource 
Process in the 
\'aJue Chain 

Notice that the solid arrows of Exhibit 12- 2 only depict the human resource process 
making labor available to the conversion process. In many companies the conversion cycle 
is the only process wherein the use of labor is tracked at a specific enough level to justify 
including it at the value chain level. lf we specifically track labor use in another business 
process we would similarly show labor as an output of payroll and as an input to the other 
process. The dashed arrow illustrates the value chain depiction of labor made available to 
the revenue proce~s in which the specific use of that labor is included as an economic 
decrement event. A similar depiction would be used for labor that is specifically tracked 
in the acquisition/payment and/or financing processes. 

The primary objective of the human resource process is to provide the human labor and 
expertise the enterprise needs to function efficiently and effectively. Because employees' 
labor is a valuable asset for many enterprises, it is important to model its acquisition and 
payment as correctly and completely as possible in a cost effective manner. We begin our 
business process level discussion of the payroll cycle by reviewing some of its more com
mon events. Two important reminders before we begin the discussion: Because we discuss 
the activities in a sequential fashion, it may seem that the human resource process is lin
car. That is not necessarily true. Increasingly, business processes and the activities that 
comprise those processes are dynamic, rather than linear and static. Also, remember that 
the activities in this process are linked to and sometimes overlap activities in other 
processes. We are concentrating on one proce sat a time to simplify our analysis. 

HUMAN RESOURCE BUSINESS PROCESS LEVEL REA MODELS 

Recall that the extended REA ontology described in Chapter 4 and illustrated in Exhibit 
12- 3 identifies the pattern underlying each transaction cycle. which consists of instigation 
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EXHIBIT 12-3 Payroll Cycle Extended REA Ontology Database Design Pattern 

Labor 

,,,---.... , 
, Reser- ', 

'',vation2,,,- ------ - --·- -- - -- - -
.... (" ,-------- - ------------

Internal 
agent 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Labor 
type 

Internal 
agent 

: ,, ....... .._ 
I_...."" Fulfill- '..,__ 

',~ent;,' -- .... .. , 
Cash 
resource 

Internal 
agent 

Employee 

Nuh!' I: This diagrnm doc~ not attempt to ddTcrentiatc intcmal agents for the ditTcrent events: for ... omc entt•rprisc" one category of employee may paniciparc in all 
these t:\ ents: for olhe~ there may be :-.e,·ernl different categoric~ of \!mployec.: invoh c:J. For mo~t enterprises. labor requisitions. labor !iChcdules. aruJ labor 
aeqliiSHions are the responsibility of department supcrYi-.ors and cash disbur-.~mcnh for labor are the re~pon~ibility of pa)roll clerks. 
Notc2· RL~n-ation2 a.nd fultillment3 are shown\\ 1th da-.hcd lines to indicnt(' that they ot\~n ar~· t:xclud~.;d from the model b~cau!>c the cx.pcndinJrc-gcncnlting 
n-ctivity (i.e., the economic increment event) is often a more rcltable ta)h flO\\ bud~t:l factor than is the muwal commitment event. 
Not~ J: Th~! generalization rdationship indicated with the arrow bct\\'ccn intcrniil agent and employee indicates tht: internal agent:-. arc a subset of the employee 
t:ntity. 
Nute 4: The diagonal slash in th~ bott()m right corner of an t:ntity ind ic;th::s the entity is a copy of an entity that was already used elscwhc:rt: on the diagram. It i:-. 
used to help a\·oid cro~ing too many lml·s and thereby creating confus:ion in 3n cnttty-relation~hip diagrJm). 

events, mutual commitment events, economic exchange events, resources, agents, types, 
and various relationships such as stockftow, duality, fulfillment, reservation, proposition, 
and participation. In this section we describe the extended REA ontology components spe
cific to the human resource business process. 

We remind you that instigation events and the relationships in which they participate 
(such as proposition) are not part of the published REA ontology. We have added them to 
the business process level models in this text as a convenient means of fleshing out the 
complete story of each business process: A proposal is made in the instigation event. The 
proposal is acted upon and a mutual agreement is reached in the commitment event. 
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The mutual commitment is fulfilled by the economic events that comprise the exchange of 
resources. These base objects exist in every cycle for every enterprise; however, it may not 
be cost effective to measure and store the details of all these phases. 

The REA pattern aids in analyzing business processes and events by highlighting the 
tt·hat (the resources involved in the event) and the who (the internal and external agents) of 
each event. otice that the where and the when often are stored as attributes of each event. 
The events, agents, and resources involved in the human resource process vary somewhat 
from enterprise to enterprise. The general pattern discussed in this chapter can be adapted 
easily and applied to meet the exact requirements of any enterprise (e.g., nonprofit or gov
ernmental agencies. wholesalers, retai lers, service providers, or manufacturers). 

Human capital is the resow·ce acquired in the human resource process. Human capital is 
made up of the work employees perform and the knowledge and skills employees use in 
performing that work. Because human capital is mostly intangible, it is very difficult to 
measure. Ownership is also d ifficult to establish, as discussed earlier in this chapter. If we 
could resolve the ownership and measurement issues, then \.Ve would directly represent the 
human capital resource as an entity in an enterprise's business process level model.lnstead, 
we typically substitute an entity called labor type. The labor type resource entity serves 
as an inventory of the kinds of labor an enterprise may need to acquire and use in its op
erations. The attributes typically captured to represent labor types include an identifier, a 
description, and a standard (budgeted) hourly wage rate for that type of labor. 

Cash is the resource given in exchange for labor. Cash in the payroll cycle is typically rep
resented by the cash accounts from which paychecks arc written. Paychecks usually are writ
ten from either a regular checking account or an imprest checking account. An imprest 
checking account normally maintains a zero balance. For example, when the amount of cash 
disbursements needed for a payroll period is detem1ined, a company that uses an imprest 
checking account transfers the total amount of the paychecks from one of its regular check
ing accounts to its imprest account. Paychecks to each specific employee are drawn on the 
imprest checking account. As time passes, if the imprest account balance is positive, that in
dicates employees are not all cashing their paychecks. If the imprest account balance be
comes negative, a mistake likely occurred. Either situation warrants investigation. Attributes 
typically captured to represent the set of cash accounts include an identifier, type, descrip
tion, and location of each account. If financial institutions such as banks or credit unions 
maintain most of the cash accounts, then the account numbers assigned by the financial in
stitutions also need to be captured. Cash account balance is an example of a volatile deriv
able attribute for which a stored query may be created and reused for quick retrieval. 

nstigation Events-Need Identification and Request for Labor 
Supervisors determine the need for labor by monitoring enterprise growth (or lack 
thereof), production plans, sales forecasts, employee turnover, and other trends and pro
jections. Identification of a need for labor often is labeled as a labor requisition event as 
shown in Exhibit 12-3. Labor requests occur on an ongoing basis as part of nom1al oper
ations and involve identification of the number of hours (or some similar basis) existing 
employees are needed to provide specifi c types of labor. The labor requisition event is ful
filled by the scheduling of one or more employees to provide that labor. 
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EXHIBIT 12-4 Document for Labor Requisition Event: Staffing Plan 

Your Source Company 
Staffing Plan _ _ 7_ 

For Period April 1, 201 0- April 7, 2010 

Date Plan Approved 2/24/2010 Approved by ES 

Quantity of Labor Needed (in hours) 

Labor type 4/1 4/2 4/3 4/4 4/5 4/6 4/7 Total Std Wage Rate Ext. Amount 

CT2 Cashier duties 16 16 16 16 16 0 0 80 $10.00 $800.00 

US3 Cleaning/janitorial 8 8 8 8 8 12 0 52 $6.00 $312.00 

AP1 Sales tax preparation 12 12 12 12 12 0 0 60 $15.00 $900.00 

CT1 Data entry 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 84 $9.00 $756.00 

Totals 48 48 48 48 48 24 12 276 $2,768.00 

List IDs and names of any requested employees here, as well as tor what type of labor 

E23 James Worthwhile for tax 12re12aration 

Agents involved in instigation events in the payroll cycle usually arc dcparunent super
visors (internal agents who authorize the requisition) and employees (external agents 
whose skills and knowledge are the subject of the request). As noted earlier, because labor 
is intangible usually it is measmed via categories and is specified as a labor type. Attributes 
of labor requisitions that typically should be captured include the date and time of the req
uisition. The requisition event data should be linked to data regarding the related supervi
sor, requested employees (if any are specified), and the type of labor requested. Docu
mentation of need identification for labor may vary widely. Although theoretically we 
could expect to see a labor requisition form that looks much like a purchase requisition 
form as shown in the acquisition/payment cycle chapter, not many enterprises use such 
forms for routine labor need identification. Indeed, most need for labor is identified by de
partment supervisors who themselves also approve the request based on their own depart
ment's budget. The most commonly used fonn of documentation on which a department 
supervisor may communicate the department's need for labor for a specified time period is 
a staffing plan that has identified the types and quantities of labor needed but has not as
signed specific employees to the schedule. Exhibit 12-4 illustrates such a plan. 

The set of relational tables illustrated in Exhibit J 2-5 correspond to Exhibit !2-3's 
entity-relationship representation of the labor requisition event, the relationships in which 
it participates (proposition, fulfillment I , participation], and participation2), and the re
lated entities (labor type, labor schedule, department supervisor, and employee). Alterna
tive tables could be derived depending on the relationship cardinalities. Data from the form 
in Exhibit 12-4 have been entered into the database tables; however, some of these data 
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EXHIBIT 12- 5 Relational Tables Encompassing Labor· Requisition Event (partial data) 

laborRequisition (Instigation) Event 

laborReqiD Date 
Maximum Budget 

for Request 
Total Estimated 
Budget Request 

Labor Request 
Period 

LR7 2/24/2010 $3,000.00 $2,768.00 4/1/2010-4n/2010 

Proposition Relationship 

LaborReqiD laborTypeiD Hours Needed Estimated Hourly Wage 

LR7 CT2 80 $10.00 
LR7 US3 52 $6.00 

LR7 AP1 60 $1 5.00 
LR7 CT1 84 $9.00 

ParticipationlaborRequisitionEmployee (Partidpation1) Relationship 

laborReqiD 

LR7 

Requested EmployeeiD 

E23 

DepartmentSupervisor (Internal Agent) 

SuperiD 

E5 

Authorized Spending limit 

$425,000 

Employee (External Agent) 

EmpiD Name Address Telephone 

E5 Patrick Wellesley 53125 Fenton Dr. 555-1112 

E15 Donna Davis 149 Rovetta Dr. 555-9932 

E16 Nancy Hardaway 271 Rovetta Dr. 555-2 117 

E17 Joe Thompson 535 Olson St. 555-2277 

E18 Freda Matthews 3214 Deerlake St. 555-1222 

E19 John Matthew.. 3214 Deerlake St. 555-1222 

E20 Paula Cosgrove 5006 Jazz Ct. 555-5200 

E21 Rob Fordham 4444 Zephyr Ln. 555-4545 

~22 Francis Johnson 1261 Mason Dr. 555-0129 

£23 James Worthwhile 5432 Wadsworth Ln 555-7777 

:36 Diane Bowersox 9115 Wolfgang Ct 555-7244 

LaborType (Resource Type) 

DateOfBirth Rating 

March 4, 1958 Excellent 
Feb. 3, 1954 Superior 
June 11, 1956 Excellent 

Apr. 24, 1947 Excellent 

Aug. 6, 1940 Good 

Oct. 14, 1940 Good 
Apr. 18, 1958 Excellent 
June 4, 1975 Excellent 

May 5, 1980 Good 
Apr. 14, 1964 Superior 

Sept 15, 1963 Superior 

Item 10 Description Standard Hourly Wage 

CT2 Cashier duties $10.00 

US3 Clean sales showroom and stockroom $6.00 

.l.P1 Prepare quarterly sales tax return $15.00 

CT1 Enter data for sales transactions $9.00 

LaborSchedule (Mutual Commitment) Event 

labor Date Schedule Total 
ScheduleiD Approved Begin Date End Date Dollar Amt 

Position 

Supervisor 

Cash1er 
Cashier 

Custodian 

Custodian 

Custodian 

Data Entry 
Data Entry 

Data Entry 
Accountant 

Payroll 

laborReqJD'K 

SuperiDFK 

E5 

Type Wage 

Salary $35.50 
Hourly $10.50 
Hourly $9.75 
Hourly $6.20 

Hourly $5.90 

Hourly $5.90 

Hourly $8.50 

Hourly $9.00 

Hourly $8 25 
Salary $1 5.00 

Hourly $8.75 

SuperJD'K 

tt: Fulfillment! relationship is implemented with LllborReqiD posted into Labor Schedule table. Porticipati(m2 rclation:-,hip is implemented with SuperiD posted 
... R~uisition table. Fulfillment I data an! not )-d cnrcred assuming ;.a time lng bct\vccn requb ition and schedule. 
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(e.g., labor type and employee information) would have existed already in the database ta
bles before the requisition data were added to the tables so only the relationship informa
tion that links them to the event is recorded for those objects. New data that would be en
tered as a result of the labor requisition event are shown in color. 

Mutual Commitment Event (Labor Schedule) 
A mutual commitment event exists when an enterprise and an external business partner 
have each agreed to exchange specified quantities of resources at a defined future time. Tn 
the payroll process a labor schedule serves as a mutual commitment event. An employee 
schedule is typically prepared by a supervisor with inputs from the employee as to when 
the employee is and is not available to work. This is similar to a purchase agent's prepara
tion of a purchase order with input from a supplier as to the availability of goods or ser
vices. The employee schedule represents a commitment by the employee to provide the 
labor as specified and a commitment by the enterprise to pay the employee the contracted 
wage rate for the labor provided. If the employee docs not work his or her scheduled hours, 
(as when a supplier doesn 't fill a purchase order for goods) the enterprise is not obligated 
to pay for those hours not worked. 

Attributes of labor schedule events that typically should be captured include the date the 
schedule was approved, the total dollar amount to which the schedule commits, and the 
time period covered by the schedule (often in the form of a beginning date and an ending 
date). The labor schedule should a lso be linked to data regarding the related labor types, 
employees, supervisor, labor acquisition event, and labor requisition event. Data regard
ing labor schedule events are often captured on a form such as that shown in Exhibit 12- 6. 
This form may be either a paper document, an electronic ~preadsheet, or part of a software 
application interface that is used to update the enterprise database. 

The set of relational tables in Exhibit 12- 7 correspond to Exhibit !2- 3's entity
relationship representation of the labor schedule event and the relationships in which it 

EXHIBIT 12- 6 Labor Schedule 

Your Source Company 
Employee Schedule __ 7_ 

For Period April1 , 2010-April7, 2010 

Date Schedule Approved 3/4/2010 Approved by E5 

EmpiiD Name 4/1/10 4/2/10 4/3/10 4/4/10 4/5/10 4/6/10 4/7/10 Total hours 

E15 Donna Davis 7- 4 7-4 7-4 7-4 7-4 40 

E16 Nancy Hardaway 9- 6 9-6 9-6 9-6 9-6 40 

E17 Joe Thompson 7-4 7-4 7-4 7-4 7-4 40 

E18 Freda Matthews 7-2 6 

E19 John Matthews 7- 2 6 

E20 Paula Cosgrove 9-1 9-1 9- 1 9-1 9-1 9-1 9-1 28 

E21 Rob Fordham 8-5 8-5 8-5 8-5 8-5 40 

E22 Francis Johnson 8-5 8-5 16 
E23 James Worthwhile 8- 8 8- 8 8-8 8-8 8-8 60 
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EXHIBIT 12-7 Relational Tables Encompassing Labor Schedule Event (pa1·tial data) 

laborSchedule (Mutual Commitment) Event 

labor 
ScheduleiD 

-57 

Date Schedule 
Approved 

3/4/2010 

Begin Date 

4/1/2010 

End Date 

4/7/2010 

Total 
Dollar Amt laborReqiD'• 

$2,758.80 LR7 

SuperfDFK 

ES 

laborRequisition {Instigation) Event 

laborReqiD Date 

2/24/201 0 

Maximum Budget 
for Request 

$3,000.00 

Estimated Budget 
for Request 

$2,768.00 

Labor Request 
Period 

4/ 1/201 D-417/201 0 

SuperiD'K 

ES 

ReservationlaborSchedulelaborType (Reservation1) Relationship 

laborScheduleiD laborTypeiD HoursScheduled 

CT2 
US3 
APl 

CT1 

80 
52 
60 
84 

ParticipationlaborScheduleEmployee (Participation4) Relationship 

LaborScheduleiD Scheduled EmployeeiD Hours Scheduled Wage Rate 

57 E1 5 40 $10.50 
~s7 E16 40 $9.75 
l57 E17 40 $6.20 
_57 E18 6 $5.90 
,57 E19 6 $5.90 
LS7 E20 28 $8.50 
L57 E21 40 $9.00 
LS7 E22 16 $8.25 
_57 E23 60 $15.00 

DepartmentSupervisor {Internal Agent) 

SuperiD 

ES 

Authorized Spending limit 

$42 5,000 (Continued) 

participates (reservation I , fulfillment I, fulfillment2, participation3, and participation4 ). 
Other possible tables could be derived, depending on the relationship cardinalities. Data 
from the form in Exhibit 12- 6 have been entered into the database tables; however, some 
of these data (e.g ., labor type, supervisor, and employee information) would al ready have 
existed in the database tables before the labor schedule data were added to the tables so 
only the relationship information that links them to the labor schedule should be added for 
those objects. The new data entered to record the labor schedule event are shown in color. 

Economic Increment Event (Labor Acquisition) 
Labor acquisition is the primary economic increment event in the human resource 
process. This event represents the provision of labor to an enterprise by an employee. Each 
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EXHIBIT 12- 7 (Concluded) 

Employee (External Agent) 

EmpiD Name Address Telephone DateOfBirth Rating Position Type Wage 

E5 Patrick Wellesley 53125 Fenton Dr. 555-1 112 March 4, 1958 Excellent Supervisor Salary $35.5C 
E15 Donna Davis 149 Rovetta Dr. 555-9932 Feb. 3, 1954 Superior Cashier Hourly $10.5C 
E16 Nancy Hardaway 271 Rovetta Dr. 555-2117 June 11,1956 Excellent Cashier Hourly $9.-5 
E17 Joe Thompson 535 Olson St. 555-2277 Apr. 24, 1947 Excellent Custodian Hourly $6.2C 
E18 Freda Matthews 3214 Deerlake St. 555-1222 Aug. 6, 1940 Good Custodian Hourly $5.9C 
E19 John Matthews 3214 Deerlake St. 555-1222 Oct. 14, 1940 Good Custodian Hourly $5.9C 

E20 Paula Cosgrove 5006 Jazz Ct. 555-5200 Apr 18, 1958 Excellent Data Entry Hourly $8.5C 
E21 Rob Fordham 4444 Zephyr Ln. 555-4545 June 4, 1975 Excellent Data Entry Hourly $9.00 
E22 Francis Johnson 1261 Mason Dr. 555-0129 May 5, 1980 Good Data Entry Hourly $8.25 
E23 James Worthwhile 5432 Wadsworth Ln 555-7777 Apr. 14, 1964 Superior Accountant Salary $1 5.00 
E36 Diane Bowersox 9115 Wolfgang Ct 555-7244 Sept 15, 1963 Superior Payroll Hourly $8.75 

LaborType (Resource Type) 

Item ID Description Standard Hourly Wage 

CT2 Cashier duties $10.00 
US3 Clean sales showroom and stockroom $6.00 
AP1 Prepare quarterly sales tax return $15.00 
CT1 Enter data for sales transactions $9.00 

FulfillmentlaborAcquisitionlaborSchedule (Fulfillment2) Relationship 

laborSchedulelO laborAcquisitioniD 

~otc: Participation] relationship is Implemented with Sup~trlD po:-t~d into tht: Labor Schedule table. Fulfillment! relationship i~ implemented with RcqtJisitioniD 
po~tcd into Labor Schedule tahle. Fulfilhnent2 data ar~ not ) et entered. <l!.,uming (I time lag bet\Vel!n :-.chedule ;.md lahor :JcquisiLion. 

instance typically covers a time period. The time period may be the same as the enterprise 
pay period, or each day's time worked by each employee may serve as an instance of the 
labor acquisition event. Daily (or even more frequent) recording of labor acquisitions al 
lows for a more complete picture of the enterprise on a continual basis because the time 
lag between the company receiving the benefit of the economic increment event and the 
recording of that benefit (and the related liability) is minimized. 

The primary document prepared by the enterprise in conjunction with the economic in
crement event is a timecard. Timecards may be completed on a daily, weekly, or other 
basis. Timecards are typically completed by employees and approved by supervisors 
Timecards list the times employees started working (punched in) and stopped working 
(punched out) tor each day in the covered time period. In Exhibit 12-8 we illustrate a time
card. 

Relationships in which the labor acquisition event in the human resource process partic
ipates typically include a fulfillment relationship (enabling the enterprise to trace which 
labor schedule event the acquisition fulfilled), a duality relationship (allowing the enter
prise to h·ace the related cash disbursements). a stockflow relationship (to trace the labor 
type that was acquired), and participation relationships with the supervisor and employee_ 
Department supervisors are typically associated witb labor acquisition events via participa-
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:.>HI BIT 12-8 Timecard 

- me Card# 49 Pay Period 4/1/201 0-4/7/201 0 

=:"llployee ID E23 Employee Name James WQrthwhile 

•.'.::.11day 4/1 Tuesday 4/2 Wednesday 4/3 Thursday 4/4 Friday 4/5 Saturday 4/6 Sunday 4n 
- Out In Out In Out In Out In Out In Out In Out In Out In Out In Out In Out In Out In Out In Out 
- - - 7 7 - - 7 7 - - 7 7 - - 7 7 - - 7 

~ereby attest that I worked the hours recorded above. 

01.1M.eS ~- Wovrhwhtle 4 / 5/2010 
=~oloyee Signature Date 

~ :"!'lroved by ___EL Date: 4/8/2010 

·als~ 

tion (responsibility) relationships. Employees serve as the external agents related to labor 
acquisition events \'ia participation relationships. Labor type is the resource typically asso
ciated with the labor acquisition C\'ents ,·ia stockfl.ow relationships in the payroll cycle. 

The set of relational tables in Exhibit 12- 9 correspond to Exhibit 12- 3 's entity
relationship representation of the purchase event and the relationships in which it partici
pates (stock flow I. fulfillment2. participationS, participation6, and duality). Other possible 
tables could be derived, depending on the relationship cardinalities. Data from the form in 
Exhibit 12-8 have been entered into the database tables; however, some of these data (e.g., 
labor type and employee information) would already have existed in the database tables be
fore the labor acquisition data were added to the tables so only relationship information 
that links them to the labor acquisition event is added for those objects. The new data to 
be added upon provision of labor by employees are shown in color. 

=:onomic Decrement Event (Cash Disbursement} 
Cash disbursements are economic decrement events that decrease the enterprise's cash bal
ance. Cash disbursements in the payroll cycle may be made via paper check, electronic funds 
transfer (direct deposit), or cash payment. Most enterprises usc either paper checks or direct 
deposit to pay employees. Paycheck or direct deposit stubs typically contain information such 
as gross pay, net pay. and the \'arious withholdings that make up the difference between 
gross and net pay (such as income tax, social security, medicare, health insurance premiums. 
and retirement plan contributions). Exhibit 12 I 0 illustrates a direct deposit stub. 

Cash disbursements may occtu· at various times during the human resource process. Most 
enterprises pay employees only after acquiring labor fi·om the employees. Some enterprises 
do offer advances to employees; those arc advance payments for which the employee is 
obliged either to provide the corresponding labor or to repay the cash with interest. Attributes 
captured regarding cash disbursements usually include a cash disbursement identifier (such 
as a disbursement voucher number), date. amount paid, supplier identification (which may be 
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EXHIBIT 12- 9 Relational Tables Encompassing Labor Acquisition (partial data) 

LaborAcquisition (Economic Increment) Event 

AcquisitioniD BeginDate EndDate Total Hours GrossPay 

TC49 4/1/2010 4/7/2010 60 $900.00 

LaborSchedule (Mutual Commitment) Event 

Labor Date Schedule 

EmpiiDFK 

E23 

SuperiDFK 

E5 

ScheduleiD Approved Begin Date End Date 

LS7 3/4/2010 4/1/2010 4/7/2010 

Total 
Dollar Amt 

$2,758.80 

LaborReqiDFK 

LR7 

Stockflowlabor AcquisitionlaborType (Stockflow1) Relationship 

AcquisitioniD LT-ID Hours Worked Wage 

TC49 AP1 60 $15.00 

DualitylaborAcquisitionCashDisb Relationship 

LaborAcquisitioniD Voucher# Withholdings Amount 

DepartmentSupervisor (Internal Agent) 

SuperiD Authorized Spending Limit 

E5 $425,000 

LaborType (Resource Type) 

Item ID 

CT2 
US3 
AP1 

CT1 

Description 

Cashier duties 

Standard Hourly Wage 

$10.00 
Clean sales showroom and stockroom 

Prepare quarterly sales tax return 

Enter data for sales transactions 

$6.00 

$1 5.00 
$9.00 

FulfillmentlaborAcquisitionlaborSchedule (Fulfillment2) Relationship 

LaborScheduleiD LaborAcquisitioniD 

L57 ·rc49 

Employee (External Agent) 

EmpiD Name Address Telephone DateOfBirth 

E5 Patrick Wellesley 5312 5 Fenton Dr. 555-1 112 March 4, 1958 

E15 Donna Davis 149 Rovetta Dr. 555-9932 Feb. 3, 1954 
E16 Nancy Hardaway 2 71 Rovetta Dr. 555-21 17 June 11, 1956 
E17 Joe Thompson 535 Olson St. 555-2277 Apr. 24, 1947 
E18 Freda Matthews 3214 Deerlake St. 555-1222 Aug. 6, 1940 
E19 John Matthews 3214 Deerlake St. 555-1222 Oct. 14, 1940 

E20 Paula Cosgrove 5006 Jazz Ct. 555-5200 Apr. 18, 1958 
E21 Rob Fordham 4444 Zephyr Ln. 555-4545 June 4, 1975 
E22 Francis Johnson 1261 Mason Dr. 555-01 29 May 5, 1980 
E23 James Worthwh ile 5432 Wadsworth Ln 555-7777 Apr. 14, 1964 
E36 Diane Bowersox 9115 Wolfgang Ct 555-7244 Sept 15, 1963 

Rating 

Excellent 

Superior 
Excellent 

Excellent 

Good 

Good 
Excellent 
Excellent 

Good 
Superior 

Superior 

Position 

Supervisor 

Cashier 
Cashier 

Custodian 

Custodian 
Custodian 

Data Entry 
Data Entry 

Data Entry 
Accountant 
Payroll 

SuperiDFK 

E5 

Type Wage 

Salary $35.5: 

Hourly $10.5: 
Hourly $9.- :: 

Hourly $6.2: 

Hourly $5.9: 
Hourly $5.9C 

Hourly $85C 

Hourly $9.0.: 
Hourly $8.2'0 

Salary $15.0C 
Hourly $8.75 

~ote: ParticipationS rel.:uionship is implemented with SupcriD posted into L;;tbor .. \cquisilion t:~hle. Panicep;ttinnfi rekuiom.hip is implemented with EmpiiD posto:' 

into L~bor Acquisition table. Oualuy data arc not yet entered assuming o time laf!. between Labor Acqubnion anc.l Cosh Dbbur~ment. 
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EXHIBIT 12- 10 Direct Deposit Notification 

Your Source Company No . ...1JL 
Direct Deposit Notification 

Employee ID 23 
Income 

Employee Name Time Gross Tax FICA Medicare 
JS!mgs Worthwhile Card Pay W/H W/H W/H Net Pay 

49 $900 $180.10 $68.85 $13.05 $638.00 

- - --- ---- ---- -------- - - --- ---- - ----- --- -- -----

Your Source Company No. 49 

Voucher No. 89 

Date 4/14/2010 

James S. Worthwhile 

Your net pay has been transmitted electronically (EFT) 
to your financial institution according to your instructions. 

an employee who supplied labor). <.:mployee identification (i.e., employee who wrote the 
check). the account number from which the cash is disbursed, and the check number of the 
payment. Exhibit 12-11 shows a set of relational tables that correspond to Exhibit 12- 3 's 
entity-relationship representation of the cash disbursement event and the payroll cycle re
lationships in which it participates (duality, stockflow2, participation?, and participat ionS). 
Other possible tables could be derived, depending on the relationship cardinalities. As noted 
in the acquisition/payment cycle chapter, additional tables arc necessary to correspond to re
lationships in which the cash disbursement event par1icipatcs in other transaction cycles such 
as acquisition/payment and financing. The tables shown in Exhibit 12-1 1 are applicable to 
the human resource process. Data from the form in Exhibit 12- 1 0 have been entered into the 
database tables; however, some of these data (e.g., labor acquis ition, cash, and employee in
formation) would already have existed in the database tables before the cash disbursement 
data were added to the tables. Only relationship information that links those objects to the 
cash disbursements is added to the database upon the cash disbursement. The new data to be 
added for the cash disbursement event are shown in color. 

INFORMATION NEEDS AND MEASURES IN THE HUMAN 
RESOURCE PROCESS 

The most common information customers for the human resource business process include 
top management, employees, accountants, and auditors. We next analyze each of the enti
ties and relationships in the human resource process pattern to provide some ideas as to the 
types or queries that may be needed to satisfy information needs in the payroll cycle. The 
queries presented are not a comprehensive set of queries because there are simply too 
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EXHIBIT 12- 11 Relational Tables Encompassing Cash Disbursement Event (partial data) 

CashDisbursement (Economic Decrement) Event 

Disb Voucher Dollar Check 
Voucher 10 

88 
89 

Date 

4/14/2010 

4/14/2010 

Cash {Resource Type) 

Amount 

$2,028.46 

$638.00 

Number 

40404 

49 

CashAccountiD AccountType Location 

Ca 123501 Checking 

Ca987654 lmprest checking 
1" Local Bank 
1st Local Bank 

Duality l aborAcquisitionCashDisb Relationship 

LaborAcquisitioniD Voucher# Withholdings Amount 

1(49 89 $262.00 

LaborAcquisition (Economic Increment) Event 

Cash 
AccountiDFK 

Ca1 23501 
Ca987654 

Acquis:tioniD 

TC49 

Begin Date 

4/1/2010 

EndDate Total Hours GrossPay 

4n/2010 60 $900.00 

PayroiiCierk (Internal Agent) 

PayroiiCierkiD Fidelity Bond Rating 

E36 AA 

Employee (External Agent) 

Payroll 
ClerkiDFK 

E36 

E36 

PayeeJDFK 

Ca987654 

E23 

EmpiJDFK SuperiDFK 

E23 E5 

EmpiD Name Address Telephone DateOfBirth Rating Position Type Wage 

E5 
E15 

E16 
E17 

E18 

E19 

E20 
E21 
E22 

E23 

E36 

Patrick Wellesley 
Donna Davis 

Nancy Hardaway 
Joe Thompson 

Freda Matthews 

John Matthews 

Paula Cosgrove 
Rob Fordham 
Francis Johnson 

James Worthwhile 

Diane Bowersox 

53 12 5 Fenton Dr. 
149 Rovetta Dr. 

271 Rovetta Dr. 
535 Olson St. 

3214 Deerlake St. 

3214 Deerlake St. 

5006 Jazz Ct. 
4444 Zephyr Ln. 

1261 Mason Dr. 

5432 Wadsworth Ln 

9115 Wolfgang Ct 

555-1112 March 4, 1958 Excel lent Supervisor 
555-9932 Feb. 3, 1954 Superior Cashier 

555-2117 June 11, 1956 Excellent Cashier 
555-2277 Apr. 24, 1947 Excellent Custodian 

555-1222 Aug. 6, 1940 Good Custodian 
555-1222 Od. 14, 1940 Good Custodian 

555-5200 Apr. 18, 1958 Excellent Data Entry 

555-4545 
555-0 129 
555-7777 

555-7244 

June 4, 1975 

May 5, 1980 
Apr. 14, 1964 

Sept 15, 1963 

Excellent Data Entry 

Good Data Entry 
Superior Accountant 

Superior Payroll 

Salary 

Hourly 
Hourly 
Hourly 

Hourly 

Hourly 

Hourly 
Hourly 

Hourly 
Salary 

Hourly 

$35.5: 
$1 0.5( 

$9 - : 

$6.2C 

$5.9C 

$5.9C 

$8.5C 
$9 C::: 
$8.25 

$15 v: 
$8.-" 

Note: Stockflow2 is implemented \\'ith Cash Account1D po!-~ted into C'ash Ob burscntcnt table. Partlcip~nion7 is implemented with PayrollClcrkiD posted into C 
Disbur~ement t3blc. ParticipationS is implemented with P3yee!O posted into Cash Disbursement 1able. 

many potential queries to list them all; however, the following set should provide you gu __ 
ance for creating similar queries. To describe example queries needed in the payroll c~ ~ ~ 
use the database tables in Exhibits 12-5, 12-7, 12- 9, 12- 11. 

Resource Queries in the Human Resource Process 
Labor type and cash are the resources that most commonly exist in the hmnan resour,_ 
process. For each resource, users may need any of the following: 
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• Detailed status information at one or more points in time for each resource instance. 

• Detailed status information at one or more points in time for only those resource in
stances meeting specified criteria. 

• Summarized status information at one or more points in time for all resource instances. 

• Summarized status infom1ation at one or more points in time for only those resource in
stances meeting specified criteria. 

With regard to each list item, users may need to know all characteristics of the instances 
in the answer set, or they may need only a subset of the characteristics. 

Labor is typically tracked only at the type level. Cash is tracked by the accounts in 
which the cash is stored. Some example queries based on the tables in this chapter arc as 
follows: 

• What are the descriptions for all labor types for the enterprise? Use the labor type table; 
display all fields . 

• Which labor types have standard hourly wage rates less than SJO? Use the LaborType 
table; enter critetion < l 0 in the StdHourlyWageRate field; display labor type description. 

• Does the ente1prise own any imprest cash accounts? Use the Cash table; enter crite
rion LIKE *imprest* in the AccountType field; display the cash account ID (notice the 
UKE command coupled with the wild card * symbols identifies any account type that 
includes the word impresl in the type name). 

• What is the average standard hour~)' wage rate fl>r all labor types? Use the Labor Type 
table; apply the AVG aggregation function to the standard hourly wage field . 

Event Queries in the Human Resource Process 
Users may need information regarding events. The most common events in the human re
source process are labor requisitions, labor schedules, labor acquisitions, and cash dis
bursements. For each of these types of events, users may need any of the following: 

• Detailed information about each event instance. 

• Detailed in formation about each event instance that meets specified criteria. 

• Summarized information for all instances of an event type for a specified time period. 

• Summarized information for only those instances or an event type for a specified time 
period that meet specified criteria. 

Some example queries to satisfy information needs regarding events in the human resource 
process are (among many other possibilities) as follows: 

• Whal is the maximum budget amount .for labor requisition LR7? Using the LaborReq
uisition table, enter criterion =LR7 in the labor requisition ID field; display the maxi
mum budget for request field . 

• When was labor schedule LS7 approved? Using the LaborSchedule table, enter crite
rion =LS7 in the labor schedule lD field; display the date schedule approved field. 

• How many da_vs of labor are included on labor acquisition TC49? Using the LaborAc
quisition table, enter criterion =TC49 in the acquisition ID field; create an expression to 
subtract the begin date field from the end date field. 
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• How many cash disbursements were made on 4114/20 I 0? Using the CashDisbursemect: 
table, enter criterion =4/ 14/20 I 0 in the voucher date field: apply COUNT aggrega:J .. -
function to the disbursement voucher lD field. 

What is the dollar value oflvages expense forApri/2010? Using the LaborAcquist~ -
table, enter criteria >==411/20 10 in begin date field and <==4/30/20 I 0 in the end Ox.:: 
fie ld; apply the SUM aggregation function to the gross pay field. Note: This queJ! -~
veals the need for companies to track labor acquisitions at a finer level of detail thru::.
this example. When the desired wages exp ense peti od includes only part of the ~~- 
card period, it is impossible to isolate the portion of the gross pay applied to the des~.; __ 
wages expense period. 

Agent Queries in the Human Resource Process 
The agents commonly involved in human resource processes are the employees :':-.
whom labor is acquired, the department supervisors who authorize labor acquisitions . .....__ 
the payroll clerks who generate the paychecks (cash disbursements). Queries rna: 
needed to obtain any of the following: 

• Detailed status infom1ation at one or more points in time for each employee. 

• Detailed status information at one or more points in time for each employee who n:~
spccified criteria. 

• Summarized status information at one or more points in time for all employees. 

• Summarized status information at one or more points in time for all employees 
meet specified criteria. 

Some example queries based on the tables in this chapter are as follows: 

• What are the names and positions of the employees who have been rated as e.xce 
Using the Employee table, enter criterion =Excellent in the rating field; dispt::: 
name and position fields. 

• What is the average wage oj1he data entry employees? Using the Employee table .. 
criterion =Data Entry in the position field; apply the AVG aggregation function 
Wage field. 

• What are the names and birth dates of employees who were born in 1960 ore~ 
Using the Employee table, enter criterion <=12/3111960 in the date ofbirth fieL 
play the name and date of birth fields. 

Relationship Queries 
Combining information from various resource, event, and agent tables in aceordan.!' 
the relationships in which they participate can provide much richer data than sing'~ 

queries. We next discuss queries based on the various types of relationships in the 
resource process. 

Duality Relationship Queries in the Human Resource Process 
The duality relationship set in the human resource process connects labor acqm-~. 

cash disbursements, as it represents exchanges of cash for labor. Information nea.-. 
respect to duality relationships in the human resource process include (among m ... 
sibilities): 
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• Calculation of the outstanding wages payable balance at a point in time. 

• Identification of the labor acquisition for which a cash disbursement was made. 

• Identification of cash advances made to employees. 

• Identification and calculation of amounts withheld from gross pay amounts for em
ployee and employer payroll-related taxes. 

Based on the tables in this chapter, duality queries could investigate 

• !lad labor acquisition TC49 been paid for as of 4/ 10/20 I 0/ Join the LaborAcquisition 
table to the DualityLaborAcquisitionCashDisb and CashDisbursement tables; enter cri
teria =TC49 in the acquisition lD field and <=4/1 0/2010 in the voucher date field. 

• What total dollar amount was withheld fimn payroll checks during the month ojApril 
20JO? Join the DualityLaborAcquisitionCashDisb table to the CashDisbursement table; 
enter criteria BETWEEN 4/ 1/2010 and 4/30/20 I 0 in the cash disbursement dollar 
amount field: apply the SUM aggregation operator to the cash disbursement dollar 
amount field. 

• What is the balance o_(1rages payable as of April 30, 20JO? Query 1: Wages payable 
are increased by gross pay amounts that represent the cost oflabor acquired. To find the 
gross pay amounts for labor acquisitions that occurred through April 30, 20 I 0, use 
the Labor Acquisition table; enter criterion <=4/30/20 I 0 in the end date field; apply the 
SUM aggregation operator to the gross pay field. Query 2: Wages payable are de
creased by net pay amounts of paychecks and by withholdings amounts. To find the pay
check and withholdings amounts that occt1rred through April 30, 2010, join the Dual
ityLaborAcquisitionCashDisb table to the CashDisbursement table; enter cri terion 
<-4/30/20 10 in the cash disbursement voucher date; apply the SUM aggregation oper
ator to the cash disbursement dollar amount field and also to the withholdings amount 
field. Query 3: Subtract the two sums calculated in query 2 from the sum calculated in 
query l. 

Stockflow Relationship Queries in the Human Resource Process 
Stockflow relationships in the human resource process represent the connections between 
resources labor type and cash and the economic events that increase labor and decrease 
cash. Some common stockflow information needs in the human resource process (among 
other possibilities) are 

• Which cash accow1t was decreased by a cash disbursement? 

• What is the total dollar amount of cash disbursements made ti·om a specified cash ac-
count during a time period? 

• What quantity of each labor type was acquired by a labor acquisition event? 

• How many different labor types were acquired by a labor acquisition event? 

• Which labor acquisitions have involved a specified labor type? 

Based on the example tables in this chapter, stockftow queries could investigate: 

• What is the total dollar amount of cash disbursements that were made from imprest 
checking accounts during the month o.f April 201 O? Join the Cash Disbursement table to 
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the Cash table; enter criteria LIKE *imprcst* in the account type field and BET\\~ 
4/ 1/20 I 0 and 4/30/20 lO in the voucher date field; apply the SUM aggregation opem· 
to the dollar amount field. 

• Hmr many difjerenr r;pes of labor were acquired on labor acquisition TC49? Join
LaborAcquisition table to the StockftowLaborAcquisitionLaborType table; enter crit!
rion =TC49 in the acquisition ID field: apply the COUNT aggregation operator to~ 
labor type field. 

Fulfillment Queries in the Human Resource Process 
The fulfdlment relationships that are typically materialized in the human resource proces 
represent associations between the labor schedules and labor acquisitions (the acquisitic
fulfill the schedules) and between the labor requisitions and labor schedules (the schedw! 
fulfill the requisitions). Fulfi llment relationship queries in the human resource process 
general include: 

• Identification of unfilled commitment events (e.g .. schedules for which work has not;~ 
been performed, requisitions for which schedules have not yet been developed). 

• Identification of filled commitment events (e.g .. schedules for which labor was a,
quired. labor requisitions for which schedules were developed). 

• Identification of economic events for which commitments were not made (e.g .. labor 
acquisitions that ·were not scheduled). 

• Identification of results of commitment events (e.g., which labor acquisitions resul;.~ 
from a labor schedule. and were there any discrepancies between the scheduled and a.
tual acquisitions). 

Based on the example tables in this chapter, questions such as the following could be a."'
swered via fulfillment relationship queries in the human resource process: 

• Has haking order P04 hecn .fillfillerf:J Join BakingOrder table to CookieBatch tab 
with an outer join keeping all baking orders: include bakingorder ID from BakingOrd~ 
table and batch ID from CookicBatch table; set criteria to select baking order =PO-L 

• Hal'e any ingredient issuances occurred that 1rere not related to ingredient reqlll -

lions? Join Ingredient issuance table to lngrcdientlssuanceFulfillslngredientRequisinc 
table with an outer join keeping all ingredient issuances; include issuance ID from l!:
gredientissuancc table and ingredient requisi tion number from lngredientlssuanceFu.
fillslngredicntRequisition table; set criteria to select null ingredient requisitions. 

• W7wt is the Cll·eruge length of time bet11·een haking orders and cookie batches for 1.-. 

company? Because this involves a date/time calculation. you should not attempt this 
Microsoft Access. 

• Whar haking order triggered cookie hatch WJ2? Join CookicBatch table to Coo 
ieBatchFulfillsBakingOrder table using cookie batch ID; include baking order ID: ,_ 
criteria to select batch l D =W J2. 

Reservation Queries in the Human Resource Process 
The reservation relationship that is typically materialized in the human resource process~ 
resents the associations between labor schedules and the types of labor the schedules comm 
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to acquire. Some enterprises also materialize the reservation associations between the labor 
schedules and the cash the schedules commit to decrease. Therefore rescn·ation relationships 
in the hw11an resource process conm1only arc used in queries to satisfy information needs as 
to the eventual eftcct of labor schedules on cash or as to the labor types involved in labor 
schedules. Some common information needs (among many others) in the payroll cycle are 

• What labor type or types is a labor schedule agreeing to acquire? 

• How many hours of a specified labor type is a labor schedule committing to acquire? 

• What is the dollar value of cash reserved by a labor schedule'J 

• On what dates is a labor schedule committing to acquire a specified labor type? 

Based on the example tables in this chapter, questions such as the following could be an
swered via reservation relationship queries in the payroll cycle: 

Whal are !he descriplions of the labor f) pes that labor schedule LS7 is commitling to ac
quire? Join the ReservationLaborScheduleLaborType table to the LaborType table; enter 
criterion =LS7 in the labor schedule ID field; display the labor type description field. 

• Hmr many hours of cashier duties does labor schedule LS7 commit to acquire? Join 
RescrvationLaborSchedulcLaborType table to the LaborType table; enter criteria LIKE 
*cashier* in the labor type description field and -=LS7 in the labor schedule ID field; 
display the hours scheduled field. 

Participation Queries in the Human Resource Process 
Participation relationships in the payroll cycle typically represent the associations between 
labor requisitions, labor schedules. labor acquisitions, and cash disbursements and the em
ployees who authorize those events (typically supervisors for labor acquisition and payroll 
clerks for cash disbursements) and the employees who accomplish those events (typically 
a generalized employee entity set). Therefore participation relationships are commonly 
used in queries to satisfy information needs to identify employees who participated in 
events or as to the events in which specifted employees participated. Some conunon pay
roll cycle information needs arc 

• Which department supervisor authorized a labor requisition? 

• By how many labor schedules has an employee been scheduled to work? 

• How many hours did an employee work on a labor acquisition? 

• How many labor schedules has a specific department supervisor authorized? 

• Which payroll clerk issued a specific cash disbursement? 

Based on the tables in this chapter, questions such as the following could be answered via 
participation relationship payroll cycle queries: 

What is the lzame of the supen'isor whu authori=ed labor requisition LR 7? Join the 
LaborRequisition table to the DcpartmentSupervisor and Employee tables; enter crite
rion = LR 7 in the labor requisition ID field and display the supervisor name field. 

What are the names of the employees H'hO were scheduled on labor schedule LS7? Join 
the ParticipationLaborScheduleEmploycc table to the Employee table; enter criterion 
=LS7 in the labor schedule 10 field and display the employee name field. 
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• Who •rorked on labor acquisilion TC49 and how many hours did the emplo_ .:T 

Join the LaborAcquisition table to the Employee table; enter criterion =TC49 m 
quisition ID field; display the employee name field and the total hours field. 

CONCLUDING COMMENTS 

This chapter presented an overview of the activities in the human resource process r:..... 
cussed the extended REA pattern as it is applied to this process. Information neew 
cia ted with the human resource business process were also described in this ella-·.::: 
though those identified are not a comprehensive list. An enterprise with an er: ~ 
system based on the REA pattern is able to satisfY most (if not all) of the informanLM 
by constructing queries based on its database tables. 

Key Terms and Concepts 

Budget, 390 
Cash disbursement 
event. 397 
Direct deposit, 395 

Duality relationship, 394 
Economic decrement 
event, 387 
Economic increment 
event, 393 
Employee, 385 

Review Questions 

Employee knowledge and 
ski lls, 386 
Fulfillment 
relationship, 394 

Jmprest cash account, 399 
Labor acquisition 
event. 392 
Labor type resource, 389 
Participation 
relationship, 394 

Paycheck, 389 
Payroll clerk. 400 
Reservation 
relationship, 402 

Schedule, 390 
Stockftow relationslLt: 
Timecard, 394 
Training, 385 
Withholdings, 395 

LOI Rl . What is the primary objective of the human resource process? 

w z R2. How is the h11man resource process related to the conversion process, the sale. 
lection process, the acquisition/payment process, and the financing process? 

LOI R3. What is the difference ben.veen a timecard in the payroll process and a job time~
in the conversion process? 

WI R4. Which functions in the human resource process are typically thought of as per:;.. 
functions, and which functions arc typically thought of as payroll functions? 

L02 R5. Identify the resources, internal agents, external agents, and possible locations aS 

a ted with each of the following business events in the human resource process· 
a. Schedule (commitment to increment) event 
b. Labor acquisition (economic increment) event 
c. Budget (commitment to decrement) event 
d. Cash disbursement (economic decrement) event 
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L04 R6. Describe the information required by each of the following in performing their role 
in the human resource process: 
a. Management 
b. Payroll 
c. Accounting 
d. Personnel 

Multiple Choice Questions 

t01, L02 MC I. Which document typically represents the same phenomena as the labor acquisition 
(economic increment) event? 
A. Payroll register 
B. Operations list 
C. Timecard 
D. Schedule 

wz MC2. The labor acquisition process represents the point of contact between the enterprise 
and which set of external business partners? 

A. Investors and creditors 
B. Suppliers 
C. Customers 
D. Employees 

wz MC3. The resource made available by the human resource process to the conversion 
process in a typical enterprise value chain is 
A. lnventory 
B. Property, plant, and equipment 
C. Labor 
D. Cash 

L02 MC4. Which of the following entities are usually paired in a stockfiow relationship in the 
human resource process? 
A. Labor acquisition and employee 
B. Labor type and schedule 
C. Cash and cash disbursement 
D. Employee and supervisor 

wz MCS. Which of the following events reflects the commitment of the enterprise to receive 
an employee's labor for a futtrre time period? 
A. Schedule 
B. Labor acquisition 
C. Cash budget 
D. Cash disbursement 

Discussion Questions 
LOS D I. How do you compute the dollar amount of wages payable for financial statement pur

poses using a database designed with the REA ontology? 

LOJ D2. How does training provided to employees affect the resources in the human resource 
process? 
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ws D3. Consider the tables in Exhibit 12- 7. Describe the necessary procedures to~ 
a query to determine the number of hours for which Freda Matthews is sche 
work during the first week of April 20 I 0. 

w.s D4. Consider the tables in Exhibit 12- 5. Describe the necessary procedures to ~ 

a query to determine the total number of labor hours needed for unfulfilled ;....., 
uisitions. 

Applied Learning 

LOJ At. Customers engage Kravenhall Katering to provide food and beverages at up· 
ties. When notified about an upcoming party, one ofKravenhall's supervisors
termine staffing needs. The supervisor records the number of hours required : 
type of labor (e.g., cooking a ham, baking a cake, serving food, or bartend·- e 

staffmg plan for the catering job. The supervisor also notes on the staffing plar 
the client has requested any specific employees for the catering job. The supen 
creates a schedule for the catering job by calling the employees who have · _ 
needed for each type of labor and verifying their availability and willingness : 
pate in the catering job for a specified wage rate. The schedule lists each emp 
the date and hours the employee will need to work on this job. When the cat 
occurs, details of the hours worked by each employee are recorded on a time--....: 
supervisor vetifies the accuracy of each timecard and sends them to the payTO 
ment. On the 15th and last day of each month, a payroll clerk summarizes ~
ployee's timecards for cate1ing jobs in the current pay period. The clerk calcui"· ~ _ 
pay, withboldings, and net pay dollar amounts and enters the payment inform..: 
the database. The net pay amounts are transferred to the employees' bank ace 
direct deposit and a pay stub is given to each employee for recordkeeping pw 

Cash disbursements are tracked via voucher number, since check number
reel deposit numbers for different checking accounts may overlap. Kravenh_ 
accounts are all located in banks; Kravenhall has multiple accounts in SOIT'c 

and single accounts in other banks. For example, Kravenhall has checking. 
and money market accounts at First Metro Bank and only a certificate of d~
count at Uniontown Bank. Information about banks is only entered into Kr .. , 
system after information is entered about the accounts in those banks. Less · 
of the payments Kravenhall issues are for payroll; other checks are writte~ 
dors, stockholders, lenders, and so on. Payroll clerks only process payroll~
employees in various other positions process nonpayroll payments. 

After labor type information is entered, Kravcnhall needs to determine _ 
the various skill types (e.g., baking skill or bartending skill) and the degre~ 
level (i .e., high, medium, or low) needed for each type of labor. For examp.-. 
labor type bake a souffle, a high degree of baking skill may be needed: whe-
thc labor type bake a cake, a low degree of baking skill may suffice. To aic 
uling, Kravenhall wants to be able to look up the degree of each skill typ.:o _ 
ployee possesses and the means by which the employee acquired the ski: 
taking a class, through experience, or by some other means). Therefore a···

mation about employees is entered into the system, information describm; 
types each employee possesses must also be entered. 
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Required: 
a. Prepare an REA business process level model for K.ravenhall in ER diagram or 

grammar fonnat including all relevant entities, relationships, attributes, and partici
pation cardinalities. The following attributes are of interest to Kravenhall and should 
be included in your solution. Do not add or subtract any attributes. 

Payroll clerk ID 
Employee fD 
·:oucher number 
Employee schedule ID 
Cash account number 
Check or direct deposit number 
-upervisor TD 
Staffing plan number 
Labor type description 
Bank name 
Check or direct deposit amount 
Employee name 
Srandard wage rate for labor type 
-:imecard date 
'.[aximum number of subordinates allowed for 
-> supervisor 
:otal scheduled hours for each labor type on 
.m employee schedule 

tandard wage rate for a labor type used on 
"' staffing plan 
.leans by which an employee acquired a skill type 
Jegree of a skill type possessed by an employee 
:: timated wage rate for each labor type on 
ill employee schedule 
BankfD 

Check or direct deposit date 
Cash account type 
Employee phone number 
Timecard number 
Labor type ID 
Date staff plan approved 
Bank address 
Payroll clerk fidel ity bond rating 
Employee address 
Date employee schedule approved 
Skill type JD 
Skill type description 
Degree of skill type required for a labor type 
Requested hours on a staffing plan for each 
of labor 
Total hours worked by each employee on a 
timecard 
Negotiated wage rate for each employee 
employee schedule 
Actual wage rate for an employee 
Total scheduled hours for each 
employee schedule 
Amounts withheld from " '"'"""',.,. 
timecard , 

b. Convert your REA business process level model into a set! 
structures. 

ro fund 

Answers to Multiple Choice Questions 
MCl. C; MC2. D; MC3. C; MC4. C; MC5. A. 

a...,._ .=g for 
n ~ ~efi-

1:::! an e..'\ternal 
fJ;5e i' nl!' ... -. be
~ ha· e msuf
~ :::a..;;h ootfiows 

~ ~ add capaciry. 

409 



The Financing 
Business Process 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

The objectives of this chapter are to introduce the financing business process, to 
discuss the REA ontology representation of financing processes, and to describe 
some typical information needs in the financing business process. After studying this 
chapter you should be able to: 

1. Identify the activities and documents common to most f inancing business 
processes 

2. Explain the various components of the REA ontology in the financing process 

3. Create a REA business process level model for an enterprise's financing process 

4. Identify common information needs that exist within the financing process 

5. Create database queries to retrieve financing process information from a 
relational database 

NCING BUSINESS PROCESS IN AN ENTERPRISE 
UE SYSTEM 

The financing business process provides the capital resources an enterprise needs to fund 
all aspects of its operations. A substantial portion of cash is used to fund two of the busi
ness processes we have discussed already: the acquisition/payment process and the human 
resource process. Much of the cash available to the financing process comes from the 
sales/collection process. However, when insufficient cash is available via the sales/collec
tion process. other financing alternatives are used. 

The financing process includes the activities associated with acquiring and paying for 
the usc of cash through various debt and equity financing mechanisms. Activities in the fi
nancing process are triggered by an enterprise's need to obtain cash fi·om an external 
source. The most obvious time of need for external cash is when an enterprise is new, be
fore it has engaged in any operations. However, at other times enterprises may have insuf
ficient internal cash available either because of timing differences between cash outflows 
and expected cash inflows or because of the need to expand operations or add capacity. 

409 
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EXHIBIT 13- 1 
Financing 
Process in the 
Enterprise 
Value System 

One mechanism for acquiring cash is debt financing, whereby the enterprise borrows ca., 
fi"om one or more external business partners for a specified period of time and with : -
agreement that the enterprise wi II pay a specified interest rate as well as repayment · 
the principal balance. Another mechanism for acquiring cash is equity financing, wherel
the enterprise issues shares of stock (that represent the right to share in various owners, -
interests) in exchange for cash. 

The financing process is in essence a special case of the acquisition/payment cycle. -
it the enterprise acquires and pays for various types of financing. Because different inf. -
mation needs often exist with respect to the acquisition and payments for cash as compar~
to the exchange of cash for goods and services, the financing cycle is usually maintain._ 
as a separate transaction cycle. In this chapter we discuss the stTategy, objectives, and r_

ture of the financing process. 
As you analyze and model a business process. you must clearly understand its purpc- . 

and objectives. You must realize how the business process fits into the value system at_ 

enterprise value chain. At the value system level. the financing process is the point of ccr
tact between the enterprise and its investors and creditors. The enterprise gives cash to -
investors and creditors in exchange tor cash they preYiously provided to the enterprise. _, 
highlighted in Exhibit 13- 1. 

The value chain reveals interfaces between the financing process and other businc 
processes. Exhibit 13- 2 illustrates the typical value chain interfaces. 

The arrows in Exhibit 13- 2 depict the financing process accepting responsibility -
cash made available by the revenue process and making cash available to the payroll ar 
general acquisition/payment processes. The payroll process d isburses that cash in e -
change for acquisition of labor from employees. The general acquisition/payment procc 
disburses that cash in exchange for acquisitions of goods and serv ices from suppliers. C.:..:. 
received in the revenue process is made available to the financing process wherein it is d -
bursed to investors and creditors in exchange for the earlier described cash receipts or i: 
reinvested in the enterprise by being made available to the various acquis ition processe:-

The primary objccti\e of the financing process is to provide the financial capital the c:-

tcrprisc needs to function efficiently and effectively. The objectives of this process are · 
have the liquid funds needed to run the enterprise while not letting cash sit idle. Suffic1c 
cash availability enables enterprises to purchase in quantity to obtain more favorable pnc. 

Investors and 
creditors 

Suppliers 
(vendors) 

Employees 

Goods, 
services 

Cash 

Customers 
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Partial Value Chain 

and to take advantage of cash discounts. Having cash available to pay obligations on time 
and the ability to pay in cash give an organization a great deal of power. 

We begin our business process level discussion of the financing cycle by reviewing 
some of its more common events. Two important reminders before we begin the discus
sion: Because we discuss the activities in a sequential fashion, it may seem that the fi
nancing process is linear. That is not necessarily true. Increasingly, business processes and 
the activities that comprise those processes arc dynamic, rather than linear and static. Al
though the specific workflow activities differ in various .::nterprises' financing processes, 
we discuss the pattern for the information system's base objects that has been identifted as 
common to most financing processes. Also. remember the activities in this process arc 
linked to and sometimes overlap activities in other processes. We arc concentrating on one 
process at a time to simplify our analysis. 

NCING BUSINESS PROCESS LEVEL REA MODELS 

Recall that the extended REA ontology described in Chapter .f and illustrated in Exhibit 
I 3- 3 identifies the pattern underlying each transaction cycle, which consists of instigation 
events, mutual commitment events, economic exchange events, resources. agents, types, 
and various relationships such as stockflow. duality, fulfillment. reser\"ation, proposition, 
and participation. In this section we describe the extended REA ontology components spe
cific to the finance business process. 

We remind you that instigation C\'ents and the relationships in which they participate 
(such as proposition) are not part of the published REA ontology. We have added them to 
the business process level models in this text as a convenient means of fleshing out the 
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EXHIBIT 13- 3 Generic Financing Cycle Extended REA Ontology Database Design Pattern 

Cash 

lntemal 
agent 

External 
>----i agent 

'me l. Tlu<ii diagram due' not attempt t() diOi.-?rl.!ntiatc internal agents forth~ \'arious type;,; of ¢vents; for some enterprises one category of employee may p.a.-x 
in all the"c: e\'cnts: for other-. therl! may be 'ic\·~ral c<.~tcgories of cmplo~'I!C'l lfi\"OI\·cc.J. For most enterprise-;, financmg n.-quisitions and financing agreements a.~ & 
respon:-.ibility of finam:mg officers. ~a:>h f('Ceipt!io arc the re">ponsibility of ca,hicr-.. fuld ca ... h disbursements arc the re<>ponsibility of accounts payahlc clerk:>. 
Xote 2: Tht: diagonal slash in the!' bouom right ccmlc:r of an emit) indicates the entil) is a copy of an ~ntity that wat~ alread) us~.:d t:bewhcre on lhe di:tgram. 
moid cro~ing too many lin(!~ and thercb:-, cr.::um? c:nnfu:-,ion man emny-n.:lationo:;hip diagram. 
Note 3: Fulfillment3 relation~hip 3ppli..:!l. only to debt linam·ing agrcc-m~nb; RecLprocal relation.;;:hip and J--ulnllmcnt4 rt!bliunship apply only to equity financ. _ 
agr~\!mcnt~. 

complete story of each business process. A proposal is made in the instigation event_ 1k 
proposal is acted upon and a mutual agreement is reached in the commitment e• ~ 
The mutual commitment is fulfilled by the economic events that comprise the exchang. 
resources. These base objects exist in every cycle for every enterprise; however, it rna: 
be cost-effective to measure and store the details of all these phases. 

The REA pattern aids in analyzing business processes and events by highlighting 
uhat (the resources involved in the event) and the ll'ho (the intemal and external agentS 
each event. Notice that the where and the when are often stored as attributes of each e' ~ 

The events, agents, and resources involved in the financing process vary somewhat from~ 
tcrprise to enterprise. The general pattern discussed in this chapter can be easily adapteti _ 
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applied to meet the exact fmancing requirements of any enterprise (e.g., nonprofit or gov

ernmental agencies, wholesalers. retailers, service providers. or manufacturers). 

Cash is both the resource acqut'red and tfte resource g;vea in the Rll<117cJ17g pmccss. C?sh 
is represented in an enterprise system as tile various swres of cash owned by the enterprise. 
Bank accounts, petty cash accounts, on-hand cash accounts, and other types of cash ac
counts are all potential instances of the cash resource for an enterprise. The cash resource 
is a type entity, because it is normally not p ractical and cost-effective to identify and rep
resent the serial numher of each piece of currency ov.rncd by an enterprise; rather the 
amounts of currency and coin and negotiable cash instruments (such as checks or money 
orders) are combined into cash accounts of various types such as checking. savings, or 
petty cash. The attributes typically captured to represent cash accounts include an identi 
fier. a name for the cash account, the type of cash account it is (e.g., savings or checking), 
the loca tion, an account number assigned by the financial institut ion in which the account 
is located (i f applicable). and the balance of the account. Because cash account balance is 
a volat ile derivable attribute, it should only be included in a relational database table for 
cash if the database software allows the use of triggered update fiekls . Otherwise. a stored 
query may be created ancl reused for quick retrieval of the cash account balance attribute. 

· gation Events- Need Identification and Request for Cash 
Financial officers typically determine the need for cash by monitoring enterptise growth 
(or lack thereof). production plans, sales forecasts, employee turnover, and other trends and 
projections, and creating a cash flow budget that incorporates expected cash receipts from 
the sales/collection and financing processes and expected cash disbursements from the var
ious acquisition/payment proce~scs. Forecasted cash shortfalls result in decisions to ac
quire cash from cxtemal sources via either debt or equity financing. This identification of 
need for cash is often labeled as a cash requisition event as shown in Exhibit 13- 3. The 
cash requisition event is fulfilled by the financing agreement 

Agents involved in instigation e\'ents in the financing cycle usually are tlnancial officers 
(internal agents who authorize the requisitions) and investors/creditors (external agents). 
Attributes of cash requisitions that typically should be captured include the date, time, and 
dollar amount of the requisition. The requisition event data should also be linked to data 
regarding the related financial officer, investor and/or creditor, and the type of financing 
agreement requested. Documentation of need identification for cash may vary widely. 
Some enterprises use a cash requisition form that looks much like a purchase requisition 
form as shown in the acquisition/payment cycle chapter. Others simply issue a memoran
dum summarizing the need for additional cash and the mechanism by which the enterprise 
proposes to obtain the cash. In Exhibit 13-4 we illustrate a cash requisition form. 

The set of relational tables illustrated in Exhibit 13- 5 correspond to Exhibit 13-3's 
entity-relationship representation of the cash requisition event. the relationships in which it 
participates (proposition, fulfi llment I, participation I, and participation2), and the related 
entities (cash, financing agreement, financial officer, and proposed investor/creditor). Alter
native tables could be derived depending on the relationship cardinalities. Data from the 
form in Exhibit I 3-4 have been entered into the database tables; however, some of these 
data (e.g .. cash account. employee infor mation, and investor/creditor information) would 
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EXHIBIT 13-4 Cash Requisition Document 

YOUR SOURCE COMPANY 

CASH REQUISITION No. 3 

Date Prepared: l Prepared by: Date Needed: I Suggested Source 
4/05/2010 E64 5/2/2010 V41 

Cash Amount 
Account Needed Reason Needed 

Ca123501 $1,450,000 Cash Flow Budget created 4/05/2010 for the fiscal year reveals 
$1,429,413 cash shortfall due to expansion plans 

Approved by: l Approval Signature: I Date Approved: 
E62 4/15/2010 

already have existed in the database tables before the requisition data were added 
blcs so only the relationship information that links them to the event is recorde~o -
objects. New data that would be entered as a result of the labor requisit ion evem ..:: 
in color. 

Mutual Commitment Event (Financing Agreement) 
A mutual commitment event exists when an enterprise and an external business par-
each agreed to exchange specified quantities of resources at a defined fu ture time. Bee _ __._ 
financing and equity financing are different financing mechanisms, with different ilL 
needs resulting from the conmlitment af.'Teements for each, most enterprises need to 
represent financing agreements involving debt and equity. For debt financing, them~ 
minnent is called a loan contract, a promissory note, a mortgage, or a bond certifica:e 
uity financing, the mutual comminncnt is typically called a stock issuance commitml'nt 
The primary difference between debt financing and equity financing is the spccificaria.. _ 
ing of the resulting cash inflows and outflows. Debt financing agreements usually spe-. __ 
tem1inable dollar amount and timing of the cash inflow (loan proceeds) and of the case 
(loan repayments). That is not to say that the exact dollar amounts arc certain: in facL ~ _ 
dollar amounts may vary depending on the timing of the cash ftows. Equity financ!.!!:, -
ments specifY a determinable dollar amount and tinting of the cash inftow (stock proceew 
ever, the cash outflows (dividend payments or stock repurchases) are less certain abo!h • 
timing and the dollar amounts. Investors buy enterp1isc stock (and thus provide cash :.:: 
terprise) with the expectation or getting cash back in the fom1 of dividend payments 3!'...: 

appreciation so they can sell the stock in the stock market for more than they paid for,... 
Attributes of debt financing agreement events that typically should be capture~.

thc agreement date, the total dollar amount to which the agreement commits, the 
rate that applies to the agreement. and the maturity date of the agreement. The 
nancing agreement should also be linked to data regarding the cash account into \1 -

proceeds are deposited, the financial officer responsible for the loan, the credtt -
which the financing was acquired, the resulting cash receipt and cash disbur...: 
events, and the cash requisition event the agreement fulfills. Debt financing agreem_ 
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Relational Tables Encompassing Cash Requisition EYent 

· ·on (Instigation) Event 

Date Officer! DF< 

"15/201 0 

Dollar Amount Requested 

$1,450,000 !:64 

Suggested lnvestor/CreditorF< 

V41 

CashReqCashAcct (Proposition) Relationship 

;) CashAccountiD Amount Needed 

Ca1 23501 $1,450,000 

Officer (Internal Agent) 

Authorized Debt Limit 

$2,500,000 

Creditor (External Agent) 

D Name Address Telephone Performance Rating 

Excellent First Chance Bank 43221 Financial Institute Way 555-5576 

esource Type) 

·ountiD AccountType 

Checking 

Location 

1" Local Bank 

.cancingAgreement (Mutual Commitment} Event 

Loan Date Maturity Date lnterestRate Amount CashReqJDFK CreditorJDFK OtficeriDFK 

~nancingAgreement (Mutual Commitment) Event 

lssueDate Type #shares Par Value Amount CashReqiOFK lnvestoriDF< OfficerJOFK 

· .relationship is implemented with (ashReqiD posted into Debt Financing Agreement L:lbk and with Ca:-hReqiD po~ted into Equity FinancingA~rccmcnt 
"'!11 relationship is implemented \dth Suggo1ed '"'"""tor·'CreditoriD po\tcd into Cash RC"quisition table. Panicip<llion1 Nlation~hip i~ implemented with 

'!".J:O Ca~h Rcqu•bition table. fulfillmentl data arc not y~:t entered, <b~wning a time lag bcN:een cash requl'\illon and fmancing agreement-.. 

typically represented on paper as promissory notes or as bond certificates. ln Exhibit 13-6 
we illustrate a promissory note, and in Exhibit 13-7, a bond certificate. 

Attributes of equity financing agreements that typically should be captured include the 
date the stock was issued, the par value of the stock, the number of shares issued, and the 
dollar amount for which the stock was issued. Exhibit 13- 8 illustrates a share of stock. As 
mentioned earlier, the shares of stock do not guarantee future cash flows. Preferred stock 
may indicate a percentage or dollar amOLmt for which preferred shareholders have dividend 
preference over common shareholders; however that does not guarantee dividends will 
ever be paid to anyone. Therefore the equity financing agreement may not be considered 
to be a mutual commitment event although the stock carries an implicit commitment on 
the part of the enterprise. Explicit commitments related to equity financing agreements are 
called dividend declarations. Enterprises declare (aru10unce) they will pay dividends of a 
specific amount on a specific date. Dividend declarations are considered to be legal obli
gations of the enterprise; that is, once a dividend is declared the enterprise is required 
by law to actually pay the dividend. Dividend declarations are typically represented as 
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EXHIBIT 13- 6 Promissory Note 

PROMISSORY NOTE 
SAMPLE for illustration purposes only 

$450,000 Date: May 1, 2009 

For value received, the undersigned Your Source Company (the "Borrower''), at 123 Main St., Anytown, USA 12345, 
promises to pay to the order of First Chance Bank, (the "Lender''), at 43221 Financial Institute Way, (or at such other 
place as the Lender may designate in writing) the sum of $450,000.00 with 10% interest payments due on April 30 of 
each year beginning with April30, 2010. 

The unpaid principal shall be payable in full on April 30, 2029 (the "Due Date"). 

All payments on this Note shall be applied first in payment of accrued interest and any remainder in payment of 
principal. 

If any payment obligation under this Note is not paid when due, the remaining unpaid principal balance and any 
accrued interest shall become due Immediately at the option of the Lender. 

The Borrower reserves the right to prepay this Note (in whole or in part) prior to the Due Date with no prepayment 
penalty. 

If any payment obligation under this Note is not paid when due, the Borrower promises to pay all costs of collection, 
including reasonable attorney fees, whether or not a lawsuit is commenced as part of the collection process. 

If any of the following events of default occur, this Note and any other obligations of the Borrower to the Lender, shall 
become due immediately, without demand or notice: 

1) the failure of the Borrower to pay the principal and any accrued interest in full on or before the Due Date; 
2) the death of the Borrower or Lender; 
3) the filing of bankruptcy proceedings involving the Borrower as a debtor; 
4) the application for the appointment of a receiver for the Borrower; 
5) the making of a general assignment for the benefit of the Borrower's creditors; 
6) the insolvency of the Borrower; 
7) a misrepresentation by the Borrower to the Lender for the purpose of obtaining or extending credit. 

If any one or more of the provisions of this Note are determined to be unenforceable, in whole or in part, for any 
reason, the remaining provisions shall remain fully operative. 

All payments of principal and interest on this Note shall be paid in the legal currency of the United States. The 
Borrower waives presentment for payment, protest, and notice of protest and nonpayment of this Note. 

No renewal or extension of this Note, delay in enforcing any right of the Lender under this Note, or assignment by 
Lender of this Note shall affect the liability or the obligations of the Borrower. All rights of the Lender under this Note 
are cumulative and may be exercised concurrently or consecutively at the Lender's option. 

Signed this 1st dayof May 2009 , at 

Borrower: Your Source Company 

By: Woodr ow D . James 
Woodrow D. James, on behalf of Your Source Company 

commitment events that are related via reciprocal relationships to the equity financing 
agreement commitment events. Dividend declarations should be linked to data regarding 
the cash that they reserve for future payment, to the internal and external agents, and to the 
cash disbursement events that fulfill the commitments. 
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The McGraw-Hill Companies, Inc. 
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EXHIBIT 13- 9 (Continued) 

CashRequisition (Instigation) Event 

CashReqlD Date Dollar Amount Requested 

3 4/15/2009 $1,450,000 

FinanciaiOfficer (Internal Agent) 

OfficeriD Name Authorized Debt Limit 

E64 Donald James $2,500,000 

Investor/Creditor (External Agent) 
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OfficerlDFK 

E64 

Suggested lnvestor/CreditorFK 

V41 

lnvestor/CreditoriD Name Address Telephone 

555-5576 

555-9988 

555-7312 

Performance Rating 

Excellent V41 

1234 

1235 

First Chance Bank 

CREF 

Schwarb 

43221 Financial Institute Way 

1 Retirement Dr. 

852 Mutual Manor Ct. 
Excellent 

Excellent 

Cash (Resource Type) 

CashAccountiD 

Ca123501 

AccountType 

Checking 

Location 

1st Local Bank 

FulfillmentCashReceiptFinancing (Fulfillment2) Relationship 

FinancingAgreementiD CashReceiptiD 

FulfillmentCashDisbDebtFinancing (Fulfillment3) Relationship 

LoaniD CashDisbursementiD Principal Pmt Amt Interest Pmt Amt 

Note: Participi1tion3 relationship i.:; implemented with OfficcriD posted into FinancingAgrccmem tables. Participation4 rela tionship is implemented \vith InvcstorlD 
p(.)stcd into EquityFinancingAgrccment table and with CreditoriD posted into DcbtFinancingAgrccmcnt table. Participation9 rdationship i:s implemt:nted with 
Oflict:r!D po::>tt:J intuPividewJDcchuat ion table. Fulfill ment I relationship is implemented with C'ashReqi D posted into FinancingAgreemcnt table~. Fulfillment21 

fu lfillment3. and Fulfillmcnt4 daw arc not yet entered, assuming a possible time l~tg between commitment cvcms and the rcsulling cash receipts and cash 
disbursements. There is 11l~o a time Jag het\\'t!t n the financ ing agreements and the diYidcnd declaration commitment event: lhis is indicated via the dates entered and 

the entry of the later eYent and relationship dat<1 in italic print. 

The new data entered to record the financing agreement event are shown in italic. The new 
data entered to record the dividend declaration that is reciprocally related to the equity fi 
nance agreement are shown in italic print. 

Economic Increment Event (Cash Receipt) 
Cash receipt is the primary economic increment event in the finance process. For debt fi
nancing agreements, the cash receipt event represents the receipt of the cash proceeds of 
the loan or bond. For equity financing agreements, the cash receipt event represents the re
ceipt of the cash proceeds of the stock issuance. In both cases, the cash receipt event ful
fills the commitment of the investors and creditors to provide cash to the enterprise; at the 
point of cash receipt, the enterprise has not yet fulfilled its commitment to provide loan re
payments or dividend payments to the investors and creditors. As in the sales/collection 
process, the receipt of cash is a custodial function . The document typically involved in task 
activities that comprise the cash receipt event in the financing cycle is a deposit slip. When 
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cash from financing is received (usually in the form of checks), internal agents (usually 
cashiers) verify the payment information is correctly recorded on a deposit slip. A copy of 
the deposit slip is retained by the enterprise and the original is sent with the proceeds to 
the bank for deposit. In some cases investors and creditors may electronically transfer 
funds to the enterprise rather than sending checks through the mail. In such cases the in
vestors and creditors may send a direct deposit notification; otherwise the monthly bank 
statement will serve as notification of the cash receipt. 

Relationships in which the cash event in the financing process participates typically in
clude a fulfillment relationship (enabling the enterprise to trace which debt or equity fi
nancing agreement event the cash receipt fulfilled), a duality relationship (allowing the 
enterprise to trace the related cash disbursements), a stockflow relationship (to trace the 
cash account into which the cash receipt was deposited), and participation relationships 
with internal agents (typically cashiers) and external agents (investors or creditors). 

The set of relational tables in ExJ1ibit 13-10 correspond to Exhibit 13- 3 's entit) 
relationship representation of the cash receipt event and the relationships in which it par
ticipates (stock flow I, fulfillment2, participationS. participation6, and duality). Other pos
sible tables could be derived, depending on the relationship cardinalities. Example dat. 
regarding cash receipt e\ents have been entered into the database tables; however, some o; 
these data (e.g .. cash account, financing agreement, investor and creditor information, and 
employee information) would already have existed in the database tables before the cas! 
receipt data were added to the tables so only relationship information that links them to the 
cash receipt event is added for those objects. The new data to be added upon receipts o 
cash from financing agreements are printed in color. 

Economic Decrement Event (Cash Disbursement) 
Cash disbursements are economic decrement events that decrease the enterprise's cash oo
ance. Cash disbursements in the financing cycle are typically made by paper check or elec
tronic funds transfer and are made to fulfill the terms of the financing agreement, in CT 

change tor the cash receipts that occurred at a previous point in time. Attributes captur~ 
regarding cash disbursements usually include a cash disbursement identifier (such as a dis
bursement voucher number), date, amount paid, the check number of the payment, pa}« 
identification (investor or creditor), employee identification (i .e., employee who wrote t."
chcck), the cash account ti·om ;vhich the cash is disbursec~ and links to the reason for ;:,._ 
cash disbursement (i.e. , what commitment it is fulfilling and the economic increment e\er 
that began the exchange ). Exhibit 13- 11 shows a set of relational tables that correspond 
Exhibit 13- 3 's entity-relationship representation of the cash disbursement event and the.:
nancing cycle relationships in which it participates (duality, fulflllment3 , fulfillmen.
stockflow2, participation7, and participationS). Alternative table configurations could be~
riYed, depending on the relationship cardinalities. As noted in the acquis ition/ payment c:. ~ 
chapter. additional tables are necessary to correspond to relationships in which the cash u '

burscment event participates in other transaction cycles such as acquisition/payment ::_ 
payroll. The tables shown in Exhibit 13- 10 are applicable to the financing process. Data; 
cash disbursements applicable to the financing process have been entered into the datal-> 
tables; however. some of these data (e.g .. financing agreements, dividend declaration. 
accounts, investor/creditor infmmation, and employee information) would already have f'1-

isted in the database tables before the cash disbursement data were added to the tables. 0.: 
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EX HI BIT 13- 11 Relational Tables E ncornpassing Cash Disbu rsernent Event 

CashDisbursement (Economic Decrement) Event 

Disb Voucher Dollar Check Cash 
Voucher ID Date Amount Number AccountiD'< 

124 4/30/2010 $45,000 921 Ca 123501 
138 5/17/2010 $25,000 935 Ca12350 1 
139 5/17/2010 $25,000 936 Ca12350 1 

DualityCashDisbursementCashReceipt Relationship 

CashReceipt 

RA14 
RA15 
RA16 

CashDisbursementiD 

124 
138 
139 

FulfillmentCashDisbDebtFinancing (Fulfillment3) Relationship 

loaniD CashDisbursementiD PrincipaiPaid lnterestPaid 

L1 124 $0 $45,000 

FulfillmentCashDisbEquityFinancing (Fulfi llment4) Relationship 

DividendDeclarationiD CashDisbursementiD 

DD1 138 
DD1 139 

Cash (Resource Type) 

CashAccountiD AccountType l ocation 

Ca 123501 Checking 1" Local Bank 

Cash Receipt (Economic Increment) Event 

CashReceiptiD Date Dollar Amount CashAccountiD'< 

RA1 4 5/1/2009 $450,000 Ca1 23501 
RA15 5/1/2010 $500,000 Ca123501 
RA16 5/ 1/2010 $500,000 Ca1 23501 

INFORMATION NEEDS AND MEASURES 
IN THE FINANCING PROCESS 

Financing 
ClerkiD'< PayeeiD'< 

E36 V41 
E36 1234 
E36 1235 

ExtAgentiD'K CashieriD'K 

V41 E1 11 
1234 E1 11 
1235 E1 11 (Continued) 

The most common information customers for the financing business process include tc

management, investors, creditors, accountants, and auditors. We next analyze each of IL 
entities and relationships in the financing process pattern to provide some ideas about ~~ 
queries that may be needed to satisfy information needs in the financing cycle. The quen~ 
presented arc not a comprehensive set of queries (there are simply too many potent'
queries to list them all); however, the set provided should guide you in creating si~ 

types of queries. To describe queries needed in the financing cycle we use the database:..:
bles shown in Exhibits 13- 5, 13- 9, and 13- 10. 
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• liV\t' many shares of conunon stock have been issued as of 5131/201 0? Using the Equi
tyFinancingAgreement table, enter criteria <=5/31 /20 I 0 in the issue date field and 
=common in the type field; apply the SUM aggregation operator to the #shares field. 

• How many cash receipls occurred in May 2010? Using the Cash Receipt table, enter cri
teria BETWEEN 5/1/2010 and 5/31/20 I 0 in the date field; apply COUNT aggregation 
function to the cash receipt ID field. 

Agent Queries in the Financing Process 
The agents commonly involved in financing processes are the financial officers who au
thorize the financing transactions, the investors and creditors from whom financing is ac
quired, and the cashiers or other c lerks who process the cash receipts and cash disburse
ments. Queries may be needed to obtain any of the following: 

• Detailed status information at one or more points in time for each financial officer, in
vestor, creditor. cashier. or clerk. 

• Detailed status information at one or more points in time for each financial officer, in
vestor, creditor. cashier, or clerk who meets specified criteria. 

• Summarized status information at one o r more points in time for all financial officers. 
investors, creditors. cashiers, or clerks. 

• Summarized status information at one or more points in time for all financial officers. 
investors, creditors. cashiers. or clerks who meet spccifled criteria. 

Some example queries based on the tables in this chapter are as follows: 

• What are the names and addresses of the investors who have been rated as excel! em 
Using the Investor/Creditor table, enter criterion =Excellent in the performance rating 
field; di ·play the name and address fields. 

Which financial officer has the highest limit for which to authori:::e dehf? Using the Fi
nanciaiOfficer table, apply the MAX aggregation function to the authorized debt limr 
field: display the officer ID field. 

Relations/zip Queries 
Combining information from various resource, event, and agent tables in accordance Wit:' 

the relationships in which they participate can provide much r icher data than single table 
queries. We next discuss queries based on the various relationships in the financing 
process. 

Duality and Fulfillment Relationship Queries in the Financing Process 
The duality relationship set in the financing process connects cash receipts (financing ac
quisitions) to cash disbursements (financing payments), as it represents exchanges of c~.t 

for cash. Because the financing cash receipts may result from either debt or equity financ
ing, the direct duality relationship between cash receipts and cash disbursements is ofie:1 
somewhat ambiguous. Other than identifying what cash disbursements applied to a C'<1:> 

receipt. and vice versa. there is not much information content to be gained from examJL
ing the duality relationship in the financing process. Instead it is typically more infonn.;
tivc to examine the fulfillment relationships between the financ ing agreement and the cas!
receipts and between the financing agreement and the cash disbursements. 
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ln the financing process, each financing agreement (both equity and debt) is associated 
with at least one cash receipt and at least one cash disbursement. Debt obligations arc cash 
receipts that relate to debt financing agreements. Cash disbursements related to debt fi
nancing agreements indicate repayments of debts. Comparisons of the debt obi igations to 
repayments of those debts reveal loans or notes payable balances. 

Fulfillment relationship queries in the financing process in general include: 

• Identification of unfilled eonm1itment events (e.g., financing agreements for which cash 
has not yet been received and/or for which cash disbmsements have not been made in full) . 

• Identification of filled commitment events (e.g., financing agreements for which cash 
was received and cash was repaid according to payment terms). 

Based on the tables in this chapter, questions such as the following could be answered via 
fu lfillment relationship queries in the financing process: 

• What is the outstandinfi principal balance o( debt financing agreenwnr L1 as of J'vfay 1, 
2010? Query 1: The outstanding principal balance for a loan is increased by cash receipt 
amounts that represent the principal acquired. To find the principal amounts acquired 
through May l, 2010, join the CashReceipt and FulfillmcntCashRecciptOebtFinancing ta
bles; enter c1itcria =Ll in the financing agreement 10 field and <=5/ 1'20 10 in the cash re
ceipt date field; apply the SUM aggregation operator to the cash receipt dollar amount field. 
Query 2: The outstanding principal balance for a loan is decreased by cash disbursement 
amounts that represent repayments of principal. To find the principal repayment amounts 
that occurred through May 1, 2010. join the FulfillmentCashDisbDebtFinancing table to the 
CashDisbw·sement table; enter c1iteria =L I in the loan TD field and <=5/ 1/20 10 in the cash 
disbursement voucher date field; apply the SUM aggregation operator to the PrincipaJPaid 
field. Query 3: Subuact the sum calculated in query 2 fi'om the sum calculated in query 1. 

• Have any cash receipts occurred that 1rere not related ro financing agreements? Join 
Cash Receipts table to FulfillmentCashRcceiptFinancing table with an outer join keep
ing all cash receipts; include cash receipt 10 fi'om CashRcceipt table and financing 
agreement lD from FulfillmentCashRcceiptFinancing table; set criteria to IS NULL in 
the financing agreement 1D field. 

S~ockflow Relationship Queries in the Financing Process 
Stockflow relationships in the financing process represent the connections between cash 
and the economic events that increase and decrease cash. Some common stockflow infor
mation needs in the financing process (among other possibilities) are: 

• Which cash account was decreased by a cash disbursement'! 

• What is the total dollar amount of cash disbursements made from a specified cash ac
count during a time period? 

• Which cash account was increased by a cash receipt'} 

• What is the total dollar amount of cash receipts for a specified cash account during a 
time period? 

Because these types of stockflow queries have been illustrated in Chapters 8 through 11, 
we do not repeat these details here. 
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Reservation Queries in the Financing Process 
The reservation relationship that is typically materialized in the financing process repre
sents the associations between financing agreements and the cash the agreements commit to 
acquire and repay. Therefore reservation relationships in the financing process are commonly 
used in queries to satisfy infotmation needs as to the eventual effect of financing agreements 
on cash. Some common information needs (among many others) in the financing cycle are 

• What dollar amount is a financing agreement committing to acquire for a specific cash 
account'? 

• From which cash accounts will any dividend declarations that occurred during a spe-
cific time period be paid? 

• What is the dollar \·alue of cash reserved by a dividend declaration? 

• On what dates is a financing agreement committing to acquire cash? 

Based on the tables in this chapter, questions such as the follow ing could be answered via 
reservation relationship queries in the Jinancing cycle: 

• What dollar amount is .financing agreement E I committing to acquire for cash accounc 
Cal 2350 I 7 Usc the RescrvationFinanceAgreementCashAcct table; enter criterion =El 
in the finance agreement lD field and =Ca 123501 in the cash account ID field; display 
the amount rcseJTed field. 

• What is the total dollar amount resetTed jor cash account Cal23501 by financing 
agreements during the month of May 2010'! Query 1: To determine the dollar amount 

reserved for cash a<.:count C'a 12350 I by equity financing agreements during May 2010. 
join the ResetTationFinanceAgreemcntCashAcct table to the EquityFinancingAgree
ment table: enter criterion =Ca 12350 l in the cash account ID fie ld and BETWEEK 
5' 112010 and 5/31 /2010 in the issue date field: apply the SUM aggregation operator to 
the amount reserved field . Query 2: To determine the dollar amount reserved lor cash 
account Ca 12350 I by debt financing agreements during May 2010, join the Reserva
tionFinanceAgreementCashAcct table to the DebtFinancingAgreement table; enter cri
terion =Ca 12350 I in the cash account ID field and I3ETWEEN 5/ 1/20 I 0 and 5/3 1/201 0 
in the loan date field: apply the SUM. aggregation operator to the amount reserved field. 
Query 3: Add the sum from query l to the sum from query 2 to get the total reserved 
amount for cash account Ca 12350 I during May 20 I 0 

Participation Queries in the Financing Process 
Participation relationships in the financing cycle typically represent the associations be
t>'·een cash requisitions, debt financing agreements, equity financing agreements, cash re
ceipts, di\·idend declarations. and cash disbursements and the employees who authorize 
those e\·ents (typically financial officers). the employees who accomplish those events 
(typically cashiers), and the investors and creditors with whom cash is exchanged. There
fore rarti<.:ipation relationship~ arc commonly used in queries to satisfy information needs 
as to the identification of employees. investors, or creditors who participated in financing 
e\·ents or as to the financing events in which specific employees, investors, or creditors par
ticipated. Some common financing cycle information needs are 

• Which financial officer authorized a cash requisition? 

• I low many debt financing agreements has a financial officer approved? 
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• What is the total do.llar amount of cash disbursements paid to a specific creditor? 

• llow many shares of common stock has a specific investor purchased? 

• Which cashier processed a specific cash receipt? 

Based on the tables in this chapter, questions such as the following could be answered via 
participation relationship financing cycle queries: 

• What is the name ofthe.financia/ o.fficer ll'ho authori::ed cash requisition 3? Join the 
CashRequisition table to the Financia!Officer table; enter criterion =3 in the cash req
uisition ID Jlcld and display the officer name field. 

• Hmr many deht.financing agreements has Donald James approved? Join the DebtFi
nancing/\grecment table to the Financial Officer table; enter criterion =Donald James in 
the officer name; apply the COUNT aggregation operator to the LoanlD field. 

• What is the name of the cashier ll'ho processed cash receipt RA 15? Join the CashRe
ceipt table to the Cashier table; enter c riterion =RA 15 in the cash receipt lD field; dis
play the cashier name fleld. 

• What are the name and address ofthe investor(s) to '''hich rhe nwst shares of common srock 
have heen issued? Query 1: To sum the number of shares issued to each investor, use the 
EquityFinancingAgreement table; apply the GROUP BY aggregation operator to the in
vestor ID field; apply the SUM aggregation operator to the #shares field. Query 2: To iden
tify the names and addresses of the investors to which the most shares have been issued, 
Join the result of Query l to the Investor/Creditor table; apply the MAX aggregation oper
ator to the sum of#shares field; display the investor name and investor address fields. 

CONCLUDING COMMENTS 

This chapter presented an overview or the activities in the finance process and discussed 
the extended REA pattern as it is applied !o this process. Infotmation needs associated 
with the finance business process were also described in this chapter, although those iden
tified are not a comprehensive list. An enterprise with an enterprise system based on the 
REA pattern is able to satisfy most (if not all) of the information needs by constructing 
queries based on its database tables. 
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Review Questions 

LOt Rl. What is the primary objective of the financing business process? 

L02 R2. How is the financing process related to the conversion process, the sales c1. 
process, the acquisition/payment process, and the payroll process? 

LOt R3. What is the difference between a bond certificate and a stock certificate? 

LOt R4. Which documents are typically used to represent a debt financing agreement 

L02 R5. Identify the resources, internal agents, and external agents associated with e .. ~ 
following events in the finance process: 
a. Cash requisition (instigation) event 
b. Loan (mutual commitment) event 
c. Stock issuance (commitment to increment) event 
d. Dividend declaration (commitment to decrement) event 
e. Cash receipt (economic increment) event 
f. Cash disbursement (economic decrement) event 

Multiple Choice Questions 

LO t MCl. Which document typically represents the same phenomena as the cash rece ...... 
nomic increment) event? 
A. Disbursement voucher 
B. Deposit slip 
C. Stock certificate 
D. Promissory note 

L02 MC2. The financing process represents the point of contact between the enter. 
which set of external business partners? 

A. Investors and creditors 
B. Suppliers 
C. Customers 
D. Employees 

L02 MC3. The resource made available by the finance process to the payroll process..;. 
ical enterp1ise value chain is 

A. Finished goods inventory 
B. Machinery and equipment 
C. Labor 
D. Cash 

wz MC4. Which of the following entities are usually paired in a stockflow relationsr ~ 
finance process? 
A. Cash receipt and employee 
B. Cash and debt financing agreement 
C. Cash and cash receipt 
D. Stock issuance and cash receipt 
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L02 MCS. Which of the following events reflects the commitment of the enterprise to receive 
and to repay cash provided by a creditor? 
A. Debt financing agreement 
B. Dividend declaration 
C. Cash requisition 
D. Cash disbursement 

Discussion Questions 
1.04 D 1. Describe at least two financing process information needs for each of the following: 

a. Management 
b. Finance and accounting 
c. Investors and creditors 

LOs D2. What entities and/or relationships most likely need to be included in a query to cal
culate the loan payable balance for each creditor? (Assume the balance is not stored 
as a volatile derivable attribute in the creditor table.) 

L04, tm 03. When determining how much cash to keep on hand, what are some of the factors fi
nancial officers need to consider. and how can the database tables based on the REA 
business process level model help them detem1inc a cash budget? 

Answers to Multiple Choice Questions 

MC I. B: MC2. A: MC3 . D; MC4. C; MCS. A. 



Enterprise System Risks 
and Controls 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

A consideration of utmost importance for enterprise system designers, managers, 
and auditors is the consideration of risk and control. The objective of this chapter is 
to introduce some types of risk that occur in enterprises and discuss how these risks 
may be lessened by controls designed into enterprise information systems. This 
chapter uses the REA pattern as a framework for identifying types of risks and 
controls to mitigate those risks. After studying this chapter you should be able to: 

1. Describe the relationship between enterprise risks, opportunities, and controls 

2. Explain the levels at which enterprise risks occur 

3. Use the REA pattern to identify sources of enterprise risk 

4. Identify specific controls t o prevent, detect, and recover from enterprise risks 

THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN RISKS, OPPORTUNITIES, 
AND CONTROLS 

Risks 
A risk is any exposure to the chance of injury or loss. Every enterprise faces a mult itude 
of risks. When a risk materializes it thn:atcns some aspect of the entities' operations and 
more serious risks threaten the ongoing existence of the entity. Every day the news is filled 
with risks that have developed into major losses, scandals, or total collapses of enterprises. 
Threat is another word some people use to describe these situations because they repre
sent a possible or probable loss to the entity. The following are just a few risks or threats 
that have plagued many companies: 

• Bad decisions by management to discontinue popular product lines. 

• Faulty product design that causes costly recalls. 

• Fabrication of product quality tests to enhance the value of the company's stock. 

• Invasion of a company's net work by hackers through the Internet. 

• Recognition of revenues a company has not actually earned. 
431 
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• Overstatement of inventory or operating assets on a company's balance sheet. 

• Understatement or misclassification of debt on a company's balance sheet. 

Every time one of these risks materializes, critics ask, ''Why?" They criticize mana~~ 
for lack of due care. They criticize the auditors for not detecting the problem. The; -....:5-

tion how such a thing could happen within the enterprise and not be noticed by othe:- _ 
ple. Risks need to be identified and controlled, but they must be balanced with oppc~
ties, objectives, and the cost of controls. Enterprises must balance operational effi:: ~ 
with operational effectiveness. Enterprise information systems may sometimes fac 
efficient and effective controls. 

Opportunities and Objectives 

Controls 

Why do individuals and enterprises take risks? Why expose themselves to threats of 
Opportunity and risk go hand in hand. You can't have an opportunity without some '""" 
and with every risk there is some potential opportunity. Typically greater opportunmc 
accompanied by higher risks, and vice versa. for example, investments in stock are ge:- _ -
ally riskier than investments in government bonds; those stock investments also provide · 
potential for greater returns than do the bonds. Individual and enterprise objectives d~=--
mine the extent to which risks arc sought or avoided. Conservative objectives that e_ 
can be achieved require less risk. More aggressive objectives create greater risk as ~ _ 
difficult and complex activities are pursued to achieve them. As an example, say, you ~ _ 
$10,000 available to invest and you do not need this money back until after you retire- 
years from now. If over the course of those 40 years your goal is to simply double . -
money for a total ofS20,000, there is no need to invest in risky investments, as investme::. 
that are considered risk-:free are likely to double your money in 40 years. If your objec;,. _ 
are more aggressive, such as increasing your S 10,000 by 500 percent, then you neec 
consider more risky investments that have a higher potential return. With every oppcr~ 
nity there is some element of risk. We seek to manage these risks by a system of contr._ 

With every opportunity there is some element of risk. To mitigate the risk of loss \\I'-_ 
gaining the advantages afforded by risky activity, most enterprises implement a system 
internal controls. Such controls arc activities performed to minimize or eliminate ri -' · 
For example, a control to mitigate the risk of stock market investments is to maintain a;:. 
versified portfolio rather than holding only one company's stock. Similarly, an enterpr:s. 
that sells goods on credit rather than requiring immediate cash payment for sales crea;:c 
an opportunity for additional sales, but also incurs a risk of bad debts. An internal contr 
that may be adopted to mitigate this risk is to check customers' credit ratings before a:;:-
proving sales to the customers. 

Internal controls within enterprise systems are increasingly important in today's eco:::
omy. Because of recent scandals, Congress passed the Sarbancs-Oxley Act requiring rr ... 
when publicly traded companies issue their annual financial reports, they also must is ~~ 
reports on their internal control systems. The internal control reports must state manag~
ment's responsibility for establishing and maintaining adequate internal controls for finan
cial reporting and the reports must include assessments of the effectiveness of the inte~ 
controls and the financial reporting procedures. Sarbancs-Oxley further requires auditor 
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Materiality 
of risk 

Large 

Size of potential impact 

to attest to and report on the assessments made by management in the internal control re
ports. The AI CPA's Statement of Auditing Standards No. 94 largely established current 
standards for internal controls. 1 Two important documents in the development of current 
enterprise risk management and control philosophies were issued by the Committee of 
Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission (COS0).2 These documents 
stress the importance of examining controls at many levels of detail. 

Two major concerns regarding controls are the time they consume and the cost. Often 
multiple controls could each mitigate a particular risk; sometimes the controls differ in 
cost and effectiveness. So many potential risks exist that it may seem overwhelming to try 
to control all of them. It may also be cost prohibitive to control every potential risk. Only 
significant risks for which controls arc cost effective should be controlled. The significance 
of a risk is determined by its impact on the enterprise, and the likelihood of it occmring. 
Exposure is a word some people use to describe the potential impact on the entity, that is, 
uncontrolled risk. Some people also use the term risk in a more narrow sense to describe 
the probability of a loss occurring. Risks that prevent an enterprise from achieving its ob
jectives are very costly and may have a catastrophic impact on the ongoing viability of the 
entity. Materiality of risk, illustrated in Exhibit 14-1, is a function of: 

1. The size of the potential loss and its impact on achieving the enterprise's objectives. 

2. The like! ihood of the loss. 

As either the likelihood or size of the loss increases, the materiality of the risk also in
creases. With higher materiality comes a greater need to manage risk. In many situations 
these evaluations can be measmed only in rough, order-of-magnitude amounts. 

1Audit ing Standards Board, American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, Statement of Auditing 
Standards No. 94, The Effect of Information Technology on the Auditor's Consideration of Internal 
Control in a Financ1ai Statement Audit (New York: AICPA, 2001). 
21nternal Control-Integrated Framework (New York: Commit tee of Sponsoring Organizat ions of the 
Treadway Commission, 1992); Enterprise Risk Management Framework (New York: Committee of 
Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission, 2004). 
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Management may choose to ignore risks that have a low impact and a low likelihood .c: 
occurrence unless the controls are costless. Controlling all risks to the point of eliminatic: 
all potential losses is quite unrealistic and unnecessary. fn fact, a commitment to zero ru 
could render an enterprise totally ineffective because many controls add inconvenience ·~ 
business processes_ Enterprises typically concentrate their control design efforts on ris
that have a high impact and a high likelihood of occurrence. Many enterprises choose · 
purchase insurance to mitigate risks that have a high impact and a low likelihood of o-.
currence. For risks that have a low impact and a high likelihood of occurrence, manage
ment designs controls only if the cumulative costs of the controls are less than the cur::_
lative probable losses based on the risk. The key is identifying and controlling risks i: 
manner such that the benefits of controlling the risks exceed the costs of the controls. wl::......! 
balancing enterprise efficiency and effectiveness. 

COMPONENTS OF INTERNAL CONTROL SYSTEMS 

The COSO internal control integrated framework discusses five interrelated compon~ 
of internal control systems: the control environment, risk assessment, control acthiti5. 
information and communications, and monitoring. Each of these components is .:. -
cussed in the following sections. 

Control Environment 
Control environment sets the tone of the enterprise, which influences the control ~ ~ 

sciousness of its people. Some people refer to the control environment as the tone a; 
top. This foundation provides discipline and structure upon which all other componer 
internal control arc built. The control environment includes the following areas: 

Integrity and ethical behavior. 

Commitment to competence. 

Board of directors and audit committee participation. 

Management philosophy and operating style. 

Organization structure. 

Assignment of authority and responsibility. 

Human resource policies and practices. 

The attitudes and actions of top management largely determine the climate of a:: _ 
prise. Consider the environment of one enterprise with top management that has \e-:;. 
standards of moral and ethical conduct, that is committed to hiring competent~ 
properly training them for their work, that develops an organizational structure "~ 
work of one person is checked by the work of another person, and that is conse;--< 
management style and financial reporting. Contrast this with the climate of a se~ 
terprise in which top management constantly tries to take unfair advantage of--. 
ployees, in which people are poorly trained, in which employees' work is poorl. 
and in which management constantly tries to overstate their achievements an~ ...... .....__ 
their problems. Since the attitudes and actions of lower-level employees typica:. 
the attitudes and actions they see in top management, we would expect to find a~ 
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trol environment in the first enterprise but a rather weak control environment in the second 
enterprise. 

sk Assessment 
Risk assessment is an element of an internal control system that involves the identification 
and analysis of relevant risks associated with the enterprise achieving its objectives. Risk 
assessment forms the basis for determining what risks need to be controlled and the con
trols required to manage them. 

Risk assessment should include consideration of previous company losses and the rea
sons for those losses, consideration of similar companies' losses and reasons for those 
losses, and communication with employees about where errors and irregularities arc most 
likely to occur. Historical analysis of past errors and irregularities identifies potential fu
ture losses and provides information by which both the probability and the magnitude of 
the loss may be estimated. Much also can be learned by analyzing other companies' mis
takes by examining infom1ation available directly from the company or through published 
literature. Most employees are honest and want to do a good job. They know where errors 
and irregularities have occurred and have not been reported, and they know where irregu
larities could occur and not be detected easily. Effective communication with employees 
may reveal critical in formation needed for risk assessment. 

:ontrol Activities 
Control activities are policies and procedures enterprises use to ensure necessary actions 
are taken to minimize risks associated with achieving enterprise objectives. Controls have 
different objectives and may be applied at various organizational and functional levels. 

Control activities may be classified by function, whether they are used to prevent, de
tect, or recover from errors or irregularities. The;: purpose of each control is evident by its 
name. 

• Preventive controls foc.us on preventing errors or irregularities. 

• Detective controls focus on identifying that errors or irregularities have occurred. 

• Corrective controls focus on recovering from, repairing the damage from, or minimiz-
ing the cost of errors or irregularities. 

An error is an unintended mistake on the part of an employee while an irregularity is an 
intentional effort to do something that is undesirable to the enterprise. Often much of ow· 
attention is focused on irregularities; however, more money is lost as a result of errors than 
as a result of irregularities. 

It is better to prevent an error or irregularity rather than detect it and then have to incur 
the cost of recovering from the consequences. Because preventive controls are not always 
possible or cost effective, companies must have a means for determining if the prevention 
has been effective; therefore detective and corrective controls also are needed. As an ex
ample, a control to prevent theft of cash by a salesclerk is to have a second clerk assist with 
each cash sale. This preventive control could fail if the two employees collude with each 
other (i.e .. act together to conspire in a fraud). Another preventive control that lessens the 
possibility of collusion is to eliminate the us.: of cash entirely by requi ring all payments to 
be made with a credit card or through an electronic fund transfer. The latter preventive con
trol may not be cost effective. The costs include the transaction costs associated with using 
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credit cards and electronic funds transfers (sellers who accept credit cards pay fee
credit card companies) and the opportunity costs associated with lost revenues rr-~ ~ 

tomers who do not want to pay with credit cards or electronic fund transfers. If~_ 
prise weighs these costs against the benefit of preventing employee theft, the en·--.-. 
may conclude it is an undesirable control. Therefore the enterprise may impleme~: 

more detective and corrective controls to back up the preventive control and ensur~ 
fectiveness. For example, as the sales clerks scan items sold, the cash register price-; 
automatically. The rule that requires a comparison of the cash in the cash drawer"' • 
sales accumulated by the cash register during an employee's shift is an example ~: 
tective control. If the cash in the cash drawer does not equal total sales, we kno\\ 
ployee either pocketed some of the money or made an error in giving change to a ct.. 

An example of a corrective control is a policy of deducting the amount of a cash <~· ..,...-
from the employee's pay. 

Information and Communication 

Monitoring 

The information system consists of the methods and records used to record, main· 
report the events of an entity, as well as to maintain accountability for the relatec 
liabilities, and equity. The quality of the system-generated information affecb -
ment's ability to make appropriate decisions in managing and controll ing the e::~ 
tivities and to prepare reliable financial reports. 

The information system should do each of the following to provide accurate :L-_ 

plete information in the accounting system and correctly report the results of ope-; 

1. Identify and record all business events on a timely basis. 

2. Describe each event in sufficient detail. 

3. Measure the proper monetary value of each event. 

4. Determine the time period in which events occurred. 

5. Present properly the events and related disclosures in the financial statemen::>. 

The communication aspect of this component deals with providing an understan~= 
dividual roles and responsibilities pertaining to internal controls. People should ....,..>;;:..,_~ 

how their activities relate to the work of others and how exceptions should be re:"C: 

higher levels of management. Open chatlllels for communication help ensure L.::: 

tions are reported and acted upon. Conununication also includes the policy wz:. 
counting manuals, and financial reporting manuals. 

Monitoring is the process of assessing the quality of internal control perfo~ 
time. This is extremely important as most enterprises are constantly changing._. __ 
tions to meet new demands in the marketplace and capitalize on new opportw:. · ::s 
itoring involves assessing the design and operation of controls on a timely bas 
ing corrective actions as needed. This process is accomplished by ongoing ~ 
activities by management as they question reports that differ significant!: ~ 
knowledge of operations. Internal auditors or system evaluators also accompli:;.. 
periodic evaluations to review internal controls, evaluate their effectiveness. __ 
results, and provide recommendations for improvement. Information from exter= 
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is also valuable in monitoring internal controls. Complaints by customers or suppliers 
about billings or payments, reviews by various governmental agencies, and reports by ex
ternal auditors all provide information on the adequacy of internal controls and how to im
prove them. 

Pet·formancc reviews are any reviews of an enterprise's pe1formance that provide a 
means for monitoring. Some of the more common reviews compare actual data to bud
geted or prior period data, operating data to financial data, and data within and across var
ious units, subdivisions, or functional areas of the enterprise. An example of a performance 
review is a comparison of actual production costs of the current period to last period's pro
duction costs to identify any significant deviation. Any cost category that deviates signifi
cantly from last year should be investigated so the cause may be identified. Another ex
ample is a comparison of the dollar value for sales within each region of an enterprise to 
the quantity of inventory shipped to each region to determine whether the ratio of sales to 
quantity shipped is similar for each region. If a region 's ratio is lower than others, the cause 
should be investigated- it could be due to theft, damaged inventory, or some other expla
nation. 

The COSO report recommends that evaluation of internal control systems focus first on 
risk identification, next on identification of mitigating controls, and finally on tests to de
termine whether the controls are operating effectively. The increased monitoring and at
testation regarding internal control systems recommended by COSO and demanded by the 
Sarbancs-Oxley Act is facilitated by business process and information system designers 
similarly focusing on risk identification, development of cost-beneficial mitigating con
trols that can be designed into the business process and/or into the supporting information 
systems, and then implementation of those controls. 

ISK IDENTIFICATION 

Enterprise risks occur at several levels: economy, industry, enterprise, business process, 
and information process. Table 14- l illustrates these levels and lists some types of risk at 
each level. Keep in mind that the risks identified in Table 14- 1 are not a comprehensive 
list. Tn fact, a comprehensive list is impossible because the environment, technology, and 
people are constantly changing and new risks continually arise. Also please realize that the 
categorization of risks is not an exact science. Overlaps sometimes make it difficult to dis
tinguish an economy risk from an industry risk, or an industry risk from an enterprise risk. 
The most important objective is for you to recognize the risks as potential threats of loss, 
whether they are economy, industry, enterprise, business process, or information process 
risks. You must apply critical thinking for risk identification; however, this framework pro
vides guidance for your thinking. 

Economy and Industry Risks 
Enterprises do not operate in a vacuum; they operate in an industry that is part of a local 
economy and also part of the overall global economy. Failure to consider local and global 
economy risks and industry risks and to adequately address those risks may prove disas
trous for enterprises. Economy risks include those resulting from war, epidemics, finan
cial market changes, terrorist attacks, and natural disasters such as floods, hurricanes, and 
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TABLE 14-1 
Risk 
Identification 
Levels 

Economy risks 

Industry risks 

Enterprise risks 

Business process risks 

Information process r isks 

Risks assoCiated with factors that affect the entire econorry 

Global economic downturns 

Wars 

Epidemics 

Terronst attacks 

Environmental disasters (floods, hurncanes) 

Risks associated with factors that affect the enterprise's 1rd sc
lndustrywide cost increases 

lndustrywide decrease in demand for products 

Economy risk especially bad for a specific industry 

Unexpected competition f rom another industry 

External factors 

Increased competition from other enterprises 

Reduction of perceived brand quality and/or firm rep~ :;· 

Cnses Involving business partners (value system relat c -;.

Catastrophe that causes an interruption of operations 

Merger or acquisition involving another enterprise 

Internal factors 
Lack of ethics 

Low employee morale 

Employee incompetence 

R1sks associated with actual bus1ness process objects 

Resources (Rs) 

Events (Es) 

Agents (As) 

Resource-Event relationships 

Event-Event relationships 

Event-Agent relationships 

Resource-Agent relationships 

Risks associated with 

Record1ng information about Rs, Es, and As 

Maintaining information about Rs, Es, and As 

Reporting information about Rs, Es, and As 

drought. Many of these factors can lead to global economic downturns. Some 
omy risks particularly devastate selected industries and thereby become ind 
for example, the terrorist attacks of September 11, 200 1, contTibutcd to a glob
downturn, but were especially damaging to certain industries such as trawl ~ 
Another type of industry risk is widespread cost increases that particularly affc~ '"' 
industry. For example, if the cost ofraw materials used intensively in an ind~-:n 
significantly, the entire industry is negatively affected. Several years ago \\be"" 
computer memory chips increased rapidly, the entire computer industry sufferec 
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product demand because of the higher prices. As the memory chip costs decreased again. 
product demand resumed. Decreased product demand is an industry risk that is sometimes 
independent of price increases. Such decreases may result from simple trend shifts (e.g., 
the waning demand for Beanie Babies) or from the development of superior replacement 
products developed in another industry (e.g., invention of the telephone replaced much of 
the demand for telegraph and personal messenger services). 

Enterprise Risks 
Enterprise risks reflect potential threats of loss to the enterprise as a result of internal and 
external factors that result from the actions or circumstances of the enterprise itself or of 
one of its external business partners. Internal risk factors include such threats as low em
ployee morale, lack of ethics in the enterprise, and employee incompetence. These inter
nal risk factors are largely determined by management's philosophy and operating style; 
therefore interviews with management may identify the extent to which these risk factors 
represent a concern. If management's philosophy and operating style encourage a high-risk 
envi.t·o11ment, greater risk also exists at the business process and information process lev
els. Questions that may help to identify a high-risk environment include: 

• Is the enterprise committed to hiring competent people who possess the knowledge and 
skills needed to perform their assigned jobs? 

• Does management have a conservative or reasonable approach in accepting business 
risks and in reporting the financial results of operations? 

If there is a board of directors, are there outside representatives on the board? 

• If the entity undergoes an annual audit of their financial statements, does it have an 
audit committee to oversee the audit? 

• Does the company have a well-defined organizational structure with approptiate divi
sion of duties and responsibilities and identified reporting relationships so that impor
tant activities are planned, executed, controlled, and monitored on a timely basis? 

• Do employees understand the company's policies and practices, what they are individ
ually responsible for, and to whom they report? 

• Has management developed a culture that emphasizes integrity and ethical behavior? 

• Does the enterprise have a whistleblower policy that encourages employees to inform 
management or the board of directors of fraudulent activities observed in the firm's 
operations? 

Enterprises that can answer these questions in the affirmative likely have favorable control 
envirorunents. Enterprises that have not taken these and similar steps to encourage in
tegrity and competence face a high degree of internal enterprise risk. 

Enterprise risk also results from external factors such as increased competition from other 
enterprises within the industry, loss of perceived brand quality or firm reputation, catastro
phes that cause business interruptions, crises involving one or more of the enterprise's ex
ternal business partners, and risks resulting from mergers or acquisitions. Tncreased compe
tition may lower the enterprise's market share. Events that cause a perceived loss of brand 
quality or firm reputation may result in long-term negative consequences for the enterprise 
(e.g., if quality control fails to prevent a defective batch of products from being sold and the 
market generalizes the problem to all of the films' products). All enterprises face some risk 
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of business interruption due to catastrophes such as fire, flood, tornado, power outages; .• -
teclmology failures. All enterprises also face risks that one or more of its external busme
partners may experience a business interruption catastrophe that will in turn cause a threa:; 
the enterprise. For example, a warehouse fire that destroys a key supplier's entire im·em .. rJ 
and interrupts the supplier's business for several months may cause the enterprise to be ..:.

able to fulfill customer orders until an alternative source is found. Another external enterpr~ 

risk enterprises sometimes face is involvement in a business combination such as a m~~ 
or acquisition. While a voluntary business combination may appear to be an attractive or~ 
during negotiations, sometimes plans fail to consider all circUtl1stances and unexpected 'k=

ativc consequences result. The risk of such a consequence is an enterprise risk. 

Business Process Risks 
Because the REA pattern represents the reality of an enterprise 's business processes. ir _ ~ 
vides a useful framework to help system designers, managers, and auditors identify h 
ness process risks. fn this section we provide some examples of risks specific to re o~.>,.:e; 

events, agents, and various relationships in the REA pattern for business processes. The 
amplcs in this section do not provide a comprehensive list of business process risks: in~ 
a comprehensive list cannot exist because as controls for known risks are developed 
tiona] means for misappropriating enterprise assets and misstating results of operatior
enterprises also are being created that existing controls may not sufficiently m itigate. , 
although the REA pattern provides a useful framework, we discourage students from ao 
ing a checklist mentality when considering risks and controls. 

Business process risks are defined for this textbook as risks associa ted with actua1 ~ 

ness process objects, including resources, events, agents, and relationships amOI'=
sources, events, and agents. Some of the resources most commonly found in ente:-"' 
are inventory, supplies, operating assets, and cash. Risks associated with resources .n. 
threats associated with theft or loss, obsolescence, waste, and intentional or unintc~ 

damage. Events arc classified as instigation. mutual commitment, and economic e' 

Risks associated with each ofthese types of events include failure to execute an e\e:::: 
should be executed, execution of an event that should not be executed, or execu~ -= 
event too soon or too late. 

Most risks do not involve resources or events in isolation, but rather involve som .. 
bination of resources. events. and/or agents. Relationships that associate resouru::s 
events arc classified as proposition, reservation, and stockflow relationships. Risks.,.. 
ated wi th resource~cvent relationships include execution of an event involving ani:
resource, an incorrect quantity of a resource, or an incorrect cost or price for a rc_ 
The resource-resource relationship typically defined in the REA enterprise ontolo;
linkagc relationship between raw material inventory type and finished good invent .. ·_ 
which represents a bill of materials. Risks associated with resource~resourcc reta
include an incorrectly specified correspondence of one resource to another resot..:'.
example is a bill of materials for a finished good inventory type that specifies an ·~ 
raw material or an incorrect quantity of a raw material. Event-event relationsht;> · 
REA enterprise ontology include duality, fulfillment, and reversal relationships. :k 
mary risk associated with eveni-event relationships is incorrect sequencing of cor.~ 
ing events. For example, if business process policy requires all sales to be accomp 
cash receipts (down payments) equal to at least 50 percent of the sel ling prices_ 
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that a sale will be accepted without receiving the required cash receipts. Similarly, a risk 
exists that a cash disbursement may be made without confirmation that goods were actu
ally received for which the cash is disbursed. 

Event-agent relationships in the REA enterprise ontology represent participation rela
tionships linking internal and external agents to events. Risks include execution of events 
involving unauthorized external agents (e.g., sales made to nonexistent customers) or 
unauthorized internal agents (e.g., cash disbursements made by inventory clerks). 
Resource-agent relationships reflect custody arrangements such as internal agents being 
responsible for physical custody of a resource type; risks include unauthorized agents hav
ing custody of resources. Examination of single relationships is useful for risk identifica
tion; however, full risk analysis also requires simultaneous examination of multiple rela
tionships. For example, queries may be formulated to evaluate whether linked purchase 
orders, purchases, and cash disbursements are all related to the same vendor. If not, there 
may be a data entry error or an irregularity that warrants investigation. 

nformation Process Risks 
Information process risks are associated with recording, maintaining, and reporting infor
mation about resources, events, agents, and relationships among them. On the surface, these 
risks may seem very similar to business process tisks. The difference is that business process 
risks have to do with the actual execution of the events and the actual physical resources and 
agents. Information processing risks have to do with the infonnation that gets recorded, 
maintained and reported about those objects. For example, if a sale is made to a nonexistent 
customer, it is a business process error. If a sale is actually made to an approved customer, 
but a data tmtry error is made so that the sale appears to be made to a nonexistent customer, 
it is an infonnation processing error. I.nfom1ation process risks include recording, maintain
ing, or repor1ing information that is incomplete, inaccurate, or invalid. Incomplete informa
tion reflects failme to record, maintain, or report information about resources, events, agents, 
or relationships. Inaccurate infonnation reflects the recording, maintaining, and reporting of 
data that are incorrect as to the reality they represent. Invalid information reflects the record
ing, maintaining, and reporting of information about nonexistent resources, events, agents, 
or relationships. All of these types of information processing risks need to be controlled . 

.... ontrols for Economy and Industry Risks 
You may be wondering what an enterprise could possibly do to shield itself from economy 
and industry risks. These risks can be very difficult, if not impossible. to control. One con
trol that is likely to be cost effective is the gathering and monit01ing of enough informa
tion to be able to predict trends and product replacements. Enterprises that focus inwardly 
and tend to ignore the environment in which they operate are likely to be caught unaware 
by economy and industry risks. Enterprises that focus outwardly and pay attention to in
dustry and economy trends and market demands are likely to be prepared for most shifts 
in prices and quantities at the economy and industry levels. 

Controls for Enterprise Risks 
Like economy and industry risks, external enterprise risks often are difficult to predict and 
identify and therefore are difficult to control. Constant analysis and awareness of the ex
temal environment may help enterprises anticipate and prepare for increased competition. 
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Strong commitment to quality and extra quality control procedmcs may help to pre\ en 
perceived brand quality or firm reputation; effective responsiveness to the market in ........., 
quality problem may help to correct any loss of perceived brand quality or fi rm reputa 
sibly at the expense of a short-term financial loss). For example, it may cost a manufu:: 
si~:,'llificant dollar amount to recall a production run of a defective product and replace ;..r ~ 
ucts at no cost to the customers; however, the cost of not recalling and replacing the. 
would likely result in a much more costly loss of perceived brand quality and firm ,.....,.,--
Enterprises may purchase insurance to mitigate some external risks such as busine&. ~ 
tions. They also may create contingency plans for transferring operations to a back 
tion during business interruptions. Interruptions of external business partners are more 
to insme. A supplier whose warehouse burned down may have insurance to replace : 
tory, but usually insurance docs not compensate the enterprise that lost money becat....~ 

ventoty was not available when it needed to be issued to the production Ooor. To he!,.. 
such risks, enterprises should consider identifying multiple sources for each type of '"Zill 

rial or merchandise inventory they use in their conversion and revenue processes. 
Many of the controls for enterprise risks Corm management's philosophy and 

style.l\ext we discuss some high-level policies that contribute to a well-controllede""!--

Human Resource Policies ami Practices 
Human capital often is considered to be the most important resource of many er.~ 
However, employees who are mismatched with their job responsib ilities or \\~ 

managed properly may become more of a liability than a resource. Human res 
cies and practices relate to hiring, orienting, tra in ing, evaluating, counseling. rr 
compensating, and terminating employees. 

Sound personnel practices are essential in controlling both operating activir-es 
formation processes. This is becoming increasingly important as enterprises em;-
ployees in an attempt to streamline operations and cut costs. The quality of an et:•:-

employees directly inOucnces the quality of the goods and services provided n 

tomers. Generally speaking. competent, trustworthy employees are more like!~ 
enterprise create value. Controls that help ensure success in hiring and retain!~ 
employees include completion of background checks, full explanation of en terns.: 
cies and procedures, clear definition of promotion and personal growth oppor.:= 
well as termination policies. and clear definition of work schedules. Many enter:-
suffered significant losses at the hands of individuals who had histories of inc,...._..,._.. 
fraud, or other dishonest acts. Simple background checks could have pre\~-

losses. The other controls mentioned are summarized in a phrase: effective cornr. 
with employees. Employees must understand what is expected of them and th~ 
equipped with the training and tools they need to meet those expectations. The: 
to be very aware of the consequences of not meeting expectations. 

Controls for Business Process Risks 
Resource Risks and Controls 
Some of the resources most commonly found in enterprises are inventory. sur 
ating assets. and cash. Risks associated with resources include threats associara.. 
or loss, obsolescence, waste, and either intentional or unintentional damage. 
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Most gas stations now allow customers to pay for gas at the pump. These pay-at-the
pump stations automatically bill the customer's credit card and eliminate the need for 
customers to pay a cashier. All the data about the gasoline sale event (e.g ., customer's 
credit card information, type of gas, quantity, pump location, and station location) are 
recorded as the customer is pumping gas. Benefits include decreased time customers 
spend at the stat ion, decreased number of employees needed to run the station, de
creased data entry errors, and virtual elimination of nonpaying customers. 

Separation of Duties. An important control principle for all types of resources is sepa
ration (or segregation) of duties, which structures employees' job functions so the work 
of one employee checks the work of another employee. Effective separation of duties pro
hibits one employee from performing two or more of the following functions: authoriza
tion of transactions involving assets, custody of assets, record keeping, and reconciliation. 
Separating those functions reduces the opportunity for one employee to steal enterprise as
sets and to conceal the theft in the normal course of work. Of course, collusion (two or 
more employees in different positions working together to perpetrate fraud) is still a risk 
even with separation of duties. 

Resource Theft and Loss: Cash. Theft of resources is a rampant problem for many en
terprises, costing billions of dollars worldwide every year. Because cash is the most liquid 
of all resources and is universally desirable, it is particularly susceptible to thell; therefore, 
enterprises need strict controls over those who have acct:ss to cash. Cash is most often stolen 
by employees, but potentially could be stolen by customers. Restriction of access to cash is 
the most common preventive control to mitigate loss due to theft. Obviously currency 
should be kept locked in a container to which only authoriLed employees have access. In the 
sales/collection process most enterprises keep cash i11 cash registers that may be opened 
only under certain circumstances. Control over the enterprise checkbook is especially im
portant in the acquisition/payment, payroll , and financing processes, as access to the check
book provides access to the cash in the checking account. Enterprises bond employees who 
handle cash as a form of insurance. If an employee with an adequate rating from the bond
ing (insurance) company is proven to have stolen cash from the enterprise, the bonding 
company recompenses the enterprise. Bonding is considered a corrective control. Just as 
the purchase of automobile insurance does not prevent a driver from being involved in a car 
accident, bonding does not prevent a seemingly trustworthy employee from stealing cash 
fi·om the company. Drivers buy automobile insurance so that if an accident occurs, they may 
be recompensed for the loss incurred. Similarly the purpose for bonding employees is that 
if a theft occurs, the enterprise may be recompensed for the loss incurred. 

Enterprises may take advantage of electronic funds transfers for cash transactions as a 
means of reducing theft. In clcctmnic funds transfers-in, customers send cash receipts di
rectly to the bank; the hank deposits the cash directly into the enterprise's cash account. In 
electronic funds transfers-out, the enterprise authorizes the bank to directly transfer funds 
from the enterprise cash account to a designated vendor. Such transfers also ensure accu
racy of record keeping because usually the transaction data are made available to be auto
matically input into the enterprise information system. 
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. ·-·-- . .._ . 

The bookkeeper for White Electric Company had sole responsibility for the co--:· 
checkbook and accounting records. Because of lax controls throughout the co 
she felt justified in stealing cash from the company. Her method was quite sirr:; ~ 
is illustrated with the following example. She received a vendor invoice for S · 
She wrote check 5421 for the actual invoice amount of $10,000. However, in-~= ~ 
register she recorded check 5421 as $15,000. She then wrote check 5422 to 11e-s~ 
$5,000 but recorded it in the register as Void. Because she herself perfo·~:-: 
monthly bank reconciliation, no one realized what she was doing. Because ·~ E 

controls were also lax, apparently no one questioned why the recorded inven~o 
were overstated. After guilt feelings overwhelmed her, the bookkeeper hirec 
torney and confessed her crime to her employer. She had stolen appro • 
$150,000 and was sentenced to time in prison. Notice that the risk of her stea ~; 
the company could have been prevented by adequate separation of duties, a~= 
have been detected by requiring that an alternative employee or manager :)5 

the monthly bank reconciliation (because either person would have noticec :-... 
matched check amounts on the bank statement as compared to the check ·:-_ 
Most current automated enterprise information systems also provide o-:-=
against this particular fraud scheme because each check stub and entry into:.-~ 
register is automatically generated to match the actual dollar amount of tne cr: 

Source: Red Flag~ : What El·ery .\lanager ~hould IVUJ'" aboutlnremal Fraud. \Ideo. r\!;!J(.)l;iation of Certified Fraud Examiners, I 991. 
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Lapping is a method of stealing cash that enterprises need to control. To a •. 
lapping an employee steals cash from a customer payment and delays postin,; __ 
to the customer's account. The employee uses funds from a subsequent custome
to post to the first customer's account. This process continues with the cmpl~e:: _ 
ally stealing from subsequent customer payments to post as prior customer pa:
ployces who engage in lapping often attempt to conceal the fraud by writing o~ _ 
lectible customer accounts that have actually been paid. Eventually, lapping "':_ 
difficult to hjdc that the perpetrator leaves the company or the lapping is derec· __ 

One of the most important detective controls with respect to cash is the moe. 
ciliation of bank statements. Bank statement reconciliation compares details o; 
and outDows depicted on the bank statement with the details of the inflows ~ 
for the same account as recorded in the enterprise information system. Di:.. ;:o 

the bank statement versus the records in the enterprise system may reveal fra ... .:. 
related activities as well as bank or enterprise errors. An employee with no"·-
sponsibilities should perform the monthly reconciliation. 

Periodic counts of actual cash and reconciliation to account balances in rhe -
system records (similar to bank statement reconciliation) help to detect theft -
errors in petty and on hand cash accounts such as those stored in cash regis!~

Resource Theft and Loss: Inventory, Supplies, and Operating Assets. Resr- _ 
cess to noncash resources is the most common preventive control to reduce · .:
resources. In enterprises for which inventory, supplies, and operating assets~ 
to the enterprise via common carriers or suppliers, the receiving dock shm ... _ 
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Fast-food restaurant managers typica lly count each cash register drawer's contents be
fore and after each cashier's shift. They compare the difference in cash to the sales 
rung up on the cash register to see if the amounts agree or if the cashier ended up 
with an overage (too much) or a shortage (too little) of cash in the drawer. Overages 
indicate errors by the cash ier that cost the customers; shortages result either from 
theft or from errors by the cashier. Tracking d iscrepancies over time for each cashier 
reveals whether a cashier needs add itional training or whether the enterprise should 
conduct additional surveillance to uncover theft by the cashier. 

and the goods immediately transferred from the receiving dock to a locked storeroom or 
warehouse to which only authorized employees arc allowed access. Then the goods may be 
transferred to less secure environments as needed. In enterprises for which merchandise is 
sold via shipments (e.g .. mail order catalog companies or Internet stores), inventory is typ
ically kept locked in the storeroom o r warehouse with access limited to authorized em
ployees. ln other enterprises customeTs need to be able to physically examine inventory, so 
the inventory must be transferred to a less secure sales floor. For high value items, often 
access is still limited. for example, in retail stores high-priced items small enough to be 
easily stolen are typically kept in locked display cases and can be examined by customers 
only under the direct supervision of a sales representative. When supplies and operating 
assets arc made available to the business processes in which they are to be used up, their 
access should still be restricted when practicaL For example, employee offices containing 
furniture, computer equipment, and other operating assets should be locked when not in 
use. Buildings in which offices arc located should be locked during nonworking homs. Pre
cautions such as tagging each operating asset with a permanent ID tag help to deter theft 
and to faci litate periodic counts of operating asset~ and reconciliation of the counts with 
the recorded assets on hand. As with cash, all enterprise resources should periodically be 
counted and the balances compared to the recorded balances in the enterprise information 
system. Discrepancies should be brought to management's attention. 

Supplies are the resources employees are most likely to steal from enterprises. Most 
supplies arc small, relatively inexpensive, and easily mixed in with employees' personal 
supplies. Many employees don't consider personal usc of enterprise supplies as theft; and 
some firms may view personal use of supplies by employees as acceptable. Enterprises that 
want to monitor supply usc typically keep supplies locked in a cabinet, closet, or room that 
can be opened only under the wat(;hful eye of an employee assigned custody of those as
sets. The enterprise may require documentation of what suppl ies were removed and by 
whom to help detect excessive or unnecessary use of supplies. Such procedures have be
come more important in recent years, as employees have developed personal needs for 
more expensive supplies such as printer toner and computer storage media. 

A primarily detective control that also may serve as a preventive measure to reduce re
source theft is the usc of surveillance equipment such as security cameras to identify theft or 
damage as they occur or afterwards, and to identify those responsible for theft or damage. Fre
quently surveillance equipment is used in the less secure environments such as the sales floor 
and employee offices. but also may be used in the more secure storerooms and warehouses. 
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Cook & Campbell, a construction firm for residential homes, was surprised to f ~:: ~ 
had one more vacant lot on their financial records than they actually owneo a· 
end of their fi rst year of operations. Upon closer examination they found tree 
constructed a home on one of the vacant lots and sold it without recording :~-: 
of the lot on the financial records. The lot had actually been sold w ith the ho~: 
the value of t he lot was not included as they priced the home and it was not s.t:: 
as part of cost of goods sold on the income statement. The anticipated $15,00C : · 
on the speculative home actually turned into a $20,000 loss as they correctec -
mistake. 

Tracking the chain of custody of resources is a preventive and detective control; 
Several technologies exist to assist with tracking the chain of custody of inventor: 
the application of barcodes to inventory and/or inventory containers and the subS:. 
scanning of the barcode labels as the inventory and/or inventory containers mO\·e ~ 
out the enterprise's acquisition and sales processes. An example of using barcode5 
the location and chain of custody of assets with which you may be familiar is tha~ ,_ 
by enterprises such as Federal Express and UPS. When you ship a package witi: 
these enterprises, a barcode is applied to the package. At each location, and when 
of the package changes hands. the barcode is scanned to update the database wi~ 
rent status of the package in the chain of custody. To enhance customer service. th~ 
panies provide customers with tracking numbers that correspond to the barcode5 
to their packages. Customers may enter the tracking numbers on the company we""" 
via telephone to determine the location and status of the packages. 

Radio frequency identification tags (also called smart labels) are another 
available to track the chain of custody of resources. These tags communicate elec 
with a reader via radio waves, thus eliminating the need to scan the tags with barcor~ 
ers. The readers are connected to a networked information system. Items or con:::r-" 
items are automatically tracked as they move from location to location. Some ~ 
these tags playing a role in future grocery shopping by allowing shoppers to sliD;::·_ 
their shopping carts with their debit or credit cards; put desired items into bag~ · 
carts; and then leave the store with the merchandise. The readers would transmit ~ 
the networked information system and the customer's debit or credit card vendor 
billed for the transaction total. 

Resource Obsolescence ami Waste. 
source becoming outdated or superseded by new products. This risk is partie~ 
for inventory but also is a concern for some operating assets and supplies. Some-
are more susceptible to decreased value due to obsolescence than are other reS(:_ 
control the risk of obsolescence, enterprises need to avoid purchasing or prodt.~ = 
inventories, supplies, and operating assets than they expect to sell or use up m _ 
able timeframe. An integrated enterprise system can help to mitigate the risk ~; 
cencc by shortening the entire cycle from estimating demand for a product to acq_ 
raw materials, manufacturing the product, selling the product, and collecting the • 
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Security control equipment is being used in retail stores at cash registers to prevent 
fraud and promote efficiency. Cash registers and video cameras are connected to, and 
controlled by, a computer. The computer maintains a record of each transaction and 
the amount of time the clerk takes to execute it. All clerk activities are videotaped. The 
computer provides summary statistics at the end of each shift w ith unusual transac
tions highlighted based on type or amount of time to execute. Security personnel re
view the videotape of selected transactions to determine if fraud was present or if a 
clerk needs additional training. 

Resource Damage: lnventOJy and Supplies. Another risk associated with resources is 
the risk of damage while in storage or while in transit. Damage could result from various 
causes, including a lack of climate control, inadequate packaging. careless handling, hap
hazard placement of inventory on storage shelves, and so on. Well-communicated inven
tory storage and handling procedures and employee train ing of those procedures are one 
form of preventive control for such damage. Insurance is a corrective control; it will not 
necessari ly prevent the damage from occurring, but the firm will be compensated for the 
loss. 

Event and Relationship Risks and Controls 
Business and information process risks associated with events and the relationships in 
which they participate generally include 

• Failure to execute an event that should be executed. 

• Failure to record an event that was executed. 

• Execution of an event that should not be executed. 

• Recording of an event that was not executed. 

• Execution of an event at an incorrect time or location, or involving the incorrect re
sources and/or agents. 

• Incorrect recording of event details (such as time, location, affected resources, and 
agents involved). 

We next examine specific risks that fit into these general categories for each type of event 
in various business and information processes. 

Instigation Event Risks and Controls 
Some risks reduce the likelihood of the enterprise fulfill ing its strategic and operational ob
jectives with respect to its instigation events. Some examples of risk associated with mar
keting efforts and customer inquiry instigation events include: 

• Failure to make potential customers aware of product features that would entice them to 
buy the product. 

• Mistakes made in the advertising or promotions regarding the products or services 
available for sale. 
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• A sales call presentation to a customer including products the customer has no reasr: 
to be interested in, or for which they have previously declared no interest. 

• Inability of a customer making an inquiry to find the information needed about de~ -:-_ 
products or services. 

• Inability to track which customer orders result from each separate marketing e"' ~ 
(tracking is desired to learn which marketing efforts to continue, which to discon:;
and which to further develop.) 

• Salespeople spending too much time with nontarget customers; that is, people 
never buy anything or who don't buy enough to justify the time commitment of r:-_ 
keting personnel. 

• Salespeople spending time doing unproductive things that do not influence poter 
customers. 

Some examples of risk associated with purchase requisition instigation events incluck 

• Failure to identify needs for resources in a timely manner. 

• Requisitioning resources that are not actually needed by the enterprise. 

• Requisitioning of resources that do not have the features actually needed by the enterp:; 

• Inability to locate a reliable source from which to obtain needed items. 

• Failure to approve a requisition for items for which need was appropriately idenuE.-

• Department supervisors may requisition items for which they do not have aYa. -
funding in their budgets. 

This list is only a beginning; many risks exist that may inhibit an enterprise fi·om ach:_ 
ing its strategic and operational objectives for instigation events. The list of possible -
trois to mitigate risks associated with instigation events is even longer; thus we do rr_ 
tempt to provide an exhaustive list. However. one major control is an effective enter-:;: 
information system. The more complete the design of the cnterprisewide databa:.-e 
more information-related risks are mitigated. For example. if the database is design~ 

confonnance with the REA pattern (and if data arc entered correctly and complete!: 
enterprise can track which instigation events lead to customer orders. Sales and marL. 
personnel should be able to run queries to effectively identify desi rable customers :!!:' 
help schedule their activities to minimize wasted time. Tht: information system at 
accurately report salespeople's activities. Merely recording and reporting the activirie-~ o:e
formed and the amount of time spent on each activity encourages effective use o; 
Similarly, if production schedule data from the conversion cycle arc integrated with ~ 
quisition cycle, need for the raw materials involved in upcoming production runs c. 
communicated automatically. Such an information system also can integrate infom: 
linking departmental budgets to reql1isitions to determine whether funding is avail::;. 
whether a proposed purchase will cause budget overruns. 

Mutual Commitment Event Risks and Controls 
Risks associated with mutual commitment events include: 

• Failure to accept an order that both the enterprise and the potential customer wou.~ 
been willing and able to fulfill. 
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• Acceptance of an order from an undesirable or unauthorized customer (e.g., a bad credit 
risk, thus increasing bad debt losses). 

• Acceptance of an order for a product or service that is not currently sold by the com-
pany and can't be made available. 

• Acceptance of an order by an unauthorized internal agent. 

• Commitment to provide products or services with an unrcalistic delivery date. 

• Commitment to provide products or services at an unprofitable price. 

• Fai lure to place a purchase order for items the enterprise needs and can pay for, and 
which a reliable vendor could fill. 

• Placement of a purchase ordcr from an undesirable or unauthorized vendor. 

• Placement of a purchase order for items the company no longer needs, or for too many 
items as compared to the quantity needed by the enterprise. 

• Placement of a purchase order by an unauthorized employee. 

• A pw·chasing agent placing an order for a dollar amount that is higher than the author
ized limit. 

• Failure to provide adequate lead time to vendors when placing orders, leading to im-
possible situations or leading to exorbitant shipping and handling costs. 

• Failure to obtain the lowest possible cost for the highest possible quality items. 

Some of these risks can be controlled declaratively within an integrated enterprise in[or
mation system. For example. the interface can be programmed to prevent placement or a 
purchase order with an unauthorized vendor. and to p revent acceptance of a sale order from 
a customer who is not in the system as an approved customer. The interface also can be 
programmed to allow only items on the approved list of goods and services to be purchased 
or sold, to allow them to be purchased and sold only by selected internal agents (identified 
by passwords and access codes), to automatically insert the quoted costs and selling prices 
fi·om the master cost sheet and price list (and possibly to allow adjustments within a spec
ified range), and to automatically calculate line item extensions and total order amounts. 
Such automation not only improves the efftciency or the business processes but also im
proves the control over business and information process risks. 

Economic Decrement Event Risks and Controls 
Because economic decrement events involve an outflow of economic resources such as in
ventory, this event is particularly susceptible to risks associated with theft of those re
sources (sec Resource Risks and Controls earlier in this chapter). Risks associated with 
sales, shipments, or service engagements in the sales/collection process include: 

• Failure to ship goods in response to a sale order commitment. 

• Shipment of goods that were not ordered by a customer. 

• Shipment of goods by an w1authorized internal agent. 

• Shipment of goods to the wrong customer or to an unauthorized location. 

• Shipping the wrong product or the incorrect amount of product. 

• Shipping poorly packaged products. 

• Selecting a poor carrier or route. 

• Losing sales due to untin1ely shipments. 
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Case in Point 
' . " . ·-

Marty's Distributing Company is a distributor of alcoholic beverages and so~ :: 
Under the precomputerized system, a delivery clerk took a load of beer to a re:E 
let and manually prepared a sales slip. There was no independent check on t'"':: =

racy of t he amount of beer recorded, the extension of quantity multiplied by ~ 
the summation of the total charge. At the time the computer was installed -: :: 
system and t he new system were operated in parallel for two months to ver~:, - :: 
curacy of the new system. During this time many errors were identified, anc -~
investigation revealed t he delivery clerk made all the errors in manually prepan-; 
sales tickets. The savings the computer system generated by catching and pre 
these errors more than paid for the computer system in less than one year. 

An effective integrated enterprise information system can help control severn: 
risks. The system itself can verify who ships products and to whom they are ship~: 
words can prevent an unauthorized internal agent from gaining access to the systen: 
products. Computer generated address labels can prevent shipping products to ::t=
customcrs and product bar codes can help prevent shipping the wrong products. 

Risks associated with cash disbursements include: 

• Failure to pay for goods that were received, or making late payments, thus earn;::: 
credit rating. 

• Recording a cash disbursement that in fact did not occur. 

• Making duplicate cash disbursements for the same purchase. 

• Recording incorrect details about cash disbursements. 

• Failure to take advantage of early payment discounts. 

[ndependent checks on performance are crucial to mitigate risks in the cash 
ment event activities. Employees other than those who make the cash disbursen:::::: 
do these independent checks, or the checks may be done by the enterprise ~ s:er" 
face. For example, one employee may write checks based on the supporting t1oc 
tion, and another employee may verify the accuracy of the checks and the entne< 
them. Alternatively as the underlying acquisitions are made, the system may ger-_ 
record the checks and an employee may verify their accuracy and sign them. 

Economic Increment Event Risks and Controls 
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Because economic increment events involve resource inflows, these events are ~ 
susceptible to risks associated with theft (see Resource Risks and Controls earl!~ 
chapter) . Risks associated with cash receipts include: 

• Failure to receive cash as a result of a sale, or failure to record cash that was 

• Recording a cash receipt that in fact did not occur. 

• Accepting duplicate cash receipts for the same sale. 

• Recording incorrect details about cash receipts 

• Failure to deposit cash into the bank in a timely manner, or depositing c_ 
wrong cash account. 
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When cash is received in the mail, two employees should open the mail together. One em
ployee should take the money and prepare the deposit and the other person should send are
ceipt to the customer and record the receipt in the company's information system. The system 
should compare the deposit total with the total of the receipts to verify their equality. A con
trol to reduce the risk of data entry errors is the use of computer-readable remittance advices. 
If a customer pays the exact amount of an invoice and retums the remittance advice with the 
payment, the computer can read the information on the remittance advice and know the 
amount of the payment and the customer information needed to correctly process the payment. 

Risks associated with acquisitions of inventory, supplies, and operating assets include: 

• Failure to receive goods in response to a purchase order commitment. 

• Receipt of goods that the enterprise did not order. 

• Receipt of the wrong goods or an incorrect quantity of goods. 

• Damaging goods during unpacking on the receiving dock. 

• Failure to receive goods in a timely manner. 

• Failure to record acquisitions quickly enough to t:1ke advantage of early payment discounts. 

Access restriction controls for resource-related theft risks described in this chapter should 
be enforced for acquisition events. An effective integrated enterprise information system 
can help control several of the other risks identified. The system can be used during the ac
quisition event to verify that the goods received were ordered. ln an automated integrated 
enterprise system, acquisitions are recorded in a timely manner (as the goods are received) 
so that early payment discount~ may be taken. The system also may be queried on a regu
lar basis to follow up with vendors regarding unfilled purchase orders (i .e., orders for 
which goods have not yet been received). 

Economic Decrement Reversal Risks and Controls 
Economic decrement reversal events in the sales/collection process should be subject to 
close scrutiny because they are the alternative to the expected economic increment event 
and because they involve custody of inventory. Sales returns are sometimes used as a 
means to cover up theft of cash (for example, without proper controls, a clerk may steal a 
customer payment for an invoice and then process a sales return for the invoice amount). 
Other risks associated with sales returns include: 

• Failure to accept a sale return for which a customer has a legitimate reason. 

• Acceptance of returned goods that originally were not sold by the enterprise. 

• Approval of a sale return by an unauthorized employee. 

• Recording a sale return that in fact did not occur. 

These risks may be controlled with the aid of an integrated enterprise information system. 
No person without a proper password or access code should be able to authmize a sale re
turn event. Access restriction controls and chain of custody tracking should be enforced for 
the receipt of the returned merchandise into the warehouse. 

Economic Increment Reversal Risks and Controls 
Similarly, economic increment reversal events in the acquisition/payment process are the al
ternative to the expected economic decrement event and they involve custody of inventory. 
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Purchase returns are sometimes used as a means to cover up theft of inventory, supplies. -
operating assets (for example, without proper controls, a clerk may steal goods and !he-r 
process a fictitious purchase return for the purchase amount). Other risks associated \n± 
purchase returns may include: 

• fai lure to return goods that did not satisfy the enterprise's needs. 

Return of goods that the enterprise in fact does need. 

Approval of a purchase return by an unauthorized employee. 

Recording a purchase return that did not occur. 

These risks may be controlled with the aid of an integrated enterprise information syste--" 
No person without a proper password or access code should be able to authorize a purck, 
return event. Restriction of access controls should be employed in the activities of pa~ -
aging and shipping the goods back to the appropriate vendor. The integrated cnterpri e -
formation system may be used to verify who ships goods and to whom they are shippec 
help resolve any dispute with a vendor as to whether goods were actually returned. P..-=
words can prevent unauthorized employees from gaining access to the system to ship pr~-
ucts. Computer generated address labels can prevent shipping products to the wrong ' _ -
dors and product bar codes can help prevent returns of the wrong products. 

Controls for Information Process Risks 
Many of the controls for business process risks involved information system controls·
overlap with controls for information process risks. Indeed it is often difficult to dc;tt::
guish between controls over actual business process objects and the recording, mat,....!
nance, and reporting of information about those objects. This section focuses on info~ 
tion processing risks and controls that are reasonably separable from the business pr"'-.
objects themselves. 

Although all information processing errors and irregularities are undesirable, those 
occur dtu·ing the recording and maintenance processes arc particularly harmful. Wh) ~ 

adage, "Garbage in, garbage out!" If inaccurate, invalid, or incomplete data are e1 

recorded or maintained. the result is erroneous reporting. Because important decisions ~ 
garding the enterprise's strategy and direction are based on reports produced by the 
tem. the errors may prove disastrous. 

System Resource Risks and Controls 
In the business process risk section we discussed the need to restrict access to enter-
resources. The enterprise information system is one of the resources to which a...,. 
should be restricted. Because system resources arc used primarily to record, maintau ... 
report information about business processes, we classify system resource risks and 
trois into the information process risks and controls category. Critical system har.;. 
such as file servers should be locked in restricted areas; however, other compone.:~ 
networked information systems usually need to be accessible to authorized users to 

plete business and information processes. Unauthorized access to systems repr~ 
tremendous risk to enterprises, so prevention of unauthorized system access is imp.r 
Controlling access is critical when systems have online, real-time transaction pr·,.,..,_-=~ 
capabilities. Any computer that is connected to the Internet is vulnerable to ane--
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Case in Point 

Surveys show that most passwords are no-brainers for hackers trying to break into a 
system. The most common password is the user's own name or the name of a child. 
The second most common password is secret. Other common passwords in order of 
usage are 

Stress related words such as deadline or work 

Sports teams or sports terms like bulls o r golfer 
Payday 

Bonkers 

The current season (e.g., winter or spring) 

The user's ethnic group 

Repeated characters (e.g., bbbbb or AAAAA) 

Obscenities or sexual terms 

!IIOW'Ce: l.... Light, ·1Jp Front Thi.' List: Hackers· D<!hght:· Busi,es.~ Jf(>~k. Fcbruar-r 10, 1997 . p. 4 . 

break-ins by unauthorized users sometimes referred to as hackers. Hackers may seek per
sonal gain fi·om intruding into an enterprise 's information system. or they may seek only 
to cause destruction to the enterprise such as has been accomplished by denial of service 
attacks in recent years. In a denial of service attack, an intruder typically logs into the sys
tem and launches an application that inundates the server with logins that overload its re
sources to serve legitimate users' needs. The most likely way to ensure the secrecy of data 
stored on a computer is to keep the computer as a standalone (i.e., never connect it to the 
Internet) and keep that computer locked in a secure place. Most enterprises can't operate 
effectively in standalone environments; therefore logical access controls for each layer are 
needed. 

I .ogical access controls restrict unauthorized access to the programs and data in sys
tems. Networked information systems have several layers of potential access points, each 
of which must be secured. Besides controlling access to the enterprise's application soft
ware packages, it is also ne~:essary to control access to the underlying database, and to the 
overall network operating system. If adequate controls are not built into the system at each 
layer, unauthorit.ed users may gain access to the application software through a back door 
in the network operating system or in the underlying database. System access controls in
volve the use of passwords and an access control matrix. 

A password is a unique identifier that only the user should know and is required to enter 
whenever logging onto the system. Passwords are a weak form of protection. Unless pass
words are formally assigned, routinely changed, and protected from use by other people, 
they quickly get into the wrong hands and provide unauthorized access to the system. 

An access control matrix identifies the functions each user is allowed to perform and 
what data and programs the user can access after gaining access to the system. For exam
ple, a lim ited number of individuals are allowed access to payroll data. Some users areal
lowed to only read data, while other users are given the right to read and update the data. 
Access controls require users to authenticate themselves (i.e., give evidence that they are 
who they say they are) by providing something they know, something they possess, or 
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Case in Point -
. . ~ ~ 

Active-badge technology automatically authenticates users who come withil" a ::: 
nated range of the receivers. The badges worn by the users transmit weak rae -
nals to the receivers, so no physical contact between the badges and the rece ~
necessary. 

In the past, biometrics authentication was based on comparisons of fingE":! 
palm prints, retina eye patterns, signatures, or voices. More recently, a system-;:-.:
ognizes keyboard-typing patterns has been developed. Another technology ca" :-_ 
edly read infrared facial patterns using only a simple video camera for image ca:: -

Source: R. Kay. ·'Distributed and Secure," By1e. June 1994. p. 165. 
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something they physically are. i\ccess controls that represent things users know are 
words and personal identification numbers (PINs). Access controls that represen; 
users possess include identification smart cards or tokens (see nearby cases m , 
Some biometric access controls require physical characteristics as input includm~ ' 
recognition technologies, fingerprint identification, retinal scanners, and digital -·,. 
ture recognition technology. 

Enterprises also can use terminal identification codes to prevent access by unautb --
terminals over communication lines. A host computer can require a terminal to eln~ 
cally transmit its identification code that proves it is an authorized terminal and ~ 
(and limits) the type of transactions the terminal user can perform. The host co
compares the identification code it receives from the terminal with a list of appr!Y' ~.: 
minal identification codes to verify that it is an approved terminaL 

Encryption is used to protect highly sensi ti\·e and confidential data. Encryp~oc 
process of encoding data entered into the system, storing or transmitting the data in _ 
form, and then decoding the data upon their use or arrival at their destination. Th - -
vents unauthorized access to the data while they are stored or as they are traru.
Unauthorized users can easily intercept information broadcast over networks b: ~w 
tions that do not use encryption. 

Protecting Against System Failure. Until we have a fail-safe technology, we m~~ =
against possible failures in the computer hardware and its power source, as well as ~

system hardware from the environment. Such failures can result in the interruption • 
ness operations and the loss of data. As a preventive measure, enterprises should p: 
maintain computer equipment and facilities. and operate equipment in an app~ -
physical environment (environmental controls). For larger systems, specially pr. 
rooms are sometimes necessary to house computer equipment. Some enterpn'e<: 
backup system components (e.g .. extra disk storage devices, extra printers, and e\;.ua 
munication channels) so that if a component fails, processing can quickly be trans!---. 
another component without interrupting the flow of processing for an extended pe:-;: 
time. 

Not only can computer components fail, but the power source for the componer.-.: 
can fail or provide an irregular power supply. The loss of power shuts down the ec· -: 
eration and any data in temporary storage are lost. Protection from the loss of po·· ~ 
ally is provided through the use of special battery units called uninterruptable pt;M;l!r 



A strong form of protection against unauthorized access to a network is the token sys
tem that aut henticates a user through a hardware device combined with a log-in pass
word process. The smart cards make the network tougher to crack by incorporating a 
randomly generated, one-time-only password code. Like a bankcard, t he smart card 
works in sync with the host system to authenticate access. But instead of a single code 
or PIN, the card generates a random code that can change every 60 seconds and is read 
into the system. If the code matches the software on the host, access is granted. Some 
cards can be configured to provide access to selected network components. Elaborate 
cards may include electronic eyes that capture the resemblances of the users, read 
them into the system, and allow them to be viewed by the network managers. 

Scurce: D. McKay. ''Network Managers Face Formidable Challenge.'' C'omputer Deulcr News. July 13. 1994, p. 29. 

plies (UPS). These devices provide battery support and sound an alarm when power is in
terrupted. This allows needed time to stop computer processes and back up data and in
structions (programs). An irregular power supply can damage or destroy the computer 
hardware. Sudden and dramatic increases in power arc called p01ver sur1;es or .1pikes. Pro
tecting against surges or spikes involves the use of a surge protector or line conditioning. 
Conditioning power lines is sometimes provided by utility companies, but can also be pro
vided by a simple and relatively low cost device called a surge protector. 

Virus protection (anti-virus) software andfirewalls are also important tools for protecting 
system resources. Viruses are malicious software programs that attach themselves to other 
applications without the user's knowledge. Worms are more invasive, self-replicating types 
of viruses. When an infected file is executed, the attached virus or worm program is also ex
ecuted and may cause damage such as deleting files, destroying a hard disk drive, or even 
crashing an entire system. Enterprises lose millions of dollars each year because of viruses 
and worms. Virus protection software is designed to search for and destroy known virus pro
gramming code. Firewalls are combinations of hardware and software that are used to shield 
a computer network fi·om unauthorized users or from file transfers of unauthorized types. 
Fircwalls typically provide a higher level of protection than do anti-virus software programs; 
however, they are not foolproof. Firewalls should be used in conjunction with anti-virus soft
ware because fircwalls may allow viruses through when attached to files of legitimate types. 
Keep in mind that virus code writers are always a step ahead of anti-virus code writers; there
fore, firewalls and virus protection software provide only limited defenses. Many enterprises 
with fircwalls and virus protection software become victims of new viruses and worms. 

Software Processing Controls 
Software processing controls check the accuracy, completeness, and authorization of in
fonnation to be recorded, maintained, and reported. Two broad categories of software pro
cessing controls are general controls and application controls. 

General Controls 
General controls include all controls over data center operations, access security, systems soft
ware acquisition and maintenance, and application system development and maintenance. A 
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Case in Point 
. - . . 

Instant messaging is a technology that can save enterprises money by allowing :-
ployees across the world to interactively type messages back and forth to each :::
w ithout incurring long-distance t elephone costs. Security experts agree, howeve• :-
there are too many inherent risks because the messages are not encrypted. Even -
are sending a message to an employee down the hall, the message is first sent 01.: _ 

the network to the Internet service provider and then to the intended recipient ~
encryption is added to instant messaging, many enterprises will adopt policies : 
hibiting employees from using it. 

Source: S. Gaudin1 "Top 10 Enterprise Security Risks."' l::$ecuriryPionet.com. July II. 2002. W\\\\·.csecurityplanct.com trentls'artlcle.phpi J38408J. 
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high-level executiYc who reports to the president of the enterprise (e.g .. a chief infore: 
officer or CIO) should administer the infonnation system functions of an enterprise. b 

steering committee, composed of several other key officers ofthe enterprise, should worl. 
the cro to develop a plan that identifies the strategic use ofinfonnation technology wid-~ 
enterprise and prioritizes the development of indi> idual components. 

The CJO is responsible for all aspects of the information system functions of the er: 
prise. This individual makes sure that there is adequate separation of duties and respo" 
ities and adequate access security, and that the operations of the data center arc proper!: • 
trolled as we have discussed earlier. The other general controls of acquisition, develop::
and maintenance of both systems and application software are discussed in the next s~ ... · 

Development and Maintenance of Systems ami Application Software. System~ _ 
ware consists of the computer programs that make the computer hardware run. The
elude the operating system, net\'vorking and communication software, and various u;:. 
programs to back up and maintain files. Application so_fhmre consists of the progra.Il"
process the business events of the enterprise such as the acquisition of goods and ei"' 

and the production of finished products. Because of the high cost to develop custotr . 
ware, there is a growing trend to purchase both systems and application software .il!_ 

modify them as necessary to meet the needs of the enterprise. Care must be taken inc~ 
ifying the requirements of the sotlware, analyzing available software to see which IX' .. · _ 
best meets the requirements, modifying the software as necessary, and testing indi _ 
applications and the entire system to make sure it processes the data accw·ately. 

User departments are generally responsible for developing the list of software r~ 
ments. People from the user departments. the systems analysts, and the programmers 
together to identify potential software packages in the market and compare their fe-.. · 
with those desired by the enterprise. When modifications are required, the systems ah...:_ 
design the changes and the computer programmers write the code to make the cha:: = 
Test data are generally used to verify that the programs and the enti re system wor-.. 
rectly. Test data are a set of business events to test every logic path within the progr.::: 
The correct results from running the test data are developed independently from tb\: 
tem being rested and are compared with the results obtained when processed by tht: -
system. If the new system correctly processes the test data we assume it has been m 
correctly. The data control group is responsible for reviewing the testing and the k

suits, and verifying that they arc adequate and that the systems are ready for use. 



Case in Point 0 

You may not know it, but software can kill. Eugene Smith of Doylestown, Pennsylva
nia, was declared dead by software. A driver's licensing database insists he died in a 
traffic accident (probably as a result of a data input error). He has spent nearly three 
years trying to get reinstated through Pennsylvania's computer system. But the soft
ware is designed so that once you are dead you stay dead. 

Source: R. Riehle, "Killer Software: Program Errors Can K111 People. Both Figurnti\'ely and Lucrally. ~taking Stnactured Software Engineering F.sscnti;tl.'' HP 
Pro(e.<.<ional. February 19Q4, p. 54. 

This same process must be followed every time a modification is required in a program. 
The request comes from the user department. Syst~ms analysts design the change, pro
grammers write the code, test data verify that the program functions properly. and the data 
control group verifies the program is ready for use. Once the modification is complete, it 
is turned over to the operating people and controlled by the systems lihrarian. Controls 
over developing and maintaining a system arc very important. The way a system is devel
oped is as important as how it is operated in preventing errors and irregularities. 

Financial losses because of software defects are an international problem. As institu
tions become dependent on electronic funds transfers, the software itself becomes more 
complex. Individual programmers have taken advantage of this complexity by concealing 
code in programs that transfer minute amounts from individual transactions to their own 
accounts. What's the true magnitude of the financial shrinkage due to faulty software? No 
one knows. 

Application Controls 
Appli<.:ation controls apply to the processing of individual applications. These controls en
sure that transactions arc valid, prop<.:rly authorized, and completely and accurately 
processed. Om discussion of application controls is divided into data input controls, pro
cessing controls, and file controls. 

Data Input Controls 
Some of the most important controls are those dealing with the accuracy and completeness 
of data that are entered into the computer. Accuracy of input data is checked by event pro
cessing rules, data entry verification, and several edit checks. 

Eve/11 processing rules should be built into the system to verify that prescribed business 
rules are followed when executing an event. Some examples of potential business rules 
include: 

A customer may exist in our database before participating in a related sale event, but 
it is not permissible to record a sale event without identifying the related customer. 

That is: 

Relationship: Participation 

Connected Entities: (0, ) Customer 

( 1, ) Sale 

Products can be shipped (sale event) only after a valid customer order has been taken 
(sale order event). 
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Case in Point 

Sometimes a software defect is intentional. For example, a Manhattan software c: 
tractor was fined $25,000 for putting a bug in the software of a law firm. Accorc -: 
to the judgment, the contractor put a statement in the program to make it a;;a-: 
when the system reached case number 56789. He planned for the system to fa il so:-= 
law firm would reta in him to fix it for a hefty fee. The law nabbed him. But ano-:.-:: 
consultant earned $7,000 to repair the software. 

Sour'CI!: R. Riehle. ''Killer Soft,\ar\!: Program Errors Can Kill People. Both figurali'<:ly and Literally. t\:laking Strucrurcd Softwar~ Engineering E!'scntial
Pro}C..>ivnal. Fcbruar) 1994. p. 54. 
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That is: 

Relationship: Fulfillment 

Connected Entities: ( I. ) Sale 

(0. ) Sale Order 

Each customer order can hm·c one or more types of inventory associated with it: ea_ 
inventory type can be involved in many customer orders; and information about 
imentory types may be entered into the system before any orders are taken. 

That is: 

Relationship: Reservation 

Connected Entities: (I ,N) Sale Order 

(O.N) Inventory Type 

As diswssed in Chaptt!r 6, these business rules can be designed into the relational ..;.._
base tables. Event processing rules and other programmed business logic can help er-:~

prises detect errors or irregularities. and can sometimes help prcvenr errors. To illlb~ 
detection. consider a mail order company that docs not normally have prepaid sales 
very rarely incurs cash sales. [3ecausc the company gets cash receipts from nonsale O.J:"". 

(such as bank loans), the information system must allow cash receipts to be entered" 
out ha' ing pre\·iously processed a corresponding sale. A risk exists that a cash receipt 
in fact resulted from a sale was not matched to any corresponding sale in the systerr. 
query may be developed to detect whether there are unmatched cash receipts in the 
tem. An investigation could re\·eal the sale was not recorded in the system (the enterpr ~ 
error). Alternatively a query could identify "overmatched" cash receipts in the syste--
those for which the cash receipt amount exceeded the related sale amounts; such a q-~ 
could reveal a customer paid for the same sale twice (the customer's error). 

Event processing rules also can help prevent errors or fi-aud. if the data input ftmc' 
are embedded in the business process procedures. In such environments, the rules go·~
ing the event and the data describing it can be executed and recorded in real time. The ·• 
tem can note act ivities that represent exceptions to prescribed rules and send exce;· 
messages to a responsible person for review. Based on the authorized person's respo
thc system can allow or prevent execution of the activity. For example, is a shipmenr - -
mally necessary to record an order? No, an order event should precede the shipping e- • 
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Is an order necessary to execute a shipment'? For many enterprises the answer is yes! The 
authorization for a shipment is the existence of a valid order. Without a valid order, the 
shipping event s hould not be executed. An IT application could deny the execution and 
recording of a shipment that is not supported by a valid order. When shipping personnel 
can generate shipping labels only through the system, the likelihood of shipping merchan
dise without an order is reduced significantly. Notice that if an enterprise does not embed 
the data entry funct ion into the business process procedures, but instead inputs data after 
the events have occurred, the system's ability to prevent errors and irregularities is sub
stantial ly reduced. It cnn only detecr rather than prevent. 

Data Entry Ver~fication. As event data are entered into systems they must be checked to 
verify the accuracy of the record being updated and the accuracy of the data themselves. 
Two controls often applied in this area arc closed loop verification and key verificat ion. 

Closed-loofJ ver{[icarion helps the user ve1ify that the conect record is being processed 
and updated. It docs this by using one input data item to locate the record to be updated 
and d isplaying other data about the record so the data entry person can verify the correct
ness of the record. For example, if a sales order clerk enters a customer number for a cus
tomer buying merchandise on account, the computer uses the number to locate the 
customer record, then display additional customer data (such as name and address) on 
the computer screen . This way the user can verify that the correct customer record is being 
updated. 

Key verification (rekeying) keys input data twice. The first data entry clerk enters the 
data and a second entry c lerk reenters the same data . The computer compares the data en
tered on the second keying operation with the original data and highlights any differences. 
The second entry clerk verifies and corrects any ditfercnces. 

Edit checks are incorporated into computer inst ruct ions to verify and validate the com
pleteness, reasonableness, and/or accuracy of data. Edit checks can help reduce both oper
ating risk and information processing 1isk. Their use is not limited to one type of risk or 
circumstance. Edit checks may be applied to individual fields or to records or batches or 
records. Several edit checks can be used to check the accuracy, reasonableness, and com
pleteness o f individual data input fie lds. The following overview describes some of the edi t 
check logic used in inrormation systems. 

Check digit. A formula can be applied to an account numbeL part number, or simi lar 
standard number to calculate a check digit. The check digit is appended to and 
maintained as part of the number (usually as the last digit). For example, suppose we 
want a five-digit account number (including the check digit) and the first four digits of 
the account number (based on style, division, color, and product type) arc I 534. A 
check digit formula is used to add the fifth digit. There arc several check digit 
formulas, and one rather simple, but less than adequate, formula adds the account 
number digits and extracts the second digit of the sum. The resulting account number 
using this formula is 15343 (the 3 is the second digit of I + 5 + 3 + 4 = 13). 

Co111pleteness check. A completeness check verifies that all critical field data are 
entered. lt checks for missing data or blanks. 

Default l'a/ue. Default values set the field contents to a prespeeified (default) 
va lue. In some cases the default values may be overridden, whi le in other cases they 
may not. 
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Field or mode check. A field or mode check verifies that the entered data type 
appropriate mode for a field. For example, if a field is declared as a text or an 
alphanumeric field, the data input should be alphanumeric (letters and numbers 
Other field modes include numeric, date, logical, counters, memo, and embeddeu 
objects (such as video, audio, or graphics). 

Range (limit) check. A range check compares entered data to a predetermined 
acceptable upper and/or lower limit. Data are not accepted without special 
authorization ifthe data fall outside the specified limits. 

Validity/set check. A validity check compares entered data against prespecified 
stored within the computer to determine its validity. For example, to determine~ e 
validity of a user identification number, the computer would compare the enter.x 
primary key of the user to a stored list of valid user numbers. 

Sample Record Edit Checks. The next level of edit checks examines an entire recorC. ~ 
erally a record in the file being updated by business event data. Some of the more cc-= 
record edit checks are 

Master reference check. A master reference check verifies that an event/transac~ 
record has a corresponding master record to be updated. An error occurs when :."- _ 
is no corresponding master record for the transaction record. For example, there · ..... 
error if you input a sale for a customer not currently included in your customer~ 
files. 

Reasonableness check. A reasonableness check verifies whether the amount of~ 
event/transaction record appears reasonable when compared to other elements 
associated with each item being processed. For example, iran employee is codec _ 
clerk, it is probably umeasonable that her pay per week is £5,000. Note that a 
reasonableness check is not the same as a limit check. It might be reasonable for
president to have a weekly check of $5,000. The reasonableness of the pay is bas.:.: 
the relationship between position (clerk versus president) and the amount of the ;:-
not a fixed dollar ammmt. 

Referential illtegrity. Referential integrity is a safeguard to ensure that every ~-=-
foreign key attribute relates to a primary key attribute. For example, suppose you 
two tables: a Salesperson table and a Sales event table. Since the two tables ha\e a 
relationship (a salesperson participates in each sale), you must include the prima.: 
key attribute of the Salesperson table (e.g., salesperson number) in the Sales e\et:. 
table; salesperson number is a foreign key attribute in the Sales event table. You -
to invoke referential integrity to ensure a link between the two tables. Referentia.. 
integrity prevents writing a sale in the Sales event table without a valid salespers. 
number from the Salesperson table. lt also prevents deleting a salesperson from--= 
Salesperson table as long as the salesperson has sales in the Sales event table. 

Valid sign check. The valid sign check highlights illogical balances in a master-. ! 

record. For example, a negative balance for the quantity on hand for a particular ·
in inventory is a likely error. 

Sample Batch Edit Checks. The next level of edit checks is for an entire batch of:: 
or transactions. Sometimes business events can be grouped into batches for a per! _ 

time, such as one day, and processed together. Controls are needed to make sure nr-~ 
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the events arc lost, no unauthorized events arc added, and all events arc in the proper se
quence and correctly processed. 

Sequence check. A sequence check \ crifies that the records in a batch are sorted in 
the proper sequence. For sequentia l processing. which is frequently used with batch 
processing, the tran~u<:tion records must be sorted in the same order as the master 
file's prirnary key. A sequence check also can high light missing batch items, such as a 
missing check. 

Transaction f)pe cl1eck. A transaction type check \·eri fics that all transactions included 
within the batch are of the same category or type. For example, we would not want 
the addition of a new customer to be con fused with the addition of a new employee. 

Batch control totals. When transactions are processed in batches, each batch should 
be dated and assigned a unique batch number. Batch control totals arc used to verify 
that all transactions within a batch are present and haYe been processed. They verify 
that no transactions \\ere added o r deleted during processing. There arc sc,·eral types 
of batch control totals. Let's usc a record that inc I udes a customer number J1eld and an 
invoice amount field to illustrate three types of batch control totals: hash, financia l/ 
numeric. and record r..:ount control totals. 

Hash control rora/. A hash control tota l is the sum of an attribute lhat normally would 
not be summed because its sum has no real meaning. For example, the sum of the 
customer number fie ld of all the records in a batch is a meaningless number for 
purposes other than as a batch control total. 13ut, if it is calculated when the batch is 
first assembled, the computer can recalculate it after the records have been entered for 
processing. f f the computer-generated sum is the same as the original amount, we 
have some assurance that all records wr..:rc ar..:curatcly processed. If they art: not the 
same, one or more transactions may have been either added or deleted from the batch. 

Fillwlcial/molleric control total. A financial control total is the sum of a financial 
fie ld, such as the invoice amount, of all records in a batch. Usually, this is a 
meaningful numeric or finanr..:ial field. For example, the total of the invoice amounts is 
meaningful because it represents the increase in accounts receivable and it is useful to 
evaluate the effectiveness of those taking orders for the day. 

Record cou111 control total. A record cotmt control total is a total of the number of 
records in a hatch. So if a batch contains 46 records, the record count is 46. 

All the batch control totals can be used to veri fy batch input processing, and output. For 
example, suppose a clerk enters 46 customer invoices totaling 514,678.93 in charge sales 
into a computer file. Also assume that the sum of the customer account numbers on the in
voices is 7384 76846. Once these records are entered into a batch transaction file, the file 
should include 46 records (the record count), the customer number field should total 
738476846 (a hash total). and the sum of the inYoice amoLmt field should total $14,678.93 
(afinancial total). When the records are p rocessed to update the customer receivable mas
ter file, the update run should show that 46 records were affected, and the accounts receiv
able total should increase by 514,678.93. 

Batch control totals may be generated by one computerized process compared with an
other computerized process that uses the same batch as input; in those cases, a hash total 
is as easy as a record count or financial/numeric control total. Often, however, the initial 
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EXHIBIT 14-2 Batching and Reconciliation Pt·ocess 

Remittance 
advice 

Batched 
remittance 
advice 

Data Control 

Reconciliation 
report 

Accounts Receivable 

Batched 
remittance 
advice 

Customer 
M/F 

Batched 
remittance 
advice 

batch control total is generated manually with a ten-key adding machine as the batch:, 
ated. The batch control total (usually a fmancial total, but sometimes a record em..._, 
written on the batch header along with the batch number and date. Once a manual -
control total is computed and the batch is entered into a computerized process, the ~ 
puter process should generate a control total of the same type (fimmcial, numeric. r~ 
count, or hash) and the manual total should be compared to l11e computerized total.:: 
match, the enterprise has a reasonable confidence that all items in that batch were .=. 
processed in the computer system processes. Exhibit 14-2 illustrates an example !x.:'
and reconciliation process. 

Notice that batch totals do not identify errors in individual records. Batch tota" 
highlight errors in the group as a whole. Batch totals do not ensure that individual T::-L 

are correctly updated. For example, if the total of an accounts receivable subsidiaT) ·=
equals the total in a general ledger accounts receivable control account, this does r 
nify that the postings to the individual customer accounts are correct. It only indica-e
the same total amount was posted; some individual items could have been posted t.: 
wrong customer's account! 

Processing Controls 
Information processing controls are designed to verify that event, resource, agenL 
cation information arc recorded and maintained accurately, completely, and in a 
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manner. They also help ensure the information on reports is complete, properly summa
rized, and reported to the appropriate people. 

Process controls verify that the input data are properly recorded in the database and any 
balances maintained within the system are properly updated. Many of the program devel
opment and maintenance controls, data input controls, and edit check controls identified 
earlier also are used as process controls. The following examples illustrate the application 
of test data, closed-loop verification, and edit checks to verify process accuracy. 

Test data that verify computer programs are functioning properly are an important ele
ment in verifying the accuracy of information processing. Once a program is correctly 
written and tested it is very reliable in performing the same operations again and again. 

Closed-loop verification is used when the input data are being processed in an online, 
real-time mode. For example, closed-loop verification can make sure the customer account 
being updated is accurate. Because of the mode of processing, this serves as an input and 
a process control. 

Edit checks on the record and batch levels also are used as process controls. For exam
ple, a reasonableness check when used in a sequential batch process is a process control. 
As a transaction is being processed, the computer can compare one element of input with 
the master record to see if it appears reasonable. If it Joes not, an error i~ recorded on the 
error log. An example of this is a sales order process. SeJJing 10 computers to a customer 
with an occupation listed as housewife would not seem reasonable and the transaction 
would be printed on an error reporl. If, however, the sales clerk was entering the transac
tion by an online, real-time process and the sales clerk attempted to execute such a trans
action, the computer could perform the reasonableness check as the data are entered and 
highlight the unreasonableness. In this case it is an input control. 

As you can see, many online, real-time controls become process controls when the 
mode of processing is shifted to batch processing. This explains why real-time processing 
helps enterprises prevent errors more easily than enterprises that perform batch processing 
after a transaction has already occurred. With batch processing, error detection is more 
common than error prevention. 

One of the benefits of an archi tecture based on the REA pattern is the simplicity of data 
storage and processing. Most event data arc stored in a raw, unprocessed form. Processing 
consists of recording the individual characteristics and attributes about each business 
event. Most classifications, summarizations, anJ balances are developed as part of the re
porting process. This is much more streamlined and less complex than a traditional pro
cessing environment where you have to control not only the input but also a complex post
ing process to perform classifications, summarizations, and balance calculations. 
Processing in a REA-based architecture is very simple; it is a direct recording of the event 
attributes. This allows for straightforward controls. The key to control is making sure the 
event record is being recorded in the correct fi le in a timely, complete, and accurate man
ner. Then we accurately report these data per the request parameters of the information 
customer. 

File Controls 
Devices or techniques are available to verify that the correct file is being updated and to 
prevent inadvertent destruction or inappropriate use of files. Some of these controls in
clude the following: 
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EXHIBIT 14-3 
Batch 
Processing 

External file labels (as simple as stick-on labels) identify a storage medium's con _ 
They also help prevent someone from inadvertently writing over the contents of;__ 
disk or tape. 

Internal .file labels record the name of a file, the date it was created, and other 
identifying data on the file medium to be read and verified by the computer. Ime • ...: 
labels include header labels and trailer labels. Header labels are a file descriptio:: 
recorded at the beginning of a file. Trailer labels mark the end of a file and coma..~ 

control or summary data about the contents of the file. 

Lockout procedures arc used by database management systems to prevent two 
applications or users from updating the same record or data item at the same time 
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The read-only file designation is used to mark data available for reading only. The 
data cannot be altered by instructions rrom users, nor can new data be stored on the 
device. 

File protection rings allow data to be written on a magnetic tape. When the ring is 
removed, the data on the tape are protected from being accidentally overwritten. 

Data Loss aud File Recollstruction Capability. Regardless of the controls created to se
cure the computer and prevent problems, files are occasionally lost and programs are occa
sionally destroyed. Therefore, it is necessary to maintain backup or duplicate copies of cur
rent data files, programs, and documentation. At least one set of backup copies of all these 
items should be stored at a location that is physically removed rrom the computer facilities. 
Enterprises should develop a policy concerning how long to retain backup copies. The 
length of time depends on the managerial and regulatory requirements of the enterprise. The 
purpose of backup copies is to allow an enterprise to reconstruct its data should a disaster 
strike and cause a loss or corruption of data. The basic task is to retain copies of reference 
(resource, agent, and location) data and event data for use in reconstructing any lost data. 

File reconstruction involves reprocessing the event or business activity data against the 
master resource, agent, or location reference data. Enterprises typically update data in ei
ther a batch mode or a real-time mode. 

Batch Process File Reconstruction 
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If we lost the "child" master file, 
we could recreate it by processing 
the prior transaction file against 
the "parent" master file. 
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EXHIBIT 14-5 
Real-Time File 
Processing 

Batch Process File Reconstruction. Batch processing collects a group of e'- e
maintenance data for a period of time (such as a day) before the master reference~ -
updated. Processing updates the current version of the master reference file to cr~ 
master reference file as il lustrated in Exhibit 14- 3. When the next batch of event an-. 
tenance data for, say, the next day are ready to be processed, the new master referen-~ 
of the prior run become the current master reference data for the new ru11. The :-
and fi le reconstruction procedure generally used ·with batch processing is knowr; 
grandparent-parent-child approach. At least three generations of both event A 

nance data and master reference data are maintained (sec Exhibit 14--4). If the curr:.. 
sion (the child copy) of the master reference fi le is destroyed or lost, the enterpris~ 
construct it by rerunning the appropriate event/maintenance data against the prior _ 
the reference data (the parent copy). If a problem occurs during that reconstruction ' 
backup data may be used to reconstruct the parent file . The parent is used then ;e -
struct the child and processing continues normally. Batch processing often uses che-. 
controls for applications that take an extended amount oftime to process. Some b:ll- ~ 
ccssing runs take as long as six to eight hours and if a problem occurs during pre._ 
you don'( want to have to start again at tht: beginning. 

Checkpoints consist of data and program snapshots periodically taken during ba:
cessing. Tf a hardware failure occurs during a long processing run, the system Car! • 

processing at the last checkpoint, rather than at the beginning of the run. 

Real-Time Process File Reconstruction. Real-time processing updates master re_ 
data with new event and maintenance data as the new data are captured as illustrate ... 
hibit 14-5. As the eYent or maintenance data are processed to update the master r;:o _ 
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Case in Point 

:.XHIBIT 14-6 
Real-Time 
'laster File 
Reconstruction 

One day a state's welfare payment system suddenly showed a $15 million shortage. An 
investigation showed the $15 million left the fund by a direct wire transfer to a Swiss 
bank account. It was w ithdrawn from the Swiss bank on the day of the deposit and 
the account was immediately closed. Further investigation showed the cause of the di
rect wire transfer was a small section of code (written in machine language) in the 
welfare payment program that checked to see if today's processing date was the same 
as a specified date. If they were the same, the $15 million was transferred. The person 
who had written the program had ceased working for the state agency about a year 
before the fund transfer, and was believed to be living in Switzerland. This type of 
fraud was not possible before welfare payments were processed by computer and be
fore the existence of direct wire transfers of funds. 
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Update 
process 
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file 

The master file backup becomes the master 
file and it is updated for transactions since 
the backup occurred. 

Reference data 

data, they also arc recorded in a separate ll't.lflsa<:tion log. This log is a critical part of the 
reconstruction process. 

File reconstruction procedures must be developed for real-time processing. The trans
action log and a periodic copy of the master reference file are the keys to file reconstruc
tion. Periodically the master reference file is duplicated on a backup medium such as disk 
or magnetic tape. Copies of all event and maintenance data are stored on a transaction log 
as they are entered into the system. At least three generations of both the event/mainte
nance data and the master reference data are maintained as with batch processing. If the 
master reference file is lost or destroyed, the first generation backup copy is updated for the 
activity on the transaction log since the copy of the master reference file was made (see 
Exhibit 14- 6). Once the master reference file is updated, processing continues normally. 
The three generations allow for additional errors in reconstructing the file. If the first gen
eration is destroyed in reconstructing the file, the second-generation master reference file 
is used to reconstruct the first generation master reference file. The backup copies of both 
the master reference file and the transaction Jog should be stored at a remote site. 

467 
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The information system captures, processes, and reports information to pe-:
throughout the enterprise. The information system and internal controls must be cons;:::
evaluated and updated. As an enterprise changes and as information technology char.= 
so do the enterprise risks. New technology sometimes brings new risks that people .. 
even consider as demonstrated by the aforementioned state welfare system. 

CONCLUDING COMMENTS 

This chapter introduced the importance of understanding enterprise risks and piU" 
some examples of available controls to reduce enterprise risks. Some of the control eu.:: 
pies cited are useful for preventing errors and irregularities, while others are helpfu: ~ 
tecting and correcting errors and irregularities. Just as change has become a constan 
turc of enterprises and information technology, the need for creativity and innova; -
identifying risks and in developing control procedures to reduce risks is becoming C" 

tent across enterprises. The tools provided in this chapter are only a beginning; as n~ 
arise, new controls also must be developed. The key is to adequately assess risk 
mine which of the risks need to be controlled, and design cost-effective controls :., 
gate those risks. When measuring the cost of controls, any decreases in operatio!lZ.:. 
ciency and effectiveness must be considered. 

Key Terms and Concepts 

Access control matrix, 453 
Application controls, 455 
Backup,442 
Batch control total, 461 
Biometric access 
controls, 454 
Bonding, 443 
Business interruption, 439 
Business process risks, 440 
Check digit, 459 
Closed loop 
verification, 459 
Collusion, 435 
Committee of Sponsoring 
Organizations of the 
Treadway Commission 
(COSO), 433 
Completeness check, 459 
Contingency plan, 442 
Control activities, 434 
Control environment, 434 
Corrective controls, 435 

Default value, 459 
Detective controls, 435 
Digital signature 
recognition, 454 
Economy risks, 437 
Edit checks, 459 
Encryption, 454 
Enterprise risks, 439 
Enor, 435 
Exposure, 431 
Field or mode check, 460 
Fraud, 435 
General controls, 455 
Grandparent-parent-child 
approach, 466 
Independent checks on 
performance, 450 
Industry risks, 438 
Information and 
communications, 434 
Information process 
risks, 441 

Internal controls . ..!3:: 
Irregularity, 435 
Key verification 
(rekeying), 459 
Lapping, 444 
Logical access 
controls, 453 
Master reference 
check,460 
Materiality ofri k. -
Monitoring, 43.f 
Oppornmity. 43:: 
Passwords, 449 
Performance re\1~ 
Personal identlfi~! 
numbers (PINs . .!_-
Preventive contrOL:>. -
Range check, .ffu 

Read-only file 
designation, 465 
Reasonablene"" 
check,460 



Referential integrity, 460 
Risk, 431 
Risk assessment, 434 
Separation (or segregation) 
of duties, 443 
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Sequence check, 461 
Smart cards or tokens, 454 
Statement of Auditing 
Standards No. 94, 433 
Threat, 431 

Valid sign check, 460 
Validity check, 460 
Voice recognition 
technologies, 454 

Review Questions 

LOJ Rl . 

WI R2. 

LO! R3. 
LO! R4. 

LOI R5. 

L04 R6. 
LO! R7. 

L04 R8. 

L04 R9. 

LO! RIO. 

LOJ Rll. 

L03 Rl2. 

L03 Rl3. 

L03 Rl4. 

L03 Rl5. 

L04 Rl6. 

L04 Rl7. 

L04 Rl8. 

What is a system of inlemal controls? 

Distinguish between risk, exposure, and threat. 

Describe the relationship between risk, opportunity, and objectives. 

How do you determine the materiality of risk? 

Should enterprises attempt to control all risks? Explain. 

Describe separation of duties and responsibilities. 

Who is ultimately responsible for internal controls within an enterprise? 

List and describe the five interrelated components of an internal control system. 

Which type of control is needed more in today's risk environment: prevention, de
tection, or correction? Explain. 

If enterprises change from a manual information system to a computerized infor
mation system, do their internal control objectives change? Explain. 

Is it better to build controls into an information system or add them to the system 
after it is built? Why? 

What risks do enterprises face with respect to resources? 

What risks do enterprises face with respect to agents? 

What risks do enterprises face with respect to events? 

What is the difference between business process risks and information process risks? 

What are three means by which system users can prove their identity to the system? 
Which of these means is least vulnerable to falsification? 

Explain the purpose of encryption techniques. 

Describe an application you have used that incorporated some form of closed-loop 
veri fi.calion. 

L04 Rl9. How do check digits help ensure that field contents are valid? 

L04 R20. Give an example of a completeness check. 

Multiple Choice Questions 

wz MCl. Which of the following guidelines helps in distinguishing industry level risks from 
economy level risks? 

@ An industry risk primarily affects the industry in which the enterprise operates, 
whereas an economy risk affects all industries within the enterprise's local or 
global economy. 

B. An industry risk affects all industries within the enterprise's local or global 
economy, whereas an economy risk is a result of the enterprise not taking ad
vantage of production economies of scale. 
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L02 

L02 

C. An industry risk is associated with a specific business object such as a ri"
event relationship, whereas an economy risk affects all industries within ± . 
terprise 's local or globa I economy. 

D. An industry risk primarily affects the industry in which the enterprise O';'~ 
whereas an economy risk is a result of the enterprise not taking advan~=
production economies of scale. 

MC2. Which of the following should be classified as an enterprise-level, exterr--. 
factor? 
A. A global war. 
B. Global warming. 

Employee incompetence. 
Increased competition from another enterprise. 

MC3. e sudden bankruptcy of an enterprise's largest customer is an example uf 
A. An economy level risk. 
B. An industry level risk. 
@)An enterprise level risk. 
D. An information process level risk. 

LOJ,LOz MC4. Why is it important for management's philosophy and operating style to en~ 
a low-risk environment? 
A. If management's philosophy and operating style encourage a low-risk e 

ment, lower risk also exists at the economy level. 
@If management's philosophy and operating style encourage a low-risk ~

ment, lower risk also exists at the business process and information proc..-,., • 
C. Actually, management's philosophy and operating style should encc--=

high-risk environment because that will result in lower risk at the to 

process and information process levels. 
D. If management's philosophy and operating style encourage a low-risk cr.; 

ment then the enterprise will have an ill-defined organizational struct-~ 
inadequate division of duties. 

L04 MC5. Virus protection software 
A. Provides a higher level of protection than does a firewall. 
B. Is executed when an attached virus or worm program is executed and :} 

causes damage such as deleting files, destroying a hard disk dri' c. 
crashing an entire system. 

C. Is a combination of hardware and software used to shield a computer:-~ 
from unauthorized users or from file transfers of unauthorized types. 

@ Is designed to ~earch for and destroy known virus programming code 

Discussion Questions 

LOt D 1. Why is it important to consider both the costs and benefits of internal con;r 

LOt D2. Is risk 100 percent controllable? Explain yow- response. 

1..04 D3. On January I, CBU installed a new computer system for tracking and cak-
ventory costs. On December 31 , at closing, CBU's system reported invem !) 

million for financial statement purposes. At midnight, the auditors perforr~-
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ical inventory count and found tl1e inventory total to be :i>3.5 million. To correct the 
discrepancy, CBU's accounting staff processcd an adjusting entry to reduce inventory 
by $ 1.0 million. The next day, two accountants were discussing the events of the pre
vious night. Accow1tant A was proud of the audit and said it illustrated a benefit of 
having a good system of internal control. CBU had followed good internal control 
procedures by having a regular physical inventory count to safeguard a valuable en
terprise resource. Accountant A was relieved that the problem was resolved: the fi
nancial numbers were corrected hefore they were reported. In short, be felt success
ful and thought CBU should feel fortunate to have his accounting staff as control 
advisors. Accountant B felt differently. She was concerned about the bad decisions 
that were made throughout the year based on the incorrect inventory numbers. She 
felt that she and the other accountants should have helped develop more timely and 
effective system controls. With which accountant's philosophy do you agree? How 
can you explain the diverse opinions? What policies or procedures, if any, should 
CBU develop to avoid such problems in the future? 

Wl D4. Some people believe that information technology has made enterprise internal con
trol systems more difficult to design and use. Others believe that information tech
nology has made it easier to control enterprise risks. Which do you believe is true, and 
why? 

L03, L04 DS. For each of the foll owing examples of minimum cardinalities (the maximum cardi
nalities are omitted: you are supposed to consider only the minimum cardinalities) ex
plain the business rule associated with the cardinalities and list the risk of not fol
lowing each rule. 
a. Sale ( I,-) and (0, - ) inventory. 
b. Sale ( I, - ) and (0. - )cash receipt. 
c. Receipt of inventory (I, - ) and (0, -) inventory order. 
d. Salesperson (0, -) and (l , - ) customer. 
e. Customer (0,-) and ( 1, - ) sale. 
f. Purchase (I , -) and (0, - ) vendor. 
g. Shipment (I, - ) and (0, - )customer order. 

Do these cardinalities suggest a certain sequence of procedural rules for doing busi
ness? Explain. What controls should the enterprise consider implementing to control 
any risk? 

Applied Learning 

LOJ, L04 A I. A customer calls a mail order catalog to order merchandise. The order clerk takes the 
customer's name, mailing address, credit card number, and the merchandise num
bers, sizes, colors, and quantities. After hanging up, the order clerk verifies the mer
chandise numbers given by the client are valid (that the company does indeed sell an 
item with that number) and checks with the shipping department on availability of 
the merchandise item. 

Required 
a. What business process and information process risks exist in this scenario? 

b. What controls may be implemented to mitigate the risks identified in part (a)? 
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L03,L04 A2. ABC recently decided to analyze its expenditures. During the analys is, ABC dis~ -
ered that all orders for repair services always go to a company owned by the 
president's sister. The repair company has a reputation for high prices and poor -... -
vice. During the analysis, ABC also discovered that many of its purchases for" 
plies were delivered to the vice president's home address. 

Required 
a. What business process and information process risks exist in this scenario? 

b. What controls may be implemented to mitigate the risks identified in part (a)? 

L03, L04 A3. A truck driver for a food distributor loads his truck early in the morning accor 
to the invoice purchase orders. He is responsible for picking up COD deliYe~ -
ments and, on his retum trip, for picking up the inventory from major distribt.
Currently the POs are handwritten by the floor manager the day before the dell ~ 

Required 
a. What business process and information process risks exist in this scenario? 

b. What controls may be implemented to mitigate the risks identified in part (a)? 

LOJ, L04 A4. Bob owns a small recreational trailer business in a suburban community located~ 
ro the mountains. The community is relatively small but growing rapidly. Bob"s" 
ness is growing, not because of his effective sales style and personality, but be-. 
of the growth of the community. Currently. Bob's competition has been near:~ 
existent, but as the area grows he expects to encounter increasing competitiol' 
sells mostly trailers for vacationing and camping. When customers arrive on ~ 
lot, they are greeted by a salesper on. Depending on the customer 's preferen~= 
salesperson either takes the customer on a tour or the customer may roam ~ _ 
freely, inspecting trailers at leisure. Because recreational trailers arc fairly large-~ 
items, customers often leave the lot without making a purchase, only to return a 
day to purchase a trailer. When the customer decides to make a purchase. the_ 
person initiates a series of procedures to properly document the order and sale 1:1 

action. First, the salesperson determines the model of the selected trailer and 
the customer a list of options that correspond to the particular model. The c:.... 
may (1) purchase a trailer off the lot with no added features. (2) purchase a tr -

the lot with additional features, or (3) special order a trailer that is not cum. • 
the lot. In most cases, customers do not pay cash for their tra ilers. If, however .•• 
tomer pays cash, a simple sales contract is prepared and the customer drives 
the trailer. The majority of the customers use an installment method of purer_,~ 
fore an installment purchase is authorized, the customer's credit must be n:
determine creditworthiness. With an installment purchase, an installment a~~-
is prepared in addition to the sales contract. Bob has arranged financing ;:P- _ 

local bank for all installment sales. When an installment sale is made, the ba:
Bob a lump-sum payment equal to the price of the trailer. Instead of making 
to Bob, customers pay the bank plus interest. In either case, Bob receives a ·-=
payment for each trailer sold, whether that lump sum comes from the cus 
from the bank. Once the credit is approved. the customer can take deh' cl) 

tra iler. This involves a delivery person who checks the trailer before deli'== 
the customer. The customer picks up the trailer or has it delivered by Bob. 
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Required 
What are Bob's Trailer Sales' instigation, mutual conunitment, economic decrement, and 
economic increment events, and what risks arc associated with those events? What are 
Bob's Trailer Sales· resources, and what risks are associated with those resources? Who are 
the agents for Bob's Trailer Sales and what risks are associated with those agents? What 
controls could be implemented to address all of these risks? 

LOl. L04 A5. A computer operator at the local data processing center decides to visit work on a 
Monday evening. She has a key to the outside door, and since there is no key re
quired for the computer room, she simply walks into the computer room. The oper
ator is one of the nation's most notorious computer programmer/backers; she has 
been convicted five times for manipulating various firms' data files. After opening 
the documentation bookcase in the corner of the computer room, she finds the pro
cedural documentation, the systems documentation, user manuals, application doc
umentation, and operator manuals. She examines the documentation to understand 
the payroll program and to find the location of the payroll files. She accesses the in
formation systems library, which is available to all computer operators at all times, 
accesses the payroll program, reprograms it, and runs a payroll job that creates one 
electronic funds transfer (to a new account opened by the operator under an assumed 
name). On Tuesday, the operator transfers the funds to a Swiss bank account and 
does not show up for work. 

Required 
Prepare a summary that details any internal controls v iolated in this situation. 

1.04 A6. Review the user documentation for the DBMS you are using for class projects. Pre
pare a report that documents how the following controls are implemented in the 
DBMS. You may want to include screen shots where applicable (Ait-PrtSc copies the 
screen to the Windows clipboard; you may then open a word processor and hit Edit
Paste to insert the screen shot). Note that you may find more than one use of each 
control. You need turn in documentation of only one use for each type of control. 
a. System access 
b. Completeness check 
c. Default value 
d. Embedding business event rules 
e. Field check 
f. Range or limit check 
g. Validity check 
h. Referential integrity 
1. Valid sign check 
J Closed-loop verification 

Answers to Multiple Choice Questions 

MCI. A; MC2. D; MC3. C; MC4. B; MC5. D. 
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~~~ ·~ ERP Systems 
and E..-Commerce: 
Intra, and Inter..-Enterprise 
Modeling 
LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

One objective of this chapter is to compare the REA enterprise ontology with current 
developments in enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems and electronic 
commerce (e-commerce) in the context of the types of integration introduced in 
Chapter 1. The prospects for progress in using the REA enterprise ontology as a 
foundation for intra-enterprise systems (similar to ERP systems) and for inter
enterprise systems needed for seamless e-commerce are discussed. After studying 

this chapter, you should be able to 

1. Compare the goals of current ERP systems with those of the REA enterprise 

ontology 
2. Describe the needs for intra-enterprise and inter-enterprise system integration 

3. Identify information integration tools commonly used in practice (e.g., electronic 
data interchange, extensible markup language, enterprise application integration 
software, and electronic business extensible markup language) for intra

enterprise and inter-enterprise information systems 

4. Discuss strengths and weaknesses of integration tools commonly used in practice 
for meeting intra-enterprise and inter-enterprise information integration needs 

5. Discuss strengths and weaknesses of the REA enterprise ontology as a foundation 
for meeting intra-enterprise and inter-enterprise information integration needs 

475 
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INTRA-ENTERPRISE SYSTEMS: ERP AND THE REA 
ENTERPRISE ONTOLOGY 

Enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems are groups of software applications inte
grated to form enterprisewide information systems. At the time of this writing the major 
ERP software vendors are Peoplesoft, Oracle Applications, and SAP ERP systems have 
their strongest roots in materials resource planning (MRP) system software; however, they 
also encompass general ledger software, human resource planning software, and other 
types of software previously considered separate systems. ERP systems originally focused 
on back-office applications such as accounting and human resources. Back-office is a 
term often used in business to describe activities or systems that are seen and used only by 
people within enterprises; external partners such as vendors and customers usually do not 
see back-office activities. The systems and activities external partners nom1ally see are re
ferred to as front-office systems and activities. For example, activities and systems used 
in the sales showroom arc front-office dealings because customers see and interact with 
them. Many bolt-on applications (software programs that can be added to existing ERP 
software applications) have been created to allow ERP systems to incorporate front-ofli.~ 
applications such as supply chain optimization, customer relationship management. :::.-~ 

sales force automation. Non-ERP vendors developed most of these bolt-on applicano~ 
however, in some cases the ERP vendors acquired the companies that developed the :!-
plications to more fully integrate the products' functionality into their own software_ F -
example, .1. D. Edwards (now merged with Pcoplesoft) acquired Numetrix in 1999 ~ 
YOU centric in 200 I to add advanced planning system capability and customer relation:,.::; 
management functionality to its software.1 

The REA enterprise ontology discussed throughout this textbook has been proposeC: _ 
a theoretical foundation for ERP systems. Therefore it is important to consider the Sl1::' -

larities and differences between them. Although preliminary research has compared ~ _ 
core REA model to one specific ERP software package and provided some validatio=: 
REA as a theoretical foundation for studying ERP software, the objective in this chap·e: 
not to compare REA to any specific software packagc.2 Rather, the objective is to pn,-3: 
a high-level overview of similarities and difTerences bet\veen ERP systems and REA ~~ 
tems. To provide such a high-level overview the goals of each are examined along witt lte 
methods by which the goals are achieved. 

Goals and Methods of ERP Software and the REA Enterprise Ontology 
Three features may be used to compare some of the goals of ERP software-based sy:> ~ 
and REA-based systems: a database orientation, a semantic orientation, and a ~
turing orientation) We discuss each of these in turn. 

1J. S. David, W. E. McCarthy, and B. E. Sommer. "Agilit y: The Key to Survival of t he F1ttest in the 
Software Market," Communications of the ACM 46. no. 5 (May 2003), pp. 65-69. 

2D. E. O'Leary, "On t he Relationship Between REAL and SAP" (paper presented to the Americar 
Accounting Association Annual Meeting, San Diego, CA. 1999). 

3(. L Dunn, and W. E. McCarthy, "REA Account ing Systems: Intellectual Heritage and Prospects"<::~: 

Progress." Journal of Information Systems 11, no. 1 (1997). pp. 31-51. 
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Database Orientation 
One goal of both ERP software-based systems and REA-based systems is the achievement 
of integrated enterprisewide storage, maintenance, and reporting of data needed for deci
sion making. This goal may be referred to as a database orientation; it requires that the fol
lowing three conditions he met: 

• Data must be stored at their most primitive levels. at least for a defined time period. 

• Data must be stored only once, and in a way that all authori1.cd decision makers can 
access the data. 

• Data must be stored to allow retrieval in various formats as needed for different 
purposes. 

The most primitive level for data is the level at which the data cannot be further decom
posed. For example, total sales for the day is not primitive level data because it may be 
further decomposed into finer levels of detail such as the dollar amounts applicable to each 
of sales 42 tlu-ough 89. Similarly the total dollar amounts of each of sales 42 through 89 
may be further decomposed into the quantities sold and the dollar unit selling prices for 
ea<.:h good or service on each of the sales. 

The three database orientation conditions ensure data are stored at the finest level of de
tail for which decisions may need to be made, so that data may be retrieved and aggregated 
as needed to make those decisions. The conditions also attempt to eliminate uncontrolled 
redundancy in the data. Nonintegrated systems (often <.:ailed legacy or traditional systems) 
typically record duplicate data ahout the same object many times (once for each functional 
area that needs ac<.:css to the data); thus the data arc stored multiple times. For example, in 
many legacy systems the marketing department records information about customers that 
have been identified as potential buyers. Once a customer order is received, the sales order 
entry function (whi<.:h in a legacy system environment is not usually linked with market
ing) records information about the customer from whom the order was received. The sales 
order entry function may request information about the customer from the credit manage
ment function; <.:rcd it management will retrieve whatever information is in the customer 
master file and if inadequate information is available to establish a credit rating, credit 
management may in turn seck and enter additional data from outside sources. Those data 
are stored and maintained by credit management and are made avai lable to the order entry 
function only upon request. The sales order entry function typically passes along informa
tion about customers to the shipping funct ion and to the customer servi<.:e function; in 
those areas the information is entered into their customer master files (either via rekeying 
or by electronic transmillal). The result is customer data stored in several ditTerent cus
tomer master files by several different fi.mctional areas, which is a maintenance nightmare. 
Many customers have been frustrated by the fact that when they call their sellers to change 
their addresses, some mailings from the sellers reflect the changed addresses but other 
mailings continue to be sent to the old addresses. Such frustration occurs because the cus
tomers· calls trigger changes in only one application (that of whichever functional area the 
customers called) whereas the customers' address is stored in several applications. 

In fully implemented ERP software systems and REA systems, data items arc stored 
only once and may be accessed from any authorized funct ional area in various formats, 
thus meeting the three database orientation conditions. The extent to which these three 
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database orientation conditions are achieved using ERP software varies for differec 
terprises depending on whether they use single source ERP software packages. whe" 
they implement best-of-breed ERP solutions, whether they install bolt-on applicatiow -
addition to their ERP software, and whether they implement the ERP software enter;:'-:s::
wide or only in some parts of the enterprises. A single-source ERP solution impleme
for an entire enterprise typically maintains a single database and meets the three com!. 
for the database orientation. The implementation of selected modules of an ERP sof.· 
package or the installation of a best-of-breed ERP system is less likely to complerel: sa::
isfy the database orientation. Such an implementation is more likely to store the same C::: 
in multiple places because different modules have to overlap to some extent. Bridges " -
ilar to the Lego!K'nex cormectors described in Chapter 1 may be built to minimize ch:a _ 
dundancy and to facilitate data synchronization. However, the retrieval of data fror 
different modules in combination may be difficul t or even impossible. View integra: 
for views created with different building blocks may not be seamless. 

Semantic Orientation 
A second goal of REA-based systems is a semantic orientation This goal requires c: __ 
in the system's conceptual model to correspond as closely as possible to objects in ::h.: 
derlying reality. At first glance both ERP-based systems and REA-based systems s~: 
semantic orientation goal. Horror stories abound of ERP software implementario~
which the business processes did not match the softwarc.4 In fact. ERP system imp!e 
tations are often regarded as business process reengineering efforts because the b~
process tasks must be changed to match those supported by the software. There!!!. :s 
subtle difference between REA-based systems and ERP software-based systems. v:: 
ERP software requires the business to be changed to match the software, REA tat :s 
system to match the business's reality. This difference may be necessary so that ERP 
ware can be conunercially viable. To date, REA-based systems have been built a P
ctary applications as part of custom consulting engagements5 

A semantic orientation also precludes the usc of artificial constructs such as d. 
credits, and accounts as base objects in the enterprise system. Chapters 8 thP -:-
demonstrated the derivation of many accounting numbers using queries, with no ~ 
credits, or accounts in the REA-based system. Most ERP software preserves the 
debits, credits. and accounts to satisfy accounting information needs rather than ; 
ing the accounting nwnbers from the underlying economic events and rclationsh.;JS. 
probable reason for the preservation of accounting artifacts as base objects in ERP 
ware is market demand; another related reason is lack of education about how to ;'!"" 
accounting numbers procedurally on demand rather than storing them in accoun:, 
vendors offer an optional virtual general ledger that is generated on demand, but --. 
ket largely rejects that approach and opts for the vendor~' hardwired general leu_,erc:. 
are permanently stored and updated. Whether the market prefers the hardwirec = 

4T. H. Davenport, Mission Critical: Realizing the Promise of Enterprise Systems (Boston: Harvard E 
School Press. 2000). 

'>J. 0 . Cherrington, W. E. McCarthy, D. P. Andros, R. Roth, and E. L. Denna, "Event-Driven B1..s:: 
Solutions: Implementation Experiences and Issues. In J_ I. DeGross, R. P Bostrom, and D. Ro~ 
Proceedings of the Fourteenth International Conference on Information Systems, December 3-: 
Association for Computinq Machinery. Orlando, Flonda. 
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ledger approach for efficiency reasons, because of lack of education, because of simple re
sistance to change, or some other reason is a question for future research. We know only 
that REA and ERP systems differ to some extent in their semantic orientations. 

Structuring Orientation 
A structuring orientation demands the use of a pattern as a foundation for the enterprise 
system. A pattern-based system design is important to facilitate automated reasoning by 
intelligent software interfaces to the enterprise system. Academic research is ongoing to 
develop software applications that can reason with the objects in the REA pattern to aid in 
decision making. Pattern-based system design is also important to facilitate integration of 
systems between enterprises. If two enterprises merge their business operations and both 
used the same pattern-based approach to designing their systems. their systems will be 
much easier to combine than if they each followed a task-based or haphazard approach. 
REA-based systems obviously incorporate the REA pattern discussed throughout this 
textbook. ERP software-based systems do not seem to be intentionally built using any par
ticular pattern; instead they are built to support best practices at the task level. That is, it 
appears that ERP developers identify the tasks pcrfom1ed by the enterprises that are be
lieved to be most efficient or effective in an industry and build soft\varc supporting those 
tasks. Different versions of the software are created for different industries because the 
best practices for one industry are not always the best practices for another industry. This 
reveals a significant difference in the structuring orientations of ERP-based systems and 
REA-based systems, as most tasks are not used as base objects in REA-based systems. 

Intra-Enterprise Integration 
ERP systems themselves are an attempt to integrate applications and data within enter
prises, that is, intra-enterprise integration. In theory, an ERP system is a single software 
program that serves the information needs of all users throughout an enterprise. Installed 
correctly, ERP systems can have a tremendous payback.6 The five major reasons compa
nies implement ERP are to integrate financial information, to integrate customer order in
formation, to standardize and speed up manufacturing processes, to reduce inventory, and 
to standardize HR (human resources) information.' 

In practice many enterprises that have implemented ERP systems have not realized 
complete system integration. One reason is that many companies have implemented best
of-breed enterprise systems or have implemented only ERP software for part of their en
terprises. Best-of-breed enterprise system implementations install different ERP software 
applications that best meet the needs of different areas of the enterprise. For example, an 
enterprise may determine that Peoplesoft best meets its human resource information needs, 
and that Oracle Applications is best suited for its financial information needs, while SAP 
is ideal for tracking information in its manufacturing processes. Another enterprise may 
determine that its main integration needs are for financial reporting purposes and therefore 
decide only to implement the financial module of an ERP software package. 

G(. Koch, "The ABCs of ERP. " Enterprise Resource Planning Research Center- CIO, 2002, 
www.cio.com/research/erp/ediVerpbasics.html. 
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In late 1999/early 2000, CMGI had 21 subsidiaries for which financia l inforfTia: ::-
needed to be integrated. CIO Jo Hoppe described the monthly process of closing :~
books based on spreadsheets e-mailed or faxed from the subsidiaries as a horrerc: _ 
task. Centralized systems became a new priority and CMGI embarked on an EP~ > 
tern implementation for financial and HR information. CMGI's system integratio"' 
greatly improved by the ERP implementation and a new corporate portal that SC"' =
as a single place to go for information. 

Source: E. Pre\\ 1tt, ''Yes, We Had no lmegratlon." C!O Jlaga::ine. June 15. 2002. www.cio.com. 
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Within enterprises that have best of breed, partial ER.P implementations, or an: 
nonintegrated information systems, two common integration solutions often are emp •• _ 
One is the in-house creation of integration programs tailored to the parts of the se-_ 
systems that need to be connected. Another is the adoption of packaged enterprise ? 
cation integration (EAI) software. Consider the Lego/K'nex example from Cha:-- -
The in-house creation of integration programs is similar to the example of deYelo--= 
building block with a Lego c01mector on one end and a K'nex connector on the orne- · 
and using it to connect the disparate systems. The use:: of EAI software is more SliT' 

designing a building block with a Lcgo (or K'nex) connector on one end and a gene;-~ 
nectar on the other end. A typical EAl solution builds bridges from existing appli 
to a generic central hub that integrates the pieces. 

The level of integration used for intra-enterprise systems depends on the goal of--.. 
tem integration. If the goal is consolidation of information for corporate report!!::= 
poses, integration may be achieved at a high level by creating some sort of shell re~ -
model and requiring each system to report its results in compliance with that she:.!. 
each piece is submitted in the shell format, the pieces may be eas ily combined. S11~ · 
gration is not as complex as the EAI hub solutions. 

ERP systems were originally developed with an intra-enterprise focus. Acco~ _ 
David McCarthy. and Sommer, early ERP systems were inwardly organized.8 The 
objective was to make information more available and more consistent within en~_,.,......, 
for internal decision-making purposes. Similarly, in its earl iest phases REA was t:::: 
focused. The pattern discovered and applied to each transaction cycle was exam r.:: 
only one enterprise's perspective. In recent years, the trend for ERP systems and~
research has shifted to an outwardly organized, supply-chain perspective.9 The :.n.:: 
growth of electronic commerce (e-commcrce) and the increasing benefits of sup; 
management have been catalysts for the changing nature of enterprise systeilb • 
explore the advancements in R EA related to c-commcrce and inter-enterpns: 
design. 

SDavid, McCarthy, and Sommer, "Agility, " pp. 65- 69. 

91bid. 
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C ase i Iii Poiirnt · · · · . ·.··· . 

Sunbeam and Cott are two companies that run multiple warehouse management sys
tems (WMS). In such environments data must be manually keyed from one system to 
the other, inviting the possibilities for errors and data inconsistency. Sunbeam runs 
two WMS in 12 warehouses and its IT staff has to write additional interfaces between 
the two WMS and its back-end systems. Cott's CIO, Douglas Neary, configured its 
billing, shipping, and invoicing systems to periodically synchronize with one another 
and uses business intelligence applications to recognize anomalies in the data. In 
about half of Cott's warehouses Neary has written interfaces between the legacy ERP 
system and WMS, thereby eliminating the need to manually rekey inventory transac
tions into the ERP system. 

';ource: M. Levinson. ,;How to Get Your House in Order:· CJO 1\faga:ine. September 15,2002, WW\\,cio.com. 

ELECTRONIC COMMERCE SOLUTIONS 
AND INTER-ENTERPRISE SYSTEM DESIGN 

E-commerce is increasingly important in today's global networked economy. E-commerce 
occurs in various forms; the two most general forms are 828 (business-to-business) and 
82C (business-to-consumer). Most people envision B2C transactions when they think 
about c-commerce; however, most e-commcrce activity is actually 828. If you have ever 
purchased an item via the Internet using u credit card, then you have engaged in 82C 
e-commerec (as the consumer). Consideration of ERP systems and REA patterns for a 
B2C enviromnent isn't significantly different from consideration of EIZP systems and REA 
patterns for a catalog mail order or telephone order cnvironm<.:nt. In those scenarios a cus
tomer inquires about goods or services (or is informed through a marketing event), the cus
tomer places an order tor goods or services to be delivered, the enterprise delivers the 
goods or services to the customer, and the customer renders payment to the enterprise for 
the goods or services. The simple change in conmmnication technology by which the order 
is placed and/or by which the payment is rendered doesn't change the nature of the busi
ness process or the structure of the system needed to capture relevant information. 

In 82C commerce the primary differences enabled by electronic teclmology are the 
breaking down oftime, place. and form barriers. The time barrier is broken in that no longer 
is consumer access to certain business infonualion restricted to business hours; information 
may be posted to websites and made accessible 24 hours per day, 7 days per week, 52 weeks 
per year. The place barrier is broken in that consumers do not need to physically transport 
themselves to business locations to engage in transactions with the businesses. They can 
shop from the comfort of their easy chairs with a few clicks of a mouse, and they can ob
tain product information and products from suppliers around the world from whom they 
may not have been able to obtain information before the advent of B2C e-commerce. 82C 
e-commerce also breaks the form barrier in that businesses no longer need to be a particu
lar form or size to attract and satisfy customers. A small enterprise that can't afford a fancy 
physical storefront may be able to attract customers with a well-designed web-based store
front. Consumers typically do not have automated information systems that need to be 
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Case in Point 

In spring 2001 Nike Chairman Phil Knight complained publicly about Nike's ne: S
million supply chain management system. The system was not realizing the a~
pated benef its because it was not integrated with other key Nike systems. :_:: 
chain management software can deliver promised benefits only if it has access : u. 
information often stored in other systems w ithin enterprises. In contrast , De '"'"= 
tegrated it s own systems and t hose of its suppliers. As a result, Dell needs to rna--=. 
only f our days' w orth of suppl ies inventory (its competitors average 30 to SC ::.: 
w orth). 

Source: C. Hildebram~ "Puuing Two and 1\'o Together." Darwin Maga:zillt~. January 2002, \\'Ww.darwinmag.com. 
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seamlcssly integrated with the businesses' information systems. Thus e-commcrce :e~ 
ogy advances create little apparent need to change the focus or enterprise systems ~ 
intra-enterprise view to an inter-enterprise view. 

Jn the B2B arena a shift has occurred that requires an inter-enterprise view of cr,.~ 
systems. This shift is away from a traditional linear supply chain/value system to ;e 
rent value webs in which enterprises need information not just about their most di~ _ 
ternal partners but also about indirect partners. For example, enterprises today incre 
need information about product demand by their customers' customers. It is diffic~..o..· • 
whether this shift occurred because of advances in technology or whether the in~·-~ 
information needs driving enterprises toward e-commerce necessitated the technn = 
developments. 

Some researchers and practitioners say what we know today as c-commerce ~ 
a century ago with the inventions of the telegraph and the telephone. Indeed a ·~ :. 
munications infrastructure is necessary to support e-commercc. Other more rec;:
dations for e-commcrce are electronic data interchange (EDI) and the Intern. 
began in the 1960s but wasn 'l widely used until the 1980s. ED! involves the exc 
data between enterprises in a prescribed electronic format, usually through a\·.\ . . 
added network). The VAN connections between enterprises and the software use ... 
complish ED! were proprietary and expensive. Enterprises that recognized the ""='
better and faster information to manage their supply chains justilled the expense. 
terprises realized how much money they had tied up in inventory sitting idle in '''& 
and targeted inventory management costs for reduction. Inventory management" 
at that time focused on anticipating demand for products and having producb _ 
when needed to meet that demand. Enterprises believed that reducing the time i· 
upstream supply chain partners (i.e. , their suppliers) to process their purchase ord~ 
allow the enterprises to stock lower inventory levels and to better predict downrur
tomer demand, thus reducing inventory obsolescence while still meeting cus~ 
mand. Large enterprises did benefit from more efficient and clTective supply ch::. 
agement enabled by EDT. In fact. some large enterprises required their suppliers r~ 
EDl-capable if they wanted to remain approved vendors. Some smaller supplie~ ~. 

able to afford the investment in the proprietary hardware and software necessar; 
so they either disso.lved their businesses or shifted their business strategies tt 
ferent customers. 
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Many enterprises today still usc EDI; however, many efforts in the past two decades 
have focused on developing standards to make EDI more consistent across industries. In 
the early years of EDI different industries had diflerent standards, so it was extremely dif
ficult for enterprises whose supply chains crossed industries to use EDT. A decade later the 
small suppl iers that were forced out of business because of EDT would have an easier time 
engaging in B2B e-commerce with their customers. The Jntcmet eliminated the need for 
proprietary hardware connections to accomplish EDl, significantly reducing the cost of 
EDI. Proprietary software was still required to partner with some companies; however, 
efforts such as Open-EDI attempted to diminate the need for proprietary bi lateral 
ED! arrangements by creating standards available to a ll enterprises Involved in business 
transactions. 

Cost reduction and process efficiency efforts continue to focus on supply chain issues 
today, and attempts are still being made to develop standards for inter-enterprise exchange 
of business transaction data. Customer relationship management bolt-on ERP software ap
plications provide interfaces to allow automated interactions with customers to better sat
isfy customer information needs. Suppl ier relationship management bolt-on ERP software 
applications similarly provide suppliers with self-service capabilities via the purchaser's 
Internet website. Advanced planning systems and logistics appl ications are other examples 
of bolt-on ERP software applications that attempt to make enterprise systems more out
wardly focused. 10 Supply chain management for some enterprises has transformed to the 
extent that a new term has emerged to describe th~.:ir efforts: collaborative planning, tore
casting, and replenishment (CPFR). CPFR is a business technique whereby trading part
ners agree upon a joint plan and sales forecast; they monitor the extent to which the plan 
and forecast are met, replenishing inventory as needed, and they recognize and respond to 
any exceptions. II 

INTER-ENTERPRISE SYSTEMS: E-COMMERCE 
AND THE REA ENTERPRISE ONTOLOGY 

The REA enterprise ontology as introduced in this textbook is primarily inwardly focused. 
How might it be adjusted to shift its focus outward? As described in the previous section, 
e-commerce requires connections between enterprise systems of upstream and down
stream supply chain partners. To achieve CPFR, these connections must be as seamless as 
possible. Creation of these connections is somewhat similar to view integration. In the 
v iew integration chapter, we discussed only intra-enterprise connections. These connec
tions between transaction cycles typically occurred via the resource flows of the value 
chain. For inter-enterprise integration, then, it seems logical that connections between 
enterprises would occur via the resource exchanges in the val ue system level model. Let's 
consider the possibility of connecting two enterprise systems at the value system level. 

1ooavid, McCarthy, and Sommer, "Agility," pp. 65-69. 
11J. C. Andraski and J. Haedicke, "CPFR: Time for the Breakthrough7" Supply Chain Management 
Review 7, no. 3 (May/June 2003), pp. 55--60. 
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Recall the Lego/K'nex toy tra ins example in Chapter L To be able to seamlessly c<r:a.. 
two enterprise systems at the value system level would require both systems to be~ 
from the same building blocks. Theoret ically REA constructs serve as a great set ofb __ 
ing blocks. However, in the short term it is unlikely that either or both enterprises \lilJ -
apart their systems and start building from scratch. 

Instead Bill McCarthy. the founder of REA, is making efforts to envelope RE.l... • 
structs in the information exchange standards that will comprise the bridges bem~ ~ 
terprise systems. He has served as an influential member of the UN/CEFACT eb~ _ 
group whose working documents confirm its adoption of REA constructs as found:! 
clements of the standards it has created. UNICEF ACT is the United Nations Cen::e 
Trade Facilitation and Electronic Business, established in 1996. Its mission is to con::-
to the g rowth of global commerce by improving the ability of enterprises to effecri\e _ e!:

change products and services. ebXML (Electronic Business using eXtensible ~-~ 

Language) is one initiative ofUN/CEFACT. begun in September 1999 in conjunctJo:-
the Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS -
nonprofit global consortium focuses on electron ic business standards. 

EbXML is a set of specifications that provides a standard method by which em~ 
may communicate data in common terms. It is similar to EDI but attempts to spec:=': _ 
structs at a higher semantic level. Whereas EDI defines an exact specification for eac" 
ument used in business exchanges between the linked partners, ebXML expect:; 
variations of each document and focuses on the events underlying the documents. e;:;. · 
is a tagging system similar in syntax to HTML (hypertext markup language) an~ X 
languages that are used to create websites. XBRL (extensible business reporting lan: - _ 
is also a tagging system tailored to financial statement line items. These tagging:._ -· _ 
wrap each data field in a container that identifies what is inside the wrapper; so e'er 
data fields (building blocks) arc different, the containers in which they are enclosed 
gethcr. The attempt to base the EbXML containers on REA constructs is a great_-:,;- • 
ward encouraging enterprises to usc those constructs as foundational building bloc_s 
long term. 

Consider some of the di fficulties of inter-enterprise view integration to supporc 
The process of entity and attribute conflict resolution discussed in Chapter I 0 15 ;:" 

cated by the fact that entities labeled as sales/collection cycle phenomena by one er~ 
are labeled as acquisition/payment phenomena by the other enterprise. When Enr 
sells merchandise inventory to Enterprise R in exchange for cash, Enterprise Q re-~ 
sale and a cash receipt. Enterprise R records a purchase and a cash disbursement. To- _ 
these two views, therefore, is a nontrivial exercise. Once merged, the integrated,,~ 
include two events, a transfer of goods and a transfer of cash. Each event would n~ 
related to both Enterprise Q and Enterprise R, with an indication of which enteiT:- -=.:: 
up goods lo get cash and which one gave up cash to get goods. This merging at frr,t = 
may appear relatively simple: indeed the problems are more political than technical f, 
ample, where would the data reside. who would enter the data, who would own the dJ::a. 
who would maintain the data? The complexities multiply once Enterprises S. T L 
arc added to the supply web. This textbook does not attempt to solve the problerr
ated with inter-enterprise view integration. Research on REA as an ontology to s~oc 
laborativc planning, forecasting, and replenishment is ongoing, and as the ~-.....:+- -
gresscs, future edirions of this textbook will incorporate the results of that rese~ 
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Key Terms and Concepts 
Back-office 
applications, 476 
Bolt-on applications, 476 
Database orientation, 476 
ebXML, 484 
Electronic commerce 
(e-commerce). 480 
Electronic data interchange 
(EDI), 482 

Enterprise application 
integration (EAT) 
software. 480 
Enterprise resource 
planning (ERP) systems, 476 
Front-office systems, 476 
Integration. 478 
I nter-enlerprisc 
integration, 483 

Intra-enterprise 
integration, 479 
Primitive level data, 477 
Semantic orientation, 476 
Structuring 
orientation, 476 
XBRL, 484 
XML, 484 

Review Questions 

LOI Rl. Explain the three conditions that must be met to satisfy a database orientation. 

101 R2. 

L02 R3. 
LOI R4. 

L02 RS. 
L03 R6. 

L03 R7. 

L03, l04 R8. 

Bolt-on applications and best-of-breed softv,rare are both concepts associated with 
ERP software. What is the difference between these concepts? 

What is the difference between intra-enterprise integration and inter-enterprise integration? 

What does it mean to have data stored at their most primitive level? 

What is the difference between back-office and front-office activities? 

To what extent is B2C e-commerce different from B2C commerce? 

How has B2I3 commerce changed with advances in electronic technology? 

Which technology makes information exchange between a small supplier and a large 
customer more feasible: electronic data interchange or the Internet? 

Multiple Choice Questions 

L02 MCl. Wl1ich of the following is an example of a back-office activity? 
A. An in-store sale of merchandise. 
B. Ordering of merchandise from a vendor. 
C. Processing of a sale order for a mail-order catalog sales company. 
D. Rental of an office building from a landlord. 

LOI MC2. Which of the following is a characteristic of a semantic orientation of a system? 
/\.. Data must be stored at their most primitive levels, at least for a defined time period. 
B. Data must be stored only once, and so that all authorized decision makers can 

access the data. 
C. A pattern based system design is evident. 
D. Objects in the system's conceptual model correspond as closely as possible to 

objects in the underlying reality. 

L03, L04 MC3. Which of the following tcclmologies provides the strongest level of inter-enterprise 
integration? 

A. Electronic data interchange. 
B. ebXML. 
C. XBRL. 
D. ERP (with no bolt-on applications). 
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L04 MC4. An enterprise has determined that a best-of-breed ERP implementation r:1 

the most sense. What options should the enterprise consider for intra-ent~ 
integration? 
A. None; the system will automatically be integrated throughout the enterpru.;: 

cause data will be seamlessly transferred among the ERP components. 
B. The enterprise should consider having its IT department design some prcg:::.._

to transfer data between the different ERP components; otherwise it rna:. 
to manually rekey data from one package to another. 

C. The enterprise should consider purchasing an enterprise application integ.;=· 
software package that is designed to work with the ERP components. 

D. Both B and C are options the enterprise should consider. 
LOJ MCS . Which of the following statements is FALSE? 

A. The types of events and information needs regarding those events in B:C _ 
merce are similar whether the commerce takes place in an electronic com=;_ 
or physical commerce setting. 

B. Electronic B2C commerce breaks down the time, place, and form bamer-.;; -
ically found in a physical commerce setting. 

C. Compared toe-commerce via the Internet, EDI (electronic data interchar::
an inexpensive means for transacting business for small suppliers with 
customers. 

D. E-commerce technology advances create little apparent need to char.;~ 
focus of enterprise systems for B2C from an intra-enterprise view to an 
enterprise view. 

Discussion Questions 

LOt D l. How do the semantic orientations of ERP systems and the REA enterprise m-
differ? 

LOt D2. Do you agree or disagree with the claim that debits, credits, and general J.x.=.:
counts are artifacts0 Explain why you agree or disagree. 

LOS D3 . Do you believe the REA enterprise ontology provides a valid theoretical four.:::= 
for ERP software? Explain why or why not. 

LOI, LOs 04. Can you think of an alternative pattern to use as a structming orientation ;'"u- _ 
prise systems? Describe the components of your pattern and specify any rules~ 
identify for the behavior of those components. 

L04 05. Explain whether and why you agree or disagree with the following statemer.:. 
lhal we have XBRL, real-time financial database reporting (i.e., the reporting 
porate financial results by allowing access to selected views of enterprise da:a 
houses) can become a reality." 

Applied Learning 

L04 A 1. Choose one of the following types of systems: CRM (customer relationst. -
agement), SCE (supply chain execution), ASP (application service prO\ i<k" 
(supplier relationship management), VMI (vendor managed inventory). orE 
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tcrprisc applicat ion integrati011). Conduct library and or Internet research to find ar
ticles describing your chosen type of system. Write an essay describing how that ::.ys
tem facilitates inter-enterprise integration. Give an assessment of what level of inte
gration is provided (use the Lego-K 'nex analogy if possible). 

1.04 A2. Wai-Mart and Dell Computers are both enterprises that have been lauded for their 
supply chain management practices. Conduct library and or Internet research to find 
articles describing Wal-Mart and Dell. Describe the level of inter-enterprise integra
tion they have achieved. and identifY the enterprises with which they have integrated. 

Answers to Multiple Choice Questions 
MCI. C, MC2. D, MC3 . B, MC4. D, MC5. C. 
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